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State Party

Italy

State, Province or Region

The site is located within the administrative boundaries of the Piedmont Region.
The six components of the property fall within the boundaries of three provinces: namely
Alessandria (AL), Asti (AT) and Cuneo (CN) provinces as shown in the serial nomination table
below.
In particular each component includes all or part of different municipalities:
1 “Langa of Barolo”: Barolo (CN); Serralunga d’Alba (CN); Castiglione Falletto (CN); La Morra
(CN); Monforte d’Alba (CN); Novello (CN); Diano d’Alba (CN). 
2 “Grinzane Cavour Castle”: Grinzane Cavour (CN).
3 “Hills of Barbaresco”: Barbaresco (CN); Neive (CN).
4 “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”: Montegrosso (AT); Mombercelli (AT); Agliano (AT); Castel-
nuovo Calcea (AT); Vinchio (AT); Vaglio Serra (AT); Nizza Monferrato (AT).
5 “Canelli and Asti Spumante”: Santo Stefano Belbo (CN); Calosso (AT); Canelli (AT).
6 “Monferrato of the Infernot”: Cella Monte (AL); Ozzano Monferrato (AL); Sala Monferrato
(AL); Rosignano Monferrato (AL); Ottiglio (AL); Olivola (AL); Frassinello Monferrato (AL); Ca-
magna Monferrato (AL); Vignale Monferrato (AL).

Name of Property

The vineyard landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.

Geographical coordinates to the nearest second 

See table below.

Textual description of the boundary(ies) of the nominated property

The boundary of the property’s component parts is established primarily based on physical and
clearly recognizable elements, such as roads and streams. However, since it is a cultural land-
scape, in certain cases we used boundaries which are less evident, but which are better suited
to the concept of ‘landscape’: contour lines to include peculiar hilly features, crests, valley floors,
etc… In other cases we based our decision on regulation boundaries – such as protected areas
– or administration boundaries – such as Municipality borders.
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Site 
Component No° 

Name of 
Component

Involved
Provinces 

Coordinates 
of Centre Point

Area of
Component (ha)

Area of
Buffer Zone (ha) Annexed Maps

1 Langa of Barolo Cuneo 7°57’49” E,
44°36’31” N 3.051 Zone A* 6

2 Grinzane Cavour
Castle Cuneo 7°59’39” E,

44°39’7” N 7 Zone A* 6

3 Hills of
Barbaresco Cuneo 8°5’15” E,

44°43’14” N 891 Zone A* 6

4 Nizza Monferrato
and Barbera Asti 8°18’18” E,

44°47’47” N 2.307 Zone A* 6

5 Canelli and Asti
spumante Asti - Cuneo 8°14’59” E,

44°44’17” N 1.971 Zone A* 6

6 Monferrato of
the Infernot Alessandria 8°23’23” E,

45°3’3” N 2.561 Zone B* 6

Total ha 10.789 76.249
The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont:
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.

*Zone A: ha 59.306  - *Zone B: ha 16.943
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The perimeter of the buffer zone, divided into two areas called A and B, is based on the limits
of landscape units as they are defined in the Regional Landscape Plan of the Piedmont Region
so as to re-establish a territorial continuity between the single components, and also on the
tight relationships, even visual relationships, between said component parts.

Component 1 (Langa of Barolo): Starting from the Southern town border of the Municipality of
La Morra, the boundary of the component is located along via Marconi and continues Eastwards
through the Annunziata hamlet, including the urban centre of the ward itself. At the crossroads be-
tween the Annunziata hamlet and Provincial Road 3, the boundary follows the road Northwards,
until it reaches, through shared access roads, Via Alba-Monforte, in the Municipality of Castiglione
Falletto. By cutting Eastwards through other shared access roads, it intercepts Via Alba and fol-
lows it again Northwards all the way to the crossing with via Conforso. From this point onwards
the component follows the foot of the hill, skirting to the South-East the border of the Municipal-
ity of Diano d’Alba and, farther off, of Serralunga d’Alba. Upon reaching the hamlet of Sorano the
boundary reconnects with the local roads and follows via Alba Southwards in the Municipality of
Serralunga d’Alba. At cascina Serra, the boundary proceeds along several shared access roads
Westwards until it crosses the Municipality border between Monforte d’Alba and Serralunga d’Alba.
It then crosses Località Ginestra and follows it until it reaches the Northern town border of Mon-
forte d’Alba. From here it connects to Via Alba, via Monchiero, località Manzoni. From here it newly
coincides the municipal border which separates Monforte d’Alba from Novello and then continues
along shared access roads until it reaches the Eastern town edge of Novello. The perimeter pro-
ceeds Northwards following Provincial Road 58 to its crossing with Località San Grato. From here
it connects with shared access roads Westwards – including the Castello della Volta di Barolo –
until it reaches via San Pietro. It again proceeds Northwards along via San Pietro, via La Morra,
Regione Rocca Croera, via Roma until it reaches the crossroads with via Marconi inside La Morra.

Component 2 (Grinzane Cavour Castle): the boundary includes the area pertaining to the cas-
tle and the roads which isolate the experimental Vineyard at the feet of the castle

Component 3 (Hills of Barbaresco): The North-Western boundary of this component coincides
with the Tanaro river. Northwards, at the crossroads with Via Ovello in the Municipality of Bar-
baresco, it continues towards the East, along Via Albesani and Via Tanaro into the town centre
of Neive. From here it follows via Circonvallazione, via Demaria, via Tanaro, via Gavello, via
Rabajà, via Sordo. And from here it reconnects with the Tanaro river bank and closes off the ring.

Component 4 (Nizza Monferrato and Barbera): Starting at the North-eastern town border of the
Municipality of Agliano Terme, at the Strada Statale Asti-Mare, the boundary continues along Strada
Fornaci Stazione, Regione Bologna, Strada Lea. At the crossroads with via Copetto it proceeds on
the right until it reaches the crossroads with via Crocetta. After proceeding through shared access
roads, it follows via Moncucco at Mombercelli, via Brofferio, via Freto, Strada Valtiglione until it
reaches the crossroads with via Belveglio. It then continues along via Belveglio Southwards until
the crossroads with Via Cortiglione inside the town centre of Vinchio. From here it continues along
via Cortiglione, strada Rio, via Valdivaglio. And from here, along minor roads, it reaches via Crosa,
via Saborello, via La Serra. At the crossroads with via Serenella it turns Westwards along the lat-
ter road and then Southwards in via Cremosina, opening up to the East and following the vineyard
limit until it reconnects with via 1613 which goes straight into the town centre of Nizza Monfer-
rato. Here it includes Zone A of the PRG, and so the component boundary crosses the Belbo seek-
ing to include the area pertaining to Bersano, and then doubles back, following the Western limit
of the town centre of Nizza, and, again crossing the hill to the west of Nizza, reconnects to Strada
Bricco. It then continues until it reaches Via Colombaro, Strada Coriasco, Strada Piage, Strada
Cuccarello, Strada Cocito, Strada Castello. At the crossroads with Via Toetto it turns West along
this road, enters Regione Dogliano and continues until it reconnects with Strada Fornaci Stazione.
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Component 5: (Canelli and Asti Spumante): Starting from the Northern town limit of Santo Stefano
Belbo, the Western perimeter of the component proceeds Northwards along Via Tinella. From here
it continues to the right along via Gramoreto in the Municipality of Calosso. Through shared access
roads it encounters via Carfagna, via Bionzo and reconnects with via Sant’Anna. At the crossroads
with via Agliano it turns into this road Southwards, and then encounters via Gherzo, via Rodofiglia,
via Valcalosso. Shared access roads along the hill slopes lead it to Regione Serra Masio, Regione San
Giovanni, Regione Sant’Antonio. From here the boundary continues toward the town centre of Canelli,
first including the area pertaining to the castle, closing in on via Villa Nuova, following the border of
the residential area to the East and entering the town centre along via Roma until it reaches the cross-
roads with Corso Libertà. From here, after crossing the Belbo river, the boundary includes the areas
belonging to the Bosca and Gancia cellars, in order to then turn back Northwards, skirting the his-
torical centre (Zone A), proceeding along via Alba in order to include the Coppo cellars and then re-
turning on strada San Michele so that it can continue Northward through Regione Castellazzi. After
several secondary roads which follow the morphology of the Belbo valley floor, the boundary re-
connects with Località Bauda in Santo Stefano Belbo, and closes off in Località san Maurizio.

Component 6 (Monferrato of the Infernot): starting at the Western border of the town of Olivola,
the boundary proceeds Northwards along the municipal threshold between Ottiglio and Olivola;
the perimeter inlcudes Moleto, continues in the Municipality of Sala Monferrato along Strada
Cascina Zonchi and Via Marconi, skirting the Northern border of the town centre. From here, it
proceeds Northwards along Via Ozzano and strada Cascine Diole. It proceeds for a short while
along shared access roads and then reconnects with Provincial Road 38 in the Municipality of
Rosignano Monferrato, turning Southwards along it. It skirts the residential area of Rosignano,
including it, and then continues towards South-East, encompassing the vineyards around the
Castle of Uviglie in order to reconnect with Provincial Road 42. Once inside the Municipality of
Frassinello, the component boundary turns left and briefly touches the municipal border of
Rosignano, Rio Ponara, and the border with Camagna. This town centre is therefore included,
and by following Provincial Road 68 we enter Vignale Monferrato. The town of Vignale is in-
cluded, and then, along its Western border, the boundary proceeds Northward along Provincial
Road 50, it enters Provincial Road 46 until it skirts the Western border of Frassinello Monfer-
rato. Then, still on Provincial Road 46 and then on Provincial Road 42, we return to Olivola.

A4 (or "letter") size map of the nominated property, showing boundaries and buffer zone 

Seven A4 size map showing the boundaries of the nominated property “The vineyard landscape
of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato” and its buffer zones:
E.1. Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property and its buffer zones
E.1.1. Langa of Barolo
E.1.2. Grinzane Cavour Castle
E.1.3. Hills of Barbaresco
E.1.4. Nizza Monferrato and Barbera
E.1.5. Canelli and Asti spumante
E.1.6. Monferrato of the Infernot

Criteria under which property is nominated

Criterion (iii)
«Bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization which is
living or which has disappeared»

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is the extraordinary result of a “wine
tradition” that has evolved and has been passed down from ancient times until today and con-
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stitutes the basis for the area’s social and economic structure. This cultural tradition is evident
in a consolidated heritage of cultivation and winemaking expertise and techniques that are based
on a thorough understanding of the grape varieties cultivated there over many years and their
ability to adapt to particular environmental conditions. This wealth of knowledge has continued
to evolve through constant efforts to improve the production cycle while maintaining traditional
methods and has led to the production of high quality wines of international prestige. The thou-
sand-year tradition of winemaking is visible in the layout of the landscape, a palimpsest of places
where grape growing and winemaking take place, places featuring vineyards, divided up into
small plots created in the Middle Ages by feudal land division; winemaking companies founded
many years ago and tied to the fortunes of aristocratic dynasties or the vision of forward-think-
ing entrepreneurs; vernacular architecture, which arose “spontaneously” in order to meet the
needs of the production cycle; commercial urban centres, once important merchant trading cen-
tres of the late Middle Ages which today are the export capitals of Piedmont's fine wines.

Criterion (v)
«Be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use, which is rep-
resentative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment especially when it
has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change»

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is an extraordinary example of the inter-
action between society and the environment, a constant relationship that has gone on for two thou-
sand years. Over the centuries, vineyards, settlements and social forms of life learned to integrate,
creating a living landscape where every transformation is the result of Man's determination to make
the most of form, content and function for the purposes of grape growing and winemaking. Grape
farming became specialised on the basis of a growing understanding of the soil and climate con-
ditions and of local grape varieties; a production cycle evolved which both respected traditions and
expertly took advantage of the resources supplied by an environment that had specialised in grape
production for centuries. The link between grape growing and wine production lies at the heart of
the high level of refinement reached by the synergy between Man and environment which, together,
have created a continually evolving landscape. Here Man has been able to integrate a modern and
diverse wine distribution network which has preserved a high aesthetic quality. In fact this landscape
is also notable for the harmonious co-existence of vineyards laid out a girapoggio (“around the
hillock”) and the various different types of settlement that have overlapped each other over time,
where the entire winemaking production chain is still located. It is that very image of small hilltop
villages standing out against the horizon with their castles, churches and towers soaring above the
rows of vines that is the striking symbol of this landscape the world over.

Draft Statement of Outstanding Universal Value

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is an extraordinary and unique example
of a cultural landscape derived from the interaction between Man and Nature over two thousand
years, revolving around the culture of wine and its production chain. This landscape is made up
of a hillside range featuring gentle slopes where rows of vines are grown with the girapoggio
(“around the hillock”)  system, densely populated with farmhouses and rural settlements, small
hilltop villages, commercial and industrial settlements along the valley floor and special areas tied
to the winemaking production chain which are integrate in an extraordinarily harmonious way with
their surroundings, providing high aesthetic quality. Evidence of the winemaking production chain
from different historical eras is present in both monumental and vernacular buildings and can also
be either urban settlements or civil buildings, all of which are designed to meet the needs of grape
cultivation, winemaking and wine storage. The architectural assets of the area are emblematic of
its history and its socio-economic structure, where medieval castles – altered in later eras – stand
out as recognisable landmarks in a landscape of high aesthetic value. 
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The property is a palimpsest of the places where internationally renowned Piedmontese wines
first appeared, were processed and sold. The property’s components have special natural, an-
thropic and visual features, all of which contribute in their essential nature and their reciprocal
relationships to representing the many facets of the thousand-year “culture of wine” which has
shaped this landscape to an extraordinary degree thanks to a continuous relationship between
Man and Nature. The Langa of Barolo, the Hills of Barbaresco,  Nizza Monferrato and Barbera
and Canelli and Asti Spumante components refer to the four finest and most representative
wines in terms of quality on a regional scale, on a wider international scale and products that
have traditionally been associated with Piedmont’s winemaking identity abroad. They are rep-
resentative of a specific production system based on a grape variety that has always been pres-
ent in Piedmont, inextricably linked to special soil and climatic conditions (terroir) that make the
most of its production potentials, creating a high quality wine protected by a special Denomi-
nazione d’Origine (Denomination of origin) category. Wines are the result of a thorough under-
standing of the different characteristics of grape varieties and the resulting improvement of
winemaking techniques, developed over the centuries by winemakers and oenologists, also
through exchanges and influence from foreign winemaking industries. The Grinzane Cavour
Castle component has always had a frontline role in the development of Piedmontese and Ital-
ian winemaking and is a symbol of the relationship between the history of wine and the history
of Italy. During the 19th century, it was the home of Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour, a key fig-
ure in the events that led to the Unification of Italy, and who devoted himself to experimenting
with new winemaking techniques for Nebbiolo vines with the contribution of world-famous Ital-
ian and French oenologists. The Monferrato of the Infernot component completes the palimpsest
of vernacular architecture linked to the cycle of winemaking. This is where we find Infernot,
small underground rooms dug with great expertise in a particular type of stone (Cantoni Stone)
– typical of the geological substratum of a specific area of Monferrato – used for storing bot-
tles on a domestic scale. These types of building are only found in the Basso Monferrato area.
They are an extraordinary example of popular knowledge and the combination of functional
needs with impressive construction expertise.

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is the extraordinary result of a “wine
tradition” that has evolved and has been passed down from ancient times until today and con-
stitutes the basis for the area’s social and economic structure. This cultural tradition is evident
in a consolidated heritage of cultivation and winemaking expertise and techniques that are based
on a thorough understanding of the grape varieties cultivated there over many years and their
ability to adapt to particular environmental conditions. This wealth of knowledge has continued
to evolve through constant efforts to improve the production cycle while maintaining traditional
methods and has led to the production of high quality wines of international prestige. The thou-
sand-year tradition of winemaking is visible in the layout of the landscape, a palimpsest of places
where grape growing and winemaking take place, places featuring vineyards, divided up into
small plots created in the Middle Ages by feudal land division; winemaking companies founded
many years ago and tied to the fortunes of aristocratic dynasties or the vision of forward-think-
ing entrepreneurs; vernacular architecture, which arose “spontaneously” in order to meet the
needs of the production cycle; commercial urban centres, once important merchant trading cen-
tres of the late Middle Ages which today are the export capitals of Piedmont's fine wines.

Furthermore, the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is an extraordinary ex-
ample of the interaction between society and the environment, a constant relationship that has
gone on for two thousand years. Over the centuries, vineyards, settlements and social forms of
life learned to integrate, creating a living landscape where every transformation is the result of
Man's determination to make the most of form, content and function for the purposes of grape
growing and winemaking. Grape farming became specialised on the basis of a growing under-
standing of the soil and climate conditions and of local grape varieties; a production cycle
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evolved which both respected traditions and expertly took advantage of the resources supplied
by an environment that had specialised in grape production for centuries. The link between
grape growing and wine production lies at the heart of the high level of refinement reached by
the synergy between Man and environment which, together, have created a continually evolv-
ing landscape. Here Man has been able to integrate a modern and diverse wine distribution net-
work which has preserved a high aesthetic quality. In fact this landscape is also notable for the
harmonious co-existence of vineyards laid out a girapoggio (“around the hillock”) and the var-
ious different types of settlement that have overlapped each other over time, where the entire
winemaking production chain is still located. It is that very image of small hilltop villages stand-
ing out against the horizon with their castles, churches and towers soaring above the rows of
vines that is the striking symbol of this landscape the world over.

The property possesses all the elements that are fundamental to the complete representation of
its values. Taken as a whole, the six components perfectly exemplify the complexity of the cul-
tural, residential, architectural, environmental and manufacturing aspects that are evidence of
the area’s centuries-old winemaking tradition.

All the fundamental stages in wine production are present in the property (starting with the cul-
tivation stage in the vineyard to the later stages of winemaking, storage and distribution) and
the social and cultural phenomena that substantiate the functional aspects and relationships of
the landscape. The nominated property’s winemaking process has found the perfect balance in
terms of economic, social and cultural factors, developing systems over the years that have
preserved the landscape from the risk of neglect and unsustainable development.

This integrity stems from the fundamental stability of the elements that form the agricultural
landscape, and from the conservation of functional and structural features of infrastructure and
settlements. The property is also remarkably well preserved from an aesthetic and visual point
of view, as shown by the many spectacular views and the clarity and point-to-point visibility of
its skylines.

The features that characterise the nominated property’s winemaking landscape have preserved
their historical and cultural authenticity and are a combination of experimental techniques and
consolidated practices carried out over the centuries. A complex range of documentary, biblio-
graphical and visual sources can provide rich and varied evidence of the importance of grape
growing – and the culture of wine more generally – in this region from ancient times.  The au-
thenticity of its “wine culture” is guaranteed by the established knowledge that has been passed
down over the centuries, reported in various different kinds of sources. The conservation of its
material substratum (the urban layout, its agricultural layout, its vernacular and monumental
buildings) is guaranteed by a combination of the continued use of its facilities and products and
a range of laws and regulations protecting and safeguarding it. 

The nominated property has been the subject of legal protection at different levels. On a national
level, the area is protected by legislation concerning the safeguarding of cultural and environ-
mental assets (Legislative Decree 42/2004). On a regional level, there are various different plan-
ning documents protecting the cultural landscape. The adoption of the Regional Landscape Plan
(the Piano Paesaggistico Regionale, or PPR), which contains guidelines for safeguarding various
different features of the landscape, has been particularly important. On a municipal level, the
main conservation legislation applied is the Urban Development Plan, (Piano Regolatore Gen-
erale), which sets down rules for conserving historic settlements and agricultural and production
areas. All municipalities involved in the nominated property have ensured that their urban plan-
ning scheme includes regulations that will protect areas of particular environmental prestige.
Moreover, the municipalities have adopted amendments to their planning schemes, introducing
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special measures for safeguarding vineyards. A special type of protection is provided by the rig-
orous and detailed wine production regulations applied to DOC and DOCG labelling, which guar-
antee the authenticity of soil quality, products and winemaking practices as well as the
permanence of visible features of the landscape. 

As regards the property’s general administration, which is affected by various institutional and
non-institutional bodies with different responsibilities, an association has been set up, which co-
ordinates the area’s various different players and is responsible for applying a Management
Plan.

Name and contact information of official local institution/agency

Organization:
Association for the Heritage of the Langhe – Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape
Headquarter of Provincia di Asti
Address: Piazza Alfieri, 33 - 14100 Asti (Italy)
E-mail: paesaggivitivinicoli@alice.it
Web address: www.paesaggivitivinicoli.it

Organization:
Regione Piemonte, Direzione Programmazione strategica, politiche territoriali ed edilizia
Address: Corso Bolzano, 44 - 10138 Torino (Italy)
Tel. +39 011 4321428
Fax +39 011 4324804
E-mail: direzioneb08@regione.piemonte.it
Web address: http://www.regione.piemonte.it
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«Not only do I hope, but I am certain that I produce a wine that will surpass those
of Tokaj, Eastern Mediterranean, Spain, Portugal, Cape of Good Hope and even
Sciras, so much so that His Majesty will be the only man to possess the best
wine in the Universe»
(Verduno, 20th of January 1842, from a letter by General Staglieno to King Carlo
Alberto of Savoy)
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Introduction

The present nomination is a revision of an earlier submitted proposal, with the same title,
presented by the Italian State Party in January 2011. This nomination received a “deferral”
judgment by the World Heritage Committee in June 2012 (decision 36 COM 8B.32). The in-
dications contained in the above mentioned decision and in the Advisory Body Evaluation
drafted by the ICOMOS, have led to a revision of the proposal of the serial property, still
nominated as part of the “continuing cultural landscape” category.

Briefly, the changes from the previous nomination proposal took into account, as a prior-
ity, the following requirements set out in Decision 36 COM 8B.32:

a) Review the application of the selection criteria of the sites and the choice of the series’
components, taking into account the central notion of a native grape variety associated
with a terroir and a grand cru of truly exceptional value and to demonstrate in what way
each site significantly contributes to the potential Outstanding Universal Value of the en-
semble.

The serial property of the previous formulation was made up of 9 components, for a total
area of 30,467 hectares. In terms of total area, the property covered by the new proposal
covers 10,789 hectares, with a reduction of about two thirds if compared to the previous
version. 

The new composition of the series, made up of 6 components, is based on the application
of specific criteria, selecting each part that is necessary to contribute significantly and
in a clearly identifiable manner to the construction of the overall value of the property.

In this sense, four components have been selected according to the relevance of the spe-
cial bond between grape variety, terroir and winemaking technique, referring only to the
wine production of recognized quality and absolute importance on international scale:
Barolo (component 1, called “Langa of Barolo “), Barbaresco (component 3, called “Hills
of Barbaresco”), Barbera (component 4 called “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”) and Asti
Spumante (component 5, called “Canelli and Asti Spumante”). Each area constitutes a
whole unit, including rural and urban areas and architectural elements that represent a per-
fect example of the whole chain of wine specific for each selected production system (i.e.
the places of cultivation, production, storage and distribution, including the expressions of
vernacular architecture), the winemaking expertise and popular traditions.

Component 6 (called “Monferrato of the Infernot”) has been selected for the purposes of
presenting in a complete way the palimpsest of the wine places characterizing the wine-
making landscape, according to the presence of a unique and extremely valuable type of ver-
nacular architecture: the “infernot”, carved in stone from Cantone, which characterizes the
area from a geological point of view.

The series is completed by the “Grinzane Cavour Castle” (component 2), which represents
a fundamental important testimony of the history and development of viticulture and enolo-
gy in Piedmont.

For an in depth exploration of these aspects, please refer in particular to the Nomination For-
mat, section 2.a “Description of The Property” and 3.c. “Comparative analysis”.
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page 247

On the previous page: 
Grinzane Cavour Castle (component 2)
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b) Review the boundary of each of the sites making up the series as a function of an ap-
proach that better integrates all the material elements testifying to the winemaking and
wine cellaring values

The boundary of each component has been redefined taking into account two main factors: 

1) the reduction – compared to the previous proposal – of the portion of land not meet-
ing the new selection criteria and not being a significant contribution in terms of rep-
resentativeness and according to the values   of the property.

2) the integration within the vineyard territories of important tangible and intangible ev-
idences related to the entire wine chain such as: cities related to trade and industry of
wine (Nizza Monferrato and Canelli), examples of monumental architecture linked to the
production chain, expressions of vernacular architecture, landmarks in the history of
winemaking in the area (Grinzane Cavour Castle).

c) Review the buffer zones as a function of the property’s redefinition.

The buffer zones have been redefined as a consequence of the reduction of the compo-
nents of the series, passing from an area of 184,447 hectares to an area of 76.249 hectares.
In order to identify these zones, the definition criteria based on the conformation of the
landscape units defined by the Regional Landscape Plane of Piedmont was kept. They
represent portions of territory with homogenous characteristics and are included in broader
areas of landscapes for which specific guidelines have been developed, in order to protect
and enhance them.

d) Draw up a precise inventory of the monuments and sites covered by national or regional
historic heritage listing within the property and an inventory of the vernacular heritage;
the maps need to be completed in a way that these elements are easily identifiable by
name.

The description of each component of the property contains indications on the main artis-
tic and historical monuments, protected by national protective measures, in particular for
those specifically related to the subject of winemaking. A more complete indexing, ac-
companied by accurate maps with appropriate scales of all the cultural goods within the
property, which also includes minor assets, even if covered by national protection meas-
ures, constitutes an Annex (see Annex 12). A typological inventory of the places of wine
has also been drawn, including expressions of vernacular architecture (see Nomination
Format, paragraph 2.a). 

e) Ensure the conservation measures recommended in the Agreement Act and local town
planning rules are adopted by all the municipalities in the property.

An update on the situation regarding the adoption of conservation measures by munic-
ipalities involved in the nomination has been provided (see Nomination format, para-
graph 5.b).

f) Specify the material and human resources of the property’s overarching management
Association, and more broadly all the staff employed for the property’s management,
stating their sectors of activity and any training requirements.
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The resources leading the Association have been specified, clarifying roles, working
arrangements and business sector (see in particular Nomination format, paragraph 5.e and
Management Plan).

g) Rank the Management Plan actions by order of priority for the explicit benefit of the
property’s conservation; provide precise implementation schedules for those actions for
which finance has been consolidated.

An order of priority of the Management Plan actions has been assigned, primarily taking
into account actions related with the conservation; the actions that will benefit of funding
already established have been elucidated in detail (see Management Plan).

h) Confirm that monitoring is effectively coordinated by the property’s overarching man-
agement Association.

The role of the Association in the monitoring activities has been made more explicit (see
in particular Nomination format, paragraph 5.b and Chapter 6).

i) Supplement the property’s monitoring plan indexes with a group covering tourism and per-
manent cultural activities. 

The following indicators have been introduced: average time of stay, Italian and foreign
arrivals, numbers of entries to the museums (see Nomination format, chapter 6).
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«...There’s a sun on these hills, a reflection of the dry soil and volcanic stone that
I’d forgotten. Instead of coming down from the sky our heat rises from below –
from the ground, from the dicht between the vines where every trace of green
seems to have been eaten up and turned to dry twings. I like these heat, I like
its smell: there’s something of me in the smell, too, many grape harvests and
haymakings and cornhusking in the autumn, many tastes and desires I didn’t
know I still have...» (C. PAVESE)
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1.a Country

Italy

1.b State, Province or Region

The property is located within the administrative boundaries of the Piedmont Region.
The six components of the property fall within the boundaries of three provinces: namely
Alessandria (AL), Asti (AT) and Cuneo (CN) provinces as shown in the serial nomination table
below.
In particular each component includes all or part of different municipalities:

1 “Langa of Barolo”: Barolo (CN); Serralunga d’Alba (CN); Castiglione Falletto (CN); La Morra
(CN); Monforte d’Alba (CN); Novello (CN); Diano d’Alba (CN).

2 “Grinzane Cavour Castle”: Grinzane Cavour (CN).

3 “Hills of Barbaresco”: Barbaresco (CN); Neive (CN).

4 “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”: Montegrosso (AT); Mombercelli (AT); Agliano (AT); Castel-
nuovo Calcea (AT); Vinchio (AT); Vaglio Serra (AT); Nizza Monferrato (AT).

5 “Canelli and Asti Spumante”: Santo Stefano Belbo (CN); Calosso (AT); Canelli (AT).

6 “Monferrato of the Infernot”: Cella Monte (AL); Ozzano Monferrato (AL); Sala Monferrato
(AL); Rosignano Monferrato (AL); Ottiglio (AL); Olivola (AL); Frassinello Monferrato (AL); Ca-
magna Monferrato (AL); Vignale Monferrato (AL).

1.c Name of Property

The vineyard landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.
  
1.d Geographical coordinates to the nearest second

See serial nomination table below.
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Property 
component n° 

Name 
of component

Involved 
Provinces

Coordinates 
of centre point

Area of 
component (ha)

Area of 
Buffer Zone (ha) Annexed Maps

1 Langa of Barolo Cuneo 7°57’49” E,
44°36’31” N 3.051 Zone A* 6

2 Grinzane Cavour
Castle Cuneo 7°59’39” E,

44°39’7” N 7 Zone A* 6

3 Hills 
of Barbaresco Cuneo 8°5’15” E,

44°43’14” N 891 Zone A* 6

4 Nizza Monferrato
and Barbera Asti 8°18’18” E,

44°47’47” N 2.307 Zone A* 6

5 Canelli and Asti
Spumante Asti, Cuneo 8°14’59” E,

44°44’17” N 1.971 Zone A* 6

6 Monferrato of
the Infernot Alessandria 8°23’23” E,

45°3’3” N 2.561 Zone B* 6

Total (ha) 10.789 76.249
The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont:
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.

*Zone A: ha 59.306  -  *Zone B: ha 16.943 

Serial Nomination table for the Site 
The vineyard landscape of Piedmont:
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

On the previous page: 
Nebbiolo grapes and the village of 
Barbaresco (component 3)
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1.e Maps and plans, showing the boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone
Maps illustrating the whole property and its buffer zone, as presented in Chapter 1.

• P.1a - Map showing the nominated property within Italian State
• P.1b - Map showing the boundaries of the nominated property and buffer zone within Pied-
mont Region.

• P.1c - Map showing all component parts included in the serial property and administrative
boundaries. 

• P.1d - Map showing all component parts included in the serial property and areas covered
by vineyards. 

• P.1e - Map showing all component parts included in the serial property (annexed in A0 format). 

Maps illustrating the whole property and its buffer zone, as presented in Chapter 5.

• P.5a - Special legal protection measures from which the property and its buffer zone benefit,
according to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations
pertaining to environmental protection.

• P.5b/c/d - Special legal protection measures from which the property and its buffer zone ben-
efit, according to the Regional Landscape Plan

• P.5e - Special legal protection from which the property and its buffer zone benefit, concerning
the Production Standards of identity and produce protection (D.O.C.G.).

Maps illustrating the single components of the nominate property (chapter 1 and chapter 5)

1 - Langa of Barolo
• P.1.1 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.1 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5) 

• P.5b.1 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/
vineyard slopes - chapter 5)

• P.5c.1 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and to the Gen-
eral Town Plan (chapter 5)

• P.5d.1 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, ac-
cording to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.1 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

 
2 - Grinzane Cavour Castle
• P.1.2 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.2 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5) 

• P.5b.2 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/
vineyard slopes - chapter 5)

• P.5c.2 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and to the Gen-
eral Town Plan (chapter 5)
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• P.5d.2 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.2 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

3 - Hills of Barbaresco 
• P.1.3 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.3 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5)

• P.5b.3 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/
vineyard slopes - chapter 5)

• P.5c.3 - Special legal protection measures from which the property and its buffer zone
benefit, according to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and
to the General Town Plan (chapter 5)

• P.5d.3 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.3 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

4 - Nizza Monferrato and Barbera 
• P.1.4 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.4 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5)

• P.5b.4 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according to
the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/ vineyard slopes
- chapter 5)

• P.5c.4 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and to the Gen-
eral Town Plan (chapter 5)

• P.5d.4 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.4 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

5 - Canelli and Asti Spumante 
• P.1.5 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.5 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5)

• P.5b.5 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/ vineyard
slopes - chapter 5)

• P.5c.5 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and to the General
Town Plan (chapter 5)

• P.5d.5 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.5 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)
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• P.5e.5 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

6 - Monferrato of the Infernot 
• P.1.6 - Boundaries of the nominated property (chapter 1)
• P.5a.6 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, according
to European Union and national law (Legislative Decree 42/2004) and regulations per-
taining to environmental protection (chapter 5) 

• P.5b.6 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (natural and anthropic-cultural components/
vineyard slopes - chapter 5)

• P.5c.6 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (anthropic-cultural components) and to the Gen-
eral Town Plan (chapter 5)

• P.5d.6 - Special legal protection measures from which the property benefit, accord-
ing to the Regional Landscape Plan (perceptive components - chapter 5)

• P.5e.6 - Special legal protection from which the property benefit, concerning the Pro-
duction Standards of identity and produce protection D.O.C.G. (chapter 5)

1.f Area of nominated property and proposed buffer zone 

Nominated property surface: 10.789 ha (see serial nomination table above).
Buffer zone surface: 76.249 ha (see serial nomination table above).
Total surface: 87.038 ha.  
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«...The Monferrato hills in winter, covered in snow and ice, exposed to the moun-
tain air. The tops covered in snow, the trees laden with white frost in place of leaves,
the vineyards wrapped in a blanket of snowflakes that extends to cover the roads
and paths too; it all looks like a land just waiting to be explored...»
(DAVIDE LAJOLO, “Il merlo di campagna e il merlo di città”)
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Preliminary Remarks

The nominated serial property is a “cultural landscape”, the result of a combined action of man
and nature; specifically, the property is nominated in the category of “continuing landscape”, or
those landscape “which retain an active social role in contemporary society closely associated
with the traditional way of life, and in which the evolutionary process is still in progress. At the
same time it exhibits significant material evidence of its evolution over time.”

The nomination of serial property is linked to the fact that the full representation of the values
that characterize this cultural landscape requires the contribution of different components, all
of which are necessary to describe its complexity and uniqueness. The components selected for
this purpose consist of six areas, described further on in their consistency and mutual rela-
tions. 

The parts that make up the series return the complexity of a landscape steeped in centuries of
wine culture both through material elements which can be defined as "places of wine" - physi-
cal spaces where the chain of winemaking starts and completes (from cultivation to production,
storage and distribution) and urban and rural scenarios where the presence of winemaking is a
prominent reality - and through intangible aspects. In fact, the ancient winemaking tradition that
marks the territory has generated a multitude of knowledge and practices related to vine and
wine that built over the centuries the identity of the people and shaped the landscape through
a secular work of observation, experience and innovation. The landscape is extraordinarily
shaped by the work of man who has learned over the years to combine in an increasingly ac-
curate manner the morphological, pedological and climatic characteristics of the land and the
natural aptitude of the grape varieties historically attested in these territories. The entire wine-
making sector is characterized by a continuous research for quality and technological inno-
vation while still respecting the tradition; this is also reflected by the high quality of the
produced wines, internationally acclaimed as one of the most important wine products in the
world, protected by appropriate Denominations of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (DOCG).

Wine is in fact a transversal element for the culture of a territory, because around the vine and
its fruit a unique range of meanings is shaped, from religion to philosophy, art and science, and
for centuries whole landscapes and territories have been created and forged. In this sense, Italy,
in the center of the Mediterranean, is one of the oldest wine-producing regions in the world -
already called Oenotria or "land of wine" by the Greeks - and therefore it has a long-term wine-
making tradition.

In particular, the Piedmont region, located in the North-West, represents an exceptional testi-
mony of the qualitative and quantitative development of viticulture. Here, in fact, different com-
binations of climate and ecosystems determine a suitable environment for the development of
numerous grape varieties historically attested in these areas and indissolubly linked to the char-
acteristics of its lands. This has been the fundamental basis for the establishment of viticulture
as a productive activity of significant importance since ancient times.

Unlike other Italian regions, Piedmont – also because of its geographical position, suited to
transit and trade and sensitive to the influence of different cultures – shows in an extraordinary
and clear way these historical roots for viticulture, in the continuity of use of the soil and in the
deep winemaking culture that has been marking for centuries the sense of identity of its inhab-
itants. 

This cultivar-cultural tradition is particularly evident in the territories of Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato, not only for the strong and unquestioned economic and social role of modern wine pro-

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

criteria (iii) (v)

On the previous page: 
Winter landscape from La Morra viewpoint
(component 1)
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duction, but also and above all for the structure of the stunning landscape of this area that mod-
eled through centuries on this wealth of knowledge, expertise and meanings connected to the
vineyard, to the production and the daily consumption of wine. The current landscape is the re-
sult of a strong attachment to the land by countless generations of winemakers and centuries
of constant hard work , necessary for the implementation of an agrarian transformation of ex-
ceptional size.

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato constitutes a unique testimony of a
cultural tradition still powerfully alive, as evidenced by the fame and quality of its vineyards
and wines, and also represent a rare and remarkable example of cultural landscape resulting
from the interaction between man and nature for over two thousand years. The rows of grape
varieties historically cultivated in the territory, the forms of culture, the intertwining of vine-
yards, the rich palimpsest of the production places related to the wine industry as well as vari-
ous types of traditional settlements integrated into the agricultural landscape, show a “living”
landscape, where each transformation refers to man’s will to improve forms, contents and func-
tions in relation to the cultivation of wine.
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METHODOLOGY FOR READING AND ANALYSING THE LANDSCAPE
In close connection with the definition of the cultural landscape of the World Heritage Convention, Cultural landscapes are
cultural properties and represent the “combined works of nature and of man", the European Landscape Convention (signed
in October 2000 by the European Council Member States) states that “Landscape” means an area, as perceived by peo-
ple, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors. Both definitions clearly re-
veal how the landscape represents an extremely complex cultural asset, which must be read as an inseparable union of
numerous aspects: natural, anthropic-cultural and perceptive. It results from the interaction of physical-biological factors
and human activities, seeing them as an integral part of the historical environmental construction process and can be de-
fined as a complex combination of objects and phenomena linked by mutual functional relationships, as well as positions,
so as to make up an organic unit. Considering this, the landscape can be read as “the oldest and most complete archive
of mankind; the most accurate testimony of its past”.
The wine landscapes are usually considered among the most significant expressions of landscape generated by human
activity, both in terms of the strong imprint they leave on the territory – linked to the technical and agronomical needs that
the vineyards physiologically implicate -, and of the widespread presence of cultural traditions associated with them.  
Given the complex nature of the matter of landscape in general and considering the particularities of the Nominated Prop-
erty, the decision was made to describe the characteristics of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories according to
a precise method of analysis which has been tested and shared at international level, capable of presenting the various as-
pects that concur to its interpretation.

The critical interdisciplinary feedback from each component makes it possible to thoroughly describe the unique charac-
teristics of the territory subject to analysis. 
First of all, the method envisages the analysis of the natural component, which forms the basic relational structure of the
landscape: it represents the synthesis of the mechanical and physical-chemical processes linked to the transformation of
the earth’s crust, which have determined the “shape” of the surface and therefore the morphology of the landscape. The
natural factors examined are therefore geology, morphology, hydrography, soil and climatology.
In the specific case of the winegrowing landscape, the fact that certain specific elements linked to the natural system have
favoured the birth and spreading of winegrowing throughout the territory will be revealed. 
The anthropic-cultural component deals with the aspects linked to man’s presence/action on the territory and the trans-
formations that he has impressed on the latter.
In this sense, it is important to note how the Italian landscape as a whole is extensively anthropised. Human activ-
ity is very widespread and can be perceived almost all over the country, leaving a rather limited space to completely
“natural” landscapes. 
The historical-architectural section analyses the stratification of the anthropic elements on the natural substratum deter-
mined by human vicissitudes; in the case of the winegrowing landscape subject to candidacy particular emphasis will be
placed on the social-economic history and the episodes linked to the winegrowing practice and production, these being
the aspects that have had the greatest influence on the formation of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato landscape. In close
connection to the history, all the “tangible” signs considered to be fundamental to the formation of the landscape in ques-
tion (vineyards, architectures, etc…) will be described. 
This will be followed by the analysis of the social-cultural-testimonial aspect, which expresses the social perception of the
landscape, i.e.: the sense of belonging, rooting and recognition of the locations. From this point of view, the landscape is
considered as the testimonial of a culture and a way of life; a deposit for the collective memory and baggage of traditions,
habits and customs characteristic of a civilisation. The “identity” aspect of the landscape, made up not only of the resi-
dent community but of a much broader society of users, is of fundamental importance in order to assign a recognised
image to the locations, this being necessary to consolidate the local identity. 
The last aspect regards the perceptive component, which links the visual data and the territory. During this phase, the em-
phasis is placed upon the visual process, on how the landscape appears to the observer: the landscape is therefore de-
fined as what the human eye can embrace, as the combination of exterior, visible aspects and the sensitive composition
of the territory. 
The perceptive component regarding the winegrowing landscape is strongly linked to the presence of colour. Indeed, the
most immediately perceived characteristic of this landscape is a lively range of colours which follows the evolution of the
vegetative seasons and diversifies according to the grape varieties. Other perceptive data specific to the winegrowing land-
scape that emerges includes the rhythm and texture of the vineyards, deriving from the specific cultivation practices ap-
plied in the area.  

LANDSCAPE >

• GEOMORPHOLOGICAL SYSTEM
• HYDROGEOGRAPHIC SYSTEM
• SOIL 
• CLIMATE

NATURAL COMPONENT >

• AGRARIAN/WINEGROWING SYSTEM
• SETTLEMENT-ARCHITECTURAL SYSTEM
• SOCIAL-CULTURAL STRUCTURE

CULTURAL ANTHROPIC
COMPONENT >

• AESTHETIC VISUAL FEATURESPERCEPTIVE COMPONENT >
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2.a Description of the Property

General Description: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

The territorial context of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato forms a vast hill system set in the mid-
dle of the Piedmont Region and comprised within the administrative limits of the provinces
of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo. The overall area of the territory in question occupies about
1/3 of the regional surface area. It is very uniform, insofar as the age-old cultivation of
vines and consequent production of wine have represented and continue to represent
today the main factor around which the social, cultural and economic life of these place
revolves and on which the landscape has been progressively modelled. Overall, this terri-
torial area contains over 90% of the region’s vineyards (equivalent to about 43,000 ha). Nu-
merous grape-varieties historically grown in Piedmont (Nebbiolo, Barbera, Moscato bianco,
etc..),  are cultivated here, and used to make some of the Italian wines best known through-
out the world, characterised by a high level of quality achieved thanks to research which feeds
on-going evolution in the agronomical and oenological fields. 
The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato areas, despite being fundamentally similar, are differenti-
ated in terms of history, the environmental substrate, the distribution of the grape-varieties
and therefore production of wines, creating an articulated system that is mutually completed
and integrated, representing one of the world’s most important winegrowing regions.

Analysis of the natural component 

The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato hills benefit from a very special combination of pedo-
logical and climatic conditions that are extremely favourable for the cultivation of vines.
This predisposition, acknowledged in ancient literature (Pliny the Elder, Naturalis Historia,
XIV, 9-10), has encouraged the birth of an extraordinary oenological tradition, developed
through to the present day. And in fact, it is starting from this natural predisposition that
man has acted over the centuries, applying his experience and constant work in order to
perfectly combine the aptitudes of historically grown grape-varieties and particular envi-
ronmental characteristics to create wines of absolute excellence. The quality of a wine is
the result of a complex interaction between climatic conditions, pedological charac-
teristics and the behaviour of the grape-variety. The winegrower, making the right choices
in terms of cultivation techniques (planting density, training system, number of buds/vine,
water and mineral nourishment, etc.), allows the grape-variety to express its genetic char-
acteristics to the full within the cultivation sphere. In this sense, the French term terroir of-
fers a synthetic and effective expression of the eco-pedological and cultivation conditions
that lie behind the diversity and originality of the various wines made in a place.

Geography
The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato hill basin is delimited to the North by the River Po, to
the East and West by the Po Plain and to the South by the Ligurian Apennine mountains.
The entire area is crossed by the River Tanaro, which forms the reference of the territory’s
hydrography system. The Tanaro generates a capillary hydrography network which has
moulded the hill ridges and made a significant contribution to the territory’s settlement
process (see historical/settlement system). 
From the strictly geographical point of view, the territory of the Langhe is delimited to
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South-East by the River Bormida di Millesimo di Spigno and to North and West by the River
Tanaro; the Roero district is situated on the left bank. Monferrato comprises the entire area
South of the River Po, as far as the Belbo torrent, and is divided into two areas: “Basso Mon-
ferrato”, between the Rivers Po and Tanaro, which takes its name from the limited height
of the hills, and “Alto Monferrato”, characterised by higher hills, the boundaries of which
merge with the Langhe, near the Belbo (fig.1).
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Geology, morphology, pedology, climate 
The geological origin of the hill system is owed to the tectonic rise of ancient marine de-
posits during the Pliocene (between 3.5 and 5 million years ago), in close connection to the
events that determined the alpine orogenesis. These processes created a stratigraphy char-
acterised by lands that conserve lime of organic origin (shells) and other deposits, and a
combination of sand, clay, marl, sandstone and conglomerates. These are distributed dif-
ferently within the hill basin, strongly conditioning the choice of plantation of a specific
type of grape-variety and the terroir of reference (cf description of the single core zones). 
The main types soil types found in the area are:
• Sandstone on the Langhe hills, often alternated with layers of marl: the resulting soils
have a rough texture (rich in sand and lime) and are either calcareous or decarbonated. 
• Clay and marl in the Southern Monferrato bordering with the Langhe hills and in part of
the Northern Monferrato: fine or very fine textured soils), rich in lime, some of second-
ary deposition, with a mainly alkaline reaction. These are “white soils” which, in less
eroded areas, still show spots of older, conserved oils (brown soils).
• Sand on the Monferrato hills: the soils originate from rough materials (sand), mostly of
marine origin and continental origin of transition to marine deposits (Villafranchiano);
these materials are partly calcareous and partly free from lime.
• Conglomerates on the Southern Langhe: soils with characteristics that depend on the
type of pebbles that make up the conglomerates and the type of cement that holds them
together. They are mostly evolved soils, with a good percentage of sand and clay, rich in
gravel and completely decarbonated.
In general, these soils, which are poor in organic material but rich in mineral elements and
characterised by an adequate capacity to hold water, facilitate the ripening of grapes also
in the absence of irrigation. The granulometric component influences the hydric capacity
and malleability of the soils, and consequently the crops. In this sense, the Monferrato
sands favour the cultivation of white grape-varieties, such as Moscato bianco, while in the
Langhe there is a prevalence of red grape-varieties due to their excellent yields in clay soils. 

As regards the hill formations, the Monferrato district presents low, gently sloping hills (fig.2),
while the Langhe-Roero hills have steeper peaks, marked by deep, parallel valleys (fig.3). Re-
lief and exposure influence the choice of the grape-varieties to plant: the sunnier slopes
are reserved for later-ripening varieties (such as Barbera and Nebbiolo), while the other slopes
are used for early-ripening varieties (such as Moscato bianco), or used for other crops. 
   
The climatic and thermal conditions play an essential role in the development and vege-
tative cycle of the vine; also from this point of view, the particularities of the Langhe-Roero
and Monferrato territories contribute to the production of wines of exceptional quality. 
The climate is temperate continental, characterised considerable differences between tem-
peratures in summer (reaching peaks of 35°C) and winter (sometimes falling below -15°).
In terms of rainfall, it is the driest area of Piedmont, with a thirty-year average rainfall of
below 700 millimetres per annum. 
The thermic regime is very regular, favouring vineyard management activities from April to
September; moreover, the substantially dry environment, in favourable years, contrasts the
development of cryptogammic disease, allowing cultivation with a low environmental im-
pact. Exposure to the sun (between 1500 and 1600 hours) is disturbed only by some rain
in spring and storms in summer. The month of September, hot during the first half and
more temperate but dry during the second fortnight, presents the perfect conditions for
grape harvests capable of offering vintages of outstanding quality. In consideration of these
climatic characteristics which have been consolidated in recent decades, far-removed from
the damp springs of Bordeaux’s vineyards or the cold, wet autumns of the Cote d’Or, 
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the grapes usually ripen beautifully (high concentration of sugar, low acidity, good polyphe-
nolic picture) and Piedmontese wines are naturally rich and well-structured. Modest pre-
cipitation in winter and snowfall prevent water from pooling in the soils and this means
that, when spring comes, budding is facilitated from the start of April. With most rain falling
between May and June, the vines blossom thanks to the arrival of water and the increase
in temperatures. During summer, development and veraison (change in colour of the leaves)
are favoured by infrequent rain, other than in particularly wet or stormy years. 
Considering the environmental characteristics illustrated so far, it is possible to divide the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory into three bands, the pedological, morphological
and climatic conditions of which favour the cultivation of a specific type of grape-variety:
• The lower band of hills, which reaches maximum altitudes of 250-300 m above sea level,
is the warmest area and is cultivated mainly with grape-varieties with the longest cycle,
requiring more heat to reach the correct ripeness, such as Barbera and Nebbiolo. It can
be considered the area of the great red wines for ageing. The soils can be traced back to
the sands, and then the marly clay of the Pliocene, or they are calcareous or sandy marls
and more or less cemented sandstone (fig.4). 
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fig.3: Hills of Langhe (component 3)
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• The second, more temperate band, is between 300 and 450 m above sea level, and is
characterised by greater differences in temperature and relatively contained humidity; the
differences between the hill slopes are accentuated and therefore, as the altitude rises, only
SE, S and SW exposures are suitable for the cultivation of vines; the soils feature more
or less sandy marl, or clay-sandy marl and stratified sandstone. These conditions favour
the cultivation of fruity and aromatic red and white grape varieties: the perfect vineyard
for Moscato bianco and Dolcetto (fig.5).

• The third band is between 450 and 600 m above sea level, characterised by viticulture in
only the most suitably positioned exposures. There is a considerable difference in tem-
perature, especially in spring and towards the end of the summer. The soils are sandy
marl and stratified sandstone, sometimes covered with paleosol (clayey and acidified).
This can be considered as the band reserved for aromatic wines, still and sparkling whites. 
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Analysis of the anthropic component

The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories are characterised by the strong imprint of
man’s hand which has moulded the environment for centuries in relation to the cultiva-
tion of vines, creating a very harmonious landscape marked by endless stretches of vine-
yards that follow the profile of the hill ridges. The territory is characterised by the presence
of grape-varieties grown historically in Piedmont, which generate internationally
renowned wines of excellent quality. The structure of the towns is based on Roman and
medieval imprints, with roads following the ancient grid, commercial towns on the plains
and villages in the hills, as well as a myriad of farmhouse and rural settlements scattered
across the countryside, dedicated to agriculture. The winegrowing chain occupies specific
and varied places of wine, which represent the tangible evidence of a deeply-rooted long-
standing wine culture, which has permeated the life and traditions of the local popula-
tions for centuries. 

The grape-varieties
The grape-varieties cultivated within the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato are varieties that
have always been traditionally grown in Piedmont, linked indissolubly to the specific
pedo-climatic conditions of the places and on which the territory’s wine production has
always been based. The most widespread and characterising grape-varieties are Barbera
– used to make Barbera d’Asti DOCG and Barbera del Monferrato Superiore DOCG- ,
Moscato bianco – used to make Asti spumante DOCG and Moscato d’Asti DOCG -, and
Nebbiolo – used to make red wines for long ageing, Barolo DOCG and Barbaresco DOCG.

Basing almost the entire production of wine on “local” grape-varieties represents one of the
main features of the area and distinguishes it from other winegrowing regions in the world,
where winegrowing is often based upon “international” grape-varieties, with no historical
or environmental links with the territory. 

In Piedmont, about 90% of the regional winegrowing surface is occupied by 10 main grape-
varieties (Barbera, Moscato bianco, Dolcetto, Nebbiolo, Arneis, Brachetto, Cortese, Grig-
nolino, Freisa, Favorita and Ruchè), but the remaining 10% is cultivated with over 90
varieties that, while being present in just small quantities, represent an important heritage
in terms of biodiversity and potential expansion, typological differentiation and oenologi-
cal production range in the future. With this in mind, Piedmont’s very rich winegrowing
heritage is studied and protected within the experimental vineyard on the hill beneath Grin-
zane Cavour Castle. This represents one of Europe’s most extensive varietal collections,
launched in the early 1990’s, housing over 300 minor grape-varieties belonging to the Pied-
montese germ plasm, as well as Ligurian and Valdostan grape-varieties and cultivars of
national and international reference.
A strong specificity of “Piedmontese” grape-varieties lies in the fact that their products
reach high levels of excellence exclusive in this territory. They are varieties that are not
well suited to export to winegrowing areas outside the region, in the sense that, if planted
elsewhere, they don’t produce grapes with the same level of excellence. This repre-
sents a very important competitive element, because it means that Piedmontese wines
have an identity and originality that sets them apart from the classic wines available on the
international market, which are often based on prestigious French grape-varieties (Caber-
net, Merlot, Pinot, Chardonnay and Sauvignon). 
The grape-varieties that characterise the territory have been selected over time thanks to the
experience of the winegrowers and the studies and experiments of the researchers, in order
to express the interaction between grape-variety and cultivation environment to the full. 
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The excellent production potential of these grape-varieties has been studied since the be-
ginning of the modern age; to this end, we ought to remember the record held by Pied-
mont’s ampelography and the numerous winegrowing and oenological experimentations
carried out as of the 18th century (cf chapter 2.b). For many years, Piedmont Region has
invested heavily in clonal selection, constantly aiming to improve quality. This activity
makes it possible to obtain clones of plants that are increasingly suited to satisfying the
winegrower’s requirements, linked to the need to have grapes with a well-characterised
compositional profile, responding to market demands, and plants with diversified agro-
nomic aptitudes to allow better and better adaptation to environmental conditions. Over a
period of 30 years, the selection carried out in Piedmont has made it possible to obtain 83
clones, comprising 14 Nebbiolo, 9 Barbera and 6 Moscato bianco. The multiplication of
this basic material takes place in a single centre (CEPREMAVI) supported by Piedmont Re-
gion and focused on the varietal and phyto-pathological control of the grafts and young vine
rootings made available to plant nursery managers for multiplication and sale to the wine-
growing estates.   

Within the broad regional varietal heritage, certain grape-varieties stand out in terms of
popularity and for the exceptional quality of the products made from them: Barbera is the
most cultivated grape-variety of all, followed by Moscato bianco, Dolcetto and Nebbiolo.
Barbera is a red grape-variety considered to have originated in Monferrato, and it contin-
ues to be highly characteristic of this area, where it reaches its maximum productive ex-
pression in Barbera d’Asti DOCG and Barbera del Monferrato Superiore DOCG. Throughout
the 20th century, it was exported across the Atlantic, where it is still cultivated today, al-
though the end product is very different in terms of quality from the renowned Piedmon-
tese red wine. 
The Moscato bianco grape-variety, while also being widely cultivated outside of Piedmont,
finds its maximum concentration in this area of the world, the only place where it is vini-
fied as an aromatic Spumante, based on an oenological traditional which originated in the
town of Canelli, between the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Moreover, the Moscato bianco
cultivated in Piedmont has been selected over the years, with the creation of numerous
clones, linking this grape-variety indissolubly with this territory. 
Dolcetto is a red grape-variety traditionally linked to the oenological history of Langhe-Roero
and Monferrato as of the 16th century, used to make numerous red wines for medium to long
ageing, with different characteristic depending on the area where they are cultivated.
Nebbiolo, which is used to make exceptional quality red wines for long ageing, such as
Barolo DOCG and Barbaresco DOCG, is mainly found in the Langhe, where it finds the best
pedo-climatic conditions for its vegetative development. Due to its considerable environ-
mental requirements, Nebbiolo is cultivated more or less only in Piedmont.

The wines
A wide range of red wines are made in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories: reds,
white, passito (raisin) and aromatic wines and Spumante. As mentioned earlier, these include
productions of very high quality and of a broader international reach, namely the great red
wines for ageing (Barolo, Barbaresco and Barbera d’Asti) and Spumante made with Moscato
(Asti), all of which are protected by specific appellations known Denominazioni d’Origine
Controllata e Garantita. (Denominations of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin). 

Every type of wine derives from a specific winemaking technique, developed and per-
fected over the centuries by winegrowers and oenologists, with experience and careful
study of the specific oenological aptitudes of each grape-variety. Each variety has char-
acteristics, conditioned by the terroir of orgin, such as to have a significant effect on the
resulting wine. For example, the ageing phase – a crucial part of the production cycle- is
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conditioned by the oenological aptitudes of the grape-varieties: in fact, some are best for
making wines that have to be drunk young, while others (such as Nebbiolo) reach the de-
sired quality only after long periods of ageing in barrels or barriques. In relation to Moscato
bianco, recent studies carried out in Piedmont have allowed the identification of 3 scalar
ripening areas based on pedo-climatic data (temperatures, precipitations, altitudes, expo-
sure, distance from the valley floor): this allows differentiated harvesting focused on the
aromatic components of the grape-variety, particularly the linaiol that characterises the aro-
mas of Moscato bianco.

From the historical point of view and in terms of technological-commercial strategy, the ex-
perimentations carried out by important Piedmontese oenologists and exchanges with
equally renowned French oenologists as of the 19th century, aimed at obtaining wines of
very high quality, made of 100% Nebbiolo grapes, have been of fundamental importance.

Similarly, in the case of production of Spumante, at the end of the 19th century, an oenologist
active in the territory – Federico Martinotti – perfected an innovative technique for the pro-
duction of Spumante with respect to the “classic” method used until then for the production
of wines subject to refermentation, such as Champagne. The Martinotti method was con-
ceived specifically to enhance the characteristics of Moscato bianco, which is more aromatic
than the traditional French grape varieties used to make Champagne (Pinot, Chardonnay). 

The production of Barbera, which is the grape-variety most cultivated in the region and has
outstanding oenological potential, is undergoing a phase of evolution sustained by spe-
cific research projects (Increase Barbera), a difference oenological cooperation policy
(which heavily controls Barbera wines) and its repositioning on the market in qualitative
terms and with regard to its price bracket. The potential of this wine, which has been un-
expressed for a very long time, began to emerge at the end of last century, thanks to the
work of several “pioneering” winegrowing estates which worked to increase quality in the
cellar and using techniques such as clonal selection, curing viruses and reducing yields in
the vineyards.

Starting with the awareness of the importance of the local winegrowing heritage, Piedmont
Region has developed and consolidated strong policy of qualification and defence of pro-
ductions over the years, through the appellation instrument of the Denominations of Ori-
gin (fig.7), officially launched with the approval of D.P.R. no. 930 of 12 July 1963, which
identified the basic regulations for recognition and defence of the denominations of origin of
wines for the first time in Italy. From this date onwards, wines with the denomination of ori-
gin have been produced on the basis of a specific production discipline, approved at national
level and subject to precise control plans now implemented by independent certification
boards. The production regulations contain instructions for cultivation, which represent fac-
tors of quality and defence, not only of the product but also of the vineyard landscape (cf the
section on single components, chapter 5 and annexes). Also of great importance is the ex-
tensive activity offered by the different levels of Public Administration to winegrowing and
oenology: starting from the Region, which defines the regulatory directions (implementing EU
legislation) and the main financial levers, progressing to the Provinces which manage inter-
ventions throughout the territory, the Chambers of Commerce which implement controls and
the Consortia that defend the Denominations of Origin.

Piedmont is currently the Italian region with the highest number of wines classified as
DOP – Denominations of protected origin, comprising both the 42 D.O.C. wines – holding
the Denomination of Controlled Origin – and the 16 D.O.C.G. wines - holding the Denomi-
nation of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin. We should also add that every single wine with
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the denomination of origin  comprises different types of products linked to the territory
(subzones, geographic mentions, vineyards1), oenological techniques (novello, passito,
spumante, sparkling, etc.), ageing (riserva2), and analytical and organoleptic specificities
(superiore3 ). In total, Piedmont is able to offer, within the scope of the 58 regional de-
nominations, a wide range of about 600 typologies of wine, also modulated on different
price levels. The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato area incorporates most of the DOC and
DOCG in Piedmont, presenting 27 DOC and 13 DOCG wines. In particular, over 90% of the
vineyards in this territory are comprised within areas covered by specific denomina-
tion, confirming the widespread quality that characterises the territory’s wines.  

In terms of marketing, Piedmont Region is particularly attentive to the international mar-
ket; the value of wine and spirit exports amounts to about 1300 million euros in 2011, cor-
responding to a third of the exports of agri-alimentary products in Piedmont and a fifth of
the national figure.  In terms of quantity this is 60% of the wine made in the region. Over
50% of the flows are concentrated in four countries: Germany, the United Kingdom, France
and the United States, while the countries that have shown outstanding growth in recent
years are China and South Korea. The most exported product is Asti DOCG, which also
represents the Italian wine with most foreign sales, followed by Barbera d’Asti.
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1 SUBZONES are territorial portions of the pro-
duction area, of an oenological  DOP, expressly
delimited, which possess environmental fea-
tures that are traditionally well known. They
have to be envisaged in the production regu-
lations and more strictly regulated. GEO-
GRAPHIC MENTIONS are the names of
Municipalities or Hamlet which can be used to
distinguish the wines made in these areas, as
long as their list is added to the production
regulations and the grapes are vinified sepa-
rately. The VINEYARD is a mention connected
to the wines made from the separate vinifica-
tion of grapes from a vineyard that corre-
sponds to the place name or traditional name
used (e.g.: for the DOC Langhe, vigna Pian
Polvere Soprano). The list of vineyards is held
by the Region and is regularly updated:
http://www.regione.piemonte.it/agri/politiche_
agricole/viticoltura/dwd/menzioniVigna2.pdf).

2 The term RISERVA is attributed to wines
which age for at least two years, in the case of
red wines, for one year, in the case of whites
and Spumante made with second fermenta-
tion in autoclave, and for three years in the
case of Spumante with second fermentation
in the bottle. 

3 The term SUPERIORE is attributed to wines
made from grapes harvested with yields/ha
which are at least 10% lower than the amount
indicated in the regulations and which have at
least 0.5% alcohol by Vol.

fig.7: “Pyramid” of wine qualification in
Piedmont
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The agricultural mosaic
The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories are characterised by a hill landscape with an
evident agricultural destination, its main feature being conveyed by viticulture, which has
been practiced in these areas for centuries. The pattern of the landscape is dominated
by vineyards, occupying large areas of hill ridges. The agricultural mosaic is not com-
pletely uniform within the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato hill system, insofar as it is influ-
enced by specific environmental conditions and social-economic dynamics. In fact, where
space is dedicated to productions of great commercial reach, there is more intensive and   -
specialised viticulture, approaching single-grape winegrowing, while areas where grape-va-
rieties that are harder to cultivate are grown or from which wines with a smaller market are
made, are characterised by viticulture mixed with other crops.   

The vineyard is usually exposed South, South-West, East and West, managed in rows
planted using the espalier arrangement (see vineyard type datasheet at the following sec-
tion), particularly suited to better exposure of the photosynthetically active surface. The
rows are usually planted following the curve of the hill -“girapoggio” layout- (fig.8).
This arrangement, which characterises the layout and perceptive impact of the landscape,
is due to man’s in-depth knowledge of the aptitudes of the soils. In fact, this technique en-
sures that the roots of the vines have a better grip on the land, preventing landslides and
the soil from being washed away. It is a technique rarely found so frequently in other wine-
growing regions of the world, being particular coherent with the geomorphological con-
formation of these hills and a rational management of sloping ground.
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The pruning technique normally used is Guyot (fig.9), a little used, mixed pruning system,
generally used in soils that lack fertility and tend to be dry, in order to limit leaf develop-
ment in grape-varieties that flourish as considerably as those “native to” Piedmont. How-
ever, the specific cultivation aptitudes of the grape-variety condition the number of buds
left free. This aspect conditions the distance between the vines: the higher the number of
buds, the greater the distance between the single plants. (See the description of the single
components of the property).
The distance between the vines and the distance between the rows are also decided in
relation to the spaces required to carry out the grape harvest by hand, unlike in other
winegrowing areas, where the harvest is performed using machinery, requiring much more
space between the rows.
The end of the row is often characterised by the presence of a rose bush (fig.10), which
combines aesthetic and practical functions. It is used to defend the vines from parasites,
helping rationalise and, if necessary, reduce the use of anti-parasite treatments. The rose
announces attack by a disease known as “vine mildew” a few days in advance, letting the
winegrower know when it is best to apply the treatment to fight this disease. 

By the side of the vineyards, traces of wild canes and rows or willows, traditionally func-
tional to the pursuit of certain farming practices, still remain: canes are still partly used to
support the young vines, while willow branches were once used to tie up the shoots.

The vineyards are usually small (often less than a hectare) and are separated by narrow
paths that mark the divisions in ownership. This is linked to the social and economic struc-
ture of the territory, characterised by the presence of small and very small landowners and
to the traditional of further subdividing the property between the different generations. Re-
cent census data indicates that the average size of a vineyard in Piedmont is 2.25 ha.

The landscape mosaic is enriched by the presence of woods, which usually occupy the hill
ridges exposed towards North, unsuitable for the cultivation of vines. The mixed woods
are populated by English oak (Quercus robur), Oak (Quercus petraea), Turkey oak (Quer-
cus cerris), European hornbeam (Carpinus betulus), Field maple (Acer campestre), Cherry
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fig.10: Rose plant at the head of the vineyard
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(Prunus avium), Wild linden (Tilia cordata), Aspen (Populus tremula), Wild service tree
(Sorbus torminalis). Many woods are populated with Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia),
introduced by man for the production of firewood and to make the posts needed in the
vineyards. 

As already mentioned earlier, the use of the soil can also be characterised by the presence
of other crops, traditionally flanking the vineyard to help support families. In the Langhe,
extensive space is dedicated to hazelnut groves (fig.11), while in Monferrato seed crops
are more popular, often positioned along the valley floors between the hills.

Infrastructure and settlement system
The layout of settlements and infrastructure that characterises the Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato context is the result of processes that have been stratified since ancient
times, but which have always respected the original position of the hill ridges. 
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The existing infrastructural design still largely follows the roads built in Roman times, par-
ticularly on the Via Fulvia, which followed the basin of the Tanaro, a river open to traffic since
prehistoric times and included as part of the Roman navigation system. A grid of roads
stems off from the valley floor, allowing connection of the main towns on the plain and be-
tween these and the minor towns; this system too follows more ancient itineraries, in the
same way that the minor municipal roads trace the medieval routes that, following the
shape of the hills, spread across the territory, guaranteeing the connection of the areas on
the plain and the hill ridges.   
The modern hierarchy of roads, divided into three categories – state, regional and provin-
cial roads – is another reflection on the past, having remained almost unchanged from the
subdivision carried out in the second half of the 18th century, under the rule of the Savoy
royal family. These traces are joined, at local level, by the tight network of farm roads (com-
monly known as “white roads”), which link the various habitats on the farmlands and which
represent a distinctive sign of this territory, visibly breaking up the small and medium-sized
parcels of land.
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The primary settlement layout consists of medium-sized towns (with an average of 20,0000
inhabitants) located on the valley floors, often close to rivers or torrents, and of small vil-
lages (less than 1,000 inhabitants), on the hilltops (fig.12 a-d). 

The town centres on the plain were frequently created as colonial foundations following
military conquests from Rome or as new settlements during the Middle Ages, and their sub-
sistence was linked to agricultural development and the exploitation of local resources. They
performed a mainly commercial role, indicated initially by their position next to the main
rivers, which were once open to traffic, and by the relative system of river access which
were still active until the second half of the 19th century. The vocation for trade is also high-
lighted by the urban layouts, which still conserve the area used for the exchange of local
products. These centres have retained a fundamental role in the territory’s economy, espe-
cially for intercontinental exports of prestigious local wines.    
Once very exceptional case is represented by the “villanova”, a type of settlement which be-
came popular from the second half of the 12th century, both on the plains and in the hills.
Linked to farming, and similar in this to the French bastide, the villanova might have been a
new foundation or an expansion due to the grouping together of older settlements (cf 2.b).
From an urban viewpoint, villanovas are characterised by the geometric layout and the pres-
ence of a main, arch-lined street (Via magistra or platea), and a square which usually still
hosts the market for the sale of local products. A significant example is the town of Nizza
Monferrato, where the historical plan of the triangular villanova is perfectly legible (fig.12a). 

The hilltop villages are characterised by an urban layout linked closely to their morphologi-
cal context. They are mostly small villages – built mainly in the Middle Ages – developed
along the ridges or on the tops of hills, linked, as in the past, to the agricultural exploitation
of the land - particularly vineyards. These settlements are divided mainly into two types: 
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• Centralised settlements: built in relation to a centre made up of a pre-eminent construc-
tion complex, usually represented by a church or a castle. These structures, often located
in a raised position –on a hill or along a ridge- performed functions of public utility, at-
tracting the distribution of the urban fabric around them. Quite exemplary in this sense
are the villages of Serralunga d’Alba (fig.12b) and Castiglione Falletto.

• Road settlements: set up along the historical roads. The urban fabric is arranged in a line, with
plots positioned along the main road, creating a continuous architectural wall. (fig.12c-d) The
settlement of Barbaresco represents an outstanding example of this type of settlement.

In general, every settlement retains a recognisable Roman or Medieval layout and the
subsequent transformations that have taken place up to now, which enable us to read the
historical stratification. Some villages present a highly prestigious urban fabric, linked to
the widespread and masterful use of certain local construction materials, such as stone
(Cantone stone is used extensively in Cella Monte and Vignale Monferrato) or brick (Neive),
or to the presence of objects of high architectural quality, such as baroque churches and
medieval castles. The latter are often located in a central or raised position with respect to
the urban fabric, representing veritable visual emergences which make the settlement
recognisable from a distance. 

In particular, in the processes of territorial formation, holy buildings play not only a reli-
gious role but also a civil and institutional role, guaranteeing the populations a point of
central reference for the developments of the settlement structures and the collective sense
of belonging to the local community.  The parish churches – usually of Medieval origin and
then rebuilt during the 18th century to suit baroque tastes – distinguish every village, placed
in close relationship with the urban and farming landscape, forming, even today, the basic
structure of the main historical settlements.
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fig.12: Morphology of settlement in Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato area:
• 12a: triangular geometric layout of a “vil-
lanova” (Nizza Monferrato, component 4)

• 12b: settlement centralised around a cas-
tle (Serralunga d’Alba, component 1)

• 12c: road settlement (Barbaresco, compo-
nent 3)

• 12d: road settlement built by aggregation of
multiple cores (Vaglio Serra, component 4)

fig.12c

fig.12d
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The castle represents another catalysing element for the territory: a piece of exceptional his-
torical-documentary value which reflects the settlement processes and different architec-
tural cultures that distinguish the existing landscape. The transformations of the image and
in the functions of the castle over the centuries – from being medieval defence posts to
baroque places of leisure – have not altered their fundamental social and economic role.
Every building is visible at a distance thanks to the impressive size and towers that rise
into the skyline of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyard landscapes: these aren’t
merely visual signals to the observer, but components that are deeply integrated into the
social and economic fabric of the territory, becoming a status symbol not only for the
owners but also for the whole community (fig.13a-b-c-d). 

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

fig.13: Castles characterise the skyline of
the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyard
landscapes:
• fig13a: Canelli, component 5
• fig13b: Castiglione Falletto, component 1
• fig13c: Serralunga d’Alba, component 1
• fig13d: Grinzane Cavour, component 2

fig.13

fig.13a: Castle of Canelli

fig.13b: Castle of Castiglione Falletto

fig.13c: Castle of Serralunga d’Alba

fig.13d: Castle of Grinzane Cavour
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In this sense, the village of Barolo is easily recognisable by the profile of its castle, origi-
nally home to the Falletti family, Marquises of Barolo. Some castles possess spaces used
for processing or storing wine, falling rightfully within the programme of the places of wine
that distinguish the territory.

Another interesting example of defensive structure on which the layout of certain villages
is based, is the ricetto (receptum), an authentic and independent collective fortification,
built as a shelter for farm products, animals and people. The village of Neive retains signs
of its antique receptum in its layout.

The fabric of the settlement is completed with the presence of numerous farmhouses scat-
tered across the countryside, isolated or grouped into small nucleuses, fully immersed in
the vineyard landscape and dedicated almost entirely to the cultivation of grapes and the
production of wine. It is on this myriad of small settlements inhabited by families of wine-
makers that the capacity to fully exploit the territory’s resources through an on-going rela-
tionship with the natural environment has developed over the centuries.

The medieval system of “pievi” (small churches with christening and burial rights) can still
be recognised in the countryside, distributed particularly in the Basso Monferrato area,
which retains architectural elements of exceptional quality linked to the Astigian Ro-
manesque School.

The places of wine
Within the settlement layout that distinguishes the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato area, a
leading role is taken by the large number of places of work where the gradual sedimen-
tation is due to the antique winegrowing vocation of the territory, developed over the
centuries. The “places of wine” refer to the whole winegrowing chain, starting from
the agricultural phase and continuing through to production, storage and distribution.
These places bear witness to very long-standing activity, also thanks to a considerable
typological variety. 

Architectures of various types, linked by a common versatility which has enabled integra-
tion between traditional production systems and more recent technological solutions. Gen-
erally, the places used for the production of wine are still housed in pre-existing buildings
erected for agricultural purposes or in the underground rooms of aristocratic residences
and religious complexes – castles and palaces, monasteries – where victuals were histor-
ically stored and grapes were made into wine on a vast scale. The interiors (on the ground
floor and that below) presented, then and now, common spatial and functional features
which were perfect for the production of wine. However, there are lot of estates that build
brand new constructions, integrated as much as possible into the landscape, respecting the
traditional concepts of subdivision of the working areas. 

Some of these places have contributed to building up the history of Piedmontese and Ital-
ian winegrowing. The estates in the Canelli district for example (like Gancia) have marked
the birth of Italian Spumante, while estates linked to the Falletti family of Barolo or owned
directly by the Savoy royal family, were of outstanding documental importance to the de-
velopment of Barolo wine.
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If we enter into the production cycle in greater detail, the agricultural phase, in which the vines
are cultivated and the vineyards are managed, progressing through to the grape harvest, is
linked to ciabot – small building situated in the vineyard, used to house farm tools (fig.14) –
and farmhouses, which are scattered all over the countryside. Farmhouses are both homes and
places of work, often with spaces reserved for raising livestock, providing that combination of
services that guaranteed, then and now, the survival of the farmer and his family.

The production phase, linked to the transformation of grapes into wine and the relative
ageing period, is carried out by various types of organisation, usually identified by three
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spread construction among the Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato vineyards. They are
used to house farm tools and repair people
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“Ciabot” in Agliano Terme (component 4)
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main categories: the winegrowing estates, cooperative wine cellars and oenology industries.
They differ basically due to the way they are managed, user basin and production capacity
(cf typological inventory). 

However, we must point out that there are links between the different subjects. For exam-
ple, for the production of aromatic sparkling wines, the cooperative wine cellars collect the
grapes and process the musts or base wines, which they then store and sell to the indus-
tries for the subsequent transformation into Spumante.  
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However, despite their diversity, the organisations have processing spaces, primarily wine-
making cellars, that reflect the experience matured over centuries of optimising spaces
in relation to the production cycle. The type of product and the different winemaking tech-
niques condition the dimensions and internal division of the rooms used to house specific ma-
chinery and equipment: for example, estates that make red wines for ageing have places
suited to housing large oak barrels, where the product is aged, while the spumante estates
are characterised by the presence of places to house the steel autoclaves used to ferment the
must. Emblematic in this sense are the vaulted underground cellars built by most of the
spumante producers of Canelli, known as the “underground cathedrals” due to their remark-
able size (fig.15).

The estates are located either in the countryside, in the numerous rural settlements, or within the
urban fabric of the towns and villages. In particular, the very large oenology industries are usually
situated along the outlying roads of the bigger towns, such as Canelli or Nizza Monferrato.
We mustn’t forget that a characterising factor of these territories is generated by the wide-
spread presence of small winegrowers who cannot be defined as winegrowing estates, but
who produce small amounts of wine for personal consumption and who, albeit within the
restricted space available, carefully respect the production cycle consolidated over time.

The product storage phase usually takes place in specially dedicated spaces on the estate.
However, there is an inestimable heritage of vernacular architecture in the territory, made
up of underground rooms situated under private houses and used for the domestic stor-
age of bottles. These spaces are usually called crutin, a term in dialect which means “small
cellar”, and consist of small rooms built underground to keep the wines at a constant cool
temperature. The same function is performed by infernot, but these are distinguished by
the extreme skill with which they have been dug into a stone material (Cantoni Stone) and
can be found only in Basso Monferrato. These elements represent the highest expression
of vernacular architecture of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory (fig.16).

The distribution phase takes place either in dedicated points of sale on the estate, or in places
outside, specifically for the sale and promotion of the product, such as wine shops or private 
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wineries or in officially created contexts such as the Regional Wine Shops, Wine Stores and
Municipal Wineries. In particular, the Regional Wine Shops are located in the main towns,
in architectural prestigious buildings such as castles or aristocratic palaces, often restored and
converted especially to perform this function. For example, the first Regional Wine Shop of
Piedmont is housed Grinzane Cavour castle (fig.17), which was home to Camillo Benso Count
of Cavour, while the Regional Wine Shop of Nizza is located in Palazzo Crova in Nizza Mon-
ferrato, an 18th century building of outstanding architectural prestige.
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fig.17: The Regional Wineshop inside Grin-
zane Cavour Castle (component 2)

fig.17
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Regardless of the physical places for retail distribution, the sale of the products also passes
through the channels of Mass Retail and HoReCa at different levels of territorial expansion,
depending on the product in question.
The wine production chain also comprises the distilleries, which use the sub-products of
the winemaking process to make products often of very high quality, such as grappas and
spirits. The distilling tradition has characterised Piedmont since the 15th century, peaking
in the 18th century when Piedmontese brandy was highly appreciated at the royal court of
the Savoy family. 

Lastly, the different professional realities can rely on the presence in the region of a rele-
vant organisation of accessory services and industries, consisting of an advanced oeno-
mechanical industry which places highly innovative and competitive production of
equipment and machinery for the oenological transformation, maturing and bottling of
wines (Canelli district) and an articulate network of services (legal, commercial, promo-
tional) dedicated to wine.  

For more details on the different types of places of wine, see the “typological inventory”

The culture of wine
Winegrowing in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is rooted in a consolidated tradition
that has formed a “culture of wine” shared by the places and communities that live
there. This social and economic role of winegrowing, the heritage of knowledge of which
is transmitted from generation to generation, fully integrates every aspect of living,
from farming techniques to the everyday diet, from social-economic organisation to cultural
and artistic production, representing the fulcrum of the local identity. “Knowing how to
make” wine derives from practices acquired and perfected over time, which have been
handed down to us via continuous actions, times and techniques that have marked farm-
ing life for centuries. The act of planting a vineyard in itself implicates a long-term com-
mitment, insofar as, unlike with other types of crops, vines require several years before
they become productive and the winegrower is consequently linked to his land in a sort of
lasting partnership. 

The transmission of the knowledge and techniques linked to the “culture of wine” has
been preserved like this, from generation to generation, especially through narration and
forms of spoken tradition: a heritage of notions related to the entire process of oenologi-
cal production, spanning a variety of skills, starting from work in the vineyards through to
the bottling of the finished product.

Work in the vineyard follows a calendar largely based on experience, which has been
more or less the same for centuries, which has led to the pursuit of operations in obser-
vance of the evolution of the climatic conditions in the various seasons of the year (fig.18a-
b). It is work developed without pausing throughout the twelve months of the year – with
a particular concentration of activities during the grape harvest (September-October) and
pruning time (January-March) – which has influenced the organisation of everyday activi-
ties and given life to a rich heritage of folklore. 
Operations usually start in October, when fertiliser is spread between the rows to guaran-
tee the next year’s harvest, followed by ploughing which, in steeper areas, is still often car-
ried out by hand. The last operation before the winter break is the preparation of the
drainage canals for collecting rainwater. 
The delicate phase of dry pruning, when the atmospheric conditions allow, starts in the mid-
dle of January (observing the cycle of the moon, insofar as, according to farming tradition,
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this work is best carried out without a full moon) and can continue throughout the month of
March; at the same time, any damaged posts are replaced and, in April, the fruit canes are tied
to the supports along the rows. May is dedicated to green pruning and removing excess buds
which are not useful to the vine and will not produce bunches of grapes.
The summer is characterised by some light ploughing operations between the rows to
keep the ground under the vines clean and, if the season is not adequately sunny, removal
of the leaves which prevent the sun from filtering through, reducing the risk of disease and
favouring the ripening of the bunches.
In autumn, the grape harvest, the start of which varies depending on the grape variety, has
always represented the fulcrum of a whole year’s work and today, as in the past, it is the cul-
minating moment in which the long-awaited results of so much hard work during the course
of the year can be achieved. The whole family is involved in harvesting the grapes: the men
carry the heavy loads, the women, with their small hands, can reach the bunches hidden
among the dense foliage, the children work on the lowest canes and the elderly supervise
operations. Neighbours often help out, because once begun, the harvest has to be completed
in any weather conditions, to guarantee that all the grapes harvested are of the same quality
so that the wine produced will be as uniform as possible.  It is also traditional for friends and
relations, who maybe live in town during the year, come out to the countryside especially to
help the winegrowers and share such an important moment. During the harvest, the grapes
have always been hand-picked and deposited in a container which is carried to the end of the
row; the various containers are then taken to the cellars. This procedure has never changed,
in the sense that the harvest always takes place by hand, while the containers and transport
used have changed. Wicker baskets, which were used until plastic was invented, have been
replaced by crates. The sequence of operations after harvesting, from weighing, to pressing
and fermenting still retains those characteristics that have been considered best over the
centuries to guarantee the production of excellent wines.

The ritual of the grape harvest – the start of which has been regulated since the Middle Ages
to guarantee uniformity and quality to the finished product – is traditionally accompanied
in the farmhouses and villages by celebrations which were once an occasion for the owner
of the vineyard to thank those who’d helped him harvest the grapes, with abundant dinners
during which typical products were served and now attract huge numbers of visitors, drawn
by the possibility to rediscover the flavours and traditions of days gone by (fig.19). 
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• 18b: vine pruning
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fig.19: The grape harvest has
always represented the ful-
crum of a whole year’s work
and today, just like a hundred
years ago, many people are in-
volved in this operation

fig.19
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During the 1930’s, some Langhe-Roero and Monferrato villages officially set up harvest fes-
tivals. They lasted several days, during which numerous events were held, including the
festival of typical products, games and competitions and the parade of majestic allegorical
harvest floats inspired by winegrowing themes. The harvest festival was also an opportu-
nity for shopkeepers to decorate their shop windows with the freshly harvested bunches
of grapes. The tradition of the harvest festival remains unchanged today, as almost all the
villages organise an event in September or October to celebrate the harvest with different
forms of entertainment, during which local products are tasted and promoted.  
A festival linked to the harvest is that of the “stocks of San Martino”, at the beginning of
November, linking the antique custom of the farmers who, with the arrival of the first cold
weather, used to procure their food stocks for the winter. In particular, with the last bunches
of grapes, known as bunches of San Martino, left behind during the harvest, they made
products based on grape must. The festival is still held today in some towns, such as Vaglio
Serra, Calosso and Canelli, in the form of food and wine events. 

The transmission of knowledge and experience from father to son obviously doesn’t end
with the cultivation of the grapes, but also embraces the production phase. This is char-
acterised by a long sequence of operations which involve different aspects and skills,
presented in the form of a variety of trades, from winegrower to cooper, from oenologist
to cork maker: every element has the same aim and is the product of constant evolution.
The artisans who cooperate in the oenological production chain are often keepers of a wide
variety of techniques and skills that go beyond the boundaries of work in the vineyard or
cellar. Among these we ought to remember the work of the cooper, a trade which was quite
common in the past, given the documented presence of numerous artisan workshops in
some towns. The importance held by coopers in the past is currently celebrated in one of
the most important ethnographic events in the territory; the barrel race of Nizza Monferrato.
We ought to remember that the tradition for using barrels is linked closely to the territory
in question: in ancient times for example, barrels first made their debut as containers for
transporting and selling wine in the Piedmont area. 
The operation of measuring the capacity of the barrels was entrusted to the “brentatori”,
who used a container, probably of Celtic origin, oblong in shape and fitted with straps to
be fastened to the carrier’s shoulders: the “brenta”, which was also a unit of measure. In
time, it was to become one of the symbols of oenology in Piedmont. The trade of the
“brentatore” was held in great consideration because he was responsible for guaranteeing
the quality of the wine that was purchased at the town markets and for transporting the
amount paid for to the buyer’s home. 

Tools used in the past to work in the fields or in the cellar, such as the “brenta”, are now kept
in the numerous ethnography museums spread throughout the territory, often specifically
dedicated to the winegrowing tradition and culture. These include the Bersano Museum in
Nizza Monferrato (fig. 20), which has an outstanding collection of work tools, and the Langhe
Museum at Grinzane Cavour Castle, were some traditional working environments have been
reconstructed, such as the cooper’s workshop. Moreover, the winegrowers’ families often
jealously conserve the tools used by their fathers in their homes, displaying them proudly
in memory of their origins and long-standing family traditions (fig.21a-b).
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Experience and know-how in the agronomical and oenological field are handed down not only
via spoken tradition but also thanks to the presence of schools and research institutes ded-
icated to training at different levels, with a consolidated tradition and authority. First is the
Oenology School of Alba, founded in the second half of the 19th century, which has educated
some of the world’s most important oenologists. 

The meaning and dissemination of the culture of wine that characterise the territory can be
seen in various aspects that concern language and literature, for example, reaching aspects
more closely linked to everyday life, such as food.
Survival in local dialects of place names and terms that remind us of winegrowing activity
is important intangible evidence of just how deeply rooted it is in the territory. An example is
the name of the town of Canelli (mentioned in sources as Canellis in 1142), meaning place of
small canes, with reference to the canes used to support the vines before the introduction of
metal wire. There are also other manifestations of the “culture of wine” in dialectal expres-
sions, and many proverbs and sayings often refer to work in the vineyards and the pro-
duction of wine as metaphors to suggest styles of behaviour on everyday life. For instance,
the expression: “Chi vendummia trop prest a fa nen ed vin, a fa d’agrest” (Those who harvest
too soon make bitter wine) reflects on the need to wait the right length of time in every situ-
ation to obtain the best results in the production of wine and in everyday life. 
Piedmontese dialect has Gallic origins, and some evidence of this can be found in relation
to the winegrowing sphere. The Gallic term *bunda, for example, gave origin to the
Canavesan term bunda and the Piedmontese bondon, who designs the “cocchiume”, the
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fig.20: Bersano Museum in Nizza Monfer-
rato (component 4)

fig.21a-b: Tools of working in the vineyards
conserved in winegrowers’ families home

fig.20

fig.21a fig.21b
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hole in the barrel and the plug that closes it. The terms *brenta (container for transport on
the shoulders) and bonz (wheeled barrel) were also included in Piedmont’s dialects start-
ing from Gallic terms. The term “bricco” also comes from the Celtic brich, which means,
summit or hill.
The link of the territory with winegrowing is also testified by the presence of bunches of
grapes in the coats of arms of numerous Municipalities (such as Vignale Monferrato, Vinchio
and Serralunga d’Alba) or in the communication made within tourist guides, which carry the
so-called distinctive features of the local community. From this point of view, the portrayals
of the provincial tourist department of Asti and the manifesto of the Province of Asti designed
by G. Rosa (1938) which represent the territorial surface with the profile of a bunch of grapes
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fig.22: Tourist manifesto of the Province of
Asti of the beginning of XIXth century

fig.22
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(fig.22), are highly representative of the profound sense of identity that the vine and wine 
acquire in these territories. The central nature of the vine and wine in the construction of the
local identify can also be found in details linked, for example, to the urban furnishings of
town, where there are often presses or barrels, or in the decoration of aristocratic palaces, fea-
turing stuccos or paintings portraying bunches of grapes and vine shoots.

Wine has also always been a vital element of the local diet, representing, since ancient
times, an indispensable complement to meals. It enjoyed a widespread presence on tables
as part of the medieval diet, when it was consumed pure or diluted in the form of vinegar,
for the preparation of dishes and recipes. Its consumption was also suggested for thera-
peutic purposes, due to its corroborant and digestive properties. The farming class had no
access to high quality wine, as most of the grapes harvested were sold, so a sort of sur-
rogate, obtained from a second pressing of the grape skins, diluted with considerable
amounts of water, was drunk.  

Literature set in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories presents themes that reflect
constantly on vines, work in the vineyards and the hill and castle landscapes that take on
a different hue in every season.  

The Langhe area in particular is implicated in one of the most important literary phenom-
ena in the second half of the Twentieth century, focused on two key figures of contempo-
rary Italian writers: Beppe Fenoglio and Cesare Pavese (fig.23). Both had survived the
experience of fascism and the war, lived in the Italy of the economic recovery and demo-
cratic reconstruction and bear witness to regionalist literature which responds to the “ter-
ritorial call”. Without ever falling into the romantic and mannered evocation of the Italian
province, the relationship of these authors with the landscapes of Piedmont is quite sym-
bolic and mythical, aimed at evoking the rural world in its archaic charm, but also in its con-
flicts and contradictions. This literature is placed, historically, in line with the passage
between the “motionless past” of the farming world, when these lands were closed and
economically backward systems, and the advent of modernity, which translates into the
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fig.23: From left: Cesare Pavese, Leone
Ginzburg, Franco Antonicelli, Carlo Frassinelli
(Santo Stefano Belbo, 1932; photo: Effige)

fig.23
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arrival of industry, the attraction of the big city (Turin) and the abandon of rural traditions.
The works of Cesare Pavese have the Langhe as their natural setting; his stories are set
there, among the vineyards, meadows and maize fields. Valuable evidence of that farming
world of which the author evokes the signs: “It’s so sunny on these hills, a shimmering of
crickets and tufo […] Here the heat, rather than coming down from the sky, come from
below, from the earth, from the ground between the vines, which seems to have eaten up
all everything green to make the shoots. It’s a heat that I like, a smell; it contains numer-
ous grape harvests and hay spreadings and leaf removals, so many flavours and so many
desires that I didn’t realise I had inside.”

The link with his homeland and origins is manifested deeply in Pavese’s writings and re-
flects that sense of belonging so typical of the people of the Langa-Roero and Monfer-
rato, who identify strongly with their hills and villages: “So for a long time I thought this
town, where I was born, was the hold world. Now that I’ve really seen the world and know
that it is made up of lots of little towns, I don’t know whether I was really all that wrong as
a boy. You still travel over sea and land, like the youngsters in my day, […]. Grapes are
grown in Canelli; truffles are found and taken to Alba. There’s Nuto, my friend from Salto,
who sees to the carts and presses of the whole valley, as far as Camo. What does it mean?
You have to have a town, even if only to know how it feels to leave it. A town means you
aren’t alone, you know that, in the people, in the plants and in the earth, there’s something
of yours, that even when you aren’t there, it stays there and waits for you.”
It’s the relationship with the land, with work and with the fatigue of men that permeates all
the work of this writer. In a piece from “Il diavolo sulle colline” (1949), the main character
of the story tries explaining this indissoluble link to a woman from the town: “But why do
they work the land of they own it? – asked the woman – I explained that this was the great
thing about it, that only by working your own land are you worthy of inhabiting it, and that
everything else is slavery”.

In the centre of the literary production of Beppe Fenoglio we find the themes of life on the
Langhe hills, attention to the deposit of farming memories rooted in the territory, the
strong experience of the partisan war and of liberation. The theme of the fight for freedom,
violence and conflict for the affirmation of democracy against Nazi-Fascism are elements
that highlight the civil commitment of the writings of Fenoglio. It is interesting to remem-
ber a biographic piece by Fenoglio, which shows the strong relationship at the basis of his
rediscovery of the local landscapes: for his whole life, his worked not as a writer, but as a
representative for a winegrowing estate in the Alba area.

Pavese and Fenoglio entertained with the landscape a special, intense relationship, both
human and literary. Pavese came just to “read” symbolically, projecting different cultural
archetypes. Fenoglio, far from using it in a decorative or natural, made it a landscape of the
soul, an entity that establishes a relationship so close as versatile with the human being is
not a scene incidental or convenience, but an entity that combines upper and inescapable,
above, includes the characters in his works. The geographical area of the Langhe and Mon-
ferrato gave therefore Pavese and Fenoglio poetic material, in return for an exceptional pic-
ture / transfiguration. The place names mentioned in the pages of the two writers are now
something more than mere places: their sound now has a different content and additional,
awarded by the literature.

The vitality and importance of these statements for the rediscovery of the local landscape
has favoured the development of studies and researches and, in particular, has marked the
experience of the literary parks, sustained by the cultural policy of the European Union.
The Langhe Monferrato and Roero Landscape and Literary Park was born to favour the
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dissemination of this literature and its very close relationship with the historical memory
of the places. Interest isn’t limited to the writings of Fenoglio and Pavese, but extends to
other authors who have succeeded in interpreting and spreading the “strong” values of
these lands (Davide Lajolo, Giovanni Arpino, Augusto Monti). The Park organises regular
readings, visits and cultural events, which prove the vitality of the local culture and its ex-
cellent testimony of civilisation, where literature and poetry, the figurative arts and food
and wine help conserve the local values of civilisation. 

Another vehicle for the dissemination of the natural, cultural and landscape values of these
territories are the Wine Roads, regulated by a specific regulation at regional level (R.L.
37/80). These consist in marked itineraries publicised with specific signs, destined to pre-
pare and optimise the opportunities provided by the winegrowing zones. The Wine Roads
are managed by the Council of the District of wines which issues specific regulations, defin-
ing the image and relative logo that will be indicated on the standard signs, which will oblig-
atorily reproduce the symbols of Piedmont Region and the official badge. The regulations
also contain the minimum quality standards related to the environment and the estates of
the Wine Roads which have to be respected for inclusion in the itineraries promoted. The
Wine Roads set up in accordance with R.L. 9 no. 20 of August 1999 in the territory are cur-
rently five: Alto Monferrato, Astesana, Monferrato Astigiano, Colli Tortonesi, Barolo and
the great wines of Langa.

Analysis of the perceptive component

The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories present scenic-perceptive qualities of ex-
ceptional value: the landscape is characterised by an extraordinary wealth of visual re-
lations, thanks to the structure of its fruition channels, with the alternation of hill and valley
floor roads and the overlapping of the visual basins. The sudden overlapping of the ridges
(in Langhe) or more gently (in Monferrato), generates recurrent changes from the on-
looker’s point of view, with a consequent variety and visual expansion, as well as continu-
ous inter-visibility between the towns, hills and vertical architectures consisting of the
towers of castles, bell towers and baroque church façades. 
Settlements and architectures form authentic visual references for the observer, to the
point where they become image-symbols that identify the places in the minds of the
population and of outside users. The relationship that has been established in time between
centralised settlements and the plantation of vineyards on the slopes of the hills where they
are built represents the internationally recognised image – of outstanding landscape and
cultural meaning – of these territories (fig.24). 

Another very important perceptive element is the relationship with the Alps (fig.25) which,
on clear days, provide an extraordinary backdrop for the vineyard-strewn hills. This link is also
celebrated in important literary works, such as those by the English poet Samuel Butler, who
described the Monferrato landscape in his volume entitled Ex Voto. An artistic study of the
Sacro Monte di Varallo e di Crea (1888), the author offers a detailed description of the itiner-
ary to reach the religious places featured in the book, focusing “on the rich Monferrato hills
[which] run as far as the eye can see, an uninterrupted series of vineyard-covered slopes; the
hills are crowned by villages of rare beauty. From these hills and for a long distance there is
a splendid view of Piedmont and the Alps. The population is strong, polite and sociable: in-
comparable are the treatment and politeness found at the Rosa Rossa hotel […] after leav-
ing the village of Serralunga, after the first chapel and then the steep final bends, the carriage
stopped where the viewpoint is much more interesting […] more so if you look towards the
great chain of the Alps, the spectacle of which is absolutely grand”.
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The fruition of the landscape is carried through the numerous viewpoints throughout the
territory, which allow appreciation of the vineyard landscape in its’ entirely and variety
from the very best vantage points (fig. 26). They are usually located within villages in a
spot looking out over the hills and equipped with telescopes and illustrative panels. The
great importance of these elements to the territory, the properties and the contexts of par-
ticular scenic and aesthetic value are subject to specific protective and enhancement reg-
ulations within the Regional Landscape Plan (cf chapter 5).
Where there are perceptively closed environments, as happens in the narrow valleys of the
Langhe, another sensation of the landscape is determined: the sense of tranquillity, intimacy
and domesticity. The continuing lines of the valley floor also offer a rather evident visual sign.
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fig.24: Skylines of Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato are characterised by the presence of
castle towers and bell towers in visual rela-
tionship (component 1)

fig.24

fig.25: View of “Langa of Barolo” (compo-
nent 1) up to the Alps

fig.25
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fig.26: Viewpoint at Grinzane Cavour Castle
(component 2)

fig.26
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fig.27a-b: The change of season in “Nizza
Monferrato and Barbera” area  (component 4)

fig.27a

fig.27b
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Another aesthetic-visual detail of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territories is due to
texture and colour. Depending on the areas, both the cultivated surfaces and woods extend
for long stretches like a carpet, charatcerising the landscape with their colour, rhythm and
the design of the farming parcels. The vineyard, in terms of layout and geometry, is one of
the most characteristic cultivations in terms of texture: the dimension, the type of arrange-
ment, the level of single crop plantation or mixing with other crops are elements that mod-
ulate the image of the landscape. 
The perceptive qualities derive largely from the “aesthetic” properties of the different
species of grape-varieties cultivated in the territory and the vineyard management tech-
niques. Planting in rows, mostly following the curve of the hill, create deep and broad van-
ishing lines, with a high impact perspective effect. The chromatic aspect of the
grape-varieties is regulated by the presence of chlorophyll in the vegetative period
(spring/summer) of the plant that offers different shades of green. As they age, the leaves
lose the green colour due to the presence of chlorophyll, and take on a yellowish colour,
due to the presence of carotenoids, which are no longer hidden by the chlorophyll, or a red-
dish colour, due to the accumulation of anthocyanic pigments. Generally, coloured grape-
varieties (like Barbera) take on a reddish colour (fig.27a-b), while white grape-varieties (like
Moscato bianco) take on a yellowish hue. The colour of the soils in the different areas rep-
resents a special chromatic aspect: “white soils”, found mainly in the Cannelli area, are cal-
careous-marl soils, white, light grey or beige in colour, rich in calcium carbonate; “red
soils” are widespread, especially in certain areas of the Alto Monferrato owe their colour to
the presence of  iron oxides and magnesium.

The beauty of the landscape of these territories is also celebrated by the pictorial choices
of numerous artists and the narrations of travellers, authors of a corpus documentary of
outstanding importance, focused on the “gaze” of outsiders, or those who cross the territory
and perceive it without having taken an active part in its transformation processes. Piedmont
has been an area of transit for many travellers who took the Grand Tour, particularly of French
and English or American origin: figurative evidence refers to an extensive series of narrations
and descriptions, starting from reports of journeys by aristocrats in the mid-18th century –
Charles De Brosses, Nicolas Cochin, the Abbot of Saint-Non – and moving on to rediscover-
ies of an encyclopaedic nature, which create relations between natural aspects, historical facts,
ancient monument, institutions and customs – Joseph Jerome de Lalande, Edward Gibbon –
in a scenario with a mature idea of travel as a tool of knowledge and cultural formation. 

More importance artistic evidence dating back to the second half of the 19th century is the pic-
torial production of Angelo Morbelli, born in Alessandria in 1853. With these words, the painter
provided instructions to a colleague with the aim of reaching his house in Colma di Rosignano
(component 6), in Basso Monferrato:  “our little house, restored, raised and embellished, and
already enriched with a bas-relief made of chalk marble! by Quadrelli and an unfinished band
which is still awaiting a painter specialised in frescoes to make me some cherubs […] You
won’t be disappointed by the road travelled when you see that I am in a panoramic position with
a terrace above the studio […] where it is possible to contemplate the pyramids [the Monfer-
rato bell towers]”. That house, from which the painter immortalised vases of geraniums set
against a backdrop of pretty Monferrato hills, had become the last supper of the “new picto-
rial road to divisionism”, visually reflected in the portraits of Segantini, Pellizza da Volpedo, Lon-
goni, Bistolfi and Quadrelli, with whom the master of the house shared political and social
ideals as well as a love of the landscape and nature of their homeland. 

The suggestion that these landscapes evoke stimulated the interest of photographers both
local and foreign. For example, Mark Cooper, born in England and currently residing in Pied-
mont, created the project “Earthscapes - The Art of Landscape”, dedicated to the recovery of
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the landscape from an unusual perspective: from a balloon. In this way, the artist creates shots
more or less extensive, which he calls “abstract pieces of painting of signs” (fig.28).
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fig.28: Picture of Mark Cooper photographer
from a balloon: harvest in Castelnuovo Calcea
(component 4)

fig.28
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Composition and selection of the serial property
The property proposed for inscription was identified within the territorial environment
described previously and consists of a series of 6 components scrupulously selected by
virtue of the representation and specific contribution to restoring the exceptional value
of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. The parameters for selection
of the areas have been defined in relation to the decision of the World Heritage Commit-
tee (36 COM 8B.32) and of the Advisory Body Evaluation by ICOMOS, taking as central
the notion of a native grape variety associated with a terroir and a grand cru of truly ex-
ceptional value incorporating all the material elements testifying to the winemaking and
wine cellaring values. 

The series comprises 6 components that present specific natural, anthropic and perceptive
characters which, in their essence and reciprocal relations, help represent the numerous
aspects of the millenary “culture wine”, on which the landscape has been remarkably
moulded via an on-going relationship between man and nature. The 6 components have
been selected in compliance with specific criteria, with particular reference to the wine-
growing productions associated to the territories, their relevance at national and inter-
national level, the need to provide a complete representation of places historically and
typologically important to the wine production sector and the culture of the territory, and
with respect for the conditions of authenticity and integrity, and they are all necessary to
the complete explanation of the values of the property.  

The components named “Langa of Barolo” (1), “Hills of Barbaresco” (3), “Nizza Monfer-
rato and Barbera” (4) and “Canelli and Asti spumante” (5) each refer to wines of very high
quality and fame at international level. Every area is representative of a specific produc-
tion system based on a grape-variety traditionally grown in Piedmont, closely linked to
specific soil and climatic conditions (terroir) suited to enhancing the production poten-
tials, generating a very high quality wine, defended by a specific Appellation of Origin
(fig.29-32). The products are the result of the in-depth knowledge of the specific charac-
teristics of the grape-varieties and consequent perfection of winemaking techniques, ma-
tured over the centuries by winegrowers and oenologists, also via exchanges and influences
with foreign winegrowing contexts. 
The selection considered the 4 most characterising and excellent productions in terms of
quality at regional level, on a broader international level and to which Piedmont’s oenolog-
ical identity is traditionally associated abroad. Every zone has been selected within the ter-
ritory of production of the DOCG of reference and so that the area was big enough to
represent the specific production chain of reference, comprising the most significant
“places of wine” for each phase of the chain (including the expressions of vernacular ar-
chitecture), the most relevant manifestations of intangible heritage associated to the cycle
of the vine and wine, the historical-settlement elements (road network, cities, villages and
rural nuclei) and architectural elements (castles, churches) of different historical periods
necessary to describe and represent the various phases of the landscape’s evolution. 

These are joined by “Grinzane Cavour Castle” (2), together with the experimental vineyard
on its slopes of its hill, selected because it played a leading historical role  in the devel-
opment of Piedmontese and Italian oenology and represents the symbol of the link be-
tween the history of wine and the history of Italy. During the 19th century, it was home to
Camillo Benso Count of Cavour, a key figure in the events that led to the Unification of Italy,
who dedicated his life to testing new vinification techniques for the Nebbiolo grape-variety,
with the aid of internationally famous French and Italian oenologists.

integrity
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Component 6, named “Monferrato of the Infernot”, was selected to complete the pro-
gramme of vernacular architecture linked to the wine cycle. In this area we find the in-
fernot, small underground rooms dug with extreme skill into a particular type of stone
(Cantone Stone) which characterised the geological substratum of a specific part of the
Monferrato district, used for the domestic storage of bottles, which can be found in this
form only in the Basso Monferrato area. These elements bear outstanding witness to the
popular knowledge and integration between functional requirements and very special con-
structive skill.
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fig.29: Land use within the nominated property 

fig.29
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The components of the property are largely untouched in terms of the aesthetic quality
of the landscape: the parameter of visual integrity was the additional discriminant for iden-
tification of the single areas.

fig.30: Map of the lithological classes within the
nominated property (Source: IPLA) 

fig.30
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fig.31: Distribution of grape varieties histori-
cally grown in Piedmont  within the nominated
property (Source: Regione Piemonte)

fig.31
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fig.32: Extension of DOCG production zones
within the nominated property

fig.32

grape variety
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The serial property represents the exceptional nature of Piedmont’s millenary winegrowing
tradition, manifested mainly:
• in the layout of the remarkable vineyard landscape, the product of centuries of work, and
man’s attachment to the land, characterised by extensive and orderly stretches of rows of
vines, planted in a layout that follows the shape of the hill ridges and by small parcels of
land, due to the divisions of the farming properties in the Middle Ages; 
• in the stratification of infrastructural, settlement and architectural elements from differ-
ent periods in history that have structured the territorial layout and which merge harmo-
niously within the agricultural mosaic; 
• in the production of very high quality wines of international renown, generated by grape-
varieties grown historically in these territories and indissolubly linked to special environ-
mental conditions that find no similarities in other contexts at global level; 
• in the transmission of cultivation and vinification know-how and techniques based on the
in-depth knowledge of the “Piedmontese” varietal heritage and which evolve in the con-
stant effort to improve the quality of the product, in absolute respect for tradition; 
• in the presence of a rich and diversified programme of places of wine connected to the pro-
duction chain that represent the most obvious tangible evidence of a long-standing wine-
growing culture, powerfully alive and in constant evolution, some of which are symbolic places
for the history and development of national and international winegrowing and oenology.  

Typological inventory of “Wine related places”
To facilitate the understanding of such a stratified and complex culture, use was made of
the concept of “places of wine” in the broadest sense, to express the entire cycle of wine,
from cultivation of the grapes to distribution of the product and penetration of the wine-
growing culture in the numerous aspects of the territory’s social and economic life. In this
sense, a typological representation is offered of the “places of wine”, comprising the ex-
tensive panorama of vernacular architecture:

• PLACES FOR CULTIVATION
- Vineyards
- Ciabot
- Farmhouses
- Rural settlements

• PLACES FOR PRODUCTION AND STORAGE
- Winegrowing estates
- Cooperative wine cellars
- Oenological industries

• PLACES FOR DOMESTIC STORAGE
- Crutin     
- Infernot

• PLACES FOR DISTRIBUTION
- Private Wine Shops
- Regional Wine Shops
- Wine Stores
- Municipal Wineries

Additional places of wine are represented by elements that develop cultural themes related
to wine, such as: Castles and Museums
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Places for cultivation

Scattered over hills with generally gentle slopes and peaks, vineyards follow the
lay of the land, offering favourable conditions for grape growing since ancient
times, simplifying the planting of grape varieties, their care, pruning and grape
harvesting. 

Plot shape. Hillside slopes characterised by the presence of vineyards are clearly
divided into plots, generally split into small areas crossed by white roads and
cart roads which allow farmers to carry out common agricultural practices. These
paths are sometimes used to mark borders between one property and another.
There is often a ciabot on the property.

Planting systems. Vineyards are laid out in rows that are generally placed per-
pendicularly (i.e. at 90% to the slope), following agricultural traditions of the past.
The gap between rows is usually covered in grass, while the earth between sin-
gle trunks is tilled. Finally, the exposure to sunlight influences the choice of which
grape variety to plant: slopes with a greater amount of sunlight are reserved for
grape varieties that ripen later (Barbera, Nebbiolo), while other slopes grow early-
fruiting grape varieties (such as Moscato), or vines give way to other plants. 
The most common layout is the girapoggiomethod (“around the hillock”), i.e. laid
out along a hill's contour lines which not only facilitates vineyard maintenance but
is also designed to hold back sloping soil, limiting the effect of eroding rain or
possible landslides. The rittochino system (following the direction of the slope)
or a cavalca poggio (lying along hilltops) are less common planting systems. The
most common training shape for vines is espalier arragement, particularly suita-
ble for exposing the plant to the most sun possible. Vines are grown in rows sup-
ported by a lattice structure of vertical wooden poles (or poles made of other
materials) with horizontal wires anchored to them at different heights. The vine's
shoots, which start out as softwood and become hardwood, grow vertically and
are tied to these wires, so as to create a continuous wall of leaves. The bunches
of grapes are generally found in the lower part of this wall. When the vines are at
the height of their growing phase, the wall of grape-bearing shoots reaches a
height of two-three metres. 

Pruning systems. Vines are normally pruned short using the Guyot system with
a fruiting arm of six-eight buds and up to 14 buds, depending on the fertility of
the grape varieties, and a two-bud spur.
It is a system that limits growth and uses mixed pruning methods, usually used
in poor, dry soils, so as to limit the amount of leaves produced by vigorous grape
varieties. However, a variety's particular growing characteristics will determine the
number of buds left free. The number of buds in turn determines the distance
between each plant: the greater the number of buds, the further each plant will
be from the next. The planting layout and the distance between rows are also de-
signed to suit the space necessary for manual harvesting.

VINEYARDS
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Ciabot are very common throughout the nominated property, in vineyards and
fields.

Purpose. Toolsheds and storage areas for work gear. Used as shelters and rest
areas by those working in the vineyards and fields all day in the past, they were
also used to carry out the first stages of winemaking. Moreover, thanks to the way
rain water was collected and stored in purpose-built wells, they were used to
store water in case of prolonged drought. Some also had more precise functions:
fitted with a cistern, they could contain tools and materials for spreading copper
sulphate on crops.

Layout. Simple buildings with regular shapes designed to meet the small needs
of workers following repeated designs that use traditional construction techniques
and local materials. Made up of one square or rectangular room (12-16 sqm in
surface area) covered by a gabled roof (it is more unusual to find two-storey buil-
dings made up of two rooms, one on top of the other and connected inside by an
iron ladder), they are usually built on the side of a hill, in perfect harmony with
the surrounding rows of grapes. The entrance is south-facing so as to let light and
heat in during spring and autumn and a vine pergola is placed around the win-
dow or the door to cool the air in summer. The load-bearing walls vary in thick-
ness from 25 to 35cm and are made of local stone or brick, depending on the
area, which guarantee stability and suitable insulation. The wooden doors and
windows are topped with segmental brick arch lintels or with a wooden beam
walled into the facade. 
Two-storey versions have a wooden floor with a simple frame with parallel beams
and load-bearing planks sustaining a terracotta tiled floor, or brick vaulted ar-
ches. The gable roof is made of wood with a main frame that lies parallel to the
ridge and a secondary frame of smaller beams (struts) designed to carry the
weight of the roof tiles. Sometimes a single layer of terracotta tile is laid under the
roof tiles to improve the insulating properties and to finish off the roof's intrados.
The cornice, on two sides, is simply made by extending the roof's wooden struts,
acting as eaves. The roof has a gutter which almost always collects rain water into
a brick well. Inside the building there is usually a hearth or a fireplace topped
with a brick chimney on the roof.

The distances in planting layout are usually 180-220 cm between rows and 80-
120 cm along the row depending on the fertility of the soil and the vigour of the
vine-support system, while in modified forms  (double Guyot, double in the same
direction, Pendelbogen, etc.) distances can vary up to 2.5-3 metres due to the
greater growth width of the vine's shape and the greater number of buds per
trunk.

CIABOT (or CASOT)
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Farmhouses are common throughout the nominated property, except for Com-
ponent  2/Grinzane Cavour Castle, in that it is a very small area.

Purpose. Traditionally, these buildings have had two different purposes: as a
home (the owner's home) and as a rural-agricultural building (storage of primary
foodstuffs, domestic preparation of grapes). Today farmhouses can be used as
independent production centres by grape growers who keep production for their
own consumption – in which case they will also have areas set aside for wine-
making – or they could be part of a winemaking company with higher production
levels.

Layout. Isolated farmhouses are an important remnant of the past that combine
the needs of daily life with daily production. Inside, residential necessities are
combined with agricultural ones – mostly winemaking necessities – and often
with areas set aside for raising livestock i.e. the combination of services that gua-
ranteed, in the past and in the present, the survival of the farmer and his family.
The simplicity of a typical farmhouse expresses a vast and consistent architec-
tural language that is proof of a consolidated building tradition practised by ge-
nerations of farmers.
These buildings are very good at adapting to their surrounding land and climatic
conditions, placing particular importance on exposure to sunlight and wind di-
rection. Thus they are divided into four different categories depending on their lo-
cation: rural linear or stick-shaped farmhouses, L-shaped, C-shaped and finally
those with a private courtyard. 
Linear farmhouses. The simplest and most widespread type both in the hills and
plains. The building style, which consists of two floors above ground, has a rec-
tangular, compact layout. Inside living quarters are combined with agricultural
areas – barns, haylofts, cellars, stables – divided by a vertical partition (living
quarters on the ground floor and agricultural areas on the first floor) or by a ho-
rizontal partition (living quarters and agricultural areas on both floors separated
by particularly thick walls).
L-shaped farmhouses. A common type consisting of two orthogonal wings that
could be the evolution over time of what was originally a linear farmhouse. An im-
portant feature is an open courtyard which, flanked by two buildings and facing
south, can enjoy the most sun. This is a particularly common type of farmhouse
in the Langhe hills due to the cold winds that characterise the area .
C-shaped farmhouses. A less common type that is built regardless of the type of land.
Private courtyard farmhouses. A type built around a large square area that all the
perimeter walls look out onto.

The simple, well-planned facades feature orderly windows (which sometimes
protrude compared to other architectural features) and large arches all round this
rural building.

FARMHOUSES
TYPOLOGICAL INVENTORY OF 
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Rural settlements are scattered throughout the nominated property, except for
Component 2/Grinzane Cavour castle.

Purpose. The formation of rural settlements made up of several types of buil-
dings with different functions allows an improved distribution of activities and
the storage of a large number of tools and agricultural produce. Thus the main
function of these buildings is agricultural and productive, involving the family to
a large extent. The home becomes a workplace and country houses with living
quarters, cellars, areas used to process grapes, barns, porticoes, stables and sto-
rage areas gravitate around a farmyard or a garden. Even the space set aside for
animals is predominant, in that they are not only used as forms of transport but
in farm work as well. 

Layout. Rural settlements have a complex shape, created by the spontaneous
addition of several farmhouses, service buildings and open spaces attached to
them (farmyards, vegetable plots, gardens). They usually include a number of
independent or scattered farmhouses that start to expand and include new sec-
tions used for production activities (storage areas for agricultural tools, harve-
sting, etc.) and are built around a distribution area. These farmhouses are either
linear or L-shaped depending on the local terrain.

The length of the building depends on how many additional edifices have been
built onto it or near it. The most common wooden roofs are either hip roofs (in
buildings used mainly as living quarters) or gabled (used both as a home and for
agricultural purposes); single-pitch roofs occur in agricultural buildings placed
against the main structure. Roofs are generally covered in roof tiles, edged with
a cornice with terracotta features or plasterwork. The roofs have three or four
simple chimneys, mostly made of brick, either on their own or grouped in twos.
Chimneys are a constant feature from after the Second World War on, as each
room used as living quarters was heated by a fireplace. Another typical feature of
rural architecture is the presence of a dormer which could let light into the attic.
Living quarters are separated from hayloft areas by fire curtain walls that prevent
fire from spreading to the inhabited side. Wooden floors are the oldest type used
in the construction of rural buildings that we know of. Wooden beams suppor-
ted the weight with a main frame and squared planks laid in a second frame. The
floor was made up of terracotta tiles with a mixture of earth and sand placed on
top as a base and then terracotta tiles on top of that. In rural buildings, particu-
larly in ground floor rooms set aside as toolsheds, stables or warehouses, vaul-
ted ceilings in brick with wooden beams (replaced with iron beams in the 1800s)
were also common. In contrast, cellars and hallways usually had vaulted ceilings,
a construction system which allows you to cover large spaces relatively easily.

RURAL SETTLEMENTS 
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Places for production and storage 

There are winegrowing estates scattered throughout the nominated property, with
a high concentration of exemplary cases in Component 1/Langa of Barolo and
3/Hills of Barbaresco.

Purpose. The making of wine from their own grapes or those bought from other
grape growers and the storage of the finished product.

Layout. Purpose-built buildings or redeveloped premises previously used for
agricultural purposes. In any case, these are buildings located in the immediate
vicinity of the vineyard. The rooms inside (on the ground floor and the floor
below) have common features specially suited to wine production both in terms
of their space and function, regardless of the kind of wine produced. This aspect
had guaranteed over time the constant use of these areas designed for winema-
king; the entire production cycle is marked by different production phases, each
of which take place in suitable areas that are all connected:
- grape reception area: a courtyard whose size is proportionate to the quantity of
grapes received on a daily basis, fitted with suitable scales. This kind of premi-
ses was already found in castles and aristocratic palaces, sometimes expanded
with contemporary additions;
- pressing room: an area created on the ground floor in order to be easy to reach
with a load of grapes brought in from the vineyards. This area is normally shel-
tered by a roof in farmhouses or by a loggia in old castles and aristocratic pala-
ces. It has to be big enough to house stainless steel containers fitted with a helix
screw feeder to take in grapes and one or more pressing machines; 
- vat or fermentation cellar: usually found next to the pressing room, the vat cel-
lar is on the ground floor. This is where the must's tumultuous fermentation pro-
cess takes place in specially designed tanks and vats; therefore the size of this
area depends on the number of containers required to handle each company's
production capacity. In any case, the room's large size with vaulted brick ceilings
expertly built by ancient craftsmen is perfectly suited to store the large bucket-
shaped vats with a diameter that varies between 1.5 and 3.5 metres. Improve-
ments in production techniques and the need to keep constant control over the
quality of the winemaking process have led to the need to combine newly deve-
loped machinery (to control temperature and humidity and stabilise the air) with
the existing architectural structure of the building that has been preserved. In
fact the load-bearing structure, the abovementioned ceiling, the slightly sloping
concrete, brick and cement floor, dug with channels to drain off excess liquid,
are all fundamentally important factors for the success of the process that have
remained unchanged over time;
- processing room: this room – attached to the previous room and similar to it in
terms of size and layout - is where the slow fermentation of wine takes place in steel
tanks alongside the traditional wooden vats which are still used to a large extent. 
The logical placement of these tanks, usually laid out in parallel rows along the 

WINEGROWING ESTATES
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wall, allow one to make the best use of the space available and guarantees the
quick movement of cellar workers during the various different stages of wine de-
canting, clarification, stabilisation and filtration;
- storage and ageing cellar: these are always located underground so as to gua-
rantee the right temperature and the need for air and light that are not affected by
outside weather conditions. In this case, as before, the containers designed for
ageing (barrels or bottles) are a feature of this room which is flanked by other
rooms, depending on the specific requirements of each company. These later ex-
tensions are clearly noticeable in most long-standing winemaking companies as
they have seen a gradual but constant increase in production over time. 
These rooms usually have a long rectangular shape with brick vaulted ceilings,
the same material is also used for the perimeter walls. The cellar may also have
various different other rooms attached to it, depending on the size of the wine-
making company, including a bottling area and general storage areas. The equip-
ment inside (barrels, tanks, bottles) is entirely dependent on what winemaking
techniques are used.
This layout of working areas permits the rational, streamlined performance of the
production cycle, contributing to the achievement of excellent results. Even in
the past, companies were conceived in such a way that all the different stages in-
volved in producing, preserving and selling wine could be carried out in a logi-
cal, economical fashion. Therefore depending on the function of each area, it had
to have precise features so that the different stages in production could take place
in optimal conditions, guaranteeing the product's high quality: thus from the se-
cond half of the 19th century on, enormous attention was paid to the position of
rooms in the premises as a whole, to their size, temperature and, more generally,
their construction features.
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Cooperative wine cellars are present throughout the nominated property, though
the most exemplary cases are found in Component 4/Nizza Monferrato and Bar-
bera with the Cooperative wine cellar of Vichio and Vaglio Serra.

Purpose. Winemaking cooperation among small winemakers aimed at turning
grapes into wine and selling wine at more advantageous conditions than those
found on the market. The winemakers who participate in cooperatives hand their
grapes over to the cooperative which transforms them into wine and sells it. Wi-
nemaking cooperatives are a particular production model where the cooperative
wine cellar central role, historically due to the fact that small agricultural compa-
nies could not procure their own cellar, evolved as a centre providing services for
its members in order to create a well-regulated relationship based on mutual trust
aimed at making quality wines that possess the special characteristics of their
place of origin. Moreover, the enormous difference between members' vineyards
allows the winery to offer a wide range of different products thanks to different
grape varietes as well as different soils, vineyard exporting techniques and far-
ming techniques. The way cooperative wine cellars act as a focal point is finally
fundamental on a commercial level as well, as they are able to deal with large
quantities and therefore contribute to controlling the price of grapes – ensuring
greater market stability – and on the other hand have greater clout in negotiations
with distributors. Moreover their production capacity is constantly improving
thanks to a drive to streamline the production cycle involving progressive har-
vests, separate deliveries and winemaking based on the type of wine intended, an
increase in bottled production and greater attention paid to sales, including sales
on site.

Layout. Cooperative wine cellars are found in buildings which mostly date from
the 20th century. In fact this kind of mutual collaboration among winemakers
saw its height in the 1950s. These buildings are therefore more modern in style.
Their layout and the way production areas are distributed are similar to those of
winemaking companies  and mostly vary according to production capacity.

COOPERATIVE WINE CELLARS
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Oenologic industries are found in Component 5/Canelli and Asti Spumante.

Purpose. Historically tied to the production of sparkling, flavoured wines such as
Asti Spumante and Moscato d’Asti, these companies have consolidated produc-
tion levels and sales networks which allow them to operate on several different
markets (domestic, European and other countries). Industries generally have a
smaller number of vineyards and buy grapes on the Piedmontese market – or
they often buy large quantities of must directly from the municipal wineries with
which they have built up an enormously important partnership – turning them
into wine and selling both wines and distillates. This company model  consoli-
dated the ability to deal with the export market, both EU and non-EU, of the Pied-
montese winemaking industry from the late 19th century on.

Layout. Mostly dating from the second half of the 19th century. The architectu-
ral style and the layout of the rooms inside is similar to those of winemaking
companies and municipal wineries. The particular way grapes are processed crea-
tes the need for special equipment used to produce sparkling wines because the
second fermentation phase is carried out in pressurised tanks (Martinotti me-
thod) or in bottles laid out on purpose-built pupitres (trestles which simplify ma-
nual turning and mechanised turning of single bottles) (traditional method). 
The working premises of some sparkling wine industries are true masterpieces
of engineering and architecture. Known as “underground cathedrals” due to the
majestic appearance of these vaulted rooms reminiscent of church naves, these
started being excavated in the 19th century under the town centre of Canelli. Here
an underground layer of tuff rock – a perfect natural insulator able to maintain a
constant temperature of 12-14 degrees – has made this place entirely suitable for
the processing and ageing of sparkling wine. These “cathedrals”, often set up as
true museums that are open to the public, feature imposing areas of enormous
size divided into rooms used for production and cellars for ageing wine with bar-
rel vaulted or sail vaulted ceilings laid out on several levels deep underground.
Next to the original tunnels dug in the tuff or lined with bricks and used to pre-
serve barrels of wine, there are often tanks for fermentation and refrigeration.
The underground rooms, and those of the floors above, used for production, are
all connected so as to simplify winemaking operations.

OENOLOGIC INDUSTRIES
TYPOLOGICAL INVENTORY OF 
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Places for domestic storage

Crutin are mainly found in Component  5/Canelli and Asti Spumante.

Purpose. Their shape and their placement underground are designed to ensure
the right levels of humidity and a constant temperature, perfect for preserving
food and bottled wine. They were not originally designed as wine cellars but they
have been adapted to that end over the years. In fact, they were originally either
used as water cisterns, in that they had wells, or for storing ice gathered during
the winter and stored in special ice houses, insulated with straw and avruchè
(husks of grain).

Layout. Small underground spaces placed alongside or below a cellar but atta-
ched to it. They were either dug in tuff rock or straight in the soil or even built with
brick vaulted ceilings. In dialect, crutinmeans “small cellar”. The connection bet-
ween the architectural structure of a crötin and the conservation and ageing of
wine is demonstrated by a number of construction features dug in the stone,
such as shelves, niches and rooms for storing bottles or demijohns as well as low
chairs that thanks to their curved shape were perfect for supporting barrels of
wine. They sometimes have direct light and ventilation.

CRUTIN

Infernot are all found in Component 6/ The Monferrato of Infernot.

Purpose. As well as their main purpose of storing bottles (generally speaking,
the most precious), infernot are used as pantries for daily goods. Moreover, the
frequent presence of a table in the middle of the room shows that infernot were
also designed to be  gathering places where wine was tasted. 

Layout. Similar to crotin, they consist of one or more rooms dug underground,
with no direct light or ventilation, which can normally be reached through a cel-
lar. These places are dug deep down in the soil thanks to the expertise of builders
capable of connecting the main area to secondary ones thanks to a network of
burrows, tunnels and stairs. In dialect, infernot means “small hell”, describing a
dark, windowless place. This type of construction is particularly typical of the
Basso Monferrato area; the construction material used is cantone stone, which
is particularly suited to excavation work as it is easy to sculpt and is also, given
the right conditions of humidity and temperature, very resistant. Both its shape
and location are perfect for ensuring a constant climate and level of humidity,
ideal for preserving bottled wine. As far as their shape is concerned, most infer-
not consist of one small room; the layout is usually rectangular even though there
are round and square examples. 
A table sometimes sits in the middle of the room, a direct result of the stonema-
son's work. Other times, this building may consist of two or more rooms 

INFERNOT
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that lead straight into each other or are connected by short corridors or stairs. In
these cases, the rooms have different layouts and are almost always on different
levels. 
From the point of view of construction methods and techniques, this building can
be either totally dug, or dug and built. The former is the more complicated system
because the infernot is completely dug from Cantone stone. It can only be crea-
ted by removing the dug materials, exactly as occurs in any stone sculpture, wi-
thout the addition of extra parts or features. In “dug and built” examples, the
construction of the infernot occurs in two different phases: the entire removal of
material and the later addition of new material. The additional part usually con-
sists of niches and retaining walls constructed with the same sandstone  (shel-
ves and limestone) or in brick (solid or hollow bricks).
Infernot feature niches or shelves for storing bottles. The shelves either partially
or entirely line the perimeter. They are containment areas on one level (in that
they do not overlap each other) created during the excavation phase. They can ei-
ther crown or overlap niches. The shelves can also be staggered, a system that
helps keep bottles stored at the bottom from being hidden by bottles in front.
The niches are like small recesses designed and built to accommodate a number
of bottles. They can be long or narrow and can either be alongside each other or
overlapping, almost always covering the entire wall space. The average height of
an infernot allows the vertical placement of two or three levels of niches.
As far as the surface of the walls are concerned, i.e. the type of finish, sandstone
walls can either be ashlar, a finish caused by the type of sandstone that suffers
enormously from the mineral and sedimentary differences (and doesn't easily
allow the building of excavated niches); with visible pickaxe marks, a finish left
behind by the pickaxe that excavated (or sculpted) the building, and later fini-
shed and shaped the infernot's surface area while leaving  clear signs of the knife
or tip visible; or with a smoothed surface, the finest and most even finish that
does not allow for moments of distraction during construction but, on the con-
trary, highlights the geometric precision and perfect execution of an infernot.
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Places for distribution

Private wine shops are common throughout the nominated property, apart from
in Component 2.

Purpose. A special type of shop used for selling local wine, as well as regional and
national wines. Run by private groups, it is sometimes managed in partnership
with winemakers or local coordination and promotion organisations. Their work
includes tastings, event promotion and the sale of wines put on display, often ac-
companied by a selection of small local delicacies. Wine shops are increasingly
oriented towards becoming a “wine library”, i.e. a place where customers can
find out information on wine culture, rather than just being a point of sale and di-
stribution. Small and less well-known winemakers will probably find it more use-
ful to be associated with a wine shop compared to those with well-known brands,
thanks to the promotion and advertising they provide. Wine shops are perfectly
suited to the needs of visitors who happen to visit a particular area, freeing pro-
ducers from the effort of having to provide a special service in their cellars for
those who will simply purchase a couple of bottles.

Layout. Private wine shops are small premises designed to welcome visitors who
come to see, taste and buy wines. They often have a limited stock of bottles per
label and customers interested in buying larger quantities after tasting are invi-
ted to visit the producer directly. The layout is normally quite simple, with shel-
ves designed to display wines and tables for tasting products on site.

PRIVATE WINE SHOPS

Wine shops run by the regional government are found throughout the site: in
Component 1/Langa of Barolo with the Enoteca Regionale (Regional wine shop)
del Barolo, in Component 2/Grinzane Cavour Castle with the Enoteca Regionale
Piemontese Cavour, in Component 3/Hills of Barbaresco with the Enoteca Re-
gionale del Barbaresco, Component 4/Nizza Monferrato and Barbera with the Eno-
teca Regionale di Nizza, Component 5/Canelli and Asti Spumante with the Enoteca
Regionale di Canelli e dell’Astesana and Component 6/Monferrato of the Infernot
with the Enoteca Regionale del Monferrato.

Purpose. Recognised, supported and financed by Regional Law no. 37 of 12 May
1980, they were set up with a public deed and the involvement of public autho-
rities on a non-profit basis. They are the result of a programme instituted by Re-
gione Piemonte aimed at meeting two different needs: on the one hand, the need
to renovate historic buildings such as castles, partly left abandoned and destined
to disintegrate, and on the other to promote wine culture. Regional wine shops
have several different roles: they promote wine production in the area; they di-
splay VQPRD wines (Vini di Qualità Prodotti in Regioni Determinate, or Quality
Wines Produced in Particular Regions) in a suitable premises with historical, ar-
tistic and architectural characteristics that is open to the public; they promote 

REGIONAL WINE SHOPS
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Wine stores and municipal wineries are found in Langa of Barolo with the Bottega
del Vino in Serralunga d'Alba and the Cantina Comunale in Castiglione Falletto, in
Hills of Barbaresco with the Bottega del Vino dei Quattro Vini in Neive and in Ca-
nelli and Asti Spumante with the  Cantina Comunale in Calosso.

Purpose. Small organisations recognised, operated and supported by Regione
Piemonte in line with Regional Law no. 37/80. They are associated with the bo-
rough where they are based and which promotes their creation, therefore their
size reflects this. In fact, unlike regional wine shops that encompass the cellars
of an entire area of production, they only represent the cellars of the local bo-
rough. They are funded by local authorities, by member winemakers or coope-
rative wineries. They promote and publicise the area thanks to the wines of local
producers which are sometimes supplemented by outside cellars that have vine-
yards in the area; they organise tastings to promote and sponsor local wines,
they organise events and cultural or promotional projects; they welcome and in-
form tourists of food and wine in line with Regional Law no. 75 of 1996; they sa-
feguard and encourage engagement.

Layout. Almost all wine stores and municipal wineries are based in castles or sta-
tely homes. The premises generally have brick vaulted ceilings and walls displa-
ying producers'  bottles of wine; sometimes there is a crutin reached along a
short tunnel where the customer can try wines and purchase winemakers' bot-
tles. They sometimes include anthropological oenology museums, restaurants
or refreshment areas where wines are paired with culinary delicacies and local,
traditional dishes.

wine and offer tastings, sold at the same price as the cellar; they welcome tou-
rists who can find out information about the area, its traditional products, re-
staurants and cellars; it promotes interesting cultural events and promotional
schemes that can be organised in fields other than that of winemaking; and they
can act as a safeguarding body that encourages engagement.
Many of them set up anthropological oenology museums, restaurants or refre-
shment areas where wines are paired with culinary delicacies and traditional local
dishes.

Layout. Regional wine shops are larger in terms of their local, manufacturing, in-
stitutional and inter-borough importance. Their size and impressiveness can be
grasped from the important castles and stately homes where they are based, ta-
king on their shape and where they carry out their intense work. Wine shops ge-
nerally have one room featuring shelves where wines are displayed, tables for
tasting products on site and areas for promoting the region.

WINE STORES AND MUNICIPAL WINERIES
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The Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention
state that (par. 137) <<each component part should contribute to the Outstanding Uni-
versal Value of the property as a whole in a substantial, scientific, readily defined and
discernible way>>. In this sense, each of the 6 components of the serial property (sub-
ject to a more detailed description in paragraphs 2a.1 to 2a.6) was selected by virtue of
particularly characterising aspects by way of specific contribution to the general defi-
nition of the whole, representative of phenomena the importance of which is such as to
go beyond the limits of the specific physical environment of reference.

The “Langa of Barolo” (component 1) comprises 1.940 hectares of vineyards mainly
cultivated with the Nebbiolo grape variety, used to make the red wine suitable for long
periods of ageing named Barolo, one of the Piedmontese oenology products of consol-
idated international prestige, the high quality of which is sanctioned also thanks to the
achievement of important acknowledgements within the sphere of the global market. 
The area, selected within the area of the   DOCG Barolo, is outlined largely on the basis
of panoramic roads and hill ridges that define a visually undamaged basin of high land-
scape quality. It comprises the municipal territories of Barolo, Castiglione Falletto, Ser-
ralunga d’Alba, La Morra, Monforte d’Alba, Novello and Diano d’Alba, all of which have
a historic vocation for the cultivation of the Nebbiolo grape-variety, thanks to the spe-
cial soil and climatic conditions that favour the cultivation of this variety. 
There are numerous places of wine in the area relating to the whole Barolo production
chain. Those that emerge include the winegrowing estates of historic foundation that
have made a tangible contribution to the birth and development of this wine, such as the
Fontanafredda estates which belonged to the Savoy Royal Family and the properties of
the Falletti Family from Barolo. 
Medieval villages like  Barolo, Castiglione Falletto and Serralunga d’Alba, charatcerised
by the imposing presence of a castle in an excellent state of repair around which the
urban fabric was built up, emerge visibly from the hill landscape and represent impor-
tant visual and identity references. (fig.33)

fig.33: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 1 “Langa of Barolo”

fig.33
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“Grinzane Cavour Castle” (component 2), was home to Camillo Benso Count of  Cavour,
who carried out the first oenology experiments linked to the search for quality of those
that were later to become the major Piedmontese reds. 
The Castle currently houses the main Regional Wine Shop in Piedmont, and one of the
leading ethnographic museums dedicated to the winegrowing tradition. The neighbouring
experimental vineyard of 5 hectares, on the hill, is one of the most important ampelog-
raphy collections in Europe. The outlining of the area traces the margin of the clearing
around the castle and the estate roads that define the extension of the vineyard. (fig.34)

The “Hills of Barbaresco” (component 3), comprise 582 hectares of vineyard mainly cul-
tivated with the Nebbiolo grape-variety, used to make the red wine for long periods of
ageing called Barbaresco. This is a very high quality production that falls rightfully within
the programme of great Italian wines recognised at international level. 
The area comprises the municipal territories of Barbaresco and Neive, the hills of which
present a natural predisposition for the cultivation of the Nebbiolo grape-variety. The major
productive concentration of this wine is registered in this area. 
The area includes the entire town of Barbaresco, which has hosted the main historical
events that led to the birth of the wine of the same name. Its imposing medieval tower,
which rises straight above the River Tanaro, is one of the most relevant visual landmarks
in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato district. The old town of Neive, one of the best con-
served medieval villages in Italy, is also linked to the events that led to the birth of this
specific production. The area includes the most important estates linked to the first exper-
imentations aimed at the vinification of the Barbaresco grape-variety, such as the cooper-
ative winecellar of the Produttori di Barbaresco, as well as a very important number of
places of wine capable of representing the current production chain. 
The area is a part of the DOCG Barbaresco, representative in historical settlement, pro-
ductive and commercial terms, delimited by panoramic roads and hills ridges and charac-
terised by the outstanding visual integrity of the landscape. (fig.35)
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fig.34: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 2 “Grinzane Cavour Castle”

fig.34
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The area of “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera” (component 4), was selected within the ter-
ritory of the DOCG Barbera d’Asti, and specifically within the Nizza subzone, including the
most representative urban centres from the historical-settlement, productive and com-
mercial point of view and the places of wine fundamental to the outlining of the history and
present-day situation of Barbera. The area is delimited mainly by panoramic roads and hill
ridges that define a very well-preserved visual basin of high landscape quality. It comprises
880 hectares of vineyard previously cultivated with the Barbera grape-variety, used to
make the wine of the same name, which is Piedmont’s most exported wine and one of the
products to which the oenological identity of the whole Piedmont region is most closely
linked. Nizza Monferrato, identified as the “capital” of Barbera, is an exceptional example
of a Medieval new town (villanova) and a town with a consolidated commercial tradition.
The Municipalities of Castelnuovo Calcea, Vinchio, Vaglio Serra, Agliano, Mombercelli and
Montegrosso d’Asti, included in the area, represent the portion of territory traditionally
considered as the primitive area of dissemination of the Barbera grape-variety as of the
16th century. There are numerous places of wine capable of representing the production
chain of Barbera – traditionally linked to the cooperation system – such as the Coopera-
tive wine cellar of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra and some of the most important estates that
have contributed to the perfection of the vinification techniques of this product, especially
in recent decades. The area also includes important evidence of the culture of wine, in-
cluding the Bersano Museum, which houses a very extensive collection of vineyard tools
and evidence of farming know-how. (fig.36)

The area of “Canelli and Asti Spumante” (component 5), selected within the territory of
the DOCG Asti, and specifically within the Canelli subzone, comprises 1.234 hectares of
vineyard cultivated mainly with the Moscato bianco grape-variety, used to make the aro-
matic sparkling wine (spumante) known as Asti – Italy’s most exported white wine-, vini-
fied thanks to a specific technique invented and perfected by the Piedmontese oenologist
Federico Martinotti at the end of the 19th century. The delimitation of its perimeter is traced
following panoramic roads and hills ridges and includes a territory of high landscape qual-
ity. It includes a significant part of the urban centre of Canelli, a leading commercial and
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fig.35: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 3 “Hills of Barbaresco”

fig.35
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industrial town in the  Langhe-Roero and Monferrato district, in which the Piedmontese
(and Italian) sparkling wine tradition was launched, with the settlement of the first sparkling
wine industries in the second half of the 19th century. These estates possess impressive
winemaking spaces known as “underground cathedrals” because of the spectacular spa-
ciousness of these vaulted environments, and they represent one of the most significant
testimonies of places of wine in the property. With Canelli, the municipalities of Calosso and
Santo Stefano Belbo are those where the Moscato grape-variety was historically spread,
thanks to particularly favourable environmental conditions for its cultivation, such as the
presence of calcareous soils. The medieval village of Calosso, in particular, is important
for a special concentration, within the area, of crutin, a special type of vernacular archi-
tecture used for the domestic storage of bottles. (fig.37)
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fig.36: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 4 “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”

fig.37: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 5 “Canelli and Asti spumante”

fig.36

fig.37
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The area named “The Monferrato of the Infernot” (component 6) is characterised by a very
special geological formation, the so-called Cantone Stone. This strongly characterises
the urban centres that are part of the area (Camagna Monferrato, Frassinello Monferrato,
Vignale Monferrato, Cave di Moleto, Olivola, Rosignano Monferrato, Sala Monferrato and
Cella Monte) where there is a singular type of architectural construction closely linked to
the culture of wine: the infernot dug into Cantone Stone. These underground rooms are
used for the domestic storage of bottles and represent veritable works of art linked to
popular know-how. Cella Monte, in particular, is home to the newly created and still to be
completed Ecomuseum, partially located in an infernot and dedicated to this type of ver-
nacular architecture. 
The area selected comprises the main quarries where the stone that also characterises the
prestigious architecture of the hill villages was quarried. There is a very close connec-
tion with the vineyards (640 hectares), historically linked to the cultivation of the Barbera
grape-variety – vinified here mainly as Barbera del Monferrato DOCG – and of other minor
grape-varieties that characterise Piedmont’s varietal heritage. The selection of the area is
based on old towns of major historical-architectural interest, with a significant presence of
infernot, traditionally connected to wine production and in excellent condition. 
The delimitation is based upon main and secondary roads linking up the urban centres and
margins of their urban fabric, verifying the existence of high level of quality and integrity
of the landscape. (fig.38)
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fig.38: Distinguishing features of compo-
nent 6 “Monferrato of the infernot”

fig.38
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Buffer Zone
The nomination is completed with the proposal of a buffer zone, upheld to protect the prop-
erty and its values, consisting of two areas which cover a combined surface of 76.249 ha. 
Area A is the most extensive (cf map) and encompasses components 1 to 5; area B com-
prises component 6. 
The main criteria of definition of the buffer zone is based on the Landscape Units identified
within the Piedmont Region Landscape Plan, i.e.: portions of territory with uniform char-
acteristics, defined on the basis of specific landscape analyses related, for example, to vi-
sual integrity, to the preservation of the historical settlement system, to the level of
naturalness or anthropic installation. The Landscape Units fall within broader Landscape
Contexts and are subject to specific addresses and prescription of defence of the landscape
referred, for example, to protecting panoramic viewpoints and itineraries, mitigating visual
detractions, enhancing the value of “identity-related” tangible evidence (cf paragraph 5.b).
In this sense, the delimitation of the buffer zone is made up of the integration of 30 Land-
scape Units, the perimeter of which it traces perfectly. 
This strictly “landscapist” approach takes into great consideration the visual relations be-
tween the proposed property and its context. (fig.39).
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fig.39: Definition of the buffer zones based
on the borders of the Landscape Units of the
Regional Landscape Plan (see chapter 5.b)

fig.39
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In terms of extension, buffer zone A has been conceived not only to guarantee a better
level of defence for the property components, but also to reconstruct the territorial and
landscape continuity that exists between them. There are also important relations be-
tween the single components of the property, selected as areas of excellence and of value
and representation, and the context where the complex cultural, productive and social dy-
namics extend well beyond the single perimeters. 
Buffer zone B is related to component 6 “Monferrato of the Infernot” which encompasses
a quantitatively and qualitatively significant complex of this type of vernacular architecture
and portions of landscape closely connected to it. The buffer zone, besides meeting the
general criterion of conformation on the basis of the Landscape Units as areas of protec-
tion guaranteed by the Piedmont Region Landscape Plan, also presents close structural

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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and functional links with the property, comprising portions of territory characterised by the
same geological substrate of “Cantoni Stone” as that where the infernot are dug, the lat-
ter being present here also but to a lesser extent and with less important examples. 
It is felt that the buffer zone identified in this way as a whole for the property (A+B) is an im-
portant instrument for the management of the property, both in terms of protection against
threats from outside and to grasp opportunities. Continuity with the property and the strong
and complex links between the relative reference territories, also in terms of present and fu-
ture activities, strengthen the involvement of the communities, guaranteeing their mainte-
nance in time. These considerations have guided the elaboration of the management plan (cf
annexed Management Plan) and, in particular, certain prompt actions.
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fig.40: Continuity of landscape between the
nominated property and its buffer zones. 
In this picture norther boundary of compo-
nent 1, “Langa of Barolo”

fig.40
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2.a.1 Langa of Barolo

The “Langa of Barolo” includes the Northwest strip of the Langhe hill system and stretches
for 3,051 hectares throughout the municipal territories of Barolo, Serralunga d’Alba, Cas-
tiglione Falletto, La Morra, Monforte d’Alba, Novello and Diano d’Alba, which form the hub of
the production area of Barolo DOCG. This wine represents the absolute excellence of oeno-
logical production in Piedmont and one of the most important red wines for ageing in the
world. The international prestige of Barolo isn’t linked solely to the great quality of its pro-
duction cycle, but is also the fruit of a historical tradition, insofar as, during the 19th century,
it became the “ambassador” of the Piedmont of the Royal House of Savoy in the courts of
Europe. Barolo is made from 100% Nebbiolo, the grape variety which has been cultivated for
longest and is considered the most prestigious in the Langhe as well as being among the
first to be historically certified in Italy, and it is here, among these hills, that it finds the ideal
environment for its cultivation and the production of wines of excellence.    

The landscape of the  “Langa of Barolo” is characterised by an agricultural mosaic con-
sisting virtually of a single crop, with vineyards stretching as far as the eye can see, and by
the presence of medieval villages (Barolo, Castiglione Falletto and Serralunga d’Alba),
strongly characterised by the presence of imposing castles. In this area, the binomial of
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Characterising 
wine

Barolo,
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Monforte d’Alba,
Novello,
Serralunga d’Alba

3.051

Nebbiolo

Barolo DOCG
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castle and vineyard designs a unique landscape, in which defensive architectures stand out
like landmarks against the hills, creating one of the most evocative images at international
level of the whole Langhe-Roero and Monferrato district. (fig.  41)
The area includes the places that historically led to the birth and development of Barolo
wine, including the estates owned by the Falletti family of Barolo and Vittorio Emanuele II
of Savoy. 
The limits of the area coincide with recognisable physical limits, mainly panoramic roads
and hill ridges, allowing the definition of a visually integral environment.

The area fully meets the requirement of functional integrity, insofar as it contains the en-
tire production chain of Barolo DOCG, exemplified as follows: 

• places for cultivation: 1940 ha of vineyards cultivated mainly with Nebbiolo,
with extensive dissemination of ciabot within the land parcels, as well as isolated
farmhouses;

• places for production and storage: 238 winegrowing estates specialised in this
production.

• places for distribution: Regional Wine Shop of Barolo, Municipal Winery of 
Castiglione Falletto, numerous private wine shops.
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fig.41

fig.41: “Langa of Barolo” component 1, in
the background Serralunga d’Alba Castle
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Analysis of the natural component

The Langa of Barolo is characterised by gently accentuated hills (Castiglione Falletto 350
m, Barolo 307 m), arranged in generally parallel ridges, running from north to south, and
divided by quite shallow valleys. 

The systematic occupation of farm lands by man has led to the predominance of wine-
growing on the forestry mantle that used to exist. Narrow bands of remaining woodland
are now found only on the most  exposed parts of the hills, where they contribute to con-
taining phenomena of erosion. Mixed mesophyll oak woods prevail today, traditionally
managed as copses. The potential natural vegetation is characterised by downy oak woods
(Quercus pubescens), with good opportunities for the turkey oak (Quercus cerris) and for
the Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris).
The soil characteristics derive directly from the geomorphological conditions and the strati-
graphic formation of marine origin. Surface water erosion seems to be favoured by the
marly substrate and the extension of specialised crops, which cause levelling and vast hill
layouts. The prevalence of rows of vines planted “around the hill” following the natural pro-
file of the gradient’s curves, considerably favours the prevention of the erosion processes.
In the orographic undulations, the soil type varies mainly on the basis of the position: on
steeper, supporting slopes, erosion is more accentuated, while on the gentler slopes, the
soils appear to be more evolved. The overall soil and climatic characteristics are partic-
ularly favourable for planting vines, especially the Nebbiolo variety.

Terroir
The complexity that distinguishes the terroir of the Langa of Barolo has been subject to spe-
cific studies that have highlighted the close relationship which unites the environmental
components and the grape variety, the combination of which generates a product that
many experts in the sector recognise as “the wine” par excellence, Barolo. The minimal
dissemination of the Nebbiolo grape-variety outside the Langhe district emphasises once
again the close relationship that this variety has developed with the land in which it is histor-
ically grown, where, for centuries, man has made selections which have made it possible to
reach the very high quality standards for which it is acknowledged all over the world.

In the entire area of production of Barolo DOCG, 9 units of lands have been identified, char-
acterised by homogeneous factors, including geomorphology and lithology. Specifically,
the soils in the territorial portion of component 1 are largely based on Sant Agata fossil
marls, clay formations of marine origin, present in the units of Barolo, La Morra and Nov-
ello for a total of 3,000 ha, on Diano d’Alba sandstone, with a layer of grey brown-yellow
sand up to a depth of about 3 metres, found in the unit of  Castiglione Falletto (764 ha) and
lastly, on the particular Formation of Lequio with its alternation of sand and yellow-reddish
clay in the unit of Serralunga d’Alba (700 ha). 

The soil texture defines different subzones with distinctive characteristics in terms of hy-
draulic properties and therefore different quantities of water available for the vine; more-
over, the different compactness of the soils influences the form of the hills in relation to
greater or lesser resistance to erosion and landslides. 
As highlighted earlier, the altitude varies between 180 and 550 metres above sea level but
the main vineyard band is between 200 and 400 metres, with more gentle gradients of be-
tween 16 and 22%, compared to the Hills of Barbaresco (cf component 3), another area of
excellence for the cultivation of Nebbiolo. (See “Morfology map of the slopes” and “Map
of the sides exposure”). (fig.42)
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The hydrography grid is a tributary of the right basin of the River Tanaro and describes un-
even stretches or modest capacity, with torrential flow and a severe drop in the water level
in summer, sometimes even drying up altogether.

The hills destined for the production of Barolo present a climate which is very represen-
tative of the territory between the plain to the south of the River Po and the areas in the
foothills of the Apennines. The annual average rainfall in this area is 820 mm, distributed
throughout the year with peaks in April-May and October, while it rains relatively little from
June to September. 

The combination of soil and climatic factors described here seems to be particularly
suited to the cultivation of the Nebbiolo, which requires a very long period of development
and ripening and therefore fully exploits the good local thermal conditions together with a
distribution of rainfall consistent with the vine’s physiological needs: more rain in April-
May, during the first vegetal development phase, with less water in June, when the vine
blossoms, and in July, increasing again in September and October, favouring the amount
of water available for the final development phase of the bunches. 
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fig.42: Relationship between the soil and Neb-
biolo grape variety
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Analysis of the anthropic component

Agricultural winegrowing system
The agricultural formation of the landscape is mainly single-crop vineyard, with a minimum
presence of woodland copses, especially along the steeper slopes. The layout of the land-
scape features land parcels with a larger average size than those of the Property, which
rest against the gentle hills, occupying them almost entirely, apart from those areas that
aren’t suitable for winegrowing. The rows of vines are planted around the hills and often
design spacious amphitheatres, protected from the wind and from damp currents.

The particular combination of soil, climatic and orographic characteristics, together with the
centuries of experience matured by man, who has learned to know these lands to the point
of achieving these results of excellence for which Barolo is internationally famous, deter-
mined appreciable differences from vineyard to vineyard. Winegrowers and Barolo lovers
are aware of the prestige of the Cannubi vineyard, in the municipality of Barolo, mentioned
on a bottle dated 1752 (when the name Barolo had still to be used for the wine), bearing
witness to how the quality of the grapes grown in this location has been recognised for hun-
dreds of years. The same fame is also attributed to the areas of Brunate and Cerequio in
the municipality of La Morra, exposed eastwards and protected from the cold currents that
come in from the mountains, and to the great vineyards of Serralunga d’Alba, which enjoy
southerly exposure, such as Gabutti, where the slope of the vineyards and the protection
against the wind help create a quite favourable microclimate for cultivation of the rather de-
manding Nebbiolo.

Winegrowing culture in these areas is also expressed through another unique product,
Barolo Chinato, disciplined by the same regulations as Barolo DOCG. Barolo Chinato is an
aromatised wine made using Barolo wine, with no addition of other wines or musts, and
flavoured to convey the product the aroma and flavour of quinine.

• The cultivation phase
In the “Langa of Barolo” the cultivation of the vine occupies an overall surface area of 1,940
ha. The main grape-variety is Nebbiolo; but there are also other important Piedmontese
grape-varieties grown here, including Barbera and Dolcetto. Unlike what takes place in the
“Hills of Barbaresco” – where the Nebbiolo vineyards are cultivated on land parcels ex-
posed to Southeast and Southwest only – given the particular geomorphological confor-
mation of the Barolo area, the grape-variety is positioned with exposure to Northwest,
Northeast and Southwest and, in the La Morra only, Southeast.

From the 19th century Nebbiolo enjoyed a long period of selection by the ecclesiastic and
aristocratic estates. Both aimed not to produce grapes for sale like any other farming prod-
uct, but to raise the quality of the wine, destined to the most noble families or higher ech-
elons of the church. The role played by these estates had a marked influence on the cultural
aptitudes of the grape-variety and on the vinification formula.  Moreover, in recent decades,
thanks to cultivar genetic and health improvement programmes and clonal selection tech-
niques, the considerable variability of the grape-variety has allowed the identification of
clones of the Nebbiolo grape-variety which are extremely interesting in farming terms.
Many of the Nebbiolo clones selected originated in the soils of Piedmont and particu-
larly in the areas selected, where they can express their potential to the full: contained
vegetative vigour, moderate productions thanks to small bunches, great oenological po-
tential thanks to the high sugar content and excellent polyphenolic balance. (fig.43)
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The traditional form of training is the espalier system, which replaced the Medieval “hau-
tain” system, in which the vines were supported by trees, while the pruning system is the
Guyot, with 10-12 or 12-14 free buds. In fact, Nebbiolo is a very vigorous variety which
requires long pruning in order to release its vegetative exuberance, which requires con-
stant thinning and topping of the vines. Its need for space is further accentuated by the
sterility of the first two buds, which prevents the plant form thickening and exploiting the
space along the row; this is why it is almost impossible to plant vines on the same row at
a distance of less than one metre.
Nebbiolo is a late-ripening variety, characterised by a very long vegetative cycle, mean-
ing that the grape harvest, while being conditioned by the autumnal climatic trend, usually
takes place after mid-October, this being the last grape-variety to be harvested in Pied-
mont. Consequently the care of the vineyard must be longer than for other grape-varieties,
and winter pruning is followed by constant meticulous operations aimed at obtaining the
best production from every single vine. (fig.44)
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• The vinification phase
Barolo is a wine for ageing made from 100% Nebbiolo grapes, with the application of the
vinification on skins, characterised by maceration, which is the more or less prolonged
contact of the grape skins with  the must as it is transformed into wine. This technique was
developed at the end of the 19th century,  when illustrious personalities, primarily Camillo
Cavour and Juliette Colbert, decided to abandon the production of the sweet wine which
had been consumed until then, concentrating on the vinification of try, still (and not
sparkling) wine destined for ageing.

The traditional processing cycle of Nebbiolo, still used today, can be summarised in just a
few key steps: 
• Crushing and destemming, carried out softly to avoid the extraction of too much tannin
from the skins and the formation of a large amount of lees, eliminating the stalks that
could convey negative characteristics to the end product;

• Alcoholic fermentation, which takes place with the contact between the solid part (skins
and pips) and the actual must. This is continued until all the sugars have been consumed,
to produce a still wine;

• Malo-lactic fermentation, which takes place at the natural end of alcoholic fermentation
and determines the breakdown of malic acid into lactic acid and carbon dioxide;  

• Ageing and stabilisation in barrels, which allow gaseous exchanges between the wood
and the fermenting must, stabilising the colour and allowing the tannins to evolve more
smoothly; 

• Bottling and maturing (bottle ageing).

Within this processing cycle, certain steps are particularly linked to the in-depth knowledge
of the aptitudes of the Nebbiolo grape-variety and the effort to achieve excellent quality. In
particular, the long duration of maceration (phase of contact between the skins and the must-
wine during fermentation) which can reach up to 20-25 days determines a greater release of
polyphenols which influence the colour and structure of the wine. Consequently the ageing pe-
riod is quite long (2-3 years, part in wood and part in steel) in order to allow the alteration of
the polyphenols and make the wine smoother and convey a more expansive bouquet. 
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fig.44: Harvest among the vineyards of Neb-
biolo
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In order to acquire its unique characteristics, Barolo requires a very long minimum age-
ing period, the longest among the Piedmontese DOCG wines. In fact, after at least 18
months in barrels, Barolo has to mature for a further 38 months (62 if the term “Riserva”
(see page 49) is to be added). While Barolo is already pleasant to drink after ageing for
four or six years, it reaches the full expression of its characteristics after ten years. 
The containers traditionally used in the ageing phase are wooden barrels, although recently
some producers have started using smaller containers – known as barriques – continuing
to observe the quality levels imposed by the production regulations. (fig.45)
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In this sense, Barolo was one of the first Italian wines to achieve the recognition of con-
trolled origin (DOC), together with Barbaresco, in 1966. Subsequently, following the great
research carried out in relation to cultivation practices and vinification techniques, in 1980
the outstanding quality of Barolo was recognised with the acknowledgement of controlled
and guaranteed origin. (DOCG)
The last important phase in the definition of the system of guarantees of Barolo was the de-
limitation and official assignment of the Additional Geographic Mentions and the “Vigna”
(Vineyard) mentions; to date, 178 geographic mentions have been acknowledged, 88 of
which fall within the area of excellence, along with 60 “Vigna” mentions, 35 of which in-
cluded within the perimeter of the component.

Barolo is also subject to protection by the “Barolo Barbaresco, Alba Langhe and Roero
Defence Consortium” which, since its foundation in 1934, has worked with the aim of en-
hancing the value of the wines of the Langhe and guaranteeing quality in every phase of the
production process. Its activities particularly concern:
• the defence and registration of the collective marks;
• supervision of the market;
• management of the appellations (DOC and DOCG);
• collection of data, prices and market statistics;
• activities for enhancing value in favour of the appellations;
• chemical and physical analysis laboratory activities;
• certification of the appellations.

The wealth and complexity of tasting Barolo is also celebrated in the words of Cesare
Pavese: “You are young and you don’t know that three noses are needed to drink Barolo”
(from “Il Compagno”, 1947). With its garnets colours, which reflect the red of poppies in
summer, with the complex, ample and variegated perfumes, reminiscent of rose, violet and
spicy fragrances and, lastly, with its full, dry and persistent flavour, which ends with the
aroma of liquorice in the aftertaste, Barolo is undoubtedly a wine that requires attentive
tasting, accompanied by a certain experience, to fully grasp the olfactory aspect and gus-
tative intensity. (fig.46)
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• The distribution phase
The Barolo vineyards are dedicated to high quality production and the production estates
work directly on the market, addressing qualified distribution channels. Over the past 50
years, there has been a marked evolution in the Barolo production sector, which has wit-
nessed growth in the number of estates cultivating vineyards, vinifying their own grapes and
selling the wines directly, personally following all the phases of the production and distribu-
tion phase. The product is sold exclusively in bottles with high-level graphic presentation.

The Regional Wine Shop of Barolo (E01), housed in the Castle of the Falletti Family, one of
the key places for the birth of Barolo, currently represents a varied showcase of the wine pro-
duction of the eleven municipalities that make up the zone or origin of this famous wine. (fig.47)

Barolo, together with Barbaresco, represents the qualitative peak of the region’s wine
production, with about 1900 hectares of vineyards destined to the production of grapes for
use exclusively in this wine. The surface area has now almost doubled from the approxi-
mately 1000 ha cultivated in 1990. 
The latest vintage to go on sale (2008) was produced in 85,000 hl for a potential of over
11 million bottled, increasingly destined for foreign sale (Germany, United States, Switzer-
land, Great Britain and, more recently, Southeast Asia) and through high-quality product
sales channels.

Cultural system 
The Langa of Barolo comprises three larger settlements - Barolo, Serralunga d’Alba and
Castiglione Falletto, and two minor nuclei: Perno (a hamlet of Monforte d’Alba) and An-
nunziata (a hamlet of La Morra). The more consistent towns have a compact layout, cen-
tred around a medieval defensive structure, to which rural areas set along the historical
roads have been added, and isolated farmhouses on the hillsides, some of which have
historical and documental value and interest.

In terms of infrastructures, the area is crossed by a main road on the valley floor, con-
necting Barolo and Alba, and by secondary roads on the hills which link the settlements and
small rural villages, distinguished by the beautiful views they offer.
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gional Wine Shop of Barolo), at the Falletti
castle in the village of Barolo 
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The distinguishing feature of this area is definitely represented by the widespread presence
of prestigious castles, in the cellars of which one of the world’s most prestigious red wines
was born, and the profiles of which soar above most of these hills, cultivated entirely with
vineyards. This designs a unique landscape, in which vineyards and castles alternate,
generating a very recognisable skyline.

The settlements have been selected because they are home to some of the most repre-
sentative examples of architectural construction, in terms of great artistic relevance and
their indissoluble link with the “wine culture” of these lands.  

Barolo 
The village of Barolo differs from the other villages because it is the only one not to dom-
inate the summit of a hill, occupying a little basin instead, protected by the surrounding hills,
cultivated almost entirely with vineyards. (fig.48)

The urban fabric, with its medieval layout, is arranged along the main road that leads to the
hill on which the castle, which once belonged to the Falletti family of Barolo (C02), stands
is now a very important  place of wine, being the seat of the Wine Museum (M01) (fig.49)
(see description further ahead) and, in the spaces of the old cellars of the marquises, the
Regional Wine Shop of Barolo (E01). The latter was set up in 1982 and currently has 180
producer-members, selected by a special tasting commission. The castle, the first records
of which date back to the 10th century, presents un uneven structure organised around a
square tower and its modern-day appearance is due to significant restoration work in the
19th century. 
In the square in front of the castle stands the little parish church dedicated to San Donato
(D24), the current appearance of which dates back to the first half of the 18th century, de-
spite it being built on the site of a pre-existing building, probably built in Romanesque
times. It has three naves with an octagonal dome and six lateral altars, and it houses the
tombs of the Falletti family, lords of Barolo.
Along the ascent that leads to the castle, the last building we come to houses the remark-
able Museo del Cavatappi (Corkscrew Museum)(M02) – housed in a former cellar with
brick barrel vaults – which, having started out as a private collection, now comprises 500
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fig.48: The village of Barolo is surrounded
by vineyards of Nebbiolo

fig.49: The logo of the WiMu | Wine Mu-
seum housed in the Falletti castle
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corkscrews of different types and from different countries, dating from the 18th century to
the present day, and also has a small wine store. The village’s age-old winegrowing tradi-
tion is also regularly celebrated by a succession of numerous food and wine events, in-
cluding “Calici di Stelle” and “Notte Barolo” which liven up the streets of the old town,
offering visitors the chance to taste local products and wines, as happens during “Cena
con il barolo di Barolo a Barolo”, a festival dedicated every year to the tasting of a specific
vintage of Barolo.

Outside the village of Barolo, in an isolated position along the road that joins Morra to Nov-
ello, is a second castle, known as the “Della Volta” Castle (C03), also owned by the Fall-
etti family and the result of successive construction phases begun in the 14th century. It is
currently owned by one of Barolo’s winegrowing estates.

The production tradition linked to one of Italy’s most prestigious wines is documented by the
numerous places of wine present here: in particular the 19th century estates founded by the
royal family and the nobles of Piedmont represent an exemplary case of productive conti-
nuity and capacity to adapt pre-existing structures to the innovations of the grape trans-
formation cycle. Within the same framework of innovation with respect for tradition, today’s
wineries, including those designed very recently, continue to reflect the style of historical
buildings and considerable attention is paid to  their inclusion in the landscape context.

A brief description of the most representative places is provided below, while reference
should be made to tab. “Map of wine related places” in this section for a detailed picture
of the dissemination of the “places of wine” throughout the municipality of Barolo.

• Azienda Marchesi di Barolo (V121) (fig.50)
The estate started by the Fal letti family due to direct interest by the Marquise Juliette Col-
bert and her husband Carlo Tancredi is in the village of Barolo in a building overlooking the
Castle, and occupies a large area of land cultivated as vineyards since the late 17th century.
The cellars, in which winemaking technologies were refined to make Barolo one of the
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fig.50:  The historic winery “Marchesi di
Barolo” in Barolo
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finest wines in the world, house the so-called “palazzina”, exploiting the slope of the land.
The oldest, which is accessed via the staircase at the end, is characterised by a succession
of brick groin vaults and houses the Slavonian oak barrels used for ageing. The adjacent
environment, which bears the date 1883, was considered by the estate’s contemporaries
as “one of the best [cellars] of the Alba district” and it still has the original vaults, rein-
forced by iron chains. Later, it was flanked by another cellar, which housed “the marquise’s
barrels”: five valuable examples made of chestnut wood, built in the 19th century and still
in use, following skilful restoration. The two floors above ground level, as well as the two
lateral advanced elements that delimit the terrace, are characterised by the modular se-
quence of openings, and in the middle of the 20th century, when the estate was sold to the
Abbona family, the two wings that gave the complex the shape it has today were added.
Marchesi di Barolo is a medium-sized winery, with about 110 hectares of vineyard and pro-
duction of 1,500,000 bottles a year.

• WiMu | Wine Museum (M01) (fig.51)
The historical link between the Castle of the Falletti family with the winegrowing culture
of Barolo was renewed once again in 2010, when the decision was made to make it the seat
of the Wine Museum, a museum space which represents an authentic journey through the
culture and tradition of wine and one of the most original museums dedicated to wine
at European level. The tour, conceived by François Confino, is structured like a descent into
the depths of oenological culture: the idea of delving into the mysteries and myths associ-
ated with the theme of wine corresponds to the physical sensation of reaching the heart of
the castle, following an itinerary that proceeds from the third floor to the mezzanine base-
ment. During the descent, which ends up in the castle cellars, the visitor is taken on a dis-
covery of the whole process that leads to the production of a bottle of wine, starting from
the influences exercised by the climate, the earth, the seasons and, naturally, the skill of
man’s hand. You then move on to the room dedicated to wine in history and art, in cook-
ing and films, in music and literature, in universal myths and local traditions.   
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seum edited by François Confino
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The WiMu is also a tribute to the castle’s history and to the illustrious people who have lived
there: the last Marquises of Barolo, Carlo Tancredi Falletti and his wife Juliette Colbert –
more famous as Giulia of Barolo; the patriot Silvio Pellico, one of the great protagonists of
the Italian Risorgimento, who was librarian at the castle and whose study-room is still in-
tact. Moving down into the historical cellars, we find Barolo and other great wines, which
can be tasted here either on your own or with the help of expert sommeliers who guide
the visitor in the recognition of perfumes, aromas and personalities and in the discov-
ery of the link between the wine and its territory.   
The tour ends at the Regional Wine Shop of Barolo (E01), in the old cellars of the mar-
quises which christened this legendary wine. 

The Langa of Barolo is home not only to renowned historical estates, but also to contem-
porary wineries, designed in recent years to fully satisfy the needs linked to the produc-
tion chain. Here is an example of a contemporary winery chosen from the many present
throughout the territory.

• Azienda Cascina Adelaide (V033) (fig.52)
Cascina Adelaide is a family run winegrowing estate, established in 1817, the expansion
of which is a perfect example of the presence in the Barolo area of wineries conceived
and built with contemporary formal characteristics, while observing the tradition of
these lands.
The project, accomplished in 2003, is characterised mainly by the decision to extend the
pre-existing building downwards, about five and a half metres below the vehicle en-
trance to the farm. The volume conceived like this is almost completely underground
and covered by a layer of earth and grass: its profile is reminiscent of a hill sloping gen-
tly downwards. An opening to the east, a bit like an incision in the ground, offers a
glimpse of the representation room where tastings are held and this is also accessible
from the yard, which looks towards the estate-owned vineyards. 
Much attention has been dedicated to reflecting the link between the cellar and the work
carried out in the vineyards: the profiles that protect the edges of the structures, made
of deep green copper sheeting, have been chemically stabilised with sulphates, in the
same way that vines are treated to defend them from attack by parasites, and the green
coverage is kept alive thanks to an automatic irrigation system programmed to suit re-
quirements. The supports of the underground cellar are made to remind us of plants,
branched trees, and, last but not least, the interior dividing walls have stainless steel and
wood structures, these being the materials used in the production and ageing of wine. 
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fig.52: The winegrowing Estate “Cascina
Adelaide” in Barolo
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Castiglione Falletto
An eminent example of a hill settlement centred around the medieval fortress, the little
village of  Castiglione Faletto overlooks a vineyard landscape with a historic vocation for the
cultivation of some of Piedmont’s most important cru. (fig.53)

The urban fabric has maintained the original morphological layout, which follows the orog-
raphy of the land, taking on a dominant position on the hill between the two branches of
the Rio Talloria, and developing beneath the castle (C04), naturally defended on three sides
by steep slopes. The complex is enclosed inside a regular wall, strengthened at the corners
by cylindrical towers that are smaller than the main tower, which stands in a central posi-
tion. The imposing cylindrical tower, which has a diameter of over seven metres and is still
visible from a distance today, was once completed by overlapped rows of suspended
arches, reproduced in 19th century iconography, which were later removed.  
At the end of Piazza Castello, an alley leads to the Church of San Lorenzo (D25), built in
1893 in Neo-Romanesque style, the front yard of which offers an excellent view of the
Bassa Langa vineyards and the village of Serralunga. Right next to the castle is Town Hall
(D26), the basement of which houses the Municipal Cellar: (F01) created in 2003 by about
ten businessmen, it currently has 26 local producer-members and aims to promote and en-
hance the value of the territory’s wines, with guided tastings and food and wine events. In
this context, we must remember that Barolo and its close link with the territory, are cele-
brated in the so-called “Baroliadi”, a competition in which eight municipalities and hamlets
where Barolo is made (Barolo, Castiglione Falletto, La Morra, Monforte, Novello, Roddino,
Serralunga and Vergne) compete for the title.

Among the numerous “places of wine” falling in the municipal area (see Tab. “Map of
wine related places” in this section), an important productive place is represented by
Winegrowing Estate “Cavallotto”. (V119) (fig.54) The company is a significant exam-
ple of winemaking tradition rooted from a long time in a place rich in history. In fact the
Bricco Boschis (formerly Monte della Guardia) was since the 18th century owned by
the Countess Juliette Colbert, founder with her husband Carlo Tancredi of “Marchesi di
Barolo” estate; to his faithful aide Giuseppe Boschis connects the name of the Hill nat-
urally dedicated to viticulture. With the purchase of land from family Cavallotto in 1920,

fig.53

fig.53:  The village and the castle of Cas-
tiglione Falletto
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started the experience of the current owners that, gradually, through five generations of
winemakers, reach good results in business expanding the existing winery (1948), by
launching the current brand “Cavallotto” (1948), giving a its own recognisability for
their Barolo produced with grapes grown right in the cru Bricco Boschis (1967). In the
following years they  increased the parcels of vineyards incorporating neighbouring lots
until the current extension of 25 hectares of which 23 with vines.
The very varied wine offer has made it necessary for the transformation of the production
rooms, always under the sign of continuity and tradition: wine department building, built
in 1971, houses the horizontal steel tanks where the natural fermentation of grapes takes
plac. After this phase, the aging wines (Barolo, Nebbiolo and Barbera) are transferred into
barrels and then only in spring-summer re-transferred in cement tanks in the winemaking
department. The department’s aging is the cradle of noble wines, where especially Barolo
matures and takes its unique features. The restaurant, located in the heart of the Hill Bricco
Boschis is the place par excellence of not roasted Slavonian oak barrels, as varying size,
from 20 to 100 hl. In this environment the controlled temperature and humidity constant
are the vents open effect directly on the marna carcarea, thus creating a perfect microcli-
mate for aging of the finest wines. The ageing cellar complements the bottling room built
in 1952 and for the refining began in 1994; the latter was housed in the basement to en-
sure a constant temperature and therefore an optimal preservation of bottled wine.
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Cappellotto” in Castiglione Falletto
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Serralunga d’Alba 
Among the most famous examples of small medieval villages that have retained their
original urban morphology, Serralunga d’Alba, with the vertical profile of its castle, defi-
nitely represents an unmistakable landmark in Piedmont’s wine landscape, which has
been protected by a landscape restriction since 1970. (fig.55)

The village occupies the top of a hill and has a radial arrangement around the fortress,
which was the polarising element during the settlement process, begun in the 13th century.
The layout of the village is clearly conserved and readable, with defensive walls consisting
of an external ring structure, and it was accessed through entrance gates like the one that
still stands on the north side. The castle (C01) represents a unicum in the Langhe due to
the exceptional verticality of the structure, based on a longitudinal rectangular plan, the
corners of which are protected by different towers: one powerful and square to the south,
one slender and cylindrical to the north and one suspended to the east. Right next to the
castle stands the old chapel (D27), recognisable in the Gothic cusped bell tower. 
Outside the old walls is the parish church of San Sebastiano (C12), built between 1886 and
1888 in Neo-Romanesque style, on the site of the old church of San Benigno. 

Among the elements linked to the production cycle and present within the municipal terri-
tory (See tab. “Map of wine related places” in this section), the most representative is the
Fontanafredda Azienda (V120) (fig.56).The winegrowing estate was once owned by the
Savoy Royal Family and their history is tied up with the name of Rosa Vercellana, the mor-
ganatic wife of King Vittorio Emanuele II, who was assigned the royal title of Countess of
Mirafiori and Fontanafredda, and to whom the King gave the estate as a gift. Villa Contessa
Rosa di Serralunga, a splendid example of 19th century aristocratic country residence, is
also named after her. 
The first cellar above ground was built where the stables once stood, in lowered arch vaulted
spaces, with arches installed at intervals; this is the cellar where the wine undergoes age-
ing in large chestnut wood barrels. This room is characterised by a brick floor with two
strips of stone running along its whole length, which were used as supports for the wheels
of carts and production equipment. The same wing of the building, but on the opposite
side, houses what is known as “the Cathedral”, a double-height room with visible beams,
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around the castle
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in which a metal structure supports a double row of large wooden barrels. The floor beneath
the former stables is home to the “King’s cellar”, filled with medium-sized ageing barrels.
Here the walls are exposed and we can see alternating rows of brick and stone; the inter-
esting brick vaults are divided by lowered arches. From this level we descend again, cross-
ing a long brick tunnel dug into the ground in 1878, which takes us to the lower level and
the old spaces destined to vinification and storage. 
This cellar, on which building work began in 1876, is very high and has walls featuring rows
of stone and bricks, divided by pilasters. Part is used for vinification, which takes place in re-
cently added stainless steel tanks. Behind the new barriques it is possible to see the old Bor-
sari-Zollikon concrete tanks dating back to 1887. The tour ends in the “Rotonda di Mirafiori”,
a round room which used to house the vats in which the Nebbiolo was vinified. 
Nowadays, this space, a fine example of late 19th century industrial architecture and one
of the historical places of Barolo, is used as a barrique cellar. The visual impact is highly
effectives die to the circular distribution of the barriques, in a room with bare brick walls
in which new supporting structures and roof have recently been installed. 
The vinification cycle at Fontanafredda differs from that of most other producers: the
wine rests initially in the barriques on the lower floor and is then pumped up to the floor
above, into the King’s cellar, and then to the next floor up (ex-stables) for a final period of
ageing in large barrels. The passage from one floor to the other takes place through holes
in the ceilings and along the long gallery that connects the King’s cellar and the barrique
cellar below. Between 1900 and 1914, Fontanafredda underwent a considerable expansion
in terms of production and commerce, and it was then that it was organised as an authen-
tic working village in which the resident community was connected to the estate by a share-
cropping relationship.  
In addition to the structures dedicated to producing and storing wine, the Fontanafredda
winegrowing estate also houses an independent village equipped with a school, a small
church, the homes of the sharecroppers and the leisure structures, all built in the 1920’s
and still used by the twelve families that live there.
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fig.56: The Winegrowiong Estate
“Fontanafredda” in Serralunga d'Alba
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The territory of Serralunga d’Alba is also home to Winegrowing Estate Teobaldo Cappel-
lano (V110), founded in 1870, and an example of a family-run winegrowing estate deeply
rooted in the territory and characterised by a productive continuity dating back over 150
years. Besides being famous for representing the Piedmontese winegrowing sector during
the Universal Expo held in Paris in 1889, for which it won a bronze medal, the Cappellano
estate is remembered for inventing Barolo Chinato, the original recipe of which is still a
secret, handed down from father to son for five generations. This is a wine flavoured with
officinal herbs and spices, including quinine – traditionally used to cure minor ailments
and now sold as a wine for mediation. (fig.57)
The vineyards where the Nebbiolo grapes are grown are in the Gabutti area of the munici-
pality of Serralunga, considered by experts to be one of the finest areas for the production
of Barolo due to its particular microclimatic conditions: exposure due south, the slope of
the hills and protection from the wind.
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fig.57: Bottles of Barolo Chinato produced
by the winery Teobaldo Cappellano in 
Serralunga d'Alba
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Perno (hamlet of Monforte d’Alba) 
The small rural hamlet of Perno stands on the top of a hill delimited by two copses and de-
velops in a line, with the settlement running along the main road. It is likely that the rural
settlement was built around the castle (C08), built in the 13th century and extensively ren-
ovated in the 18th and 19th centuries, with the construction of a new residential block. The
oldest construction phase dates back to the outer stone walls, with small defence towers
to protect the corners.   
Alongside the castle stands the country chapel dedicated to Santo Stefano (C09), built at
the same time as the castle, on a site previously used as a cemetery, and renovated between
1753 and 1757. The interior is decorated with frescoes dating between the end of the 14th

century and the start of the 20th century.

Annunziata (hamlet of La Morra) 
Behind the northern limit of the  core zone is the rural settlement of Annunziata, named after
the Benedictine Abbey built in the 12th century and devoted initially to San Martino of Mer-
cenasco, and then to Santissima Annunziata (C05) following restoration in 1684, during
which the façade was recreated to a design by the architect Michelangelo Garove, an ar-
chitect famed for his work at the residences of the Savoy royal family.
The winegrowing vocation is deeply rooted in this area, as testified by the fact that the
basin that surrounds the abbey, which occupies an excellent position in terms of soil and
exposure, was cultivated with vineyards by the Benedictine monks, who grew Nebbiolo,
Moscatello and Pignolo grapes (the latter grape-variety now being extinct). (fig.58)
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fig.58: Landscape from La Morra viewpoint
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Despite being a small rural hamlet, Annunziata is the seat of important places of wine, tra-
ditionally linked to the history of Barolo. If we look at the map (See tab. “Map of wine related
places” in this section), it describes one of the most representative examples in this sense,
the Renato Ratti Estate (V043) and the Ratti Museum of the wines of Alba (M04) (fig.59). 

The estate is linked to the figure of Renato Ratti, an oenologist from Alba who was among
the first to realise the importance of the subzone for the production of Barolo and to in-
troduce the concept of the cru. After extensive experience abroad as production manager
for a famous producer of Vermouth, he bought his first vineyard in the locality of Merce-
nasco, below the abbey of Annunziata. Here he began making Barolo in 1965, using only
the grapes grown in a single vineyard. Later, thanks to the presence on the estate of his
nephew, oenologist Massimo Martinelli, vinification, maturing and bottle ageing techniques
were introduced. The cellar was extended in 2000, pursuing the intent to combine the need
for maximum stability of ageing temperatures with the minimum use of HVAC systems:
the architecture chosen develops almost entirely underground. The Renato Ratti Estate cur-
rently owns about 30,000 hectares of vineyards and produces about 150,000 bottles.

Not far from the estate, in the Abbey cellar, is the
Ratti Museum of the wines of Alba (M04) (fig.60),
a small, private oenology museum linked to the
winegrowing estate and the figure of its founder.
The museum, created by Renato Ratti in 1971, is
dedicated to the wine production chain, told using
the tools of the winegrower and the cellarman.  The
first room houses tools for cultivating vines, differ-
ent types of press from different periods, funnels,

buckets, containers (brente) and a special chestnut wood barrel that dates back to the 19th cen-
tury. In the room next door are all the tools used for woodworking and a cart bearing a long, flat-
tened barrel: this is a “carrà”, the forerunner of the modern tanker. Then there is a display of
objects that enabled the transferral of the wine from the producer to the consumer, along with a
series of bottles that illustrate the evolution of this object over time. The museum also cele-
brates the illustrious men who have contributed to the history of winegrowing, whose portraits
adorn the large room on the ground floor:  Tancredi and Juliette Colbert, Carlo Alberto of  Savoy,
Count Camillo Benso di Cavour, Giuseppe di Rovanseda, Domizio Cavazza. 
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fig.59: The Renato Ratti Cellar in Annunziata

fig.60

fig.60: The Wines of Alba Ratti Museum 

fig.59
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Analysis of the perceptive component

The area is strongly characterised from the panoramic viewpoint. It forms a basin, visu-
ally delimited by two main hill ridges, with numerous panoramic roads on the hilltops, of-
fering outstanding views of the surrounding landscape. The same also happens with the
system of transversal links (between  La Morra and Gallo for example). 
The settlements of Barolo, Serralunga d’Alba and Castiglione Falletto are very
panoramic and clearly visible from the hills in the district, accentuated by the presence of
characterising elements like the castle and the parish church, positioned on the hilltop
within each urban nucleus. Lastly, there are other aesthetically relevant constructions that
characterise the landscape, like the so-called “Chapel of Barolo” (fig.61). 

In the locality of Brunate, one of the most prestigious vineyards of La Morra, the little
chapel of SS. Madonna delle Grazie stands out from the wine landscape due to its bright
colours. Built in 1914 by a wealthy farmer to house the people that worked in the vine-
yards in the case of bad weather, it was never consecrated and, as time went by, it was
abandoned and neglected, falling into disrepair. In 1976, the Ceretto winegrowing estate
purchased some vineyards in this area, acquiring the chapel with them, and in 1999 it de-
cided to renovate and decorate it. The proposal was made to David Tremlett and Sol Le-
witt: the first painted the interior and the second the exterior. Lewitt covered the walls with
brightly coloured geometric modules: purple, orange, yellow, green and red, next to each
other, sometimes separated by black lines, creating undulating patterns reminiscent of the
gentle profiles traced by the vineyards on the hills. The gentle shapes reflect the surrounding
landscape, while the exasperated colours are taken to the excess with shocking shades, to
capture attention from a distance, making the little church an attraction for passers-by.
The interior has a calmer atmosphere, with softer shades in the browns of the earth: Trem-
lett has decorated the walls and ceiling with barrel vaults, laying a new marble floor, while
the oval windows are glazed with glass from Murano. The little church, also known as the
“Chapel of Barolo”, is a work of open-air contemporary art as well as an element that char-
acterises the landscape.
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fig.61: The Madonna delle Grazie Chapel in
La Morra, known as the "Chapel of Barolo"

fig.61
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In terms of colour, the leaves of the Nebbiolo grape-variety start out in shades of green in
spring, ending up yellow in autumn. The dominant colours for most of the year range from
green, in a wide range of shades, to yellow-red-purple in autumn, two complementary
colour ranges; brick red also perfectly matches these shades, creating harmonious colour
combinations. The chromatic impact of the grape-varieties that grow alongside Nebbiolo
is very pretty seen from the vantage point in La Morra, a panoramic spot with from which
it is possible to see the whole of the Langa of Barolo. 

The widespread presence of the castles that dominate the hills and are a polarising ele-
ment of the landscape is also documented by the drawings of Clemente Rovere, created
at the end of the 19th century. A perfect example is the fortress of Castiglione Falletto,
recognisable by the slender profile of the defensive tower with its round base. (fig.62)

The alternation of hills covered with vineyards and small hill villages is the land-
scape image that often sets the scene for the stories of Cesare Pavese, an important
20th century Italian author who dedicated a large part of his literary production to the
Langhe, where he was born. The recognisability of the little villages, characterised by
tall bell towers for example, is described in this excerpt: “These hilltop churches are all
like this. There is always something further away, never seen. Everyone’s porch con-
tains the whole sky and you can hear the blackthorns and reeds that are too far off the
reach on foot”. (from “Racconti”)
While the hills thickly covered with rows of vines are the protagonists of this landscape:
“A vineyard that rises on the ridge of a hill, leaving its mark against the sky, is a familiar
sight, yet the walls of the simple, deep rows look like a magic door. Under the vines there
is soft red soil, the leaves hide treasures and beyond the leaves is the sky. (from “Rac-
conti”, vol. II, “La vigna”)
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fig.62: The village of Castiglione Falletto por-
trait by Clement Rovere in the nineteenth
century

fig.62
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2.a.2 Grinzane Cavour Castle

The component represents tangible evidence of outstanding importance for the history of
winegrowing in Piedmont, insofar as, during the 19th century, the castle belonged to Camillo
Benso Count of Cavour, who held the first winemaking experiments linked to creating
quality for what were to become Piedmont’s finest red wines. The castle and the hill it stands
on currently represent a centre of excellence for the knowledge and enhancement of the
winegrowing culture within the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato district. The castle is home
to the first Regional Wine Store of Piedmont and one of the first complete ethnographic mu-
seum of winegrowing tradition in the region. The vineyard below the castle is an important
centre of research and experimentation on the ampelography heritage of Piedmont and
presents one the most extensive collections of grape varieties in Europe.

The castle (C14), which overlooks the village of Grinzane Cavour, stands alone on a hill
which stands out from the ridge that descends from Diano d’Alba to Valle del Talloira in
Gallo, 5 km from Alba. The surrounding settlement is quite sparse, the buildings increas-
ing in number only along the roads, leaving the castle clearly visible among the vineyards
of this Langa hill landscape (fig.63).
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fig.63: The Grinzane Cavour castle in the
Langa hilly landscape.
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The name derives from the antique noble family de Grinzaneis, after which it was named
in the middle of the 12th century and who commissioned the first constructions of the for-
tified complex, and from the Benso family, Counts of Cavour who, with the Restoration
(from 1815), launched the purchase of the castle and its lands. The village was named
Cavour in 1916.

We can assume that the original nucleus of the complex was made up of the main, square
tower, around which a complex consisting of a parallelepiped palacium to the north and
a wing characterised by the presence of suspended towers (fig.64) to the South were ar-
ticulated during the 14th and 15th centuries. The two parts of the building were linked by cur-
tain walls. The central, square tower (fig.65), which measures about 4 m along each side
by a height of more than 20 m, is presented as a streamlined brick structure. Embrasures
and openings are aligned along the central axis of the sides, while an intermediate frieze
breaks up the monolithic perception of the wall surfaces, and five lateral friezes extend the
crowning merlons topped by a four-sided sloping roof.

The northern building segment, the sturdy parallelepiped of the residential placium, is
made up of four levels, the lower and third of which are vaulted, while the intermediate
level has the 16th century wooden ceiling of the Sala delle Maschere.

The division between the palacium and the adjacent curtain walls is visible, as is the dis-
continuity of the respective architectural features and decorative elements. 
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fig.64: South and East sides of the Grinzane
Cavour Castle.

fig.64
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While the northern block presents decorations and suspended arches made of brick, with
two keystones, associated with large single lancets with moulded surrounds, the southern
extension has stepped friezes on different levels to those of the North block and the open-
ings no longer have recognisable medieval features.

The West wall, which links the North block and the South wing, is crowned by merlons. The
South wing is topped by a gallery of openings, the corners have suspended turrets which,
with fine merlons, protrude from the level of the adjacent battlements.
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fig.65

fig.65: Ancient central tower of the castle.
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The valuable decorative elements conserved and restored are the ceiling of the Sala delle
Maschere and the 17th and 18th century frescoes in the rooms. The Sala delle Maschere
(fig.66), which is on the first floor, has a wooden coffered ceiling, installed in 1547, em-
bellished by 156 reproductions of faces, coats of arms and allegories. Nowadays the Room
is used to host conventions and cultural meetings and is available for public and private
events. The same floor houses the Castle restaurant and coffee shop (fig.67). In the his-
torical rooms used by the Marchioness Adele Alfieri di Sostegno, with their beautiful view
of the surrounding hills, the renowned restaurant (which has about 70 places) is dedicated
to serving typical Albese dishes accompanied by the local wines stocked in the Wine Shop.
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fig.66: Hall of Masks (first floor).

fig.66

fig.67: Restaurant of the Regional Piedmon-
tese wine shop Cavour (first floor).

fig.67
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The continuous use of the building over the centuries has caused the constant renewal
of the decorative elements, installations and service annexes. In the 1960’s, important
restoration work was carried out within the scope of the 100th anniversary celebrations of
the Unification of Italy. To restore the late medieval layout to a more immediate legibility,
the restoration of the castle comprised the partial dismantling of the structures connected
to the rural use of the building and of the more incongruous additions. The recent demo-
lition of the caretaker’s house, which has been transformed into offices and storage for the
Wine Shop in 1979, freed the castle square, opening up the view of the hills of Diano and
of the neighbouring landscape, recovering a beautiful perception of the vineyards on the
hills. Since 2010 a new underground building, covered with a lawn, has extended the cas-
tle square. (fig.68a-b-c)
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fig.68: 
a-Plan of the first floor.
b-Plan of the second floor.
c-Plan of the third floor.

fig.68a

fig.68b

fig.68c
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The castle is now home to the Enoteca Regionale Piemontese Cavour (E02)(Wine Shop)
and Museo delle Langhe (Museum). The Enoteca, set up in 1967, was the first in Pied-
mont (fig.69). Situated on the ground floor, in a rectangular room with bare brick barrel
vaults, it is a prestigious showcase for the best selected Piedmontese wines and grappas.
With the renewal and extension of the displays in 2007, carried out for the fortieth an-
niversary of its foundation, considerable space was given over to the presentation of Barolo
and Barbaresco. The presence of DOC and DOCG wines is accompanied by multilingual in-
formation on the grape varieties of the Alba area. Visitors are invited to taste the wines,
comparing labels and vintages, and they are also available for sale. The Enoteca also sells
other typical Albese products, such as nougat, hazelnuts, grappas and Barolo chinato.

Since 2010, the new building, which is perfectly incorporated into the landscape, has
housed the offices of the Enoteca and of the Associations that have the Entity as their point
of reference. There are also a Classroom for workshops, higher educational courses and
refresher courses on the area’s winegrowing sector and a Conference Room which houses
seminars, study days and meetings dedicated to wine.

The Enoteca has set up an Osservatorio nazionale sul consumo consapevole del vino
(National observatory on the educated consumption of wine) (22 October 2007) with the
aim of launching and furthering studies on the world of wine, its qualification and the pur-
suit of researchers helpful to enthusiasts and consumers.  

The Museo delle Langhe permanently occupies several of the castle’s rooms. The first mu-
seum was created between 1974 and 1977 around the Luciano De Giacomi Collection of farm
objects and tools, symbols of the farming traditions and people of the Langhe. In 2003 the re-
newal of the museum was launched with the intention of publicising and enhancing the whole
territory, taking on the role of a museum of the life and nature of the Langhe and Roero. The
Museo delle Langhe is the starting point of an itinerary which becomes the geographic, his-
torical, artistic and cultural journey among the hills of the great wines, hazelnuts and pastures
of Beppe Fenoglio and Cesare Pavese. The Museum currently comprises display relating to the
truffle, a rare local gastronomic speciality, Albese cooking between the 17th and 19th centuries,
the reconstruction of an 18th century distillery, the cooper’s workshop and farmyard equipment.
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fig.69: Room of the Regional Piedmontese
wine shop Cavour.

fig.69
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The museum itinerary starts in the castle cellars, which house the Sala del Territorio, while
the second floor hosts: the Sala del Cavour, the Sala del Vino and the Sala del Tartufo,
as well as the Sala Etnografica “Luciano De Giacomi”; the third floor is home to the Sala
delle Contadinerie. Multimedia equipment amplifies and enriches the offer of knowledge
with moving pictures.
The Sala del Territorio presents a layout articulated around a huge grape press dating back to
1704 (fig.70). The territory is illustrated on six big maps of the Langa and the Roero. The
Langa is divided and identified by the various appellations of wine and its main products.

A specially shot film documents and illustrates the presence of Count Camillo Cavour at
the castle. The film highlights Cavour’s farsightedness in the transformation of winemak-
ing systems. The film offers an introduction to the Sala Cavour, on the second floor, which
house memorabilia relating to Cavour (fig.71). 
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fig.70: Lever press for grapes (1704) in the
Hall of territory.

fig.71: Room dedicated to the Count Camillo
Benso of Cavour.

fig.70

fig.71
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Count Camillo Benso di Cavour, one of the protagonists of the Unification of Italy, owned
the castle and lived there between 1832 and 1849, when he was mayor of Grinzane. The re-
cent layout proposes an appropriate placement of the furnishings and objects owned by the
statesman, his manuscripts and the resolution of his appointment as mayor with the tri-
colour sash. There are reminders of the statesman’s business skills, which gave local farm-
ing a modern imprint also in the winegrowing sector.

Camillo di Cavour planted 200,000 new vines on the over one hundred hectares of land.
With the aid of oenological skills of Frenchman Louis Oudart and general Paolo Francesco
Staglieno, winemaking consultant to Carlo Alberto and the royal cellars of Pollenzo, Cavour
launched that process of transformation of Barolo, which went from being partially fer-
mented to an exceptional wine. In 1843 Cavour received an award from the Alba farming
congress for the modernity and efficiency of his farms. Thanks to the results achieved in
this sector, in 1849 he was named Minister of Agriculture of the Government of the Royal
House of Savoy.

Also on the second floor of the castle, in the Sala del Vino and the Sala del Tartufo (the
annual World Auction of Alba White Truffle is held in the castle), the new museum layout
dedicates a spectacular part to the area’s most prestigious products – the white truffle and
the great wines – with sounds, lights and projection of pictures contributing to the atmos-
phere. The didactics are simple, complete and accompanied by illustrations. The exhibition
itinerary makes the visitors familiar with historical, ancient, recent, popular and rare grape
varieties of the Langhe and Roero, displaying them on the map of the territory, indicating
the wines and their content of the labels.

In 2000, the Sala etnografica was dedicated to Luciano De Giacomi, Grand Master of the
Order of Knights of the Truffle and Wines of Alba and lover of food and wine traditions. The
room offers a representation of everyday life in the house and in the cellar through objects
and arrangements: the 17th and 19th century kitchens are also reconstructed. There is a dis-
play featuring a collection of glasses used in inns and at home, made of thick, smooth
glass, without stems, suitable for drinking the wine of the time, a food and beverage which
was an indispensable part of the farmer’s frugal meal. Special occasion glasses are also on
display, made of smooth glass, in goblet form for red wines, refined, multifaceted and tuned
for white and fortified wines. The glasses are joined by the first Piedmontese bottles of
French origin, the bordolese,  borgognotta, champagnotta and poirinotta (made in the
glassworks of Poirino – in the province of Turin from the middle of the 19th century), end-
ing with the more well-known albeisa, conceived especially to contain the great wines of the
Alba district. The collection is completed by the wine containers of the cellar and the con-
tainers of the inns and trattorias marked for measuring. There is a singular collection of
ceramic crockery decorated with grapes. The decorative and symbolic motif of grapes
and vines is featured also in the area dedicated to religious tradition.  Here there is a valu-
able tabernacle dating back to the middle of the 17th century and religious paraments
from the 19th century, finely embroidered with multi-coloured vine shoots and tendrils.
The rooms tells of the forty-year commitment of the Order of Knights to food and wine history,
tradition and the culture of the Albese territory, and remembers the photographer Aldo Agnelli
who, with Pietro Masera, immortalised pictures and sensations of the Langa landscape.
On the same floor, in the northern building segment, above the Sala delle Maschere, is the
Sala del Premio Letterario “Grinzane Cavour” with its frescoed cross vault. Floral and
geometric cornices, birds, suspended violins and enigmatic faces appear in shades of grey
and ochre stand out against the light background of the wall. The series of panels are rep-
resented: the fall of Phaeton, a delicate marine landscape, outdoor scenes, light angels
playing among the clouds, playing musical instruments, accompanies the Graces. From
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May to December 2011, the Room housed the display “Italia o Enotria: la vigna del Risorg-
imento”. To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the Unification of Italy, the exhibition itiner-
ary explored the relationships between the history of Italian wine in the 19th century and the
events of the Risorgimento. Wine and vines have always been a central part of the Italian
peninsula’s identity.

The museum itinerary ends on the third floor with the Sala delle Contadinerie with re-
constructions of the most significant places of farming life: the barn, the cellar and the tool
shed. Today’s layout has expanded the didactic description. The reconstructions of the
cooper’s and blacksmith’s workshops and of the distillery are presented as functional and
complementary, although not exclusive, to the farming activity. In the cooper’s workshop
(fig.72) the tools are aligned in order along the walls and the barrels being built occupy the
central space. The visitor sees the workshop as alive and fully operational. The 18th cen-
tury distillery (fig.73) is furnished with original stills and all the equipment for the pro-
duction and ageing of this spirit made with marc.
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fig.72: Cooper Workshop recreate in the Mu-
seum of the Langhe.

fig.72

fig.73: Eighteenth-century distillery rebuilt in
the museum of the Langhe.

fig.73
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The vineyards on the castle hill are entrusted to the care of the Grinzane Cavour Section of
the Istituto di Istruzione professionale, Servizi per l’Agricoltura e lo sviluppo rurale, “Umberto
I” of Alba. The prestigious oenology school was founded in Alba by Royal Decree in 1881 and
is still one of the few oenology schools in Italy. The cultivation of the Nebbiolo grape variety
allows the “Umberto I” school to make the renowned wine Barolo. The annexed farming es-
tate () is dedicated to winegrowing and houses the central collection of Piedmont’s viticul-
tural germ plasm. It is a vineyard that contains all the major and minor grape varieties
cultivated in Piedmont and in the neighbouring regions, as well as all the rare grape varieties,
being abandoned and therefore at risk of extinction, recuperated throughout Northwest Italy,
which make up a rich heritage of diversity subject to study and defence.

The vineyard-collection was created in 1992 and was renewed and expanded in 2012
(fig.74). It now stretches across an overall surface of  750 accessions for a total of about
400 cultivars of different vines, bringing together different clones and synonyms of the
same cultivar. Every accession is usually made up of a lot of five or ten plants, with a sec-
tion of the collection dedicated to bigger lots (at least 70 plants per cultivar) to supply the
grapes needed to carry out tests of single grape vinification. The main activities carried out
in the collection include characterisation of the morphology (ampelography) and genetics
(using molecular markers) of the accessions; the study of the agronomical and productive
characteristics, the compositional characteristics of the grapes and the oenological poten-
tial of rare and lesser known grape varieties; the health check of the propagation material
(presence of viruses and pathogenic phytoplasms); the didactics and divulgation aimed at
the practical recognition of the vine cultivars and themes relating to the use and conser-
vation of vine biodiversity.

Numerous territorial entities have worked to create the collection and are now involved in
its maintenance and in the various activities performed: the CNR-Istituto di Virologia Veg-
etale di Grugliasco (TO), Vignaioli Piemontesi s.c.a. of Castagnito (CN), Istituto Agrario
“Umberto I” di Alba, Grinzane C. seat (CN) and Regione Piemonte, Direzione Sviluppo del-
l’Agricoltura. The central collection is joined in the various winegrowing areas of Piedmont
by peripheral experimental vineyards, in which the productions of minor and rare grape
varieties obtained in the typical and original settings are assessed.
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The Grinzane Cavour collection is one of the biggest in Europe aimed at defending and
studying minor and rare native grape varieties and is presented as a unique and rare col-
lection of biodiversity. At international level, the collection is part of the network of genetic
resources of the vine within the scope of the European project GrapeGen06 “Management
& conservation of grapevine genetic resources” (http://www1.montpellier.inra.fr/grape-
gen06/accueil.php) and of the European database (European Vitis Database, http://www.eu-
vitis.de/index.php), which offers documentation of the winegrowing germ plasm of many
European collections, with particular reference to minor and rare grape varieties.
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2.a.3 Hills of Barbaresco

The “Hills of Barbaresco” are located in the territory of the Langhe, on the orographic right
of the River Tanaro. The area selected represents the heart of the production zone of Bar-
baresco D.O.C.G., one of the world’s most important and well known red wines for ageing,
the reduced number of bottle of which is inversely proportionate to the outstanding qual-
ity of the product. Barbaresco is made with 100% Nebbiolo grapes, a variety historically
linked to the Piedmontese territory and the Langhe in particular,the product of which is
strongly influenced by the terroir of origin. 
The component is characterised by the presence of intensive and specialised winegrow-
ing, which represents the distinctive matrix of the landscape. Nebbiolo is the most intensely
cultivated grape variety and occupies only the best vineyards. There are two medieval hill
villages of outstanding architectural quality and considerable prestige in terms of land-
scape: Barbaresco (the village where the homonymous wine was born) and Neive, as well
as a few rural settlements and numerous farmhouses scattered across the countryside, al-
most all of which are dedicated to the cultivation of grapes and production of wine. The area
is home to the major Barbaresco producers, historically linked to the production of this
wine. (fig.75)

The district is delimited by panoramic roads that close off the territorial portion considered
most appropriate to represent the production, cultural and landscape system of Barbaresco
D.O.C.G., including almost all the municipal territory of Barbaresco (where more than  60%
of the D.O.C.G. production is concentrated) and part of that of Neive. 

The area fully satisfies the requirement of functional integrity, insofar as it comprises the
entire production chain, exemplified as follows: 
• places for cultivation: 582 ha of vineyard cultivated mainly with Nebbiolo, with widespread
dissemination of ciabot within the land parcels and of isolated farmhouses;

• places for production and storage: n. 87 winegrowing estates specialised in this produc-
tion, Cooperative wine cellar Produttori di Barbaresco;

• places for distribution: Regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco, Bottega del Vino (wine store)
of Neive, numerous private wine stores.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

fig.75

fig.75: “Hills of Barbaresco” component
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Analysis of the natural component

The hills of Barbaresco are the result of the tectonic rising of ancient marine deposits,
which the River Tanaro and secondary watercourses subsequently eroded, moulding the
profiles and conditioning the climate. These are medium altitude hills, which reach a max-
imum of 300 m above sea level and are characterised by quite accentuated gradients.   
Farmers in these areas have always fought to conquer more space to cultivate: vineyards
have gradually replaced chestnut and oak trees, rewarding man with the outstanding qual-
ity of the grapes used to make a noble wine, protagonist of Italian and international oenol-
ogy: Barbaresco, which here is the depositary of a local cultural heritage that is original,
unique and authentic.
Wild vegetation is limited to the presence of woodland copses localised on the narrow val-
ley floors between the hills and the areas that enjoy less exposure to the sun and are there-
fore unsuitable for growing grapes. These woods are populated mainly by black locust
trees, used historically to make supports for winegrowing, and by a small amount of oaks;
there is a very small presence of meadows and other crops, mainly hazelnuts.

Terroir
The unmistakable terroir of the “Hills of Barbaresco” is the expression of a unique territo-
rial identity that conveys Barbaresco wine, vinified from 100% Barbaresco grapes, prop-
erties that are unrepeatable in other territories.

The terrain of the Barbaresco district has similar characteristics to the Barolo area, as they
are both part of a sedimentary basin dating back to the Cenozoic period, a filled-in seabed that
emerged in the Miocene about forty million years ago. Certain particularities can however be
identified, linked to the particular combination of soil and climatic characteristics, which are
different each Barbaresco vineyard, and consequently the wine made from it, unique. 

The geological nature of the soils of the Hills of Barbaresco is the result of the collision
between the European plate and Adria1 microplate, which led to the appearance of a pow-
erful succession of ancient sedimentary rocks, pushed up to the same level as other, much
more recent rocks. The traditional lithostratigraphy identifies the reference territory as the
“Sant Agata fossil marl” formation, more or less sandy grey-blue marl, with localised sandy-
conglomeratic areas, the water-retention capacity and rich mineral salts (particularly cal-
cium carbonate) of which make them particularly well-suited to winegrowing. The different
percentages of clay and the more or less extended veins of sand define unique micro-
geological characteristics for every vine-covered slope, which contribute to the pro-
duction of wines with a very personal imprint. Studies carried out by Regione Piemonte
on the soil and the landscape, and investigations into the chemical-physical characteristics
prevailing on the land have highlighted the fact that the soils of the Hills of Barbaresco, fol-
lowing the erosive processes accentuated by farming, have a very low level of evolution (En-
tisols) despite having developed on deposits that are millions of years old, with a very fine
granulometry spanning from limy to limy-clay. These characteristics strongly influence the
choice of the crop planted, restricting it exclusively to winegrowing, carried out with spe-
cific agronomical practices.   

The orography of the area is another essential element for the definition of the quality and
character of the Nebbiolo grape-variety, characterised by a long ripening cycle, meaning
that it requires as much sunshine as possible. The altitude above sea level here is be-
tween 150 and 300 metres, with a series of hill reliefs characterised by an asymmetrical pro-
file, with the supporting slope (front) rising vertically from the valley floor and the opposite
slope inclined gently, with gradients mainly between  20-30% or above 30% 
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The main hydrography grid is characterised by the presence of the River Tanaro, which
designs much of the North-western boundary of the area, and by some small irrigation
channels used for farming and winegrowing, also fed by the presence of numerous springs.
All the elements analysed so far (the presence of the River Tanaro, the varyingly steep and
exposed slopes and the different altitudes), give origin to a special microclimatic condi-
tion which is vital for the production of Barbaresco.

The climate of the Hills of Barbaresco has typically continental characteristics, with win-
ters that we can define as harsh, during which there is quite a lot of precipitation, includ-
ing snow. The summers present a warm and humid trend, while the intermediate seasons
are characterised by rainfall (averaging between 800 and 900 millimetres a year) and dif-
ferences between diurnal and nocturnal temperatures that are sometimes considerable.
The areas closest to the River Tanaro are influenced by the air currents brought by the river
and guarantee ventilated summers and autumn mists, all to the advantage of the Nebbiolo
grapes, favouring the development of fruity aromas capable of balancing the acidic and
tannic nature of the grape-variety. The climate is also conditioned by the presence of the
Apennine barrier which blocks the flow of winds from   South – West, these being areas
protected by the Maritime Alps and the Ligurian Apennines.  

Consequently we can state that the special combination of soil, orography and climate that
characterises “the Hills of Barbaresco”, defines a geographically well-defined area bound
indissolubly to the grape-variety, determining the originality and typicality of every single
wine made in this area.
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Analysis of the anthropic component

Agricultural winegrowing system 
The vineyard landscape is that most evident on the hills of the component, where spe-
cialised winegrowing prevails, generating excellent quality production, among the most fa-
mous in the world. Centuries of work by man have moulded the ridges of the hills, creating
an evenly textured landscape, designed by small parcels of land which rest on the orog-
raphy of the land, following the conformation, and where the girapoggio (around the hillock)
row plantation system has been maintained. (fig.76)

The most cultivated and historically characterising grape-variety is the Nebbiolo, a vari-
ety which, more than others, is influenced by the terroir, the land where it is grown: in this
sense, every hill can give different characteristics to the wine made, making it a “son of
the land”.  This combination of soil and climatic conditions and man’s care create the con-
cept of “sorì”, which refers to the type of exposure to the sun that characterises the single
parcels of land. The best and most sought-after slopes are those exposed Southwest, be-
cause they receive sun from the middle of the day until sunset.

The most famous Barbaresco vineyards include Martinenga, a majestic amphitheatre will
calcareous-marl soils exposed mainly towards Southwest and with an altitude of between
220 and 280 metres. The excellence of Martinenga is so widely recognised that, until thirty
years ago, the price of its grapes was used as the reference for the Alba market. Equally fa-
mous are the neighbouring Asili vineyard, which embraces an entire hill and is named after
the small country hamlet that stands on the hill, and the Rabajà vineyard, on a broad slope
exposed towards Southwest, from which a balanced wine which is very well-known to con-
noisseurs is made. 

The many aspects of the consolidated culture of wine in these places includes the produc-
tion of spirits and grappas, made from the marc, which consists of the grape skins left over
from the vinification process. Indeed, Neive is home to the shop of Romano Levi –whose
business has now passed into the hands of his son– producer of one of the world’s most
famous artisan grappas. A particular feature is linked to the fact that Roman Levi drew the
labels of the bottles himself, by hand, taking his inspiration from the landscape and the
people of Langa.
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• The cultivation phase 
On the Hills of Barbaresco, Nebbiolo is cultivated on a total surface area of 240 ha,  clearly pre-
dominating over other traditional grape-varieties, including Barbera, which are however present. 
As illustrated previously, the link between Nebbiolo grapes used to make Barbaresco and
the terroir is very close, as since it is a rather demanding grape-variety in terms of posi-
tion and exposure of land. The experience matured over the centuries has led producers
to meticulously select the land best suited to cultivation and to refine the best training
technique. This is why Nebbiolo is planted only in the areas with the best exposure, fac-
ing Southeast and Southwest, avoiding higher altitudes or hills without protection, and in
soils with fine granulometry that allows deep development of the roots, reducing the plant’s
dependence on health treatments and atmospheric agents.
For this same reason, the grape-variety is almost non-existent abroad, due its lack of
ability to adapt outside its historical cultivation territories.
The considerable vegetative vigour of Nebbiolo also imposes specific attention to the plant-
ing of the vines. Years of cultivation experience has led the individual winegrower to adapt
the plantation layout to the specific vineyard and conditions of humidity, soil structure, ex-
posure and position. Considering the characteristics of the soils in the area (calcareous-
marl) it is tradition not to plant the vines less than one metre apart, while the rows are
planted in the “girapoggio” arrangement (around the hillock); the form of training that has
proved most suitable is the espalier method, with mixed Guyot pruning. In the Barbaresco
area the rows tend to be taller than those in the Barolo area, due to the increased vigour of
the plants due to the different soil and climatic conditions.

Man’s intervention is still a determining element for cultivation: the orography of these
hills does not allow mechanical operations and lots of human labour is required. Despite
increasing production costs, this offers undisputed advantages in terms of the ripening of
the grapes and consequently the quality of the wine. The operations carried out by hand in-
clude green pruning, which is the removal of all the green parts, carried out during the
ripening period, which allows air to circulate around the plant and increases its exposure
to the sun. Thinning is another fundamental part of man’s action, dictated by experience,
and implicates cutting some of the bunches in the middle of August in order to favour the
ripening of those that remain and increase quality.
Lastly, the grape harvest is determining for the quality of the finished product: it is nec-
essary to establish the right degree of ripeness of the bunches in relation to the condi-
tions of the year, and consequently the moment to start harvesting the bunches varies
every year on the basis of the experience matured over the centuries in this area. The
actions that characterise the harvest are repeated in exactly the same way, year after
year. To avoid squashing the bunches, the grapes are hand-picked and placed in small
crates (with a capacity of about 20 kg), which are quickly taken away from the vineyard
and transported to the cellar, where another fundamental step in the production cycle,
vinification, takes place. (fig.77)
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• The vinification phase
The vinification phase contributes further to testifying the historical link of Barbaresco wine
with its land of origin, as the technique developed by Domizio Cavazza in Barbaresco
Castle at the end of the 19th century is still the base, constantly refined in terms of tech-
nological innovation, for the production of one of the most prestigious wines at international
level. The solid foundations laid by tradition are accompanied by the strict production reg-
ulations (annex 1), which establish that Barbaresco has to be made exclusively with 100%
Nebbiolo grapes, with the application of the vinification system “on skins”, (or “red vinifi-
cation”) like that used for Barolo and for most Piedmontese red wines for ageing. 

Man’s hand intervenes to control the delicate moment of ageing (which can take place in
traditional barrels or barriques) during which the wine changes and acquires smoothness,
losing part of the perfume due to the grapes or the fermentation process and developing
tertiary aromas characterised by notes of flowers, fruit and spices. The strong link between
Barbaresco and wood is indissoluble, although the methods and length of contact are, once
again, influenced by the experience matured over the years. The regulations state that the
minimum ageing period is 9 months in barrels made of oak or chestnut, followed by a fur-
ther two years (three to boast the title “Riserva”) in either steel or wood.

The last phase before release for sale envisages bottling in the classic “Albeisa” bottle,
which has been used in Piedmont since the 18th century, as established by regulations. (fig.78)

Thanks to a rigorous adaptation of production methods according to the regulations, Bar-
baresco was one of the first Italian wines to be granted the appellation of DOC, with DPR
23 April 1966. Later, with DPR 3 October 1980 and subsequent amendment by MD 16 April
2010, it was assigned the Denomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (DOCG), an
acknowledgement of particular qualitative prestige attributed exclusively to certain DOC
wines of national and international renown.

Within the general definition “Barbaresco DOCG”, proving the close link between the pro-
duction environment and the quality of the wine, there are further specifications: the “ad-
ditional geographic mentions” and the mention of “vigna” (vineyard). Wines bearing the
additional geographic mention are made exclusively with grapes from a particular area
of the territory; in this sense, the mentions do not express a ranking in terms of prestige,
but offer further details of the precise origin of the wines made and sold. A further speci-
fication of the origin of the grapes is provided by the mention of “vigna” followed by the
name of the place, which guarantees that the grapes all come from the vineyard indicated
on the label.  In the case of the mention of “vigna”, the Regulations reduce the maximum
grape yield even further. This component comprises 39 additional geographic mentions
and 5 “Vigna” mentions.

The defence of Barbaresco, like that of Barolo, is also guaranteed by the existence of the
“Barolo Barbaresco, Alba Langhe and Roero Defence Consortium”. Officially founded in
1934 with the aim of defining the production context and preventing fraud related to the two
most prestigious Piedmontese wines  (Barolo and Barbaresco), since 1994 the defence
body has expended its jurisdiction to cover all the appellations produced exclusively in the
Langhe and Roero districts.

The strict rules of the production regulations ensure that the wine has the characteristics that
make it unique in the Italian oenological sphere: bright garnet red, acquiring orangey hues with
age, reminiscent of brick, a pervasive perfume which, depending on production, may bring to
mind violets, roses, fruit or liquorice, but also green pepper, nutmeg, hay and wood, or toasted
hazelnuts, and with an intense, full, robust, austere yet velvety and harmonious flavour.
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• The distribution phase
Like the Barolo area, the Hills of Barbaresco are very active and organised from a pro-
ductive and commercial point of view. The production system is based principally on
highly specialised small and medium-sized companies that manage the entire chain by
themselves. This is made possible by the fact that even limited areas of Nebbiolo vineyard
make it possible to obtain an adequate profit for the estate, thanks to the particular pres-
tige of Barbaresco wine.

The fame of Barbaresco is linked to illustrious families who still represent this product in
the world; a whole winegrowing community exists alongside them, reunited in the “Pro-
duttori del Barbaresco” Cooperative which, with its 56 members, represents a heritage of
small winemakers of international excellence, heirs to the first Cooperative Cellar of Bar-
baresco founded by Cavazza in 1894.
The central role of the estate in the production process is also confirmed during the market-
ing phase, inasmuch as direct sale at the winery is the best way to present the product. This
is joined by distribution and promotion through the wine shops, which represent the main final
destination for labels placed in the premium segment. In this context, a leading role is held
by the Regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco (fig.79) (E01, see cultural system), which pro-
motes 130 estates, with over 250 labels, and represents over  90% of the area’s entire pro-
duction. Lastly, the other important marketing sector is medium or mass retail, 70% of which
is now represented by wines holding an appellation and of high quality (figures provided by
Union Camere 2005). 

In terms of exports, the figures provided by Regione Piemonte2 have highlighted how Bar-
baresco, together with Barolo, is one of the ambassadors of Piedmontese wines in the
world, with an export in 2011 of 2.5 million bottles, equating to about 55% of production.

It emerges that the Italian winegrowing panorama is strongly characterised by the pro-
duction of  Barbaresco and in recent years, on the crest of the favourable wave of the mar-
ket, we have witnessed an increase in the surface area cultivated with Nebbiolo for
Barbaresco, with a consequent increase in the number of bottles, the considerable increase
in the last twenty years of which now sees production at about 4,246,139.
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2 Regione Piemonte – Piedmont Grape Har-
vest Preview 2012 
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Cultural system
The “Hills of Barbaresco” component comprises two villages - Barbaresco and Neive – both
selected for the outstanding conservation of the original settlement characteristics and for
having played a central role in the history of Barbaresco wine. Moreover, these two centres
represent the visual references that emerge in the area, the skyline of which is strongly char-
acterised by the easily recognisable profile of the both villages. Rural settlements scattered
across the countryside interrupt the extensive stretches of vineyards and are set up mainly
along the quite roads that branch out and trace the routes of the historical road system. The
area’s winegrowing system is expressed not only through numerous forms of anthropolog-
ical installation within the territory, but also through the synergy of intent that unites the dif-
ferent bodies involved in enhancing the value of the culture of wine and its places: from the
food and wine events which attract lots of people from outside the area to the panoramic and
naturalistic itineraries  that wind through the vineyards of the area, these activities reinforce
the historical link between the farming landscape and its social fabric.

Barbaresco 
The village of Barbaresco is a hill settlement which occupies a dominant position on the
right bank of the River Tanaro, characterised by a typical medieval urban layout. In fact
the narrow, elongated land parcels overlooking the hills on one side and the main road on
the other, are divided by yards and open service areas where tools using in the winegrow-
ing process are often housed. (fig.80) 
Among the via maestra there are still the main social and economic activities, including the
numerous winegrowing estates incorporated into the settlement: crossing the village form
North to South, the street leads from the Town Hall (D01) to the parish church of San Gio-
vanni Battista (D02) built between 1719 and 1728 by the architect Giovanni Maria Castelli.
Behind the church stands the impressive 13th century tower (C15) which survived the de-
struction of the medieval castle; due to its strategic position, the tower (9 metres along the
side, 36 metres tall) was fought over for centuries by the Municipalities of Asti and Alba and
is still the biggest medieval tower in Piedmont. 
Around this street are the numerous activities linked to the historical winegrowing vocation
of the settlement (see further ahead); in particular, some of these have developed inside
buildings of exceptional architectural value, such as the Regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco
(E03) set up in the spaces of the baroque church devoted to San Donato (C16) (1833),
sold to the Municipal Council in the 1970’s . Another piece of precious evidence of the
winegrowing tradition of Barbaresco is represented by the 18th century castle commis-
sioned by the Galleani Counts, which originally had beautiful gardens and spacious rooms
(C03); the very valuable original cellars have been preserved, although the castle now be-
longs to one of the world’s most famous winegrowing families. In 1894 the castle was cho-
sen by Professor Domizio Cavazza -“the father of Barbaresco wine” and head of the Royal
School of Oenology of Alba, the first in Italy- , as seat of the first Cooperative Cellar of Bar-
baresco, which was closed during the period of Fascism and then reopened in 1958  under
the name of Cooperative wine cellar “Produttori del Barbaresco” (S02) (fig.81), and is
still a point of reference for 56 local winegrowers. Collective sensitivity towards the theme
of winegrowing motivated the construction (1999) of a big sundial, located in the main
square, to celebrate the cultivation of the vine and winemaking, with twelve illustrations
taken from the incunabulum “Ruralia Commoda” by Pietro de’ Crescenzi, an ancient agri-
cultural treatise. 
To celebrate and offer maximum dissemination to the culture of wine, the village hosts nu-
merous events during the year. They include “Il Barbaresco a tavola” aimed at presented
the new vintage of the famous wine, “Piacere Barbaresco” an event set up in the village
streets, comprising moments dedicated to tasting, as well as conventions and meetings
destined to operators in the sector.  
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fig.80: The village of Barbaresco overlooking
the river Tanaro

fig.81: Label of the cooperative wine cellar of
Barbaresco
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Consequently it comes as no surprise to find that no fewer than 11 winemakers are based
in the village of Barbaresco (see Tab. “Map of wine related places”)with about another 105
estates scattered across the countryside around the settlement. Referring to the respective
graphic representations for a more complete picture of their dissemination, the following
selection aims to supply a programme of “places of wine” chosen from among the most
representative examples of the different constructions linked to the winegrowing sector in
the Municipality of Barbaresco.

• Cantina De Forville (V076) (fig.82)
The founder, Gioacchino De Forville, of Walloon origin, began planting the first vines that
linked the family to the territory in 1860, and believed right from the start in the value of Neb-
biolo. Along with other producers he followed in the footsteps of Domizio Cavazza, profes-
sor of the Royal Oenology School of Alba, and defended and promoted the quality of
Barbaresco wine. Deforville was linked to the village of Barbaresco right from the beginning,
and the family winery has been settled here for over 150 years. Even today in the centre of
the village, the winery, which has been altered over the years, has grown with the increase
in production and the winegrowing activity, which has created loyalty by the foreign markets
on the main continents. Thrust deeply underground in the urban centre, the De Forville pro-
duction space (including the ageing cellars and rooms for stocking and storage at strictly
controlled temperatures) is a place where you can breathe in history, brought up to date by
the latest generation of the family which, working among the barrels, continues the tradition
begun over a century ago. On the basis of their characteristics, after pressing, the wines
ferment in stainless steel. Those to be drunk while younger continue to mature in stainless
steel, while Barbaresco, Nebbiolo and Barbera mature in wooden barrels and casks.

• Azienda Gaja (V056) (fig.83)
The international fame of this winegrowing estate is linked indissolubly to four generations
of the Gaja family, who arrived in Barbaresco from Spain in the middle of the 17th century.
Since its foundation in 1859, the guiding thread in production has always been high quality
wine; this was the main focus – way back in the 1960’s – of Angelo Gaja, the founder’s great-
grandson and current owner, to whom records for reducing yields per hectare, temperature-
controlled fermentation, ageing in barriques and the use of very long corks for prolonged
conservation in the bottle are linked. 
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Thanks to these winning choices, Gaja wines became successful all over the world, so much
so that they are considered to be an example of Italian and international excellence. The strict
company philosophy sustained by the “most famous Italian winemaker in the world” is sup-
ported by the precise desire to maintain the boundaries of the Piedmontese property, which oc-
cupies 100 hectares of vineyard with a fixed production of 350,000 bottles.

• Tenute Cisa Asinari dei Marchesi di Gresy (V111) (fig.84)
This estate is an exceptional example of the historical link between winegrowing and the
Piedmontese aristocracy. In fact, the property now comprises four production areas sit-
uated in the Langhe and Monferrato, divided between the lands that have belonged histor-
ically to this noble dynasty; in the  Barbaresco core zone in the Martinenga cru, with 12
hectares of Nebiolo grapes, and the estate’s premises, where the recently extended cellars
receive and vinify the grapes from the other vineyards owned by the estate, situated in Cas-
sine (Alessandria) and Monte Ribaldo in the neighbouring municipality of Treiso. In Monte
Aribaldo at the beginning of the 20th century, Carlo di Grésy commissioned the building of
Villa Giulia, an elegant Liberty-style hunting lodge of which we can still appreciate the ex-
terior decorative layout and original interior architecture today. 
At Martinenga, in 1973 Alberto di Grésy began his winemaking activity using the grapes
which, until then, had been sold to others and used as a parameter for defining the price
on the market in Alba. This was a radical choice that did justice to the precious terroir,
gradually improving production in terms of quality, eco-sustainability and economy. These
aims also guided the design choices during the expansion of the estate; in fact, the barrique
cellar, where part of the production is aged, was built underground to reduce consumption
of the soil and exploit the natural hygroscopic conditions and underground temperature.
The roof of the barrique cellar is covered entirely with a portion of the aromatic garden,
which contributes to maintaining the microclimatic balance and creating areas favourable
to the survival of insects (Apis Mielifera) which help keep parasites and other insects that
damage the vineyard at bay. 
Moreover, a vineyard has been created on the property that is made up of 11 selected Neb-
biolo clones, and this keeps agronomists and oenologists busy studying the behaviour of
the grape-variety chosen.
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• Regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco (E03)
The Wine Shop is the product of an enterprise of Re-
gione Piemonte aimed at sustaining the recovery of his-
torical buildings, the dissemination of the culture of
wine and the enhancement of the value of the existing
DOC and DOCG appellations. It was with these aims
that, in 1986 the regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco
was inaugurated in the spaces once devoted to the
Church of San Donato overlooking the main square of
the village. Since then the building has been considered
an authentic “wine cathedral” by the many tourists
that are able to find not only bottles of Barbaresco made
by about one hundred producers, but also the informa-
tion they need to discover the territory’s oenological
heritage. (fig.85)
Respecting the original architecture of the interiors, ed-
ucational, tasting and exhibition sections have been set
up, with a large display of valuable bottles. The Wine
Shop also organises prestigious events every year ded-
icated to Barbaresco fans, such as the dinners in spring,
named “Barbaresco a tavola”, or the big festival first
held in autumn 2007 “Piacere Barbaresco”.
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fig.84

fig.84: “Cisa Asinari dei Marchesi di Gresy”
estate in Barbaresco

fig.85

fig.85: The “Regional Wine shop of Bar-
baresco” former San Donato Church
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Neive
Due to its strategic position along the via Aemilia Scauri, the settlement of Neive played a
strategic role from as early as Roman times (100 B.C.); its conformation as a village perched
on the top of a hill is closely linked to the medieval layout: in fact, the twisting cobbled lit-
tle streets climb in concentric rings to the top of the hill known as Pian del Castello, with
reference to the medieval castrum which no longer exists. (fig.86) 
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fig.86: The village of Neive
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There are, however, numerous reminders of the early receptum, including the 13th century
Gate House of Conti Cotti of Ceres and Scurzolengo (C18). In the rooms of this impres-
sive building, Francesco Cotti wrote an important treatise on Piedmontese winegrowing at
the end of the 17th century. In the immediate vicinity is the Clock Tower (13th century, D11)
symbol of the old municipality, the top of which features the rotating braziers used to ex-
change signals with the towers of the other villages perched on the hills in the area. The se-
vere bulk of the medieval tower offsets the sinuous lines of the nearby baroque architectural
combination – dome and bell tower – of the Archconfraternity of San Michele (C55), a small
18th century masterpiece design by the architect Antonio Borgese.
A little further downhill, Piazza Italia represents the heart of the village, housing social and
administrative functions; the prestigious buildings that overlook the square document the
18th century expansion of the village; the firs seat of the Town Hall (D08), in particular, with
its Rococo façade, and the existing Town Hall, Borgese Palace (D09), with its plain and se-
vere composition. The Town Hall cellars houses the wine store “Bottega dei Quattro vini
di Neive” (B02) founded in 1983 by a small group of local winegrowers to represent Neive
and its wines in the world; after thirty years of activity it is still the point where people meet
to buy and taste the wines produced in the area. The Conti di Castelborgo Palace and Gar-
dens (D06-D07) also represents significant proof of the link between the Piedmontese aris-
tocracy and the local winegrowing tradition; in fact the noble 18th century building retains
the original cellars, which still house the renowned local wines. 
The baroque taste of the architectures reaches high levels in the composition of the Conti
Cocito Palace (D05), theatrically framed by the Gate of San Rocco, i.e.: the original en-
trance towards south of the medieval village. 

Due to the integrity of the urban fabric, architectural harmony, the liveable quality of the vil-
lage and the historical-artistic quality of the public and private construction heritage, in
2001, Neive was acknowledged as one of “the most beautiful villages of Italy”. This ac-
knowledgement guaranteed the activation of numerous services and cultural activities, in-
cluding those to celebrate the winegrowing tradition, such as “Neive vino e…”, a food and
wine itinerary in which the small municipalities acknowledged as the most beautiful vil-
lages of Italy offer their typical products and artisan excellence.

Referring to the respective graphic representations for a thorough picture of their dissem-
ination, the following selection aims to provide a programme of “places of wine” chosen
among the most representative examples of the different elements linked to the wine-
growing chain located in the Municipality of Neive.

• The cellars “Castello di Neive” (V051) (fig.87)
The cellars of Palazzo Castelborgo – commonly known as Neive castle – represent an ex-
traordinary example of productive continuity in the programme of Piedmont’s winegrowing
estates, but its history originated at least two centuries ago. In fact, it is here that the famous
merchant Louis Oudart, first man in the area to use Nebbiolo grapes to make a stable wine
that was, therefore, suitable for sale, worked, receiving a gold medal at the London Expo in
1862. Thirty years later, the first bottle of Barbaresco was made in Barbaresco castle. 
These feats were achievable thanks to the great spirit of enterprise of the owners, technicians
called to work, but also to the exceptional quality of the production environments, which even
today are still perfectly suitable for house the grape processing cycle. In fact, the cellars fol-
low the shape of the hill on which they stand, developing on different levels: that on the upper
floor – destined to ageing and storing wine – houses Allier oak barrels (35 hectolitres) posi-
tioned in parallel rows in the large vaulted space which is about 4 metres high. From here we
also have access to an infernot under the hill and the houses of Neive, stretching for a length
of about 33 metres: this was the pantry of the noble residence, where snow was piled up in
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winter to better preserve food and, naturally, wine. Continuing through the old corridors, we
come to the lower level, where a yard opening towards the valley was used to receive the
grapes from the vineyards, starting the production cycle. This is the oldest part of the whole
building and it conserves a rare and very large scale which was used to weigh the grape and
wine carts as they entered and left, as well as a press used until the advent of more modern
presses. This yard leads to the cellars destined for the first processing of the grapes in spe-
cial fermentation and treatment systems. In this case too, the rooms are very impressive,
thanks to their imposing size, architectural quality and stratification of the successive con-
struction phases, always maintaining productive continuity. 

• Cantina del Glicine (V112) (fig.88)
The premises of this small, family-run winegrowing estate develop inside one of the oldest
buildings in  Neive (17th century), which belonged to the Cotti Ceres and Scurzolengo Counts.
The building – illustrated in drawings fating back to the early years of the 18th century – housed
both civil and rural functions; in fact, the first and second floors housed private apartments,
while the ground floor was occupied by the kitchen and the cellar, which was connected to an-
other similar but much more articulate space, dug to a depth of eight metres under the yard. Or-
ganised in this way, the cellar still houses the vinification operations, cleverly divided between
the different underground environments which are an exceptional example of the great techni-
cal skill employed by the local craftsmen to create this type of architecture.  This construction
skill is the reason why these spaces have lasted so long, as proven by the long tunnel (already
documented in the 17th century) dug into the tuff, covered by barrel vaults and marked along
the walls by niches originally created to hold bottles and now used to contain barriques.
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fig.87: The cellars in the Castle of Neive

fig.88

fig.88: “Cantina del Glicine” in Neive
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Analysis of the perceptive component

The area of the “Hills of Barbaresco” presents very pretty views, thanks to the presence of
numerous hilltop viewpoints, such as Provincial Road number 3, linking Alba to Barbaresco.
The widespread presence of vineyards, mostly cultivated in small land parcels, creates the
impression of a tidy landscape, marked by the regular design of the rows of vines that fol-
low the slopes of the hills. (fig.89)

The clearly visible historical villages of Barbaresco and Neive represent elements of great
landscape quality, thanks to their position along the hill roads or centred around presti-
gious architectural elements. These include the medieval tower of Barbaresco, from which
it is possible to see the calanchi rock formation dropping straight down to the River
Tanaro and the plain, as well as a very extensive view of the horizon, where the even rows
of the vineyards are interrupted by little villages perched on the hills, visible in the distance
thanks to the constant presence of the parish church bell towers. 

In terms of colour, the Nebbiolo grape variety, in spring and summer, is characterised by
the top of the leaf with its matt bottle green colour, while the underside is light green. It is
during the autumn however that the landscape mosaic becomes even more clearly legible,
with the yellow colouring of the Nebbiolo leaves, interrupted only by woodland copses
along the banks of the River Tanaro, which range in colour from green to coppery red. 

This picture of the landscape, which historically characterises the Hills of Barbaresco, was
immortalised by geographer Clemente Rovere in a late 19th century landscape painting
which reproduces the visual fulcra of the tower and parish church of Barbaresco, rising
from the top of the hill above the River Tanaro. Similarly, 20th century literature has cele-
brated glimpses of the hills of Barbaresco, which in the novels of Beppe Fenoglio, set the
scene for the events involving the partisans who took refuge here. The rocks above the
River Tanaro particularly caught the writer’s attention, as described in the pages of “Parti-
giano Johnny”: “They kept watch of the planes, adventurous in themselves, standing ver-
tically over the River of Barbaresco. There, the river, as Johnny remembered, was narrow
and deep, flowing slowly like a  river of lead, and the taste and excitement of the watch
were joined by the mystery of the thick poplar groves on the other side, so close.” (Beppe
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fig.89: The village of Barbaresco portrait by
Clement Rovere (late nineteenth century) 
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Fenoglio, “Il partigiano Johnny”. The same novel also contains a description of the village
of Neive: “The girl lived in Neive, the big village at the bottom of the valley beneath Mango,
divided into two hamlets, the higher of the two overlooking the dark slopes over the River
Tanaro, the lower moving from the hill to the railway tracks, abandoned and inactive since
armistice day.” (Beppe Fenoglio, “Il partigiano Johnny”)

The landscape of the Langhe region was a source of inspiration for contemporary pho-
tographers, notably Barbaresco hills were portrayed by American John Antony Rizzo, who
since 2005 has relocated to Neive and published, in cooperation with the Regional Wine
Shop of Barbaresco, a collection of photographs entitled “Barbaresco terroir.” (fig.90)
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fig.90: “Barbaresco Terroir” photo by J. A.
Rizzo
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2.a.4 Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

The component of the property “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera” is located in Alto Monferrato, with
a surface area of 2,307 ha and which includes the municipalities of Montegrosso, Mombercelli,
Agliano Terme, Castelnuovo Calcea, Vinchio, Vaglio Serra and Nizza Monferrato. (fig.91)

The selected area is the historical territory of the Barbera grape variety, cultivated in Pied-
mont for over 500 years, which represents the most important red grape variety in Pied-
mont, occupying 35% of the region’s vine-planted area. The homonym wine produced from
it -Barbera d’Asti DOCG- is undoubtedly the patriarch of Piedmont red wines, and the most
important from the viewpoint of its quantity and the varieties produced: linked to old farm-
ing traditions, the wine has managed to renew itself to respond to new market needs,
achieving great success both in Italy and abroad. 

The boundary is set out along scenic routes and hilly ridges surrounding the most impor-
tant portion of the territory as far as the productive, cultural and scenic context of Barbera
d’Asti DOCG, and in particular of the Nizza sub-area, as a further attestation to its quality
and confirming the close link of its production with the city of Nizza Monferrato and sur-
rounding municipalities. The city is considered the capital of Barbera from a commercial and
promotional point of view, thanks also to the presence of some major wineries. The Bar-
bera production chain, unlike the production zones for Barolo and Barbaresco, is strongly
based on the system of cooperative wineries; for this reason, when selecting the compo-
nent, the inclusion of the Vinchio e Vaglio cooperative winery was crucial, as was that of
the main catchment area used by cooperative members for their contributions.

The perimeter has been set along roads and boundaries of portions of land planted with
vineyards, including the towns of Nizza Monferrato (selecting the portion of the city founded
in ancient times, corresponding to the Medieval villanova and those portions of the city
where the most important material evidence related to wine production are concentrated),
and those of Vinchio, Castelnuovo Calcea and Vaglio Serra, small hill towns that have re-
tained their original layout. The requirement of visual integrity of the landscape has served
as an additional parameter that came into play in defining the extent of the area.
The area  fully satisfies the functional integrity requirement, inasmuch as the entire pro-
duction chain takes place within it, exemplified as follows:
• places for cultivation: 880 ha of vineyards mainly cultivating the Barbera grape variety, with
a widespread presence of ciabot within the plots and of isolated farmhouses;

• places for production and storage: 229 wineries that specialize in this production, the Co-
operative wine cellar of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra;

• places for distribution: Regional wine shop of Nizza, numerous private wineries.
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fig.91: “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera” com-
ponent with its country surroundings and
scattered farms

Municipalities 
involved

Area of the 
component (ha)

Prevaling 
grape-variety

Characterising 
wine

Agliano, Castel-
nuovo Calcea
Mombercelli,
Montegrosso,
Nizza Monferrato
Vaglio Serra, 
Vinchio.

2.307

Barbera

Barbera d’Asti
DOCG
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Analysis of the natural component

The selected property is strongly characterized by the presence of the Tanaro river and the
Belbo stream that skirt the northern and southern borders.

The hill system of the component is predominantly characterized by barely-accentuated re-
liefs, with a maximum height of 400 m above sea level, interspersed with flat-bottomed val-
leys that, before their agricultural colonization, were entirely covered by forests of oak
(Quercus), elm (Ulmus), maple (Acer) and chestnut (Castanea sativa). The property’s par-
ticular agricultural vocation has led over the centuries to the almost total disappearance of
the forestal vegetation, which today remains only in some areas with steep slopes whose
layout is less favourable to viticulture. The remaining wooded strips are today composed
of scattered specimens of tall trees: oak (Quercus robur), black locust (Robinia pseudoa-
cacia) and coppices of chestnut (Castanea sativa). 

• Terroir
The Barbera grape variety is profoundly influenced by the territory where it grows: in fact,
it provides the best winemaking results, yielding full-bodied wines with structure and com-
plexity, only in some areas in the South of Piedmont, where the perimeter of the compo-
nent was chosen, recognized as the birthplace of the classic Barbera.  In other areas the
grape variety can give good wines, but simpler. 

From the pedological viewpoint the soils of the selected component are predominantly
based on the sedimentation of successive layers with different particle sizes (in particular,
silt, clays, sands), and their subsequent lifting and the erosive action of the hydrographic
network which led to the formation of low hills of marly-arenaceous tertiary deposits.
Among the main geological formations present, one finds the Marls of St. Agatha fossils,
followed by evaporites and Messinian lagoonal sediments of a chalky-sulphury formation.
Other deposits follow, including the conglomerates of Cassano Spinola, the clays of Lu-
gagnano and finally the Astian sands.

For no other Piedmontese grape variety do the differences of soil and microclimate prove
so decisive as for Barbera, which prefers these calcareous lands, fairly rich in carbonates
and fine grain size fractions.

From the morphological point of view the lands of the Barbera grape are entirely com-
posed of rolling hills of moderate altitude of between 150 and 400 metres above sea level.
The relief is characterized by hills with straight slopes, rounded ridges and narrow flat-bot-
tomed valleys. 

The component is located in the temperate climatic zone: the area is crossed by the 45th
parallel. It is characterized by a continental climate with relatively warm summers (with an
average July temperature of about 24-25° C) and relatively mild winters considering its lat-
itude (average January temperature around +1°C), moderate annual average rainfall (700-
800 mm) and low snowfall.
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Analysis of the anthropic component

• Agricoltural winegrowing system 
The selected property manifests the presence of a mixed-type viticulture, characterized
by wide expanses of small vineyards, arranged with “girapoggio” (around the hillock) lay-
out on the sunniest ridges of the hills, next to extensive arable plots in the flat areas. 
In the irrigated valley bottoms, poplar forests are cultivated for their cellulose, and tradi-
tional cereals are cultivated, such as wheat, maize, soy and sunflower. The wooded spots
consist of scattered specimens of tall trees and have expanded since the second World
War, occupying mainly those terrains less favourable for the cultivation of vines for wine-
making, which at the same time was becoming more specialized in function of the quality
of the product, selecting the better exposed soils.
The most widespread grape variety characterizing the territory is the barbera, but it main-
tains a strong variety of cultivations, such that different plots are used to cultivate differ-
ent varieties of the grape variety.

• The cultivation phase
The Barbera grape variety is the most widely used and popular in Piedmont. It is a late
cultivar, of vigorous vegetation, with medium length internodes, a drooping bearing and
well-developed and robust tendrils. It is a plant with a high, even basal fertility, consistently
high production, and well resistant to climatic adversity. Given these characteristics the
vine has spread over a wide area, although you find commercial properties guaranteeing
the maximum expression of this vine only in the hills of southern Piedmont. 
The grape variety has specific needs from the point of view of water and heat, since it suf-
fers from the stagnation of water in the soil. For this reason, in the property selected the
vines are planted only in well-drained hill vineyards, exposed to the South-South/East, ex-
cluding those exposed to the North, in order to capture as much light and energy as pos-
sible for their complete maturation. 

The bunch is medium-sized, the berry slightly oval, very rich in sugars. The skin is relatively
thin, rich colour, not very tannic. It tolerates rather well both the winter cold and summer
heat and is drought resistant, thanks also to fuzz on the underside of the leaves that reduces
transpiration, and it is cultivated without irrigation in the selected property (fig.92).
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fig.92: Bunch of Barbera grapes
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In the component the growing shape is the traditional trellis with rows arranged sideways;
Guyot pruning is widespread. However, since the number of grape bunches per shoot is
quite high, in order to avoid the risk of overproduction, it is customary to practice thinning
of the bunches, or a technique introduced more recently, the vinegrowers proceed to effect
short prunings called “spurred cordon” that reduce the fertility of the buds by selecting 5-
7 well lignified and positioned shoots from which the cultivators expect to derive an equal
number of 2 – 3 gem spurs. 

In the cultivation of the Barbera grape variety, the choice of the harvest date is crucial: the
grapes ripen late and are typically harvested between late September and mid-October.
Well exposed vineyards, however, reach a high sugar content already in the first or second
week of September; however, to further reduce the fixed acidity and obtain a more complete
ripening of the seed tannins, skin and colouring matter, vinegrowers must wait until mid-
October for the harvest (fig.93).

The territory of the component sees a prevalence of very old Barbera vineyards, planted
before World War II. These are vineyards with a very tight planting layout, in extremely
steep positions and with exceptional exposure. The grapes from these vineyards are the
most sugary of all and maintain a high quality level even in less favourable years. The har-
vest of these grapes is done by choosing, among all the surveyed vineyards, the grape lots
with the best indication of ripeness. 
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fig.93: Grapes’ manual carriage during
grape harvest
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• The vinification phase
In the past, Barbera wine was considered “rustic”, but over time it has grown in public es-
teem because it has proved capable of providing, by appropriate winemaking processes,
both young wines and wines of average longevity and good structure that resist time and
confirm, after many years, the original characteristics of a land and a grape variety of par-
ticular prestige. Very adaptable from the viewpoint of its cultivation, the Barbera proves
highly adaptable also on the oenological level – relying on a good supply of anthocyanins,
strong acidity and moderate tannins — giving rise to new wines, young and sparkling red
wines, tranquil, medium bodied wines, but especially to big reds obtained from overripe
grapes with prolonged ageing in wood.

Barbera d’Asti DOCG represents today, more than any other, the product of choice for this
grape variety. It is an ever-evolving wine that grows according to new knowledge in wine-
growing and winemaking and that, in its own right, is considered among the most impor-
tant Italian red wines and it obtaining growing international acclaim. 

The process of “vinification in red”, common to other great aged wines, is carried out by
producers with increasingly select lots of grapes. According to production regulations, the
Barbera d’Asti DOCG must be obtained from the Barbera grape variety from 90% to 100%,
and can be mixed with other non-aromatic grape varieties authorized in Piedmont, up to a
maximum of 10%. As evidence of the high quality this product is achieving, winemak-
ing from this grape variety in pure form is now widespread.

The required ageing period is at least 4 months and the time spent in wood is at the pro-
ducer’s discretion. As a result, Barbera d’Asti is interpreted in a wide range of wines, char-
acterized by well-defined styles: those which spend no time in wooden barrels, in order
not to lose their primary characteristics, those that mature in large barrels, to improve in
complexity, in respect for tradition, those whose production is completed with a time spent
in barriques, acquiring elegance, aimed at a more international palate (fig.94).
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fig.94: Barbera d’Asti wine ageing in barrels
and barriques 
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The superiore version, obtained by attentive care for and selection of the grapes in the vine-
yard, is aged in cellars for a minimum of 14 months, during which time it must spend at
least six months in wooden barrels, complemented by a period of maturation in the bottle. 

Barbera d’Asti and Barbera d’Asti Superiore wines are very long-lived and appreciate even
after 10 years in the bottle.

The importance of this wine was strongly emphasized by its being granted the Denom-
ination of controlled origin (DOC) in 1970 and later the Denomination of controlled and
guaranteed origin (DOCG) in 2008. Starting from the harvest of 2000, three areas of
particular merit were demarcated, subject to even more stringent constraints on their
cultivation and winemaking than was already provided for in the regulations for Nizza,
Tinella and Colli Astiani wine types, which are defined by law as sub-areas. Through
territorial identities defined and even stricter production rules, Barbera d’Asti Superiore
DOCG is thus enriched with a new level of quality, already recognizable from the men-
tion on the label (fig.95). 

The component was selected almost entirely from the Nizza sub-area, historically renowned
for producing wines with great structure and aged to a requisite 18 months, of which at
least 6 in wooden barrels.
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fig.95: DOCG Quality Certificate given to Bar-
bera d’Asti wine
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The protection and enhancement of the product is also guaranteed by the Wines of Asti and
Monferrato Safeguarding Consortium, involving approximately 170 companies repre-
senting all components of the supply chain: farms, wineries, wine cellars, bottlers. The
Consortium has also initiated a policy of preservation of the historic vineyards, occupying
itself with their conservation and cultivation.

Barbera d’Asti can have many different nuances, depending on the territory, vineyard and
winemaking technique, but it has some common characteristics. The colour is ruby red, es-
pecially intense in the Superiore types, tending to garnet with ageing. In its characteristic
aroma, a fruity scent prevails: cherry, plum, dark berries, evolving into notes of jam and fruit
in alcohol, then more or less intense balsam, floral, and sometimes spicy notes; with the
maturation in wood the wine develops hints of cinnamon, cocoa and licorice. The taste is
full; the impact on the palate is one of great immediacy, warmth and harmony. The acidity
typical of this grape variety, which in modern wines is balanced and not excessive, grants
the wine freshness and an ease of pairing with food. The ageing for a minimum of 4 months,
that at the winemaker’s discretion can be in wood, gives it the complexity and richness of
sweet and velvety tannins and a lingering taste and aroma, but above all results in differ-
ent features for each product.

• The distribution phase
The Barbera wine production system follows in part that of Moscato (Muscat), because
the vineyards generally do not make their own wine, but usually entrust the grapes to the
circuit of cooperatives that provide for the production and marketing of the wine, directly
or through wholesalers and bottlers. Barbera d’Asti DOCG is one of outstanding products
of Italian oenology, with nearly 28 million bottles produced in 2011, of which 10 million des-
tined for foreign markets.
In the selected property the Cooperative wine cellar of Vinchio and Vaglio is active,
formed on February 26, 1959 by 19 winemakers, who today receive the grapes of 185
members, owners and managers of vineyards for specialized cultivation. The Vinchio and
Vaglio wine cellar, though deeply tied to tradition, has embarked on an innovative path by
adopting a new container called “bag in box”, made exclusively for Barbera DOC, thus of-
fering the possibility to purchase quality wines in bulk. Since 2006 the valorisation and
promotion of Barbera d’Asti has been entrusted to the Regional wine shop of Nizza, with
headquarters in the prestigious wine cellars of Crova Palace in Nizza Monferrato (fig.96).
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fig.96: Wine cellars in historical Crova
Palace in Nizza Monferrato
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Cultural system 
The Nizza Monferrato and Barbera component includes three small hill towns - Casteln-
uovo Calcea, Vinchio and Vaglio Serra - and several rural villages scattered in the country-
side, marked by the presence of farmsteads, that in many cases, have contributed to the
area’s winegrowing development (among them, we cite as an example the village of Bricco
Cremosina, in Nizza Monferrato). A secondary road network constitutes the link between
these scattered farmsteads, villages and the main urban hub of Nizza Monferrato, situ-
ated on the valley of the Belbo river. The three settlements sites were selected because they
represent important examples of the layering of the various cultures that have competed
for hegemony in this area. 

Nizza Monferrato
The urban center of Nizza Monferrato is spread out over a flat area crossed by two rivers
(the Nizza and the Belbo) and surrounded by hills placed at a distance varying from 500 m
to 4 km from the town. It is the largest urban centre of Monferrato of Asti and, due to its
position as a link between the provinces of Asti and Alessandria, historically has played a
major role especially from a commercial point of view; it is recognized in fact as the “cap-
ital” of Barbera wine (fig.97).

The perimeter of the component comprises the original core of the settlement (see chap.
2b.4), whose historical documentary value is also recognized by the existing protection
protocols that identify it as a maximum protection zone (zone A of the PRG, see section 5b).
This value is to be found in the very origins of Nizza, which arose as part of the phenome-
non of the “villenove”: these are towns that were built from scratch throughout Europe be-
tween the twelfth and fourteenth century, based on a design deliberately subjected to
economic, strategic and military factors affecting the area of   the foundation.
In this sense, Nizza Monferrato is a significant example of a villanova that has managed
to retain its original layout, set out according to the characteristic triangular horizontal
alignment, still bounded today by two rivers and by the perimeter streets built over the
abutments of the ancient moats that were filled in after the demolition of the obsolete city
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fig.97

fig.97: Urban site of Nizza Monferrato. The
original town structure of “villanova”
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walls. Thus, it still today represents the most basic type of medieval villanova organized
around a single longitudinal axis, called in ancient times the “contrada maestra” (master
road) or “platea” (stage), which connected the two main gates of the city, now no longer
existent.
The contrada maestra is the place where the businesses activities of the settlement have his-
torically been concentrated, and connects the spaces dedicated to marketplace activities,
maintaining this vocation today. For this purpose, the medieval arches on both sides of the
street, are mirrored by lowered, round arches, witnessing to the stratification of the different
phases of construction that have occurred over the centuries. Here, a presumably late nine-
teenth century devanture displays, as a decorative element, a bottle resting on a wine glass
to evoke the wine business historically conducted along this street. In fact, this street still
hosts the traditional “barrel race”, a tradition that dates back to the nineteenth century,
when the bottle-maker’s craft was widespread in the Nizza territory: the young workers of the
shops facing the street would deliver the barrels by rolling them along the street, competing
with each other to arrive first at the customer. The tradition is revived once a year along the
same street, during the competition involving the wineries and wine cooperatives of Asti.
Centrally located on the main road, there opens the main square with a rectangular layout,
now piazza Martiri di Alessandria (Square of the Martyrs of Alessandria). From the Middle
Ages, the square has been the site of public and commercial events; today two buildings
of historical and architectural importance are present there: the Town Hall and Tower (C24)
and former De Benedetti Palace (C22). More detail about these monuments, as well as
other assets subject to protection throughout the core areas, is given in the inventory of
protected properties (see Chapter 5).
On the side streets going out from the central square stand other buildings of interest,
some of which related to the marketing and production of wine, including Crova Palace
(C23), the headquarters of the Regional wine shop (E05), theMuseo del Gusto (Museum
of Taste) (M12), the Slow Food Manufacturers Association of the Nizzan hills and of the
Nizza-Barbera d’Asti Producers Association, as well as the Public Library and the Munic-
ipal Historical Archive, which houses the testimonies of the local wine history. The build-
ing, designed in 1769 by Filippo Nicolis di Robilant, represents a significant example of a
Neoclassical building attached to a pre-existing body from the fifteenth century. The ground
floor has a portico, while the internal courtyard has a garden for the food and wine events.
The front side is decorated with phyto-anthropomorphic ornamental repertoires with ter-
racotta stringcourse embellished with bunches of grapes in relief.
Inside, the Regional wine shop (E05) was founded in 1990 as Wine Store that in 1996 became
the center for meetings and encounters between the wine producers and a place to promote
the area and Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza wine. The Wine Store, officially recognized by
Regione Piemonte in 2007 as a Regional wine shop, became a point of reference for the local
wine producing reality; in fact, in the cellars of the eighteenth century palace, the winery has
more than 600 wine labels from local producers, for the most part Barbera d’Asti DOCG. In
addition to the sale of wine, there are offered tastings and food and wine workshops.
Upstairs there is the Museo del Gusto (M12) that displays one of the richest wine scenarios
of Piedmont: stories of people, products and territories included between the Tanaro and
Bormida rivers. The products are presented through the values, knowledge and culture of the
people of Monferrato. The exhibition dedicated to wine has a prominent role; in particular, Bar-
bera wine is highlighted. An entire room is dedicated to the prestigious wines of the region
and to the memory of the work in the vineyard, with curiosities and stories of the harvest.
The Foro Boario square (D17), which forms the western boundary of the component, is the
hinge between the medieval nucleus and the nineteenth-century expansion outside the walls.
Built on an area that already in the Middle Ages was destined for use as a livestock market, the
square embodies the themes of commercial strengthening and urban regeneration.
In fact, the town of Nizza Monferrato due to its location on the river Belbo and along the
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major trade routes to the Ligurian sea, has always had a natural mercantile vocation. Since
the sixteenth century, its markets have attracted buyers from Piedmont, Liguria and Lom-
bardy. For commercial developments post-unification, the construction of the railroad was
an essential improvement; above all, with regard to trade with markets in the other core
areas of the nominated property, there was instrumental the creation of the minor lines
Asti-Genoa (1894), Alba-Alexandria (1852-1865), Canelli (1865).
The area near the railroad tracks, around Piazza Dante Alighieri, which defines the south-
eastern portion of the core areas, stands a multi-storey residential building, from the early
twentieth century, richly decorated with graffiti representing bunches of grapes placed in
vertical ornamental stringcourse. The wine theme is taken up in the nearby Museum of
Bersano Farming Objects and Old Prints (M11) wanted by Arturo Bersano, which since
1950 has collected the most sorrowful and together the most joyous evidence of peasant-
oenological civilization. Without a precise classification of the different artefacts, this mu-
seum contains the true spirit of its creator, that is, to condense and tell the stories of the
earth, the slowly and simple evolution of its men, slices of different ages though similar in
their common spirit. The museum is divided into two sections: the “farming objects” and
the collection of prints. The first is located outdoors, because the life of the farmers and
their daily work took place outdoors. Between logs, kegs and agricultural carts you feel the
gaze of the farmers, the changing of seasons, the women’s songs, the suffering, the rela-
tionship between man and his land. Among the valuable pieces in the collection, there are
a few wooden screw down presses of the 1600s and 1700s, some of which were only used
for grapes, others also for oil. Many wooden objects, including large barrels of wine cel-
lars, wine kegs to be carried on the shoulder, tubs and vats for the fermentation of wine.
The museum also exposes all the objects derived from the manufacture of iron and glass:
from goblets to pints to the quarts of blown brenta (special 12.5 litre bottles) in the dark
glass of Pirino; also interesting is the collection of pre-Napoleonic Piedmont pints.
All this still lives in the main building, the museum has a collection of wine and vinegrow-
ing themed prints, edicts governing the wine and its marketing, handwritten labels, ancient
scrolls and commercial posters, maps of the hills, views of landscapes, collections of
menus from the 1800s (fig.98).
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Bersano Farming Objects and Old Prints
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Among the varrious tributes given by the community to Barbera wine, we also report the
annual event “Nizza is Barbera”, organized by the Regional wine shop of Nizza, in collab-
oration with the Municipality, the Manufacturers Association of Nizza - Barbera d’Asti and
the Pro Loco. During the event, Barbera d’Asti Superiore Nizza is sampled, along with other
Piedmont wines coming from the wine-producing firms and Cooperative wine cellars from
around the region.

The ancient and complex wine tradition of Nizza Monferrato can be summarized by two
wineries that, not surprisingly, chose to set up their headquarters in the ancient villanova
of Nizza Monferrato, close to the railway that since the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury has become the strategic hub for the export of wines abroad. A concise illustration is
offered below, while we refer the reader to the “Map of wine related places” for a compre-
hensive picture of the distribution of the “places of wine” throughout the city of Nizza Mon-
ferrato.

• Azienda Bersano (V089)
Adjacent to the homonym museum is a well-established wine house whose history began
in the early years of the nineteenth century. The operational headquarters located near the
train station houses the production areas within buildings converted and added to in recent
times; into it are conveyed grapes from a large amount of other properties of the company,
spread out in the district of Nizza: these farms and vineyards are spread out over 230
hectares. Among these, the historic Cascina Cremosina (V113). The building is located
about 250 meters above sea level on top of the hill of the same name, located in the area
to the left of the river Belbo and north-west of the city. Its existence has been documented
since the sixteenth century, but the current system probably dates back to the eighteenth
century, when it housed both civil and rustic functions, with an annexed garden and private
chapel built in 1726 by Count Giovanni Carlo Corsi.
All around the building are plots planted with the Barbera grape variety, extending for more
than twelve hectares: a Barbera cru that represents the starting point of the adventure into
the world of Bersano wine (fig.99)
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fig.99: Manufactured areas in historic win-
ery Bersano
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• Cantina Andrea Guasti (V088) (fig.100)
Behind the oldest urban centre, overlooking the river Belbo, the family-owned business is
one of the most well-established producers in the area. This family’s viticultural vocation
has a long history: the founder of the first company emigrated to California in 1881, ex-
porting the cuttings of Barbera that within a decade gave rise to extensive vineyards. Since
that time, the site in the United States has taken on the very name of Guasti to celebrate the
great work carried out by the grower from Asti: Secondo Guasti. Meanwhile, in Nizza Mon-
ferrato, the successors of the progenitor continued the tradition of the founder: in 1946 they
founded the company and after a few years they identified and culled the grapes from the
twenty best local vineyards, thereby introducing the concept of “crus” into the culture of
Barbera wine.
Within the vast spaces designated by the cement structure typical of the construction tech-
niques of the mid-twentieth century - at one time used by the Cooperative wine cellar of
Nizza Monferrato - the entire cycle of the wine is completed; the company represents an in-
teresting example of the complexity of the production chain. In this urban site most of the
winemaking processes take place, as well as the bottling and distribution of the wine. These
processes however compose a production cycle that originates within the historic estates
outside the city, each characterized by the presence of a farm of 40 hectares, 29 of which
are planted with vineyards.
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fig.100: Historic tools used in past produc-
tion of winery Guasti 
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Castelnuovo Calcea
The small village of ancient origins (see chap. 2b.4) is laid out panoramically, surrounded by
plots planted with vineyards (fig.101). The city’s layout has remained virtually unchanged
over the centuries and clearly shows the important role played by that urban centre, the cas-
tle, the church; situated at the town’s highest point, which stands at the very core of the town’s
cocentric circles. The Baroque church of Santo Stefano (C29) is characterized by the im-
posing façade, embellished by a portico resting on slender columns. A short distance away
is the castle (C26), which dates back to the twelfth century. It is still a reference point for the
community: the large front yard is home to numerous public events, while the original un-
derground walkway provides access to the summit of the area, used as a public park and
vantage point from which one may behold the widespread presence of bell towers rising in
the neighbouring towns. These monumental structures at the summit are tightly welded to
the village that, descending towards the valley, unwinds along either side of the main road.
To the agricultural tradition, and in particular, the wine tradition, is instead dedicated the
“Nido della memoria” (M14), a museum containing an extensive display of equipment
and tools used in the past by farmers and local artisans.

There are situated within the territory of Castelnuovo Calcea many winegrowing estates:
as an example, we cite in particular, for its efforts spent in perfecting Barbera wine, and for
its credibility on the international markets:

• Azienda Michele Chiarlo
Since 1956, the property has been expanded through the acquisition of numerous vine-
yards, with a consequent increase in production and escalation in foreign markets. Today
the company has three geographical areas - Langhe, Monferrato and Gavi - for a total
surface area of   110 hectares of vineyards (60 owned and 50 leased). The vineyards are
divided into “estates”; each holding is built up around a farmstead that has been his-
torically attested in its respective territory. The farm lying within the municipal bound-
aries of Castelnuovo Calcea is the Aluffi Estate (28 acres of which 22 are for Barbera
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fig.101: The village of Castelnuovo Calcea
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vines) considered one of the most beautiful in Monferrato thanks to the spectacular and
majestic rolling hills, on which two groups of cypress trees stand, which have become
the symbol of this place (fig.102). In addition to its fine vineyards, the estate is home
to the art park “Footsteps on the Court” designed to pay homage to Barbera wine and
to offer cultural and artistic performances. Inside you will find the Observatory, that is,
the tower from which you can see the vineyards, villages and hills of the area of   Barbera
d’Asti. In addition, between the rows, one finds permanent sculptures dedicated to the
natural elements of water, air and fire, and the poles at the end of the vineyard’s rows
are embellished with carvings.
At another farm building incorporated into the property, Cascina Castello, (V115) art-
house films are projected directly in the farmyard. The events are dedicated to Pied-
monteses who have left their mark in history, its culture and customs; to these individuals
is dedicated the archive entitled “Footsteps, stories and memories of Piedmont”, hosted
at the same farm.
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fig.102: Aluffi mansion surrounded by vine-
yards owned by Chiarlo winegrowing estate
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Vinchio
The village is characterized as a roadside settlement founded in the late Medieval era. The
social hub of the settlement is the San Marco square, where numerous food and wine
events are held; the square overlooks the homonymous church dedicated to San Marco
(D21). The religious building, a visual fulcrum that emerges even at a great distance, is the
town’s main building of historic and artistic interest (fig.103).
Among the many initiatives that have seen the full involvement of the local community,
there is the creation of the outdoor farming Museum “Vinchio and the hills of Barbera.”
The museum is spread out along the literary route of “The hills of Barbera” to illustrate
the work cycle in the vineyards, thus integrating the environmental, cultural, historic and
gastronomic heritage present in the territory and allowing a continuous cross-referencing
between literature and the farming civilization. The museum installations are located out-
doors in the countryside, inasmuch as the entire hilly landscape is considered a living and
productive museum, which is to be enjoyed in its environmental beauty, in the traces of its
history and in the memories of its peasant, and in the symbolic evocation of its literature.
The museum’s route is divided according to the seasons of peasant labour, identified with
message boards and installations that explain through images and texts the traditional work
of viticulture and winemaking.
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fig.103: The village of Vinchio
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  Vaglio Serra
It belongs to the settlement type of roadside villages (fig.104). A fortified position in
Roman times, to defend the road between Incisa Scapaccino and Vinchio, it was a fief
of the Marquises of Incisa in the twelfth century, which it ceased to be at the dawn of
the thirteenth century. Following bellicose events that over the centuries saw rival fac-
tions contend with one another for control of the territory, Vaglio passed to the lords
of Monferrato who entrusted the fief to the noble Crova family in the early seventeenth
century. This dynasty promoted the construction of the parish church of San Pancrazio
(D19) (1720), still the most important monument of the city centre. The strong wine
vocation of the municipal territory emerges from some statistics from the mid-nine-
teenth century revealing the overwhelming presence of vineyards (488 “giornate”, 1
giornata is equal to 3.810 sqm)) compared to the cultivation of other crops (285 “gior-
nate”), grasslands (46 “giornate”), municipal forests (11 “giornate”), private forests
(308 “giornate”), chestnut forests (8 “giornate”) and heathland (57 “giornate”).
The tradition lives on in the festival called “St. Martin’s Fair”: it commemorates the
ancient farming custom which provided that, upon the approach of the first autumn
frosts, the citizens should make provisions of food supplies, clothing, gear and any-
thing else needed for the winter period. At the same time, the event is an opportunity
to promote local products.
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On the border between Vinchio and Vaglio Serra, in the centre of the selected area, is the
Cooperative wine cellar of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra (S05), a significant example of wine-
making cooperation between small producers, which for a long period time has been the
main economic engine of the wine industry in the Nizza component of “Monferrato and
Barbera.”(fig.105)

Established in 1959 by 19 winemakers from Vinchio and Vaglio Serra, it currently has 185
contributing members, owners and lessees of about 420 hectares of vineyards for spe-
cialized cultivation. The original nucleus was enlarged several times, thanks to the finan-
cial support of Regione Piemonte, and is now equipped with the latest modern facilities
such as plants for winemaking, a new bottling and packaging department, as well as a large
number of small and large barrels for ageing more valuable wines.
The vineyards of the cooperative members lay mostly within the municipalities of Vinchio
and Vaglio Serra and to a smaller degree, within the neighbouring municipalities. In recent
years, driven by the constant pursuit of excellence and in order to improve the quality of a
wine which usually is destined for everyday use, the owners of the winery have selected
some particularly suitable vineyards, as the crus from which to produce the Barbera “Vigne
vecchie”(“Old vineyards”).

The winery promotes tasting days to spread both the wine and knowledge of their prod-
uct throughout Europe and America: Seattle, WA (United States), Kansas City, MO (United
States); St. Louis, MO (United States), Amsterdam (The Netherlands), Rotterdam (The
Netherlands); Gurtweil (Germany); Veurne (Belgium).
Furthermore, at the Cooperative wine cellar of Vinchio - Vaglia Serra, a day of celebration
is held featuring the excellent wine produced in the hills of Vinchio. The day includes a walk
in the Val Sarmassa Nature Reserve, with stops in the most picturesque areas and tradi-
tional farmer’s breakfast and a guided tour of the winery, during which the winemaking
process is explained and the wines produced are offered for tasting. 

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

fig.105

fig.105: Tipical example of cooperation be-
tween small vine farmers: Cooperative wine
cellar of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra.
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Analysis of the perceptive component

The component’s orographic formation does not allow one to perceive the area in its entirety
from a single vantage point; there is thus a succession of different views depending on the
stretch of road taken. In the central part of the bounded area, at the belvedere of the Bric Noche,
one can perceive the different uses of the plots, spread over small hills with moderate slopes:
those to the south, better exposed, are used as vineyards, while those in north are often oc-
cupied by arable land and wooded spots, as are the small valleys; this alternation is one of the
distinctive features of the landscape of Nizza Monferrato and Barbera (fig.106).
This horizon is limited within the narrower valleys, while along the streets of the ridge one may
take in larger portions of the landscape, where the hillside settlements of Vinchio, Vaglio Serra
and Castelnuovo Calcea stand out. The latter offers an equipped vantage point situated on the
highest terrace of the medieval castle, from which one can note the widespread presence of
visual poles coinciding with the bell towers that rise in every village.
From the point of view of colour, the leaves of the barbera vine have a dark green colour on their
upper side, sometimes reddened or bronzed already in the summer, and light green on the
bottom. Their autumn colouring is rather reddish, often tending to bright red, offering a high-
impact aesthetic effect.
The landscape and the characters of barbera wine are narrated by a writer and journalist born
in Vinchio in 1912, Davide Lajolo, who served for three legislative terms as a deputy of the Ital-
ian Republic and was director of the important national newspaper L’Unità . 
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fig.106: “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”
component: variegated landscape
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Attachment to his homeland is the main theme of his writings, which contains descriptions of
landscapes that bear witness to how wine culture is strongly rooted in these lands:

“In the winter, my country is a land of mud, as in the spring it is a land of peach and cherry
blossoms, in summer it is a land of lizards and hares, in autumn it is the land of grapes, of the
harvests of the black barbera grape.” 

“The vineyard is at eye level; every branch, every clod of earth on which the rows stand is
marked by the centuries-old toil of peasants. The winemaker begins to prune the vine when his
shoes are still immersed in the wintry mud. It’s still cold and you already see the farmers - bun-
dled up, their hands reddened - trudging through the rows one by one while choosing which
branches will put out grapes and must therefore receive the roots’ full vigour, while the others
must instead be cut. Pruning is not just a job, it’s an art. (…) the cut branches bring forth
tears. If you pass among the rows, it’s like witnessing a silent weeping, and you’re led to see
the vine as a creature.”

The scenic aspect of the small villages that rise atop the hills, instead, is evoked in this pas-
sage describing the moment the morning mist slowly gives way to the rising sun:

“Even the hill on which Vinchio stood had to yield to the rising grey tide that rose day and
night, hiding even the tips of the tallest trees. One moved there without seeing, wrapped in dark-
ness and dampness. (...) All of a sudden, the gray-black bitumen vanished from the skies and
a flash of blue appeared. The sun was like a point of light, a hope, but it pierced through more
and more. I was happy. The blue grew in contrast with that earthly fog in which I was still sub-
merged. And behold, on the distant horizon rising from that opaque sea, the mountains. They
shone in the sun. Then, magically, there appeared in front of me the bell tower of Castelnuovo
Calcea, then the church, the surrounding houses. I turned to look for Vinchio, which I had left
behind. Even the houses of my village had emerged, the sun dressed them to the nines. Ex-
traordinary! The houses one by one seemed to rise on the sea like a sea vessel, like an island
that suddenly appears to the seaman.”

In addition to the literature, even the photography tells of the landscapes of Nizza Monfer-
rato and Barbera. At the Chiarlo of Castelnuovo Calcea winery, and in particular thanks to the
establishment of the art park “Footsteps on the Court,” there has been held annually, for the
past ten years, a photographic festival organized during the days of harvest, and that has seen
the participation of important Italian photographers, asked to document through their cameras
the delicate and much-anticipated moment of the grape harvest.
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2.a.5 Canelli and Asti Spumante

The area of “Canelli and Asti Spumante” represents the excellence of the production cen-
ter of the Asti Spumante wine, resulting from the processing of the Moscato bianco grape
variety.
This is a territory where the vine undisputedly dominates and characterizes the landscape
thanks to its neat, geometric and well cared rows disposed on the slopes of the hills shaped
over the centuries by the work of men and where major technological innovations have
started the history of great Italian sparkling wines. (fig.107)

The Moscato bianco grape variety is historically attested in Piedmont, especially on the
hills of the Langhe and Monferrato, where the peculiar pedoclimatic conditions allowed the
spread and indissolubly bounded the production of its aromatic grapes to the territory of
the component. This grape variety is also grown in other parts of Europe, but only in Pied-
mont concentration is so extensive; furthermore only in Piedmont the Moscato grapes are
processed in order to obtain an aromatic sparkling wine, while in other areas they be-
come the basis for the production of dessert wines.

The great success of Spumante, known and exported all over the world, has gradually trans-
formed an originally poly-culture territory in one of the major national and international
centers of wine production, whose capital is the town of Canelli. The evidences of this pro-
duction are the prestigious sparkling wine factories, many of which are based in Canelli,
where they are known as “underground cathedrals” because of the huge monumental
spaces that extend under the town. They are located near the railroad mainly, wich had
great importance for the economic development of the area.

The Vineyard 
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involved

Area of the 
component (ha)

Prevaling 
grape-variety

Characterising 
wine

Calosso, Canelli,
Santo Stefano
Belbo

1.971

Moscato bianco

Asti DOCG

fig.107

fig.107: “Canelli and Asti Spumante” 
component
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A counterpart to this industrial reality is the vernacular architectures that characterize the
small village of Calosso: the “crutin”, domestic wineries that are intended to preserve the
bottles for the family.

The perimeter of the component of the property is set on the hillsides and panoramic routes
crests that define the area of an intact land with the most beautiful landscapes. In corre-
spondence of the town of Canelli the border stands on the perimeter of the old town and
the areas related to the main sparkling wine factories of historical foundation: the Cantine
Gancia, Bosca, Bosca ex Zoppa, Contratto and Coppo.

The area fully satisfies the requirement of functional integrity, as the entire production of
the Asti DOCG takes place within its territory, as exemplified as follows: 
• places for cultivation : 1236 hectares of vineyards predominantly cultivated with Moscato
bianco, with a wide diffusion of ciabot within plots of land and individual farms;

• places for production and conservation: 238 winemaking companies specialized in this
production, especially the 5 sparkling wine industries and  their undeground cathedrals
of Canelli  and the Cooperative wine cellar of Calosso;

• places for distribution: Regional wine shop of Canelli and of the Astesana, municipal win-
ery of Calosso, many private wineries.
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Analysis of the natural component

The property is placed between the Alto Monferrato and the Langhe territories, and between
the fluvial area delimited by the Belbo river, flowing towards the south, and the Tinella river, its
main tributary, which flows around the western border. As for the hill morphology of the area
- fairly recent formation dating back to the Tertiary-age - we can distinguish two different areas:
the central area is made   up of small differences in height and moderate steepness, because of
the prevail of marl, less resistant to the erosive activity and whose slopes are therefore lower
and with more shaped profiles; the southern area instead has very steep slopes and narrower
valleys. The vineyard covers most of the land area of the component even if sporadically,
along roads and near architectural structures, tree species and woods of oak (Quercus robur),
black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia) and chestnut (Castanea sativa) appear, while in marginal
areas occasionally appear hazel and fruit trees.

Terroir
The peculiarities of the Moscato bianco, famous since ancient times, are enhanced by pedo-
climatic and geological characteristics of the area: the lands that make up the hills of the Canelli
area in fact allow to achieve the best results in terms of aromatic component, acid and sugar
balance and fineness of the grapes.

These soils, such as those of the whole basin of the Langhe, mostly date back to the Miocene,
when they emerged from the sea occupying the Po Valley, but in the stratigraphic profile of the
component, there are three different formations that return specific chemical and physical
characteristics to the land: in the central property “Formations of Saint Agata Marls Fossils”,
with marlstone features – silty; in the southern part, on the border with the Belbo river “Ser-
ravalle Sandstones “, sandstones and sands in banks alternating with light-colored marls,
and, finally, near the municipal territory of Calosso, “Lequio Formations” with more compact
marls and sands. All these formations give to the soil the typical light color that is traditionally
known as “white lands”.  
These lands, rich of calcium carbonate, with poor nutrition and predominantly alkaline with a fine
texture, determine the optimal conditions for the cultivation of Moscato bianco in allowing proper
vigor of the vine and consequently exalt to perfection, in the period before the harvest, the aro-
matic expression. The crucial role of the terroir is evident if we consider that it gives the grapes
unique characteristics depending on the subareas of cultivation: fruity and floral notes in the
area of Santo Stefano Belbo and citrus notes in the lands of Canelli e Calosso, impossible to
achieve on clay soils, where the less aromatic finesse of the grapes can be perceived.

The hills feature moderate heights, between 100 and 300 m above sea level, with a variable
trend: North-South for the valleys surrounding the Tinella and East - South / West for those of
Belbo. The steepness is more moderate in the central part, with slopes ranging from 10 to 20%,
and is accentuated in the southern area on the border with the hydrographic system of the
Belbo, where there are slopes of more than 30%, but with favorable expositions to South-South-
West. (See “Morfology map of the slopes” and “Map of the sides exposure” in this section).

The main hydrographic network, as already mentioned, is characterized by the rivers Belbo and
Tinella, while the secondary system relating to the two streams draws a dense network that
runs through the valleys with a narrow section.
The territory of   ”Canelli and Asti Spumante” has a particular climate, mostly temperate and
cold, thanks to the protection from the Mediterranean and Atlantic influences ensured by the hills. 
The average temperature results in hot summers (up to 35 ° C) and cold winters (with peaks
below - 15°); there also are two rainy periods and two where rainfalls are minimal, with a ten-
dency to summer drought. The substantially dry environment arising from such factors is
extremely favorable to the cultivation of Moscato bianco, which prefers dry and ventilated
climates.
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Analysis of the anthropic component

Agricultural Winegrowing system 
The component includes an area with a high vocation for winemaking and is characterized
by a more intensive and specialized viticulture, which covers about 1236 hectares, where
the most prevalent grape variety is Moscato bianco, aromatic cultivars for excellence, with
a significant area that produces one of Italy’s ambassador in the world of wine, the Asti
Spumante DOCG.

Here the cultivation of the vine, traditionally set on a system of small growers working for
large sparkling wine business, allowed to safeguard small properties and maintain a neat
and intact landscape. 

Among the most famous vineyards of Moscato bianco, connoisseurs recognize the great
vocation of the plots of land of the fraction of Sant’Antonio of Canelli and San Siro in
Calosso, that, thanks to a combination of factors related to the exposure and the nature of
soils, allow the grapes of Muscat to express the most out of the aromatic characteristics
for which they are well-known.

• The cultivation phase
Asti Spumante is produced in purity using only Moscato bianco grapes. To the designation
of “Moscato” is referred a broad family of grapes that share a genetic relationship and a
strong aromatic valence, among which the variety of Moscato bianco is considered as the
noblest, historically called in Italy “Moscato of Canelli”, a name that is known all over
the world since the 19th century and which underlines that the designated component rep-
resents an area of excellence for the production of this grape variety. (fig.108)
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The selection made over the centuries on the grape variety has in fact led to a close rela-
tionship with the territory of the component. In addition, through the modern techniques
of clonal selection, a wide range of clones and rootstocks have been identified whose ref-
erence vineyards are located in the territory of the component.
This profound expertise allowed the optimization of combinations of plant, soil and climate
contributing to obtain grapes with unique features and high quality.

Moscato bianco is the only grape variety used in Italy for large industry. Small farms in-
volved in the supply chain, often family-run, produce grapes that are picked and given to
cooperative wineries and especially the great sparkling wine factories. The main purpose
of this production system is due to the fact that sparkling wines requires technologies and
equipment that only large systems can provide.  
From a cultivation point of view, therefore, a high number of plots of land is present, some
with small surface areas, which however allow to obtain an adequate income to wine-
growers thanks to ‘“interprofessional agreement for the Moscato grapes”. It is an agree-
ment, signed for the first time in 1979, between representatives of farmers, cooperative
wineries and sparkling wine industries, and it regulates the price of grapes annually.
This policy of large wineries not to acquire plots of land, but to buy the required grapes
for the winemaking from individual farmers, is a tradition that remained unchanged over
the years, preserving the landscape, characterized by homogeneous vines areas with a few
isolated farm buildings over the territory.

The Moscato bianco grape variety adapts to different forms of cultivation and pruning: in
this area is raised on espalier with Guyot pruning system and 8/10 free gems. In fact, the
wise traditional management of the vineyard allowed to learn the cultural attitudes of this
grape variety and refine the most appropriate method of farming.
The rows are arranged in prevalence “a girapoggio” (around the hillock), although in the
southern part, where the slopes are more pronounced, it is noted the occasional presence
of embankments shaped by man to allow the growing also on the steep slopes.

The precious aromatic substances that the Moscato bianco grape variety produces in the
last weeks before the harvest, reach the maximum accumulation in the berry in the first ten
days of September, when the harvesting operations begin, carried out exclusively by hand
in order not to alter the aromas of the grapes. After harvesting, the grapes of Moscato
bianco are immediately sent to the departments of pressing, which occurs without the de-
stalking process (unlike what happens in Barolo and Barbaresco), and transformed into
must, in order to start the process of winemaking.

• The vinification phase
The production of Asti DOCG through the winemaking of Moscato bianco is the result of a
complex process, whose stages have been refined in the symbolic places of Italian
sparkling wine in Canelli, thanks to biology, chemistry, mechanics and physics. 

Although the high quality of the Asti Spumante begins in the vineyard, the success of the
production depends on the delicate phase of the transformation of grapes in the cellars,
where they still perpetuate the great traditions of Piedmont sparkling wine factories.
The classic technique of preparation of sparkling wines is commonly known as the “Cham-
penois method”: this name comes from the region of France where, in the famous abbey
of Hautvillers, the Benedictine abbot and winemaker Dom Perignon used this technique for
the first time in 1618. This method, based on the bottle fermentation, the yeast thinning,
and the removal of the sediment through the operations of shaking (remuage) and dis-
gorgement (degorgement), is used today for the production of dry sparkling wines, but is
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not suitable for the production of noble sweet sparkling wines such as Asti Spumante. This,
in fact, at the time of effervescing stage would still contain from 100 to 120 grams per liter
of sugars that during the fermentation in bottle would produce very high pressures, with
the consequent risk of breakage of the bottles.
Professor Francesco Martinotti from Piedmont was the first to apply in 1895 a new
method: the controlled effervescing in large tightly closed large containers, the autoclaves
or “cuve close”, which later he patented. This was the first step towards the starting of the
great tradition of Piedmont Spumante. Later, the method was refined by the French Char-
mat which replaced the wooden autoclave with steel machinery internally coated with vit-
reous enamel. The advantages of the Martinotti method are related mainly to bring out the
aromas of the Moscato bianco grapes, which could be damaged by the long stay of yeast
typical of the Champenoise Method. The characteristic aroma of the Asti Spumante was in
fact created by the union of terpenic compounds with a low odor threshold and aromatic
charge contained in Moscato grapes with the volatile compounds which are formed dur-
ing the fermentation. 

The must obtained immediately after the harvest is refrigerated at low temperatures with
the aim of avoiding the initiation of fermentation; is then clarified, made limpid and main-
tained in chilled autoclaves until the beginning of the fermentation. The subsequent stages
of production require the fermentation of the preserved musts. The refrigerated must is
brought to temperatures close to 18 ° C, triggering the alcoholic fermentation with selected
yeasts with special characteristics. When the alcohol content reaches values    close to 5.5%,
the second fermentation process begins; this is where the Spumante comes to life. 
Once achieved the 7% of alcohol required by the regulations, in about 15 days, the Asti
Spumante reaches the optimum pressure of 5-6 atmospheres and a substantial residual
sugar. At this point the wine is cooled down to approximately 0 ° C to stop the fermenta-
tion process; a clarification is performed to achieve the desired degree of clarity; finally the
processes of isobaric bottling with sterilizing filtration and capping with corks are per-
formed. The bottles are kept in the cellars for a few months before moving to the packag-
ing and marketing. Asti Spumante, in fact, is not a wine for aging and should be consumed
young, possibly within the year following the harvest, in order to appreciate the aroma in
its typical and full intensity. (fig.109-110)
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The Denominations of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin related to Moscato bianco are two,
distinctive for the wines that stick to the strict regulations for the winemaking of this grape
variety and protect it since 1993.
The denomination “Asti” or “Asti spumante” only identifies the sparkling wine type. The de-
nomination “Moscato” or “Moscato d’Asti” is reserved to the non-sparkling white wine.
With the establishment of DOCG the two types have been diversified since the cultivation
in the vineyard. In fact the product specification stipulates strict rules with regard to the pro-
duction of Asti Spumante and Moscato d’Asti and regulates not only the production tech-
niques, but also of cultivation.
Since 1932 the “Consortium for the protection of Asti DOCG” operates in order to im-
prove the production and promotion of Asti DOCG Asti and Moscato d’Asti DOCG and per-
forms the duties of control over the entire production chain. In fact, the Consortium certifies
the product of the associated companies and delivers the government mark, attesting the
compliance with the standards listed in the product specification. 

Featuring a brilliant clarity and more or less intense straw yellow color, Asti Spumante has
a distinctive and unique aroma, fragrant and aromatic, rich of fruity and floral notes with
hints of green, trees and musk of natural and balanced semi-sweetness. The foam is fine
and persistent; the perlage is tiny and continuous. (fig.111)
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• The distribution phase
The production chain of Moscato bianco is currently able to produce about 80 million bot-
tles of Asti DOCG and 25 million bottles of DOCG Moscato, an amount that has seen a
steady increase in recent years1.

The wines from the Moscato bianco grape variety are very important both nationally and
internationally. In particular, the Asti DOCG is sold mainly in Europe, for about 65% of
production, with peaks in Germany, Russia, Great Britain and then in Italy (about 15%) and
finally in non-EU countries, in particular United States and Canada. The market of Asti DOCG
is controlled by 5 sparkling wine factories that sell almost 80% of the product, around
65 million bottles. The sparkling wine factories own some vineyards, but they purchase
the majority of grapes and must directly from the cooperative wineries. In this sense, the
extension of the buffer zone to the east of the territories of Canelli is motivated by the pres-
ence of some cooperative wineries that contribute to the chain of sparkling wine, in addi-
tion to the ones already present in the area, considered to be a representative of a wider
phenomenon. 

Moscato d’Asti is instead sold primarily in countries outside Europe, about 66% of pro-
duction, then in Europe and in Italy. 

An important distribution point is the Regional wine shop of Canelli and of the Astesana
(E04), which currently has 52 members, including the major winemaking companies and
the municipalities where the wine is produced, and enhances and promotes the area’s image
and the quality of wines produced in the Asti area. (fig.112)

Cultural system
The component “Canelli and Asti Spumante” includes within its perimeter Canelli, a medium
size town, and the small village of Calosso; the countryside is also dotted with diffuse set-
tlements, made of small rural cores and isolated farmhouses arranged along the dense
road network.

From the infrastructures point of view, the territory is bordered South by the railway line
Alessandria - Cavallermaggiore and is crossed by provincial valley paths, further branched
into smaller links that follow the crests of the hills and offer panoramic views of the land-
scape, intact and geometrically drawn by the rows of vineyards.

Regarding the architecture related to the wine industry, the central elements of this com-
ponent are on one hand the monumental “underground cathedrals” of Canelli, impressive
structures related to the production of sparkling wine, and on the other the “crutin” of
Calosso, small underground rooms for the domestic storage of wine and food: they both
contribute to document the rooted wine culture and the different nuances that character-
ize this area.

Canelli (fig.113)
The settlement has two distinct urban sectors: the “Villanuova” built around the old cas-
trum, on top of a small hill in the north-east of the town, and the “Borgo”, formed by suc-
cessive layers at the foot of the medieval castle. The first and second part of the urban
sectors have maintained the boundaries of the primitive wall curtain, still partly existing
and bordered by vineyards and woods.
The medieval urban structure, densely built and closely related the serpentine trend of the
paths, presents a sloping development of the buildings along the side of the hill, on top of
which stand out for monumental architectural the highest caliber buildings. First of course
the castle, now Gancia Palace (fig.114) (C33), whose first traces date back the 11th cen-
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tury, which owes its current appearance to the 17th century reconstruction - which took
place following the destruction by the Spanish - and to a major restoration in 1929, during
which the lateral wings of the building were added. In the upper part of the city there are
important religious buildings, including the former Church of San Rocco (C62) expression
of the Piedmont Baroque with a brick curved facade and an ellipsoidal plan, subject of a re-
cent restoration.
The parish church of San Leonardo (D32) is located very close to the castle and was also
reshaped in Baroque style on the property of the ancient church of Saint Michele.
Not far away, along the village below, is the church of San Tommaso (D33), attested from
the 11th century and rebuilt in the 17th.
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The “Borgo” below is formed in part by the settlement that from the last slopes of the Vil-
lanuova hill descends towards the floor (via Roma) and the system of the central squares
of the town. In the highest part prevail buildings with a 16th to 18th century plant and, pro-
ceeding downwards, we can find 19th century building types.
Toward South, the village further expanded along the river to accommodate the structures
of a modern winemaking center, which has found its functional completion in the south-
ern expansion of the town, where in the contemporary era the railway station (Alessandria-
Cavallermaggiore line) played a crucial role for the development of the city, especially for
its winemaking connotation, since its path was drawn in 1857 to facilitate the movement
of wine and workers employed by the first producers of Spumante.

An important urban sector for its historical and documentary value in the continuative pro-
duction of work spaces intended for wine is Via Giuliani, whose value is also recognized by
the Regulatory Plan which identifies this area urban as “case dei vini” (wine houses) refer-
ring to a series of buildings composed of production areas (wineries) accompanied by rooms
used as offices, representation spaces, residence of the owners and service buildings.
The street is characterized by the presence of an underground and above-ground archi-
tecture of great importance from many points of view. In the underground the cellar sys-
tem develops, mostly connected to each other, while above ground we can find the sparkling
wine factories of the 19th century, well know all over the world and for the most part still in
business. A 19th century building in Via Giuliani also houses the MUvistep Museo virtuale
della storia dell’enologia e dell’enomeccanica piemontese (MUvistep Virtual Museum
of the Piedmont history of winemaking and wine-mechanics) (M09), which aims to the en-
hance the sector related to the wine industry, mostly concentrated in the Canelli area, while
promoting historical research and technological innovation, recovering and cataloging the
related documentary heritage and making it accessible to visitors and researchers.
Canelli also hosts other important museums connected to the sparkling wine industry and
its suppliers. Among them there are, in particular, the MUSA MUseo multimediale del Sud
Astigiano (M06) (multimedia museum of South Asti MUSA) which tells the 150 years of
Italian wine vocation, through a guided tour intended to communicate a life philosophy and
a culture that, over time, became from peasant to entrepreneurial, the Centro per l’arte e
la cultura “Luigi Bosca” (M08) (Center for Art and Culture “Luigi Bosca”) and the “Gan-
cia” Museum (M10), which are located in the homonymous sparkling wine factories.

The industries of the sparkling wine are the protagonists, along with the entire town of
Canelli, of the event “Canelli City of Wine” which is divided into three days, promoting
Moscato bianco through the evocation of the 19th century pressing of grapes and visits to
the cellars. The Regional wine shop of Canelli and of the Astesana (E04), located in 19th
century expansion of the city, is among the organizers and promotes the great producers
of white and red wines of the Asti area.

The architecture of the area is a testimony of the ability to adapt the wine places to
changes and needs of the production cycle. In fact, the new sparkling winemaking tech-
niques have been tested on a large scale since the middle of the 19th century in these en-
vironments, also called “underground cathedrals”, which have an architectural shape
deeply linked to the particular method of processing of grapes. 

It is provided a brief illustration below, see “Map of the wine related places” for a compre-
hensive picture on the diffusion of “wine places” throughout the municipal territory of Canelli. 
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• Cantine Gancia (P05-C59) (fig.115)
The “F.lli Gancia” company - recognized as one of the oldest industrial companies in Italy
-, was officially born in 1850, and established in 1860 in Canelli, where the main complex
of historic industrial factories are still located, with an appendix of facilities for the press-
ing of grapes located in the nearby town of Santo Stefano Belbo. 
For the relocation of establishments some buildings discharged by the French government
are occupied after the collapse of the Napoleonic Empire that had confiscated them during
the annexation of Piedmont to France. A fundamental element of these structures was the
proximity to the train station with which same factories were connected from the very be-
ginning of the railway, inaugurated in 1857 for the line “Alessandria - Cavallermaggiore”.
The complex consists of buildings laid out above ground and underground. The structures
above ground (partly original and datable to the early 19th century), are divided into man-
ufacturing halls, offices, exhibition and storage halls, arranged around a large courtyard.
The underground floors, divided into accessory rooms for the production and aging of
wine cellars, extend for hundreds of meters seamlessly underground. The total area cov-
ered by these structures is around 35,000 square meters, with a similar extension also for
to the underground structure.
Currently in the underground cellars, tens of meters deep, multi-level, next to the original
tunnels dug into the tuff or covered by bricks where at this day, as in the past, the process
of natural fermentation of sparkling wines, there are entire futuristic departments where an-
cient and modern tanks for the fermentation and refrigeration (from the concrete to the
steel ones) complete hundreds of walls bringing a capacity of 10 million liters. The com-
pany has set up a museum that tells the history of the company and collects interesting
materials related to advertising and promotion, such as posters of the beginning of the 20th

century or TV commercials of 1960. 
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• Cantine Bosca (P01-C57) (fig.116)
The Bosca house is located in the “Largo dei Cantinieri” (Cellarmen District), the urban
sector whose name still honors the grouping of the first Piedmont winemakers and entre-
preneurs.
The company consists of a representation main building characterized by a facade of late
17th century with a stately central door entrance, and openings in the main floor with crown-
ing gables. This was the first property of the company that in the 19th century acquired a
second building for the production of wine: on the ground floor the machining operations
took place while the underground cellars were reserved to the aging of the product.
Today the ground floor spaces have been partially converted for exhibitions, while the under-
ground cellars, known as the “Sentarc” Cellar (cellars of one hundred arches) still remain.
These are very suggestive spaces characterized by the succession of vaults separated by
relieving arches, exposed brick, with a herringbone structure; the vaults have preserved the
central hole that allowed the passage of grapes or bottles from the upper floor to the lower one. 
A multitude of other cellars develops in the perpendicular structures of the “Sentarc” cel-
lars: the tasting room, a huge wine cellar covered with a barrel vault adjacent parallel to an-
other branch that houses an old alembic, reflecting the processing of brandy held for many
years in these environments, but no longer practiced. 
A labyrinth of major tunnels and secondary spaces stretches from another branch, per-
pendicular to the previous ones, partly marked by masonry pillars: above, the 19th century
building houses the “Center for Culture and Art Luigi Bosca” founded in 1981, as well as a
collection of glasses of different ages and shapes.
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• Cantine Bosca former Zoppa (P02-C56) (fig.117)
A second headquarters of the company Bosca took over from the previous owners, the “Zoppa”,
the first winery formed in 1810. The architectural complex is located along the railway and the
choice was made to facilitate shipments and trade relations with the outside world; there still is
in fact a rail in front of the main facade of the building at the service of the company.
The underground productive part develops according to an “L shaped” structure: the first
building structure is formed by a long tunnel covered by a plastered barrel vault, with in-
termediate exhaust arches of lowered type. Within this space, barrels of larger dimensions
are retained. The second branch, wider than the previous one and perpendicular to it, is
marked by a sequence of brick pillars and stone bands, placed on the center line; above
these pillars are set the plastered vaults with exposed brick arches. The space - divided
into naves - hosts the large, medium and small size barrels, all fully operating. In corre-
spondence with this cellar, upstairs, another productive environment of large dimensions
develops, similar to the lower one, but used for bottling and labelling.
The underground and above ground productive environments are connected together in
order to facilitate the operations of winemaking; it is interesting to note that the under-
ground spaces related to the processing of winemaking maintained their architectural con-
formation almost unchanged, unlike the “external” ones where canopies, support metal
structures and many Art Nouveau decorative elements witness to the adoption of the taste
of the early 20th century to the residential and accessories environments.

2. Description 2.a Description of the
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• Cantine Contratto (P03-C58) (fig.118)
Founded in Canelli in 1867 by Giuseppe Contratto, the company began its business mak-
ing wine from grapes purchased in the area, as well as those obtained from the first owned
vineyards. 
Over time, the production increasingly specialized in the manufacture of sparkling wine
and, at the end of the 19th century - when transportation was still difficult and character-
ized by adventurous sea voyages - exports were already established in Argentina, Brazil,
United States; for many European countries shipments occurred by rail. 
For this reason, in the early years of the 20th century, the cellar was enlarged by digging new
majestic tunnels in the heart of the hills and creating new buildings around the original nu-
cleus. In 1913 they received the prestigious award “Supplier of the Royal House of Savoy”
and shortly thereafter the “Supplier of the Papal States.” In those years, the company owned
agencies in Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, New York, Paris, Nice, Geneva, Lon-
don and Tripoli and took part to international fairs. 
The oldest part of the company dates back to last decades of the 18th century: here we can
find the “Sala dei Sacchi,” formerly used to wash the “Dutch” bags, the cotton filters for the
stabilization of the Moscato wine. This area provides access to the most fascinating cel-
lar developed on the ground floor: the “Sempione tunnel” dug into the hillside of Canelli,
a real holy of holies of wine. Its name is linked to the date of its construction, the period
in which the homonymous railway tunnel linking Italy with Switzerland was also built (1889-
1905). This cellar is developed on two long parallel environments with a “transect” in the
middle; at the bottom we can find sandstone walls that allow to read the geological stratig-
raphy of the soil. A corridor allows to access to other cellars of different heights charac-
terized by the impressive vaulted roofs of brick or plastered. 
The first floor features a rich schedule of underground cellars divided by pillars or charac-
terized by an unique environment; finally, a ceremonial hall and a series of recently restored
triangle tunnels complete the production area.
This tunnel complex still in use today by a company known worldwide for the quality of its
products, is a particularly important example of productive structures preserved in an ex-
cellent manner, in accordance with its original characteristics.
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• Cantine Coppo (P04-C60-C61) (fig.119)
The Coppo family history is intertwined with that of “Moscato” wine, since Piero Coppo -
founder of the company - began producing in the early years of the 20th century the sweet
sparkling wines hallmark of the “made in Italy ‘.
The company changed its production during the course of its history, from the sweet
sparkling to brut wines made   from pinot, but has also adept at the production of great red
wines of Monferrato and Langhe. For this reason the company was enlarged and equipped
with facilities able to compete on the difficult markets of the post-war. 
The first winery, 6 meter tall, is divided into two parts, each covered by a barrel vault strongly
lowered with exposed brick, dates back to the twenties and thirties of the 20th century.
A second cellar bearing the inscription “1902” embedded on cast iron scroll allows to enter in
the infernot, connected to the third cellar characterized by the presence of two large niches con-
taining a vat and a wall of bottles. At the bottom we can see behind a gate a low curved tun-
nel, closed at the bottom that could lead to another room, now with different properties.
A second series of winemaking cellars is found later on the road: the production areas are
located below an interesting art nouveau building with neo-Gothic architectural details. In
the first gallery the pressing of grapes process occurs; from this it starts a second paral-
lel tunnel - similar to the previous one - where the old sugar warehouses and old concrete
tanks for processing grapes no longer in business are kept.
Finally, a unique maze of long corridors-cellars which expand from time to time with short
recesses, complete this vast property: some walls still house vitrified tiles, niches and con-
crete tanks that were used for “Moscato” and that now house stacks of bottles. Walking
along these corridors in the underground of Canelli we can reach a private courtyard over-
looking the “Via dei Cantinieri”, the property par excellence of the local wine production. 
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Calosso 
The small village of Calosso is an example of high-ground village that has preserved almost
intact its medieval origin system. The urban structure, with narrow and elongated lots, is at-
tested along the path on the crest that leads to the fortress, occupied by an impressive defen-
sive structure attested since the 13th century. The castle (C30) partly preserves the oldest
structures, particularly on the northern front, dominated by the massive cylindrical tower dec-
orated with arches and topped by battlements. From the 16th century it has been the subject
of a transformation that led him to assume the mansion appearance that still keeps. 
Inside the perimeter of the ancient fortified walls is the Church of San Martino (D36), built
on the property of a former place of worship, who’s facade shows the sign of the nine-
teenth-century restoration that has widened the side naves. (fig.120)

The historic center of Calosso is the background of the autumn fair “Fiera del Rapulè”,which
refers to the tradition of celebrating the harvest time of the grapes of Saint Martin, also known
as “rapulin”, small grapes that are left on the vine during the harvest and then pressed in the
traditional way with the feet. During this occasion is also set up a route that promotes local
food and wine products that winds also within the “crutin” dug under the houses of the old
town.   
The crutin of Calosso are an outstanding example of vernacular architecture linked to
wine culture: they are ancient cellars dug in the tuff with brick vaults, used for the domestic
conservation of bottles and food, both as ice house and tanks. These cellars are extremely
widespread, so much that almost every house in the historical center has an underground
space derived from tuff rocks of the ground: they have variable dimensions; some of them
bear engraved on the walls the date of construction, generally dating from the 18th and 19th

centuries. Most crutin are privately owned and can be accessed from the houses, but some
are related to small wineries located in the village, among which still remains the Cooper-
ative wine cellar of Calosso, founded in 1904. 

Among the many crutin located in Calosso, we report:

• Crotin Crota ‘d Calos (Cr30) (fig.121a)
This remarkable structure was chosen as the headquarters of Municipal Winery of Calosso
(F02) and the homonymous restaurant. The historic building above, originally connected
to the castle, is preceded by a colonnaded courtyard which features an interesting ceiling
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with hollow flat brick tiles resting on wooden beams, and a mixed masonry of Langa bricks
and stones. On the back wall there are a series of round arches that frame the niches in tuff,
probably once used as a shelter or as small barn for animals. To access the crutin we must
walk through a staircase covered with a brick barrel vault that leads to two adjoining rooms,
whose walls, fitted with more recently built niches, host bottles of local producers.
  
• Crotin del Teatro (of the Theater) (Cr22) (fig.121b)
The crutin of the theater was recently discovered during the restoration work of the build-
ing that houses the municipal theater. On this occasion it has been found a cavity and from
a first exploration it was discovered a long tunnel completely dug in the tuff leading to a se-
ries of small rooms. The access is from one of the premises placed on the lower level of
the theater, and a stairway leads to the portion of crutin, whose walls are dug into the tuff,
while the floor is in beaten earth. The environment shows architectural details of great
value, such as the vault carved into the rock that covers a small   distribution area.

• Crotin Barbero (Cr18) (fig.121c)
It is a private structure composed of multiple environments connected together, which have
originated from an indoor room with a beautiful brick barrel vault whose bricks are sorted in
the central part in a herringbone pattern and in the two side in parallel with the line of duty.
The different crutin are placed at different heights and have specific destinations of use: food
pantry, ice house, hide, water collection tank. The walls are mostly in tuff, with some brick por-
tions, from which seats and niches used to store bottles of wine were obtained. From the
main path then depart further small crutins at different heights, until arriving in depth to a very
humid compartment suitable to convey the water coming from the upper cistern.

• Crotin Carelli (Cr29) (fig.121d)
Privately owned, the crutin is connected to the cellar placed in the basement of the build-
ing, which can be accessed from the outside; the cellar was originally a deposit of demi-
johns and wine barrels. The main room is covered by brick vaults on iron girders, with
bricks arranged diagonally and an arc divided into two spaces. After the arch, on the left,
there is a small gate that shows a date: 1849. From here a small gallery with a brick vault
and walls leads to a second branch, which consists of a small crutin dug in tuff, still used
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fig.121a-b-c-d: 
a - Crotin Crota ‘d Calos
b - Crotin del Teatro
c - Crotin Barbero
d - Crotin Carelli

fig.121a fig.121b

fig.121c fig.121d
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as a food pantry and wine.   
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Analysis of the perceptive component

The landscape of the area is deeply marked by the presence of an intensive winegrowing,
occupying widely all the hills and that only in small part, on the less favorable lands, gives
way to the woods. 
In addition, the cultivation of vineyards characterizes the landscape also from a chromatic
point of view: the leaves of the vine in some periods of the year, like in autumn, vary in
many shades of yellow and orange and create a stunning contrast with the typical “white
lands” of this area. 
In summer the Moscato leaves are characterized by a dark green color on top and a light
green on the bottom, while the autumn color is yellow with golden shades, creating a sug-
gestive chromatic effect, but also making these vineyards easily recognizable among others.

The high ground village of Calosso is identifiable from a distance thanks to the bell tower
and the castle, which stand on the top of the hill, and represents a landmark of the land-
scape that can be observed from the many panoramic roads that are included in the perime-
ter of the component. A privileged point for observing the landscape thickly cultivated with
vineyards is the Tower of Contini in Canelli, from which a very wide visual field on the
hills of Moscato can embrace with the sight; the concept applies to the Bricco Creevacuore
in Calosso. The Gancia palace is a visual center that marks the town of Canelli, also rec-
ognizable from the particular settlement pattern that slopes from the hills to plan.

The Canelli and Valle Belbo territory constitute the natural scenario of some of the major
works of Cesare Pavese; often farms, rural villages and hills are the setting of the events
of his most well-known characters, as in the case of the Piana del Salto and the small nu-
cleus of San Bovo.

“Nuto, my friend from the Salto, provides tubs and presses for the whole valley, up to
Camo”. (from La luna e i falò - The Moon and the Bonfires -)

The agricultural world, the hills of vineyards and the villages frequently occur in the novel
La luna e i falò (The moon and the Bonfires), published in 1949, which contains autobi-
ographical references to the life of the author who was born in Santo Stefano Belbo at the
beginning of the century.

“Then, all those years until the legal age, that I had been a servant at the farm of Mora in
the fatty plain over the Belbo, and godfather, sold the cottage at Gaminella, had gone with
his daughters in Cossano, all those years I just had to look up from the fields to see under
the sky the vineyards of the Salto, that also sloped toward Canelli, in the sense of the rail-
way, the whistle of the train that evening and morning ran along the Belbo making me think
of wonders, stations and cities.”

The rural environment described by Pavese cannot ignore the constant presence in the
landscape of vineyards and wine culture that permeates every aspect of the life of the char-
acters of the novel:

“There’s a sun on these hills, a reflection of Grillaia and tuffs that I had forgotten. Here, the
heat does not fall from the sky, it comes from below - from the earth, from the bottom of
the vines that seem to have eaten every green to go all over into the branch. It’s a heat that
I love, it has a smell: I’m in too that smell as well, as the many grape and hay harvests and
stripping, many flavors and many desires that I didn’t thought of having anymore.”
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“Instead I crossed the Belbo, on the walkway, and while I was walking, I pondered that
there is nothing more beautiful than a vineyard well hoed, well bound, with the right leaves
and that smell of earth baked by the August sun. A well-crafted vineyard is like a healthy
body, a body that lives, who has its breath and its sweat.”

In the eyes of the protagonist of the novel the town of Canelli looks like a distant world,
changed from the days of his childhood, but still linked to the winemaking reality that
unites it to the surrounding countryside: 

“I then realized that everything had changed. I liked Canelli for itself as the valley and the
hills and the banks that stuck out. I liked it because everything ended here, because it was
the last town where the seasons, not the years, alternated. The Canelli industrials could
make all sparkling wines they wanted, set up offices, machinery, wagons, warehouses, a
job I did too – from here road to Genoa started, leading who knows where.”

“In Canelli I entered a long avenue that back in my day was not there, but I immediately felt
the smell - that hint of grape marc, breeze of Belbo and vermouth. The streets were the
same, with those flowers by the windows, and the faces, the photographers, the buildings.
The place where there was more traffic was the square - a new bar, a gas station, a com-
ing and going of motorcycles in the dust. But the big plane tree was still there.” 

Pierflavio Gallina is a contemporary painter who portrays the Langhe territory and it has cer-
tainly been influenced by his fellow countryman Cesare Pavese: the moon, along with the
hills cultivated with vineyards is the protagonist of its landscapes. His works, in honor of
the Langhe and Monferrato, are exposed, in the Regional wine shop of Barolo, but also at
the Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea in Turin. (fig.122)
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fig.122: “Three moons”, painting by P. Gal-
lina inspired by Cesare Pavese’s work
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2.a.6 Monferrato of the Infernot

This component is located in the Basso Monferrato territory, set upon low-rise hills. This area
includes eight city centres placed on high ground whose original town layout shows an
extraordinary integrity and fabric recognisability: Cella Monte, Moleto, Rosignano Monferrato,
Frassinello Monferrato, Olivola, Camagna Monferrato, Vignale Monferrato, Sala Monferrato
(fig.123). These town centres are characterized by the widespread employment of the
Cantoni stone – a sandstone which can be found only in this part of the territory within the
hill basin of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato – and used not only for the construction of
buildings, but also for the realisation of extraordinary examples of vernacular architecture:
the infernot. These structures comprise several underground rooms dug below the level of
normal houses and used for the conservation of wine bottles. The infernot represent nothing
less than works of art born from the farming tradition and the skills of master builders and,
in this specific shape, are concentrated only in this small area of land. This component shows
a rich palimpsest of these examples, (49 Infernot have been mapped in the area up till now)
offering a wide range of types and methods of realisation of these structures. The area also
includes the Eco-museum dedicated to the processing of the Cantoni stone and the two largest
quarries, nowadays inactive, from which the raw material was extracted: Cave di Moleto and
Castello di Uviglie di Rosignano Monferrato. Besides the infernot, most of the component’s
pieces of architecture is made of Cantoni stone, including both fortified structures which often
crown ridge towns, and also religious buildings such as parish churches and chapels, such
as Madonna di Fossano in Camagna or San Pietro e Paolo in Olivola.

In the area, the most widely grown product is the Barbera grape variety, besides other minor
grape varieties, all traditionally linked to vinegrowing in Piemonte. The main wine which is
produced is the Barbera of Monferrato D.O.C.G., a red wine which differs from the Barbera
of Asti D.O.C.G. for the different winemaking technique. There are many winegrowing estates;
in Vignale Monferrato, inside the Palazzo Callori dating from the ‘700s,  you can fined the
Monferrato wine shop, one of the earliest Regional wine shops in Piedmont.

The selection of this area is based on the presence of historical centres of great historical
and architectural interest featuring infernot in an excellent state of conservation and which
are traditionally connected to the winemaking production. The boundaries have been
established mainly along roads connecting town centres and in correspondence with the in-
built town fabric, in order to deliver a landscape which is discreet and undamaged, also from
the point of view of visual fruition.
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involved

Area of the 
component (ha)

Prevaling 
grape-variety

Characterising 
wine

Camagna 
Monferrato, 
Cella Monte,
Frassinello 
Monferrato,  
Olivola, Ottiglio,
Ozzano 
Monferrato, 
Rosignano 
Monferrato,  
Sala Monferrato,
Vignale 
Monferrato

2.561

-

-

fig.123

fig.123: “Monferrato of the Infernot” com-
ponent characterized by gentle hills with
slight and hill villages
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Analysis of the natural component

The area comprises a hill matrix landscape system belonging to the Basso Monferrato area, in
which feature elevations have weak slopes and small gradients, achieving maximum heights
which are lower than 300 mt. The hilly soils are very light-coloured, being of a marl-calcareous
origin with widespread features of tuff, rich in silt and active limestone.
Concerning the composition of the woods, besides the common matrix of expanding locust-
tree both on old fields and also following continuing and repeated coppicing, there are also
chest-nut groves in regression with reserves of oaks (farnia, rovere, roverella and sometimes
cerro). Specifically, the fresher rainwater collection stations host persisting oak-hornbeams,
while the orno-querceto di Roverella can be found along the Southern-facing slopes, often in
its orniello pioneer variant.
A significant number of well-exposed hill slopes are used for vinegrowing. The component is
characterized by the variety and quality of the landscape due to the presence of a non-intensive
cultivation of vine, alternate to other crops frequently. It’s the farming arrangement of the dells
and valley floors which contribute the most to this variety, intended, for obvious reasons of
comfort, as plow-fields. Even if the traditional farming of wheat has slowly given way to corn,
poplars and vegetables, the relationship between extensive farming and vineyards shows, in
essence, an ecological balance which can be traced back, in certain cases, to the decades
between the XV and XVI century.
An element which characterises the “Monferrato of Infernot” landscape is the presence of the Can-
toni stone, one of the most valuable building materials which can be found in Italy. (fig.124)
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fig.124: Map of the Cantoni stone distribu-
tion in the Monferrato area
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Its geological history is connected to the formation processes which gave rise to the Apennine
Mountains and which, causing variations of the sea level, created islands made of the uplifted
sea-beds including the one comprising the current territory of Monferrato casalese. About 20
million years ago the sea began to cover part of the Island of Monferrato, where the Cantoni
stone started to be deposited.    
Calcareous-marl and clay mud began to be deposited on the sea-bed, interspaced by fossil-
bearing calcareous sands, upon which fell theMarne di Mincengo (Marls of Mincengo), rocks
which contain more clay than the ones contained in the Cantoni stone.
Between 7 and 5 million years ago the sea began receding, and these deposits emerged and
folded back following the formation of the Monferrato hills. After these geological events the
Cantoni stone and more recent marine deposits were for the most part eroded by waterways,
atmospheric agents and glaciations, allowing the more ancient clay-marl marine deposits,
which are at their base, to be re-exposed. Because of its mainly calcareous nature, the more
ancient Cantoni stone is not very workable, and this is the reason for which it was mainly used
by the lime and cement industries. Furthermore, irregular and fossil-bearing blocks were used
as building material and are still visible in many walls and houses located around the territory.
The most recent Cantoni stone was, on the other hand, quarried, especially in tunnels in the
area of Colma ed Uviglie di Rosignano in Monferrato, in order to yield valuable blocks and
slabs, locally called “Canton”, which could be used for building. (fig.125)

The various types and quality of the “cantoni” from Monferrato are therefore closely connected
to the depth of the sea and to the distribution of sediments from the coast towards the open
sea. Sediments were richer in carbonated calcium where the sea was relatively shallower (ter-
ritory of Rosignano Monferrato and hamlets, Terruggia, Cella Monte and Ottiglio-Moleto), and
therefore the cantoni were more resilient and valuable (of a yellowish colour). On the other
hand, where the sea deepened (towards the West of the above-mentioned locations) the clay
component of the sea-bed increased, and so the cantoni resulted in being more fragile and of
lower quality (of a grey-whitish or light blue colour).  The presence of hilly marl-calcareous soils
also influenced vinegrowing: tradition tells us that, in order to choose the areas in which to es-
tablish a vineyard, they would empirically search for the “vilet”, the dialect term for the fossil
shells which indicated a special type of loose and sandy soil.   

Analysis of the anthropic component

Agricoltural winegrowing system
The selected component is characterised by a hill system ranging between 120 and 300 me-
tres over sea level and featuring shallow slopes ranging between 10 – 20%.
Mountain chains and the sea affect the component’s climate and make it ideal for vine-
growing. Indeed, the semicircle of surrounding mountains offers protection against weather
fronts coming from the North and West, so that yearly rainfall is limited to about 600-700
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fig.125: Entrance to the Cava at Castle
Uviglie, Rosignano Monferrato 
(author: Celoria Ilenio, in 
http://www.ecomuseopietracantoni.it)
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millimetres of rain; winters are relatively warm with respect to the latitude, with minimum
values only a few degrees below zero and, usually, snowfall is modest.
The alkaline calcareous matrix, which is quite poor of organic compounds, with the addi-
tion of the silt granulometry of the soils and the temperate climate, make for a favourable
terroir for the growing of red grapevines, including the Barbera variety, which is therefore
the most widespread.
As a matter of fact, the Barbera, a long cycle grape variety, achieves high levels of ripening
thanks to the particularly temperate climate and the soil’s excellent drainage, while the
grapes achieve the correct level of acidity thanks to the soil rich in silt and active limestone.
Within the component, the vineyards arranged on “girapoggio” (around the hillock) are lo-
cated mainly on the hill slopes with their best exposure towards South and South/East, tra-
ditionally called “sulìn”, while slopes exposed to the North are avoided. Grape harvesting,
even if influenced by the Autumn climate trend, occurs here in the first quarter of October,
and the grapes are intended for the production of Barbera del Monferrato DOC and Bar-
bera del Monferrato Superiore DOCG. (fig.126)

Given the wide variety which characterises Barbera, the property allows to produce two ver-
sions of this product with great success: the Barbera del Monferrato, a firm wine with a good
body and a full and harmonious taste, and the sparkling Barbera del Monferrato: a sparkling wine
which is intended to be enjoyed while it is still young, with fruited scents and which is suitable
for drinking without particular refinement practices. And it is precisely the sparkling Barbera del
Monferrato which finds a particularly suitable aging environment in the infernot, whose exca-
vated sandstone walls create the perfect environment to maintain the wine’s feature liveliness.
The Barbera del Monferrato can be yielded by the Barbera grape in its pure form (as occurs
in most cases) or it can be assembled with a maximum of 15% of Freisa, Dolcetto or 
Grignolino which are present, albeit in lower numbers, in the property.
The D.O.C. certificate (Denomination of Controlled Origin), awarded in 1970, establishes the
reference territory for the production for which this component was selected, and also es-
tablishes the regulations for vinegrowing, against an espalier and with a Guyot pruning style
and for the winemaking process in compliance with traditional practices.
Beginning with the 2008 harvest the Barbera del Monferrato in its Superiore variety, which is
the most austere and prestigious version of Barbera del Monferrato, obtained the acknowl-
edgment of D.O.C.G. (Denomination of Controlled and guaranteed Origin). The Barbera del
Monferrato Superiore yields its structure and intense colour from the silt-rich soil of the hills
where its grapes are grown. Specifically, the “superiore” version is obtained from the ripest
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fig.126: Rows of Barbera vines
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grapes which remain in a cellar for a minimum period of 14 months, at least 6 of which are
spent in wooden casks.

Cultural system
Within its perimeter, the component encloses typical towns located on ridges which are
recognisable for their use of local stone, characterising most buildings and historical
centres. The main town settlement system is enriched by the minor settlement layout
made of villages and hamlets and isolated country houses.
From the infrastructure point of view, the territory is crossed by main valley-floor roads and
by a dense network of ridge connections which join the ridge towns with one another.
The particular workability of the Cantoni stone allowed for the building of some of the
property’s most evocative “places of wine”: these are the Infernot, vernacular struc-
tures, splendidly preserved both under the cellar floors of common homes and also
under palaces and castles or religious complexes. The Cantoni stone Ecomuseum has
started a program of census of the Infernot, subject to a constant updating, by wich 27
of them have punctually been mapped (See Annex 12 and publications at section 7.e ed-
ited by Cantoni stone Ecomuseum in 2005 and 2006). Besides they have been conceived
specific runs of visit that allow to enter to some Infernot of the area. (See chapter 5.i)

Camagna Monferrato
The town of Camagna Monferrato shows an articulated layout: the part centred around the
rocca (by rocca we generally intend the high rock grounds that once housed a castle or for-
tification) has ramifications which see the town arrange itself along three paths leading to
the rocca itself. The hill used to be dominated by a castle which has left no traces, and by
the church of Sant’Eusebio (C45) which still stands out for the extreme verticality of its
cupola, completed in 1885. The church features a mixed wall texture, with brickwork and
blocks of Cantoni stone; this combination of materials characterises a large part of the
town buildings in the historical centre. (fig.127) The presence of infernot also characterises
in large part the inhabited area of Camagna; we also wish to point out:

• Infernot in via Oliva 3 (IN04)
This infernot is quite large (about 22 sqm) divided into two rooms, each with its own plan:
the first room is rectangular, while the second is elliptical and they are connected by a corri-
dor with niches for holding bottles. An additional continuous bottle shelf runs along the vault
of the second room, in which we can see a large conical opening which has been blocked off.
The niches are made with bricks and the entrance is in the cellar after only a few steps.

• Infernot in via Montecauto (IN03)
The infernot, next to the cellar from which it is separated by only one step, is made of three
separate rooms, each one of a different shape: the first is square, the second is rectangu-
lar with rounded corners and the last one is round. The rooms are connected by irregular
steps of varying thicknesses and width; there are niches and benches, also of various
shapes and sizes, intended for the conservation of the bottles.
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fig.127

fig.127: The profile of Camagna Monferrato
from which rises the dome of the church of
S. Eusebio
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Cella Monte
The small ridge village of Cella Monte shows a settlement layout patterned in a line along the
main throughway. The use of Cantoni stone, alternated with brickwork, is widely used in this pre-
cious historical town, which maintained itself undamaged, and also characterises the castle
(D35). The latter, built at the end of the XII century, was transformed in the XVII century into a
villa for the noble Ardizzoni family; original elements still preserved in the building are the beau-
tiful windows dating from the ‘400s and the walls alternating between Cantoni stone and bricks.
Not far we can find the parish church of San Quirico and Giuditta (C63) built in 1610 with three
naves and semicircular apse, closing off with a visible brickwork façade added in 1922. The
care and attention employed in the restoration of the historical centre improved most palaces,
villas, gardens, often connected to each other through panoramic footpaths. Radicati Palace
(D52) stands out among these, dating back from the XVII century and enlarged in the ‘700s when
it became the residence of the bishop of Casale Monferrato. The palace’s architecture is sur-
rounded by a beautiful baroque garden; lastly we also wish to point out Villa Cosseta (D58), a
palazzina with typical liberty shapes and features, and an elegant turret with oval windows and
low-relief decorations of the floor-marking cornices and windows.
The building located in piazza Vallino is also exquisite in its manufacture, and where the Can-
toni stone Eco-museum is located (M15-C64), which seeks to promote and improve the rich
heritage of the infernot, the clearest example of a vernacular architecture closely linked to the
culture of wine. These are, in fact, underground rooms, usually dug into the rock beneath the
cellars, varying in size and shape and which can be widely found in the underground of the
towns of Monferrato. Intended for the conservation of the most valuable bottles, they were
also used to preserve food thanks to the good ventilation and the low temperature which char-
acterizes this environment. (fig.128)
The infernot represent an architectural typology which is typical of these territories, with char-
acteristics closely connected to the area of land in which they are located. They are, in fact, com-
pletely excavated in Cantoni stone, an extraordinary material which is workable and compact and
which was widely quarried in Monferrato up to the XIX century, either in tunnel or open quar-
ries, for the production of high quality building blocks. These are architectural masterpieces,
born from the farming tradition and know-how, created not by simple quarrymen, but by sculp-
tors from Monferrato, artists which, in most cases, have remained unnamed and unknown.
Among the many examples of infernot which can be found in the town of Cella Monte we can
highlight the following:

• Infernot in via D. Barbano 65 (IN06)
This infernot, completely excavated in tuff, is below the cellar, to which it is connected with a sin-
gle linear flight of stairs, it has an overall surface area of 8 sqm and an average height of 2 mt.
It features a single rectangular room with, at the centre, a prism-shaped block functioning as
a work bench and table. The walls host various size niches for placing bottles and next to the
stairs leading to the infernot, at the level of the cellar there is an underground water well, reach-
ing a considerable depth.

• Infernot in via D. Barbano 37 (IN09)
The infernot is a single rectangular room and at its centre there is an elliptic sculptured table,
decorated with a geometrically designed cornice. The presence of a table, which is a peculiar
characteristics of many infernot in Cella Monte, documents the habit of using these rooms for
eating and visiting.
From a planimetric point of view, it is symmetrical and features two levels of niches for keep-
ing bottles, crowned at the top with a continuous elliptical plan tier, like the vault which has a
lowered arch section. The entrance arch shows the inscription of a date: 1886. It is connected
to the cellar by means of three flights of stairs which continue downward into an even lower
cell which was used as an ice-chamber to preserve food.
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fig.128: The village of Cella Monte in fore-
ground
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Frassinello Monferrato
The town layout is partially perched around the fortification and partially located along the
main roads. The town is dominated by the castle of conti Sacchi Nemours (C44) and
preserves certain elements of the fortification and rocca which used to surround it in the
Middle Ages. The fortified complex has a “C” shaped plan with an internal courtyard and
garden. The square towers adorning the front facade featured battlements; inside, the
rooms’ vaults are decorated with precious frescoes dating from the ‘700s and the main
hall has a mosaic floor with the coat of arms of the Sacchi-Nemours family. At the foot of
the castle and inside the fortified wall, we can see the parish church dell’Assunta (D59),
whose original construction began in the XV century, with a Greek cross plan and neo-
classical façade with simple and austere lines, decorated only by the four pilasters and the
tympanum. A little beyond the centre and located in the vineyard landscape we can see the
field chapel of San Bernardo (D60) featuring baroque shapes, a hexagonal plan, fully built
with undecorated and unplastered bricks. (fig.129)

There are also several examples of productive cellars located inside castles (see “Map of
the wine related places”), such as the Castle of Lignano (V118). These ancient cellars,
built after the mid 1800s, are a testament to the great winemaking tradition of the castle of
Lignano and today host winemaking and bottling facilities, vats and autoclaves.

The culture of wine left documented material traces of several infernot, among which we
wish to highlight:

• Infernot in via Torrione 1 (IN13)
A small, circular, single room infernot connected to the cellar by means of a single linear
flight of stairs with uneven steps. The vault, which is hemispherical and lowered, is rein-
forced by two crossing brick arches. The niches and perimetric shelves for the bottles are
made of sandstone mixed with brick, the latter used to make up for the evident instability
of the sandstone within which the underground room was excavated.

• Infernot in via Umberto I 12 (IN14)
This infernot is about 5 metres below ground level and has two rooms of different shapes
and sizes, one is trapezoidal and the other is ovoid, connected by an antechamber; two
separate stairs, leading to two cellars lead to the same antechamber. The antechamber has
been modified and its walls are partially covered in stone blocks made from Cantoni stone
mixed with brick and it has dry floors. For wine bottles, both rooms have a continuous
bench excavated in the tuff.
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fig.129: The village of Frassinello Monfer-
rato built on the hill
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Moleto (a hamlet of Ottiglio)
A small hamlet of Ottiglio, located on a plateau on the Eastern slope of the San Germano
hill, Moleto is a very ancient settlement, as demonstrated by its religious buildings, possi-
bly dating to before 1000 A.D. The town is crossed by a single road leading to the small
chapel of San Michele (C53), built in tuff blocks with a hut-like facade and was rebuilt at
the fringes of the town, recovering parts of the original building located in another place;
in fact it used to be in a large underground cavity excavated in the tuff and was destroyed
by the advancing quarry front. In the immediate vicinity of the small town, there were sev-
eral quarries for the mining of the valuable Cantoni stone. (fig.130)

The entire village is well built, made from local materials, including the traditional tuff blocks
which have a certain elegant look, and completed with the presence of exceptionally well-
nurtured gardens. Following a long restoration which involved the entire village, and the
start-up of wine and food, recreational and music activities, Moleto shows evident charac-
teristics of architectural integrity. As for all other inhabited centres in this component, even
Moleto has many infernot for the domestic conservation of wine and food.

• Infernot in the hamlet of Moleto 14 (IN39)
The infernot, completely excavated in Cantoni stone, is made of a single circular room, with
the addition of a small cell connected by a small tunnel.
There is a bottle-trough running along the room’s vault, while a series of niches next to each
other is located on a chair-shaped outcrop running along the full perimeter of the infernot.
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Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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fig.130

fig.130: Aerial view of the historic village of
Moleto
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Olivola
The settlement of Olivola, located in an extremely panoramic spot, represents an example
of a historical village which is incredibly undamaged from an architectural point of view, al-
most completely made with Cantoni stone. In particular, we would like to point out the
church of Santa Maria delle Grazie now Auditorium (D57) a late Romanesque building,
whose walls are made in a mixed technique with full bricks and blocks of Cantoni stone;
the facade is of the hut-shaped type featuring two corner buttresses and a simple central
eye-window. The church of San Pietro and Paolo (D61) whose bell tower was built the
XIIth century, while the remaining part of the church was built later; the bell tower is made
completely of well-finished cantoni blocks, and decorated with hanging blind arcades (so-
called Lombard band) and indentations. (fig.131)

The vineyards surrounding the town are a testimony to the presence of the winemaking cul-
ture which also left behind several infernot, including:

• Infernot in via Vittorio Veneto 23 (IN38)
The is a single rectangular room infernot separated from the higher level cellar by only a
few steps. The room was excavated but the triple band of niches, with top shelf, was made
with seven small full brick vaults. A small cellar opens out directly to the main facade of the
building.
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fig.131

fig.131: Olivola. Note the architecture in
Cantoni  Stone (author: Giacobbe Carolina, in
http://www.ecomuseopietracantoni.it)
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Rosignano Monferrato
The town of Rosignano is located on the slope of a hill and features a regular settlement
pattern, concentrating around the ancient castle (D46), whose remains are incorporated in
the building which now rises in the park on the rocca. In its immediate vicinity we can find
the parish church of San Vittore (C49) built during the late XV century and mostly restored
around 1860; it has a Romanesque façade with alternating bands of brick and Cantoni
stone. Next to the parish we can see the church of Sant’Antonio (C48) among the most an-
cient buildings in Rosignano; it has an original facade in brick and sandstone, which was
then hidden by the construction of a second façade placed 4 metres in front of it.
The civic tower (D45) was built in 1852 and rises next to the old Municipal Palace, look-
ing over the square hosting both churches of S.Vittore and S.Antonio.
The viewpoint located near the castle allows us to enjoy an open and extremely evocative
panorama spanning from the Alps to the Ligurian Apennines. (fig.132)

Not far from Rosignano we would like to point out the majestic Uviglie Castle (C51-C52)
which preserves important ancient furniture and is surrounded by an English garden and
by a large and luscious park.
There are deep infernot in the sandstone underground of Rosignano, a clear sign of a town
which made vinegrowing its main economic resource: valuable wines are set to age in these
deep tunnels and shelves excavated in stone.

• Infernot chiesa Madonna delle Grazie (IN20)
This infernot is located in a complex of buildings built around the small church of Madonna
delle Grazie (C50) which is currently private property.
It is a two room environment located at 4 metres below the courtyard level, connected by
a long single flight of stairs with steps of varying shape and sizes which leads directly out-
side. The farthest room is the deepest and both have bottle-carrying shelves which were
sculpted and decorated with brick elements. The year 1897 is carved in the first room.
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fig.132

fig.132: Rosignano Monferrato: the compact
village around the ancient castle
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Sala Monferrato
The town, located in a splendid panoramic position, developed around the fortified centre
of the castle, built during the early Middle-Ages and re-shaped in a neo-gothic style at the
beginning of the XX century.  
The church of San Francesco (D54) was the ancient chapel of the castle and, as a matter
of fact, it is still standing within the ancient walls; it was then completely rebuilt in the XVII
century and, from the open area in front, one may enjoy a splendid view of the Monferrato
valleys. At the centre of the town we can see the parish church of San Giacomo: (D53)
begun in 1582, it was transformed several times during the XVIII century and was finally
consecrated in 1860. (fig.133)

As occurs for the town, also rural architecture uses the Cantoni stone, taken from the sand-
stone-rich hills, along with bricks and tiles baked in the numerous furnaces which were
active in the area.
Many infernot are located under the town and, just as has been done for the whole terri-
tory belonging to the Cantoni stone eco-museum, the plan provides for the completion of
a detailed census also for the municipality of Sala Monferrato. This action is included in the
Management Plan, action EF.3 “Census of winemaking structures”.
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fig.133

fig.133: The village of Sala Monferrato is
surrounded by vineyards of Barbera
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Vignale Monferrato
Vignale is a ridge town with deep connections with the vinegrowing activity, as can be un-
derstood by the etymology of its name - “Vinealis” wine-bearing soil – and the coat of arms
of the municipality, showing a grapevine with five bunches of red grapes. (fig.134)

There are two vertical pieces of architecture which stand out on the town’s skyline: the bell
tower of the church of San Bartolomeo (D49) whose structure rises over a previous church
dating to the XIII century and showing a neo-classic facade; and the bell-tower of the Conti
Callori chapel (D51) located in a dominating position over the town, a sober building dat-
ing to the late ‘800s. The castle (C43) is an austere fortified complex, commissioned by the
Alerami family for its important strategic position: it allowed to dominate over the Rotaldo
and Grana valleys and to control the main roads leading into town; the remains of the me-
dieval structure are visible at the feet of the current building. In the upper part of the town

we can also see the Callori Palace
(C41) (fig.135), designed and built in
the XVIII century, imposing in its size, it
is built with bricks and Cantoni stone,
in a neo-classic style. The palace’s cel-
lars were chosen in 1979 to be the base
of the Regional wine shop of Monfer-
rato (E06) which pools together the
producers of the territory and offers a
rich selection of the most classical
wines and spirits from Monferrato and
derived from local vine-varieties.
Even Vignale has a widespread pres-
ence of underground architecture for
the conservation of wine, directly ex-
cavated into the local stone. A cen-
sus of infernot is currently lacking
and will be carried out thanks to a
specific action contained in the Man-
agement Plan (EF.3 “Census of wine-
making structures”).
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fig.134

fig.134: The village of Vignale Monferrato
(author: Elio Maltoni)

fig.135

fig.135: Palazzo Callori in Vignale Monfer-
rato is the historical seat of the Regional
Wine Store of Monferrato
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Analysis of the perceptive component

The low rise hills which characterise this area of excellence allow us to enjoy extremely
wide vistas with a continuous reminder to the intervisibility between towns and villages,
generally located in dominating and panoramic positions. Recurring visual references
comprise numerous fortified structures and baroque parish churches which spire against
the lower town layout.

The pluri-cultural mosaic is a further aspect of perceptive particularity, since the varied
layouts and colours of the cultivated grounds create a stunning effect of perceptive variety,
also from a chromatic point of view. Agriculture characterises the flatter lands with a
network of fields often underlined by discontinued hedges and tree rows, while the shallow
slopes, especially if well exposed, feature rows of vineyards while the steeper parts are
covered with woods.

This component also features numerous appointed viewpoints allowing to enjoy wide open
vistas both over slopes and hills, and towards the surrounding Alps. We would like to single
out, among the others, the one located near Palazzo Callori in Vignale Monferrato, framing
the surrounding towns and the crisp and clearly recognisable outline of Monviso.
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fig.136

fig.136: “Alba domenicale” (Sunday sunrise)
painting by Angelo Morbelli. In the back-
ground the village of Rosignano Monferrato
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There are many artists who portrayed the landscapes of Monferrato, including the painter
from Alessandria Angelo Morbelli, who moved to Rosignano Monferrato in order to
dedicate his time to the painting of landscape views which he could contemplate from his
house in the hills. He was a friend of Pellizza da Volpedo, and shared with him his painting
technique and a preference towards scenes of daily activities, taking place in real
landscapes, as we can see in the painting “Alba domenicale” (1890): the people in the
foreground are represented within the context of the Monferrato hills and we can see the
town of Rosignano along the ridgeline. (fig.136)
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2.b History and Developmen

General History

Pre-Roman Age

Since the Neolithic Age the nominated area was inhabited by indigenous Ligurian tribes
merged with people of Celtic ethnicity, forming scattered cores throughout the territory: the
Bagienni – between the Monviso, the Tanaro and the Monferrato – the Statielli - in the
Langhe area, between the Tanaro and the Bormida. They mostly were spontaneous aggre-
gations located close to waterways or, in some cases, of small settlements with a defen-
sive character, as witnessed also by Polybius (3rd-2nd century BC.), remembering that whole
territory appeared as a “country without cities”. At that time, only sporadically wild vine
existed (Vitis vinifera, subspecies Sylvestris); the climbing plant characteristic facilitated
its spontaneous increase in wooded areas, as Langhe-Roero and Monferrato were between
the Neolithic Age and the Bronze Age. This is confirmed by some pollen findings dating
from the 4th millennium BC and the 9th century BC found in the Langhe (Alba), as well as
the remains of marly-sandy soils adhering to the fossils of wild vine found in the Lower
Langa and Belbo valley. (fig.137)

During the Iron Age, the more favorable climatic conditions facilitated the mobility of peo-
ple towards the Po valley, major catalyst because of its natural resources, in particular the
Etruscans from central Italy and the Celts which, through the mountain passes, came from
Northern Europe. Due to its geographical position, Piedmont was involved in various ways
in this demographic mobility phenomenon, primarily because of the continuous exchange
of food including, of course, wine. Pollen, seeds and archaeological finds in general, dat-
ing between the 7th and 5th century BC found in the Langhe and Roero and Monferrato, wit-
ness the gradual domestication of the vine in this area. Domestic vine (Vitis vinifera
subspecies Vinifera), that is the one cultivated for the production of grapes, did not exist
in nature as opposed to the wild type; it originated from processes of selection and hy-
bridization of wild-type strains. This complex series of transformations took place in dif-
ferent times and areas: it is therefore a slow evolutionary process that in Langhe-Roero
and Monferrato is certainly due to the local people and the experience gained by the Celts
and the Etruscans in their lands and then taken in Piedmont. 

The cultivation technique applied in the areas of Langhe and Roero and Monferrato soon as-
sumed specific characteristics developed by local people: the Celtic-Ligurian, in fact, immedi-
ately adopted a cultivation method called Arbustum gallicum (live supporting) where the vine
with long pruning rested (“married”) on trees, mostly poplars, elms and maples. (fig.138)
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fig.137: Map showing the spread and main
sites of grape domestication in ancient time
(from 3500 BC to 500 AD)

fig.137
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Between the 5th and 3rd century BC, an incipient spread of viticulture seems to be witnessed
by archaeological findings such as wine sickles found inside the funerary objects, as a tes-
timony of the work of men in vineyards. The first indications of the presence of wooden bar-
rels also belong to that period: widely documented throughout the Cisalpine Gaul, the barrel
was, then as now, the most suitable container for transport, storage and aging of wines,
as also noticed by ancient authors (Virgil, Georgics, III, 364; Pliny, NH, XIV, 132). If the
tradition of aging in barrels is a characteristic feature of the nominated property to confirm
the continuity of winemaking techniques between antiquity and modern age, it is also true
that other types of containers adapted to transport circulated in the territory, such as ter-
racotta amphorae of which there are ancient examples in the territory.

In a nutshell, in pre-Roman age the presence of vines and a gradual integration of wine con-
sumption in the food habits of the local people can be confirmed, while recognizing that viti-
culture was, at that time, limited in its distribution by a natural environment dominated by forests,
moist soil and a population concentrated mainly in the valleys of the Tanaro and Belbo rivers.

Roman Age

During the Roman Age the structural setting of the area was subject to significant changes,
whose major evidences are still concentrated in the lowland areas where the first forms
of settlement were previously allocated.

After the First Punic War (264 BC - 241 BC) Rome reached a leading position in the whole
Mediterranean basin and its army also began the gradual penetration in southern Pied-
mont. Here, led by Consul Marco Fulvio Flacco, they triumphed (123-124 BC) against the
Celtic-Ligurian tribes located in Langhe-Roero and Monferrato and, therefore, were in-
cluded in the Region IX - Liguria (42 BC). Since then, Southern Piedmont - strategically
located between the access to the sea and the mountain passes - became part of the
vast and complex system of viae pubblicae, headed here to the Fulvia way, the main artery
that, linking the emerging major urban centers of the lowland, continued towards the coun-
tries beyond the Alps. From it, a secondary road network originated, rather branched, able
to connect also the smaller settlements of the valley. Among others is the case of Canelli,
which was destined to a commercial primacy since the classical age. (fig.139)
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fig.138

fig.138: Different ways of grow vines in an
imaginary reconstruction presented at the
Wine Museum in Barolo
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In fact, at that time, the new mobility focused on the combination of artery-urban centers
helped to give new strength to the circulation of wine and more generally to the winemak-
ing culture of the area. It is well known how important the cultivation of grapes was for the
Romans; from the time of their colonization, viticulture - practiced more extensively all
over Piedmont – also started to use new knowledge imported from central Italy: when
the Romans conquered Piedmont they found, as already mentioned, the rooted Etruscan-
Gallic method of “live support” growing (Arbustum gallicum). Alongside this technique,
based on “long pruning”, they also introduced the “short pruning” in low strain technique
which used poles to replace the cordon system (typical of the finest varieties of Roman
Italy). The complementary of the viticulture systems justifies the change of meaning in the
Latin terms that designate with Arbustum the traditional system “(vine) trees” and with
Vinea the vine attached to a dead pole.

It is likely that, during the same period also new grape varieties were introduced: for ex-
ample, Pliny the Elder (Naturalis Historia, XIV 34) refers to the spread of the vine Carbunica,
the Gallica, the Spionia or Spinea, the Rhaetian of the Maritime Alps without providing,
however, more information on the grape varieties. Scholars agree that the Spionia described
by Pliny is the forerunner of the Spanna grape variety, of the Nebbiolo family (see section
2.b.1, 2.b.2).
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fig.139: «Italia Gallica, sive Gallia Cisalpina»
1590 (author: Abramo Ortelio, Royal Library,
Torino)

fig.139
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Ancient writers, however, alluded to the prominent
role played by viticulture; Pliny considered this
land particularly suitable for the cultivation of the
vine (Naturalis Historia, XVII, 3, 25) and recalled
the use of aromatized and very watered down
wines, unlike the Celts and Germans, more inclined
to the consumption of sour and pure wine. In fact,
during the Roman age, wine became a beverage
of wide consumption among all social classes; the
new importance acquired by wine is highlighted in
the property also through the appearance of
shoots and bunches of grapes in the local figura-
tive repertoires (fig.127-128). It is also docu-
mented the activity of some Piedmontese
merchants of wines towards Rome and along the
Adriatic coast, with movements gradually increas-
ing from the 6th century.

This increase is accurately confirmed in the words of the Greek historian Strabo that recalled
the practice of constructing wooden barrels “bigger than houses” to preserve “the abun-
dant wine from these regions” (Geography, IV, 6) (fig.142-143-144).

So, the complex Roman structure of the territory started in the first place in the lowland
areas, concerning the road infrastructure, cities and also the organized agricultural land-
scape that, from then on, started to follow regular lots composing a geometric mesh today
still distinguishable in the lowlands around the major urban centers. 
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fig.140

fig.141

fig.140-141: Archaeological finds from the
Roman Age: 
fig.140: Little rabbit eating grapes depicted
in the stele of  «Lucio Campio Mansueto»,
2nd century AD; 
fig.141: The capital shows a bird eating a
bunch of grapes (Epigraphic Museum, Asti)

fig.142

fig.143 fig.144

fig.142-143-144: Roman remains:
fig.142: transport of wine barrels on the
road wagons pulled by mules in a Roman
stele, 1st secolo AD (Museum of Antiquities,
Torino); 
fig.143: The same means of transport in a
photo from the early 20thcentury; 
fig.144: Stele of «M. Lucretius Chrestus
Merkator Vinarius» (wine marchant)from
Pollenzo (Civic Museum, Bra)
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Material evidence of Roman rule are less visible in the hilly areas, as they will only become
attractive in the Middle Ages with the changing of the socio-political conditions of Piedmont.

Middle Ages

In 476 A.D., the fall of the Western Roman Empire submitted the territory to a long series of
raids (Burgundians, Goths, Byzantines). With the invasion of the Longobards, who arrived in
569-570 AD, we can mark the beginning of the medieval age, marked in Piedmont by the cri-
sis of the late imperial administrative system and of the pre-existing territorial balance. 

The information regarding this period are very scarce; what we do know is that the Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato territories, despite the physical continuity that characterizes this
area, were subject to very different political destinies and stories. The history of each set-
tlement (see later in the text) is illustrative of this complexity and fragmentation; in general
we can say that the areas pertaining to the Monferrato, first subjected to an important Lom-
bard duchy, passed during the Carolingian Age (from 773 AD) under the episcopal authority
residing in Asti. While the areas of Langhe-Roero were first subjected to the episcopal
power residing in Alba (until the end of the 10th century) and then went through a period
of great uncertainty as they were exposed to Saracen raids from Liguria. It is therefore
from the High Middle Ages that the history of the landscapes of the Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato began to follow different paths; this consideration helps to understand some
landscape diversity that still characterize the two areas. As already mentioned, the Mon-
ferrato - most densely populated - was subject to the episcopal power: in fact most of the
documents of the beginning of 11th century on the topic of winegrowing came from the ec-
clesiastical authorities, especially the monastic ones: they committed to grant their lands,
just plowed and planted with vineyards, to a group of local farmers in return of the payment
of one third of the annual production. It is significant that the documents attribute to the
bishop the title of “pater vinearum”, recognizing the high religious office as a symbolic
guardian of the vineyards of Monferrato. (fig.145)

Although the current situation no longer reflects the legal and physical bond that tied ec-
clesiastical bodies to viticulture, the origin of the great winemaking season of the territory
owns a great tribute to the vast clearance operations, plowing and cultivation of land prac-
ticed by the monasteries under the control of abbots and bishops, in the Monferrato as well
as in the Langhe-Roero. Such actions did not focused only on the lowlands - more suitable
for cereal and where the Romans already significantly intervened - but especially interested
the hilly areas: if compared to the Roman Age, the hills of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato pro-
gressively started to connote thanks to the presence of areas planted with vines divided into
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fig.145: Practice of training the vines grow
up along tree trunks (Chapel of Saint Ed-
ward in Novalesa, Torino)

fig.145
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medium-large and small plots, alternated to crops, with forest areas and natural vegetation.
Some exceptions included plots of land entirely devoted to vineyards, which did not exceed
in any case the surface of one “giornata” (3,810 square meters).

The gradual change of the settlement aspect also reflected the increasing attractiveness
of the hills, since the general depopulation of large urban centers of the lowlands founded
by the Romans, outlined a more heterogeneous settlement situation that especially af-
fected agriculture and the slopes of hills. A clear manifestation of the ongoing change is the
rise at the top of the hills of “elementary” fortified structures that exploited the natural de-
fense provided by the height of the location in which they were built. These are primitive
artifacts, defined as castra, that witness the abandonment of perishable construction ma-
terials (wood, straw and mud) in favor of durable materials (brick, stone). This evolution
of the construction methods ensured the conservation of numerous traces of the first cas-
tra, that were encased in the more advanced castles of the late medieval age that still char-
acterize the skyline of the property. (fig.146)

In fact, the late middle ages have certainly been the period of greatest turmoil for
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato: these are the centuries during which all the layers of
the history of the area and the resulting complexity of the vineyard landscape outlined. 

In the general framework of economic and demographic recovery that affected whole Eu-
rope from the 13th century, three crucial phenomena occurred in our area:
• The assertion of the ecclesiastical system focused on bishoprics and parishes;
• The assertion of a feudal system with many branches focused on castles;
• The assertion of Municipalities with the consequent birth of “villenove”.

The coexistence of these three factors contributed in different times and ways to define the
characteristics of the vineyard landscapes of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato that, despite
the physical continuity of the territory, took on different connotations according to the 
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fig.146: The map shows the widespread of
castles in Monferrato, 16th century (State
Archive, Torino)

fig.146
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greater or lesser interference of the three phenomena. In general it can be stated that the
great new powers - religious, aristocratic and civil - caused direct consequences both on
the geo-political framework and on the social-settlement structure of the territory.

Referring later in the text to the history of each settlement, in Monferrato the episcopal power
in the late Middle Ages also confirmed the previously acquired great authority that proved
to be decisive for the development of viticulture in the areas under its influence. In this
sense, some valuable documents kept in the capitular archives of Monferrato recall the rent
of the cultivated areas in “bonis vitubus berbexinis” in the mid-13th century (P. Desana, 1980).
The quote is an explicit reference to the presence of Barbera vines in Monferrato (also in other
documents referred to as Grignolino grape variety), to the split of large church properties in
medium-small plots entrusted to the expert hands of local farmers and to the practice of “lab-
orare de bonis plantis berbexinis plantare et in vineam berbexinam allevare”, that is the cul-
tivation of vineyards in a systematic way. (fig.147)

In addition, we must not forget that besides the wealthy Episcopal clergy directly linked to
the bishop, many poorer confraternities and religious orders without lands formed in Mon-
ferrato as well as in the Langhe-Roero; in order to meet their requirements for wine they
were forced to buy the product directly from small farmers, thus contributing to the first
forms of local commerce.

If to the operations basted by high Church leaders and the personal consumption of the
small clergy, we add the need to ensure a regular supply of wine for holy functions and the
awareness that wine also became a good for exchange between small local growers and the
clergy in exchange for resources and tools to work the land, we have the right size of the
impulse given by the Church to the winemaking practice.

In a nutshell we can say that in the Middle Ages a strong link between the clergy and the
first local growers was established; both sides began to be fully aware of the intrinsic value
of the vineyard plots and on this value new trade, new organization of land property based
on new forms of contracts (donations, exchanges, rents, annuities) and new rules for the
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fig.147: «Cabreo de 'Beni e Fabriche spet-
tanti alla Prebenda Arcidiaconale della
Chiesa Cattedrale della Città di Asti spet-
tanti», detail, estate of the cathedral of Asti,
1757 (da SERENO P., "Il libro delle Mappe
dell'arcidiacono Riperti ", 2002)

fig.147
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regulation of trade and cultivation of the vine were created. All this partly determined the
historical framework of viticulture in the property and, more generally, a major component
of the social structure of the territory. Therefore, the Church was not only a spiritual refer-
ence but also a source of socio-economic support for the communities living mainly of
agriculture.

The vineyards landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato have been able to retain the
memory of this inseparable link between the community and the Church through, as we
have seen, an extensive archival material but also through the widespread presence of
parish churches in each of the most important villages, as well as in the villages scattered
in the countryside included in core-zone. As we shall see, the change of tastes and archi-
tectural styles has changed the facies of these buildings which have kept, however, the
function of visual poles on the emerging vineyard plots as well as the role of places of
catalysts of social activities, in some cases associated with wine as in case of Barbaresco,
where the church of Saint Donato today hosts the Regional Wine Shop of Barbaresco (see
section 2.a.3). (fig.148)

From the above, the active role played by common people in the early stages of wine-
growing must be noted; a role that became more evident from the 12th century, when a
gradual entrenchment of important feudal families took place, whose descendants ruled
and managed the lands for many centuries. Gradually the laic power was replaced or found
a way to coexist with the bishops carving out, however, a large degree of autonomy. Nu-
merous and highly branched noble families of urban extraction, having achieved their
prestigious social status through trade in large urban centers, invested their capitals on
the hills of Langhe_Roero and Monferrato; these powerful dynasties made   their land par-
ticularly suited to winegrowing - the most representative of which are included in the prop-
erty - and there they established their castles where, in many cases, the aforementioned
castra were already present (see earlier in the text) thus “closely” controlling their vineyards
possessions. (fig.149)
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fig.148: Bell towers and defensive towers as
elements emerging skyline of Langhe-Roero
e Monferrato

fig.148
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fig.149: Representation of a medieval castle
in the Codex Astensis qui de Malabayla
communiter nuncupatur , half of the XIVth
century 
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This phenomenon is especially clear in in the Langhe and Roero (components 1 and 3)
because of the strong aristocratic component (citing as an example the Marquis Falletti of
Barolo and the Marquis of the Carretto) invested by the powerful House of Savoy, Dukes
then Princes and finally Kings of Italy, that distributed over time many titles in order to
maintain control, through the nobles, of the vast areas of the territory.

In fact, it is precisely in these areas that the largest concentration of castles most clearly
occurred as a feature of the current landscape; they were aggregation nucleus with high
symbolic and identity values for the medieval community as well as for the today com-
munity. A prerogative of the castle was, as we have said, the control of the territory, but also
the defense of the aristocratic lineages; for these reasons, the turreted buildings were
perched on the hilltops, difficult to access and privileged points of observation for spot-
ting the enemy coming from the lowland. All around, taking advantage of the natural slope
of the best exposed land, the feudal lords gradually planted their grape varieties, thus
giving a unique identity on the agricultural landscape still visible today. At the end of the
Middle Ages, the binomial castle-vineyard became increasingly effective marking the eco-
nomic fortune of the owners; these buildings became in fact economic and administrative
fulcrums of large portions of land, as real farms. Within them in fact the residential func-
tion witnessed from the living areas were conjugated to the agricultural function witnessed
by the presence of rustic spaces (stables, barns) as well as “cellaria” and “caneve” (wine
cellars) for storing wine. (fig.150)
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fig.150: The close relationship between cas-
tle, village and vineyards in a photograph of
the late XIXth century 

fig.150
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The third phenomenon of great relevance for the current territorial characteristics of the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato occurred in the late Middle Ages was the birth of the villen-
ove, to be considered as the most obvious consequence of the policy of territorial reorgani-
zation supported by the municipalities in the 12th and 13th century. The reasons behind this
operation wanted by municipalities are many: the desire to create new agricultural resources,
the attempt to weaken the local lords that slowed - as we saw - the power of municipalities,
the necessity to populate the peripheral areas and the need to monitor the commercial traf-
fic channels. The villenove were conceived with a well-defined and recognizable urban
structure based on the principles of Euclidean geometry, justifying the concept of preordained
foundation from a design point of view. They were real “ideal cities”, with a regular checker-
board structure, almost always equipped with a colonnaded main street (via magistra or
platea) where the business and civilians functions of the town took place. These streets
housed the market that was developed both on the open space and under the porch to pro-
vide shelter to goods on display, vendors and buyers. The central position occupied by the
via magistra, determined the construction along the perimeter of the most representative
public and private buildings of the settlement, mostly survived in spite of the stratification of
later periods. Few simple defensive components – perimeter ditch and doors surrounding
the settlements-  demonstrate their economic rather than military role. Nizza Monferrato is
a particularly representative example of villanova both for the characteristic urban struc-
ture that came down to us, and for the commercial node function historically played in Mon-
ferrato, especially referred to the spread of Barbera (see later in the text). (fig.151)
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fig.151: “Plan de la ville de Nice Monferat»,
second half of the 18th century (author:
Denis V., State Archive, Torino): Note the re-
lationship between urban structure and to-
pography of the land

fig.151
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In the late Middle Ages it was outlined the “landscape of power” that still today dots the
countryside of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, represented by the churches as a symbol
of religious power, the castles dominating the uphill villages as a symbol of feudal
power and the villenove as a symbol of civic power. 

All three powers combined to support and promote viticulture; farming systems could now
enjoy their own recognisability and organization according to two methods: the vine could
be raised in “vinee” (vineyards) or “gricie” (rows). In the vineyards the vines were retained
on low bushes (“bussono”) or backrests (“ad filano”) and were supported by poles (“brope”
or “tegle”) with the branches attached to cross poles by means of wicker or broom. The
plots in rows, however, in addition to the vine also housed the arable land: from this culti-
vation practice the Alteno took origin, a form of mixed cultivation in which vines “mar-
ried” to fruit trees alternated to strips of arable crops (wheat, rye, oats, chickpeas, beans,
turnips). This system of grape growing, documented for the first time in 1254 in the
Langhe, here called with the name in altinis, spread throughout the territory of Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato, and was practiced for a long time, characterizing these landscapes
until the first decades of the 19th century. In addition, among the many initiatives supported
by the three great powers in favor of the winegrowing, specific regulations of protection
emerged; for example the municipal regulations of the 14th century (see for example the mu-
nicipal statutes of Nizza Monferrato in section 2.b.4, of Barolo in section 2.b.1 and Canelli
in section 2.b.5), recalled the fines awarded to those who took away vines and brackets or
caused damages to vineyards. Even more rigid were the regulations for the protection of
“cuttings” (young vines), essential for new installations of vineyards, whose sale outside
the local market was prohibited. Additionally, the statutes regulated the wholesale and re-
tail trade, hindering the import to support domestic production; in fact, at that time, the wine
trade was generally local, with wholesale and retail trade. (fig.152)

It dates back to the later middle ages the first evidence of the vines that still are the source
of the most representative wines of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato: the Barbera grape va-
riety which according to some scholars might be identified with the “Grisa” mentioned by
Pier de ‘Crescenzi in his famous agronomic treaty as “[...] delightful to eat and wonderfully
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fig.152: Saleswoman of grapes in open-air
market

fig.152
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rich of must [...]” “(Pier de ‘Crescenzi, Liber ruralium commodorum, 1548), presumably
within the reach of the lower classes even at the time (see section 2.b. 4). The Moscato
bianco (white Muscat) mentioned from the 14th century as a sweet aromatic and fragrant
blend par excellence, favored by higher social classes, from which today are still produced
the Moscato d’Asti and the Asti Spumante (see section 2.b.5). The “Nibiol” or “Nubiolio”
already documented in the 13th century when it was considered a variety of so much qual-
ity to enjoy of special protection rules, essential for the production of Barolo and Barbaresco
wines. (see section 2.b.1, 2.b.3). (fig.153)

Modern Age

In general we can say that during the Modern Age, as well as in the Middle Ages, the geo-
political history of Langhe and Roero followed a different path from that of Monferrato; paths
destined to meet only partially in the late 17th century, but both characterized by power strug-
gles between rival dynasties; exploiting strategic alliances with Emperor Charles V, the Gon-
zaga of Mantua replaced the Marquis of Monferrato in the domain of the homonymous
territory (1559) clashing with the Savoy who were trying to insinuate themselves in the Mon-
ferrato while already conquered large portions of the Langhe and Roero. Therefore, a situ-
ation of precarious balance between local communities wishing to enjoy greater autonomy
and the great dynastic powers committed to exercise control over those lands loomed. The
point of equilibrium was reached thanks to the peace treaties of Cherasco (1631) who handed
over to the Savoy most of the lands of Monferrato and Langhe, except for some areas of the
Lower Langa on the border with current Liguria as well as a multitude of small fiefs with their
own independence from the larger states surrounding them. (fig.154)

It’s important to notice that in this scenario of great and sudden changes, the most obvi-
ous signs directly interested the major urban centers of the lowlands, places that were
crucial for the territorial expansion of the territorial powers; there in fact the major mod-
ernization work of existing defensive structures concentrated, while in the small hamlets
and villages on the hill of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato the built heritage remained al-
most unchanged if compared to the previous structure.
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fig.153 Banquet scene, 15th century. Fresco
in the Church of San Giovanni Battista, Roc-
caverano

fig.153
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The relative geo-politic stability enjoyed by these pieces of land, distant from major urban
circuits and road networks, allowed the local lords to preserve the substance of what they
had before, focusing on its economic interests as well as the image and the comfort of
their castles; in particular, between the 16th and the 17th century, in adherence to the prin-
ciples of Renaissance venustas, nobles contributed to the general improvement of living
conditions in the villages on the hills, re-
qualifying their mansions through sceno-
graphic solutions of great refinement:
galleries and lookout facilities were opened
on the agricultural landscape as a comple-
ment to the existing towers, sewers, crenel-
lated walks, no longer needed from a
defensive point of view, but still perceived
as symbolic elements, alarms, references
to the ancient and aristocratic roots of the
owners. Stables and Citroniére (green-
houses for the growing in pots of lemons)
flank the rustic settings for the storage of
products in the county, including the in-
creasingly vast cellars, because the pos-
session of large quantities of wine meant
a high social status. The courtyards were
expanded to include the airy Italian style
gardens; the private apartments were em-
bellished with new cycles of paintings in-
spired by the surrounding vineyard
landscape. (fig.155)
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fig.155: Stratification of medieval and mod-
ern elements in the houses of the aristocracy

fig.155

fig.154

fig.154: A typical landscape of the Langhe in
a view of the Modern Age In evidence the
castel on top, many vineyards on the hill-
sides and the village on the banks of the
river. Detail from Theatrum Sabaudiae, au-
thor: Giovanni Tommaso Borgonio
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Underneath the castle, then as now, the village developed, marked by an increasingly
dense urban structure of medieval matrix, closely related to the castle walls and even-
tually dispersed on the outside, in isolated farms scattered among the vineyards; these
rural buildings are still the material evidence of the progressive changes in the management
of the lands planted with vines, which occurred on the basis of the first experiments already
carried out in the Middle Ages: in Modern Age, in fact, sharecropping type of contracts
spread on a large scale. Through these contracts the landowner gave the vineyard plot and
the house with the adjoining outhouses, in exchange of half of the wine there produced; the
farmer was also responsible for plowing and planting, for the removal of woods from
forests, the breeding of animals, and routine maintenance. (fig.156-157)

A strong bond – both physical and legal - between the castle and the surrounding coun-
tryside planted with vines was then created; it was in the interest of landowners to split
large plots into smaller lots - usually distributed around one or more farms - in order to
subscribe an adequate number of contracts; this practice greatly contributed to the vine-
yard landscape mosaic of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato giving it a distinctive and
clearly appearance, recognizable worldwide.

In this way vineyards acquired a key role in the lives of farmers, providing them with all the
necessary elements for the subsistence of their families; in this sense, the Alteno contin-
ued to represent the more profitable type of farming, so much that it became the most
common way of growing grapes. Even the ambassadors sent by the foreign superpowers
in Piedmont were impressed by the spread of this cultivation system, as witnessed by the
travel reports written by Andrea Minucci (1549) to Paris and Jacques le Saige who in 1518
stated that “[...] the shoots of the vines turn around trees [...], and the branches of the
vines are related to each other [...] in this way it is possible to plow under them [...] “(Berta,
Mainardi, 1997).
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fig.156

fig.156: The map (“cabreo”) show the farm-
houses surrounded by vineyards. (State
Archive, Torino)
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In fact, the Alteno enabled farmers to intensively take advantage of the ground, obtaining a
wide range of essential goods: grapes for winemaking, fruit and wood from the trees that sup-
ported the vines (in the case of live supports), cereals from alleyways, sometimes legumes, a
little hemp, and fodder for animals. This is a practice that involved also in the following centuries
the small and mid-sized farms especially concentrated in the Langhe and Roero (in Barolo in
1524 Alteno corresponded to the 62% of the cultivated land, while the valuation of La Morra
shortly afterwards denounced only Alteneo lands) and less frequent in Monferrato where is doc-
umented the presence of numerous particles exclusively implanted with vineyard. (fig.158)
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fig.157

fig.157: In this “cabreo” note the large room
for the cellar in the ground-floor plan (State
Archive, Torino)
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In this scenario, the great diffusion of winegrowing urged once again the genius of man in
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, since it became necessary and urgent the development of
new methods for the transport and storage of the constantly growing quantities of
grapes. The small growers therefore had to struggle with the difficulty of finding wagons
and livestock for the transportation of grapes and therefore, using the well-established
method of “know how to do it”, they started to press the grapes directly in the vineyard
using the “ciabòt” or “casòt”, a sort of a small vernacular architecture built between the
rows. Inside the ciabot the early stages of winemaking took place, but they also acted as
containers for the harvesting tools (see “Typological Inventory” paragraph 2.a “The prop-
erty”). A task, the latter, still absolved by numerous “Ciabot” that dot the hills of Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato. 

At the same time the nobles, facilitated by their financial resources, restructured the base-
ments of their homes to make them more suitable for winemaking. In this regard, some
documents of that period evidence the transformation of the ancient “cellaria” (a local
generically used to storage) in “tinagium” only intended to the boiling of the must in vats;
it is also documented the presence of a “canepa” suitable for storing wine in barrels, some-
times accompanied by a smaller local called “cela vinaria”, “parva crota sive cripta” (in ver-
nacular “crotino”, “canevotto”, “infernotto”). In these places most of the wine production
of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato in the Modern Age took place; only a small amount of
wine, mainly aimed to meet the personal needs of the farmer, was produced within the
rural farms. In this way, the upper classes became the thruster of the start of modern
production of wine, based on the increasingly improved agronomic knowledge, so much
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fig.158: The intensive use of the vineyards
arranged in a natural amphitheater near
Fontanafredda (component 1 “Langa of
Barolo”)

fig.158
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to be disseminated through the publication of the first treatises on winemaking. Among
these, stands out for the great impact on the territory, the Treaty of the nature of food and
drink drawn up by the Bolognese doctor Baldassarre Pisanelli (Rome, 1583) and then in-
troduced in Piedmont by Doctor Francesco Gallina, that in his edition did not just reproduce
the original text, but added valuable comments on the quality of the products formulated   
on the basis of the established local winemaking culture. A few years later it was pub-
lished, right in the capital city Turin, the Treaty of Giovanni Battista Croce, The excellence
and diversity of the wines [...] (Turin, 1606) dedicated to Duke Carlo Emanuele I of Savoy.
The volume represented a point of reference on winemaking for ancient Piedmont; the au-
thor describes the different farming systems and processing and provides for the first time
a classification of grape varieties, then as now the base of winemaking process. He recog-
nizes the diversity, evaluating strengths and weaknesses, recognizing for each grape vari-
ety its specific winemaking technique. Among these emerges the “Nebiol” grape, defined
as “the queen of grapes” for its exceptional ability to produce quality wines. (fig.159)

In addition to the authoritative descriptions by Croce, other archival sources help to out-
line the framework production of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato in that period. Referring
later in the text (sections 2.b.1-2.b.6) for a detailed analysis, we just want to mention here
as an example the great exploits of Moscato bianco mentioned in the second half of the
16th century when its wine was object of diplomatic gifts between aristocratic families. A
success, supported by the direct intervention of Duke Emanuele Filiberto of Savoy who un-
derstood the potential benefit derived by the increase of the production of Moscato bianco
considered in the following century, the grape variety with the “most excellent” white
grapes, grown in production area corresponding to the present one. To all this aspects is
referred the works of the most famous and scholar geographers in Piedmont such as Gio-
vanni Botero (“Report of Piedmont”, 1607) and Francesco Agostino della Chiesa counselor
of Duke Carlo Emanuele I of Savoy (“Relation of the present state of Piedmont”, 1635).
Equally interesting is the escalation of Barbera wine mentioned in a letter preserved in the
Archives of the municipality of Nizza Monferrato that resembles in 1609 the presence in
town of special envoys of the Duke Gonzaga of Mantua arrived in Nizza Monferrato to taste
and evaluate Barbera wine in order to proceed with the purchase. The importance of this
wine, however, was destined to grow starting from the end of the century, as evidenced by
the documents kept in the archives of other noble families of Monferrato, which show the
purchase of “cuttings of Barbera” (strains of Barbera grape variety) in addition to record-
ing large amounts of wine kept in the cellars of their castles, not only for personal con-
sumption, but also for sale (A. Di Ricaldone, 1968).

In the first decade of the 18th century, the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-1714)
ended with the peace of Utrecht (1713) that ended the fighting and sanctioned the division
of the European Spanish Empire defining the new geo-political balance of Europe. In this
scenario the rule of the Savoy in Piedmont was settled: the powerful dynasty acquired the
entire Monferrato, confirmed its control over most of the Langhe-Roero and, with Vittorio
Amedeo II of Savoy, Old Piedmont rose to the rank of Kingdom between 1718 and 1720.
Shortly after, the successor of King Carlo Emanuele III of Savoy obtained even the scattered
fiefs of the Langhe giving birth for the first time in history, to a unitary system of govern-
ment for Langhe-Roero and Monferrato.

The new political and institutional structure initiated a period of economic stability, with
a more efficient territorial organization, a rationalization of public services and, more
generally, an improvement of the living conditions of the populations. Among the many
efforts made, the “Cadastre Savoy” should be noted; that is the tool aimed to acquire a
deep knowledge of the area in order to improve the distribution of the tax burden between
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fig.159: The Treaty of Giovan Battista Croce,
Della eccellenza e diversità dei vini […]
(Torino, 1606))
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taxpayers; this stands as one of the most modern and updated territorial management and
governing tools practiced in Europe in the 18th century. It was based on the capillary meas-
urement of individual lands, the transfer of the collected data on large maps and the recog-
nition of the properties of each plot. The maps, mostly kept in the numerous local State
Archives, show the organization culture of the land in question, the overall exploitation
of natural resources, the water control, the development of settlements and roads. The
characteristics and peculiarities of the vineyard landscapes are in this way directly
recorded for the first time, at the level of the individual plots of small dimensions, as
well as for the wine growing areas of greatest extension. (fig.160)

In this context of general recovery the system of access to large urban centers was per-
fected, according to the logic design of the Ancién Regime. The hill roads remained virtu-
ally excluded from the general renewal of the road network, for logical difficulties of
intervention: these minor roads have therefore retained the original tracks while pre-
serving the integrity of many small towns perched on the hills of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato. Nevertheless, elites historically rooted in these places, as well as the confra-
ternities and religious communities themselves, promoted building renewal in baroque
style that still characterizes a large number of architectural elements of the emerging vine-
yard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. The latest fashion trends were exported
throughout Piedmont the from capital city of Turin, in this way, in the nominated property
medieval materials and construction techniques layered with the new baroque guide-
lines. The results still show the Baroque style transformations of numerous parish
churches with a medieval layout, whose celebratory spaces had to be adapted to the new
liturgical requirements dictated by the Catholic Reformation and to the increase of the num-
ber of faithful; for these interventions the most recognized architects at the court of Savoy
and numerous students trained in Turin studies of the most famous masters were called:
in this way, even the smaller towns endowed with new designs of great visual impact as
evidenced by the facades of the churches perched on the hills, conceived as real backdrops
places at closure of the main street of the village. With the same principle, the squares in
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fig.160

fig.160: Parcellation of agricultural property
in the province of Asti shown by a cadastre,
end of the eighteenth century
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front of the churchyards were realized, which became privileged points of observations of
the landscape (belvedere); the bell towers, that along with medieval towers survived
the changes, constitute an eye-catcher featuring the skyline of the vineyard landscape
of the Langhe Roero and Monferrato. As stated by Bernardo Vittone, one of the most fa-
mous Baroque architects in Piedmont, in his famous treatise on architecture, baroque
churches with “their prominent, noble and significant look, enhance those cities or villages
in which are built” (Various Instructions, 1766). (fig.161)

The new architectural language enjoyed an even greater freedom of expression in the proj-
ects of noble mansions built among the possessions of vineyards throughout the 18th
century and later, often replacing or alongside the existing simple rural houses. This phe-
nomenon was supported by political and institutional reforms promoted by the central gov-
ernment (Vittorio Amedeo II and then Carlo Emanuele III) who encouraged the purchase of
vacant rural houses in exchange of the noble title. In the new management system, highly
centralized, the Savoy decided to reallocate the fiefs depriving them, however, of their an-
cient medieval privileges. Thus, the nobles became promoters of the taste “of living in a
villa”, building from scratch their residences of delight or renewing existing castles. The for-
mal solutions, the compositional choices and the decorations reflect the models built by the
great Baroque architects active in Turin and Europe, and assign to villas and castles of this
period an important landscape value; placed in a dominant position overlooking the in-
habited area, the villa is, in fact, characterized by the close relationship between the build-
ing, the garden and the surrounding landscape. These residences became the symbol of
nobility that tied its prestige no longer to feudal rights but to trade. Especially in the hills
of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, these properties were made by the noble house, rustic
outbuildings, by orchards and gardens, and above all, by the large cellars, where they
produced, then as now, excellent wines. (fig.162)

Contemporary sources are full of references to these excellent wines: a series of articles
published in Lausanne on wines and vineyards around the world, specifically mention a
Moscato Bianco of Piedmont so good that at the end of the 18th century, the prestigious So-
ciety of Agriculture of Turin mentioned it as one of the grape varieties of Piedmont capable
of producing the finest wines. In 1798 Barbera is officially mentioned among the first class
black grapes of Piedmont in the “Instruction on the cultivation of vines and the best way
to make and store wines” the ampelographic first work on the grape varieties of the sub-
alpine region (Nuvolone Pergamo G., 1798).
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fig.161: The Baroque reconstruction of
palaces and churches in Canelli, in the
sketches of Clemente Rovere

fig.162: Villas and rustic appliances incor-
porated in the vineyards
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Contemporary Age

The First Italian Campaign led by General Napoleon Bonaparte in 1796, marked a reorgan-
ization of the power of the Savoy in Piedmont without affecting, once again significantly,
the areas of the nominated property. In any case, at the end of the French occupation (Bat-
tle of Waterloo 1815), Piedmont returned under the control of the Savoy, who managed to
expand their kingdom to include the Republic of Genoa and consequently earn a new sales
director towards the large port of the Mediterranean. In fact, the interest in the trade to
other countries represented in those years the driving force for the production of wines
of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, who could rely on the decisive support of the Royal
House. Among the many initiatives designed to promote local wine and thus open it to
new markets we recall the establishment of the first agricultural exhibitions wanted by
King Carlo Felice starting from 1825: in particular the Exhibition of 1829 saw the partici-
pation of 502 exhibitors and the success achieved reached as far as Russia. The objective
was also pursued by his successor, King Carlo Alberto, promoter of an innovative and ef-
ficient agricultural policy where, once again, the wine sector and its expansion toward
foreign countries occupied a prominent role. In terms of trade, Piedmont had long devel-
oped a special relationship with France and the alliance established between the policy of
Savoy and the Second Empire of Napoleon III had favored the economic and cultural ex-
changes, but the most significant breakthrough occurred between 1832 and 1846 when
Carlo Alberto of Savoy concluded 26 treaties with European and South American coun-
tries; a sudden change happened from a protectionist policy that had until then character-
ized the highly centralized state of the Savoy to a policy based on free trade. (fig.163)

Although, as we have seen, the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato sink
their foundations between the Middle Ages and Modern Age, it is in the 19th century that
we must seek the basis to understand its evolution. To mark this definitive turning point
many economic, social, agronomic, technical and scientific events concurred, reinforcing
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fig.163

fig.163: Main elements of the vineyard land-
scape of Langa of Barolo in a fresco of the
XIXth century 
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and integrating each other; even if launched in the first half of the century, they became
more effective in the second half of the 19th century. 

In general, it is possible to identify in the first fifty years of the century a period of tran-
sition: the agricultural landscape of the hilly areas that most directly concerns us, had in
the vineyard a predominant factor over other crops, alternating with arable and meadow
areas devoted to pasture, while the forest component was limited to small plots. In a nut-
shell, therefore, Langhe-Roero and Monferrato presented themselves as a mosaic of dif-
ferent cultivations without a specialization. The winegrowing specialization, which today
seems inherent to the territories, with large areas of uniform rows on hills and slopes, was
still far away. On the contrary, the main feature of the landscape remained that of promis-
cuous cultivations with a growing  percentage of vineyard soils, especially in the province
of Asti recorded as the one that “has the bigger quantity of vineyards “ (Prato, 1908). 

We must not forget that in the Napoleonic Piedmont 66,000 hectares of land were released
and it was given the opportunity to those who could see in winegrowing an opportunity to
increase the family welfare, to acquire even small plots of land (on average one or two
hectares). The phenomenon was of great importance in Piedmont and not comparable
to other contexts: for example, in Tuscany the surface of land to be auctioned during the
same period amounted to only 28,000 hectares. The desire of self-sufficiency of small-
holders - who already motivated the birth the Alteno in its early medieval manifestations,
as we saw earlier - favored the development of small family businesses able to provide dif-
ferent products and integrated with each other.

The consequences on the landscape were important: especially in Monferrato the split in
small and very small plots of land was spreading (up to 35 owners for each square km)
with vineyards mixed with arable following a more intensive exploitation practice,which
gave birth to the cultivation mosaic still characterizing the territory today. In contrast, the
large estates historically linked to the clergy were neutralized by the tax burden, the end of
ecclesiastical privileges and the absenteeism of the owners, leaving plenty of space to the
initiative of small farmers involved in direct management of the funds.

The settlement system followed, of course, the new structure of agricultural property, in-
tensifying the phenomenon of scattered housing originated in the previous century; so,
throughout the 19th century, the hillsides were populated by farms distributed in large
meshes, which became an addition to the pre-existing villages on top of hills, thus com-
pleting the built landscape typical of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. It is still today an ex-
ceptional heritage of rural buildings marked by strong typical characters, which is now at
the center of recovery programs aimed to rediscovery and enhance the architectural qual-
ity of the rural world.

In a nutshell we can say that in the fifty years elapsed between the end of the Napoleonic
domination and the unification of Italy (1861) the agricultural landscape changed thanks to
the extension of winegrowing, the fragmentation of ownerships and the consequent
building of rural houses; urban regeneration actions interested cities of the lowlands
such as Nizza Monferrato and Canelli, restructured according to the latest standard of
“urban quality” and road infrastructure linked to their role of commercial poles; nothing
varied in the structure of the many small hill towns, faithfully portrayed as medieval vil-
lages in the sketches of Clemente Rovere and the drawings of Francesco Gonin. (fig.164)

Meanwhile, in line with the tradition that saw in Giovanni Battista Croce a pioneer of the
study of Piedmont vineyards and wines, Count Giorgio Gallesio wrote “Pomona Italian” a
monumental work in which the scientific and technical aspects were enhanced by nu-
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merous colored tables representing a collection of Italian grape varieties. Among the var-
iegated winemaking reality of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato here represented, the Barbera
grape variety emerged, from which a robust wine, that improves with age was obtained “to
be consumed sparingly as it acts on the nervous system”, the Nebbiolo grape variety, third
in quantity but first for quality, renowned for its production of “selected wines” and the
Moscato Bianco grape variety from which a wine derives, according to Gallesio, “rather es-
timated but more similar to a must or a syrup” (Gallesio, 1995). The work was a funda-
mental precondition for the national scientific and technical research that will affect the
second half of the century when the technical skills crucial for the current production of
wines were developed.

In the area of   Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato these skills found a particularly
fertile field of application, not only for
the deeply rooted winemaking tradi-
tion in the territory, but also for the
political, administrative and social
conditions largely favorable for wine-
growing. In the first place there was a
constant increase of the winegrowing
areas with the consequent increase of
the production of wine (between 1835
and 1864 from 2.7 million to 3.8 mil-
lion hectoliters) not only in quantity,
but also in qualitative terms, due to
the growing demand for quality wines
to be allocated on the foreign market.
Secondly, the land ownership was di-
vided between the will of small farmers
to maximize their modest plots of lands
and the strong initiative of aristocrats
and entrepreneurs able to survive,
thanks to their total dedication, to the
shattering of the ancient land holdings.
(fig.165)
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period photograph

fig.165: One of the numerous awards won
by the Piedmontese wines for their excellent
quality, 1892
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To facilitate the understanding of this complex turmoil, hereinafter reference is made to the
entire winemaking chain - from the cultivation to the distribution of wine - because all the
processing stages knew substantial changes in favor of qualitative research and respect
for tradition.

Starting from the “cultivation places”, the vineyards, where the Alteno form of cultivation,
here in use since the Middle Ages, slowly but gradually disappeared in favor of a spe-
cialized cultivation. The choice is to be intended as the result of numerous studies con-
ducted since the 18th century on the negative impact that the presence among rows of trees
and various crops had on the quality of the grapes. For reasons of self-sustenance of farm-
ers, already explained above, the abandonment of this practice clashed with the resist-
ance of small farmers, knowing therefore a very long period; only in the late 19th century
it was implemented on most of the territory. This modification of the ancient cultivation
method, resulted in the replacement of traditional tree-lined supports (live supports)
with vines supported by poles (dead supports) that represent the current cultivation sys-
tem and one of the main factors in the increase of the quality of wine.

Another element of great innovation was the use of iron wire instead of the traditional hor-
izontal poles and rods: in the town of Barolo it was experimentally used for the first time
in 1850, without knowing great success for about a decade, but starting from 1870 it be-
came common practice and growers applied this system in several ways: some used a sin-
gle wire, others even three. The Count of Mirafiori in his famous estate in Fontanafredda
adopted the system of three wires putting a on top of the lowest a reed to avoid damages
to the sprouts. In one of his estate in La Morra, Doctor Matteo Ascheri designed a pole
system that joined traditional practice and innovation. 

Equally significant for the start of modern winemaking in Piedmont was the use of sulfur pre-
sented and illustrated by the agricultural journal the “Coltivatore” (G.A. Ottavi, from 1855) in
1857. Two years later the same journal described the Guyot system: from now on all the re-
search and innovations in winegrowing and winemaking were discussed, presented and de-
scribed by the historical journal Casale and the books of the agriculture series. 

Continuing along the stages of the supply chain, we can say that the most significant in-
novations concerned the improvement of the winemaking process thanks to the interest
of the most important aristocratic families of Piedmont that facilitated the introduction of
innovations from France. The emblematic case, for the important impact at local level, is
represented by the experience gained by Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour, in 1851 ap-
pointed Minister of Agriculture, Trade and Finance, promoter of a real agrarian reform,
with significant impact on winemaking. Referring to the specific descriptions about his
work (see section 2.b.2) we need to recall the primacy reached by his operational base: the
family estate and castle in Grinzane (Langhe), where, from 1835, Cavour brought all the
suggestions implemented during his European travels. The different European social and
political realities in support of agricultural science represented, in fact, the basis of inno-
vations designed by Cavour in the name of progress, economic welfare and especially
the launch of the winemaking of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato worldwide. In addition
to the sensitivity shown towards other winegrowing realities - especially the French one re-
lated to the production of Bordeaux wines, had so much renown in Europe - a great intu-
ition of Cavour was to build a sort of “network” formed by leading experts in the field and
by the most enterprising patrons of the time; in this regard it should be noted the collab-
oration with General Paolo Francesco of the Marquis of Staglieno, one of the earliest pro-
fessional that was recognized as an oenologist in respect of the need to have wine experts
with certain technical skills, good knowledge of markets and open-minded. He put his oeno-
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logical knowledge at the service of the King, administered the royal estates for over ten
years and became a member of the prestigious “Royal Academy of Agriculture of Turin”
where he presented the striking results achieved through his oenological experiments sum-
marized in the book Education about the way to make and store wines in Piedmont (1835).
The volume can be considered a true manual of modern oenology, which proposed a num-
ber of innovations in winemaking, intended to achieve correct and stable wines, able to
deal with long-term aging and the travels required for the commercialization. He was re-
sponsible for the introduction of the “Gervais system” in 1837, a sort of fermentation lock
able to regularize the alcoholic fermentation and prevent exposure to air of the surface of
wine. In addition, its guidance on clarification with the egg white and the sulfidation did in-
crease the quality and durability of the wines.

Equally important for Cavour, and more generally for the wine production of Langhe-Roero
and Monferrato, was Louis Oudart of Reims, known by the Minister during his travels in
1840. The French wine expert had a deposit of fine and ordinary wines in Genoa, and for
several years he carried out consultancy work for the wine estates of several nobles in
Piedmont from whom he bought the wine; in 1847 he became a consultant of Cavour in
Grinzane influencing the production techniques and renewing the spaces involved in the
processing of wine. From his collaboration with General Staglieno resulted the correction
of Barolo wine, until then slightly sweet because of the difficulty to complete the alcoholic
fermentation; to correct this feature the two ex-
perts developed a maceration process of fifteen
days, a period considered by Oudart as appropri-
ate to obtain from the skins everything needed to
have a quality wine. Innovative was also the
method of ageing of Barolo, indissolubly linked
to the relationship with wood; the barrels in which
the wine rested were built with great care, choos-
ing the best essences, supplied by craftsmen who
helped the development of specialized winemak-
ing. (fig.166)

In addition, continuing with what already started
by Staglieno, he repaired in the first instance the
already existing locals in the Grinzane estate des-
tined to the storage of vats and shortly after he
built from scratch a “tinaggio” (wine cellar) ef-
ficient and appropriate to the new winemaking
practices and to the large dimensions of the new
wooden containers. We must emphasize that the
new tinaggi arose in the late 19th century in large as
well as in small businesses of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato; the environments suitable for the stor-
age and aging of wine (wine cellars), were in most
cases the result of major restructures of existing
premises. In continuity with the building traditions
consolidated over the years, these environments
maintained the typical vaulted structure with brick
or tiles, but they were expanded through the an-
nexation of other production space with regular
layouts (usually rectangular), each designed to
accommodate a specific phase of the cycle pro-
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duction, from fermentation of the must to bottling and shipping of the product. The mod-
ern building standards were codified in manuals from that period that show how the ar-
chitecture of the workspace necessarily had to comply with the requirements of a
production cycle still improving. (fig.167)

Still on the subject of improvement of the production processes, in this period also began
the experimentations on Moscato bianco in Canelli, which led to the production of the
first Italian sparkling wine exported abroad since 1866. These innovations had decisive ef-
fects on the processing techniques of wine derived from the Moscato bianco grape variety,
but also on the production system centered on the birth of sparkling wine factories. Re-
ferring later in the text (see section 2.b.5), we here briefly say that the origins of the change
are to be found in the constant commitment of one of the founding fathers of oenology,
Carlo Gancia, who after years of practice in Reims in close contact with the processing of
Champagne, introduced an innovative production technique based on the fermentation in
bottle. The Gancia technique was later perfected by Federico Martinotti to whom we owe
the patent for Italy, France and Switzerland of a device and the associated method for the
continuous manufacture of sparkling wines (1895); finally, with Eugène Charmat, the wooden
tool invented by Martinotti was replaced by a similar steel one. The final result, born from the
sum of the three techniques, guaranteed a faster processing of the product and the preser-
vation of the freshness, delicacy and aroma of the product, which is why the Martinotti-Char-
mat method still represents the technique used for the production of Asti Spumante. So,
the Italian sparkling wine produced in Canelli became an extraordinary invention that led
among entrepreneurs a sort of collective emulative competition. 

The renewal of the techniques resulted in large and significant changes of strategy in the
production characterizing the distribution area of Moscato; just as significant and revolu-
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tionary for the whole economic system of the area was the productive system; in the gen-
eral history of Italian industry, it has been recognized the leading role played by wine-
making originated in the early 19th century between the Langhe and Monferrato, mainly
along the Belbo valley - where the Moscato grape variety, the basis of prestige productions
such as Asti Spumante, is grown - and that founds its heart in Canelli. Analyzing the
sources found in the Archives of the oldest sparkling wine factories established in this area
(see section 2.b.5), we notice that since the beginning they presented the characteristics
of an industrial evolution not usual in the Italian scene; the lines of this precocity can be
identified in the presence of a clear specialization and characterization of the production,
in the presence of rationalization systems of the manufacturing facilities, in the use of
stable workforce, in the application of innovative technologies for the processing of
grapes and goods. (fig.168) Framers of the earliest forms of industrial winemaking activ-
ity were pioneers entrepreneurs belonging to the agrarian aristocracy that evolved from a
commercial point of view: thanks to their actions oriented since the beginning to the spe-
cialized renewal and their technical and scientific training they managed to overcome the
millennial empiricism of farmers, creating a real entrepreneurship movement that
started with the legal establishment of industries where next to the name of the entre-
preneur there were the names of technicians, scientists, agronomists, agents and brokers
called to play an important role in the mother house. The constituent acts date back, just
to give some examples, to 1810 for the Zoppa Company, to 1831 for the Bosca Company
and to 1850 for the Gancia Company. These are just some of the names of historic indus-
trials that were able to grasp in advance and with audacity the signals of the great trans-
formations that followed the transition phase between mercantilism and capitalism.
They were able to make gradual steps towards the forms of industrial development that not
represented a rupture with the family business of brokers and wine merchants with whom
they had to deal for a long period of time. There are at least three types of entrepreneurs
of the sparkling wine factories that from the early 19th century gave birth to the wine in-
dustry of the lands of Moscato. The first comprises the oldest, the so called pioneers, who
landed in Canelli after experiments conducted on wines in Turin, such as Carlo and Edoardo
Gancia who moved to Canelli in 1850; the second includes those who were already settled
in the Canelli area and had a long tradition of commerce, such as Alessandro Zoppa and the
Bosca company, still rooted in Canelli, makers of the first pioneering experiences of over-
seas exporting, making the leap and moving from a condition of merchants to that of in-
dustrials. In the third category there are experienced business brokers operating in the
territory of Moscato that brought new elements in the production, invented new solutions
and began highly qualified experiences. A powerful documentation made of accounting pa-
pers, advertising material and factory facilities stacked and layered over time that remark-
ably remained in the same place of origin, form a unique archive of memory to witness the
centrality of Canelli in the history of winemaking industry. (fig.169)

To complete the chain with the distribution phase of the product, we can say that another
decisive push for change was granted by the General Agreement on Tariffs reform pro-
moted by Cavour. 
The first treaties were signed with Belgium and England, followed by Greece, Switzerland
and the Netherlands; finally with Austria in 1851 a specific contract for the reduction of
tariffs on the export of wines was signed. A similar effort was made with France, but the
result was negative, perhaps fearing that when the “[…] vins d’asti pourront entrer en
France, ils lutteront avec le Bordeaux et le Bourgogne” (Mainardi, 2004). 
The transition from the 7900 bottles exported in the forties to the 200,000 shipped in 1860
reflects the importance of the ongoing reforms and emphasizes the achievement of an-
other milestone on which the central power worked for a long period of time: the inaugu-
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ration of the new Asti-Torino railway in 1849 allowed the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato to
enter the circuit of the capital city, facilitating trade and opening up the area to new mar-
kets. The train changed the economy and the life of the inhabitants. Soon after, the con-
stantly growing sparkling wine factories of Canelli determined the need of the construction
of a new railway line Alessandria-Cavallermaggiore (1853 and 1865) which allowed to con-
nect these establishments with the port of Genoa and then with the world. 
The railway therefore became essential for the commerce of these companies, becom-
ing an integral part of the production structure, as shown for example in 1866 in the no-
tarial deed signed by the Gancia (Carlo and Edoardo) and the League of Railways of
Northern Italy as the “given the amplitude of the structures of the factory and the produc-
tion that here takes place, a cost of 300.00 Lira is required for connecting them to the train
station with tracks and services”. 
The opening of the Frejus tunnel in 1871 facilitated the exchanges already well underway
with France, while the improvement of the road network opened new markets towards
northern Italy, such as Turin and Milan, but especially with Genoa, where the seaport al-
lowed to embark the wine required by overseas countries. (fig.170)

Meanwhile, the political and diplomatic skills of the Savoy was consolidating the auton-
omy of the Piedmont, reaching on the 17th of March 1861 the unification of Italy with its cap-
ital in Turin, home of the Savoy monarchy since the 16th century. According to a
conventional periodization, we start to talk about modern viticulture from this period;
in those years many experiments launched in the early 19th century were successfully
completed or further perfected to face the onset of new parasitic diseases – arrived from
America and previously unknown in Europe - such as phylloxera and downy mildew that
seriously threatened the entire wine industry. The phylloxera parasite appeared in southern
France in 1863, attacking the crops of Provence and reached Piedmont around 1879. In a
few years the epidemic took the form of a large virulence destroying about a million hectares
of vineyards in the Italian peninsula; in the same period downy mildew drastically reduced
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the harvests of grapes and altered the organoleptic characteristics of the products.
We can provide some basic example of the way in which these diseases acted and the rea-
sons why they had so much influence on the new face of viticulture: downy mildew brought
the need of the first chemical interventions in the vineyards (the use of mixture of lime
and sulphate copper prepared in an artisanal way to destroy colonies of insects); phyllox-
era induced to adopt the first line of biotech defense: the grafting of resistant rootstocks
which led to the reconstruction of the vineyards. The fight against these diseases, there-
fore, marked the success of “scientific” oenology that did not alter the substance of the
original character of the vines historically attested in Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. In this
context, in a few decades, winegrowing was renewed also thanks to an important event:
the birth of modern ampelography widely investigated in model companies, schools
and periodic information. Never before a profound ampelographic knowledge spread this
way, also involving winegrowers who were able to combine the secular experience acquired
and passed through the generations with new pragmatic solutions linked to the function-
ality of production processes and income. 

The objectives focused on four macro areas:

• The selection of the most suitable grape varieties for wine making, studying the link be-
tween the type of grape variety and the quality of the finished product, by comparing the
relative quality of different varieties, and, above all, supporting “winemaking in purity”
method. This process of renewal of farming systems is accompanied by the creation of
large specialized companies, real businesses models such as the one initiated by King
Carlo Alberto in Pollenzo: this structure has been preserved and is still active; today it
houses the University of Gastronomic Sciences of Italy;

• the definition of the available ampelographic platform that appeared chaotic, confused
by synonyms and names of local varieties;

• the development and dissemination of technical knowledge of Piedmont winemakers,
through the organization of oenological conferences, the institution of Public Reading
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Rooms and circulating Technical Libraries, the printing of books and journals. In this re-
gard we can remember the agrarian newspaper of G. A. Ottavi, the “Coltivatore”, a mile-
stone for the sector studies, published in 1855, who first explained the use of sulfur in the
vineyards, symbolically starting the era of modern winemaking; the books of the agricul-
ture series, which quickly spread the innovative results of the “Etudes sur le vin” con-
ducted by the French chemist and biologist Louis Pasteur in 1866 that led to “a significant
improvement in the smell, taste, clarity and color of the wine.” (F. Garelli, 1878); the “An-
nals of the Agriculture Academy of Turin” (from 1788) and the “Annals of Viticulture and
Enology” (from 1872) that provided a critical overview on the key topics discussed by
experts in this time of great change. 

• the experimentation of new winemaking techniques, also through the establishment of
experimental institutions such as the “Stazione Enologica of Asti” (R.D. 18th of January
1872) and the “Stazione Enologica Sperimentale of Gattinara” (R.D. 17th of May 1872). The
activities of these institutions concerned the chemical analysis of the vineyards and the
researches on its diseases, the physical and chemical analysis of soils, the researches on
fertilizers, the analysis of grapes at different stages of maturation, the chemical research
on the phenomena of fermentation, the analysis of must and wine and their composition,
forgery and diseases, the research on the best systems of manufacture and storage of
wine, the study of machinery, instruments and tools for the intended purpose. (fig.171)

This great and hard work led to delineate the areas of excellence of wine which survived
until today. It was a very slow operation, due to the economic difficulties, but had a far-reach
because it brought with it a careful choice of grape varieties that became the foundation
of the national and international fame reached at the end of the 19th century by wines
from Piedmont. In fact, the most valuable local production was suited for exportation as ev-
idenced, among the many other initiatives, by the birth of the Italian-German Winery Com-
pany of Alessandria.

Of fundamental importance for those years was also the great contribution of Louis Pas-
teur in Microbiology and its relapse on oenology. He discovered in fact the bacteria caus-
ing diseases of wines and found a remedy: the heat treatment which took the name of
‘pasteurization’. In December 1866 Pasteur published his results in the work “Etudes sur
le vin” that would revolutionize the winemaking industry, providing to wine producers the
scientific tools required to master methods and results. In Piedmont, Pasteur’s technical
information quickly spread. It was still the “Coltivatore” that quickly spread the work of the
French scientist. It was found that the heating technique didn’t just kill the germs. In a man-
ual published in Turin in 1872, F. Garelli noted that the practice led to “a significant im-
provement in the smell, taste, clarity and color of the wine.” (Garelli F., 1878.)

In the last quarter of the century the primacy achieved by the Langhe-Roero and Monfer-
rato wines was highlighted in the National Congress of 1875: in fact, the first Congress of
Italian winemaking chose Turin as its location, the city-symbol of the winemaking territory
that more than any another in Italy believed in the international affirmation of its wines.
This certainty brought great Piedmont producers together in the refusal to “correct” their
wines (sugaring, deacidification, cuts of wine) in order to make them more attractive on the
market - as other Italian winemakers were about to do - but followed the goal of delivering
a wine-type produced “in purity” that had to be offered on the market with constant char-
acteristics. This result could be achieved only through a production cycle rational and con-
trolled for its entire duration.
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Between winemaking tradition and evolution, during the 19th century the protagonists of
contemporary reality of wine were defined: the Nebbiolo grape variety became the sym-
bol of the Langhe hills on which it found, then as now, an ideal habitat skillfully managed
by the famous noble families which gave to Barolo and Barbaresco wines a quality im-
print. The Ligurian scholar Giorgio Gallesio identified as “Grape Montisferratensis” Bar-
bera, thus confirming the correspondence between the Monferrato and the distribution
area par excellence of Barbera that is still the privileged production site of the great Bar-
bera wines. The experience of renowned local and international winemakers was prov-
idential for the winemaking of Moscato Bianco of Canelli, from which the Asti Spumante,
a product that aroused the keen interest of the international markets. (fig.172)
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At the beginning of the 20th century, the Regional Congress on wines and phylloxera held
in Alba (1903) defined the tasks of the “Piedmont Trade Union of wine” which stood as a
control tool for the application of the laws on the production and marketing of wine. The
goal was to protect their products from the low-level imitations that discredit them and
to offer to international markets a consistently high image of quality, as already did by the
consortium for the production of “Barolo-Barbaresco,” Moscato d’Asti” and “Asti
Spumante”.

Throughout the territory started to multiply the Winegrowing Estates related to the tra-
ditional production (Barolo, Barbaresco and Barbera, see sections 2.a.1, 2.a.3, 2.a.4), the
oenologic industries of Canelli mostly related to the production of Spumante (Asti
Spumante, see section 2.a.5) and the first cooperative wine cellars that, supported by the
national law of 1904, worked the grapes from local winegrowers and marketed the prod-
uct (Barbera). In addition to these productive realities, the premises for the storage of do-
mestic wine in underground environments spread, such as the “crotin” (see section
2.a.5) connected to the main cellar and the “infernot”, especially found in the Basso
Monferrato (see section 2. a.6). (fig.173)

After the First World War (‘Great War’, 1914-1918), a turnaround was recorded since the
economic crisis marked a setback in the production and export of Piedmont wines. Almost
all the hilly areas of Piedmont (where the mixed cultivation of the vine took up more than
167,000 hectares and the specialized one 52,500 hectares) were forced to scale back the pro-
duction that went from 7,400,000 to 6,300,000 quintals of grapes with an average yield per
hectare of less than 10%. As a result, especially in the Monferrato, the prices of wines, that
in the mid-twenties were originally listed about 190 lira the hectoliter, fell in 1932 to 75 lira;
the new prohibition laws in America and northern Europe - together with the protectionist
duties laid down by France - determined a progressive drop of exports. This situation had
repercussions also on the land of the territory, where a further breakdown of the plots was
recorded because the peasant class – economically weaker - was forced to divide the
properties and sell them to the biggest producers of low Asti and of the hills of Turin.

During the Second World War (1939-1945) the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato areas were
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among the most active centers of the Piedmont resistance; here, among farms, villages and
vineyards hills are held the partisans stories of one of the most famous writers of the time:
Beppe Fenoglio born in the Langhe (Alba, 1922-Turin, 1963) able to bring back to life
through the pages of his writings - such as La malora 1954, Il partigiano Johnny 1968 - the
spirit that animated the hills of Barbaresco in those years of resistance (see section 2.A.3).
Just as important are the fully detailed descriptions of the area of Canelli written by Cesare
Pavese, born in Monferrato (Santo Stefano Belbo, 1908 - Turin, 1950), who went away
several times from his lands, but always came back because, as he writes in his novel La
luna e I falò (The moon and the Bonfires), 1949: “[…]Here, the heat does not fall from the
sky, it comes from below - from the earth, from the bottom of the vines that seem to have
eaten every green to go all over into the branch. It’s a heat that I love, it has a smell: I’m in
too that smell as well, as the many grape and hay harvests and stripping, many flavors and
many desires that I didn’t thought of having anymore […]”(see section 2.a.5). (fig.174)
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During the Second World War, however, winemaking managed to survive thanks to the hard
and continuous work of peasant families: the agrarian structure survived the impact of the
exodus from the countryside and the new dynamics of the market that loomed from the post-
war period up to the sixties of the 20th century. In those years the phenomenon of social co-
operation resumed force, especially in Asti where 47 cooperative wine cellars were born and
in Alessandria, with 17. Cooperation now controlled a quarter of the wine production in
Piedmont: the wine of cooperative wine cellars was sold within a year, often from casks,
mainly to wholesalers and industrials. In some cases, the cooperative wine cellars turned
second degree to consortia, trying to increase the amount of bottled wine, but this road led
to a crisis of the cooperative movement, in progressive improvement during the seventies
thanks to the birth of “Associations Manufacturers” which gathered numerous cooperative
wineries and wine companies in large groups, combining a best technical assistance on
winegrowing to a rationalization of cellars in order to achieve a more effective business
and to adapt to market demands. An exemplary case in this regard is the Cooperative wine
cellars of Vinchio and Vaglio (see sections 2.a.4 - 2.b.4). (fig.175)

Meanwhile, the growing economic weight of winemaking in Italian economy and the steadily
increasing interest of foreign markets, marked a decisive moment of resumption of the
production that was recognized and protected by specific measures such as the Denomi-
nations of controlled origin (DOC). The systematic recognition of denominations, from the
first legislative provision of 1963, marked the clear separation between the quality pro-
duction from the low profile one, which was gradually abandoned, at the same time
leading to a rise of the consumer prices. 

Since 1992 with the introduction of the “DOC pyramid” (Law 164/1992) a hierarchy settled be-
tween the different denominations - table wines, Typical Geographical Indication (IGT), Denom-
inations of controlled origin (DOC), Denominations of controlled and guaranteed origin (DOCG)
- thus supporting the close relationship between the wine and the anthropic environment of
production. In this last period, the relapses of the basic and secondary designations have been
monitored, the lesser-known winegrowing areas with significant production capacity have
been protected and the mainline denominations through the identification of sub-areas and
additional references have been specified. These new elements required a revision of the law
in force, that was replaced by the new Legislative Decree (DL 61/2010) aimed to preserve and
promote the high quality and recognition of wines through proper coordination strategies, ad-
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fig.175: The weighing process of the grapes
at the cooperative wine cellar of  Vinchio and
Vaglio Serra
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ministrative simplification and transparency of the sector. Piedmont was therefore one of the first
regions to build up a regional legislation dedicated to wine production. The system created by
the Regione Piemonte allowed the use of multiple designations for the same vineyard, through
the harvest selection, and thus to express the full potential and quality of the grapes. (fig.176)

At the same time, the organization of the regulatory system proceeded with a further en-
hancement of the wines of excellence of Piedmont, who were designated by the toponyms
(“Piedmont”, “Langhe”, “Monferrato”) that always represented an indicator of quality for
the public. The use of toponyms then became a mark of distinction between products with
Piedmontese origin and those processed in Piedmont, but originating from other regions.

The most obvious results of these strategies can be summarized as follows:
• the increase of the productive specialization, given the abandonment of cultivation of

non-typical vines of the area and the increase of the cultivation of the typical ones;
• full recognition of the wine on the market.

As a result of these measures, the general trend of reduction of the areas planted with vines
that also affected some areas of Piedmont in the last decades, only marginally affected the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory, where a concentration of production within the nom-
inated areas took place. In addition to this, following the request of winegrowers, the EU
Commission,-derogating the European provisions of 1997 - assigned the right to Piedmont to
allocate new hectares to winegrowing because well below the market demand, as they had
detected from the analyzes carried out on the stock product, on the price developments and
on the surface registered in the “Register of vineyards”. All of this led to an increase of the
areas planted with vines, as already mentioned, according to a phenomenon in contrast
with other European areas.

Over the past 20 years the reality of cooperative wine cellars has seen a slight decrease in
number, although the role of cooperation winemaking is particularly significant in some areas
of the provinces of Alessandria and Asti, where it represents the “heart” of the wine produc-
tion system, ensuring the maintenance of vineyard land and the income for farmers. From a
technical and productive point of view, the relative seniority of cooperative wine cellars, born
and raised in the fifties, has been attenuated by a process of modernization of both buildings
and equipment which occurred starting from the eighties: the interventions were linked to the
need to process an increasing amount of grapes, to comply the equipment for the safety of op-
erators and products and to meet the constantly increasing range of products offered.  The link
between the wine cellars, its social base and the surrounding vineyard area has then strongly
characterized the places where cooperation winemaking is an active reality: a particular pro-
ductive model in which the centrality of the cooperative wine cellars, historically because of the
inability of wine companies to adopt a winery of their own, has evolved into a center of ag-
gregation that provides services aimed to members in order to create a relationship of mu-
tual trust and well-regulated aimed to the production of high quality wines that express the
characteristics of the territory of origin. Among other things, the great variability of vineyards
of the members allows the winery to perform a wide product segmentation in relation to the
vines, but also on the basis of the composition characteristics of the soil, the exposure of the
vineyards and the adopted cultivation techniques. Finally, the aggregating capability of coop-
erative wine cellars is also crucial from a commercial point of view, as it can operate on large
volumes and act on one hand on the control of grape prices (ensuring a greater market sta-
bility) and on the other by applying a greater contract capacity against the distribution.

The close relationship between man, vineyards, “wineries” and the places where these three
elements live and work, represent the unchanging historical backbone of a landscape that
was able to perfect itself between continuity and innovation.
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2.b.1 Langa of Barolo

The historical events of the “Langa of Barolo” are bound primarily to the history of the Neb-
biolo grape variety, the protagonist of winemaking in this area and of the prestigious
wine it produces: Barolo. For this reason, here below is a specific treatment of the history
of the Nebbiolo grape variety variety and Barolo wine, which follows the history of the mu-
nicipalities included in the area of   excellence.

History of the Nebbiolo grape variety
Nebbiolo, a historic grape variety variety of Piedmont, has been of paramount importance
in every moment of the winemaking and oenological evolution this region and, for this rea-
son, it is one of the first varieties to be mentioned by name in written documentation
from the Middle Ages, and from then on has been cited continuously until today. Histori-
cal and genetic studies reveal how it has spread over the centuries in Piedmont and show
its particular success in the modern age, in the hills of the Langhe and Roero. In this area,
in fact, the geological and climatic conditions were essential and decisive components to
the success of this grape variety from which exclusive wines on an international level have
been produced, such as Barolo and Barbaresco.

Its wide geographical diffusion attested by documentation from the Middle Age, suggests
that this grape variety far predates its earliest mentions and, for this reason, genetic and his-
torical research has been done among the varieties known in Roman times, in order to iden-
tify whether there were grape varieties related to this strain. The genetic studies show that for
many centuries the Nebbiolo grape variety characterizes the ampelographic range of the
north-central Alps and of the adjoining pre-alpine hilly areas: the eight closest genetic grape
varieties to the Nebbiolo are Freisa, the closest relative of the Nebbiolo and prevalent through-
out Monferrato, Nebbiolo Rosé in the Alba area, Bubbierasco, a minor grape variety of Saluzzo,
Vespolina, a minor grape variety of the north of Piedmont and Negrera, Pignola, Rossolino
nero and Rossola, all minor grape varieties of Valtellina. Each, in essence, could be either a
parent of the Nebbiolo grape variety or a progeny derived from it. The list illustrates how there
are no varieties related to Nebbiolo beyond the borders of Northern Italy and the Alps. Thus,
one may consider it probable that this noble grape variety has long been present, and in rather
large quantities, at the foot of the Alps and in the hill systems that feed into the Alps. At the
same time, historical research provides interesting suggestions that indicate the recurrence,
from Roman and medieval times, of words indicating this grape variety and leading one to pre-
sume that even then it must have been cultivated. The Nebbiolo grape variety today is re-
ferred to by different names in the Piedmontese dialect: “spanna”, “prunent”, “nebieul”. The
first term is the oldest and finds its most credible ancestor in the “spionia” or “spinea”
vine mentioned by Pliny the Elder for its great yield. In addition, all three terms are related
to the plum fruit: the Latin name “spinus” referred to the wild plum while the dialect word
““prüina”“ (from which, “prunent”) denotes the plum. The association between the grape va-
riety and plum comes from the presence of the “pruina”, a waxy substance resembling
mist, especially visible on the skin of grape and plums (fig.177). This apparent mist (‘nebbi-
olina’, in Italian), through a relationship of logical continuity, would have generated the term
“nebieul” (from which Nebbiolo). 

Whatever its etymological origin, the vine must have been carefully selected and adapted, by
grafting it onto domestic varieties, to the humidity and seasons of the Cisalpine area already
in the Iron Age, to come to find, in recent centuries, the lands most suited to it in Piedmont,
Valtellina and in the lower Valle d’Aosta. The three geographic areas that are delineated, small
and distinct from each other yet close together, show on the one hand the close relationship
between the grape variety and the land, outside of which area the grape variety loses its spe-
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Spanna, from Giorgio Gallesio’s “Pomona
Italiana”, treatise on fruit trees published in
1839.
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cial features, on the other hand reveal a lively, variable nature of the grape variety’s phenotype,
that would explain not only the abundance of local synonyms, but also the existence of the
three local sub-varieties found in Alba: Lampia, Michet and Rosé. Mentioned for the first time
in a document of the castle district of Rivoli (municipality in the province of Turin) in 1268
under the name of “Nibiol”, it is attested to in Alba in 1287 as “vitibus neblorii” and in the
Asti area, in 1295, as “Nebiolio”. In the early years of the following century one finds men-
tion of “Nubiola” grape in the farming treatise of Pier De’ Crescenzi alongside other testi-
monies of the presence of Nebbiolo in the Turin area, in Canale and Moncalieri (1303), in
Chieri (1311), in Bricherasio (1328), and in the Cuneo area, in Moretta (1324), all of which
show that the grape variety was more widespread in an area of   Piedmont than at present. 
The documents of the late Middle Ages, as well as documenting the widespread presence of
Nebbiolo in Piedmont, also testify to the high regard in which this vine was held and the de-
sire to protect its cultivation. The name Nebbiolo is in fact mentioned in ancient land regis-
ters and often referred to in municipal statutes and rural tenders (regulations of agricultural
property), where the first forms of legal protection of vineyards and grape emerge. Each year,
the date was decreed on which the harvest could begin and before which it was strictly for-
bidden. The grapes that were transported outside the territory of that region were accompa-
nied by a certificate of origin and there were severe penalties for anyone who unlawfully cut
the vines or damaged the grapes. 

The high esteem enjoyed by the Nebbiolo increased again in the early 1600s, when this very
grape was reserved the title of “queen” for its exceptional ability to yield fine wines. At the
end of 1700s, with the development of modern ampelography, Count Pergamo Nuvolone for
the Agrarian Society of Turin identified two species of the “nebieul” vine: on the one hand, the
Nebbiolo with perfect clusters and black grapes, on the other, “nebieul rosé”, with smaller
bunches and reddish grape. In the second half of the next century, the combination of two fac-
tors led to a substantial change in the geographical distribution of this species of vine, which
until then had been quite extensive. The first factor was the diffusion of two diseases to which
the Nebbiolo is particularly sensitive - first, powdery mildew and then, phylloxera - that de-
stroyed most of the crops present in Piedmont. The second element was the recognition of
the climate and soil of the range of the Langhe as determining factors in order to obtain,
from the Nebbiolo grape variety, a wine that exceeded in quality that produced by the same
species of vine in other areas: in 1875, the ampelographic description of the scholars De-
maria and Leardi testified that Nebbiolo was an important part of the best wines from all the
subalpine provinces, “reaching the highest perfection in the Langhe”. In the same year, the
winemaker and essayist Lorenzo Fantini, in his “Monograph on Viticulture and Oenology in
the province of Cuneo,” termed the Nebbiolo the “the prince of the vines” and stated that “if
the vine has in itself excellent qualities, it is also undeniably true that to produce so delicious
a juice, it requires a favourable land and climate. It does not yield the same taste in every
land, so if we must tip our hats to this prince of vines, we must revere no less respectfully
that soil that so well hosts and preserves it.” 
In 1929 the naturalist and chemist Ferdinand Vignolo-Lutati drew a map showing the two
macro-areas within the lands of Tortoniano and Elveziano and, in the “Annals of the Royal
Academy of Agriculture of Turin”, wrote that “the various geological and lithological consti-
tution, with the different mineralogical composition of the soil, results in an environment that
edaphically can be very changeable even in a limited region and capable of acting in different
ways on the characteristics of the grape and wine produced from the same species of grape
variety” and that “man has found in these low and gently sloping dome-shaped hills a terrain
particularly suitable for vines, for which reason he has covered it in numerous series of con-
centric rows that strike the gaze.” 
On the basis of these observations, from the early 1900s there was a precise demarcation
of the historic areas of the Nebbiolo grape variety into a few areas of excellence, where
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the high quality of the product could sustain the choice of so difficult a product to cultivate,
though one which offered a positive economic outlook for the quality of the products derived
from it. This is the first step in a process that, through the recognition of the “Denomination
of Origin” (1966) and that of the “Denomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin” (1980),
has defined and regulated in detail the cultivation and production of Barolo wine made from
this grape variety.

The History of Barolo wine
The history of Barolo wine is due to the foresight of important historical figures such as
Camillo Benso Count of Cavour, the Marchioness Falletti of Barolo Juliette Colbert of
Maulévrier and some members of the Royal House of Savoy, who lived in this area and
who were dedicated to improving the techniques of vinification of the Nebbiolo grape va-
riety to achieve one of the world’s most important wine products.

As already pointed out above, the citations of the Nebbiolo grape variety, from whose grapes
Barolo wine is made, can be found from the thirteenth century onward because, as is often
mentioned, it produces a black grape with an exceptional ability to yield quality wines. How-
ever, in these documents there is no explicit reference to a wine called Barolo. We have to
wait until the mid-1800s to find the first mention, in the very lively debate on the name by
which this wine should be known. Some, in fact, claimed that the name should indicate the
area of   origin, while others favoured the name of the species of grape variety. Ultimately,
the geographical name “Barolo” prevailed and, in fact, in the documents of the Marquis
Falletti of Barolo, great producers of this wine, one finds, after 1874, the term “Barolo”
used in reference to the wine produced not only in the place bearing that name but also
in the village of the municipality of Barolo called Volta and in the municipality of Serralunga
d’Alba. In this way, a direct fusion occurred between a wine and a wine-growing area of   ex-
cellence, as Barolo indicated a place of excellent wine production and, in addition, had the
virtue of being the country residence of the noble Falletti family.
The wines produced initially by the Nebbiolo grape variety, classifiable as predecessors of
Barolo, had characteristics very different from those of today. At the beginning of the 1600s,
from the work of the Turinese winemaker Giovanni Battista Croce, we know that the Nebbi-
olo grape variety was used for making different types of wine: a sweet red wine, a non-sweet
and stomachal mature wine, and a passito (a sweet wine made from raisins). In the mid-
1800s there existed a sweet, claret wine, quite fashionable at the time, which was joined by
a dry, austere wine, suitable for long-term storage and ageing. The sweet version of the wine
was quickly abandoned when the history of wine, later called Barolo, became tied insepara-
bly to that of the famous Piedmontese families, owners of large vineyards who saw in the
production of quality wine a mark of distinction. Among these, the Count Camillo Benso of
Cavour, who on his Grinzane estate grew above all vines of the Nebbiolo and Dolcetto vari-
eties, King Carlo Alberto, who formed the Agency of Pollenzo which possessed several estates
with vineyards planted with Nebbiolo vines and the Marchioness Falletti of Barolo Juliette
Colbert of Maulévrier. The plan of these personages to produce a prestigious wine of the high-
est quality from the excellent grapes grown on their farms was made possible by the work of
the winemakers and wine merchants Paolo Staglieno and Louis Oudart, who accompanied
their clients on a path of experimentation and technological innovation allowing them to
obtain from Nebbiolo grapes a dry wine with a long shelf life. Staglieno, a general in the
royal army and a great wine lover, was commissioned in 1836 by King Carlo Alberto to over-
see the production of wine on the royal estates of the Agency of Pollenzo, located in
Fontanafredda (Serralunga d’Alba) (fig.178) to meet the the king’s demand to produce wines
of high quality, able to withstand the long journeys involved in their export, and to permit
these to be admitted among the aristocratic wines of the time. In a letter of 1842 to King Carlo
Alberto, Staglieno writes “Not only do I hope, but I am certain that I produce a wine that will
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surpass those of Tokaj, Eastern Mediterranean, Spain, Portugal, Cape of Good Hope and even
Sciras, so much so that His Majesty will be the only man to possess the best wine in the Uni-
verse”. Over the next ten years, Staglieno served at these estates and, for some years, for as
long as his health permitted, also at those of Count Cavour. Oudart, of French origin, had an
experience in oenology and above all in the sale of wines, which he had acquired in the es-
tablishment Oudart et Bruché of Genoa, which in 1842 produced and sold 18,000 bottles of
wine obtained from Piedmont grapes selected and treated with the Champenois method.
Oudart’s aim was to become the supplier of wine to the Royal household and, during the
years 1844-1845, when Staglieno retired for health reasons, he began to follow the vinifica-
tion of all the grapes grown in the vineyards of the Royal estate. His stay in the royal estates
of Pollenzo allowed him to get in touch also with Camillo Benso Conte di Cavour, to whom
he offered his services as a consultant from 1847 to 1852. Cavour had acquired a great
knowledge in terms of wine production, as Secretary of Agriculture, as a member of the
Agrarian Subalpine Association and of the Royal Academy of Agriculture, and as manager of
his extensive vineyards in Grinzane. Like Staglieno and Oudart, he had intuited that the Neb-
biolo grape variety, tended and vinified according to the most advanced methods of the time,
would have given a great dry red wine for ageing. 
The Count of Cavour was a close friend of the Marquis Falletti of Barolo, Carlo Tancredi and,
in particular, his wife, Juliette Colbert. The Falletti had a large estate where they produced wine
around their castle in Barolo, and where they applied the principles of Staglieno and Oudart
and often consulted with Cavour. The Falletti, moreover, for many years frequented Turin and
the royal family because of Carlo Tancredi’s political commitments as state councilor and
mayor of Turin in 1825 and in 1829. 
Familiarity with the most noble families also availed the Barolo wine they produced, which
was given as a gift to the royal family of Savoy to offer their guests and to supply their
friends. In this way the wine of Barolo became the wine of the aristocracy par excellence,
a sign of noblesse, elegance and prestige. The market expanded rapidly since even the
minor nobility, the clergy and the bourgeoisie aspired to this status symbol. In the 1850s, Mar-
quis Falletti counted among his best customers the House of the Prince of Carignano and
that of the Duke of Genoa, numerous noble families of Turin and religious communities, as
well as restaurants and private individuals. A few shipments of wine, in addition to arriving in
various Italian cities, even reached Constantinople. The wine that had begun to be produced
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by the intertwining of events and encounters of these characters was a totally dry wine, clear
and transparent, very tannic, intended for long ageing as we know it today and able to cope
with long journeys that Cavour’s policy of free trade had made cheaper and more profitable. 

The production technique was based on a first fermentation of the grapes, pressed down in-
side the vats for several days. This was followed by the racking of the wine placed in barrels
where, after a few days, the fermentation ended. Then the barrels were sealed until the month
of February when the contents were poured into another barrel, separating it from deposits
that had formed. The transfer could be repeated several times and the wine was not bottled
earlier than 15-18 months, and sometimes even two or three years, when the latent fermen-
tation was completely finished inside the barrels. These techniques, developed and tested in
Barolo, in the cellars of the Marchionesss Falletti, in Fontanafredda (a village of Serralunga
d’Alba) and Cavour’s estates in Grinzane, have remained almost unchanged until today to
guarantee a production of excellence. A few years after the introduction of new production
processes, the exceptional quality of the production of Barolo was recognized internation-
ally: at the Universal Exhibition in Vienna in 1873, Barolo was widely awarded medals, as it
was at the Exhibition of Palermo in 1882, at the Exhibition of Wines of Turin in 1884 (fig.179)
and at the Italian-American Show in Genoa in 1892. These awards are documented on the
façade of some wineries that, in a celebratory flourish, have painted the medals obtained at
the national and international exhibitions in the early decades of their activity. 

The path of continuous improvement of the product was joined immediately by actions
aimed at safeguarding the product. The evolution of the legislation took place mainly at the
instigation of the producers themselves, who needed both to protect their products from
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fig.179: Design of the tasting table of the
Tarditi estate (La Morra) for the Turin Gen-
eral Exposition of 1884.
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low level imitations and to offer on the international markets an image of consistently high
quality. The first description of the Barolo wine territory was made by the Ministry of Agri-
culture in 1896 and incorporated in the map demarcating the Barolo wine-producing areas
of the Provincial Agricultural Office of Cuneo in 1903. In 1908, in Barolo, there was estab-
lished the “Association for the Protection of Barolo against fraud and false statements”
and the following year the Agrarian Committee of Alba officially created the area of   origin
of Barolo, limiting it to the municipal territories of Barolo, La Morra, Serralunga d’Alba,
Castiglione Falletto, Perno (a municipality latter annexed to that of Monforte d’Alba), Grin-
zane, a small part of Verduno, part of Monforte d’Alba, and a very small part of Novello. In
1924, the Italian Parliament enacted the Law on typical wines and stated that their charac-
teristics had to be consistent and defined by the statutes of the consortiums. Thus, the
preparatory work began for the establishment of the Consortium for the Defense of the
Barolo and Barbaresco Typical Wines of Prestige, officially founded in 1934 with the
task of defining the production context (the area of   origin, the grapes and the characteris-
tics of the wine), monitoring against fraud, adulteration and unfair competition, to promote
knowledge of wine, as well as to defend the name and quality in the most suitable venues.
After a pause dictated by the war, the Consortium was reconstituted in 1947. In 1963, with
the creation of the protected designations of origin, the Alba Consortium strove to achieve
DOC recognition for Barolo wine, which occurred in 1966, and then for DOCG recogni-
tion, granted in 1980. On the occasion of the latter two awards, the Barolo production area
was expanded to include parts of the municipalities of Cherasco, Roddi and Diano d’Alba.
In 1984, the Department of Agriculture and Forestry officially entrusted to the Consortium
the task of supervising the production of Barolo wine and, in 1994, this protective institu-
tion was transformed into the Safeguarding Consortium of Barolo, Barbaresco, Alba,
Langhe and Roero, expanding its expertise to all denominations produced exclusively in
the Langhe and Roero. The Consortium today presents itself as a trade organization that
brings together growers, winemakers and bottlers and has about five hundred members.
The consortium spirit has its roots in a centuries-old series of acts and events, and by bas-
ing itself on this historical heritage it is now addressing the challenges of global modernity,
preparing to sustain the excellence of its wines on the world stage in the third millennium.

The History of the area
The history of the settlements which constitute the “Langa of Barolo” is distinguished by
the close connection between the events of the local aristocratic power and the con-
struction of fortified structures, which stand as tangible documentation of this power. In
this complex panorama, some families of the Piedmontese aristocracy have distinguished
themselves, such as the Marquises Falletti and Marquises Del Carretto who, intersecting
with the power of the Royal House of Savoy, have played a decisive role in defining the cur-
rent appearance of the individual towns and their territories. The Marquises Falletti played
a decisive role for Barolo, Serralunga d’Alba, Castiglione Falletto and La Morra, the Mar-
quises Del Carretto for Monforte d’Alba and Novello.

Barolo
The land’s location in a valley might just be the origin of the name “Barolo”, from the Celtic
“Bas reul” which means “low place”. Other hypotheses see its name deriving from the
Indo-European root “*bar”, which indicates a place where you can drink, to be understood
as referring to the presence in this area of   numerous water sources (fig.180). In any case,
in the “Rigestum Comunis Albe” (the town registry of Alba), in 1200, the village is men-
tioned under the name of “Villa Barogly”, while in 1600 there are two forms: “Barrolo” and
“Barrollo”. The settlement originated in the first fortified structures attested in the year
1200 and which can be linked to the presence of the local lords of Marcenasco. 
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In 1233 the settlement entered within the political sphere of the town of Alba, which after
a few years gave custody of the castle to the Falletti family, members of the nascent bour-
geoisie who, as bankers and merchants, became Counts and then Marquieses, arriving
later to control roughly fifty fiefs in Piedmont. Starting from the fourteenth century, the
presence of Falletti is consistently documented as the owners of the two castles in Barolo,
the first located in the center of the town, the second to the west of the settlement, referred
to as “della Volta”(“of the Vault”) due to the presence of a great vault in its central hall. In
1486 the settlement became part of the Marquisate of Monferrato and in 1631, of the Duke-
dom of Savoy. The ownership of the two castles remained in the hands of the Falletti, and
after the death of its last representative, Juliette Colbert of Maulévrier, it passed to the Opera
Pia di Barolo, a charitable organization established by that same Marchioness before her
death. The castle “of the Vault” today is privately owned; the castle of Barolo is munici-
pal property. The history and fortune of the place and wine of Barolo intertwine for cen-
turies with the power and foresight of the Marchioness Falletti. Already in 1524, the
majority of the growing areas of Barolo, two hundred twenty-seven “giornate” (the “gior-
nata” is an old Piedmontese unit of measurement equivalent to 3,810 square meters) be-
longed to this family while the remainder was divided into smaller fractions of less than four
days. Although the importance of viticulture in Barolo could be seen already in the strict
rules of the municipal statutes of the seventeenth century, the decisive chapter in the his-
tory of Barolo and its homonymous wine was written with the last generation of the Fall-
etti, the Marchioness Juliette Colbert of Malèvrier. A woman of great culture and a
benefactress, she was responsible for the creation of the original productive core of the
Azienda Marchesi di Barolo (Marquises of Barolo), still active today, where she introduced
oenological innovations into wine production that made the Barolo a wine for ageing of ex-
ceptional and internationally recognized quality (fig.181-182). After her death in 1864, the
Agenzia dell’Opera Pia di Barolo, continued to increase the production of red wines, win-
ning numerous awards at the Exposition of Vienna in 1873. In 1970 the Barolo castle was
acquired by the city and restored to host, since 1982, the Enoteca Regionale del Barolo
(Regional Wine Shop of Barolo) and since 2010, the WiMu (Wine Museum).

Serralunga d’Alba
The particular hilly shape, a long ridge that runs north-south called Lunga Serra(Long
Ridge), is at the origin of the name of Serralunga. The presence of an urban structure is first
documented in 1224 while in the middle of the fourteenth century documentation attests
to the acquisition of the castle by the Marquises Falletti. This family was responsible for
the construction of the majestic and unique defensive structure still visible today, and which,
at the death of the last representative of the House, became the property first of the Opera
Pia Barolo and then of the state (fig.183). The medieval houses are built around the castlein
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fig.180: The castle of Barolo among the
vineyard in the late 19th century.
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a

spiral, so as to form two concentric rings that at one time could only be accessed through
two large doors that allowed the closure of the entire town in the case of an enemy attack.
In this municipality the King of Italy Vittorio Emanuele II in 1858 bought the lands of a town
called “Fontana fredda”(“Cold Fountain”)(due to the presence of a natural spring of cold
water), where a century before documentation had attested to the presence there of the best
vineyards in the area. The king bought the estate to give it to his morganitic wife Rosa Ver-
cellana, who thus received the title of Countess of Mirafiori and Fontanafredda (fig.184).
In 1878 the estate passed to his son, Emanuele Alberto, who, thanks to a well-established
productive plant, founded in the same year the Emanuele Mirafiore Wine House. The tran-
sition to a real farm was key to implementing an entrepreneurial policy for the wine, based
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fig.181-182: Letters of the 1930s wrote to
order bottles of Barolo, addressed to the
“Marchesi di Barolo” Winegrowing Estate.

fig.181 fig. 182

fig.183: Cabreo of the Serralunga d’Alba es-
tate dated 1869, private archive.

fig.183
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on the application of the most innovative viticultural techniques and investment in modern
machinery that would allow the production and exportation of a wine that could reach far-
off destinations while preserving its characteristics. The E. di Mirafiore Winegrowing Es-
tate was one of the first wineries in Italy to use Borsari-Zollikon concrete casks, covered
with plated glass (1886) and still visible today, the first mechanical crusher (1913), the
Charmat system (1926), and the first stainless steel plant for the storage of wines (1964).
The winery also housed, in addition to facilities for the production and storage of wine, an
independent village equipped with a school, a small church, the houses of the farmers and
all the structures for after-work activities, all built in the 1920s and still used by the twelve
families who live there. A series of joint events (the Great Crash of ‘29, phylloxera, some
bad investments) led to the failure of the company, which was taken over in 1931 by Banca
toscana Monte dei Paschi di Siena, taking the name of “Tenements of Barolo and
Fontanafredda”. In 2012 the ownership of Fontanafredda was entirely taken over by Oscar
Farinetti and Luca Baffigo Filangieri of the Eataly group.

Castiglione Falletto
The origins of this municipality are probably Roman, as attested by a tombstone, dedicated
to a local “sutor” (cobbler), discovered in the walls of the castle. However, the first evidence
of the presence of an urban center dates back to 1191, where it is attested by the ownership
of the fief by of the Marquis of Saluzzo. As is the case in the neighbouring towns, here too
we witness in the thirteenth century, the settlement of the Falletti family (hence the name)
that splits the territory between the different branches of the family. The area would continue
to be the subject of disputes between the Marquis of Saluzzo and Montferrat and the Vis-
counts of Milan, until coming to form part of the Savoy’s holdings in 1601. The imposing
castle located at the top the settlement is characterized by a unified design that provides for
a rectangular geometric frame and the use of cylindrical corner towers on the curtain wall
(fig.185). The structure, laid out around a cylindrical tower of more ancient date, was built at
the behest of Bertoldo Falletti of Alba who, in 1225, had received the place in fief from the Mar-
quises of Saluzzo. The Falletti were succeeded by several families including, in the mid 1800s, 
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Fontanafredda estate, in an image dated
1902.
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the Dogliani family, vassals who carried out several renovations to enhance its living quarters
while respecting the original medieval structure, still recognizable today.

La Morra
The origin of the name “Villa Murre” seems to be linked to an activities of animal hus-
bandry, since “Villa” indicates the presence of the settlement and Murre means “enclosure
for sheep.” In 1296, La Morra was given in fief to Sordello by Goito, a knight of Charles of
Anjou and minstrel mentioned by Dante in Purgatory of the Divine Comedy. In 1340 La
Morra became a possession of the Falletti family, who remained settled there until the
mid 1800s, to pass to the Viscounts of Milan in 1435 and the Savoy in 1631. 
The historical record testifies to the locality’s ancient wine-growing vocation: in 1402 La
Morra adopted its own statutes, in which the term “nebiolum” appears for the first time,
from which Barolo wine originates, and “pignolium”, a wine which has disappeared from
the territory of La Morra. Its loyalty to the Nebbiolo has been unwavering over the cen-
turies and in 1837, Goffredo Casalis writes that the town “copiously provides fine wines,
and especially the nebbiolo famed for its excellent quality.” The history of the Barolo of La
Morra is strongly linked to the figure of the winemaker Renato Ratti, who in 1961 bought
a number of vineyards in the village of Annunziata of this municipality to create his winery
there for the production of Barolo. His openness and foresight enabled him to bring new
vigor to the production of the Barolo of that age; by introducing some changes in the
winemaking process, he produced a more elegant and fruity Barolo, that still charac-
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fig.185: Castiglione Falletto in the 1930s.
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terizes the production from La Morra. His passion for history led him in 1971 to restore
an important structure, an adjacent wing of his cellar, the former Romanesque monastery
of St. Martin of Marcenasco, where already in the Middle Ages the monks cultivated neb-
biolo and pignolo vines and whose bell tower, apse and part of a frescoed chapel still re-
main today. Here, in 1684, was built the church dedicated to the Annunciation of Mary,
from which the village takes its name. Renato Ratti created, within the complex, the Museo
Ratti dei Vini d’Alba (Ratti Museum of the Wines of Alba) which still today displays a rich
collection of objects tracing the traditions of vine and wine (fig.186). We owe to Ratti the
intuition of the importance of the vineyard, understood as a cru, for the technical and
promotional development of Barolo wine and the first draft of the formal Map of the
Great Vineyards of Barolo, and then that of Barbaresco, which identify the historical crus
and the most suitable areas for the production of these two wines within their areas of ori-
gin. To him, finally, we owe the creation of that singular bottle, the Albeisa, used for the
entire area of   Langhe and Roero, based on ancient forms of bottles of Alba. In the town
of Brunate, one of the most prestigious crus of La Morra, stands the small chapel of the
Madonna delle Grazie (Our Lady of Graces), known as the chapel of Barolo, built by a farmer
in 1914 to accommodate the people who worked in the fields in case of bad weather. In
1999 it was restored and painted by two world-renowned artists, the Englishman David
Tremlett, who decorated the interior, and the American Sol Lewitt, who painted the out-
side; these artists are two of the leading figures of conceptual art.

Monforte d’Alba
Monforte d’Alba (480 above sea level) is the last buttress of the Langhe of Barolo. The name,
from the Latin Mons Fortis, alludes to its important position from the point of view of de-
fence and as a settlement, situated on a hill and fortified by a city wall. The site includes
within its confines the town of Perno, originally its own municipality, perched on the crest
of the hills, where it overlooks Serralunga d’Alba, Castiglione Falletto, Barolo and Monforte.
This settlement is mentioned at the beginning of the thirteenth century, to which period the
building of the castle is dated, still visible today, and which was transformed over the course
of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The land’s natural vocation to winemaking and
its importance to the local economy, perceptible through the rolling hills planted with vines,
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was perceived and supported by the figure of Colonel Paolo Domenico Martina. A soldier
in the wars of the Risorgimento, at the end of his career (1867) he retired to Monforte d’Alba,
where he directed his efforts and his wealth to the establishment of an agricultural school
that was active, after his death, from 1927 to 1954. The school provided courses in wine-
making and grafting for American vines (phylloxera was destroying the old vineyards, un-
grafted) and courses in viticulture and oenology for aspiring winemakers.

Novello
The ancient name of Novello was “Novellum Albensium Pompeianorum,” that is, “Novello
of the inhabitants of Alba Pompeia”, today’s Alba. The term “Novello” may derive from “no-
valis”, “the land put into cultivation for the first time” or from “novellare” which means “to
plant new vines” or even from “novellus”, “dug up recently.” Whatever be the correct orig-
inal term, it seems clear that there is a reference in it to a territory which in Roman times was
dedicated to agriculture and, perhaps already at that time, viticulture. For centuries the ter-
ritory of Novello, a fief of the Del Carretto family, played a strategic role in the control of the
Tanaro valley and the routes to Alba and the Langhe and for this reason was long fought over
between the Marchionesss of Monferrato and the municipalities of Asti and Alba.
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2.b.2 Grinzane Cavour Castle

The Grinzane Cavour Castle was built as a defensive structure and it later became a manor
around the 15th century and an important wine estate in the 19th century (fig.187-188). The
Count Camillo Benso di Cavour and his consultants have been responsible for the rapid
development, during the first half of the 19th century, of the adopted winemaking tech-
niques. In 1967 the castle became the venue of the Enoteca Regionale Piemontese Cavour,
the first regional wine shop of Piedmont. Starting from a first museum itinerary on the his-
tory of civilization and traditions of the Langhe, in 2003, in the halls of the castle, the Mu-
seum of the Langhe was opened. Since 1993, a vineyard of conservation of the Piedmont
germplasm was started on the lands belonging to the castle. The collection is one of the
rarest in Europe and contains over six hundred varieties.

Under the territorial lordship of Countess Adelaide, daughter of Olderico Manfredi - whose
dominions were vast and included Turin, Ivrea, Albenga, Ventimiglia, Auriate, Tortona and
Vercelli - the hill of Grinzane takes on a strategic and defensive role (the first defensive
structures date back to the 11th century). The fief was established in the 12th century with
the Grinzane family, which had initially paid tribute as vassal to Manfredi II Lancia. He was
Marquis of Busca (now under the province of Cuneo) and imperial vicar, belonging to the
Aleramic lineage that, since Emperor Ottone, had dominion over the land of the Langhe be-
tween the rivers Tanaro, Orba and the sea. Giovanni of Grinzane, that assumed public of-
fices in the municipality of Alba, is the responsible for the construction of the palacium
located north to the original tower. The new building turns the hill of Grinzane in a real de-
fensive and offensive fortified garrison with a substantial number of men in arms. After the
brief Angevin Seigniory, Henry VII of Luxembourg restored in 1310 the imperial preroga-
tives, returning to Giorgio Marquis of Busca its fiefs and Grinzane.
In 1418, the Busca sell a part of the property to Captain Nicolino Marsiglia of Cherasco
(now under the province of Cuneo) and the other part to Bertino Pallio of Alba, in 1435. The
new Lords gathered in a single prestigious house the ancient tower and the palacium. The
completion of the complex and its final transformation into a noble residence is due to the
Calderari. Matteo Calderari, leading exponent of a powerful family of Alba, acquired the fief
in 1483 from the new Lord Guglielmo di Monferrato. The last exponent of the dynasty,
Gabriele Nivolo, sells in 1546 half of the fief and the castle to Pietrino Belli and his broth-
ers who get the feudal investiture by Gonzaga (Duke of Mantua) succeeding the Paleologi
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in the Marquis of Monferrato thanks to an expensive donation of Emperor Charles V.
Pietrino Belli (1502-1575), Lord of Grinzane and Bonvicino, is considered the founder of
international law thanks to his famous work De re militari et bello. Belli was war counselor
of Emperor Charles V, jurist of Philip II of Spain and advisor of Emanuele Filiberto of Savoy
for the legal reorganization of the State of Savoy. In 1549, the marriage of Belli with Giulia
Damiani of Asti was an opportunity to turn the castle from a castle residence to a noble res-
idence with Renaissance decorations in terracotta and insertions of windows. The high
ceilings of the halls are frescoed; the family crest, a red ox on silver field with a blue stripe
with three golden stars, stands at the intersection of the entablatures. The Hall of Masks is
also enriched with panels depicting the crests of the Belli and Damiani family: a silver eight-
pointed star on red field; painted faces of the Royal and Imperial family of Spain; allegories
of the empire. Symbols of love and wedding fertility are the auspicious completion of the
celebration panels.
In 1560, the other half of the fief is sold from Nivolo to the Cagnolo family from Alba who
in 1598, with Zaccaria, obtain formal investiture from the Gonzaga of Mantua. In the 17th
and 18th centuries, fief, castle and properties pass to the descendants of the family, under
the control both of the Gonzaga of Monferrato and the Duchy of Savoy (since 1631).
After the Restoration in 1815, Vittoria de Sellon (with French origins, but born in Switzer-
land), aunt of Camillo Benso, buys in Grinzane 180 hectares of land and half of the castle
to rent them to her brother-in-law Marquis Michele Benso. The latter had acquired the other
half of the castle and 25 hectares of land. 
In 1818 the wine income is estimated in 20 “carre”, which are valued at 120 francs for each
“carra” (equivalent to 12 brente), for a total of 2400 francs, corresponding to 28% of the
total gross income. The production of Grinzane was estimated at about 120 hl of wine. The
Grinzane wine was then evaluated 0.20 francs per liter. This value is twice what the French
had given with their expertise in the Alba area in 1800, when they estimated at 0.10 francs
per liter the wines of Barbaresco.
Michele Benso entrusts the management of the entire estate to his second son, Count
Camillo Cavour (1810-1861), who had demonstrated a good attitude to business and man-
agement activities and an aversion to the military career.
The twenty-two year old Camillo Benso of Cavour (fig.189), how was nominated major of
Grinzane and later became protagonist of the unification of Italy, he lived in the castle
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fig.188: The castle of Granzane Cavour in a
lithograph by E. Gonin, 1849.
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between 1832 and 1849, and in 1836 he buys a house with porch and garden located un-
derneath the castle of Grinzane. Cavour reorganizes the family winemaking estate which
at the time consisted of 200 acres of land, more than half of the municipal territory that
stretched across about 380 hectares. The estate was run partially in a direct way and par-
tially with sharecropping; Nebbiolo, Moscato bianco and Dolcetto grapes was bread. Cavour
here gives proof of his skills as an administrator. His commitment determines a progres-
sive turning of winemaking methods that were still very sketchy and gave rather rough,
sweet and at the same time sharp wines, very little longevity.
Building on its experience in Europe, Cavour understands that the Nebbiolo grapes, turned
into wine according to the then most advanced methods of Bordeaux, would produce an
excellent dry red wine for aging. To accomplish the task, at first stage he benefits from the
experience of General Paolo Francesco Staglieno, expert winemaking at Royal estates of
the Agency of Pollenzo. 
In 1836, Staglieno himself leads the preparations for the grape harvest of Grinzane. He is
also involved in winemaking, since in the list of wines present in the cellar of Cavour, in
1843, there are mentioned three barrels of wine “Staglieno per la casa”. In the Cavour
archive is stored a circular letter of the 10th of January 1839 on the need to extend the sul-
fidation of the Piedmont wine in order to obtain “The unalterable storage and make it pu-
rified and healthy for the transportation to any region of the world”.
Staglieno equips the cellar of a large pressing vats and wine tanks: the “Tine Staglieno”.
The Grinzane barrels had an average capacity of 26 brente (approximately 1280 liters), but
the young Cavour was particularly interested in the barrel intended to contain the Vermouth,
often traveling between Grinzane and Turin. In fact, the wine production of the Grinzane es-
tate not only featured white and red wines, but also Vermouth and Brandvin, a kind of grappa.
Staglieno instructs the young Cavour on the importance of a good order in the cellar and
Cavour chooses this topic as the subject of his speech at the First Congress of Agriculture,
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held in Alba in 1843 and where he was awarded for the modernity and efficiency of his farms.
In the Forties, Cavour comes into contact with Louis Oudart, a French from the district
of Reims; he deals with trade and winemaking and owns the deposit of fine and ordinary
wines of “Oudart et Bruché” in Genoa. For several years he works as wine consultant for
several noble estates in Liguria and Piedmont. From these estates, Oudart buys the wine
to sell. The agreements between the Count and his adviser were established: Cavour in a
contract of 1847 undertakes to sell all the grapes of its lands at the prices established by
“Oudart et Bruche”; the costs of harvesting are the responsibility of the Count, while those
of wine-making are sustained by Oudart.
Following the insights of Staglieno, even under Oudart the efforts to improve the wine
making techniques continue. Oudart identifies in the low temperatures of the cellars the
cause of the incomplete fermentation of the Nebbiolo. By using the right yeast, the new
dry Nebbiolo immediately becomes a success. Early reports of the activities of Oudart at
the estate of the Grinzane date back to the harvest of 1847 and relate to the production of
white Nebbiolo and Vermouth. In the inventory are often mentioned at the same time the
“Staglieno” wine and the wine of “the French”.
The two farmers that lead the estate on behalf of Cavour must also be mentioned: Giovanni
Rosso (until 1845) and Giovanni Bosco (until 1853). The latter in particular oversees the
first experiments of aging in oak barrels the wine Nebbiolo, critical step that transforms
it into the majestic Barolo.
Throughout the period of the counseling of Oudart, particularly intense between 1848 and
1850, the works to improve the fermentation room continue. His provisions in this regard
are numerous: in 1848 he orders new barrels; he repairs a “Staglieno” barrel; he prescribes
the preparation of chestnut planks to cover the barrels; he asks to redo the “castre” (brick
supports of barrels) and orders the construction of a press and new barrels. In 1850, he
plans to make new vats. The progress of the work is described in detail in a series of let-
ters by the farmer. 
An oenological practice that Oudart fulfilled with consistency was that of the transfer. In the
letters of the farmer of Grinzane there are numerous references to this operation. The farmer
was not at all enthusiastic and in fact seemed rather suspicious. He thought that the work
was too slow and laborious but perhaps his complaints are merely an indicator of the fact
that at that time there were widespread prejudices about this practice because it was
thought to weaken the wine. It is an idea of the French to give the wines of the estate ori-
gin name of “Grinzane”. With this name he presents them (without asking permission to
the Count of Cavour) in Milan, on the 15th of September 1844. He then brings them to Turin
Exposition, where are recognized over the average, and also plans to send them to the Lon-
don Exposition of 1851.
The letters written by the farmer Giovanni Bosco to the Secretary Rinaldi of the Cavour
house are useful to understand the various aspects of management of the estate. This cor-
respondence, exchanged between 1845 and 1853, not only offers a specific testimony on
the farm, but expanded its horizon to a whole social and economic environment typical of
the mid-19th century. Giovanni Bosco directs the farm works, attends the wine markets of
Alba, Cuneo, Saluzzo, he keeps in touch with the agents of the estates of Barolo and Ser-
ralunga of the Marchioness Falletti and that of San Martino of the Alfieri.
Oudart’s winemaking skills are also addressed to the healing techniques of defective wine.
A major innovation of this period is the metrology transformation. In those years the tra-
ditional units of Piedmont are replaced by decimal units of measure. It begins the weight
of grapes in kilograms and the measure of wines in liters and not more in “brente” and
pints. For wine and spirits is also measured the concentration of alcohol: in October 1847
the velocipedes brings in Grinzane two hydrometers.
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Documents containing news of the first Grinzane wine in bottle date back to 1847. Bot-
tles containing wine of 1843 and 1844 of “the French” and “Staglieno” wines of 1845 are
mentioned. In 1848 the letters of the farmer Bosco refers with undisguised suspicion to the
purchase, wanted by Oudart, of a thousand French bottles “champagne shape and quality,
much less economical than the ones from Alba” – but then recognizes the quality at their
arrival: “They are beautiful and have great fortress” said the farmer.
In the 310 letters of the farmer Giovanni Bosco are duly recorded the operations performed
for the smooth running of the vineyards of the Grinzane estate. Many of these letters refer
to the pruning operation carried out mainly between February and March. It refers implic-
itly to the current practice of cultivation between the rows when it is said that women col-
lected the twigs fallen because of the pruning of the vineyards, because the wheat began
to rise. Other frequent references relate to the layering, the impalement and binding. Only
in 1852, 6,000 acacia trees are planted in order to obtain the support poles for the vines.
Between March and April the “broppe” are planted or renewed. This operation provided for
the revision of the entire piling, the replacement of unusable poles or the replacement of
the end planted into the ground. Once the piling was completed, the “lavorere” began to tie
up the vines. The farmer often indicates the purchases of willow or rattan branches used
to secure the vine to the guardian pole or to the crossbar. During the months of April and
May they proceed with the hoeing and with the “scarzolatura”, the disposal of new shoots
from the old wood of the vine. At the end of “scarzolatura” process, before cutting the
grain, the branches were bind again. The harvest generally starts in late September and
ends in late October or early November.
In 1849 Cavour leaves the position of Mayor, and a year later, his relationships with Oudart
begin to crack because of the tensions related to the transfer prices of the grapes. The last
known visit of Oudart to the estate dates back to 1852. 
The successor of Oudart in purchases of grapes is a trader of Turin, Bottero that, unlike the
French, prefers sweet wines.
In 1850 Cavour abandons the activities of care of the vineyards and the castle of Grinzane
and, by marriage, the assets of Benso passes in 1851 to the Alfieri of Sostegno. In Octo-
ber of the same year Cavour joins the Ministry of d’Azeglio as Minister of Agriculture, Trade
and Navy. His technical and managerial knowledge, gained in Grinzane, prove to be prof-
itable: the production of wine increases and agriculture Piedmont knows positive years. 
In 1852, the vineyards of Grinzane are also affected by the “cryptogam of the vine” arrived
in Europe from America. The task of finding solutions to halt the spread of the disease
is taken over by Cavour. As Prime Minister of the Kingdom, and even more as a man of
agricultural experience, Cavour entrusts to the Royal Academy of Agriculture of Turin the
task to study the disease and find a remedy. The treatment of vines with sulfur will be in-
dicated as the solution.
In the last decades of the 19th century, the castle attracts the attention of subalpine erudi-
tion: Alfredo d’Andrade, keen scholar of the middle Ages, documented by numerous
sketches of the architecture of the complex. In 1916 Grinzane takes the name of Cavour.
In 1932 the Marquise Adele Alfieri of Sostegno (1857-1937) donates the castle and part of
its lands to the municipality of Alba with the bond of a use related to charity purposes. For
a certain period the castle houses a grape therapy colony for children and a kindergarten,
then entrusted to the Salesian Sisters who will also open a sewing school. With the advent
of war, ceased to exist a designated use, the castle underwent substantial plunder. The only
parts that prosper and produce profits are the adjoining farm entrusted to the municipal-
ity and to the directives of the Agricultural Inspectorate of Alba coordinated by Emanuele
Ferraris. The wine estate of the castle still remains a model company. 
After a long dispute between the municipality of Grinzane and that of Alba, in 1951 the ad-
ministrative provincial government establishes the indivisible assets and property consor-
tium between the two municipalities. For its management, in 1957, the non-profit
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organization “Foundation Adelaide Alfieri of Sostegno” is erected.
In 1959 the Superintendence of Piedmont denounces the state of abandonment, the plun-
der from the war period and onwards, the lack of windows, the serious impairment of the
structural components and suggests the closure of the castle to prevent further offenses.
In 1961, on the occasion of the centenary celebrations of the unification of Italy, the his-
toric homes of the men who united the nation obtain the resources needed for restora-
tions. The restoration of the castle is encouraged by the superintendent who sees in this
recovery a unique opportunity to open the hills beyond Tanaro to tourism linked to wine.
The task is given to a well-known architect from Turin, designer of some important restora-
tion of Savoy residences. 
The project to build a permanent winery that would gather all the typical wines of Pied-
mont was born in 1964 from an idea of the then president of the Famija Albèisa associa-
tion, Luciano De Giacomi. The Enoteca (wine shop) wanted to be the place to create and
disseminate knowledge and appreciation of the diversity, of the organoleptic charac-
teristics and the matching with food. In 1965 in the Grinzane Cavour Castle the Enoteca
Regionale Piemontese, called Cavour, is founded following a proposal from the family
Famija Albèisa. These are the years when the future of Italian wine was discussed, where
the specifications and the boundaries of the districts of individual wines are studied; in
1966 a Committee for the enhancement and protection of wines is established. (fig.190)
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fig.190: The castle of Grinzane Cavour in a
picture dating back to 1967
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A blueprint for the internal adaptation of the castle in wine shop, restaurant and museum
rooms is presented in 1965. In February 1967 the Order of the Knights of Truffle and Wines
form Alba is founded in the castle of Grinzane. In the same year, on the 27th of November,
is notarized in Alba the founding document of the Enoteca Regionale Piemontese Cavour;
the signatories are: the foundation Adele Alfieri of Sostegno (owner of the castle), the
provincial administration of Cuneo, the Chamber of Commerce of Cuneo, the municipality
of Alba, the municipality of Grinzane Cavour and the provincial Tourism Authority of Cuneo.
In 1968 the Defensive Committee Wines of Alba is required to examine the possibility of set-
ting up and running the Enoteca. In 1969 the restructuring works began and in 1971 the
Order of the Knights replaces the Defense Committee in the setting up and running of the
Enoteca and on the 12th of September, the Enoteca Regionale Piemontese Cavour opens.
Between 1974 and 1977 the first museum on the history of civilization and traditions of the
Langhe was built in the castle. The nucleus of the collection is the research work of Luciano
De Giacomi. In 2003, the Museum of the Langhe has been expanded and re-equipped
with the Enoteca Regionale.
In 1978, the Regione Piemonte establishes the absence of the charitable purposes of the
Foundation Adele Alfieri of Sostegno as they were set up by the donor. By the decree of 5th
of February 1979, the Foundation is extinguished and the heritage, the castle and the lands
are donated in equal parts to the municipalities of Alba and Grinzane Cavour. In 1982, the
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fig.191: The experimental vineyard at the foot
of the castle of Grinzane Cavour

fig.191
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two municipalities agree, by convention, to form the Joint Committee Adele Alfieri of
Sostegno. It is determined that the castle will remain forever the headquarter of the Enoteca
Regionale Piemontese Cavour.
The portion of land underneath the castle was destined in 1992 to host the vineyard for the
conservation of the Piedmont germplasm (fig.191), aimed to collect and maintain in par-
ticular the smaller, rare and almost abandoned varieties. The vineyard is the result of a col-
laboration between various bodies: the CNR; the institute of Plant Virology of Grugliasco
(TO), that manages the research of the original material, its propagation, the study and the
evaluation of the varieties of vineyards in conservation and the scientific coordination of all
the activities; the Piedmont Winegrowers of Castagnito (CN) is engaged in the technical
management and execution of numerous agronomic surveys carried out in the vineyard; the
Regione Piemonte, Department for the Development of Agriculture, financially supports
the project since its inception in 1992. The management and treatment of the vines is en-
trusted to the Agricultural Institute “Umberto I” of Alba, located in Grinzane Cavour, which
houses the collection.
In 2004, the vineyard has been enhanced with 66 further varieties reaching an area of   
about 1.2 ha. In 2006 the three-year project “Measures for the conservation and charac-
terization of vineyards of local interest for Piedmont” was completed; his aim was to deepen
the knowledge from the agronomic point of view, but also from that of the production de-
rived from certain vineyards with limited diffusion.
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2.b.3 Hills of Barbaresco

The history and developments of this component are closely related to the history of the
grape variety which for centuries has distinguished viticulture in this area (Nebbiolo)
and the produced wine (Barbaresco). For this reason, these aspects have been developed
in the first place, followed by a specific explanation of the history of the municipalities in-
cluded in the area.

History of the Nebbiolo grape variety
The history relating to the Nebbiolo grape variety that distinguishes the viticulture both of
this component and of the “Langa of Barolo” (component 1), has already been discussed
in the section “History and development” of the latter (paragraph 2.b.1). Because of this,
please refer to the above paragraph 2.b.1.

History of the Barbaresco wine
As mentioned above, Nebbiolo is a grape variety that is strongly influenced by the earth
in which it is grown and gives different characteristics to the final product when grown
on hills or slopes different. The cultivation and winemaking of the same grape variety has
led in fact, over the centuries, to the production of two distinct wines, Barolo and Bar-
baresco. During this process, some local personalities that for long time have strongly
believed in the excellence of the product and its territory have played a prominent part.
Among these the enologist Domizio Cavazza who succeeded, in just a few years, in equat-
ing the prestige and quality of Barbaresco to the ones of Barolo. Milestones of his out-
standing work are the birth of the Cantina Sociale of Barbaresco (Cooperative wine cellars
of Barbaresco) which has been the first to produce the Barbaresco wine in a modern and
technically flawless way, and the identification of the best vineyards (cru) for the grow-
ing of the Nebbiolo grape variety. The events of Barbaresco and Barolo constantly con-
tinue to intertwine until today in dealing in common the issues related to the protection of
the quality and defense against the diseases of the vine. 

The first mention of a wine based on Nebbiolo produced in the Barbaresco territory dates
back to 1799, when General de Melas, commander of the Austrian troops, sent a letter to
the town of Barbaresco in which he ordered “to bring to the camp of Bra a “carrà” (almost
500 liters) of excellent Nebbiolo” to celebrate the victory obtained a few days before by his
army around Genola (near Cuneo) on the French troops of Napoleon Bonaparte. We have
to wait for almost a century to find the use of the name Barbaresco to identify the wine; the
oldest bottle, now kept at the Cascina Drago di San Rocco Seno d’Elvio, reports on the
label the words “Barbaresco 1870”. However, the characteristics that we can still find
today in Barbaresco date back to a careful quality improvement which began in 1894,
when the enologist Domizio Cavazza (fig.192) from Modena started the dry winemaking
technique. After the graduation in agronomy in Milan, Cavazza specialized in the field of viti-
culture at Versailles and Montpellier where he concentrated on the study of the effects of
phylloxera, with remedies and countermeasures that he later applied in the Langhe. He was
then closely bounded to this territory when he was appointed director of the Practical
School of Viticulture and Enology in Alba in 1881 (fig.193). In 1894 he bought the castle
of Barbaresco with the annexed vineyards and convinced nine winemakers to establish
the Cantina Sociale of Barbaresco to produce a wine made   from Nebbiolo to complement
the already established Barolo (fig.194). His original proposal was to create a large area
of Barolo with Alba as capital, which was able to produce only one wine made   from Neb-
biolo with the name of Barolo, as already happened with Champagne, Burgundy and Bor-
deaux. In this way he wanted to give the wine greater impact strength in order to gain
international fame more easily. His idea, however, found little support among the pro-
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fig.192: The oenologist Domizio Cavazza 
father of Barbaresco wine

fig.193: The first brand of the Cooperative
Wine Cellar of Barbaresco
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ducers of Barolo who wanted to maintain a restricted area of   production, and so he turned
his attention to the area of Barbaresco, where he owned some vineyards, devoting his en-
ergies to the qualification of this territory. 
In this way, by the end of the 19th century, when the demand, in Italy and Europe, of more
elegant and sophisticated wines it grew, thanks to the trade policies that promoted the cir-
culation of this product, making it more accessible to the middle class, the Barbaresco
wine established itself as an excellent wine to accompany the food of the most impor-
tant and aristocratic tables of Piedmont and Europe. The winemaking technique used by
Cavazza and developed in the cellars of his castle, provided a careful selection of the
grapes coming from the vineyards of the cooperative members, divided into categories
depending on location, maintenance and production. The fermentation took place in
medium size barrels and was monitored by recording morning and evening the tempera-
ture indicated by a long thermometer constantly immersed in the winy mass. In this way
Cavazza could define the curve, about 12 days long, of the fermentation process and iden-
tify the best time for racking. This phase was followed by the slow and long fermentation,
in large barrels, until the month of December. This process describes the production
method still used today for the winemaking of Barbaresco, which enabled it to become
an aging wine with specific characters and excellent quality. 
The wines of the Cantina Sociale immediately received several awards: a gold medal at the
Turin-Asti Exposition of 1898, one at the Wine Fair of Alba in 1903, one from the Ministry
of Agriculture in 1906. In 1905, Professor Marescalchi described in the Giornale Vinicolo
(Wine Journal) the characteristics of Barbaresco wine that must be “dry, crisp and finished,
as produced by the Cantina Sociale of Barbaresco.” The successful technical path indicated
by Cavazza quickly brought out the need by the producers to protect their product from
fraud and counterfeiting, quite common at the time. In 1899 was presented in Parliament
a draft law to “protect the real wines of Barbaresco and Barolo” and, in 1908, was founded
the ‘“Association of Unions for the production and trade of genuine Nebbiolo of Bar-
baresco”. It’s interesting to note that this institution preceded by a few weeks the “Associ-
ation for the Protection of Barolo” which was created with the same objective: protecting
the wine Barolo. 
The premature death of Cavazza (1913) led to a period of stagnation for the Barbaresco wine
market that lasted for nearly four decades and led to the closure of the Cantina Sociale of
Barbaresco. This did not prevent the achievement of some important objectives: in 1933,
by ministerial decree, the area of origin of Barbaresco was defined with an extension, com-
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fig.194: The School of Viticulture and Enol-
ogy of Alba in the early 1900s
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pared to the area outlined in 1898 by Cavazza, which also included the entire territory of
Neive. The same decree delimited the production area of   Barolo; these events highlight the
continuing common problems of preservation and protection of the two prestigious wines.
This communion of interests led in 1934 to the dissolution of the above mentioned asso-
ciations for the protection of Barolo and Barbaresco and the creation of a single organism,
the Consortium for the Protection of wines Barolo and Barbaresco whose action would
lead to the recognition of the DOC certification of Barbaresco in 1966 and the DOCG certi-
fication in 1980. At the same time, in 1958 the wine market of Barbaresco came back to life
thanks to the work of Don Fiorino Marengo, who continued the work of Cavazza and cre-
ated the (Cooperative wine cellar “Produttori del Barbaresco”), gathering 19 winemakers.
This cooperative, just like had done the Cantina Sociale founded in 1894, committed to
produce only Barbaresco wine, and if at the end of 19th century the idea of a single-pro-
duction was an unusual choice, in the mid-20th century it was a risky business decision.
The rules were simple: each winemaker had to give the whole production and could not pro-
duce in parallel wines made from Nebbiolo; the payment of the grapes was done on the
basis of the quality of the grapes given each year and each shareholder received substan-
tial rewards, according to the characteristics of the grapes and the sales success of the
wine itself. In this way the cooperative Producers of Barbaresco became a leader of the
market, giving good returns to the farmers members who maintained a strong interest
in ensuring a production of excellent quality. 

Among the well-known manufacturers who have supported this process and made   this wine
famous all over the world, the Gaja family must be remembered: in 1961 they started to
make wine exclusively from their own grapes, without buying more from third parties. Today,
the members of the cooperative Producers of Barbaresco are 56 and they make wine from
about 100 hectares of Nebbiolo vines, representing a fifth of the entire DOCG area.

If the cooperative works to ensure the quality of the production, monitored and protected
by the Consortium for the Protection of wines Barolo and Barbaresco (which became in
1994 Consortium of Barolo, Barbaresco, Alba, Langhe and Roero), the promotion, tasting
and wine sales, the spread of information on the area, on the Barbaresco wine and winer-
ies, is entrusted to the Enoteca Regionale del Barbaresco (Regional Wine Shops of Bar-
baresco) since 1986; this association acts as a connection between the participating
wineries and the visitors. 

History of the Area
The stories of the two municipalities included in the hills of Barbaresco develop in parallel
since the territory of Neive and Barbaresco, a strategic location on the border between Asti
and Alba, was disputed for decades between the two cities. Neive was part of the adminis-
trative territory of Barbaresco until 1952, when it became an independent municipality.

Barbaresco
The name Barbaresco comes from the Latin word “barbaric silva” which means “forest of
barbarians.” With this term the Romans defined the dense forest that covered this territory,
dedicated to the Celtic god “Martiningen” of the aboriginal Celtic-Ligurian who lived there and
to the god Mars by the Romans who settled later. In fact, in the actual Martinenga locality
the original core of the Roman “Villa Martis” can be identified in which the Roman emperor
Publius Elvio Pertinax was born. 
The first definition of a fortified settlement dates back to the 12th century, when the tower,
still visible today and symbol of the area, is attested; it was built in a dominant position
at the margin of the concentric. The structure is developed according to what is called a
“Piedmont shelter”, a fortified area in which the population took refuge from external dan-
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gers. The strategic position of Barbaresco, located near the municipal boundaries of Asti
and Alba, led to a long dispute of the territory and its tower between the two rival cities until,
in 1223, the entire control passed into the hands of Alba. Later, several lords took control of
the territory, until the final affirmation of the Savoy. 
The historic winegrowing vocation of the territory of Barbaresco is well represented by
the image engraved in the choir of the Cathedral of Alba, dating to the 15th century in which,
above the outline of the town, a basket full of grapes is shown. During the seventeenth
century the interest in the cultivation of the vine gradually led nobles and burghers from
Alba to buy lands in Barbaresco, changing the local landscape and beginning to make sys-
tematic use of the countryside outside the medieval village. The result of this process is well
documented in a cadastre of 1702 which shows an area of   4471 “giornate”(ancient unit of
measurement of area used in Piedmont; 1 giornata equals to 3.810 m2 ) divided into small
properties with an average of 20 “giornate” with the exception of some noble possessions
of 50 “giornate”. In the same cadaster, 217 private properties, 202 of which destined to the
cultivation of grapes, are registered. Between 1700 and 1800 the gradual introduction of
piling is registered in Barbaresco; that means the replacement of all the supports for the
vine and its branches (which could either be poles or fruit trees) with wooden poles
(fig.195). 

The new French cadastre of the early 19th century confirms that the vineyard occupied
41.87% of the cultivable area of Barbaresco, followed by arable land (21.65%), lawn
(10.13%) and coppice (13.15%). The vines, depending on the terrain on which they were
planted, were classified into five classes where the first corresponded to the best and
most productive lands and the fifth to the poorest and least profitable grounds. 
The wine progressively became the true protagonist of the economic and social life of
Barbaresco thanks to the high production, quality and reputation of the product and, for
this reason, it soon became the main tax requested to the town. At the end of the 19th cen-
tury theCooperative wine cellar “Produttori del Barbaresco” was founded that, after a pe-
riod of closure during the Fascist era, still has headquarters in the center of the town. The
Church of Saint Donato, restored and deconsecrated, hosts since 1986 the Enoteca Re-
gionale of Barbaresco, which aims to enhance and promote the Barbaresco wine produced
by local companies.
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fig.195: Barbaresco in a drawing of
Clemente Rovere in 1831; it is possible to
recognize the vineyard along the hill where
the village is located

fig.195
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Neive
The origin of the name of this town comes from a noble roman family, the “gens Naevia”
or “Naevii”, who probably founded the first Roman settlement around the 1st century B.C.
The history of Neive has always been linked to that of Barbaresco; in fact it has been a part
of the town until 1952, when it became an independent municipality. As for Barbaresco the
territory of Neive was disputed for a long period between the towns of Alba and Asti; so
much so that in 1223 a political agreement was signed in which Barbaresco was sold to
Alba and Neive to Asti with a commitment not to make additional purchases by the re-
spective parties in the two settlements. Neive was therefore subject to the jurisdiction of Asti
of which it followed the fortunes until the passage under the Savoy dynasty in 1531. 
The traces of the first fortified settlement, dating from the late 12th century, have prac-
tically disappeared, destroyed by Asti in retaliation in 1274. The clock tower visible today
and the Casaforte of the Counts Cotti of Ceres and Scurzolengo have been built after this
event, towards the end of the 13th century. The medieval village is characterized by the
integrity of the urban structure with its characteristic spiral shape, with houses arranged
in a ring around the top of the hill on which are located the tower and the Casaforte Cotti.
In this house the Vicar Francesco Cotti wrote at the end of the 17th century one of the old-
est texts in Piedmont dialect on the cultivation of the vine. 
Another noble building, the Palace of the Counts of Castelborgo is closely linked to the pro-
duction of wine. In fact, since 1767, the winemaking of Nebbiolo grapes from the lands
of the Counts of Castelborgo is documented, whose production was sold to the local tav-
erns. Less than a century later, the enologist Louis Oudart worked for several years in the
acquisition and winemaking of the grapes of the Castelborgo family, which he came to
know thanks to the Count Camillo Benso of Cavour. This dry and crisp wine, obtained from
Nebbiolo grapes from the farm of Santo Stefano di Neive and produced in these cellars, was
presented by the distributor home of wines Oudart (Oudart & Bruche) at the International
Exhibition in London in 1862 where he won a gold medal. The modern version of this
wine, which was awarded a century and a half ago for its excellence, is the “Barbaresco”
of Santo Stefano, obtained from the grapes of the homonymous cru and produced by the
Castello di Neive farm (fig.196). 

To the wine industry of Neive is also related Romano Levi, producer of grappa within the
artisanal distillery “Serafino Levi di Neive”, inherited from his father in 1945. During the
seventies his handcrafted bottles entered the aristocracy world of spirits thanks not only
to its excellent quality but also for the labels handwritten by Romano Levi himself and then
enriched with poetic phrases or naive drawings that told pieces of life and of poetry. In the
illustration of the “Donna Selvatica” (Wild Woman), which gave the name to this grappa,
Romano Levi expresses the image of the woman in the farmer society of the Langhe terri-
tory, bearer of an ancient culture, in close contact with nature and the cycle of seasons. 
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fig.196: The “cabreo” of the Castelborgo family
dated 1742, related to the Santo Stefano estate

fig.196
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2.b.4 Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

The historical events of this component are tied primarily to the history of Barbera, a true
protagonist in the winegrowing of this territory and the resulting wine: Barbera d’Asti.
For this reason, the following discussion provides a specific explanation on the history of
the Barbera grape variety and the homonymous wine, followed by the story of the munic-
ipalities included in the zone of excellence.

History of Barbera grape variety
The fame and the dissemination of this grape variety in Piedmont since the 16th century,
suggest a very ancient cultivation, probably spread under a different name. In the 17th
and 18th century the importance of Barbera and its grapes grew until being officially rec-
ognized, between the 18th and 19th centuries, as one of the five highest quality grape va-
riety in Piedmont. From that moment a slow process began that, after a period of
widespread all over the Piedmont and a long period of stagnation in the first half of the 20th
century, led to the definitions of the manufacturing area of the great Barbera in the territory
of Asti and Alessandria.

The indications and testimonies of Barbera grape variety are few throughout the middle
Ages, as if it had spread silently throughout Piedmont: given that today it is the largest
grape variety in the region, it must have certainly been known before the modern age,
when the first explicit references are found. Scholars agree that the traces of this grape va-
riety have been dissimulated for centuries by the fact that it acquired different names in each
location: Barbera would be the common name in the Asti area while Ughetta was the cor-
responding in the Vercelli and Biella areas, and Vespolina in Novara. Historical researches
also provide some interesting clues about the spread of Barbera in the “dark ages”: the
contemporary scholar Aldo Di Ricaldone believes that some ancient surnames of the sub-
alpine (Barbero, Barberio, Barberis) originated from the name of the vine cultivated in those
lands (as happened, for example, for the Lambrusco of Acquosana or Muscati of Agliano
families). If so, the testimony, in the early 13th century, of a Petrus Barberius in a bill of sale
in the territory of Canelli, would confirm the diffusion of the grape variety in the area already
in that period. About the etymology of the name, the term is linked to Berberis, a goose-
berry plant from which a fermented juice called vinus berberis was obtained, beverage at-
tested in the middle of the 15th century in the work of doctor Antonio Guaineiro and known
north of the Alps and in Piedmont. The link with the Gooseberry is also supported by the
historian Anna Maria Nada Patrone that identifies the Barbera with the Grisa grapes, de-
scribed by the agronomist Pier De Crescenzi in the “Liber ruralium commodorum” at the
beginning of 1300 as a particularly widespread grape variety in the Asti area, suitable to ob-
tain a delightful and well preservable wine. The identification with the Grisa derived from
the similarity of the bunch and berries described by De Crescenzi with those of Barbera, with
conical clusters, ovoid berries covered with bloom (fig.197); it should also be noted that
the Piedmont dialect word that indicates the Gooseberry is Grisola or Griséla. In this sense
it can be argued that Gooseberries = Grisola (dialect) = Grisa and that Gooseberries =
Berbersis (botanical name) = Barbera, providing an additional evidence to the synonymy
Grisa = Barbera. To find a clear and explicit reference to Barbera we must refer to the reg-
isters of Chieri in 1514 that explicitly speak of Barbera grape varieties. The next witness-
ing note appears in a letter of 1609, showing that in the Contado of Nizza de la Paglia
(ancient name of Nizza Monferrato) vineyards of Barbera were cultivated. 
It is mainly from the end of the 17th century that this grape variety is most frequently
named, whose importance emerges from the papers of the archive of the Cotti family of
Scurzolengo. The Cotti lived in Asti and had great estates in Scurzolengo, near Asti and
Neive. In their palace of Asti they had spacious cellars where they produced a considerable
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fig.197: The Barbera grape from Giorgio
Gallesio’s “Pomona Italiana”, treatise on
fruit trees published in 1839
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amount and variety of wines, not only for home consumption but also for sale. In the “Gior-
nale di me Pietro Francesco Cotti” for the years 1682 to 1699, are often found interesting
references to the purchases of cuttings of Barbera from a “cassina” (farm) of Cerreto d’Asti
and their installation in the family estates. In 1798, Barbera is mentioned officially among
the highest quality black grapes of Piedmont, inside the ‘“Instruction on the cultivation
of vines and the best way to make and store wines”, an ampelographic work on the grape
varieties of the sub-alpine region, written by Count Giuseppe Nuvolone Pergamo, an im-
portant member of the Agrarian Society of Turin. In particular, this text started to identify
the production area of excellence of this grape variety in the Asti territory. In 1814, lawyer
Gian Secondo De Canis in his ‘’Corografia Astigiana’’ outlined a specific area specifically
dedicated to the cultivation of “Barbera” in the territories of Asti, Scurzolengo, Portaco-
maro, Migliandolo, Castiglione and Quarto and on the southern hills of Vigliano d’Asti, Mon-
gardino, Montegrosso d’Asti, Montaldo Scarampi, Mombercelli, Belvedere and Vinchio.
Other famous municipalities such as Costigliole d’Asti, Castagnole Lanze, Calosso, San
Marzano Oliveto, Nizza Monferrato have later been added to these towns which today are
a symbol of the great Barbera. In the same year Count Giorgio Gallesio, in his work
“Pomona Italiana”, defined the Barbera grape variety as “Vitis Vinifera Montisferratensis”
because “Barbera takes one of the first places among the grapes of the low Monferrato”.
The qualification of “Montisferratensis” is in fact fully appropriate as the Monferrato rep-
resent the historic region of hills that has always been the main center for the cultivation
of the Barbera grape variety. A few years later, in 1830, the parish priest Casimiro Zalli, au-
thor of a Piedmontese-Italian-Latin-French vocabulary, called Barbera a “species of grape
that is especially harvested in the Asti vineyards”. In 1875, the work “Ampelography of the
Alessandria Province “ (which at the time included the territory of the actual province of
Asti), the ampelographers Carlo Leardi and Pier Paolo Demaria described Barbera as a well-
known grape variety, uniquely named “Barbera” without use of other synonyms, native and
cultivated for a very long time in the Asti area and particularly in the lower Monferrato. The
authors specified that in these districts Barbera represented about half of the cultivation and
its high popularity came from the characteristics of fertility and vigor of the grape variety,
the quality of the obtained wine and the high price that the grapes had on market. 

In the early years of the Reign of Italy, the highest concentration of vineyards Barbera was
already established in   what was called “the golden triangle of Barbera d’Asti”, consist-
ing of the territory between the Tanaro and Bormida rivers of the municipalities of Mon-
tegrosso d’Asti, Costigliole d’Asti, Agliano, Castelnuovo Calcea, Mombercelli, up to Nizza
Monferrato to the south and Asti to the north. This area of excellence identifies the com-
ponent of the property. The expansion of the vineyard continued gradually reaching also the
Langhe, as told by the scholar Lorenzo Fantini in the “Monograph on Viticulture and Oenol-
ogy in the Province of Cuneo” (1879), although it never had a great development because
of other varieties, including Nebbiolo and Moscato, which characterized the vineyards of
Langhe and Roero for many years. At the end of the 19th century, in the “Vade-mecum of
the trader of grapes and wines in Italy” the two politicians and agronomists Edoardo Ottavi
and Arturo Marescalchi pointed out the success of the Barbera grape variety in the Asti
area announcing an important future in the following century. These great 19th century
premises were sadly disappointed throughout the next half century by adverse social, po-
litical and economic conditions. 

During the years of the invasion of phylloxera (the twenties of the 20th century), Barbera
revealed to be one of the most resistant grape varieties to the disease and, therefore, one
of the most suitable to be replanted, resulting in a further increase of the planted area
(fig.198). The ability to adapt and the strong resistance of Barbera are proved by the at-
tempt to plant in 1881 the cuttings of Barbera in California by winemaker Secondo Guasti
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fig.198: The first page of the Newspaper
“L’Agricoltore” (1895) announcing the dif-
fusion of the phylloxera
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(whose descendants founded the Winegrowing estate Guasti), so successful that the small
US settlement took the name of Guasti. 
However, this did not prevent the strong productivity of Barbera from being hit by the gen-
eral crisis experienced by the system of agricultural economy during the two world wars;
the running to the planting of the grape variety in some ways penalized it, as it was much
more difficult to support and maintain a line of protection of the production territory that,
on the other hand, highly distinguished in the same period the Nebbiolo grape variety. In
fact, if Nebbiolo was spread on a very limited areal both for the characteristics of the plant
but also because of historical, economic and social reasons, Barbera followed an exactly
opposite path, becoming a frequent and extended growing wine throughout the Piedmont
area, maintaining however its maximum concentration in the south-eastern region. The
rebirth of Barbera slowly started again in the 1960’s thanks to a gradual and substantial
reduction of the cultivated areas at regional level that brought important positive develop-
ments. In fact, this process was accompanied by new regulations for the protection of the
cultivation and an inevitable push towards the rationalization of the production, from the
vineyard to the cellar, and towards a high quality of productions. The provision in 1970 of
the DOC denomination established the definition of the historical distribution area of cul-
tivation of the Barbera grape variety for the production of Barbera d’Asti, a still wine and
with properties suitable for aging, and Barbera del Monferrato, a lightly sparkling wine. In
2008, the designation path of the historical area continued with the recognition of the DOCG
Denomination for the Barbera d’Asti and Barbera del Monferrato Superiore. Today Barbera,
grown on 16,600 acres in the Piedmont, is the most popular grape variety in the region with
the highest concentration in the south of Asti, between the Tanaro and Belbo rivers; here
the municipalities strongly and historically suited to its cultivation are Nizza Monferrato,
Castelnuovo Calcea, Agliano, Montegrosso d’Asti, Mombercelli, Vinchio, Vaglio Serra, in
whose territories the component of the property has been selected. 

History of the Barbera d’Asti wine
The history of Barbera can be compared, historically, to the history of the people, the mul-
titude that quietly helps to define the characteristics of a territory, and in order to be given
the credit for this, must always fight longer against the stronger. Barbera is in fact re-
sponsible for the definition of a substantial portion of the oenological value of the Pied-
mont Region, in physical and productive terms. It has been, especially in the first half of
the 20th century, an uphill climb that in the recent decades has, however, led Barbera to the
Olympus of enology. Thanks to some “pioneers and unconventional” producers, con-
vinced that from those rough and tough grapes they could obtain a fine and noble wine,
capable of amaze thanks to its class and elegance, Barbera has earned the title of wine
of the third millennium, able to cope remarkably well with the giants of international wine.
This not only because of its complex nature and multiple shades but also for the primacy
of competitiveness on the global market.

Historical investigations speak of a wine production from the Barbera grape variety since
the middle Ages, poorly documented until the modern age due to the use of different names
to indicate the grapes. From the beginning the distinctive trait of Barbera is outlined: a very
large consumption, spread all over the Piedmont area and beyond, determined by a high
quality and prevailing winegrowing in the region and, particularly, in the southern and
eastern area. At the beginning of the 17th century, Barbera wine is also known in the courts
of lords and nobles: from a letter of 1609 of the archives of Nizza Monferrato emerges that
in that year the Dukes of Mantua sent to the Contado of Nizza de la Paglia (ancient name
of Nizza Monferrato) some people responsible for “taste the wine from these vineyards
and, in particular, the Barbera wine.” The Duke invited to pay the necessary amount re-
quired by Nizza Monferrato just to have that wine. The fame of the wine grew to the point
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that, between the 18th and 19th century, the Agrarian Society of Turin recognized Barbera as
one of the five best grapes of Piedmont, identifying the natural area production in the ter-
ritory of Asti, and praising the wine for its “sharp and witty taste, black color”. The pleas-
ant and full-bodied flavor, the drinkability and the value that characterized this wine stand
out in the description that scholar George Gallesio made   of Barbera in 1839, in his “Italian
Pomona,” the most important collection of images and descriptions of fruits and fruit trees
made   in Italy at the time. Gallesio stated that “Barbera takes one of the first places in the
lower Monferrato” and could produce several wines, dry or sweet, dense or gentle, all with
a common attribute: excellent wines and full of spirit. The fame of Barbera grew hand in
hand with that of other noble Piedmont wines such as Nebbiolo (then known as Barolo and
Barbaresco) and Moscato. With them was therefore subject of the first attempts of ship-
ping overseas in order to verify the feasibility and the economic possibilities of its foreign
marketing. These experiments were carried out with Barbera by the Marquis Filippo 
Antonio Asinari of San Marzano Oliveto, near Nizza Monferrato: he was an outstanding ex-
ponent of the Piedmont nobility who saw, in those years, in agriculture an opportunity for
growth and innovation. Through its role as a diplomat at the service of Napoleon and later
for the House of Savoy, during his diplomatic trips he was able to catch up and get to know
the reality he then put to the test in his estate of Costigliole, where the residence of his
family was located. When he retired to private life he devoted himself systematically to his
great passion, winemaking: he then acquired French and Spanish grape varieties for its
Castle in Costigliole and did provide information on their cultivation and on winemaking of
different grapes. In addition to foreign grapes, in the vineyards of the Marquis there were
dozens of local varieties, mainly Barbera, Nebbiolo, and Dolcetto. He, in fact, as a con-
noisseur of vines and admirer of the best European wines, was one of the strongest sup-
porters of the potential of Piedmont wines. To support this conviction, he decided to
experiment on a very topical issue: the navigation of Piedmont wines. This was a much de-
bated topic at the time and marked by a widespread pessimism due to some failed attempts
of shipment of wines by sea to England (fig.199). Filippo di San Marzano challenged the
prevailing defeatism and, in 1819, sent Barbera and Nebbiolo to Rio de Janeiro. For these
wines, it was the first ocean crossing to America: they both successfully passed the two-
month trip proving that the transport of Piedmont wines over long distances was possible.
Following the result, the Marquis wrote that the wines shipped were made with great care
but without any extraordinary intervention. These in fact, were fined with gelatin and egg
white, then were sulfured and finally placed in eight wooden barrels with a capability of
two “brente” each. 
The success of the experiment showed that if winemaking was well made, there were no
inherent problems that prevented the navigation of Barbera and, more generally, of Pied-
mont wines. In fact, on their arrival in Rio de Janeiro, the wines were found “in perfect ma-
turity and of exquisite taste” and, indeed, the Barbera wine, once bottled, “ had a unique
force joint to the smell and color of the most celebrated old wines.” 

The outstanding features of Barbera did not take long to win prestigious international
awards: during the Universal Exhibition in Vienna in 1873, Barbera received the highest
score qualifying as “perfect wine” in the category of red table wines. The same judgment
was given, in that occasion, to Barolo wine. To the increase of the success and demand of
domestic and foreign Barbera, the launch of the sparkling wine and the taste of the market
at the time also contributed. In fact, between the 19th and 20th century, the introduction and
adoption in Italy of the champenoise methods and, subsequently, the Charmat-Martinotti
method, led to the production of sparkling wines starting from the black grapes including
Barbera. Sparkling Barbera was a great success and enjoyed a wide demand, especially
from Argentina, Brazil and United States. In this sense we can say that Barbera wine opened
the way to international market: at the end of the 19th century, the success of this wine and
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the strong export were confirmed in the “Vade-mecum of the trader of grapes and wines
in Italy” of agronomists Ottavi and Marescalchi. In the early years of the 20th century, Bar-
bera was the undisputed star of the everyday table of Italians, qualifying it as a wine of
good quality, accessible to all families, from the noble to the humble, able to meet the
needs of different contexts and appreciated for its rusticity, the high content of sugar, the
coloring substances and the acidity of the grapes (fig.200). Today an excess of acidity is con-
sidered a flaw, but in past times it was an important factor in the preservation of the wine that
made it ideally suited for travel between wineries, markets, taverns, and there to be stationed
for a year or more. It should be specified that the taverns represented virtually the only wine
sellers in the cities; the preference of the hosts for the Barbera favored its great expansion but,
on the other hand, gave rise to the common misconception that began to associate Barbera
to a popular wine, of mass consumer, suitable just for an “osteria” (tavern).
The splendor of the 19th century was canceled and offset by a constant spiral of decline,
worsened by the two world wars and the crisis experienced by the rural world between
the twenties and sixties. During this long period, in fact, although the protection given to
noble wines was limited, because of the above-mentioned historical reasons, we can say
that Barbera was literally left to itself. This wine became the object, more than others, of
counterfeits and market speculation that, within the large demand and the appreciation of
Piedmont wines at the beginning of the 20th century, wines of low quality from other regions
have been sold for decades under the name of Barbera. In addition, after the Second World
War, the tastes of the market began to improve and soften, so the peculiarities of Barbera,
strength, acidity and rich tannins, did not meet demand anymore and this historical wine
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fig.199: Representation of the maritime
transport of Piedmont’s wines, from “Les Vi-
gnerons Piémontais” written by le Chevalier
de Plaigne in 1784
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was relegated to the limbo of unpretentious wines without excellence, intended for low tar-
gets and disqualifying of consumption. 
However, in this context, that in no way stimulated to invest in Barbera, several manufac-
turers kept on maintaining the high quality of Barbera and began to fight to define the forms
of protection of their product. In 1946, at the dawn of the Italian economic boom, the Con-
sortium for the defense of wines Barbera d’Asti and Asti Freisa was formed in order to
ensure the authenticity of the wines produced and spread with distinctive marks on the na-
tional and international markets (fig.201). These signs of recovery and the desire to re-
classify the industry, allowed to quickly reach significant milestones: in 1964, following the
recommendation of winemaker Giuliano Noè Barbera was bottled in purity instead of being
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fig.200: Peasant family from the country of
Asti in 1910

fig.200

fig.201

fig.201: Charter of the Consortium for the
Defense of the Barbera and Freisa of Asti
Wines (1946)
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used as a blending wine, enjoying great success. This breakthrough opened the way to the
great work of improvement of the organoleptic characteristics of Barbera thanks to some
creative producers and winemakers who thus imposed a decisive change of course: the
aforementioned Giuliano Noè Giacomo Bologna, Arturo Bersano, Clemente Guasti. Giu-
liano Noè nicknamed “the barberologist”, entered the world of Barbera wine when it was
almost a forgotten and insignificant wine. The choice of a quality production within the var-
ious companies (especially the Cooperative winw cellars of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra) where
he served over the years, allowed him to make Barbera a great versatile wine, recognized
and appreciated by all, of great importance to the area for its ability to adapt perfectly to
the demands of the modern market that requires wines easily drinkable, accompanying
everyday meals. 

Giacomo Bologna inherited from his father not only the winery, but also the love for the land
and the wine and the confidence in traditional production methods that stated that “the
worst farmer wine is better than the best industry wine.” He dared to turn Barbera and age-
ing it in French oak barrels, a practice almost unknown in Italy at the time and now widely
used. The idea of   using a process reserved for fine wines and aging enabled Bologna to free
the Barbera from the image of cheap product of little value and prove that it could be
made into a great wine. 

Lawyer Arturo Bersano, winemaker for passion in the family estates of Nizza Monferrato,
was able to infuse Barbera with the suggestions and added values of the land, its his-
tory, culture and civilization, dressing bottles of Barbera with high-quality labels and pack-
aging designed by famous painter and graphic artist Franco Sassi. His love for wine as an
expression of a world made of work, tradition and passion, with unity of purpose between
man and nature, told in the Museum Bersano of Contadinerie and Prints on wine, are
summarized in his famous words, “if you want drink well, buy a vineyard “. 

Clemente Guasti, founder of the homonymous winery, was an innovator in terms of qual-
ity of production since, in the fifties of the 20th century, began to select the grapes from the
twenty best farms in the territory of Nizza Monferrato, introducing the concept of “cru” for
Barbera. This initiative, well ahead of its time, opened the way for the production of super
cru today pursuing the enhancement and protection of old plants high vocation, pro-
duced and bottled in batches of a few thousand pieces. The high quality and the com-
plexity of these Barbera wines are first obtained in the vineyard through low yields of grapes
with high organoleptic values, and then through the refinement. 
The commitment of these figures, the Consortium and the work of many winemakers led
in 1970 to the establishment of DOC Barbera d’Asti which established a distinctive pro-
duction area compared to the Barbera del Monferrato. In 2008, the achievement of the De-
nomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (DOCG), which covers 118 municipalities
in the Asti area and 51 in the Alessandria area for a total of 4,387 hectares of Barbera vine-
yards, was a further recognition of the uniqueness and qualitative excellence of Barbera
d’Asti. Within this vast area, a number of restricted and homogeneous areas, called “Sub-
areas”, can be identified: Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza, Barbera d’Asti superiore Colli
Astiani, Barbera d’Asti superiore Tinella. In the first two sub-areas, “Nizza” and “Colli As-
tiani”, it has been identified the component of the property. Since 2006, the enhancement
and promotion of Barbera d’Asti is entrusted to the Regional wine shop of Nizza located
in the prestigious cellars of the Crova Palace in Nizza Monferrato. 

History of the area
The history of the settlements which constitute the component “Nizza Monferrato and Barbera”
is marked, throughout the Middle Ages, by the presence of the political and economic poles of
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Asti and Alessandria in the background, in modern times, of the struggles between France,
Spain and the Duchy of Savoy, in particular for the succession of Monferrato. The complexity
of the historical and political events are due to the strong economic interests which, for centuries,
related to the territory which constitutes the component, both for its location along major com-
mercial roads and for the strong agricultural and, in particular, wine productivity.

Nizza Monferrato
The history of the first settlement of Nizza Monferrato must be placed within the phenome-
non of the “villenove”: new villages that were built throughout Europe between the 12th and
14th centuries following economic, strategic and military criteria. For this reason, the village
is called starting from the first half of the 13th century with the name of Nicia or Villa Nova
Nicie. In 1230 the town was under the protection of Alessandria and remained a municipality
until 1264 when it became jurisdiction of Marquis Guglielmo of Monferrato. When the
Aleramici of Monferrato dynasty died out, from 1305 to 1533, the city passed to the Pale-
ologi family. Nizza Monferrato and its surroundings were full of high-quality products such
as cereals, flax, hemp, saffron and, not least, grapes; the cultivation of mulberry trees, the
breeding of silkworms and the spinning of the cocoons completed a great economic land-
scape. These elements probably were the origin of the 16th century name Nicea Palearum,
or “Nizza of the Straw” referring to the straw and other herbs found in the marshes of the
area and used as a cover for the roofs. The wealth of resources soon made the city an ob-
ject of contention between the Savoy and Gonzaga; in 1708 it passed to the Savoy (fig.202). 
The close relationship between urban development and winemaking land is already clear in
the municipal statutes of the 14th century that identify within this sector one of the largest
and most extensive activities of the town, establishing specific standards for the cultiva-
tion of vineyards. First, the camparii, field guards elected in different terzieri (in which the
town was structured), control officers of vineyards, orchards and fields had to reside within
the city; secondly, the harvest was allowed starting from the 8th of September, except for
the vines located in San Vitale and Boschi dello Zolfo regions, in which the harvest was not
allowed until the last week of September. The delay of the harvest in these two areas is due
to the fact that they are on low hills little exposed to the sunlight, and the clusters then re-
quire more time to mature. If the vines that were not inside a Camparia (zone guarded by
a campario) could be harvested in the period chosen by the owner. In addition, the rapo-
lerii, the gleaners of the small bunches left on the vine by the harvesters, could not do their
job until the end of the harvest, under penalty of paying a fine of five “soldi”. All the wine
obtained from the harvest had to be measured in sextaries by the Municipality, paying an
obolus of wine for each sextary measured. From 1322 was granted to private individuals
the ownership of their own sextary, provided that it had the same capacity of the public one. 

Since Nizza Monferrato was the commercial wine center of the area, it developed along
the central road (via Carlo Alberto), also called Via Maestra on which all trading activities
converged; specific rules also concerned the locations in which wine was served or sold.
In particular, these directives, designed to protect the consumer but also to maintain pub-
lic decorum, interested the taverns that at the time had to be particularly numerous in Nizza
Monferrato. In 1315, in order to serve wine to customers, the hosts were required to pos-
sess a third, a quarter and other capacity measures, correspondent with those held in the
Municipality. The measure had to be always well filled when served to customers, under the
penalty of a fine of two cents for each transgression. In 1325 it was required to all hosts
and wine retailers to place at the counter a jar of clean water, under penalty of a fine for fail-
ure to allow consumers to quench their thirst limiting the consumption of wine and, there-
fore, also the number of drunkards. The evening bell warned the inhabitants to retire to
their homes and the hosts had to turn away customers from the tavern, risking, if not, to
be fined ten “soldi”. Since 1327, the hosts were forbidden to give hospitality to prostitutes,
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the city of Nizza Monferrato dated 1753
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day or night, or offer them food and drink at a minimum distance of six trabucchi (about
19 meters) from the tavern. Even the wine merchants followed the rules of medieval
statutes: they could distribute the wine with pints, half-pints, quarters and thirds and all
these measures had to comply with those held in the Municipality. It should be noted that
without the license of the mayor it was not lawful for retailers to take wine in Nizza or within
a mile from the town, in order to sell to retail or wholesale. In 1364 the fine hitting offend-
ers was very severe: as well as the payment of twenty “soldi”, they withdrew their wine, the
oxen and the wagons which had been used for the transport of wine. 

The city remained confined within the medieval walls for centuries, while maintaining its
role of commercial center due to its location on the river Belbo and along the major trade
routes to the Ligurian sea (fig.203). 

The first expansion outside the walls only appears during the Napoleonic period, built
on the extension of the main district in the direction of Asti. The hinge between the Medieval
nucleus and 19th century expansion is the square of the Foro Boario (Piazza Garibaldi,
known as the “Top of Nizza”), which forms the western boundary of the component of the
property. Built on an area destined already in the Middle Ages to the market of livestock
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fig.203: Topographic map of Nizza Monfer-
rato dated 1732
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then used in the cultivation of vineyards and fields of the area, the square sums up the
themes of commercial expansion and urban regeneration. In the mid-19th century, Mayor
Pio Corsi of Bosnasco promoted a comprehensive plan that included a space quadrilateral
tangent to the last few blocks of the medieval settlement. As a replacement of the previous
semi-circular covered market, in the late 19th century the new Forum Boarium “Pio Corsi”
was built. 
For the post-unification commercial developments, the construction of the railroad repre-
sented a crucial expansion and, in particular, the two minor lines Asti-Genoa (1894) and
Alba-Alessandria (1852-1865). The connection of Nizza Monferrato to Canelli in 1865 fa-
vored the rise of important production activities related to the wine industry in the area
near the railroad tracks, around Piazza Dante Alighieri, which defines the south-eastern
portion component of the property. The Winegrowing estate Bersano, whose historic head-
quarters are developed in the early 20th century right next to the railway, is an example of
this process. This important winery owned a number of farms and vineyards that spread
over 230 hectares of vineyards. Among these, the historic Cremosina Farm, located within
the component of the property, represents the starting point of the adventure in the world
of wine of Arturo Bersano because, by purchasing these estates and its 18th century build-
ings, his work as a great innovator, winegrower and producer begun. 

At the end of the 19th century, when grapes markets of Piedmont developed, organized in
a formal way by the various municipalities, the market of Nizza Monferrato always remained
among the most important beside Asti, Casale Monferrato, Canelli, Alessandria. The mu-
nicipal provisions provided an official starting date for the grape market, the availability of
a public weight and a supervisory committee to resolve disputes. The Municipality was
also responsible for the calculation of the daily averages for the main varieties of grapes.
In 1955, immediately behind the concentric, overlooking the river Belbo, some farmers
gathered in a cooperative and founded the Cooperative wine cellar of Nizza Monferrato
(whose building is now occupied by the Winegrowing estate Guasti) in order to improve the
conditions of hard and uncertain work and enhance, protect and promote the wines from
Nizza. After just two years, the members were already 200, so the Cooperative wine cellar
of Nizza Monferrato became one of the strongest companies in the industry in Piedmont.
In this way, in the early seventies, the structure could start the process of modernization
of facilities and winemaking techniques, in particular the ones related with Barbera, refin-
ing more and more the quality of the production, following the increase of the conferred
grapes but above all the needs imposed by the market and the new drinking culture.

Castelnuovo Calcea
The name derives from the medieval Latin Castelnuovo Calcea between the name Castrum
Novum, new camp, and that to calcarias, which certainly leads to the presence of the
nearby road that ran near the river Nizza and often needed hilling works as it was subject
to flooding. Although we believe that the territory was inhabited by the Ligurians Statielli
and later colonized by the Romans, there is no evidence to support this theory, except for
some toponymic data. The first news of the original medieval settlement of Castelnuovo Cal-
cea date back to 1142, when it was a part, with other villages in the area, of the Commit-
tee of Loreto. It probably dates back to that time the building of the castle mentioned in the
tradition, located west of the village, on a hill where still today the location “Castle” over-
looking the valley can be found. In Castelnuovo Calcea the people who survived the mas-
sacres that Barbarossa had caused in the provinces of Asti and Alessandria probably
gathered and the Marquis Uberto of Incisa subsequently built “a strong fortress or castle”,
hence its name Castelnuovo (New Castle), for its recent construction. 
The important strategic position occupied by Castelnuovo Calcea led Asti to seek in every
way to acquire the rights of the fief and, in fact, at the end of the 12th century, the Marquis
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of Incisa was forced sell Castelnuovo to Asti. After Asti domain, the settlement passed to
the Duchy of Milan, to which it remained attached until 1735. In the context of Thirty Years’
War (1618-1648) and the war for the succession of Monferrato (1627-1630), Castelnuovo
Calcea has been disputed between France, Spain and the Duke of Savoy. The captain of the
Duke of Savoy was able to occupy the settlement in 1634 despite the resistance pleaded
against him by the inhabitants who, joining the Spanish militia, revolted. As a punishment,
the following year, Captain Re sacked and set fire to the village, destroying many houses
and the castle. As a result of these events Castelnuovo Calcea was called “Castelnuovo
burned”, as documented in the early 19th century by the historian De Canis, and this dis-
tinctive dialect brusà (burned) is still used today. After 1735, this center, with other terri-
tories, was ceded to the Savoy. The castle, owned by the Solinas from the mid-17th century
to the mid-19th century, passed in 1870 to Beneck who remained there until 1939. Today
the castle and the remaining ruins are property of the Municipality, which in 1985 bought
the site and started a recovery project. 

The economy of Castelnuovo Calcea has been for centuries linked to winemaking as
evidenced by the presence of many winegrowing estates long devoted to the cultivation
and production of Barbera d’Asti (fig.204). Among them we can mention, for its histor-
ical importance, the Azienda Michele Chiarlo Wine Company that applies an ecological
winegrowing, with a severe pruning in accordance with the enological objectives, treat-
ments with low environmental impact, a meticulous manual exfoliation, grassing in the
alleyways and thinning of the clusters to improve the quality of the final product. The
various Chiarlo estate vineyards are owned by farms historically attested where today
history, tradition, and enhancement of Barbera d’Asti are combined: the Aluffi estate and
the farmhouse La Court. 

Vinchio
The name derives from viginti, which in Roman times stood for the location twenty miles
from the Roman town of Alba Pompeia, along the via Fulvia. The first news of the tradition
of Vinchio date back to year 935 AD when Aleramo, Count of Acqui, defeated the Saracens
on what is still today called “Bricco dei Saraceni”. The oldest document that indicates the
presence of a fortified structure dates back to 948 when the son of Count Albert of Asti
granted in exchange for lands in Agliano, some lands belonging to the castrum of Vinchio.
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  fig.204: Castelnuovo Calcea with the vine-
yards in 1950s
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In a document of 1125 Vinchio, with other castles in the area, results as a part of the Com-
mittee of Loreto governed by Marquis Bonifacio del Vasto of the Aleramica dynasty; these
lands then passed to the city of Asti. From the rich documentation of the Codex Astensis,
Vinchio results to be a Municipality by all means, a powerful border land disputed between
Asti and Alessandria, with its Consuls and Lords. In 1313 the castle was occupied by the
Solaro which, after falling from grace, sold it to the Scarampi family of Asti under which it
remained for several centuries. Similarly to what happened to Castelnuovo Calcea, Vinchio
remained for the three centuries following 1387 in the imperial Spanish fiefs of the do-
minion of Milan. These lands, in addition to paying the Spanish protection, were often vic-
tims of looting by the Savoy troops. In 1635 the bandit Stefano Re, on behalf of the Duke
Vittorio Amedeo, plundered Mombercelli and Vinchio, burned Castelnuovo Calcea and
slaughtered those people who sided with the Spanish. The contention of the territory be-
tween France and Spain ended in 1736 with the Treaty of Vienna, which forced the Habs-
burgs to give away the so-called “Imperial Fiefs” to the forming Kingdom of Sardinia. 

During the 20th century, during the Resistance following the armistice of 1943, Vinchio was
home to a group of partisans led by Davide Lajolo from Vinchio, writer, journalist and
member of the Parliament (1958) who always gave priority in his work to the purely liter-
ary aspect rather than the political and ideological one, retracing in his writings the steps
of the strong emotional bond with the village of Vinchio, its territory and the successful
bond of friendship with the writers Beppe Fenoglio and Cesare Pavese. 

As appears from the historical description, the territory of Vinchio is in the center of the
historic distribution area of election of Barbera d’Asti. In 1959, on the initiative of 19
growers of the municipalities of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra, the Cooperative wine cellar of
Vinchio and Vaglio Serra (fig.205) was established. 

The birth of the Cooperative wine cellar was extremely important for its territory, especially
for the many small companies (single proprietary of one hectare of vineyard) that entrusted
to compensate the individual structural deficiencies due to their low production who did not
justify the possession of a properly equipped cellar. This situation did not give to small
business owners the opportunity to make wine from their own grapes with the consequence
of being forced to put them on the market during the short maturation period, with little bar-
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fig.205: Some of the founders of the Coope-
rative wine cellar Vinchio and Vaglio Serra
portraits in the vineyards of Barbera
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gaining power and the subjugation to often unprofitable prices, sometimes also connected
to the seasonal trend. The formation of a cooperative wine cellar offered the opportunity for
members to manage the sale of wine throughout the year following the harvest. The point
where the winery had to be built was located on the border between the two municipalities,
in a place historically disputed between Vinchio and Vaglio Serra, a crossroads of privi-
leged areas of Barbera. This was the first step toward independence of management and a
better and better planning. In fact, soon after the Cooperative wine cellar undertook a se-
ries of initiatives that, following the guidelines of search for quality and continuous im-
provement, led to the progress of the same, until turning it into an efficient and rational
company (fig.206). 

In order to further raise the level of quality in the pursuit of these objectives, in 1961, it was
decided that all members had to give 100% of their grapes, in order to avoid losing the
best grapes and force the wine growers to commit in the cultivation of grapes of excel-
lence. This line of work allowed diversifying the payment of grapes depending on quality
parameters by sending a strong message to the winegrowers on the necessity to focus on
quality. In 1987, following the idea of the enologist Giuliano Noè of the Cooperative wine
cellar, the Old Vineyards project took off in order to enhance the old installations of Bar-
bera and give way to the production of a Great Barbera. Through a long process of which
the Old Vineyards project represents the flagship, the Cooperative wine cellar of Vinchio and
Vaglio Serra has earned the title of “Mother of all Barbera”, establishing with this wine a re-
lationship of mutual identification, in which one becomes the symbol of the other. 

Vaglio Serra 
It is believed that the name derives from the Latin toponym Vallum (indicating an em-
bankment or a fortified structure), transformed with time into Vallium, and with the Royal
Decree of 1863, in Vaglio Serra. The Latin name suggests a settlement built in Roman times
as a fortified position to defend the road between Incisa Scapaccino and Vinchio, direct to
Alba and Asti. It became fief of the Marquises of Incisa in the 12th century, and then passed
under the jurisdiction of Asti at the end of the 13th century. 
In the following centuries Vaglio Serra followed the events of the war that saw the opposi-
tion of different factions (especially the Marquis of Monferrato) for the control of the terri-
tory; in this scenario Vaglio was governed by the Paleologi dynasty (since 1533) lords of
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fig.206: Celebrations for the establishment
of the Cooperative wine cellar Vinchio and
Vaglio Serra in February 1959
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Monferrato who left the fief to the noble Crova family in the early 17th century. 

The strong wine vocation of the municipality is already clear from the mid-19th century
from a statistic that reveals the overwhelming presence of vineyards (488 giornate, ancient
unit of measurement of area used in Piedmont; 1 giornata equals to 3.810 m²) compared
with other crops, such as lawns, communal and private forests, chestnut (fig.207).

Montegrosso d’Asti
The origin of the Municipality of Montegrosso d’Asti is traced around the first half of the
12th century when, during a plague that decimated the inhabitants of several villages in the
valley of the river Tiglione, the survivors came together on the high hill that now houses the
village to seek refuge in its salubrity. 
The historical development of this area is linked on the one hand to its location along the
connection between Piedmont and Liguria and on the other with the thriving winegrowing
already attested in 1242 in the capitular documents of Asti. In the 18th century, some his-
torical information report a winegrowing in Montegrosso purely dedicated to Barbera. At
the beginning of the 19th century, in the work “Chorography Astigiana”, De Canis provides
a largely gratifying framework of the crop of Barbera and most importantly, identifies and
limits for the first time a real area of excellence of Barbera, forerunner of the DOCG zone,
within which identifies Montegrosso d’Asti.

Mombercelli 
The name is usually traced back to the Roman Mons Bersarium, or Mons Bergerium, but
Mombirsàn cannot be excluded, that in ancient Longobard means “place of hunting”
(fig.208). Several noble families succeeded one another in the domain through the cen-
turies, with 1538 as the point of arrival: in that year, the fief passed by will of Emperor
Charles V to the Counts Maggiolini Scarampi, the last lords of the village. The historic vo-
cation of the land to the production of great value Barbera, is already attested in a statis-
tic of the Province of Asti of 1814 indicating this municipality among those from which
the best grapes came, which was confirmed by the inclusion of Mombercelli in the area
of excellent traced by De Canis.

Agliano Terme
The territory of Agliano develops into a dominant position among the valleys of the Nizza
and Tiglione rivers. Although the name of Roman origin, from the noble Allius, suggests
an ancient presence in this area, probably because of a strategic interest, the first references
date back to the 10th century. The addition of “Terme” is linked to the large presence of sul-
fate salt springs of water, ideal for skin care and general cosmetics, and remembered early
as 1500 by Doctor Pietro Francesco Arullani from Agliano. Agliano was famous in history
for being the birthplace of Bianca Lancia, last wife of Frederick II of the Holy Roman Em-
pire from which union Manfred of Sicily was born (fig.209).
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fig.209: Miniature representing Frederick
and Bianca Lancia, from the Codex Palati-
nus Germanicus (Codex Manesse), dated
848

fig.207: Historical view of the area around
Vaglio Serra with the vineyards

fig.208: Miniature representing 
Mombercelli, from the Codex Astensis 
(XIVth century)
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2.b.5 Canelli and Asti Spumante

The factors which affected the development of this component are inextricably linked to the
history of the spread of the Moscato Bianco (Moscato Bianco) grape variety, of the tech-
nological innovations that led to the production of Spumante (sparkling wine) and the his-
tory of the first sparkling wine industries founded in the Canelli area. For this reason, this
section starts with the history of the Moscato Bianco grape variety, followed by the history of
Asti Spumante and a specific discussion on the history of the municipalities included in this
area.

The history of the Moscato Bianco grape variety
Moscato Bianco is a grape variety that first entered the subalpine grape growing/wine-
making economy in the 14th century, establishing itself mainly in the hills of Langhe and
Monferrato, its natural preferred location in terms of climate and landscape, from the 1600s
on. During the 19th century, enormous changes finally bound this variety to the areas
of Canelli and Asti, leading to the situation whereby this highly flavoured grape became
the basis of two historic types of wine, similar yet different, destined to enjoy the height of
international success and both awarded with DOCG status: the famous Asti Spumante and
Moscato d’Asti.

The term Moscato is applied to a large family of grapes, all of which have similar genetic
origins and a distinct flavour, though they have different colours and can be best suited to
being eaten fresh, to be dried, used for winemaking or sometimes all these different uses.
The three types that give rise to Moscato’s varietal groups are Moscato Bianco (Muscat
Blanc), Moscato di Alessandria (Muscat of Alexandria) and Moscato Giallo (Yellow Muscat).
Moscato Bianco, or Moscato di Canelli (fig.210), is the most widespread type in the
Mediterranean basin and corresponds to what the Greeks termed anathelicon. The antiq-
uity of this grape variety is confirmed by the high number of synonyms attributed to Mus-
cats (around a hundred) and the enormous variety within this family. The name Moscato
derives from the Late Latin word muscum, or musk, a precious essence produced by the
glands of certain mammals. The strong, distinctive aroma and the therapeutic properties
of this substance encouraged its use in the production of sophisticated fragrances and the
ancient world’s pharmacopoeia. 
The term “muscatum” first appeared during the 13th century, meaning “fragrant” or
“spicy” in order to describe several terms which then entered the Italian language with sim-
ilar meanings. Among these was the medieval Latin term “nux muscata” in order to describe
the well-known spice nutmeg, with its unusual spicy aroma. During that time, Western Eu-
rope was experiencing what was known as “spice madness” in its food and wine, where
everything had to be flavoured with spices, both due to the taste for overlapping and com-
bining exotic flavours as well as the desire to use expensive ingredients, a sign of prestige
and wealth. The fashion for fragrances and spices was due to the new relationship estab-
lished with the East following the Crusades which had changed many forms of social be-
haviour in the West. In such a social context, wedded to fragrances, the term “moscato”
was adopted to describe fragrant, spiced wine, preferred by the highest social classes.
The cost and rarity of this wine, due to the fact that it was imported from Greece and the
East, led monks and lords who came into direct contact with this grape variety during the
Crusades (the Marquis of Monferrato, the Templars, the Knights of Malta), to try and plant
it in the West as well. Many towns in Piedmont encouraged the planting of this variety and
protected local production in order to fight competition on the market for sweet imported
wines, a market controlled by the Venetians. Indeed, the municipal charters of these cities
prohibited the sale of Malvasia, Vernaccia, “vin Greco” and imported Moscato and at the
same time obliged grape growers to plant a certain percentage of Moscato vines compared
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pélographie. Traité général de viticulture by
Pierre Viala and Victor Vermorel”, written
between 1901 and 1910
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to other varieties. 
The oldest documents that refer to the cultivation of Moscato in Piedmont date from the
early 1300s and mention vineyards in Asti, Canale, Santa Vittoria d’Alba, Serralunga, Mon-
dovì, Strevi, Almese, Rivoli and Pinerolo where, particularly in 1320 and 1322, the princes
of Savoy increased its production as they particularly loved Moscatello wine.

Piedmontese Moscato bianco experienced its golden age starting in the second half of
the 1500s, when the Duke of Savoy, Emmanuel Philibert, embarked on a radical programme
to reorganise his realm which greatly affected agriculture and grape growing. Given the
perfect grape-growing conditions in the hills of Piedmont, the areas set aside for vineyards
were increased and included those set aside for cultivating this particular variety in order
to limit the importing of wine and encourage local production. Just a few years later, in
1606, Giovanni Battista Croce, the Royal House of Savoy’s jeweller and a connoisseur of
Turin’s grape growing and winemaking industry, listed the best varieties of grape present
in the hills surrounding the city in his book Della eccellenza e diversità dei vini che nella
Montagna di Torino si fanno and, among the finest white grapes, he listed white Moscatello
as a well-known and widespread variety which produced a wine known as “local
moscatello”. Thus Piedmont came to have a significant level of production and the Royal
House of Savoy began to present it as a gift to other royal courts, turning this wine into
a noble, luxury product of Piedmont. During the 17th century, sources identified what we
now consider the ideal area for Moscato: a document dating from 1593 attests the sale of
Moscato cuttings by the town of Santo Stefano Belbo to the magistrate of Casale Monfer-
rato, destined for the Duke of Mantua; in 1616 the governor of Alessandria took posses-
sion of the castle of Canelli where he found a cellar full of “the most delicate Moscatelli”.
Throughout the 17th century, the Asti lands of Canelli and Costigliole supplied this noble
wine to the royal court of Savoy. 

During the 18th century, in a series of articles published in Lausanne on wines and grape
varieties of the world, the term Moscato Bianco of Piedmont was already common, valued
for the excellent quality of wine it produced. Confirming this success, in 1778, Turin’s Agri-
cultural Society listed Moscato as one of the five Piedmontese grape varieties, along with
Nebbiolo and Barbera, which could produce the finest wines.
In the late 1800s, the scholars Pier Paolo Demaria and Carlo Leardi identified the ideal area
for Moscato Bianco along the line of hills that stretches from Ricaldone, Strevi and Acqui
towards Canelli, Calosso and Costigliole d’Asti where this grape variety accounted for half
of the total harvest and could grow to reach perfection. 
Canelli and Asti thus became cities synonymous with Moscato: Canelli, located in the
centre of this area, established itself as the historic capital of Moscato Bianco grown in
Piedmont which, from that moment on, was identified as “Moscato Bianco di Canelli” in
order to highlight its precise geographical origin. Asti, a city with a strong winemaking tra-
dition, the location of important events and fairs and a centre of commerce and wine stud-
ies, instituted the “Asti” protective trademark, giving it its own name and the symbol of
its patron saint, St. Secundus on horseback (fig.211).
In order to understand the reasons why the passing centuries have led to the adaptation and
spread of Moscato Bianco in the hillside areas surrounding Canelli, Calosso and Santo Ste-
fano Belbo, where the Canelli and Asti Spumante component is located, one needs to
analyse the close ties this variety has developed with the surrounding environment
(fig.212). The area and its geological origins, the periods when it flowers and when it is har-
vested, the need for large differences in temperature between day and night in order to cre-
ate the synthesis that produces its particular taste are all peculiarities that perfectly matched
the Belbo valley’s soil and micro-climate. This was further sustained by the determination
of grape growers and the innovative insights adopted by many winemakers who, through
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fig.211: Trademark protection of the “Asti”
wine

fig.212: Digging in the ground to plant a
vineyard in Calosso
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constant improvements in winemaking techniques, laid the foundations for the current pro-
duction processes used to make Asti Spumante and Moscato d’Asti.

The History of Asti Spumante
The history of Asti Spumante is the history of a region that saw the coming together of the
first forms of industrial wine production built around scientific and technical innova-
tions developed by Piedmontese oenologists and scientists. One of them, Federico Mar-
tinotti, patented a system of controlled secondary fermentation of must in large tanks in
1895, a method usually called the Charmat method, after the Frenchman who adopted it
on an industrial level, though it unquestionably remains an Italian invention which today is
used alongside the traditional method of secondary fermentation in the bottle (champ-
enoise). The trials held and the solutions adopted in making wine with Moscato Bianco di
Canelli grapes are still a benchmark for Italian and international oenology. The close rela-
tionship that vineyard workers, cellar workers and scientists established with the area
through the creation of its finest product, Asti Spumante, led to the growth of this unique
winemaking environment upon which the great sparkling wine producers of Piedmont have
based their international fame and success.

The first occasions where sweet flavourful wines were produced from Moscato Bianco, the
ancestors of today’s Piedmontese Spumante, were described by the jeweller and oenolo-
gist Giovanni Battista Croce in his book Della eccellenza e diversità dei vini che nella Mon-
tagna di Torino si fanno, published in 1606. The author prioritises the choice of fully ripened
Moscato Bianco grapes, pressed in containers fitted with grates so as to separate the juice
from the stalks. Croce suggests the must should be purified by removing the impurities that
collect on the surface with a spatula, substances that we now know to be pectic and mu-
cilaginous and which, when combined with the skins, form the so-called “cap”. The author
also recommends the decanting of the wine into small barrels chilled by cold water at the
beginning of the natural fermentation period, so as to control this natural phenomenon. Fi-
nally, he proposes filtration through large, long canvas sacks as a system of purification,
sacks that were hung from the ceiling and filled with wine and which held back any residues
while the liquid slowly dripped through as a clear product ready for consumption. Although
Croce was not yet aware of the importance of carbon dioxide, in that at the time there were
no containers capable of withstanding the pressure of sparkling wines, he sought and
adopted practical solutions which, when revisited using modern technologies, anticipated
current production processes. 

It was only at the end of the 1800s that an innovative production technique for sweet wines
made from Moscato Bianco, i.e. controlled fermentation in the bottle, was invented and
used by Carlo Gancia. After studying chemistry and pharmacology, Carlo Gancia - who
came from a rural bourgeois family of Chivasso - gained a great deal of experience in pro-
cessing and producing Champagne while working in Reims from 1848 to 1850, at the fa-
mous Piper-Heidsieck company. When he returned to Piedmont in 1850, he founded Fratelli
Gancia with his brother Edoardo in Chivasso, which specialised in producing Turin Ver-
mouth. This was a spiced wine flavoured with medicinal substances and herbs, produced
from Moscato Bianco di Canelli grapes and which was very popular at the time as an aper-
itif among Turin’s aristocracy. In 1866 he moved his premises from Chivasso to Canelli, in
an old wine cellar, and began working with the oenologist Arnaldo Strucchi. Together, Gan-
cia and Strucchi concentrated on the first batches of Italian sparkling wine, obtaining a
sweet, light version of French champagnes from the vinification of Moscato rather than a
fortified wine (fig.213). In fact, their idea was to apply the champenoise method of sec-
ondary fermentation in the bottle, used in Champagne, on Moscato di Canelli, ending up
with what was called “Moscato-Champagne”. In concrete terms, Moscato followed a
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process of filtration, fermentation and another filtration phase to stop fermentation. Then
it was bottled, where it underwent a second fermentation phase and was cleared by the
elimination of residues by remuage and degorgement. The difficult part of this technique,
which was done manually, was the halting of the fermentation process in the bottle at the
right time in order to stop bottles from exploding and so as to be left with a product with
a high level of residual sugars, a moderate alcohol content and a consistent flavour in all
the bottles produced. With this method, 30% of all bottles broke during production. In
order to develop systems that could regulate secondary fermentation, Gancia turned to the
findings of Carlo Mensio and Ettore Garino-Canina, researchers based at Asti’s Stazione
Enologica Sperimentale, a research and consultancy centre set up to support Piedmont’s
grape growers and winemakers, like that of Moscato di Canelli, still in existence today. The
method developed by Mensio and Canina aimed to regulate fermentation and the pressure
that was produced by it through a series of filtration phases that were carried out every time
the wine gave any signs of fermenting. In this way the number of bottles lost was signifi-
cantly reduced, while the level of desired sugars was maintained. 
The great technical revolution came with Federico Martinotti, who started out as a re-
searcher and then became a director of this same Stazione Enologica in Asti, and was the
first to come up with and patent a system for producing sparkling wines in Italy, France
and Switzerland which he called the “Apparatus and procedure for the constant pro-
duction of sparkling wines” (1895) (fig.214). His innovative system consisted in obtain-
ing a second fermentation for the creation of effervescence and the finishing of sparkling
wine (rémuage and dégorgement) in large containers rather than in bottles and the use of
low temperatures to control and halt the fermentation process. Martinotti’s great revolu-
tionary proposal was not welcomed by the industry but was later revived and improved by
Eugène Charmat who in 1910 constructed and patented a similar structure, replacing
wood with steel. These large metallic containers, called “autoclaves”, were coated in vit-
reous enamel which could not be eroded by acids and could withstand high pressure; they
were also equipped with a cavity filled with refrigerating liquid to control the fermentation
of the contents. The advantages that came with the Martinotti-Charmat method included
a quicker processing phase which also guaranteed the freshness, quality and flavour of the
wine. Moreover, the space required in cellars for the wine produced was reduced in that it
was no longer necessary to stock hundreds of thousands of bottles during the ageing
process. Last but not least, the number of bottles broken was reduced to none with sig-
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fig.213: Label department inside Cantine
Gancia at the end of XIXth century

fig.214: Sketch of the machinery designed
by Martinotti dated 1911
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nificant economic returns for companies which could more easily meet market demand
with lower costs. The Martinotti-Charmat system became hugely popular from the 1920s
on and, with the necessary changes and improvements, is still the technique used to pro-
duce Asti Spumante today. 

Technological innovation went hand in hand with the international establishment of great
sparkling wine producers who, to advertise themselves, produced beautifully drawn adver-
tising posters of enormous impact, creating designs that have made advertising history.
The great exporting companies gravitated around the Canelli-Asti hub, creating new space
for themselves in the large cellars that were dug under the hills. In these “underground cathe-
drals”, the sweet, fragrant bubbles of around three million bottles of sparkling wine were pro-
duced in the early 1900s, ready for shipping to the four corners of the globe; the Republic of
Argentina alone imported an average of 54,000 bottles a year between 1904 and 1908.
Sparkling wine producers (Zoppa, Bosca, Gancia, Contratto, Riccadonna in Canelli, Cora in
Costigliole d’Asti, Liprandi and Moriondo, Solaro, Pistone, Taricco in Asti, Francesco Cin-
zano in Santo Stefano Belbo) significantly increased the number of their agents and
opened offices in Italy’s main cities as well as in Geneva, Nice, Paris, in Belgium, Ger-
many, Great Britain and across the Atlantic, in New York, Sao Paulo, Mendoza, Rosario

and Buenos Aires (fig.215). 
During this period of development, there was a growing need to safeguard the product and
the market: with the creation of the title “Traditional Wines” in 1924 by royal decree – which
singled out particularly fine, good wines produced from a particular vineyard, production
locality and manufacturing process – the importance of consortiums emerged as a tool for
safeguarding and representing wine and those characteristics which rendered it “tradi-
tional”. This was the general situation when the “consortium of Moscato d’Asti and Asti
Spumante traditional wines” was founded in 1923 which, bringing together an area of 53
municipalities, still protects the two products made from Moscato Bianco grapes - Asti
Spumante and Moscato d’Asti – today (fig.216). In 1967 these wines were awarded DOC
status and in 1994 the Asti Controlled Designation of Origin Guaranteed classification was
created for Moscato d’Asti and Asti Spumante. 
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fig.216: One of the first advertisement of the
Consortium for the Protection of Asti Wine
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Today almost 10,000 hectares of land are covered in Moscato Bianco vineyards, located in
the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo among 6,800 winemakers. These people, who
are constantly improving their processes, still rely on the precious scientific contributions
of researchers at Asti’s Istituto Sperimentale per l’Enologia and most of all on experimen-
tation done to understand the flavour and polyphenolic characteristics of Moscato Bianco
and carried out in sparkling wine companies in Canelli and the Belbo valley by the centre’s
former directors: Luciano Usseglio-Tomasset and Rocco Di Stefano.

The history of the area
Criss-crossed by a river of the same name whose source is on the border with the province
of Savona and which joins the Tanaro river near Alessandria, the Belbo valley was a strate-
gic crossroads and for this reason was fought over by the cities of Alessandria and Asti
throughout the Middle Ages. From the modern era on, this historic area became the lo-
cation where a flourishing winemaking economy developed, where winemakers – along-
side the large sparkling wine producers which became synonymous with prestige, fame and
success – tackled the difficulties of winemaking and wine distribution, contributing to the
creation of a Moscato-centred culture in Canelli tied to the production of Asti Spumante.

Canelli
Canelli is located in the area where the Belbo river enters the valley, on a small plain partly
located among the last remnants of the Monferrato hills and the slopes of the Langhe. The
name comes from the Latin word cannula, which describes the reeds that still grow along
the banks of the Belbo river. Some headstones dating from Roman times found in Canelli
indicate a rural settlement which depended on the city of Aquae Statiellae (Acqui Terme),
whose importance was linked to the Aemilia Scauri Roman road that connected this area
to the Ligurian coast near Savona. The presence of this thoroughfare was crucial for the de-
velopment of Canelli which asserted itself, in the 10th century, as a city that functioned as
the epicentre of farming along the thoroughfare of people and goods headed for Vado
and Savona. The construction of the first defensive buildings in the early 11th century in a
position overlooking the town was a response to the need to ensure the safety of mer-
chants along this stretch of road and thus protect the city’s economic interests. Canelli’s
strategic position made it an object of contention between the towns of Asti and Alessan-
dria until it was finally handed over to Asti in 1235. Following the fortunes of the lands of
Asti, it became a fief owned by the Asinari and Scarampi families and, under the latter, a
marquisate. It was then the site of numerous battles against the Marquisate of Monferrato
and, from 1538 on, became the property of the Royal House of Savoy once and for all
Canelli’s winemaking fortunes were tied to the development of Moscato d’Asti and Asti
Spumante’s winemaking industry from the late 1700s on, but this activity stretched back
to the Middle Ages. 
The town statues of Canelli in 1335 already contained several measures designed to reg-
ulate winemaking, which highlight the importance of this agricultural sector for the city’s
economy. Heavy fines were imposed on those who entered vineyards illegally or stole the
wooden posts used to support vines, grasses and leaves and became more severe if such
misdemeanours were committed during the harvest period or at night. More severe penal-
ties were incurred for damage to vines: these went from the payment of cash fines to exile
up to physical mutilation. 
During the 16th century, when the ownership of the area passed to the House of Savoy, the
fate of winemaking in Canelli became inextricably linked with that of the monarchy. Pied-
montese Moscato saw its golden age from the beginning of the second half of the 16th cen-
tury, when the Duke of Savoy, Emmanuel Philibert, embarked on a radical programme to
redesign his realm, which deeply affected both agriculture and grape growing. Given the
ideal conditions for grape growing in the hills of Piedmont, the lands covered by vineyards
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were extended and these included vineyards that grew this variety in order to limit the im-
porting of wine and encourage local production. 
The close relationship between Canelli and the Royal House of Savoy continued through-
out the 17th century, making Moscato di Canelli (known as Moscatello at the time) a lux-
ury wine aspired to by the middle and upper classes. Large quantities of Moscatello wine
left Canelli headed for the court of Savoy or other courts, such as the shipment given to the
governor of Milan in 1577. The increase in demand on the one hand and agricultural re-
organisation and protection policies on the other were two factors which led to the be-
ginning of a significant level of local production in the area of Canelli. In 1616, when the
governor of Alessandria took possession of the castle of Canelli, he found “a cellar full of
the most delicate Moscatelli and other generous wines”. 

The 19th century saw enormous change when Canelli, alongside Asti, became the economic
and productive centre of Moscato with the appearance of the biggest sparkling wine pro-

ducers (fig.217). Some of these arrived in Canelli after a long period of time spent in 18th-
century Turin’s liqueur producers and distilleries where the commercial side was combined
with the study of winemaking techniques (Cora, Martini, Gancia, Cinzano); others were al-
ready based in the area and expanded small production quantities to industrial levels
(Zoppa, Narice, Bosca, Riccadonna). The entrepreneurs working for these companies
began to produce wines with characteristics that remained constant over time and sep-
arated grape growing – entrusted to farmers who owned vineyards – from winemaking
which, together with sales, were solely handled by the industry. 
From that moment on, the underground cathedrals – large cellars dug underground to
stock bottles – became an avant-garde sector of production, in constant expansion and
certainly innovative, with a vast sales network that spread throughout the five continents.
This process was supported by the construction of the railway in 1857 which simplified the
transport of wine and made handling easier. Zoppa was the first to construct an under-
ground cellar in the second half of the 19th century while those of Bosca, Contratto, Zoppa
and Gancia appeared between the late 19th century and the early 1920s. These impressive
buildings are underground areas that extend for hundreds of yards under Canelli and mark
the change from a proto-industrial condition to post-unification modern industry. Areas
on the ground floor were set aside for processing grapes and for sales activities while the
large caverns underground were used to store (and still store today) thousands of bottles.
In this way, in the early 20th century, the technical development and the considerable in-
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vestment made to transform the structure of Moscato cellars resulted in the evolution of
what was a kind of craft activity with a limited number of workers, mostly made up of farm-
ers, into large-scale industrial and commercial entities. 

Thanks to the winemaking industry, Canelli, unlike other winemaking centres in Piedmont
which experienced a fall in population, saw its urban population grow. With the expansion
of production premises, the relationship between owners and workers also changed, hence
in 1902 the Lega degli Operai Cantinieri (or cellar worker’s guild) was founded in order
to intervene and be represented in all disputes of a financial and personal nature or those

regarding in-house regulations (fig.218). 

At the same time, the development of the agricultural cooperative movement encouraged
logical approaches to the management of vineyards, winemaking and the sale of products,
where winemakers became the leading players of the production and distribution line.
Hence the Cantina Sociale di Canelli (Cooperative wine cellar of Canelli) was founded in
1933, the result of a small, committed group of grape growers, one of the first examples
of collective associationism that would only see widespread adoption in the 1950s and 60s.
The Cantina Sociale’s aim was to seek economies of scale in the process of turning grapes
into wine in order to guarantee a livelihood for those grape farmers who had remained in
the countryside, severely worn down by the world war. Indeed, the Cantina Sociale handled
the harvesting of grapes of its members, wine making and the sale of wine to bottling com-
panies. 

On another front, Canelli’s large industrial winemaking companies (Gancia, Cora, Contratto,
Bosca) became so important that when the Union of Industrialists of the province of Asti
was founded in 1935, its first president, Lamberto Vallarino Gancia, was chosen from
among them. In the decades that followed the Second World War, production of Asti
Spumante considerably increased (approximately 17 million bottles in 1960) which led to
tension between industrialists and grape growers in the Canelli area concerning the price
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of grapes for sale during the harvest, which farmers felt were too low. This battle, which
came to be known as the “Moscato War” reached its first peak in 1964 and resulted in the
need for an association of grape growers that would be able to undertake collective nego-
tiations. A first result was achieved in 1970 when price negotiations with the Gancia, Cin-
zano, Riccadonna and Cora industrialists saw the participation of unions representing
farmers. The following year saw the creation of a special association of Moscato produc-
ers, known as the Associazione Unitaria dei Viticoltori del Moscato. From 1979 on, the de-
bate between industrialists and farmers resulted in an inter-professional regulatory and
economic agreement which defines the way prices are negotiated, mediated by Regione
Piemonte. 

Calosso
The place name Calosso, which first appears in 960, could derive from Callucius, the Roman
patriarch, or from Calocero, a medieval term signifying St Calogerus, who was venerated
in this small settlement up until the mid 1700s. The first reference to this settlement dates
from 960 while references to fortified constructions only appear in the early 13th century.
In the medieval era of city-states, Calosso was an important fief of the Consortile di Ac-
quesana, which also included Canelli, set up to protect smaller fiefs from the expansionist
ambitions of Asti’s powerful dynasties (fig.219). In 1318 the town was embroiled in
episodes of the civil war which broke out in the surrounding area of Asti between Guelphs
and Ghibellines. The latter were responsible for the destruction of the castle of Calosso
which was largely rebuilt. In 1377 the entire fief of Calosso with its castle was purchased
by Percivalle Roero, who belonged to a noble family of bankers from Asti. Ten years later,
Calosso was one of the assets that made up the dowry of Valentina Visconti who, in mar-
rying Louis Duke of Orleans, brought the county of Asti under French rule. In 1531 Calosso
and the county of Asti became part of the lands controlled by the Royal House of Savoy and
in the early 1600s and during Monferrato’s War of Succession, it was involved in a never-
ending series of occupations by several Franco-Spanish armies passing through, which
only ended in 1659. From that moment on, Calosso, under the aegis of Savoy, lost its
strategic and military importance and began to assume an important role in the produc-
tion of Moscato wine, which at the time was called Moscatello. A document dated 1626
attests the use of this wine as a form of payment by the town to a lawyer of Turin or to of-
ficers commanding troops stationed in Calosso during Monferrato’s War of Succession. In
1640 a large quantity of wine was sent to Dowager Queen Cristina in order to thank her for
her protection of the small town with troops stationed in the castle. 

A municipal document dating from the mid 18th century deals with the poor state of
Calosso’s roads which hampered the punctual delivery of Moscato bianco to customers
before the summer heat, with damaging consequences for the wine’s quality. In 18th and
19th-century descriptions of the area, this small borough is always mentioned with regard
to the features of its landscape and its fine wine. During the 1700s and 1800s, the archi-
tectural style of farmhouses and homes in Calosso was marked by the construction of what
are known as crotin, small underground rooms dug under houses, still used today and ren-
ovated in recent years. They were often used either as cellars for storing wine and food, as
water cisterns or as ice houses. In 1904 the agronomist Giuseppe Guaita decided to found
an early     form of association with Moscato farmers in Calosso, thus founding the Cantina
Sociale di Calosso (Cooperative wine cellar of Calosso) (fig.207), one of the first in Italy,
and which was recently taken over by Casa Vinicola Morando. 
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Santo Stefano Belbo
The town’s name comes from its veneration for St Stephen, the first martyr, and the Belbo
river which flows through the town centre. The importance of this area was due to its strate-
gic position in Roman and medieval times, at the start of the road that wound along the
Belbo valley and crossed the road to Alba. In modern times, the economy and prestige of
this area became tied to the cultivation of Moscato Bianco vines, as shown by many doc-
uments of the Marquisate of Monferrato which governed Santo Stefano Belbo (fig.221). 

In a letter dated 1593, the magistrate of Casale Monferrato asks the town council of
Santo Stefano Belbo for a supply of “Moscatello cuttings” destined for the Duke of Man-
tua, the Marquis of Monferrato. In 1632 the town council of Santo Stefano was ordered not
to sell wine before the magistrate of Nice had stocked up on “30 kegs of Moscatello” and
that same year, the town council of Casale Monferrato ordered “four drums of Moscatello
wine”. The history of this area is part of the historic scenario of Moscato grape growing and
winemaking which marks the Belbo valley up until the present day and which earned it the
coat-of-arms awarded it by King Victor Emmanuel III in 1902: a shield with a crown above
it and bunches of grapes, with the motto Vitis Sancti Stephani ad Belbum vita (“Vines are
the lifeblood of Santo Stefano Belbo”) (fig.222).
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2.b.6 Monferrato of the Infernot

In the Basso Monferrato area, in the past Cantoni Stone played an important role in terms
of construction due to the compactness of its sandstone, traceable to ancient marine sed-
imentary deposits. The quarries, which have now been abandoned, have left some traces
of what was one of the area’s main economic resources on the territory, but they are often
hard to see. Alongside the quarries, small underground cavities, known as infernot, sit-
uated under the local houses, have remained protected and hidden for decades. This re-
markable heritage which now stimulates the imagination of visitors with its shadows, the
darkness of the cavities, the reflection of the light, testifies the skill and hardworking na-
ture of the people who live here, the farmers, whose efforts knew no rest. 

The formation of Cantoni Stone is an ancient sedimentary deposit, typical of a marine envi-
ronment, characterised by good surfacing conditions which made it subject to intense quarry-
ing in the past. The term “Pietra da Cantoni” (Cantoni Stone) was first used by the scholar Giulio
De Alessandri, in 1897, to describe these particular sandstone and lime sediments of the East-
ern Monferrato area, of which it provides interesting economic observations on the quarrying
and production of square blocks and valuable slabs for use in construction , known as “Can-
ton” or “Pianeli”, hence the name Cantoni Stone. This stone was very important in the past for
construction and ornamental purposes, characterising the architecture of the buildings in the vil-
lages and towns of the Monferrato Casalese area. After being used, before the year 1000, in
Casale Monferrato Cathedral and in other medieval monuments and houses within the compo-
nent, from the 17th century until the 1950’s Cantoni Stone was subject to very intense and wide-
spread quarrying activity for the production of slabs and wall blocks for use in construction.
These quarried sandstones were also used to line ovens, hence the name “Pietra da Forno”
(Oven Stone), due to the excellent refractory qualities. Lastly, some rich levels of calcium car-
bonate, unsuitable for the production of stones, were used to make binding elements. At the end
of the 1950’s, the quarrying of Monferrato Cantoni Stone was stopped altogether, as the con-
struction styles changed, requiring the replacement of this stone with new, modern materials. 
In the Basso Monferrato, numerous Cantoni Stone quarries were distributed throughout the
whole area in which the geological formation surfaced and which takes the area’s name.
These quarries present different characteristics in terms of dimensions and quarrying tech-
niques which, in relation to the historical period of activity, conveyed them a different mor-
phology. The quarries of Colma, Ozzano, Rosignano, Cellamonte, Ottiglio, Moleto and
Vignale were of particular importance. In the Middle Ages, Cantoni Stone was mainly taken
from open air quarries, (fig.223), quarrying it from the surface and naturally hand mould-
ing the land into broad steps. 
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Underground quarrying was more limited, carried out by digging galleries into the ground,
which were in many cases linked to the needs of individuals to find construction material and
spaces for use as wine cellars or places to store equipment, called infernot. It was only at the
beginning of the 20th century that the first industrially organised activities appeared, with the
creation of large hill-front terraces and significant underground cultivations. However, con-
sidering the early termination of the cultivation of Cantoni Stone quarries, the Monferrato ter-
ritory was spared the uncontrolled devastation of the slopes that generally characterises
quarries and, in most cases, the subsequent reuse for farming of the sites and the sponta-
neous regeneration of vegetation have completely obliterated every trace of the old quarries. 
Among the various areas where Cantoni Stone is quarried, Colma di Rosignano Monferrato
represents one of the most important historical quarrying basins of the Monferrato Casalese
area in terms of the quality and quantity of stone quarried. De Alessandri talks about how
quarrying in tunnels was rather dangerous due to the risk of collapse. Of this intense activ-
ity, four of the seven galleries documented at the end of the 19th century remain today. They
are accessed through large entrances on the northern slope of the Colma hill ridge (fig.224).
There are also vertical chutes created in the hill to provide ventilation and a passage for lift-
ing out the quarried material. Thanks to reports by the last local quarrymen, it has been pos-
sible to partially reconstruct the geometry of the old quarry (fig.225). 

Another important quarry was in the hamlet of Moleto, in the municipality of Ottiglio. For
decades this was a reference for the quarrying activity in the area and, until the 1980’s, a huge
white gash could be seen on one side of the hill, presenting a reminder of the work carried
out here for a very long period of time. In compliance with the national legislation defend-
ing the conditions of the natural environment, the area has been completed planted over
with trees.
As mentioned earlier, the geological peculiarity of this part of the Basso Monferrato area gave
life not only to the overground landscape, characterising it architecturally with the material pro-
duced by the quarrying activity, but also the underground landscape, which is characterised
by anthropic cavities called infernot, strongly linked to the area’s winegrowing vocation. In-
fernot are small underground rooms dug entirely into Cantoni Stone, profoundly linked to
the culture of wine on one hand and to the existence of easily crafted local sandstones on
the other. We first come across the term infernot in sources dating back to between the late
Middle Ages and the modern age as a vulgar synonym of “crottino”, “canevotto”, “cela
vinaria”, “parva crota sive cripta”. What characterises these spaces is that they are accessed
directly from the main cellar, with respect to which they are distinguished by their underlying
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position and the fact that they contain one or more barrels full of wine. This term was used
in 1679 by the architect Amedeo di Castellamonte to indicate the majestic and prestigious cel-
lar of the Venaria Reale and, a century later, in the book entitled “Vero metodo di fare i vini
sani e sicuri di conservarsi” by the agronomist Giuseppe Antonio Donadio, it is used to indi-
cate the space beneath the cellar in which wines should be transferred in February or March
to preserve them from the summer heat and the winter cold. During the 19th century, the term
was likened to the cupboard or the cellar, retaining the characteristic of a very deep location
with the function of holding bottles and food stores. Throughout the centuries, the infernot
has continued to be the lowest room, with a subsidiary function, used for the storage of
winewhich, since the 18th century, has replaced the use of barrels with bottles. In the homes
of small-scale owners, the infernot was also used to store cheese, salami, sausages and
hams, and meat. In the Monferrato Casalese district, this term is used most frequently in the
area where Cantoni Stone is found, the easy excavation of which led to the creation of an un-
specified number of infernot (to date, about a hundred have been registered). Infernot were
dug into the sandstone with two very distinctive operations: the owner of the house did the
initial digging work, then a specialised Cantoni Stone quarryman finished off the work, dig-
ging large steps, alcoves and shelves for the bottles as well as a central table or surface.
These operations were carried out in winter, when the farmer who owned the house and the
quarryman had more time. To complete an infernot it usually took two or three winters. A
rare date carved over the entrance arch (fig.226), on the table or on the wall of the valuable
cavities, allows us to state that the construction of the infernot registered so far, of which the
property component contains the highest concentration, can be traced back to the end of the
19th century. Recent studies by the Ecomuseum of the Cantoni Stone, aimed at shedding
light on earlier constructions of this kind in the area, have led to the conclusion that this phe-
nomenon did not take place before the late 19th century and that it can be traced to the late
dissemination in the hill villages of a model for the specialisation of the environment devoted
to the culture of wine which has been used so much as to become exceptional due to the ge-
ological characteristics of the stone. 
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fig.226: Date (1836) engraved on the wall of
an Infernot in Moleto

fig.226
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History of the area
The history of the settlements in the component is characterised by the succession of the
great Aleramici and the Paleologi families, under whose control the power of the sin-
gle municipalities and the local noble families emerged. The turnabout in the history of
the Monferrato came with the Gonzaga family, under whose rule the territory was subject
to severe taxation and continuing wars against the French and the Savoy family. 

Camagna Monferrato
The name of the settlement comes from Casa Magna, probably with reference to an old
structure in the area. In the 12th century, the fief was owned by the Aleramico branch of the
Marquises of Monferrato who had a castle built to fortify it. Despite the good fortification
work, Camagna was occupied, pillaged and devastated by the troops of the Visconti fam-
ily from Milan (1431), by the Spaniards (1630) and by the Austrian army led by Eugenio of
Savoy (1692-1693). The Bobba family ruled Camagna from 1465 to 1641 when, the line of
the family having come to an end, the Gonzagas invested the Grisella family as its rulers.
In 1536, the families recorded the presence of numerous plots of land dedicated to the cul-
tivation of vines, which was significant, for the time, of an intense winegrowing activity
which has its roots in the previous centuries. The wine, particularly Barbera and Grignolino,
was required by the Dukes of Mantua-Monferrato to stock the cellar of the Casale Monfer-
rato castle. In fact, in  1664, the community of Camagna was ordered to send six barrels
in February and four in October.  Surveys carried out in 1790 indicate that the territory was
cultivated almost exclusively with vineyards, with a gradual increase throughout the whole
of the following century, until 1900. (fig.227)

Cella Monte 
The name of Cella Monte comes from the Latin cella which indicated the place of collection
of the farm products which were accumulated in the cellars and in the rooms dug into the
local rock, Cantoni Stone. The village, after being ruled by the Church of Vercelli, later passed
to the Marquisate of Monferrato with the Aleramici family, until 1305 and with the Paleologi
family until 1533. The latter were followed by the Gonzaga; in 1708, the Monferrato district and
therefore the village too, passed into the hands of the Royal House of Savoy, by whose fortunes
it was then governed. Traditionally, Cella Monte was defended by five castles or gatehouses,
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which the owners, as part of a consortium of the feud, had built to protect themselves and the
men who worked for them; some traces of these buildings remain, despite rearrangements over
the centuries. News of the territory’s farming production, particularly regarding  winegrowing,
are contained in the numerous ducal orders of the 16th century received every year by the com-
munity of Cella Monte to procure grapes and wines for the Gonzagas. As of the 1600’s and for
the whole of the next century, the Royal House of Savoy specified that the wines preferred and
requested at Court were mainly Grignolino and Bonarda. During the 19th century, surveys car-
ried out in Cella Monte describe a territory mainly devoted to winegrowing, which can still be
seen in the local wine production. (fig.228)

Frassinello Monferrato
The original nucleus of the village was in the locality of Lignano, named after the “Laennius”
people, probably originating from the Roman gens who lived in the area between Frassinello
and Camagna. A funerary stele kept in Lignano reminds us of the deceased Lucio Heren-
nio of the Pollia tribe, which belonged to the 9th Augustean Region, which comprised this
whole territory at the time. The name Frassinello is thought to come from fraxinus,
frassino, which some scholars link to the presence of the Saracens in the area, who prob-
ably called the settlement by the name of the base in Provence, Le Garde Freinet. Indeed,
according to the Novalesa Chronicles, it was at a “castro Fraxenedello” in 964, that a wave
of Saracens was wiped out. The first medieval settlement is recorded as existing in the 11th
century in a document indicating possession of the fief by the Episcopate of Vercelli. In the
13th century, Frassinello passed into the hands of the Sacchi Nemours Counts who, apart
from a period of rule by the consortium made up of several families, ruled it until the fam-
ily died out in 1787. The area’s marked winegrowing vocation emerges in statistics from the
18th century which highlight the coverage with vineyards of 80% of the surface dedicated
to agriculture. The same documents indicate, at the end of the 19th century, that the only
item exceeding local requirements is wine, to the extent of 53% of its production. (fig.229)
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Olivola 
The settlement of Olivola is recorded from the 12th century in a document in which the Ger-
berga and Bongiovanni family left their estates in Olivola to the episcopate of Alessandria
when they died. The origins of the Dominion of Olivola date back to the beginning of the
13th century, when the castle is also assumed to have been built. In 1250, Olivola was
granted to the powerful bankers, the Pelletta family, who already owned other feuds in the
area. From the beginning of the 14th century, the Pelletta family gradually ceded control of
the territory to another family of bankers, the Turco family. In 1355 Olivola was assigned
to the Marquises of Monferrato and then feuded out to different families, including the
Mazzetti famiy, of Bolognese origin, in the 15th century, who held ownership until 1829.

Rosignano Monferrato
While the first certifications of “Ruxignanum” date back to the 10th century, the existence of
a 13th centurty fort and church allow us to date the development of the first medieval settle-
ment to the beginning of the 13th century. At that time, the documents certify the presence
of a consortium of several local families united for the administration of the feudal rights to
the various castles in the territory. The strategic position of the village, known as the “sen-
tinel of Casale”, determined the constant presence of militias in the area, fighting for the dif-
ferent parties that battled with each other in the Monferrino territory. Initially ruled by the
Marquises of Monferrato, it passed into the hands of the Aleramici at the beginning of the
14th century and then to the Paleologi until 1536, the year in which the family died out. Then
the Gonzagas took over, subjecting the territory to a series of battles and skirmishes which
came to an end when, at the beginning of the 17th century, peace was reached between
France and Spain. After being incorporated into the Kingdom of Savoy, it was invaded by
Napoleon’s troops and raised to the rank of “chef de lieu” of the department of Marengo. 

Sala Monferrato 
The name Sala, recorded from 1218 and probably of Lombard origin, could derive from the
medieval presence of a place for collecting stocks, a yard or a storeroom inside the forti-
fied village. Like most of the municipalities in the area, Sala Monferrato took part in the
historical events that involved the Marquisate of , under whose rule the power of La Sala
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(1369-1546), Bellone (1547-1761) and Barbotti families developed. Its position meant that
the village was subject to wars between the French and Spanish for a long time. During the
18th century, it was incorporated into the possessions of the Savoy family. From the Mid-
dle Ages until contemporary times, the territory of Sala Monferrato, like those of certain
other Monferrine communities, was extensively moulded by a tendency to specialise in
winegrowing, favoured by the ecological and pedological characteristics of the territory. The
area’s winegrowing vocation is documented from the beginning of the 12th century, when
the Malvasia made in Sala was indicated as being among the best in the territory and,
consequently, the municipality was ordered to supply a certain amount to the Duke of Casale
Monferrato. In 1620, the president of the “Maestrato Ducale dello Stato di Monferrato” an-
nounced that the Malvasia of Sala had been judged the best for the table of the Gonzagas.
And in the municipal archives there are still requests for Malvasia for the duke’s court, and
the wine always had to be “dolce et perfetta” (sweet and perfect).

Vignale Monferrato 
The name is registered differently as Vineale, Vinealis and Vignalis, and would indicate a
place planted with vines, a vineyard, a fact which testifies to the ancient winegrowing voca-
tion of the territory in which the settlement developed. At the beginning of the 10th century, its
territory was confirmed, via donation, as belonging to the Aleramici family, Marquises of Mon-
ferrato, who ruled it for some time. The construction of the fortified complex in a particular
strategic position, which allowed control, along the surrounding valleys, of the main roads to
the village, is attributed to the Aleramici family. In the days of the “Communes” Vignale was
given the title of “Free Commune”, becoming the scene of fierce battles between the Guelph
and Ghibelline families, which were won by the Pastroni family. During the 16th century, the Cal-
lori family from Asti took on considerable importance, playing a leading role in the village’s his-
tory, and they were responsible for the construction of the homonymous building which now
houses the Regional Wine Shop of the Monferrato. The 16th century was marked by battles due
to the war between France and Spain for the succession to the throne of Mantua and Monfer-
rato. The most tragic event of the history of Vignale took place on 28 January 1691, when the
Alemannics reacted violently to the opposition of the Monferrini and French, pillaging and burn-
ing the village. With transferral to rule by the Savoys, small scale farms began to develop, along
with the large scale winegrowing which was consolidated as the symbol of Vignale. (fig.230)
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Ottiglio 
The small hamlet of Moleto is situated about two kilometres from Ottiglio, on a high plateau
on the east side of San Germano hill. The settlement is very old, as testified by the two re-
ligious buildings erected before the year 1000, the churches of San Michele and San Ger-
mano. The Romanesque church of San Michele was dismantled in 1968 and transported
to its current location from the place it originally stood, to accommodate the advancing
quarrying of Cantoni Stone. Moleto is home to the Saracen Caves, underground cavities
beneath San Germano hill which are still partially unexplored and for many years exercised
undisputed charm over the imagination of the people who dug the area in search of the pre-
sumed treasure of the Saracens. There are stories of a Roman Mithraeum, of a beautiful un-
derground lake and a development of caves stretching for over five kilometres. The
exploration of the tunnels is still difficult due to the blockage of the entrances carried out
by the Mantuan government in the 17th century to prevent brigands from hiding in them. 

Ozzano Monferrato 
Mentioned for the first time between the end of the 9th and the beginning of the 10th cen-
turies, Ozzano is registered among the possessions of the Aleramici in the 12th century,
before being transferred to the Paleologi in 1305. When the Paleologi died out, they were
replaced in 1536 by the Gonzagas, inaugurating a difficult time for the Monferrato district,
characterised by despotic deeds  and heavy taxation. The Spaniards, the French, the Savoys
and, lastly, the Lanzichenecchis, occupied the village during the 17th century, bringing dev-
astation and often raids. In 1791, the Cocconito family of Montiglio were the last Lords of
Ozzano, which than passed under the rule of the Kingdom of Sardinia. Due to its geologi-
cal characteristics, from the 17th century the territory of Ozzano was exploited for the quar-
rying of the so-called limestone or lime blocks, which formed the base for every
construction binder. The work was carried out on the surface directly by the landowners;
the lime was then fire on site in so-called “country ovens” or was brought to larger furnaces
where bricks were fired too. The economic and, consequently, urban development of the
Monferrato district under the new Savoy administration led to a rise in demand for mate-
rial and caused the formation of a category of artisans devoted exclusively to quarrying
lime: the “fornaciari”. In the second half of the 18th century, the quarrying and processing
of lime expanded more and more, laying the foundations for the industrial development
that took place during the following century. During the first half of the 19th century, pro-
duction was limited exclusively to lime and, according to studies and reports of the time,
lime from Ozzano was considered to be the best, and this favoured the development of the
cement industry.
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«The vineyard is at eye level; every branch, every clod of earth on which the
rows stand is marked by the centuries-old toil of peasants. The winemaker be-
gins to prune the vine when his shoes are still immersed in the wintry mud. It's
still cold and you already see the farmers - bundled up, their hands reddened -
trudging through the rows one by one while choosing which branches will put
out grapes and must therefore receive the roots' full vigour, while the others must
instead be cut. Pruning is not just a job, it's an art. (…) the cut branches bring
forth tears. If you pass among the rows, it's like witnessing a silent weeping,
and you're led to see the vine as a creature.” (Davide Lajolo)
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3.a Criteria under which inscription is proposed (and justification for inscription
under these criteria)

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato isexemplaryofa “continuing
culturallandscape”andisnominatedtobeinscribedontheWorldHeritageListonthe
basisofcriteria(iii)and (v).

Criterion (iii)
Bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization
which is living or which has disappeared;

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is the extraordinary result of
a “wine tradition” that has evolved and has been passed down from ancient times until
today and constitutes the basis for the area’s social and economic structure. This

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

On the previous page: landscape of the
“Langa of Barolo” (component 1)
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cultural tradition is evident in a consolidated heritage of cultivation and winemaking
expertise and techniques that are based on a thorough understanding of the grape
varieties cultivated there over many years and their ability to adapt to particular
environmental conditions. This wealth of knowledge has continued to evolve through
constant efforts to improve the production cycle while maintaining traditional methods
and has led to the production of high quality wines of international prestige. The
thousand-year tradition of winemaking is visible in the layout of the landscape, a
palimpsest of places where grape growing and winemaking take place, places featuring
vineyards, divided up into small plots created in the Middle Ages by feudal land division;
winemaking companies founded many years ago and tied to the fortunes of aristocratic
dynasties or the vision of forward-thinking entrepreneurs; vernacular architecture, which
arose “spontaneously” in order to meet the needs of the production cycle; commercial
urban centres, once important merchant trading centres of the late Middle Ages which
today are the export capitals of Piedmont’s fine wines.
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Thethousand-yearwinemakingtraditionthatsetstheareaofLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato
apartfromtheresthasgeneratedarangeofexpertiseandpracticesrelatingtovineand
winethathaveconstructedtheidentityoflocalpopulations,overcenturies,andshaped
the landscape to an extraordinary degree through the centuries-old practices of
observation, experience and innovation.

Thistraditionistheresultofcenturiesofworkbywinemakersandoenologistswhowereable
tocombine the properties of different grape varieties that were commonly found in the area
to the geological characteristics of sites and the most suitable winemaking techniques,
all in the best possible way. Theconstantsearchforquality–whilemaintainingaconstant
regardfortradition–ledtotheproductionofwinesthatarequitedifferentfromeachother
(Barolo, Barbaresco, Asti Spumante and Barbera), but all of equally high quality and
consideredtobeamongtheworld’smostimportantoenologicalproducts.

ThegrapegrowingandwinemakingtraditionsofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratodawnedin
Romantimes(inthethirdcenturyB.c.)andbecamewidespreadintheareaduringthe

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

fig.2
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fig.2: Grape harvest (picture of the second
half of the 20th century)
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MiddleAges,whichiswhenthefirstevidenceofthepresenceofgrapevarietiesappears,
grapevarietiesthatarestillthefoundationofPiedmontesewinemaking:Nebbiolo,Barbera
andMoscatoBianco.

Betweenthe16th and18th centuries,thegrowingattentionpaidtoimprovingthequalityof
winewasrelatedtoanimprovedunderstandingofthedistinctivecharacteristicsoflocal
grapevarieties.Theresultsofthisnewinterestwerecollectedinnumeroustreatisesthat
soonbecamewell knownbeyond the region’sborders, likeGiovanni Battista croce’s
importanttreatiseontherelationshipbetweenexcellentwineandthecharacteristicsof
soilsin1606.TheampelographicstudiesofGiorgioGallesio,whichledtothefirstefforts
tocataloguegrapevarietiesandvineyardsinItaly,hadasimilarintention.

TheknowledgegainedbyPiedmonteseexpertswasconsolidatedduringthecourseofthe
19th centurywithexperimentationandinnovationthatledtothedevelopmentofmodern
winemakingtechniques.Theexperimentscarriedoutby camillo Benso, countof cavour
aretobeunderstoodinthatcontext,experimentscarriedoutathispropertyinGrinzane
Cavour.Hewaspersonallyinvolvedinimprovingthemanufacturingcycleofredwines
destinedforlong-termageing,winessuchasBarolo,effortswhichweresupportedbythe
enormous experience of French oenologists. That same period saw the important
appearanceoftheinnovativesecondfermentationprocessintroducedbyanoenologist
whoworkedinthearea:FedericoMartinotti.Takinghiscuefromthe“classic”methodused
inFrancetoproducechampagne,Martinottidevelopedanentirelynewsystemwhichwas
moresuitablethantheFrenchmethodformakingthemostofthepropertiesoftheMoscato
Biancovariety,signallingthestartofAstiSpumanteproduction.

Fromthe20th centuryuntiltoday,winemakingproductioninLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato
hasbecomeevenmorespecialised,thoughithasconstantlymaintaineditslinkswiththe
past;technologicalprogressandconstantresearchinthegrapegrowingandoenological
fieldshavenotinactualfactchangedthefundamentalaspectsoftheproductioncycle.
MoreoverforthefirsttimeinItalytheDOcGtoolhasbeendevelopedtoprotectthehigh
qualityreachedbyitsmostimportantwines.

TodaywinessuchasBarolo,Barbaresco,BarberaandAstiSpumanteareuniversally
recognised as high quality wines on the international market andareconsideredtobe
different typesofwinesaimedatdifferentmarketsectors.The internationalnatureof
Piedmont’swinemakingtraditionisalsoprovenbythefactthatitisanimportantbenchmark
formanynon-EUcountries,wherethewinemakingindustryisstillinitsinfancy.

The entrenched tradition of wine that has permeated the area of Langhe-Roero and
Monferratoforcenturiesisvisible,firstandforemost,intheshapeofitslandscapewhich
demonstrateswithtotalclaritythehighlevelofexperienceusedtomakethemostofthe
area’s resources for production purposes. The most obvious evidence of that is the
widespreadpresenceofvineyardsthatcoverthehillsidesasfarastheeyecansee,hillsides
thatstillpreservethesignsofmedievalfeudallanddivisionderivedfromthepracticeof
tenant farming and whose current appearance is the product of centuries of careful
observation and understanding of the environment’s characteristics, collected by
generationsofwinemakers.

Apartfromvineyards,tangibleevidenceofwinecultureincludesallthebuildingsusedto
carryouttheentirewineproduction,storageanddistributionprocesses,buildingswhich
evolvedinlinewiththehistoryoftheareaanddevelopmentsingrapegrowing.Theseplaces
weredesignedaccordingtotheforemostneedsoftheproductioncycle,onthebasisofa
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construction tradition that consolidated itself and improved by following changes in
winemakingtradition.Theywereabletoadaptthemselvestotechnicalinnovationsand
socialandeconomicchangesthatoccurredinthearea,whilemaintainingtheiroriginal,
essentialnature.Withregardtothis,modern-dayproductionareasarealsodesignedin
keepingwithconstructionandproductiontraditions,combiningthemostavant-garde
technologywiththe“classic”layoutofworkingpremises.
Someofthesebuildingsaretiedtospecificsocial-productionsystemsthatarestillfully
operative: for example, the estates of the Royal House of Savoy (“Tenimenti di
Fontanafredda”) were founded in the early 18th century and are associated with the
vinificationandsaleofBarolo wine; thecellarsofBarbaresco castle(nowthepropertyof
theGajawinery)arehistoricallytiedtothe“birth”ofBarbarescowine;thearea’sgreat
sparklingwineproducerssettledinCanelli (“FratelliGancia”)inthelate19th centuryand
havebeenthecentreofAstiSpumanteproductioneversince;thecooperativeorganisations
thatmainlygrewfromthesecondhalfofthe20th century,associatingthemselveswitha
socialsystemofmutualassistanceamongwinemakers,arestillcrucialfortheproduction
cycleofBarbera d’Asti(cooperativewinecellarofVinchioandVaglioSerra).

Aswellaslistingthebiggestwineproducers,oneshouldnotforgettomentionthemany
family-runbusinessesthatdemonstrateadeeply-rootedabilitytoproducewine,well-
documentedbythebuildingswherethedescendantsoftheoriginalfounderstilloftenlive
andwork,confirmingthewell-establishednatureoftheirvocationforwinemaking.

Withregardtothis,Langhe-RoeroandMonferrato’sentrenchedwinemakingcultureisalso
clear fromunusual vernacular buildings (ciabot, crutin and infernot) that sometimes
representtheperfectcombinationoffunctionandparticularlyimpressiveandaesthetically

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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fig.3

fig.3: Cellar for the production of Barolo
wine, whose birth is related to the work of
Camillo Benso of Cavour and to his contri-
bution for the development of Piedmontese
oenology  (this picture: “Rotonda Mirafiore”
in “Tenimenti Mirafiore e Fontanafredda”,
component 1) 
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pleasingconstructionexpertise.Infernot inparticulararenotjustplacesdesignedtostore
winebutarealsomeanttobesocialareas,whereoneofthemostcrucialstagesinwine
culturetakesplace:gatheringtogethertotastethewine.

Finally,amongthemostimportanttangiblesignsofwinemakingcultureweshouldnotforget
thetowns and cities where commercial and industrial expertise consolidated itself over
the centuries.citiessuchascanelliandNizzaMonferratoareemblematicofthecloselink
betweenthedevelopmentsinandfortunesofwinemakingandurbandevelopment.

Thewinetraditionisalsoevidentinitspreciousintangibleassets,itsculture,asseen–for
example-inthemanyfestivalstiedtothegrapevine’slifecycleandwhichtakeplaceevery
yearineverytown.Thiscultureispartofpeople’sconsciousnessandisthebackdropfor
literaryworkswrittenbyauthorswhowerenativesofthearea,suchascesarePaveseand
BeppeFenoglio.Bothofthemdescribethe strong and ancestral relationship between
Man and the land and the effort of working in the vineyards,emphasisingthewealthof
farmingheritageentrenchedinthearea.

Criterion (v)
Be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use, which
is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment
especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change;

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is an extraordinary example
of the interaction between society and the environment, a constant relationship that
has gone on for two thousand years. Over the centuries, vineyards, settlements and
social forms of life learned to integrate, creating a living landscape where every
transformation is the result of Man’s determination to make the most of form, content
and function for the purposes of grape growing and winemaking. Grape farming became
specialised on the basis of a growing understanding of the soil and climate conditions
and of local grape varieties; a production cycle evolved which both respected traditions
and expertly took advantage of the resources supplied by an environment that had
specialised in grape production for centuries. The link between grape growing and wine
production lies at the heart of the high level of refinement reached by the synergy
between Man and environment which, together, have created a continually evolving
landscape. Here Man has been able to integrate a modern and diverse wine distribution
network which has preserved a high aesthetic quality. In fact this landscape is also
notable for the harmonious co-existence of vineyards laid out a girapoggio (“around
the hillock”) and the various different types of settlement that have overlapped each
other over time, where the entire winemaking production chain is still located. It is that
very image of small hilltop villages standing out against the horizon with their castles,
churches and towers soaring above the rows of vines that is the striking symbol of this
landscape the world over.

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratohasbeenshapedbyMan’s
labourtoanextraordinarydegree.Overthecenturies,peoplelearnedtobringtogether
thecharacteristicsofland,soilandclimateandthenaturalpropertiesofgrapevarieties
historically grown in the area to an extraordinary degree. The wines produced,
therefore, are the product of this consolidated experience and the resulting
improvementinwinemakingtechniques,developedoverthecenturiesbywinemakers
andoenologists,through–amongotherthings-exchangeswithandinfluencefrom
foreignwinemakingsystems.
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The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

Thefavourablegrapegrowingconditions–whichwereevencelebratedinRomantimesby
PlinytheElder-wereafundamentalstartingpointtolaunchanextraordinaryagricultural
transformation,whereMan was able to choose the right land, sun exposure and hillside
slopes for growing particular varieties, each of which has its own particular properties,
clearly evident in the wine produced.Withregardtothis,thelowerhillsides–whichreach
maximumaltitudesof250-300metresa.s.l.–arethewarmestareaswherethelandsees
theemergenceofsandyoutcropsand,belowthem,Pliocenemarl-clayormoreorless
solidsandyorlimestonemarlandsandstone.Thisbandofsoilisparticularlyconduciveto

fig.5: View on the Langa of Barolo (compo-
nent 1), note the castles on the top of the
hills and the historical settlements in the
distance
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3. Justification 
for Inscription

cultivatingvarietieswithalongerlifecycleandwhichneedmorewarmthtoachievethe
rightlevelofripening,suchasBarberaandNebbiolo,andisthereforetherightareafor
growingredwinesthatrequireageing.Amoretemperateareafoundat300-450metres
a.s.l.featuresagreaterdifferencebetweendaytimeandnighttimetemperaturesanda
limitedlevelofhumidity,wheredifferencesinhillsideslopesbecomegreater.Thesoils
featuremoreorlesssandymarloutcrops,orlayersofclay-sandmarlandsandstone,
conditionsthatfavourthegrowthoffull-flavouredwhitegrapessuchasMoscatoBianco,
thegrapeusedtoproduceAstiSpumante.
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The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

The optimumuse of the resources provided by the natural environment can also be
demonstratedbythewaysvineyardsarelaidoutandmaintained.Firstandforemost,the
vineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratofeaturesthewidespreaduseofthe
girapoggio (“aroundthehillock”) technique,whererowsofvinesarelaidoutalongthe
contourlinestoavoiderosion.Thegirapoggio techniqueisavisualcharacteristicofthe
hilltopswherevineyardsgrow.

EventhewayrowsarelaidoutandtheGuyot pruning technique arethemostsuitablein
termsofthearea’sclimaticconditionsandthepropertiesoflocalgrapevarieties:infact,
manyvarietiesproducebudswithdifferentlevelsoffertility(orvigour),anaspectthat
greatlydeterminesthechoiceofcultivationsystem.TheGuyottechniqueisparticularly
suitableforpoor,drysoils,soastopreventmorevigorousvinevarietiesfromproducing
an over-abundance of leaves, such as Piedmontese varieties. However, the specific
propertiesofgrapevarietiesdeterminethenumberofbudsleftfree.Forexample,Nebbiolo
isaveryvigorousvarietywhichrequireslongpruning(Guyotwith10-12or12-14buds)
inordertoallowitsvigorousshootstogrow.Thisrequiresconstantthinningoutand
trimming.Itsneedforspaceisevengreaterduetothesterilityofthefirsttwobudswhich
avoidtheovercrowdingofshootswhichwouldtakeovertherow:itisalmostimpossible
toplantthesevinesatlessthanametre’sdistancefromeachother.Instead,varietiessuch
asBarberaandMoscatoBiancohaveanaveragelevelofvigour,sothatfarmersgenerally
useaGuyotwith8-10buds.Thenumberofbudsinturndeterminesthedistancebetween
plants.Thegreaterthenumberofbuds,thegreaterthedistancebetweenvines.Moreover,
theplantinglayoutandthedistancebetweenrowsaredesignedtokeepinmindthespace
necessarytocarryoutamanualharvest.Alltheseaspectshaveanenormousimpactonthe
lookandappearanceofthelandscape.

Oneshouldalsoremembertheextraordinaryvisual impact the differently coloured leaves
ofdifferentgrapevarietieshaveinautumn,differenceswhicharesopronouncedthatthey
haveanenormouseffectonthelandscapewiththeirwidelydifferentshades.

Eventhe kinds of settlements and their shapes are dictated by the land’s shape and the
hydrological aspects of the area,asmainroadsandthebiggestcentresofcommerceare
locatedalongthevalleyfloorwhilesmallervillagesareupinthehills,evidenceofthe
defensivepurposetheyoftenserved.

The resultof the fusionof all theseaspects is a landscape characterised by a high
aesthetic quality,withlarge,orderlyexpansesofvineyardsarrangedalongthegently
slopinghillsidesofaverageheightandfeaturingsmallplotswherebuildings,roadsand
settlementsfromdifferenterasandthemanyplacesinvolvedinwineproductionallblend
harmoniouslywitheachother.Medievalvillagesthatareextraordinarilywell-preservedand
recognisableintheiroriginallayoutstandoutagainstthisbackdrop,placedinadominant
positioninthehills.Thesevillagesoftenfeatureanimposingcastle,usuallydatingfromthe
MiddleAgesandalteredinlatereras,featuresthatareverynoticeableinthelandscapeand
thathavecontributedtobuildingupthestrikingandemblematicimageoftheentireLanghe-
RoeroandMonferratoarea.Anothernotablefeatureofurbanareasarethefacadesofparish
churches,whicharealsomedieval inoriginbutwhichwereextensivelyaltered in the
Baroqueperiod.

Buildings connected with winemaking areeitherlocatedintheagriculturalpatchworkor
inurbansettlementsandcanstretchfrommonumental hallsdugunderground,asisthe
caseofthe“undergroundcathedrals”ofcanelli’ssparklingwinemanufacturers,ortypical
vernacular buildings such as the infernot of Monferrato. The architectural layout of
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undergroundwinemakingorwinestoragepremises(cellars)wasparticularlydetermined
bytheconsistencyofthesoilwheretheywerebuiltandthematerialsavailableonsite.In
Monferrato,cantoniStone–easytosculptandsolidfromaconstructionpointofview–
encouragedthepopularityofinfernot, particularlysuitableforstoringbottledwine;the
“undergroundcathedrals”inthecanelliareareachedconsiderablesizes,duginthetuff
rock so as to store and age sparkling wines. Examples of enormous architectural
importancearedottedthroughouttheLangheregion,inthoseplaceswherethedirect
interventionoftheHouseofSavoyanditsentourage encouragedtheformationofsomeof
themostimportantwineriesnowrecognisedonaworldwidescale:herethemonumental
cellarsbuiltinbrickarelocatednextdoortofinearistocraticvillas,builtonthesiteofwhat
werefarmhouses,whichwerelateralteredaccordingtoBaroque,neo-medievalandneo-
classicaltaste.

Lastbutnotleast,somewinemakingbuildingsserveastruevisualbenchmarksofgreat
architecturalquality,suchastheGrinzanecavourcastle,whichhasbothanenormous
historicalimportanceandsignificantaesthetic,monumentalandvisualvalue.

3. Justification 
for Inscription
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fig.6: Castiglione Falletto (component 1): a
medieval village surrounded by vineyards
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3.b Proposed Statement of Oustanding Universal Value

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoisanextraordinaryandunique
exampleofaculturallandscapederivedfromtheinteractionbetweenManandNatureover
twothousandyears,revolvingaroundthecultureofwineanditsproductionchain.This
landscapeismadeupofahillsiderangefeaturinggentleslopeswhererowsofvinesare
grown with the girapoggio (“around the hillock”) system, densely populated with
farmhouses and rural settlements, small hilltop villages, commercial and industrial
settlementsalongthevalleyfloorandspecialareastiedtothewinemakingproductionchain
whichareintegrateinanextraordinarilyharmoniouswaywiththeirsurroundings,providing
highaestheticquality.Evidenceofthewinemakingproductionchainfromdifferenthistorical
erasispresentinbothmonumentalandvernacularbuildingsandcanalsobeeitherurban
settlements or civil buildings, all of which are designed to meet the needs of grape
cultivation, winemaking and wine storage. The architectural assets of the area are
emblematicofitshistory anditssocio-economicstructure,wheremedievalcastles–altered
inlatereras–standoutasrecognisablelandmarksinalandscapeofhighaestheticvalue.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

Brief
synthesis

fig.7: Relationship between man and na-
ture is  evident in the vineyard landscape of
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. (Barolo
area, component 1)

fig.7
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ThepropertyisapalimpsestoftheplaceswhereinternationallyrenownedPiedmontese
winesfirstappeared,wereprocessedandsold.Theproperty’scomponentshavespecial
natural,anthropicandvisualfeatures,allofwhichcontributeintheiressentialnatureand
theirreciprocalrelationshipstorepresentingthemanyfacetsofthethousand-year“culture
ofwine”whichhasshapedthislandscapetoanextraordinarydegreethankstoacontinuous
relationshipbetweenManandNature.TheLanga of Barolo,Hills of Barbaresco,Nizza
Monferrato and Barbera and Canelli and Asti Spumante componentsrefertothefour
finestandmostrepresentativewinesintermsofqualityonaregionalscale,onawider
internationalscaleandproductsthathavetraditionallybeenassociatedwithPiedmont’s
winemakingidentityabroad.Theyarerepresentativeofaspecificproductionsystembased
onagrapevarietythathasalwaysbeenpresentinPiedmont,inextricablylinkedtospecial
soil andclimaticconditions (terroir) thatmake themostof itsproductionpotentials,
creatingahighqualitywineprotectedbyaspecialDenominazione d’Origine (Denomination
oforigin)category.Winesare theresultofa thoroughunderstandingof thedifferent
characteristicsofgrapevarietiesandtheresultingimprovementofwinemakingtechniques,
developedoverthecenturiesbywinemakersandoenologists,alsothroughexchangesand
influencefromforeignwinemakingindustries.TheGrinzane Cavour Castle hasalwayshad
afrontlineroleinthedevelopmentofPiedmonteseandItalianwinemakingandisasymbol
oftherelationshipbetweenthehistoryofwineandthehistoryofItaly.Duringthe19th

century,itwasthehomeofcamilloBenso,countofcavour,akeyfigureintheeventsthat
led to the Unification of Italy, and who devoted himself to experimenting with new
winemakingtechniquesforNebbiolovineswiththecontributionofworld-famousItalianand
Frenchoenologists.TheMonferrato of the Infernot completesthepalimpsestofvernacular
architecture linked to the cycle ofwinemaking. This iswherewe find Infernot, small
undergroundroomsdugwithgreatexpertiseinaparticulartypeofstone(cantoniStone)
–typicalofthegeologicalsubstratumofaspecificareaofMonferrato–usedforstoring
bottlesonadomesticscale.ThesetypesofbuildingareonlyfoundintheBassoMonferrato
area.Theyareanextraordinaryexampleofpopularknowledgeandthecombinationof
functionalneedswithimpressiveconstructionexpertise.

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoistheextraordinaryresultofa
“winetradition”thathasevolvedandhasbeenpasseddownfromancienttimesuntiltoday
andconstitutesthebasisforthearea’ssocialandeconomicstructure.Thisculturaltradition
isevidentinaconsolidatedheritageofcultivationandwinemakingexpertiseandtechniques
thatarebasedonathoroughunderstandingofthegrapevarietiescultivatedthereover
manyyearsandtheirabilitytoadapttoparticularenvironmentalconditions.Thiswealthof
knowledgehascontinuedtoevolvethroughconstanteffortstoimprovetheproduction
cyclewhilemaintainingtraditionalmethodsandhasledtotheproductionofhighquality
winesofinternationalprestige.Thethousand-yeartraditionofwinemakingisvisibleinthe
layoutofthelandscape,apalimpsestofplaceswheregrapegrowingandwinemakingtake
place,placesfeaturingvineyards,dividedupintosmallplotscreatedintheMiddleAgesby
feudal landdivision;winemakingcompanies foundedmanyyearsagoand tied to the
fortunesofaristocraticdynastiesorthevisionofforward-thinkingentrepreneurs;vernacular
architecture,whicharose“spontaneously”inordertomeettheneedsoftheproduction
cycle;commercialurbancentres,onceimportantmerchanttradingcentresofthelate
MiddleAgeswhichtodayaretheexportcapitalsofPiedmont’sfinewines.

FurthermorethevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoisanextraordinary
exampleoftheinteractionbetweensocietyandtheenvironment,aconstantrelationshipthat
hasgoneonfortwothousandyears.Overthecenturies,vineyards,settlementsandsocial
formsoflifelearnedtointegrate,creatingalivinglandscapewhereeverytransformationis
theresultofMan’sdeterminationtomakethemostofform,contentandfunctionforthe
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purposesofgrapegrowingandwinemaking.Grapefarmingbecamespecialisedonthe
basisofagrowingunderstandingofthesoilandclimateconditionsandoflocalgrape
varieties;aproductioncycleevolvedwhichbothrespectedtraditionsandexpertlytook
advantageof theresourcessuppliedbyanenvironment thathadspecialised ingrape
productionforcenturies.Thelinkbetweengrapegrowingandwineproductionliesatthe
heartofthehighlevelofrefinementreachedbythesynergybetweenManandenvironment
which,together,havecreatedacontinuallyevolvinglandscape.HereManhasbeenableto
integrateamodernanddiversewinedistributionnetworkwhichhaspreservedahigh
aestheticquality.Infactthislandscapeisalsonotablefortheharmoniousco-existenceof
vineyardslaidoutagirapoggio(“aroundthehillock”)andthevariousdifferenttypesof
settlement that have overlapped each other over time, where the entire winemaking
productionchainisstilllocated.Itisthatveryimageofsmallhilltopvillagesstandingout
againstthehorizonwiththeircastles,churchesandtowerssoaringabovetherowsofvines
thatisthestrikingsymbolofthislandscapetheworldover.

The property possesses all the elements that are fundamental to the complete
representationofitsvalues.Takenasawhole,thesixcomponentsperfectlyexemplifythe
complexityofthecultural,residential,architectural,environmentalandmanufacturing
aspectsthatareevidenceofthearea’scenturies-oldwinemakingtradition.
Allthefundamentalstagesinwineproductionarepresentintheproperty(startingwiththe
cultivationstageinthevineyardtothelaterstagesofwinemaking,storageanddistribution)
and the social and cultural phenomena that substantiate the functional aspects and
relationshipsofthelandscape.Thenominatedproperty’swinemakingprocesshasfound
theperfectbalanceintermsofeconomic,socialandculturalfactors,developingsystems
overtheyearsthathavepreservedthelandscapefromtheriskofneglectandunsustainable
development.

Thisintegritystemsfromthefundamentalstabilityoftheelementsthatformtheagricultural
landscape,andfromtheconservationoffunctionalandstructuralfeaturesofinfrastructure
andsettlements.Thepropertyisalsoremarkablywellpreservedfromanaestheticand
visualpointofview,asshownbythemanyspectacularviewsandtheclarityandpoint-to-
pointvisibilityofitsskylines.

The features that characterise the nominated property’s winemaking landscape have
preservedtheirhistoricalandculturalauthenticityandareacombinationofexperimental
techniquesandconsolidatedpracticescarriedoutoverthecenturies.Acomplexrangeof
documentary,bibliographicalandvisualsourcescanproviderichandvariedevidenceofthe
importanceofgrapegrowing–andthecultureofwinemoregenerally–inthisregionfrom
ancient times. Theauthenticityof its“wineculture” isguaranteedbytheestablished
knowledgethathasbeenpasseddownoverthecenturies,reportedinvariousdifferent
kinds of sources. The conservation of its material substratum (the urban layout, its
agricultural layout, its vernacular and monumental buildings) is guaranteed by a
combinationofthecontinueduseofitsfacilitiesandproductsandarangeoflawsand
regulationsprotectingandsafeguardingit.

Thenominatedpropertyhasbeenthesubjectoflegalprotectionatdifferentlevels. Ona
nationallevel,theareaisprotectedbylegislationconcerningthesafeguardingofcultural
andenvironmentalassets(LegislativeDecree42/2004). Onaregional level, thereare
variousdifferentplanningdocumentsprotectingtheculturallandscape.Theadoptionof
theRegionalLandscapePlan(thePiano Paesaggistico Regionale,orPPR),whichcontains
guidelinesforsafeguardingvariousdifferentfeaturesofthelandscape,hasbeenparticularly
important.Onamunicipallevel,themainconservationlegislationappliedistheUrban

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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DevelopmentPlan, (Piano Regolatore Generale),whichsetsdownrulesforconserving
historicsettlementsandagriculturalandproductionareas.Allmunicipalitiesinvolvedin
thenominatedpropertyhaveensuredthattheirurbanplanning schemeincludesregulations
thatwillprotectareasofparticularenvironmentalprestige.Moreover,themunicipalities
haveadoptedamendmentstotheirplanningschemes,introducingspecialmeasuresfor
safeguardingvineyards. Aspecialtypeofprotectionisprovidedbytherigorousanddetailed
wineproductionregulationsappliedtoDOcandDOcGlabelling,whichguaranteethe
authenticityofsoilquality,productsandwinemakingpracticesaswellasthepermanence
ofvisiblefeaturesofthelandscape.

Asregardstheproperty’sgeneraladministration,whichisaffectedbyvariousinstitutional
andnon-institutionalbodieswithdifferentresponsibilities,anassociationhasbeensetup,
whichcoordinatesthearea’svariousdifferentplayersandisresponsibleforapplyinga
ManagementPlan.

   

3. Justification 
for Inscription
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3.c Comparative analysis

3.c.1 Comparative analysis between components

Thesixcomponentsthatmakeupthepropertyareallnecessarytothecompleteclarification
ofthevaluesofthevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato,inthateach of
them contributes specific factors to build up this value. Eachcomponentbringsspecial
characteristicstotheculturallandscape,asseenincultivationandwinemakingsystems
associatedwiththegrapevarietieshistoricallygrownthereandtohighqualitywinesof
internationalrepute,thedistributionandlayoutofwinemakingproductionsitesandthe
winemakingknowhowwhichconstitutesanextraordinaryintangibleculturalasset.

Inparticular,thetablebelowliststhefeaturesthatcharacteriseeachcomponent,soasto
clarify the specific contribution that each one makes to the potential universal value of
the entire property. Itshouldbestressedthatthistabledoesnotshowelementsthatare
presentthroughouttheproperty,suchasvineyardslaidouta girapoggio (“aroundthe
hillock”),Ciabot,farmhousesandruralsettlements,themedievalnetworkofinfrastructure
andthemanyintangiblesignsofwineculture.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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Criterion Typical features
Components 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Particular soil
and climate

conditions (terroir) 
(v) 

Warm climate         
Temperate zone        
Large differences between day and night temperatures       
Slightly sloping hills       
Average sloping hills       
Steep sloping hills       
Sandy soils       
Marly and clay soul         
Sandstones soils        

Characterising
grape varieties

historically
cultivated

(v) 

Nebbiolo       
Barbera       
Moscato bianco       
Dolcetto       
Other grape varieties historically cultivated       

(v) 

Intensive and specialised winegrowing       
Mixed winegrowing        
Patchwork farming         
Red wines with long ageing times       
Red wines with average ageing times        
 Martinotti method sparkling wine       

(iii) | 
(v) 

Barolo DOCG       
Barbaresco DOCG       
Asti DOCG       
Moscato d’Asti DOCG       
Barbera d’Asti DOCG       
Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG       

(iii) | 
(v) 

Winegrowing estates       
Cooperatives wine cellars       
Oenological industries       

(iii) 

Crutin       
Cantoni Stone Infernot       

Estates tied to the House of Savoy (18th and 19th centuries)       
“Underground cathedrals” of the late 19th century       
20th century and contemporary 
workplaces

      

of winemaking techniques
      

architectural quality 
      

Medieval new towns (villenove)       
Particularly picturesque castles and towers       

19th century railways       
Commercial and industrial cities       

 
(iii) 

Anthropological museums on peasant farming and winegrowing       
Wine museums       
Grape research and experimentation centres       

Characters related to
outstanding universal value

Winegrowing
 and winemaking
   techniques

Wines
 of international

   standing identi!ed
     with the

      winemaking
           prestige of Piedmont

Prevailing
  production
    system 

Tangible signs
  of the area's

     winemaking
       tradition

Evidence of
 winemaking culture

   and tradition

Emblematic places for the development

Medieval hilltop settlements of high 

feature present

feature strongly
charactering the component
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Asclearlyshownbythetable,theLanga of Barolo (component1)isemblematicofthe
social,technologicalandmanufacturingsystemsinvolvedinmakingBarolowine,derived
fromcultivatingNebbiolograpesinageologicalareacharacterisedbymarlandsandstone
soilsandmedium-heighthillswithgentleslopes.Thisiswherethewinemakingcompanies
foundedbytheHouseofSavoyarelocated,aswellastheestatesoftheFallettifamily,
MarquisofBarolo,whowerethefirsttocarryoutexperimentsonthevinificationofwhat
becamethe“kingofwinesandthewineofkings”.Thecomponentisalsonotableforthe
presenceoffinehilltoptownsfeaturingmanymedievalcastles,anotablefeatureofthe
skyline.Barolo’sWineMuseumisthebiggestwinemakingmuseumintheentireareaand
oneofthemostimportantonaninternationalscale.

TheGrinzane Cavour Castle (component2)isofhighhistorical/documentaryvaluedueto
developments in Piedmont’s oenological history and is also where one of the most
importantmuseumsonthelinksbetweenanthropologyandwinecultureislocated,aswell
asanexperimentalvineyardwhichboastsoneofthemostcompletecollectionsofgrape
varietiesinEurope.

The Hills of Barbaresco (component 3) contributes the social and production chain
involvedinmakingBarbarescowine,alsomadefromNebbiolograpes,throughanageing
processthatdiffersfromthatofBarolostartingfromthespecialsoilandclimateconditions
necessary.Inthetwotownsofthecomponent(BarbarescoandNeive)thereareplaces
wherethemainhistoricaleventswhichledtothisspecialformofproductionoccurred.The
villageofBarbarescoisalsowherethehighestmedievaltowerinPiedmontislocated,one
ofthemostimportantlandmarksoftheentireLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoarea.

TheNizza Monferrato and Barbera area(component4) isassociatedwiththesocial,
manufacturingandtechnologicalaspectsinvolvedinmakingBarberad’Asti,madefrom
Barberagrapesonmostlysandysoils.Thecomponent includesanimportantexampleof
amedieval new town (villanova), NizzaMonferrato, a city that had, and still has, an
importantcommercialrole.Theareaisalsoimportantduetothepresenceofanimportant
socialphenomenon:i.e.winemakers’associations,includingthecooperativeWinecellar
ofVinchioandVaglioSerra,oneofthebiggestandmostdevelopedintheLanghe-Roero
andMonferratoarea.

TheCanelli and Asti Spumante area(component5)includesimportantarchitecturaland
urbanexamplesofAstiSpumante’shistoryandcurrentstatus.AstiSpumanteismadefrom
MoscatoBiancograpesprocessedusingamethodthatwasconceivedanddevelopedinthis
area.Theareaincludesthecityofcanelli,whichistheproperty’smostimportantindustrial
centre.Thecomponentalsofeaturesaparticulartypeofvernaculararchitecture–crutin –
foundbelowthetownofcalosso,underground.

TheMonferrato of the Infernot (component6)isnotableforthewidespreadpresenceofa
particularkindofvernaculararchitecture-infernot –dugincantoniStone,atypeofstone
which iswidespread in thispartofMonferratoand isnot found inotherpartsof the
property.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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3.c.2 Comparative Analysis with similar properties

Materials and methods
Thepurposeofthisanalysisistoidentify and clarify the exceptional characteristics of the
values of the nominated property oftheVineyardlandscapeofPiedmont:Langhe-Roero
andMonferrato,throughcomparisonwithotherwinepropertiespresentintheworld,based
onthepresenceofsimilarcharacteristicsandthroughacomparisonwiththequalitiesofthe
property.
Theanalysisthusprovidesageneralapproachtothesubjectofvineyardslandscapesinthe
world.Forthisreason,eachcomparisonismadeinrelationtotheproposedpropertywith:

•theculturalvineyardslandscapesregisteredintheWorldHeritageList.currently,among
thepropertiesalreadyrecognizedbyUNEScO,therearefivewhoseoutstandinguniversal
valueiscloselyrelatedtoviticulture:theJurisdictionofSaint-Emilion(France),AltoDouro
WineRegion(Portugal),TokayWineRegionHistoricculturalLandscape(Hungary),the
LandscapeofthePicoIslandVineyardculture(Portugal),Lavaux,theVineyardTerraces
(Switzerland).Eachofthesepropertieshascharacteristicscomparabletoeachotherbut
distinctidentitiesandvalues,whichhaveallowedtheirrecognition.

•thepropertiesalreadyregisteredintheWorldHeritageListthatpartiallypossessaspects
ofvineyardlandscapes,butwhoseoutstandinguniversalvalueisnotbasedonthataspect.
considered among this selection are: the Loire Valley between Sully-sur-Loire and
chalonnes(France),theUpperMiddleRhineValley(Germany),Portovenere,cinqueTerre,
andtheIslands(Palmaria,TinoandTinetto)(Italy),Vald‘Orcia(Italy),Wachaucultural
Landscape(Austria);

•thevineyardlandscapesincludedintheTentativeListsoftheStates,mainlyEuropean,to
beproposedtoentertheWorldHeritageList:theWineandVineyardculturalItinerary
throughMediterraneanTowns (Spain),calchaquíValley (Argentina),Lesclimatsdu
vignobledeBourgogne(France),coteaux,Maisonsetcavesdechampagne(France),the
capeWinelandsculturalLandscape(SouthAfrica),PrimoštenVineyards(croatia),The
HillsofProseccodiconeglianoandValdobbiadene(Italy);

•othervineyard landscapesofcultural interest in theworld, selectedon thebasisof
internationalstudiesandpublicationssuchas

•H.Johnson,F.Robinson,L’atlas mondial du vin,Flammarion,2002;
•IcOMOSthematicstudy,Les paysages culturels viticoles,2005.

Theproposedanalysisconsistsofthefollowingsteps(fig.8):

I.comparisonwiththedataessentialfortherecognitionoftheproperty(onthebasisofthe
evidencemadeavailablebytheWorldHeritagecentre)withrespectto:

•registrationcriteria:
•yearofregistration;
•extentoftheproperty(propertyandbufferzones);
•morphology characterizing the landscape (hilly vineyard landscapes, vineyard

landscapeslocatedonislands,vineyardlandscapessituatednearlakesorthesea,
vineyardlandscapessituatedalonglargerivers,vineyardlandscapesofacontinental
character,settlementsassociatedwithvineyards,wineroutes);

3.a Criteria justifying the
property’s inscription
3.c Comparative 
analysis

3. Justification 
for Inscription
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•themaintypeofcultivationofthevine(inrows,likesmalltrees,a girapoggio (around
thehillock),terracing,etc..)

•themostimportantfeaturescharacterizingthevalueofthepropertyofVineyard
landscapeofPiedmont:Langhe-RoeroandMonferratoconsideredcomparable.

II.Selectionofpropertiessimilartotheoneproposed,whichthereforerequireamorein-
depthcomparativeanalysis.

I. Comparison with the data essential for the recognition of the property and with the
type of cultivation of the vine

The first step for comparing vineyard properties involves identifying objective
characteristics thatcharacterize the individualproperties,grouped in the fourgroups
previouslyexplained.
Inparticular,thecomparisonismadebyconsideringfivepropertiesalreadyregisteredin
theWorldHeritageList,fivepropertiesalreadyregisteredintheWorldHeritageListpartially
asvineyardlandscapes,eightpropertiesincludedinthenationalTentativeListsandtwenty-
fivevineyardpropertiesofworldinterest,inthefivecontinents.Highlightedinyelloware
theboxescorrespondingtothepropertiesconsideredmostcomparabletotheproposed
property;thebenchmarkingisfurtherexpandedforthesepropertiesinphaseII.Thefirst
linereportstheidentificationofthecharacteristicspropertothePiedmontproperty.The
Tablebelowshowsthecomparisonmadewiththeessentialdataoftheproperty.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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Propertiesregisteredinthe
WHLmainlyplantedwith
vineyards

Propertiesregisteredinthe
WHLpartiallyplantedwith
vineyards

Propertiesregisteredonthe
nationalTentativeLists

Otherwinepropertiesof
culturalinterest

B.Morphologyofthe
vineyardlandscape

c.Uniquevalues
ofthepropertyA.Dataforrecognition

fig.8: Logical arrangement of the method-
ological phases of the proposed bench-
marking

fig.8
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  A. Data of recognition:  

(WHL registration data) 

B. Comparable aspects characterizing the value 

 

  Registration  Extension  Morphology   
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 (iii) 

(v) 

Tentativ
e List 
2006, 
first 
proposal 
2011 

10789 76249 Hill    Barbera, 
Barolo*, 
Barbaresco*, 
Asti 
Spumante, 
Nebbiolo*, 

 

(iii) 

(iv) 

 

1999 7847 5101 Hilly plateau 
(Continental) 

Rows X   Bordeaux* 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

2001 24600 

 

22540
0

Hill (River) Rows on 
terraces

  Roman 
times

 Porto* 

(iii) 

(v) 

 

2002 13255 

 

74879 Filare   9th century 
A.D. 

 Tokai 

 

(iii) 

(iv) 

 

2004 

 

190 

 

2445 Volcano 
(Island) 

terracing   15th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

2007 898 1408 Hill (lake) terracing   12th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

The vineyard 
Landscape 
of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero 
and Monferrato 

Rows on 
girapoggio 
(around the 
hillock)

Roman 
times

Moscato
d’Asti*� 

I. Properties 
already 
registered 
in the WHL 
mostly 
as vineyard 
landscapes

Roman 
times

Hill 
(Continental) 

–

–

Jurisdiction 
of Saint-
Emilion 
(France) 

Alto Douro 
Wine Region 
(Portugal) 

Tokaj Wine 
Region 
Historic 
Cultural 
Landscape 
(Hungary) 

Landscape 
of the Pico 
Island 
Vineyard 
Culture, 
(Portugal) 

Lavaux, 
Vineyard 
Terraces 
(Switzerland) 
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The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

  A. Data of recognition:  

(WHL registration data) 

B. Comparable aspects characterizing the value 

 

  Registration  Extension  Morphology   
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(i) 

(ii) 
(iv)

2000 85394 20893
4 

Hill (River) Rows n.d.  n.d. n.d. Muscadet, 
Vouvray*, 
Saumur 
Champigny* 

Upper 
Middle 
Rhine Valley 
(Germany) 

(ii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

2002 27250 

 

34680 Hill (River) terracing     

Portovenere, 
Cinque 
Terre, and 
the Islands 
(Palmaria, 
Tino and 
Tinetto) 
(Italy) 

(ii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

1997 4689 

 

n.d. Hill (Sea) X  12th 
century 
A.D. 

n.c.  

Wachau 
Cultural 
Landscape 
(Austria) 

(ii) 

(iv) 

 

2000 18387 

 

2942 Hill (River) terracing   9th century 
A.D. 

  

(iv) 
(vi)

2004 61188 5660 Hill  Rows n.d.  n.d. Brunello di 
Montalcino* 

II. Properties 
already 
registered 
in the WHL 
partially as 
vineyard 
landscapes

Rows on 
terraces

Roman 
time

Roman 
times

The Loire 
Valley 
between 
Sully-sur-
Loire and 
Chalonnes, 
(France) 

Val d’Orcia 

(Italy) 

384
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3.d Integrity 
and/or Authenticity

3. Justification 
for Inscription

3.c Comparative 
analysis

  A. Data of recognition:  

(WHL registration data) 

B. Comparable aspects characterizing the value 

 

  Registration  Extension  Morphology   

 

 

 

 

Categories: 
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Wine and 
Vineyard 
Cultural 
Itinerary 
through 
Mediter-
ranean 
Towns 
(Spain)  

(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

1998 n.d. n.d. Wine route n.d. X  n.d. n.d.  

Valle 
Calchaquí 

(Argentina) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi)

2001 n.d. n.d. River/valley Rows on 
terraces

  n.d. n.d.  

(iii) 2002 n.d. n.d. River/valley/hill Rows    Richebourg 
*, Musigny*, 
Chambertin*, 
Chardonnay 

(i) 
(v) 

2002 34000 n.d. Hill Rows X  12th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d. Champagne* 

The Cape 
Winelands 

Cultural 
Landscape 

(South Africa) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

2009 n.d. n.d. Lake/sea Rows X  17th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d. Vin de 
Constance* 

Primošten 

Vineyards 
(Croatia) 

(v) 

(vi)

2007 n.d. n.d. Lake/sea X     

(iii) 
(v) 
(vi)

2010 n.d. n.d. Hill     Prosecco di 
Valdobbiadene

III. Properties 
included 
in the national 
Tentative List 
as vineyard 
landscapes

The hills 
of Prosecco
di Conegliano 
and 
Valdobbiadene
(Italy)

Roman 
times

Roman 
times

Roman 
times

Les climats 
du vignoble 
de 
Bourgogne 
(France) 

Coteaux, 
Maisons et 
Caves de 
Champagne 
(France) 
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The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

  A. Data of recognition:  

(WHL registration data) 

B. Comparable aspects characterizing the value 

 

  Registration  Extension  Morphology   

 

 

 

 

Categories: 
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Chianti  

(Italy) 

- - - - 

 

Rows  14th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d . Chianti* 

Pantelleria 

(Italy) 

    Island X  3rd century 
B.C. 

 Passito di 
Pantelleria 

Trapani  

(Italy) 

- - - - Island Rows X  7th century 
B.C. 

 Marsala* 

(Italy) 

- - - - Mountain/hill   5th century 
B.C. 

  

Rutherglen 
(Australia) 

- - - - River/valley Rows X  19th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

Chile 

(Chile)  

- - - - River/valley Rows X  16th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

Jeres  

(Spain) 

- - - - Lake/sea  Rows X  12th 

century 
B.C. 

Sherry* 

Napa Valley 
(USA) 

- - - - River/valley Rows X  19th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d. Cabernet 
Sauvignon* 

(France) 

- - - - Continental   13th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

Santorini 
(Greece) 

- - - - Island   X  6th century 
B.C. 

  

Lanzarote, 
Canary Islands 
(Spain) 

- - - - Island    16th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

Cape Verde 
Islands

- - - - Island  Holes X  16th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

IV. Other 
vineyard 
properties 
of interest

Carema 
and upper 
Canavese 

Banyuls-
Pyrénées 

River/valley/
hill

Sapling/
ground-level 
terrace/
"in the valley"

Rows 
on terraces

Terracing

Low basket-
shaped peaks

Holes in 
funnel
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  A. Data of recognition:  

(WHL registration data) 

B. Comparable aspects characterizing the value 

 

  Registration  Extension  Morphology   

 

 

 

 

Categories: 
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Barrossa 
Valley 
(Australia) 

- - - - River/valley Rows X  19th 

century 
A.D. 

n.d. Shiraz * 

Moselle 
Valley 
(Germany) 

- - - - River/valley X   Weheler 
Sonnenuhr 
Riesling *, 
Scharzhofber
ger Riesling *

Navarra 
(Spain) 

- - - - Continental  Rows X  2nd 
century 
B.C. 

  

Rioja  

(Spain) 

- - - - River/valley  X X  11th 
century 
B.C. 

Rioja * 

Priorat 
(Spain) 

- - - - Continental X  12th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d. Priorat* 

Alsace
(France) 

- - - - 
 

Rows X   Pinot grigio* 

Corsica 
(France) 

- - - - Island   6th century 
B.C. 

  

Upper Cote 
du Rhone 
(France) 

- - - - River/valley Rows X   Hermitage*, 
Châteauneuf-
du-Pape*, 
Cornas*, 
Côte-Rôtie *  

Jura  

(France) 

- - - - Continental  Rows X  13th 
century 
A.D. 

n.d.  

Georgia 

 

- - - -  Rows X  6000 B.C. n.d.  

Vinho verde 
(Portugal) 

- - - - Lake/sea  X    

Madeira  

(Portugal) 

- - - - Island X  15th 
century 
A.D. 

X X 

River/valley/
hill

Roman 
times

Roman 
times

Roman 
times

Roman 
times

Rows on 
terraces

Rows on 
terraces

Rows on 
terraces

Rows on 
terraces

Rows on 
terraces

3.d Integrity 
and/or Authenticity

3. Justification 
for Inscription

3.c Comparative 
analysis

X =componentnotpresentoratanyratenotsignificant;3 =thiscomponentispresentorsignificant;
- =notcoherent;n.d. =nodata;* =winerankedamongthetop100winesintheworld(source:LucaGardinietal.-Enciclopediadelvino
(Encyclopediaofwine).DalaiEditore,2012)
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II. Selection of properties comparable to the proposed property

The first phase of comparison has allowed us to identify those vineyard landscapes
possessing characteristics similar to those of the candidate property and therefore
essentiallycomparable.Thesepropertiesareasfollows:
•alreadyontheWorldHeritageList:JurisdictionofSaint-Emilion(France),TokayWine

RegionHistoricculturalLandscape(Hungary);AltoDouroWineRegion(Portugal);the
LoireValleybetweenSully-sur-Loireandchalonnes(France);Lavaux,Vineyardterraces
(Switzerland);ValD’Orcia(Italy);

•inthenationalTentativeLists:LesclimatsduvignobledeBourgogne(France) ;coteaux,
Maisonsetcavesdechampagne(France).

Thefollowingchartsdeepenthecomparisonofthecandidatepropertyinrelationtothe
fundamentalaspectsofitspotentialuniversalvalue,makingexplicitthosedifferencesthat
wouldallowonetoidentifytheexceptionalnatureofthevineyardlandscapesofPiedmont:
Langhe-RoeroandMonferratoandthepossibilityofitsinclusionontheWorldHeritage
Listinthelightofavaluenotyetcontemplatedwithinit.

Jurisdiction of Saint-Emilion (France)
Thepropertyisrecognizedaspossessinguniversalvalueduetoaspectslinkedtoviticulture
andisenlistedforoneofthetwocriteriaforwhichPiedmont’sisnominated,thatisthe
criterion(iii),butnotforcriterion(v).However,the historical productive and landscape
context is very different from that of Piedmont.

SaintEmilionis a single compact winemaking jurisdiction aroundthevillageofSaint-
Emilionandislocatedonthe45thparallel.Viticulturehasaveryoldtraditioninthisarea,
havingbeenintroducedbytheRomans,andintensifiedintheMiddleAges.

Fromthegeologicalpointofview,itsdifferenceswithLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoare
important,St.Emilionisdevelopedonlimestone-basedterraceswithabedofsoftrock.
Sand,molasse(sedimentaryrocksformedbetween34and7millionyears)andlimestone
thatintersectdependingonthetimeoftheiroriginandconstitutetheverycharacteristic
terroirofSaint-Emilion(thenameofamonkwhocametotheareaintheeighthcenturyand
builtahermitage).Thewine-growingareasofPiedmonthavedifferent geological origins
buttheysharethestronglimestonebasethatfavorstheconsistencyofgrapeskinsand
thereforethelikelihoodofpreserving,eveninlessfavorableconditions,thequalityofthe
fruit.Fromtheclimaticpointofview,Saint-Emilionenjoysanoceanicclimatewithmore
pronouncedhumidityandmoresignificantamountsofrain(atleast300mmhigherthan
theaveragevaluesofPiedmont,of670mm),forthisreason,too,grape varieties are
grown with a thick skin whileinLanghe,MonferratoandRoerotherearealsowidelygrown
thinskingrapevarietiessuchasBarbera.Inaddition,theHuglinbioclimaticindexinSaint-
Emilionismorecontained.

Thevineyards,withahigherdensityofplantscomparedtoPiedmont,aresimilarinthatthey
cultivateinrowswithvertical-trellises;theyarelocatedonahillyplateauwithalimestone
formationthathasallowedthecreationofanarchitecturalheritageofremarkablequality.
Sometimesthewineriesarecarvedoutbycuttingintotherock.Thecultivatedvarietiesare
Merlot(60%),cabernetFranc(30%),cabernetSauvignon(10%);asintheLanghe-Roero
andMonferrato, thequalityof thevineyardcomes fromaclose relationshipbetween
geology,geography,andweatherconditionsthatresultsinawealthofdifferenttypesof
terroirsthatproducewinesofrarequalityinrelationtotheirorigin.
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The property is small in size and characterized by a fragmented landscape whose
compositionistheresultofparcellingofthelandintheMiddleAges.Ithasbenefitedfrom
its locationon thepilgrimage route toSantiagodecompostela.Unlike thePiedmont
property,whichischaracterizedbyanumberofAOc,theproductionisregulatedand
certifiedbytwoveryimportantclassificationsasFirstGreatGrowthcategoryA,which
includes13Premiersgrandcrusclassésand53grandcrusclassés.

Tokay Wine Region Historic Cultural Landscape (Hungary)
Thepropertyhasbeenrecognizedasoneofuniversalvalueforitslongwinemakingtradition
andislistedforbothofthecriteriaforwhichthePiedmontpropertyisrequestinginscription.

Thisisthesecondtimeaworldnominationhasbeengiventoawinewiththenameofthe
territory(1743).Tokay,evenmoresothanPiedmont,inthenineteenthcenturyunderwenta
progressiveproductivedeclineduetocommercialdifficultiesandonaccountofthedestruction
ofitsvineyardsbyphylloxeraattheendofthe1800s.Onlywiththepoliticalchangesin1990,
wouldtherecoverybeginforthevineyardsandtheproductionofthefamouswine(Tokay
renaissance).ThreecenturiesofproductionofthefamedTokay,itsdeepandspectacular
wineries,theoriginalityofthewine’sproductionarethestrengthsofthisterritory.

TheoriginalnameofTokaywouldbeHegyalja,whichmeans‘atthefootofthehills’.Theregion
ofTokayhas a volcanic origin andalsolandsofshapedbywind;thevineyardlandscapesof
Piedmonthavetheiroriginincalcareousmarinesediments.Significantdifferencescompared
toVineyardlandscapesofPiedmontalsoemergefrom the climatic point of view.TheTokay
wineregionisfoundwithintheclimatezonethatismoderatelyhumid,continentalanddry;the
averagerainfallislessthanthatofPiedmontwith600-620mm/yearofwhichabouthalfis
concentratedinthevine’svegetationperiod.Thehoursofsunlightarebetween1900and2000,
wellbelowthePiedmontareaaswellastheHuglinbioclimaticindex.

ThemostcharacteristicstructuresinTokayaretheunderground wine cellars,whosehistory
datesbackto1100.Youcanalsofindrealmazesondifferentlevelsexcavatedinthevolcanic
tuff,whichdoesnotrequireanyconsolidationwork.InPiedmont,especiallyinMonferratobut
alsoinLanghe,thewinerywasinsteadabuildinglocatedbelowtheresidentialpartofthefarm
(untiltheendofthe1800s),laterbeingmovedtoitsownbuilding,equippedwitheveryfeature
necessaryforthesuccessoftheprocessofpreparingandmaturingwines.

The ampelographic base, totally different fromthatofPiedmont,consistspredominantly
oftwovarietiescultivatedlongago:FurmintandHarslevelu,and,lessfrequently,other
grapevarieties incentralEuropesuchas theMoscatogiallo (yellowMuscat),Kabar,
Kovérszolo,Zéta.Furmintcontributestothewine itsstructure,acidityandfreshness;
Harslevelutransmitsfloralnotes,yellowMuscatgivesititsaroma.Inthissense,the variety
and types of wine produced in the Piedmont property is significantly greater.

TheTokayregion,thoughsmaller in size,isneverthelesstheexpressionofathousand-year
traditionlinkedtothecultivationofthevineandisstillalive,asunderscoredinthemany
layersofhistorythathavefolloweduponeachotherinthelandscape.A notable difference
from Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is to be found in the variety of material expressions
of the local Piedmontese culture,aphenomenonduetotheextensionofthepropertyover
similargeographicalareasbutwithdistincthistoricalandenvironmentalconnotations,
which have called forth from man different responses in terms of architecture,
infrastructure,settlements,andagriculturalprocessing,whichhavesurvivedtothisday.
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Alto Douro Wine Region (Portugal)
Thepropertyisregisteredaccordingtothecriterion(iii),(iv)and(v)andshowssimilarities
with the Piedmont property accordingto the ancient winemaking tradition and the
exceptionallandscapeformedonthebasisofthistradition.

AltoDouroislocatedinthehighestpartofthevalleyoftheDouroriver,towardstheborderwith
Spain. From the geo-morphological and pedological point of view, the Vineyard landscapes
of Piedmont appear very different fromthepropertyoftheAltoDouroWineRegion.Itconsists
ofaplatformofrocks,partly(shales)andpartlymetamorphic(granite),engravedbyriver
erosionwherethehardnessofthebedrockresultsinshallowsoilsthataredefendedbymajor
structures(wallsandterraces),themostsignificantaspectofthearea,andthatonwhichthe
vineyardsarecultivated.Theterrainisalmostnon-existentandthisexplainswhythewalls
were built to contain the little land that literally is derived fromgrinding the local rock
(antroposoil).From the climatic point of view, the property of the Alto Douro Wine Region
differs significantly from the Piedmont property as the Alto Douro,duetoitslocationinside
theIberianPeninsulaandfartherfromtheAtlanticOcean,hasaremarkablelackofprecipitation
(about400mm/year),whichmoreoverisscarcelypresentduringthegrowingseason;parallel
tothis,thesummertemperaturesareconsistentlyhigh.
TheDouroValleyhasaterritorialandproductivesystemthatiscompletelyoriginal,based
onthecultivationofnumerousancientgrapevarieties,bothofredgrapes,suchasTinta
Amarela,TintaBarroca,TintaRoriz,TourigaFrancesa,TourigaNacional,Tintocão,and
whitegrapes,suchasMalvasiaFina,Viosinho,Donzelinho,Gouveiointheinlandvalley
areas.Here,thewinemakingisdonemainlyon-property,inquintas(wine-producingfarm
complexes)inthehills;thisisfollowedbythetransportofthewinetoVilaNovadeGaia,
atPorto,wheretheprocessingofthe“reinforced”wineiscompleted.ThewineofPorto
winehasRomanoriginswhilePortwinecomesfromanagreementwiththeBritishin1703,
whostartedthepreparationandmarketingofwinesproducedandreinforcedwithbrandy,
madefamousthroughoutthewholeworld.Itisonlyinthelastfewdecadesthatunfortified
wineshavealsobeenproduced,bothsimpleonesandthoserichinthestyleofBurgundy.

The property presents a highly attractive landscape of great cultural significance: it is very
different from the vineyard landscape of Piedmont since it is mainly a river-based path.At
timestherearesimilartraitsinsomecultivatedterracesonsteepslopes.Itismainly focused
on a production (Port)withanancienttradition,althoughthecultivation of wine in this region
started later thaninthePiedmontproperty.Thedenominationoforiginrequirestheaddition
ofbrandyandprocessesofageinginwood(barrelsof550litresandlargerbarrels)topromote
oxidation.Theresultisportwine:greatinstructure,richandfragrant,withlargeandcomplex
flavours.Themarketforthisveryparticularwinemaybesubjecttocompetitionfromother
fortifiedwinesof theMediterranean area, such asMarsala fromSicily or the “Atlantic”
Madeiras;thisisaproductionandtradesegmentinwhichPiedmontnolongeroperates.

Lavaux Vineyard Terraces (Switzerland)
ThepropertyisontheWHLforcriteria(iii),(iv)and(v),basingitsvalueon the terraced,
vineyard-planted landscape originating in a socio-productive system that differentiates
strongly from Piedmont. 

AlthoughthereisevidenceofvinecultivationintheRomanperiod,theterracespresent
todayhavetheiroriginintheeleventhcenturywhencistercianandBenedictinemonasteries
settledintheterritory.Itconstitutesastrongexampleofsecularinteractionsbetween
residentpopulationsandtheirenvironmentinordertooptimizelocalresourcestoproduce
awineofgreatvalueandone thathasalwaysbeensignificant for theeconomy.The
geologicalhistoryofLavauxiscloselyconnectedwiththeformationoftheAlpsandthelast
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two glaciations with three distinct phases: the sedimentary deposit of ‘molasses’
(sedimentaryrocksformedbetween34and7millionyears),theformationoftheAlpswith
theconsequentdistortionofthelayersof‘molasses’andfinally,thetwoglaciersthathave
producedtheLakeGenevabasin.
Theseinitialobservationsindicatean origin entirely different from Piedmont’s,justacross
theAlps.ThemostspectacularelementofLavauxconsistsofterracesthatareverywell
preservedandthatprotectimportantwineswhichplayedanimportantroleintheeconomic
developmentofLausanne;thereaculturalsignificanceandoneexceptionallyprotectedby
itspeople.

IntheLavaux,two-thirdsofcultivatedgrapevarietesarerepresentedbychasselas,then
byPinotNoirandGamay.Atotallydifferent ampelography fromPiedmontandwhichalso
indicatesdifferentweatherconditions:airtemperaturesareinfluencedbythelakeandinany
casetheHuglinbioclimatic index shows a much lower value than Piedmont’s.Therainfall
isfairlyconstant,thereisvirtuallynomonthwithoutrainwhich,onaverage,isaround110
mmpermonth.Thewallssurroundingthevineyardshavetheeffectofretainingthesun’s
heatduringthedayandreleasingitatnight.Theestatesaresmallonaverage,theareais
highlyfragmentedandthisisreminiscentofthesituationinPiedmont.

The Loire Valley between Sully-sur-Loire and Chalonnes (France)
The Loire Valley has been inscribed on theUNEScOWorldHeritage List because of
exceptional values that are not referred to viticulture: itsworld-famous castles, the
interchangeofhumanvalues,aharmoniousdevelopmentofinteractionsbetweenhuman
beings,itslandscapeandmanyculturalmonumentswhichillustrateahighdegreeofideals
linkedtowesternEuropeanRenaissanceandEnlightenment.Allconsidered,the values for
which the Piedmont landscape is nominated have no relation with those of Loira Valley.
Thesiteisnotlistedforanyofthecriteriaforwhichregistrationisbeingrequestedforthe
Piedmontlandscapes.However,theLoireValleyischaracterizedbyacomplexcombination
ofwinedistrictsonthehillsthatrunalongthelengthoftheriverfromtheheartofFrance
totheAtlanticOcean,passingthroughareaswithdifferentclimate,soilandtraditions.
TheLoireRiver,over1000kmlong,originatesfromthecentralMassifandflowsintothe
AtlanticOceannearNantes.Itconfersonthevalleyofthesamename,whereviticulturehas
developed,oneofthemostpleasantclimatesofnorthernFrancewithmildwintersdespitethe
rainandfewthermalextremes(theterm‘climateligérien’isused,designatingtheLoireValley
climate).

Thegreat diversity, especially of the terrain, that characterizes theLoireValley isnot
comparable with the Piedmont property, which presents a certain “consistency” of the
compositionofthesoilsubstrate.Moreover,thepresenceofcalcareousmarl(notwithstanding
theobviousdistinctionsanddifferencesbetweenthedifferentareas)stronglycharacterizes
andidentifiesthePiedmontpropertythatboastsolderlandsfromageologicalperspective.

Theampelographicplatformisverywideandinteresting:inAnjou,chenin-based(80%)
whitewinesaregrown,andsecondarygrapevarietiessuchaschardonnayandSauvignon;
forredwinescabernetfrancisthemostutilised,andfollowedbycabernetSauvignon,
Pineaud‘Aunis(alsoalsocalledcheninrouge),Gamay.InSaumurthevineyardsaresimilar
toAnjou,withtheadditionofGrolleauwhileinTourainewhitewinescomefromthreegrape
varieties:PineauBlanc,SauvignonandArbois;forreds,oneagainfindscabernetFranc,the
GrolleauandPineaud’Aunis.InOrléanaisPinotNoirandMeunier,cabernetFrancare
grown;forthewhites,chardonnayandPinotgris.
TheLoireValley,betweenSullysurLoireandchalonnes,ischaracterizedbyacomplex
combinationofwinedistrictsonthehillsthatrunalongthelengthoftheriver.Theproperty
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fig.13: The Loire Valley between Sully-sur-
Loire and Chalonnes (France)
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iscoveredwithvineyards,evenofrarebeauty,whichfollowtherouteoftheriveranddiffer
greatlydependingontheareasitpassesthrough.Itisdifficulttocomparethesewiththe
vineyardsofPiedmont,comparableinbeautybutpossessingadifferentterrainandlarger
spacesincontinuoussuccession.AsforPiedmont,theLoireValley’sproductionreflectsan
impressiverangeofqualitydesignations(atleast13AOcinAnjou,4inSaumur,16in
Touraineand2Orléanais).

Themarkedlyhillylandscapes,suchasinthevicinityofTours,chinon,Vouvray,Saumur,
arecharacterizedbyratherdenserowsofvines,stillgrowninthetraditionalway,alternating
withothercrops.Inthiscase,the vineyards of Piedmont are more spectacular dueto
theirarrangementaccordingtothecontourlinesoftheland.Itisrichinthepresenceof
varioustypesofcellars,someofwhicharecarvedintotherock.
Fromthepointofviewofthevinesandwineproductionandofcompetitionintheglobal
marketofwineswithdenominationoforigin,thepropertyowesitsinitialfortunetoriver
transport.About20%ofthebottledwineisexported(thetopimportingcountriesarethe
UnitedKingdomandBelgium).Allwinesareaffectedbythegeographicallocationofthe
vineyards,whichconferamarkedterritoriality.Therearemanytypesofwine:red,white,
stillandsparkling.Therangeofferedby theLoire iswideanddiversified, like thatof
Piedmont,whichhoweverhasarousedgreatinterestintheinternationalmarkets.

Val D’Orcia (Italy)
TheoutstandinguniversalvaluerecognizedtotheUNEScOsiteofVald’Orcia,referstothe
exceptionalreflectionofthewaythelandscapewasre-writteninRenaissancetimesinorder
toreflecttheidealsofgoodgovernanceandtocreateanaestheticallypleasingpictures
anditscelebrationbypaintersfromtheSienneseSchool,whichflourishedduringthe
Renaissance.Inthissense,thepotentialOUVforthevineyardsofPiedmontshares no
feature with this site.

Vald’Orcia,abroadvalleyinTuscanycrossedbytheriverOrciaandcharacterizedbygentle
slopespartlycultivatedbyrowsofvineyardswheretheyproduceBrunelloandRossodi
Montalcino,isarecognizedpropertyofworldwidevalueasanexpressionofthefusionof
artandlandscape,ofageographicalspaceanditsecosystem.ThepropertyofVald’Orcia
isregisteredintheWHLforthecriterion(iv)and(vi),neitherofwhichiscommonwiththe
Piedmontproperty,andtheOUVisnotbasedonitswinemakingtradition,althoughthisis
presentinthearea.Inparticular,thepropertyisconfiguredprimarilyasanassociative
landscape,linkedtotheidealsoftheItalianRenaissance,aspectswhichhavenotbeen
toucheduponinPiedmont’snomination.
Thegeologicalhistoryoftheareabegan5millionyearsago,whentheareabegantorise
aftertheretreatoftheseaandthedepositionofsandandclaythatgaverisetothesurface
layerofthevalley.Thentheactivityoftwovolcanoes,thatofRadicofaniandthatofAmiata,
superimposeduponthepre-existingrocksalayeroflavathat,aftercooling,gaveriseto
rockscalledtrachytes.

Vald’Orciacoversaratherlimitedterritory(about60,000hectares)consistingmainlyofa
gentlyrollinghillylandscapewithvalley-likeincisions(gulliesandbiancane,light-coloured
dome-shapedformations)whichfolloweachotheronacontinuousbasis,theso-called“crete”,
framedbyaricharrayofvegetation,especiallyontheexternal,downstreamborderofthearea;
theremainingportionoftheareaischaracterizedbythesignificantpresenceofcerealcrops
and,inthesouthernpart,oliveandvines.Amidstthehardlandscape,ruggedwithclaysand
gullies,andthesofterlandscapeofthehillswheretheMediterraneanscrubalternateswiththe
numerousvineyardsandolivegroves,weunderstandclearlyhowandhowmuchhasbeen
influencedbyman’sawarenessofhisworks’dependenceontheresourcesofthesurrounding
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environmentandontheirconscioususe.
TheareahasaMediterraneanclimate,characterizedbywarmsummersandmildwinters,with
averageannualtemperaturesaround16°candtendtodecreaseasyougoinwardandtothe
north.Themaximumsummertemperaturesarereachedinthevalleys,oftenapproachingand
evenreaching40°c.TheprecipitationsarenotdissimilartothoseofthePiedmont(700mm
approx./year).Theareaischaracterized,therefore,byahighlevelofsunshineandaveryspecial
soilenvironment,typicalofawideareastretchingfromSienatoGrosseto.
Thedominantfeatureofthelandscapeismadeupoferosionwhich,whereitismostactive,
laysbaretheclay-coloredsubstrate.Theseareas-mostlycomposedofclay(recentclays
inthecaseofthebadlands(biancane) andolderclaysinthecaseofthegullies)-are
particularlysuitedtoviticulture,givingthewinesaremarkablestructureandenhancingthe
wine’spolyphenols.

comparedtoVald’Orcia,thePiedmont property has a much more continental climate,a
lowerlevelofsunshineaswellasaslightlylowerHuglinbioclimaticindex,and,underthe
pedologicalprofile,thepresenceofsoil very rich in limestone (thecalcareousmarlclay)
andcharacterizedbyolderclaymuchlessrichinmetallicinclusions(suchasironand
aluminium)thatareresponsiblefortheterrain’smoreorlessmarkedreddishcolorationin
thecaseofthecrete senesi (Sienacrete)incontrasttothelighter-colouredclayofLanghe-
RoeroandMonferrato.Theareascultivatedwithvineyardsoccupyonlypartoftheterritory
entered theWorldHeritageList, consistingof rollinghills aroundMontalcino,where
vineyardsalternatewithgrainandwoods.
InMontalcino,whichhostsagreaterportionofthevineyards,andwhichstillcontains
beautiful centuries-old olive trees, as a witness to an environment that is already
Mediterranean,oneobtainsoneofthelargestItalianexcellencesfromtheSangiovesegrape
variety:Brunellowine.TheLanghe,especiallyintheterritoriesofBaroloandBarbaresco,
isthemostfittingresponsetotheBrunello,whereonthehillsbetween200and400m
abovesealevelinamorecontinentalclimatethanMontalcino,asinglegrapevarietyof
ancientcultivation,Nebbiolo,producesBaroloandBarbaresco.Thus,twogreat‘Italian’
varieties:Sangiovese,morecapableofadaptingtotheterritorybutthatisbroughttoits
maximalexpressiononlyinafewareasandNebbiolo,amoreAlpinegrapevariety,much
morerigidandthatintheLanghecanfurnishrarequalitiesofgoodness.

Les climats du vignoble de Bourgogne (France)
ThepropertyisplacedontheTentativeListoftheFrenchstateforcriterion(iii).Thevalue
forwhichthepropertyisnominatedmainlyreferstotheconcept of “climats”, thatis,a
qualitativedistributionof thevineyards,averytypicalaspectof thatareathathasno
counterpartintheproperty-specificvaluesofPiedmont.

Theproperty ischaracterizedbyvineyardswithasignificantextension, fromDijonto
chagny,inBurgundy.Itconsistsofcrops which differ on the geological level,which
produce wines of exceptional quality. From the point of view of the vines and wine
productionandofcompetitionintheglobalmarketofwineswithdenominationoforigin,
thequality and adaptability of the most famous local wines (Pinot Noir and Chardonnay)
have by now resulted in international grape varieties,thatis,varietiescultivatedinevery
partoftheworld.Somethingwhich,bycontrast,doesnothappenforthePiedmontvines,
whichareill-adaptedtocultivationoutsideoftheirrangesoforigin.

TheBurgundywineproductionhasahighreputationininternationalmarkets,whereitis
offeredwithfairlyelevatedprices.Thislastaspect,whichoccursaboveallwiththecrus,
togetherwithcompetitionfromwinesmadefromthesamegrapevarietiesobtainedinother
partsof theworld (whohavesomewhat “trivialized” theuseof thenamesPinot and
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fig.15: Les climats du vignoble de Bour-
gogne (France)
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Chardonnay), makes competitiveness more difficult for this prestigious wine-growing zone.
Compared with Burgundy, Piedmont is competitive both in its high quality wines, such as
Nebbiolo-based aged reds, which are in direct competition as far as usage and type with the
Burgundy grands crus, and in the higher level of diversification of its own wines, stemming
from its wider range of grape varieties and which are offered at a diversified range of prices.

Coteaux, Maisons et Caves de Champagne (France)
The area of Champagne is on the Tentative List as the symbol of celebration that this wine
represents at international level, to which a specific production chain completely focused
on a unique wine type is connected. In this sense, the values proposed for the UNESCO
recognition deeply differ from those of Piedmont’s.
The property is on the French Tentative List for criteria (i) and (v) and founds its value on
the socio-productive system of Champagne, which in historical, cultural and productive
terms highly differs from the Piedmont environment. 

The Champagne region, in north-eastern France, has special features in its cultivation of the
vine due to a combination of latitude, among the highest in the world, and topography, with hills
formed by plaster that benefit from the influence of the sea and the river Marne. The landscape
is very homogeneous and dense in closely plotted rows, cultivated mostly in a mechanized
way. The human presence, as opposed to the Piedmont property, is concentrated in a few
small commercially-oriented villages, which include Epernay and the town of Reims. As a result
of these factors we can say that the similarities between the two properties are mostly related
to the morphological and agricultural aspects, which mould the landscape, but differ greatly
as far as the historical, social and cultural aspects of the two properties.
In the Champagne region, the vineyards are planted on a series of hills that rise on the
plateau of Reims, crossed by the Marne. There are only three cultivated varieties: Pinot
noir and blanc, Chardonnay. However, the property is characterized by medium to small
particles that create a predominantly homogeneous landscape, and by the presence of
some small villages, mostly devoted to the marketing of a single type of wine, the sparkling
white of the champagne method, which is definitely an exceptional reference worldwide.

The architecture related to wine chain production is fairly different in the vernacular
built heritage. In fact, the cratere, even if they can be compared to the Infernot in Low
Monferrato at a first glance, represent underground spaces, originally used as caves and
only in recent times as places to store wine. Whereas Infernot were born specifically for the
domestic storage and are more related to a convivial and familiar aspect.

From the point of view of the vines and wine production and competition in the global
market of wines with denomination of origin, the property represents a land specialized in
the production of sparkling wines with the champagne method, that is, wine made from a
blend of Pinot noir, Pinot blanc and Chardonnay, re-fermented in the bottle. The annual
production varies between 300-350 million bottles, 60% destined to the domestic market
and the rest for export. These are dry or demi-sec sparkling white wines, with hints of yeast
and bread crust, and possessing a fine perlage that is one of the marks of excellence of the
wine. The production of the Champagne area is highly specialized in this type of wine,
while in contrast, the area of   Langhe-Roero and Monferrato can rely on a more diverse
selection of wines. In particular, the wine product that is most comparable to champagne
is Asti Spumante, which is not made with the traditional champenoise method but through
a technique invented by a local winemaker during the nineteenth century, the so-called
Martinotti method. This method is best suited to enhance the characteristics proper to the
moscato bianco (white Muscat) grape from which Asti Spumante is obtained, which, unlike
champagne, is an aromatic sweet sparkling wine.
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fig.16: Coteaux, Maisons et Caves de Cham-
pagne (France)
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Conclusions
Basedonthedatagiveninthecomparativetable,wecandrawthefollowingconclusions.
•Ofthemorethan40propertiessurveyed,8weresignificantlycomparabletothePiedmont

property.Itissignificanttonotethatallthecultural landscapes belongtotheEuropean
context,which are geographically and culturally closer to the characteristics of the
proposed property. At the same time, significant differences emerged from the
comparative readingshownon theprecedingcharts; thesedifferencesallowone to
identifytheuniquenessofthevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato.

•In particular, the property beingnominated is the exceptional result of centuries of
vinegrowing and winemaking activity that is historically documented since ancient
times and the Middle Ages,theperiodoftheterritorialfragmentationofthelandinto
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SITE 

 

Differences with the The vineyard landscape of Piedmont:  

Langhe-Roero and Monferrato 

Jurisdiction of Saint-Emilion (France) 

• the historical productive and landscape context is very different  

• is a single compact winemaking jurisdiction 

• different geological origins 

• grape varieties with a thick skin 

• the site is smaller in size 

Tokay Wine Region Historic Cultural 

Landscape (Hungary) 

• volcanic origin  

• presence of underground wine cellars  

• different ampelographic base 

•  variety and types of wine produced are lower 

• smaller in size 

•  less variety of material expressions of the local culture 

Alto Douro Wine Region (Portugal) 

• differences from the geo-morphological and pedological point of view 

• dissimilar climate  

• it is mainly a river-based path  

• mainly focused on a singular production (Port)  

• cultivation of wine in this region started later 

Lavaux Vineyard Terraces 

(Switzerland) 

• terraces 

• different socio-productive system  

• totally different ampelography  

• lower value of bioclimatic index  

The Loire Valley between Sully-sur-

Loire and Chalonnes (France) 

• OUV is not referred to viticulture 

• great terrain diversity  

• the vineyards of Piedmont are more spectacular  

Val D'Orcia (Italy) 

• OUV is not referred to viticulture 

• Piedmont property has a much more continental climate  

• Different soil very rich in limestone  

Les climats du vignoble de 

Bourgogne (France) 

• concept of "climats" 

• crops differ on the geological level 

• more  adaptability on different soils type  

Coteaux, Maisons et Caves de 

Champagne (France) 

• completely focused on a unique wine type  

• cultivated mostly in a mechanized way  

• differences in vernacular architecture  
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small plots and the spread of cultivation of wine by the feudal lords and religious
congregations.Thesettlementheritage isrooted ina landscapeandurbanlayoutof
ancientorigin,whichhasconsistentlydevelopedovertimewhileremainingfaithfultoits
originalcharactereveninthedesignofthelandscape,roads,farms,theshapeofthe
buildingsandtheinhabitedcentres.

•Thesocio-productivesystemhasseentheemergenceandevolution,withcontinuityover
athousand-yearhistory,ofvinegrowing as a basic element of the economy of these
regions.Thedeeprootsofthewineculture,supportedbyfavourableenvironmental
conditions for the cultivation of the vine, have motivated the constant process of
adaptationofanarea throughhuman ingenuity inconstantcontactwith thenatural
elements.Thesuccessionofrollinghillscoveredwithgirapoggio layout vineyards,
extraordinarilyharmoniousandorderlyastorepresentanoutstandingexampleonthe
worldstage,testifiestoabalancebetweenruralhabitatsandurbanspaces.Thehuman
presencecanbeseeneverywhere,butdoesnotappearasanartificialimposition;onthe
contrary,thelandscapeisstructuredasaharmoniousblendofnaturalelementsandrural
towns, hill villages and larger commercial towns. In addition, the widespread
dissemination of vernacular architecture,suchasthoseintendedforthestorageofwine:
the infernotofMonferratoand thecrutinofcalosso.The landscape ismarkedbya
sequence of vineyards, where the vines are located mainly along the contour lines
(girapoggio, aroundthehillock),whoconstantlyrepeateduse isunparalleledonthe
internationallevel.

•Thehighqualityofthewines–allprotectedbyaspecificDOcGrecognition-islinkedto
thepresenceofspecificvarietieshistoricallyattestedinPiedmont(includingBarbera,
MoscatobiancoandNebbiolo),andtothedeepknowledgeofthewine-relatedaptitudes
ofthesevarietiesbywinegrowers,whooverthecenturieshavebeenabletoimprovethe
cultivationandvinificationtechniquesinordertoenhancethepotentialofthelocalheritage
ofvarietiesandproducewinesofanexceptionallevel.Thislevelisguaranteedbythe
strictproductionregulationsofDOcGwines,whichlaydowndetailedrules,fromthe
layoutofthevineyardstothewinemakinginthecellar.Theproductiveorientationbased
exclusivelyonhistoricallyattestedvarieties,givingrisetoadiversifiedwinepalimpsest,
isunmatchedinotherpropertieswithawinemakingvocation,oftendominatedbyvines
ofFrenchoriginandwhichhavenowbecome“international”.Thisisalsolinkedtothe
peculiar pedo-climatic situation, for which the Piedmont property is an absolutely
inimitableunicumonaworldwidelevel:theclimateandthenatureofthesoilsofthearea
meansthatonlyintheseenvironmentscanthespecificvarietiesprovidethatlevelof
qualityandexcellencethathavemadethemfamousthroughouttheworld.Infact,the
indissoluble bond of the environment with the local varieties hasprevented,oratleast
drasticallyreduced,thespreadofPiedmontesevinesintherestofItalyandtheworld.In
particular,grapevarietiessuchasNebbioloandBarberaarenotgrowninotherregions
oftheworld,andwhentheyare,donotproducewinesofequalquality.Infact,despite
several attempts to “imitate” the Piedmont varieties by importing them into other
viticulturalrealities,thesuccesseshavebeenveryrareanddecidedlylesssignificant.

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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3.d Integrity and Authenticity

Integrity

Thevineyard landscapeofPiedmont:Langhe-RoeroandMonferratocoverthecentral
territoryoftheAdministrativeRegionofPiedmont.Theareaismadeupofabroadrange
ofhills,crossedandshapedbysmallriversandstreams.Themajorcommercialcentersare
locatedalongtherivervalleys,buttheentirelandscapeisdenselypopulatedwithvillages,
farmsandsmalltowns.Therelationshipbetweenfarmlandandwoodedareashasvaried
overtime,dependingonthesocio-economiccircumstances.

The property presents all the essential elements for a complete representation of its
values.Overall,thesixcomponentpartsdescribethecomplexityofthecultural,settlement,
architectural,landscapeandproductiveaspectsthroughwhichthecenturies-oldwine-
makingtraditionoftheareaismanifested.

Thesixcomponentshavebeencarefullyselectedinthefirstplaceinordertoobtainavalid
representation of the most important wine areas in terms of cultivation and production,
related to the spread of grape varieties historically grown and characterizing the
Piedmontese viticulture (suchasBarbera,MoscatobiancoandNebbiolo)that produces
world-class wines throughtheuseoftechniquesprovenovertimeandpasseddownfrom
generationtogeneration.These areas preserve important tangible (urban,architectural,
rural)and intangible testimonies of the wine culture. Morespecifically,the“Langaof
Barolo”issignificantforthesocio-productive,landscapeandculturalsystemofBarolo
wine;thecomponent“HillsofBarbaresco”representsthereferenceframeworkforthe
supplychainassociatedwithBarbarescowine;“NizzaMonferratoandBarbera”containsthe
mostimportanttestimoniesforexplainingthesystemrevolvingaroundBarberad’Astiwine;
“canelliandAstiSpumante”representsthecomplexsystemofthesupplychainforAsti
Spumante.Moreover,forthefullrepresentationofthevaluesoftheproperty,twoother
componentshavebeenselectedthatmakespecificcontributionsintermsofthehistoryand
the types ofwine of the area. TheGrinzanecavourcastle is a testimonyof primary
importanceforthewinemakinghistoryoftheproperty,whiletheMonferratoofthe infernot
completesthepalimpsestofvernaculararchitectureintheproperty,asthisareaisawash
inthemadefromcantonistone,avaluablewitnessofanundergroundstructureusedfor
thedomesticstorageofwinebottles.Thetotalityoftheselectedareasthereforerepresents
Piedmont’sviticulturallandscapeofoutstandinguniversalvalue.

Thefunctional integrity ismanifestedprimarilyinthecompleterepresentationofall the
essential phases of the production cycle of wine, from cultivation, to vinification, to
storage and distribution. Infact,thepropertypreservesnumerousexamplesofallstages
ofthesupplychain,specifictoeachproductionsystemselected.
Withregardtothecultivationplaces,thevineyardsarethefirst,mostobvioustestimony
tothateffect,withaverywideextension,whichcontinuesevenoutsidethelimitsofthe
selectedareas.Alsowidelypresentinthepropertyaretheciabot,smallbuildingslocated
inthemiddleofthevineyardthatservetohousethewinemakers’tools.Thefarmsand
ruralhouseholdscompletethepalimpsestofplacesofcultivation,playingaleadingrolein
thedistributionconfigurationofthesettlementgrid.
Theproductionphaseisrepresentedbythewinegrowingestates,thewinecooperativecellars
andoenologicindustriesthataredistributedinvariouswaysthroughouttheproperty,depending
ontheproductionsystemofreference.Theworkingspaceswhichmakeuptheseproduction
companies,firstamongthembeingthecellarswherethewineismade,representthemost
significantwitnessofcenturiesofadaptationoftheworkingspacestotheproductioncycle.
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Thedomesticstoragephaseislaidoutinsideundergroundarchitecturesofavernacular
design,suchasthecrutin andtheinfernot, whicharealsodistributedinvariouswaysin
thecomponentsoftheproperty.
Thedistributionphasetakesplaceeitheratthemanyprivatewineshopsspreadthroughout
theterritoriesorwithinspecificinstitutionalsites,thatis,theRegionalWineShops,theWine
StoresandtheMunicipalwineries.Foracompletedescriptionoftheitemsmentioned,please
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fig.17: The village of Castiglione Falletto
(component 1) preserves a high level of in-
tegrity of the urban structure
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refertothetypologicalinventoryinparagraph2.a.
The functional integrity is also inherent inmany activities, relations and socio-cultural
dynamicsthathavearisenandarerootedinthethemeofwinesuchas,forexample,themany
activitiesofteaching,enjoymentanddisseminationofthewineculture(museums,information
centres,schools,etc.),thetraditionalfestivalsandthedailydisplaysofconviviality.(fig.17)
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Thestructural integrity isgivenbythepermanence of the essential elements structuring
the agricultural landscape,bythepreservation of the functional and morphological
characteristics of the infrastructures and settlements.
Thedeep-rootedwineculturethathascharacterizedthisterritorysinceancienttimes,the
resultoftheexperiencegainedoverthecenturies,isthefirstguaranteeoftheintegrityof
thewinelandscape.Thislandscape,whileevolvingoverthedifferentphasesofithistory,
hasbeenpreservedasacombinationoftwofactors,bothcompetitorsindeterminingthe
imagethathasalwayscharacterizedit.Thefirst,ofastrictlyenvironmentalnature, is
connectedtothehillymorphologyoftheplaces,thesoilcompositionofthelandandthe
shapeandexposureoftheslopes:thecombinationoftheseparticularnaturalconditions
yieldsasubstratewithexcellentcharacteristicqualities,whichhasallowedmansince
ancienttimestoidentifyinthisenvironmentaparticularlyfavourableareaforgrowing
grapesandproducingwine.
The second factor of integrity, this time of an anthropogenic nature, is linked to the
centuries-oldviticulturalvocationthathasrooteditselfinthisareathankstothedifferent
contributionsinthefieldofagronomyandtechnology,andthoserelatedtotheknowledge
offarmingpracticesthatthedifferent“civilizationsofwine”havebroughtintotheselands
andtransmittedovertime.(See2.b“HistoryandDevelopment”).
Inthissense,today’svineyard-coveredlandscapeitselftestifiestotheintegrityofthe
nominatedproperty,sinceontheonehandit represents the outcome of the continuity of
the agricultural/winegrowing usage through the centuries,andontheother it is the result
of a stratification of anthropic elements that have overlapped one another and become
transformed, while remaining coherent witheachother,becausetheyhavealwaysbeen
integratedwiththenaturalelementsandlinkedtothe“wineculture”.

Asregardstheinfrastructuralsystem,integrityisdemonstrated,ontheonehand,bythe
permanence of the ancient road paths. Infact,theinfrastructuralgrid,stratifiedindifferent
historicalperiods,hasalwaysrespectedthepreviouspaths,whichinturnweredictatedby
theshapeoftheterritory.Inrelationtotheintegrityofthesettlementfabric,onecanobserve
howthereisstillacleardifferencebetweenthelargercitiesoftheplain,locatedgenerally
alongthemainroadsorinlandwaterways,andthesmalltownsontheslopesofthehills.
The former are characterized as commercial centres, through which the agricultural
products-andalsothewine-weredisseminated.Theothers,scatteredoverthecountry,
wereandarethelocallandmarksoftheproductionareas.

Descendingtoanarchitecturallevel,itcanbeseenhowtheintegrityisdemonstratedbymany
examples of man-made structures diffused throughout the territory, primarilyinthecastles
andchurches that, together with the vineyards, constitute one of the most evocative
images of these territories. These structures are fully inserted into the context of an
“evolving”landscape:manyfortifiedbuildingsoftheLanghe-RoeroandMonferrato,bornfor
defensivepurposes,wereactuallytransformedovertime,andlosttheirdefensivefunction;
theywereinitiallyconvertedintoresidencesandsubsequently,insomecases,intoseatsof
representationofimportantwineries.Inthesameway,theparishchurcheshavebeenshaped
bysuccessiveinterventions,asinthecaseoftheadditionofsteeplesandBaroquedomeson
existingbuildings,whileretainingthebuilding’scharacterasapolarizingelementofthe
territory,whichisrecognizedtodayaboveallfromthevisualandscenicpointofview.
Similarly,the places of the wine, inthemostvarieddeclinationsinwhichtheycanbe
understoodinthisterritory,constitute an element of integrity linked in a particular way
to the perpetuation of the use of construction techniques and materials that are at its
base as a function of the production cycle. The contemporary cellars are currently
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designedbyconsidering thoseneedsofwineproductionandstorage thathavebeen
highlightedalreadyintheconstructionofcellarsinthenineteenthcentury:thedegreeof
humidity,theregulationofthetemperature,theabsenceofdirectlightarestillresolvedin
mostcasesbyresortingtoundergroundstructures,variouslyarticulated.

The property appears remarkably integral also from the point of view of the visual
relationships andforitsundeniable aesthetic qualities,asdemonstratedbythediversity
ofprestigiousscenicviewsandthesharpnessandvisibilityofitsskylines,characterizedby
profilesofhillscoveredinrowsofvinesandtoppedbythevillageswhosefundamental
characteristicsretracethoseofearlierphases,asshownbythepaintingsandpanoramas
oftheeighteenthandnineteenthcenturies(see“Authenticity”).Theareasselectedtobepart
ofthepropertyrepresentportionsoftheterritorythatarehighlyintegralalsofromthe
aesthetic point of view, having purposely excluded from their perimeters detractory
elementssuchas,forexample,incongruentbuildingmaterialsorproductionfacilitiesthat
donotrespectthetraditionalcharacteristicsofthelandscape.

What ensures the future continuity of the characteristics of integrity of the natural,
anthropogenicandvisualcomponentsoftheLanghe-RoeroMonferratowineareanumberof
safeguarding regulations affecting the area (see5.b“SafeguardingRegulations”),bythe
continuous monitoring activities carriedoutbythecompetentbodiesforthearea(see6.a
“Monitoring”)andbyItaly’s recognized experience in the protection of cultural heritage and
byitswell-establishedtraditioninthefieldofrestorationandconservation.(fig.18)
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fig.18: Vineyards laid “girapoggio” (around
the hillock) near Calosso (component 5)
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Authenticity

The characters that define the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato have
retained their historical and cultural authenticity, and represent the combination, which
took place over the centuries, of innovative experiments and established practices. A
complex range of documentary, bibliographic, and iconographic sources is able to
furnish a rich and differentiated documentation of the importance of winegrowing, and
more in general, of wine culture, in this region since ancient times.

Italy possesses a documentary patrimony that can be considered among the most
importantintheworldbecauseofthequantityandqualityoftheconservedsourceswhich
canbefoundinover130StateArchiveslocatedinthemainurbancentres,intheHistorical
Archivesfoundineverymunicipality,inthecivilLibrariesandinthearchivesandlibraries
ofecclesiasticalorganisations.Thisconstitutesapatrimonyofmaterial,unitedinvarious
waysinenvelopes,bundles,briefs,volumesandregisters,thatisimpossibletoquantifyand
whichincludesavarietyofsinglepaperandancientrolleddocuments,producedfromthe
earlymedievaltothepost-unitaryperiod,thatcannotbecalculated.
Amongthecountlesssources,theprivatearchivesofthePiedmontnobilityandthoseof
the winegrowing companies are of particular interest for the documentation of the
developmentofthewine-cultureastheyconservethememoryoftheproductionprocess,
and of the work places as well as the knowledge that has been passed down from
generationtogeneration.

Land use
Theauthenticityofwinegrowingisduetomanyfactorsthatareplacespecific.The vineyards
of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato area and their land use are a result of centuries of
innovative trials and practices that have taught the monks, farmers and land owners the
most relevant forms of cultivation, taking into account the specific conditions, such as
geomorphology, soil structure, climate, and exposure to sun and wind. Itisthroughtrial
anderrorthatthefarmersinPiedmonthavebeenabletoproducethenumeroustraditional
vineplants,andthegreatdiversityofwinesofhighquality,eachrepresentingthespecificity
ofasite,whichisnormallynotexportabletootherregions.
TheexcellentqualitativecharacteristicsoftheLanghe-RoeroandMonferratosoils,for
example, were already praised by Pliny the Elder (1 century B.c.) and considered
particularly suitable for the cultivation of vines, in particular thanks to the clayey
componentsthatareconcentratedthere(NaturalisHistoria,XVII,3,25).
TheabundanceofthewinegrowingproductioninthisareaintheRomanperiodhasagain
beentestifiedinthewritingsofStrabo,whomentionstheuseofbarrelsforthetransport
ofwine,containerswhich,unliketheamphora,exclusivelymarkthisGallicregion.
The same considerations about the particular  nature of the soils and the excellent
organolepticcharacteristicsconferredtothegrapescanalsobeobtainedfromananalysis
of theworksof theampelographerswho,during theXVIIandXIXcenturies, filled in
manualsanddescriptionsofItalianvineyardsandreservedspecialattentiontothosein
Piedmont.

Atpresent,as a further guarantee of authenticity of the pedological quality of the lands,
detailed production  regulations have been drawn up pertaining to the production of
wine for the recognition of the DOc (Denomination of controlled Origin) and DOcG
(DenominationofcontrolledandGuaranteedOrigin)brands.Asanexample,thecontents
ofarticle4oftheBarberad’Astiregulations,concerningtheRulesonWinegrowingchapter,
arereportedhereafter(seealsoAnnex1):
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Built heritage
The preservation of the material substratum of the site, in its various manifestations
related to urban morphology, agricultural layout, vernacular and monumental built
heritage, is provided by a mix between continuity of use of the structures and of artifacts
and a corpus of legal rules and regulations for protection and safeguarding.
ThevineyardsofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoaretheproductofagradualprocessover
millennia.Theattributesthatidentifythenominatedpropertyincludethebuiltheritage,
suchaschurches,castlesandsettlements,aswellasthestructuresthatareuseddirectly
fortheproductionandstorageofwine.Theoldestofthesestructuresdatebacktothe10th

to14th centuries,andtheyhavebeencomplementedwithothersfrommorerecenttimes,
untilpresentdays.Thesestructureshavebeenincontinuoususeforcenturiesandthey
haveretainedtheirhistoricalauthenticityandtruthfulnessuntiltoday.Thesestructures
includethenumerousfortsandcastles,manyofwhichareofmedievalorigin,althoughthey
havebeensubjectedtoadditionsandmodificationsoverthesubsequentcenturieswhich
arenowrecognisedaspartoftheirhistoricvalue.
Somestructuresareofavernacularnatureandareintimatelyassociatedwiththewine
cultureofthePiedmontregion.Theirarchitectureanddecorativefeaturesofferagenuine
interpretationofthethemesthatareoftenassociatedwithnatureandagriculturalactivities.
Manyexamplesoftheanthropic-culturalcomponentofthelandscape,whichisconstituted
bytheformoftheterritory,fromtheimageofthevinecoveredhills,tosettlementsand
architectonicemergences,canbefoundintheadministrativesources,suchas,forexample,
thedocumentsstoredbyeachmunicipalityintheirhistoricalarchives,whichareusually
keptintheTownHall.Inthiscase,amongotherinformation,thesourcesofferinformation
ontheagriculturaluseofthemunicipalitylandthroughthenotarialdeedsconnectedtothe
buying and selling of land, the minutes of meetings on arguments concerning the
boundariesoftheplotsofland,thecensusandtheregulationsofpublicorder(Statutes,
Ordinativelaws).

Thehistorical maps surelyplayacentralroleinobtainingknowledgeontheVineyard
landscapeinLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoareaandintheanalysisofthestratificationof
theelementsthatcomposetheminrelationshiptotheir integrity.(fig.19)Amongthis
enormouscollectionofdesigns,producedfromthe16th centuryonwards,numerousworks
have focusedon theLanghe-Roero andMonferratobasin, andhave summarised the
distinctivefeaturesofthewinegrowinglandscape:thehills,thevines,thesmalltwisting
roads, and the castles. Another category of drawings of fundamental importance to
recognisethestratificationsofthelandscapeintheLanghe-RoeroandMonferratohistory
isthatofthe“cabrei”,whichbegantospreadinthesecondhalfof17th century.Theyidentify
asetofdocumentsthatweredrawnupaccordingtothewishesofthelargelandowners
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Details:
1.TheenvironmentalandcultivationconditionsofthevineyardsdestinedfortheproductionofthewineofDenomi-
nationoOfcontrolledandGuaranteedOrigin“BarberadelMonferratosuperiore”shouldbethetradtionalconditions
ofthezoneand,however,suitabletoconferthespecificcharacteristicsofqualityforeseenbythepresentregulations
tothegrapesandwine.
2.Inparticolar,thecultivationconditionsofthevineyardsshouldhavetherequirementsmentionedinthefollowing
points:

•soils:clayey, silty, sandy and calcareous soils, in their combinations;
•position:exclusively hilly.Thegroundsonthevalleybottoms,humidonesandthosethatarenotexposedto

sufficientsun;
•altitude:notabove650metresa.s.l.;
•exposition:fittingtoensureasuitablematurationofthegrapes.
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in order to survey their  lands, in order  to  obtain  a correct  economic  and legal
managementofthepatrimony.Thesemapsillustrate,inmaporschematisedprospective
form,thegeographicallayoutoftheproperty,thedelimitationoftheborders,theaccess
roadsandrivers,andthebuildingsgroupedtogetheraccordingtothepatrimonialentity
(“cassina”or“tenimento”),allofwhichweresuppliedwithanalyticaldescriptionsrelative
totheconsistency,thedimensionsandthefinaluseoftheindividualcomponents.(fig.20)

AsourcethatcharacterisestheSavoyterritoryinaratheroriginalmanner,andwhich
howeverrepresentsadistinctiveelementofthesesitesandtheirterritorialidentity,isthe
collectionofmodernlandregistries,whichbegantobedrawnupinthe18th century.The
mapsthathavearriveduntiltodaytranslatethetri-dimensionalstructureoftheterritoryin
flat figures inwhich thebordersof theproperties, the roadnetworks, the rivers, the
buildingsthatmakeupthesettlementsandthoselocatedintheopencountrysidearetraced,
andeachone is identifiedaccording to its typologyclass. It ispossible, through the
cadastralmaps,toverify,forexample,thehistoricalvocationsofthepresenceofvineyards
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fig.19: Historic map of Piedmont by Gio-
vanni Tommaso Borgonio, 15th century (in
Theatrum  Statum Regia Celsitudinis Sabau-
diae Ducis […])

fig.19
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andthepermanenceorchangesthathavetakenplaceintimeandwhichareevidenceof
thetrendsofthenominatedlandscape.

Onthebasisofthesedescriptivecartographies,whichhavebeenprecioussourcesof
informationconcerningthehistoricalstructureofthelandscapeandofthestratificationof
theelementsthathavelittlebylittlecomposedthislandscape,ithasbeenpossibleto
developsomeelaborations,suchasthosereportedinthefollowingfigures.

Thefirst(fig.21)isconcentratedontheurbanmorphologyofoneofthevillagesthatfalls
withintheperimetersofcomponent3(HillsofBarbaresco)andmakesupasequenceof
historicalcarographiesthatdepictthesesequences.Thecomparison,oneaftertheother,
ofthedifferentmaps,startingfromthelandparcelcadastralmapof1756andendingup
withthecurrenttechnicalrepresentations,highlight the permanency, through the years,
of the medieval plant of the inhabited centre, arranged on the crest and developed along
the principle road and culminating with the architectonic emergence of the defence
tower.  The image of the village on the summit, polarised around the tower and
surrounded by vineyards was already immortalised in a view from the end of the
Nineteenth century in a work of Clemente Rovere.

Asecondelaboration(fig.22)insteadconcernsthecultivationlayoutofthelandscapeofthe
Barbarescomunicipalityterritoryanditproposesacomparisonofthesituationatthe
beginningoftheNineteenthcentury–documentedbytheFrenchcadastralSociety(1812)
-withthecurrentversion–describedbymeansoforthophotocartography(2006).The
mosaic of land uses in 1812, compared with the present situation, makes it possible to
understand the transformation processes that have taken place throughout the territory,
whichweretriggeredbytheeconomictrendandtherepercussionsonagricultureinthe
Barbarescoterritory.
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fig.20: "Cabreo" (historical private map) of
the 16th century: note the different crops, in-
cluding vineyards
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fig.21a/fig21f   : elaboration on the urban
morphology of the village of Barbaresco
(component 3)

Historical maps showing the structure of the
village of Barbaresco: 

a: Cadastre of 1756

b: French Cadastre of 1812

c: Map of the IGM (Geographic Military In-
stitute) of the 1889

d: Current mapping showing the historical
settlement

e: Barbaresco roadside settlement

f: The medieval tower: a landmark between
vineyard

a b
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Thewinegrowingvocationof these lands is fully recognisableat thispoint,witha
consistentpresencecomparedtoothercultivations;thispreponderancehadalready
beenshowninthecadastralRegistersofthepreviouscenturies.Themosaicnature
ofthepresentlanduses,whichhasbeencompletedaccordingtothesamecategories
thatarepresentinthekeyoftheFrenchcadastralRegister,makesitpossibletoverify
whichtransformationprocesseshaveaffectedtheterritory,andtoestablishtheimpact
ontheperceptionofthepresentlandscapeofthislowLanghearea.Itappearsevident
howthepercentageofgrounddestinedforwinecultivationhasincreasedconsiderably,
abovealltothedetrimentofthoseareasthatwerepreviouslyoccupiedbygrassand
othercultivations.Areadingofthedynamicsoftransformationofthedesignofthe
agriculturalparcelsinsteadshowshowthebearingstructureoftheparcelshasremained
unchangedasfarasthematrixlines,inotherwords,theprinciplesub-divisionsin
grand parcels, are concerned, while phenomena of progressive fractioning of the
property,oftenatthesametimeasthepassagesfromafielddestinationtoavineyard,
towhichreferencewasmadebefore,occurredlateron.Itispossibletoobservehow
thefabricofthepropertiesisconditionedbytheorographyoftheterritory,followingthe
conformation,aboveall in theareasdestined forvineyards,where the typologyof
“girapoggio”planning,thatis,paralleltothecurves,hasbeenconserved;theadvantage
ofthistypologyisthatofcontributingtothecontroloftheterrainandofpreventing
landslidephenomena.Itshouldbenotedthatthissystemcommonlycalledgirapoggio
(aroundthehillock),is designed to foster the continued employment of humans and
animals (cows,horses)anditisimportanttolimittheeffectsoferosionandingeneral
goodlandmanagement.Anotherimportantfactoristogivetheopportunitytomakea
selectioninthevineyardasafunctionofelevationandpointtoexcellentwinesinthe
vineyardandwithlittleeffort.

Theintegrityofthestructuresthatcharacterisethenominatedterritorythemost,that
is, the wine sites, can also be authenticated, among the other sources, from the
architecture manuals of the mid-Nineteenth Century, forexample,“Wallconstruction
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fig.22a fig.22b fig.22c

fig.22a: Cadastre of the Municipality of Bar-
baresco (1812)

fig.22b: Land use of the Municipality of Bar-
baresco – current situation

fig.22c: Land use of the Municipality of Bar-
baresco – elaboration from the Cadastre of
1812
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detailsandbuildingfinishings”,whichwaspublishedinTurinin1885byMussoand
copperi.Amongthenumerousthemesdealtwithinthesevolumes,thedescriptionsof
thearchitectonicandconstructivecharacteristicsofthewinecellars,andwineplaces
ingeneral,canalsobefound.Thesedescriptionsdemonstrate how such buildings
grew and developed around the requirements of a production  cycle  that  gradually
becomes perfect. Precise solutions are given concerning the construction of the
premisesdestinedforthestorageofthevats,andinstructionsaregivenunderlining
thenecessityofconnectingthisareawiththeothersinordertofavourtherational
organisationofthetransformationofthegrapes.

Wine culture
Authenticity of “wine culture” is ensured by the permanence of the “knowledge” that
has been passed down through the centuries, and which is documented in evidence
of various kinds.
TheidentityoftheLanghe-RoeroandMonferratovineyardlandscapeisthereforefirmly
anchoredinthecultureofwine,whichbegantobedevelopedintheseterritoriesright
backfromthebeginningsofthecultivationofthegrapevine.The present day wine
production process in fact represents the result of a development of knowledge that
has matured over the years, inwhich the times and acts that govern the various
operationshavenotchangedsubstantially,buthaveinsteadsimplyassumedadequate
capacitiesandmaterialforthedifferenthistoricalmoments.
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fig.23

fig.23: Parade for the harvest in Santo Ste-
fano Belbo (component 5), 1951 (Archives
“Cantina Sociale Terrenostre”)
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TheworksequenceintheVineyardhasremainedunchangedaccordingtoacalendarand
acyclethatisconditionedtoagreatextentbytheseasonsandtheclimate,anditrepresents
aconstantelementinthehistoryoftheseterritories.Duringthewineharvest-whose
commencement date has been regulated right back fromMedieval times in order to
guaranteehomogeneityandqualityofthefinishedproduct–thegrapeshavealwaysbeen
collectedbyhandanddepositedinacontainerwhichiscarriedtotheendoftherows;the
variouscontainersarethentransportedtothecellars.Thisprocedurehasnotchangedover
theyears:theharvestingisstilldonemanually,butthecontainersandthetransportmeans
havechanged.Thewickerbaskets,whichwereusedupuntilplasticmaterialwasinvented,
havebeensubstitutedbyboxes.However,wickerbasketscanstilleasilybefound,notonly
becausetheycanbeobservedinlocalmuseums,butalsobecausetheyareonshowinthe
winegrowingcompanycellars.cartsarenolongerusedtotransportthegrapes,now
tractorsareused.
Thesubsequentsequenceofoperations,fromtheweighingtothepressingandtothe
fermentation,havealsomaintainedthosecharacteristicswhich,overthecenturies,have
provedtobethemostsuitabletoguaranteetheproductionofexcellentwines.However,the
delicate process of fermentation no longer takes place in wooden vats, but in steel
autoclaves.

Furthermore,the literature of the 20th century also highlights the authenticity of the
strong roots to the territory that has always tied the men who have lived here to this
landscape, asclearlyemergesfromthewritingsofcesarePavese,DavideLajoloand
BeppeFenoglio,tomentionjustafewofthemostfamous.Theirstoriestakethereaderto
thedimensionoftimepassing,markedbytheworkinthevineyardsandthevillagefestivals,
andtheydescribetheevents,oftenautobiographical,ofcharacterswhoareinseparably
connectedtothewinecultureandtowine,because,asstillhappenstoday,thereisalways
someoneineveryfamilywhopersonallyownsavineyardorwho,insomeway,isconnected
tothewineproductionchain.
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fig.24: Drawing published in Il nostro patri-
monio. I bambini raccontano le Langhe, il
Monferrato e il Roero, (Our heritage. Chil-
dren tell the Langhe, Monferrato and
Roero), Torino 2009

fig.24
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Thisconnection,whichhasbeennarratedbycontemporarywriters,isalsoaguaranteefor
the future integrity of the landscape, while the knowledge of the roots that have
contributed to forming the present identity of the inhabitants is a value that is
transmitted to new  generations. Thiscanbedemonstratedbythecollectionofdrawings
andcompositionsdrawnupbythepupilsoftheprimary,secondaryandnurseryschools
in the municipalities participating in the nomination, who, through their sincere and
immediate impressionshaveexpresseda territory that isrich inhistoryandtradition
(fig.24).Theessentialcharacteristicsofthelandscapeclearlyemergefromtheirdrawings
andthesecanbeusedtodemonstratetheintegrityoftheperceptiveaspectsoftheterritory
thatisparticipatinginthenomination:themostfrequentlyencounteredimageisofthe
hillscoveredintidyrowsofvinesinwhichitispossibletoseethebunchesofgrapes.The
useofcolourplaysanessentialroleinthedrawingsofthechildrenofallages,andit is used
with spontaneity to  describe the passing of time and the succession of the seasons. The
schoolpupils’storiesinsteadareoftencentredonthemostrepresentativemomentsofthe
vineyardworkorthetransformationofthegrapes,andtheharvestingofwinepressingis
oftenmentionedinthenurseryrhymesandinthepoetryoftheyoungauthors.
Theexchangebetweentheoldandnewgenerationshasbeenfundamentalforthedrawing
upofthebook,ashasbeenthetransmissionofthematerialandimmaterialvaluesofthis
landscape:ahandingoverwhichwillallowtheLangh-RoeroandMonferratovineyard
landscapetocontinuealongitstransformationpath,retracingthestepsofthecenturyold
traditionofwineintheselands.
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«...You too are the hill, the stony path, the game in the fields and
you know the vineyard that is silent at night...»
(C. PAVESE, “La terra e la morte”)
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4.a Present state of conservation

The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyard landscape is generally in a good state of con-
servation. The continuous work carried out on the vineyards by farmers, combined with the
sensitivity of residents towards their landscape heritage and the presence of local author-
ities intent on protecting the territory, has made it possible for the landscape to be pre-
served over time, with all its fundamental features, in spite of its continuous evolution.
Each layer that has enriched the territorial layout over the centuries has in fact always in-
troduced itself in the surrounding environment in a harmonious way. It is possible to state
that the strong “culture of wine” has always characterised the areas in the property, and has
guaranteed the vineyard landscape’s state of conservation, in spite of changing conditions.
In this sense, a lot of conservation, enhancement and regeneration projects that have been
carried out within the nominated property. The many plans and projects for landscape con-
servation drafted and implemented at a regional, provincial and municipal level are listed
and briefly described in section 5.d.

The property has preserved the close physical, visual and functional relationship be-
tween human and natural environments; this tie has been maintained thanks to wine pro-
duction practices – developed with an eye to both continuity and innovation – which have
guaranteed the conservation of numerous material artefacts on the site: vineyard areas,
settlements, infrastructural network and buildings which still define an unspoilt system in
all its components (fig.1). 
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As far as the state of conservation of natural components is concerned, these have never
been subjected to factors that could threaten their conservation; since the geological ori-
gins of the hillside basin, neither considerable phenomena of environmental change nor rel-
evant alterations by Man have been recorded. After all, the environmental layout is closely
tied to the fortunes of the wine industry in the area, the reason why Man, well aware of this
important connection, has always attempted to conserve those conditions that are naturally
favourable for growing grapes.
The absence of high-impact phenomena has helped maintain the morphology of the land-
scape, which is still noted for its hills that boast slopes of varying steepness, which branch
out from valley areas. 

National legislation and territorial planning instruments ensure the conservation of the main
environmental components, such as the water system, woods and species of fauna and flora.

The state of the environment is periodically subjected to checks and verifications carried
out by specialised organisations, such as the IPLA (Institute for Woody Plants) and the
ARPA (the Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment), which guarantee the
maintenance of its optimal conditions; the former mainly deals with aspects tied to the
planning of soil resources and forest assets, while the second periodically monitors factors
such as air and water quality (see chapter 6).
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fig.1: Main components of vineyard land-
scape. In this picture: landscape of Bar-
baresco (component 3)
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The state of conservation of vineyard areas in the nominated landscape is still extremely
high, in that they are continuously subjected to maintenance work by farmers, who inter-
vene with a precise cycle of operations that has been passed down from generation to gen-
eration. In fact, each vineyard periodically undergoes normal maintenance procedures,
which involve such activities as the removal of plants infected with diseases, the repair of
supports and the maintenance of ditches, drains and irrigation plants (fig.2). 

Emergency maintenance work is occasionally carried out, usually after damages caused by
particular types of weather phenomena (hails or freezing temperatures).
Constant maintenance work has therefore guaranteed the long-term conservation of these
vineyards, both from a production and a formal-visual point of view. The rigorously horizon-
tal alignment of rows, all grown to the same height, in keeping with grape growing traditions,
is a visual component of primary importance for the image of the Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato landscape, which is also greatly enhanced by the variable size of vineyard lots (fig.3). 
Finally, one should mention the extraordinary state of conservation of the many ancient
cart roads, which always run at right-angles to the rows, and which are maintained with spe-
cial care as they are still used today for transporting agricultural vehicles: small, dirt roads
that perfectly match the surrounding vineyards, they also contribute to highlight the geo-
metric shape and order of the many different vineyard lots.

National and regional protection laws and the regulations that derive from territorial gov-
ernment instruments at different levels (see section 2b) are not the only factors that help
guarantee the good state of conservation of these vineyards over time. In fact, the Policies
for protecting wine products oblige farmers to maintain the typical environmental and cul-
tivation conditions of the area. Regulations that are always found in these Policies, for ex-
ample, concern the order of the plants, growing methods and pruning systems which must
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fig.2

fig.2: The ongoing maintenance activities
carried out by a skilled worker.
(component 4)
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always be in keeping with tradition. And there’s more: the Asti DOCG Policy, for example,
demands that “only those vineyards that are located on the top of hills, preferably chalk or
chalk-clay and in full sun, are to be considered suitable for enrolment in the list mentioned
at article 10 of law no. 164/1992, while vineyards planted in land at the bottom of the val-
ley or on the plains, in light or humid soil, are to be excluded. It should be stressed that this
significantly aids the conservation of vineyard areas located in the nominated property.
The specific conservation of vineyards is also kept under control by associations or re-
search centres which carry out studies and experiments that can offer a diagnostic and/or
forecasting aid against diseases that strike vines. The Vignaioli piemontesi wine-makers’ as-
sociation - the largest organisation of wine producers in Italy, which has its headquarters
in Asti - is very active in this sense. This organisation, taking advantage of technical-sci-
entific partnerships with universities and specialised institutions, has conducted numerous
investigations in this field.
Nevertheless, as already mentioned on several occasions, all the planning strategies in-
volving the territory are usually particularly careful to protect the vineyard component of the
landscape, as it is a characteristic and unique expression of local identity (see section 5.d).

As far as the state of conservation of the settlement component is concerned, urban cen-
tres are generally in a good state of conservation; in fact, their long history, their enlarge-
ment and successive transformations have not compromised the character of their original
urban (fig.4a-b) and architectural features. For decades, the State and other competent or-
ganisations have focused on maintaining them. 
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fig.3: Note the landform regularly marked by
the geometry of the lots and the rigorous
alignment of the rows obtained by the con-
tinuous work of man on the basis on tradi-
tional practices (in this picture component 1)

fig.3

fig.4a-b: The village of Castiglione Falletto
(component 1) on a picture of the second
half of the XX century (a) and on a recent
photo (b): the layout of the village has been
preserved

fig.4bfig.4a
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Therefore one can still clearly identify, among the types of urban settlements visible today,
the late Roman and late medieval castra on higher land; medieval urban centres, among
which the villenove stand out, with their typical geometric layout; and the nineteenth-cen-
tury enlargements of larger urban centres in a “modern” style. 
At the same time, we can still clearly recognise in the area’s modern-day infrastructural net-
work both the traces of the territory’s organisation in different historical periods (from the
medieval parcelling of lots into medium and small properties that has survived until mod-
ern times), and the area’s historic roads which, together with settlements, constitute sig-
nificant elements of permanence in the nominated landscape: from the historical road
network, which was then traced over by modern high speed traffic arteries, from the large
Roman commercial centres located in the plains, to the multitude of small villages perched
on hilltops.

As for architectural components, it is possible to state that the different monumental ex-
amples that have accompanied the development of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vine-
yard landscape are generally well preserved.
Even in the case of buildings or complexes constructed in waves or layers, as is often the
case for castles or religious buildings, not only are the features of the original phases al-
ways clearly evident, but also the transformations and enlargements that have taken place
over the centuries, which in fact constitute an added value to the site’s landscape, as they
demonstrate the passage of history in the area.
As far as castles are concerned, these are a truly distinctive element of the vineyard land-
scape of this part of Piedmont. The features belonging to various different eras are well pre-
served and visible – both as far as their shape and their materials are concerned - in the
different buildings located throughout the territory. One can therefore identify the most an-
cient castles, such as the thirteenth-century castle of Barolo (component 1), which rises
from a rectangular base that follows the morphological shape of the site. Other construc-
tion stages were built on to the first according to eighteenth-century tastes and then to
those of the late nineteenth century when, although the original layout of the building was
maintained, a new look was given to the facade and to the furnishings inside that are still
visible today (fig.5). 
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fig.5: The Castle of Barolo (component 1)
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In more general terms, the majority of fortified buildings demonstrate the simultaneous
presence of medieval elements tied to defence – such as towers, battlements and curtains
– and visual and functional elements tied to agricultural and residential activities – cellars,
labourers’ cottages, open galleries and gardens. In many cases, in fact, a building’s visibly
different architectural phases are combined with its continued use over time: the castle of
Barolo, for example, which was at the centre of the area’s wine production in the past, is
now the home of the Wine Museum (fig.6). 

One should not forget the leading role played by religious buildings throughout the terri-
tory, which have always been considered focal points for the Christian community; reli-
gious, and often even political, meeting places (church halls and porches were the sites of
political gatherings during the entire medieval period and into modern times), these reli-
gious buildings still form a widespread network of extremely varied historic buildings: from
Romanesque to Baroque parish churches, the religious architecture of the Langhe-Roero
and Monferrato bears witness to changes in taste and in the criteria which lay at the heart
of different historical phases.
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fig.6: The recent creation of the Wine Mu-
seum at the Castle of Barolo involved 30 ex-
perts and scholars engaged in the design of
spaces and the definition of content: archi-
tects, experts in museum studies, histori-
ans, archaeologists, wine makers, scholars
of the history and traditions of the Langhe,
experts in music, literature and cinema have
contributed to the preservation and en-
hancement of the old building and popular-
izing the culture of wine

fig.6
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Apart from these very important monuments, recognised by political and religious history
and by the history of architecture in Piedmont, one should not forget the many examples
of rural architecture, which range from the large agricultural businesses which were de-
signed to be true rural settlements (fig.7), to the smallest ciabot (fig.8), which were obvi-
ously cared for if one considers their state of conservation, as well as the numerous and
specific studies and guidelines that have focused on this topic (see below).

Finally, the immense heritage of historic-artistic buildings spread throughout the territory
also proves a tangible record of the role wine production has had over the centuries in this
area: the presence of vine branches, bunches of grapes and rustic scenes in the terracotta
or painted decorative or pictorial features still preserved in the castles, churches and farm-
houses of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is significant (fig.9a-b). 
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fig.9a-b: Vines and bunches of grapes used in
decorative repertoire reflecting the importance
of the wine culture also in the various art
forms preserved on the Property.
a: fresco in the castle of Barolo (component 1)
b: plaster in Nizza Monferrato (component 4)

fig.8

fig.9a fig.9b

fig.7-8: Examples of rural architecture: “Mi-
rafiore and Fontanafredda” wide royal wine
producing firm (7), a small “ciabot” near La
Morra (8). Both within component 1

fig.7
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The continued state of conservation and good condition of architectural buildings is
guaranteed by the maintenance work and the continuous monitoring activities carried out
by the regional offices of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities (local offices of the
Ministry which carry out the institutional tasks of protection and enhancement of the cul-
tural heritage both private and public within a specific territory)and the competent organ-
isations located in the area, the same organisations which, through their different types of
planning procedures, also guarantee the conservation of settlement and infrastructural
components of the landscape. As far as these planning instruments are concerned, the
reader can refer to section 5.d; we can make particular reference here to the Recovery Plans
of a public nature (P.R.I.pu) and private nature (P.R.I.pr), foreseen by urban planning leg-
islation as an instrument of an executive nature that implements the regulations of PRGC
General Town Planning schemes concerning the regeneration of existing building assets;
these plans also include the restoration, conservative repair and renovation of buildings.
Many municipalities have also adopted a Colour Plan, a project designed to revive the image
of urban areas, which regulates the proper use of colour, cleaning and restoration work on
facades, or parts of facades, and on street furniture (fig.10). 

Finally, it should be remembered that many monuments are listed (see section 5.b and in-
ventory of cultural heritage at annex 13) and for this reason in order to carry out any kind
of renovation or restoration work on these buildings, one must first secure authorisation
from the Regional Board of the Ministry of Architectural and Landscape Heritage. This au-
thorisation is granted following a careful examination of the submitted planning permission
request. This guarantees that all work will have a uniform nature and also guarantees their
compatibility with the building’s original plan and with the surrounding environment. The
same offices of the Ministry also intervene directly on buildings of particular value, using
specific state funds (see 5.d).
Over the last few years, there has been a noticeable increase in sensitivity towards, and
greater awareness of the conservation of historic architectural assets, both as an expres-
sion of local identity and as a means of attracting tourists. Numerous restoration projects
have therefore been conducted, by different public bodies, even on buildings that have
been converted for different purposes, in order to promote and enhance the culture of wine
production. A significant example of this is the Castle of Grinzane Cavour, which has un-
dergone extensive restoration work in order to host the Langhe Museum (see section 2.a.2). 
The restoration projects that have been conducted on architectural assets have been iden-
tified and described in many studies and guidebooks, which have also been realised by ter-
ritorial organisations using the technical-scientific contribution of specialists in the sector.
Many of these documents – which, as far as general guidelines are concerned, refer to the
best conservative methodological standards at a national and international level – focus
on these very restoration procedures affecting rural buildings (fig.11a-b). In particular, as
regards the nominated area, one should mention the Guidelines for restoration work on
traditional agricultural buildings (the Bassa Langa and Roero areas) and the Guidelines for
construction work on buildings in the territorial area of the Municipalities of the Barolo As-
sociation (see 5.d). The borough council of Asti then drafted the “Landscape code for the
rural territory of the Municipality of Asti”, an operative instrument which serves as a guide
for restoration work on traditional agricultural buildings (rustici, or country cottages) and
the proper use of land. All of these manuals analyse building types and traditional building
materials in a detailed manner in order to propose a range of case studies of suitable al-
terations that can be carried out on buildings. 
In the above context, there is a particular emphasis on landscape and environmental com-
patibility on vernacular buildings. These are, in fact, a priceless heritage which must be pro-
tected, as evidence of the social and cultural life of the territory. This need for protection and
conservation is achieved through a careful design of interventions to the materials used and
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fig.10: Example of Colour Plan: "folder of
colors" agreed with 16 colors after multiple
analysis on buildings

fig.11a-b: Simulations to mitigate the visual
impact of industrial buildings located mostly
on the valley floor

fig.10

fig.11a

fig.11b
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the construction methods, with aim of minimizing the impact on the landscape and environ-
mental issues (choice of local materials, restoration compatible with the architecture of the
place, study of landscape context in which the interventions have to be placed, adoption of
techniques with low environmental impact, etc...). In particular, the typology of infernot is
subject to specific attention from the Municipalities of the component 6 “the Monferrato of
the Infernot”. In fact, they have adopted within their own building regulations specific arran-
gements for safeguarding this kind of vernacular heritage (see section 5.b).

As far as the construction of new buildings in the nominated vineyard landscape is con-
cerned, they have usually been placed in the surrounding landscape in a harmonious man-
ner, through a wise use of building techniques and materials that are compatible with
pre-existing buildings. Regione Piemonte, however, has also drawn up a series of guide-
lines, added as an enclosure in the Regional Landscape Plan (PPR), concerning this aspect
(see 5.b). Guidance for the landscape quality of settlements – good practices for building
design, which was drawn up by the Faculty of Architecture of the Polytechnic of Turin, con-
tains a series of recommendations and concrete examples for the design of new residen-
tial estates and production-commercial-service buildings (see 5.d).
One should also keep in mind that the expansion of buildings does not occur in a casual
manner, but following the provisions included in territorial urban planning instruments,
which are periodically reviewed by local authorities.
However, in some production areas, it is possible to find buildings that sometimes inter-
fere – from a visual point of view - with the landscape; these are often warehouses built in
the last few decades which are tied to wine production, as, for example, in the Moscato area
(see 4.b). Even though these buildings are usually located in valleys – and therefore far
from the hillside vineyards – the mitigation of their visual impact is an issue that has been
dealt with for years both by Regione Piemonte and by the provincial governments of
Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo. In fact, only recently a study entitled Safeguarding the Rural
Landscape: Problems and Good Practices, which examines the issue of applying camou-
flage operations to production plants located at the bottom of the Barolo valley of the Barolo
area, was drafted (see 5.d). 

The property as a whole is the subject of an accurate landscape regeneration plan fi-
nanced by Regione Piemonte, which has also been included in the Management Plan. The
Environmental enhancement project of the Langhe territory uses component 1 as a sam-
ple area, and has the aim of regulating the future development of urban and industrial areas
and of evaluating mitigation projects for buildings located along roads running across val-
leys. The results that will be obtained from the sample area shall then be repeated and ap-
plied (and modified according to the environmental context), to the area of Monferrato as
well (see Management Plan).

The determination to conserve the visual aspects of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
landscape is demonstrated by some praiseworthy elimination projects which demolished
buildings that interfered with the surrounding landscape. In the Municipality of Coazzolo
(buffer zone), for example, a warehouse that was situated on the top of a hill and which in-
terfered with the skyline of Monferrato’s vineyard hills was recently demolished (fig.12a-b).
The intervention concerned the elimination of a warehouse that was built some years ago,
with the frame in reinforced concrete and the covering in asbestos, and which had been
placed on one of the Asti Spumante vineyard hills. Thanks to the interest of the “Landscape
re-harmonisation laboratory” Association and to the awareness campaign that followed it,
it was possible to conduct an action which, even though circumscribed to a portion of the
territory, has an important symbolic value: the warehouse was sold, dismantled and, for the
parts that could be re-used, reconstructed in a more suitable zone by the new owner, in an
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industrial area in the Cuneo zone 40 km away. The association, after the success of this first
intervention, has become active in promoting new protection works and in particular in en-
couraging the diffusion of the culture of camouflage to restore the correct integrity to the
panoramic views of the territory disturbed by structures that are not considered compati-
ble with the values of the landscape.

4.b. Pressures acting on the site

The vineyard landscape which is applying for inclusion in the UNESCO World Heritage List
as a serial site is a territory where elements of a very different nature coexist; this charac-
teristic, and in particular the way the six component parts are distributed, sometimes rel-
atively far from each other, in part influences the analysis of what pressures affect the
property, both in terms of scale and variety.

(i) Development pressures 

As has occurred almost everywhere else in the world, the development model that evolved
in Italy up to a few decades ago often dedicated very little attention to the environment and
natural resources. In fact, advances in production activities, on an industrial scale, created here
– as elsewhere – an impact that was, at times, quite unsustainable in this area. However, un-
like other regions in Italy, Piedmont has always been particularly sensitive to the issue of sus-
tainability; the attention paid to this aspect, and the control exercised, ensured that no
particular problems in terms of development pressures ever emerged at a regional level. 
The vineyard landscapes involved in the nomination are undoubtedly urbanised areas, and
even subject to significant entrepreneurial business activity, but in general neither urban de-
velopment nor the presence of commercial and production activities seem to have had a
negative impact on them. In fact, as already mentioned on several occasions, the evolution
of this agricultural landscape has always been characterised by this harmonious cohabita-
tion of new elements tied to production with more ancient, or in any case traditional ones
– whether human or natural in origin.
In spite of this, it is still possible to find, in some areas, isolated elements of an architec-
tural and/or infrastructural nature– created by the requirements of modernisation that the
wine production process, like others, has required over the years – which disturb the area
from a visual point of view. Indeed, over the last few decades, particularly in the 1960s and
1970s, many requests for the development of production areas were authorised in the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato areas. Therefore, the number and size of buildings set aside
for wine production and handling increased; not only were existing cellars enlarged, but new
buildings, including factories (usually warehouses), often of enormous size compared to
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the minute objects that characterise the vineyard landscape, were constructed.
However, the attention of local authorities and above all the sensitivity of the resident pop-
ulation were enough to keep such situations sufficiently under control, leaving a landscape
that is decidedly attractive when considered as a whole. Furthermore, the risk created by
such development pressures has almost disappeared in that the enlargement or construc-
tion of new production plants is no longer authorised in areas of landscape value. In fact,
as already mentioned in the previous section (and described in more detail in section 5b),
there are more legislative and planning instruments used for the safeguarding of the land-
scape today and, above all, they are more effective. In addition to this, the area’s sensitiv-
ity towards the inherent values of the vineyard landscape is generally higher.
As far as communications and transport infrastructure is concerned, most of the existing
road systems in the nominated area lie along historical routes (see section 2.b) and mod-
ern high traffic arteries (such as the motorway that will join Asti to Cuneo) are obviously
located in the plains and do not interfere with the hillside wine production areas.

- Specific risks for wine production
The modernisation of production techniques, above all those that occurred in the second
half of the last century, has in some cases influenced the conservation of vineyard areas,
in particular those in component 6 “Monferrato of the Infernot”, where, during that time, a
consistent reduction in the areas devoted to growing vines was recorded. The abandonment
of the countryside started after the Second World War, when farmers preferred to become
employees and commute to the cities (it should be pointed out that Turin is relatively close
to this area). In addition to this phenomenon, one should remember the crisis that affected
the production of Grignolino – a typical wine of this area –in the last few years but which
has been revived in recent times. 
In this context, we must remember that the farms have experienced a demographic trend
not always continuous. As already mentioned, over the last three centuries, these farm buil-
dings have attracted the attention of farmers (XVIII-XIX century), then forced for socio-
economic issues to move to the large urban centers where industries guaranteed some
source of income. From the twenty-first century, this process registers an important tur-
naround, with a return to the campaign even by the younger generations, and with a gro-
wing interest in the rehabilitation of farms, as demonstrated by recent censuses on building
rural. It therefore follows that the depopulation of farms is not a matter of concern for the
nominated site but, on the contrary, these buildings can be an opportunity for cultural and
economic enhancement of the territory.

However, it is necessary to point out that, in order to face the phenomenon of “vineyard
abandonment ”, specific Regulations and support provisions for the wine-producing sec-
tor have been issued. These derive from European community agricultural policies, ac-
cording to heading II (Agriculture) of the treaty that instituted the European Community. The
most important provisions are contained in EC 1234/2007 regulations on the common or-
ganisation of agricultural markets, which also provides specific provisions for some prod-
ucts (commonly indicated as the OCM single regulation) and in EC regulation 1698/2005
on the support of rural development by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Develop-
ment (EAFRD).
In particular, specific measures supporting the wine production sector are contained in
section IV ter (Support programmes in the wine production sector) of the OCM single reg-
ulation. These measures, which are supported by the European Agricultural Guarantee Fund
(EAGF), foresee the assignment of suitable financial resources to Member States to be ear-
marked for national programmes. The 2009-2013 Italian programme in force, apart from
containing measures inherent to the production and sale of wine products, also includes
measures directed towards the replanting and improvement of vineyard management tech-
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niques, measures which are very relevant for wine production in Piedmont.
In addition to the operations financed by the aforementioned measures, there are others that
are financed as part of the Rural Development Programme to which EC regulation
1698/2005 refers. In fact, Regione Piemonte’s 2007-2013 rural development programme,
co-financed with EC, national and regional resources, foresees numerous support meas-
ures for vine growers and wine producers. Among the grants available, it is worth men-
tioning those provided for:
• the professional training and education of young farmers;
• improvements in the environment and rural spaces;
• compensation for farmers working in particularly unfavourable mountain areas;
• the application of integrated production techniques and organic production;
• the maintenance and/or creation of agricultural-ecosystem elements, prinicipally for en-
vironmental and landscape purposes;
• measures for improving the quality of life in rural areas and encouraging diversification
in the rural economy;
• the promotion of innovation (the modernisation of agricultural businesses, the transfor-
mation and sale of products, cooperation for the development of new products, processes
and technologies);
• improvements in production and product quality (participation in food quality systems, in-
formation and promotion activities on products covered by food quality systems).

(ii) Environmental pressures

The analysed territory does not show evidence of any particular environmental pressures
that could constitute a threat to the vineyard landscape. Piedmont is definitely not subject
to climatic changes, much less desertification.
As far as air pollution is concerned, the recorded values are on the whole low, and com-
parable with those of agricultural territories with a limited human presence.

- Erosion
The only topic which would seem to require a proper in-depth study is that of soil erosion,
which could cause instability along hill slopes; indeed, such dynamics involve a part of the
nominated territory. It is however worth remembering that these are natural phenomena of
ancient origin: in fact the historic nature of the effects of these natural events on the land-
scape are generally considered to be a natural factor for shaping the land, and an evolu-
tionary factor affecting the landscape, creating characteristic features of the area. For
example, consider the famous and much-admired ravines typical of the Barbaresco area,
which are also mentioned in tourist guides. 
In fact, the morphology of the nominated territory has evolved thanks to a combination of
the area’s geological characteristics and to the effect of natural soil erosion caused by rain,
which creates streams that have resulted in the sedimentation of debris on valley floors.

Therefore, although it does not constitute a situation that can be defined as “at risk”, pub-
lic authorities pay special attention to erosion prevention and have supported the imple-
mentation of sustainable mitigation projects that involve the wine production sector and
which include an adequate arrangement of vines – preferably planted in a “girapoggio” lay-
out (fig.13), where drainage ditches run at right angles to the slope – and also proper farm-
ing procedures, in terms of type and frequency. 
It should be emphasised how solutions of this kind, which reduce or even eliminate the pos-
sible risks for the landscape, derive from the conspicuous and significant heritage of knowl-
edge and ancient expertise that the farmers themselves have passed down from generation
to generation (see section 2.a and 3.d).
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Nevertheless, cases of erosion, which have generally increased throughout Italy in the last
few decades, also due to an increase in the erosive nature of rainfall, which involves more
frequent intense downpours and extreme events following each other in close succession,
are constantly monitored by ARPA – the Regional Agency for the Protection of the Envi-
ronment – which conducts activities in the following fields:
• increasing understanding, with the aim of highlighting not only the phenomena already
under way – that differ from “historical” ones – but also all the elements necessary to fore-
cast potential phenomena. All the data is gathered and arranged in a specific geological
IT system that is available online (http://webgis.arpa.piemonte.it);
• the forecasting, through numerous projects which aim to forecast the type, location and/or
timing of processes connected to slope activities and to river-stream activities;
• monitoring, implemented through the Regional Control Network of Landslide Movements
(RERCOMF) which uses specific measurement instruments. 
On the basis of these activities, ARPA supplies the elements and instruments useful for pre-
vention, intended as the implementation of a set of actions (repair work, practical regulations,
constraints, etc) which aim to ensure the appropriate use of the territory to prevent or slow
down the effect of natural hazards. ARPA therefore provides guidelines that help in territorial
planning, intervenes directly on the territory with construction design and surveillance and of-
fers consultancy services to local authorities (cf. http://www.arpa.piemonte.it).

Specific risks affecting vineyards
As far as climate is concerned, the only factor worth mentioning that can affect vineyards,
but only in terms of production and not landscape condition, is hail. But, again in this case,
expert farmers are always careful to adopt adequate prevention and mitigation systems.

Vineyards are a form of cultivation which is subject to significant dangers of a biological
nature. However, today vine diseases have a greater effect on production than on the land-
scape, as the risk of large epidemics – which in the past could cause substantial reductions
in vineyard surface area – has now been overcome (see section 2.b). 

Detalis:
Until the appearance of yellowing caused by diseases towards the end of the 1990s, plant health problems
in the Langa and Monferrato areas were basically caused by fungal diseases, infestations of vine moths
and occasionally hail. Grapevine downy mildew disease (Plasmopara viticola) and oidium disease (Erysiphe
necator) infections, as we know, can be highly destructive and therefore require a great deal of demand-
ing treatments. Normally the fight against downy mildew requires nine or ten treatments per year, to which
it is necessary to add five or six fungicide treatments against oidium.
Grey mould is another fungal adversary (Botrytis cinerea) which, on occasions of high humidity during the
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(around the hillock) layout helps to restrain
landslide damages. In this picture: compo-
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grape ripening stage, can cause significant damage to production quality. Protection is carried out by in-
tervening once or twice, before the closure of the bunch and during the grape ripening stage using spe-
cific products. The fight against grey mould is completed using an agronomic management approach in
the vineyard that prevents the disease.
The summary of diseases caused by fungal pathogens ends with esca necrosis, a complex disease af-
fecting the vine’s wooden parts. In Piedmont, esca necrosis mainly affects mature plants and it is unfor-
tunately the most widespread vine disease in the region. It is also more aggressive in Barbera and Moscato
vineyards, which are known to be the most frequently cultivated vines on the hills of Piedmont. At pres-
ent there are no efficient treatments available against esca necrosis and efforts are being made to limit its
spread by removing diseased vines.
Grape moths (Lobesia botrana and Clysia ambiguella) are the most dangerous insects that can infest vine-
yards. The alterations the larva causes to the grape, apart from the direct damage caused, can expose bunches
of grapes to rotting (grey mould and acid rotting), which is enough to severely compromise the quality of
the harvest. The fight against moths is normally conducted using insecticide treatments against second-
generation larvae, which is also effective against Scafoideus titanus, the carriers of flavescence doree.
The appearance of yellowing (flavescence doree and black wood) caused a huge amount of damage to vine
growers in Piedmont in the past. In many environments in the Langa, and above all in Monferrato, it is with-
out doubt the most common and dangerous problem. Farmers must take great pains to fight it. It is in fact
necessary to reduce the inoculation sources in vineyards, and to remove and energetically prune diseased
plants. These measures should always be combined with an efficient and territorially widespread fight
against flavescence doree carriers. The reduction in the population of scafoideus is instead obtained by
monitoring juvenile and adult forms with visual checks and chromotactic traps in order to decide on the
most appropriate moments for insecticide treatments (fig.14-15).

Over the years, our understanding of vine disease has increased, and for this reason each
farmer already knows what treatments need to be carried out on the plants. As far as flaves-
cence doree is concerned in particular, in Italy it is considered to be a disease that must be
subjected to quarantine rules and at present the obligatory fight against it is under way in line
with the Decree of the Ministry of Agricultural and Forestry Policies of 31 May 2000; funds
were explicitly destined for the management of this problem in the Rural Development Plan
of 2000-2006. It should also be pointed out that in the territories is a growing practice of sus-
tainable viticulture, such as the organic or biodynamic. In this sense, already in the seventies
especially in Langa, there was a great turn toward the management of the land with grassing
and biological pest control towards Mites and tortricids with great success.

(iii) Natural disasters and risk preparedness 

Piedmont in general is a region that is not normally subject to natural disasters of elevated
proportions.
As far as seismic risks are concerned, Piedmont is a very low risk area; the ground is al-
most completely stationary. In the classification adopted by the Presidency of the Council
of Ministers (decree 3274 of 2003), most regions fall within the 4th seismic zone, that of
least risk, even though some areas fall within the 3rd and 2nd seismic zones, which are, how-
ever, located to the west of the region.
This means that earthquakes are rare and of very low intensity in the nominated property,
as also demonstrated in the Seismic Hazard Map (fig.16) which was drawn up as part of
the Risk map of Italian cultural heritage project on the basis of official sources. 

A Prevention and management of seismic risk plan was nevertheless drawn up by the Pied-
mont Civil Protection service for the entire region following the 2003 re-classification. The
Civil Protection service is the organisation responsible for dealing with and managing the
calamities that strike the country (for the civil protection service, see the box; for the Seis-
mic Risk Plan, see: http://www.geologipiemonte.it/archivio/PresentazioneSismicaOrd).
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14: oidium disease (Erysiphe necator), 
15: grape mildew disease (Plasmopara viti-
cola)
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SEISMIC HAZARD MAPfig.16: Seismic hazard map of Italy and Pied-
mont showing core zones and buffer zones
(source: ICR - National Institute for the Con-
servation and Restoration) 

fig.16
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- Fires
As far as can be remembered, this territory has never been affected by devastating fires,
such as those that unfortunately have occurred in recent years in the neighbouring region
of Liguria, as well as in other parts of Italy.
An issue that should however be faced is the risk tied to possible forest fires; some areas
in the territory included in the core zones are in fact notable for the presence of woodland.

Regione Piemonte is responsible for coordinating and planning schemes, according to Re-
gional Law 16/94 on Intervention for the protection of woods against fires. After having ex-
perimented different hazard indices, the region has identified a risk forecasting system
based on the use of the Canadian FWI index (Fire Weather Index), which has been adapted
to the actual situation that exists in the area. The resulting evaluation of forest fires was then
compared with those of other Alpine regions in order to obtain a standard approach as far
as the technical procedures and hazard measurements are concerned. 
Two conventions with the IPLA – the Institute for woody plants and the environment - and
ARPA – the Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment - were then stipulated
by Regione Piemonte for the forecast and evaluation of risks throughout the entire territory.
Regione Piemonte has also drawn up the Regional plan for planning forest fire forecasting,
prevention and fighting– Forest fire-fighting plan 2003-2006 (updated for 2007-2010) on
the basis of data supplied by these organisations. This plan, which is based on the risk
profiles of the individual municipalities produced on a statistical basis and from data con-
cerning the frequency of past fires, as well as other specific selection criteria, identifies five
classes defined according to the frequency of fires that have involved each area (fig.17):
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FREQUENCY OF FIRES fig.17: Frequency of fires map (source: Re-
gione Piemonte – Plan for the programming
of the forecasting, prevention and active
fighting against forest fires)

fig.17
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• class 1 – 0 fires
• class 2 – 1-7 fires
• class 3 – 8-19 fires
• class 4 – 20-41 fires
• class 5 – 42-114 fires

Referring to this classification, the Plan: creates a zoning of areas with different risks, on
the basis of which it:
• plans prevention schemes (flint cultivation prevention, fire wall avenues, warnings, fire ex-
tinguisher structures, water supplies, road systems, helicopter landing platforms);
• identifies, defines and locates surveying and monitoring systems (permanently functioning
operations rooms; operational coordination, equipment and tools for emergency teams);
• establishes the operational intervention procedures in emergencies.
The Plan also includes a specific study on the replanting of forest areas damaged or destroyed
by fires, which identifies the priority operation areas for the re-establishment of woodlands, pro-
poses adequate forestry schemes and quantifies the investment necessary, and prepares a
specific training, information and education programme for residents concerning forest fight-
ing procedures: (http://www.regione.piemonte.it//montagna/incendi/piano/home.htm).
As shown in the map produced for the Forest fire-fighting plan, the phenomenon does not
seem to be of any particular concern for the areas involved in the nomination. 

The monitoring (which also involves patrols) and fire prevention network planned by the
regional government is however active throughout the territory, as are the AIB Piedmon-
tese Forest fire-fighter teams that operate during emergencies. These teams, made up of
members of the National Fire Brigade and the Voluntary Forest Fire Fighter Organisation
(6,200 volunteers spread over 51 basic areas and 239 teams), check woodland areas and
intervene to put out fires under the coordination of the State Forestry Service. 

The State Forestry Service – which manages stations that monitor about 150,000 hectares
of territory by means of viewers that retrieve video signals and thermal survey signals (IR)
– is in fact in charge of forest fires extinguishing. Should a fire be located, the teams be-
longing to one of the 70 command stations located throughout the territory, and the rela-
tive AIB Piedmont volunteer teams, are sent in; when necessary, regional or state
aeroplanes can also be requested through the Civil Protection Operative Centre. 

The National Fire Brigade - which operates in Piedmont with a regional office, eight provin-
cial command centres, 31 permanent fire brigade centres and 77 volunteer centres – en-
sures a practical contribution in extinguishing forest fires, with particular reference to
“urban-rural interface” fires.
All operators, whether employed or volunteers, involved in fire prevention and emergencies
can take advantage of a daily evaluation bulletin and of specific operative procedures which,
once alert levels are identified, establish the measures that should be adopted:
(http://www.regione.piemonte.it/montagna/incendi/antincendi/home.htm).

- Flooding
Statistically speaking, Piedmont is subject to flooding in different sectors throughout the
territory, with a mean frequency of one event every 18 months, and each event involves
landslides and river flooding. 
The Tanaro River, and its Bormida, Belbo and Orba tributaries – which cross the core zones
and buffer zones – are greatly affected by rainfall trends. These rivers can also be subject
to flooding and consequent overflowing on occasions of very heavy and prolonged rainfall.
The most critical period for serious flooding is between September and November, even
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though flooding is also possible in other months of the year. One should not forget the dis-
astrous flood that occurred in 1994, when the Tanaro, Cevetta and Bovina rivers overflowed
their banks and transported an enormous quantity of debris downhill (fig.18)

However, it is important to point out that the problems related to flooding – which are gen-
erally serious in most of Piedmont – should not be considered significant as far as the
nominated vineyard landscape is concerned; the vineyards are in fact located on hillsides,
which are naturally excluded from the effects of floods and the overflowing of the rivers
which flow along the plains.
The Tanaro river and its tributaries are, however, constantly monitored by the Po River
basin authorities, by ARPA – the Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment and
by the Civil Protection service, which together guarantee an efficient and immediate risk pre-
vention and management system.
ARPA has arranged a specific Territorial Information System for this type of risk as well, and
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this is available online. It locates existing cultural assets and provides and interprets all
historical data concerning floods, as well as data derived from the instruments that moni-
tor river processes: (http://webqis.arpa.piemonte.it).

Risk mitigation policies are put into practice by both Regione Piemonte and local authori-
ties, through a proper management of the territory and strategies designed to diminish the
dangerous effects of flooding. On the basis of the abundance of guidelines offered by the
bodies in charge, 87% of the municipalities in Piedmont have arranged their own Emer-
gency Plan to face crisis situations. They have organised emergency teams in agreement
and in collaboration with the Civil Protection service and have also activated projects to in-
form the population about the risks and the individual and collective behaviour that should
be adopted in case of a calamity.

(iv) Visitor/tourism pressures

The tourist pressure on the nominated area is at present very low. Although this is an area
of undeniable beauty, the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape is still not a
top tourist destination, as there are neither famous art cities nor famous holiday resorts.
In fact, on average there are 130,000 visitors per year, who are however distributed over a
total surface of 10,789 hectares, to which it is necessary to add the 76,249 of the buffer
zones (see visitor statistics, section 5h). As is demonstrated by data supplied by Regione
Piemonte’s Department of Tourism, which is released on an annual basis, mass tourism in
Piedmont is centred on other destinations: the city of Turin and winter ski resorts in the
mountains.
The tourists that visit these areas fall within the cultural tourism category, as they are gen-
erally people who are interested in enjoying the landscape, local culture and food and wine
traditions.

A useful instrument for the evaluation of the impact of tourist phenomena on the various
components of the vineyard landscape could be the Tourism Carrying Capacity indicator.
As we know, this is an instrument which is able to evaluate the sustainability of the phe-
nomenon, which was introduced by the World Tourism Organisation, and is defined as “the
maximum number of people who can visit, in the same period, a particular tourist desti-
nation, without compromising its environmental, physical, economic and social-cultural
characteristics and without decreasing tourist satisfaction”.
Although there are at present no studies analysing this issue in detail, as far as the vine-
yard landscape is concerned, it is however possible to state, on the basis of existing stud-
ies for other types of cultural heritage (such as old town centres), and of experiments
already carried out in Italy, that the Tourist Carrying Capacity is at the moment well below
the possible risk limits for the nominated property; it would in fact be possible to welcome
a significantly higher number of tourists than currently recorded without incurring any
problems.

(v) Number of inhabitants within the property and buffer zones

Estimated population:
The nominated site: 51.695
The buffer zone area: 251.945
Total number of inhabitants: 303.640
Year: 2011
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As you can see, the site is characterised by a contained demographic density, as most of
the site’s area is agricultural; the greatest concentration of inhabitants is registered in towns,
even though a significant percentage lives in the countryside, which is in line with the dis-
persion of settlements which, since medieval times, has favoured the consolidation of wine-
making practices. 
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«...Even in the old days we referred to the “hill” as we may have talked about
the sea or the woods. I used to go back there in the evenings from the town when
it grew dusk, and for me it was not simply a place like any other; it represented
an aspect of things, a way of life. For me there was no difference between those
hills and these ancient ones where I played as a child and I live in the present
time; the same sort of broken, struggling country, cultivated, yet wild, the same
roads, farm sheds and ravines...» (C. PAVESE, “The house on the hill”)
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5.a Ownership

The nominated property falls within the administrative territory of Piedmont region and of 29
municipalities and it consists of cultivated plots of vineyards, rural settlements, town centres,
isolated architectural constructions, woods and, to a lesser extent, semi-natural areas occu-
pied by wild vegetation, rivers and streams. In light of such a varied situation, the property is
owned, in varying percentages, by both public and private bodies.
However, it is possible to note some common characteristics within the area. The vineyards
and, in general, the areas set aside for agriculture – divided into medium-small plots of land
– in most cases are owned privately; these are often family-owned farms or farms with paid
employees, which exhibit a remarkable variety of legal forms (individual farms, societies of
people or capital and cooperatives).
Obviously, both public institutions (schools, museums, libraries, etc…) and private institu-
tions can be found within urban centres.
The rivers and streams belong to the State.
As far as the area’s extensive cultural heritage is concerned, it should be emphasised that its
ownership and legal status varies a great deal and includes public property (owned by the
State, regional governments and municipalities), private property and ecclesiastical property.

5.b Protective designation

The site proposed for inscription is, on the whole, subject to numerous protection and con-
servation measures. In fact in Italy, the defence of the territory and the related ideals is
based upon a complex system made up of standards, regulations and planning tools
which derive from the European Union regulations.

In particular the site proposed for inscription is, on the whole, subject to protection and con-
servation measures, in compliance with:
• European Union law related to environment and landscape;
• legislation protecting cultural heritage and landscape at national and regional level;
• regulations safeguarding the environment at national and regional level;
• regional, provincial and municipal instruments of territorial government;
• production and product protection regulations.

In particular, the planning tools, acknowledging the pertinent laws in their structure and in
the technical standards of implementation, contribute to the safeguarding of the natural, en-
vironment and landscape value of the territory and are fundamental to integrate and coor-
dinate the actions of the various parties involved. 
On the basis of the principle of subsidiarity of European Union origin, the practice of plan-
ning and defending the territory is explained by taking governance to the level of the entity
closest to the general public, i.e.: municipal level, overturning the cascade planning system
and stimulating the horizontal participation of the institutions. At the same time, the strate-
gic development choices of the territory made at municipal level have to coordinate also
with the territorial systems at a level and extension over and above municipal level. It is
therefore fundamental for the various instructions and restrictions imposed by the com-
petent authorities on a territory at higher level, be explicitly implemented by the plans listed
below, making the process completely integrated.

In the following paragraphs  we analyzed in detail the above-mentioned protection and con-
servation measures.

On the previous page: landscape around
“Tenimenti Mirafiore e Fontanafredda” wine
growing estate (component 1)
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European Union law related to environment and landscape

The European Union law, that defines the guidelines for the protection of  the site proposed,
places specific attention on naturalistic, environmental , historical and cultural aspects of
the landscape protection.
In Europe the idea of adopting a legally binding document member of the discipline and to
the protection of the landscape has found an initial impulse in the first Conference of Eu-
ropean Ministers of the environment, held in Dobris in 1991.
A few years later, in 1995, the International Union for Conservation of Nature published
a document which advocated the adoption of a European Landscape Convention to be ap-
proved by the Council of Europe.
Regarding to the protection of the environment in decision-making, the nominated prop-
erty is also subject to the European union regulations about the environmental assessment
procedure.
Environmental assessment is a procedure that ensures that the environmental implications of
decisions are taken into account before the decisions are made. Environmental assessment can
be undertaken for individual projects, such as a dam, motorway, airport or factory, on the basis
of Directive 2011/92/EU, known as Environmental Impact Assessment – EIA Directive,  or for
public plans or programmes on the basis of Directive 2001/42/EC, known as Strategic Envi-
ronmental Assessment – SEA Directive. The common principle of both Directives is to ensure
that plans, programmes and projects likely to have significant effects on the environment are
made subject to an environmental assessment, prior to their approval or authorisation. Con-
sultation with the public is a key feature of environmental assessment procedures.
The Directives on Environmental Assessment aim to provide a high level of protection of the
environment and to contribute to the integration of environmental considerations into the
preparation of projects, plans and programmes with a view to reduce their environmental im-
pact. They ensure public participation in decision-making and thereby strengthen the quality
of decisions. 

There are also areas on the proposed site which are protected due to their biodiversity in
implementing Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habi-
tats and of wild fauna and flora and  Directive 2009/147/EEC of 30 November 2009 on
the conservation of wild birds.
The Habitats Directive, together with the Birds Directive, forms the cornerstone of Europe's
nature conservation policy. It is built around two pillars: the Natura 2000 network of pro-
tected sites and the strict system of species protection. The aim of the network is to assure
the long-term survival of Europe's most valuable and threatened species and habitats. It is
comprised of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) designated by Member States under
the Habitats Directive, and also incorporates Special Protection Areas (SPAs) which they
designate under the 1979 Birds Directive.

It must be also underlined - although it doesn't come from the EU's initiative - the role of
the European Landscape Convention, which was adopted on 20 October 2000 in Florence
and came into force on 1 March 2004 (Council of Europe Treaty Series no. 176). The Eu-
ropean Landscape Convention aims to encourage public authorities to adopt policies and
measures at local, regional, national and international level for protecting, managing and
planning landscapes throughout Europe. It covers all landscapes, both outstanding and or-
dinary, that determine the quality of people’s living environment. The text provides for a flex-
ible approach to landscapes whose specific features call for various types of action, ranging
from strict conservation through protection, management and improvement to actual cre-
ation. This document was ratified by Italy with Law no. 14 of January 9, 2006.

5.a Ownership

5.b Protective
designation
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Before the adoption of the European Landscape Convention were concluded international
agreements on discipline incidents and protection of the landscape, such as the European
Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe, approved Granada
in 1985 and revised to Malta in 1992, that were provided to regulate only particular as-
pects, without developing a general protection. 
And then, only with the approval of the European Landscape Convention, appears for the
first time in Europe an instrument that aims to promote the protection, management and
planning of the landscape.

National legislation protecting cultural heritage and landscape 

On the basis of article 9 of the Constitution, the Italian Republic shall “Protect the nation’s
landscape and historical artistic heritage”, and therefore places the protection of the coun-
try’s landscape and cultural heritage among its founding principles.
At a national level, the main conservation legislation which lies at the heart of cultural her-
itage and landscape protection is Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January, 2004, the “Code
of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape”1 (see Annex 2). This text assigns the duty of pro-
tecting, conserving and promoting Italian cultural assets to the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Activities through its subordinate offices, regional government and the Ministry’s re-
gional boards.
The Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape has legally simplified Italian regulations,
by collecting and coordinating the previous regulations in force on the topic in a single text,
and modifying parts of the previous legislation. It has provided an operational instrument that
favours the participation and involvement of local organisations in the defence and promo-
tion of Italy’s cultural heritage and the cultural landscape in particular.
With regard to the management of cultural assets, the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape’s approach foresees the distinction between protection activities, which the State
alone is responsible for, and promotional activities, which are the responsibility of both the
State and regional government.

In the specific case of conservation, article 3 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape
sanctions that:
“1. Protection consists in the exercise of the functions and in the regulation of the activities
aimed at identifying, on the basis of adequate investigative procedures, the properties consti-
tuting the cultural heritage and at ensuring the protection and conservation of the aforesaid her-
itage for purposes of public enjoyment.
2. Protection functions are also carried out by means of provisions aimed at conforming or reg-
ulating rights and behaviour inherent to the cultural heritage”.
In article 6, the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape provides a description of en-
hancement activities:
“1. Enhancement consists in the exercise of the functions and in the regulation of the activi-
ties aimed at promoting knowledge of the cultural heritage and ensuring the best conditions
for the utilisation and public enjoyment of the same heritage, including those with disabilities,
in order to promote the development of culture. This also includes the promotion and support
of conservation activities affecting cultural heritage. As regards the landscape, promotion also
includes the renovation of endangered or dilapidated buildings and areas subject to protective
measures, or the realisation of new coherent and integrated landscape values.
2. Enhancement is carried out in forms which are compatible with protection and which are
such as not to prejudice its exigencies.
3. The Republic shall foster and sustain the participation of private subjects, be they single
individuals or associations, in the enhancement of the cultural heritage.”

1 Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004
was further updated by Legislative Decree no.
156 of 24 March 2006  “Remedial provisions
and additions to Legislative Decree no. 42 of
22 January 2004 in relation to cultural heri-
tage”, by Legislative Decree no. 157 of 24
March 2006  “Remedial provisions and addi-
tions to Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 Ja-
nuary 2004 in relation to landscape”, by
Legislative Decree no. 62 of 26 March 2008
“Further remedial provisions and additions to
Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004
in relation to cultural heritage”  and finally by
Legislative Decree no. 63 of 26 March 2008
“Further remedial provisions and additions to
Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004
in relation to landscape”

see Map P. 5a 
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Article 2 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape ratifies that Italy’s cultural her-
itage “consists of cultural property and landscape assets” and defines them as below:
“Cultural property consists of immovable and movable things which, pursuant to articles
10 and 11, present artistic, historical, archaeological, ethno-anthropological, archival and
bibliographical interest, and of any other thing identified by law or in accordance with the
law as testifying to the values of civilisation”.
“Landscape assets consist of the buildings and areas indicated in article 134, which are the
expression of historical, cultural, natural, morphological and aesthetic values of the land,
and any other assets identified by law or in accordance with the law”.

As far as cultural property is concerned, articles 10 and 11 specify more precisely the things
that are subject to protection:
“immovable and movable things belonging to the State, the Regions, other territorial govern-
ment bodies, as well as any other public body and institution, and to private non-profit asso-
ciations, which possess artistic, historical, archaeological or ethno-anthropological interest”;

Cultural property also includes: 
a) the collections of museums, picture galleries, art galleries and other exhibition venues
of the State, the Regions, other territorial government bodies, as well as any other gov-
ernment body and institute;

b) the archives and single documents of the State, the Regions, other territorial government
bodies, as well as of any other government body and institute;

c) the book collections of libraries of the State, Regions, other territorial government bod-
ies, as well as any other government body and institute, with the exception of collections
that perform the functions of those libraries indicated in article 47, paragraph 2, of the
Decree of the President of the Republic of 24 July 1977, no. 616.

Cultural property also includes:
a) immovable and movable things of particularly important artistic, historical, archaeolog-
ical or ethno-anthropological interest, which belong to subjects other than those indi-
cated in paragraph 1;

b) archives and single documents, belonging to private individuals, which are of particularly
important historical interest;

c) book collections, belonging to private individuals, of exceptional cultural interest;
d) immovable and movable things, to whomsoever they may belong, which are of particu-
larly important interest because of their reference to political or military history, litera-
ture, art, science, technology and industry, as well as cultural history in general, i.e. that
are records of value for the identity and history of public, community or religious insti-
tutions;

e) The collections or series of objects, to whomsoever they may belong, which are not cov-
ered by those indicated in paragraph 2 and which, by tradition, reputation and particu-
lar environmental characteristics, (i.e. for artistic, historical, archaeological, numismatic
or ethno-anthropological relevance), are of exceptional interest when considered in their
entirety.

Article 11 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape also protects:
a) frescoes, escutcheons, graffiti, plaques, inscriptions, tabernacles and other building el-
ements, whether or not they be exhibited to public view, referred to in article 50, para-
graph 1;

b) artists’ studios, referred to in article 51;
c) public areas, referred to in article 52;
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d) works of painting, sculpture, graphic art and any art created by a living author or which was
not produced more than 50 years ago, referred to in articles 64 and 65, paragraph 4;

e) the works of contemporary architecture of particular artistic value, referred to in article 37;
f) photographs, with their relative negatives and matrixes, samples of cinematographic
works, audio-visual material or sequences of images in movement, the documentation
of events, oral or verbal, produced by any means more than 25 years ago, referred to in
article 65, paragraph 3, letter c;

g) means of transport which are more than 75 years old, referred to in articles 65, para-
graph 3, letter c and 67, paragraph 2;

h) property and instruments of interest for the history of science and technology which are
more than 50 years old, referred to in article 65, paragraph 3, letter c;

i) the vestiges identified by the laws in force pertaining to the protection of the historical her-
itage of World War I, referred to in article 50, paragraph 2”.

As far as the application of conservation legislation (listed assets) affecting cultural
heritage is concerned, the law foresees two distinct procedures for assets belonging to
public and private bodies. In the case of assets belonging to regional government, provin-
cial government, municipalities and other public organisations and private non-profit or-
ganisations (article 10, paragraph 1), the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape
foresees a specific procedure for verifying cultural value according to article 12; in the case
of assets belonging to private bodies, the listing depends on the declaration of cultural in-
terest according to article 13 of the aforementioned decree.

The number of listed cultural assets within the nominated area is very high and mainly consists
of monuments of a religious nature such as churches, chapels and convents, of fortified build-
ings such as castles and towers, as well as museums, archives and libraries.
For a complete review of the listed cultural assets found in the proposed site, one can refer to the
specific analysis of all the existing conservation procedures in each component (see Annex 12).

As far as actions affecting cultural assets are concerned, the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape states “cultural properties may not be destroyed, damaged or adapted for
uses not compatible with their historic or artistic character or of such a kind as to preju-
dice their conservation… The public and private archives which have been affected by the
declaration, according to article 13, cannot be dismembered” (article 20).
Work on cultural assets can be conducted directly by the State through its decentralised of-
fices (the regional offices of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage) or it must in any case be au-
thorised and supervised by such offices (article 21).

As far as landscape is concerned, the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape has
recognised the guidelines indicated in the European Landscape Convention, signed in Flo-
rence on 20 October 2000 and ratified in Italy in 2006, which regulates the conservation and
promotion of landscape assets in part III.
In article 131, the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape elaborates the definition of
landscape as an expression of the identity of a territory and integration between nature and
culture:
“1. The term landscape is defined as an integral part of the territory whose characteristics
are derived from nature, the history of humanity or from their reciprocal inter-relationships.
2. This Code safeguards landscape in relation to those aspects and characteristics which
constitute a material and visible representation of national identity, being an expression of
cultural values.
4. The protection of landscape, for the purposes of this Code, is directed towards recog-
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nising, safeguarding and, where necessary, restoring the cultural values that it expresses.
The organisations indicated at paragraph 6, whenever they affect the landscape, shall en-
sure the conservation of its aspects and particular characteristics.
5. The promotion of the landscape shall contribute towards promoting the development of cul-
ture. To this end, public administration shall promote and support, in all its areas of respon-
sibility, specific activities of education, information and training, restoration and landscape use,
but also, whenever possible, the realisation of new coherent and integrated landscape values.
Promotional work shall be carried out in line with conservation requirements.
6. The State, regional government and other public territorial organisations, as well as those
organisations which conduct public activities in the territory, shall regulate their activities
in accordance with the principles of an informed use of the territory, of safeguarding land-
scape characteristics and the creation of new integrated and coherent landscape values
that are in line with quality and sustainability criteria”.

In particular, as far as landscape assets are concerned, the following are subject to pro-
tection provisions:
- buildings and areas of remarkable public interest identified in article 136 of the Code of
the Cultural Heritage and Landscape are:
• immovable things of outstanding natural beauty or geological singularity, including
monumental trees;
• the villas, gardens and parks not protected by the provisions of the Second part of this
Code, which stand out for their uncommon beauty;
• complexes of immovable things which constitute a characteristic aspect having aes-
thetic and traditional value, including historic town centres;
• beautiful views considered to be of picturesque quality as well as vantage points and
belvederes which are accessible to the public and from which the spectacle of those
beauties may be enjoyed.”

other buildings or areas specifically identified in article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Her-
itage and Landscape are:

a) coastal territories including a swath of land to a depth of 300 metres from the waterline, and
also land elevated over the sea,

b) territories bordering lakes including a swath of land to a depth of 300 metres from the wa-
terline, and also land elevated over the lakes;

c) the rivers, streams and water courses indicated in the lists provided for in the consoli-
dated law on provisions for waters and electric power plants, approved with Royal Decree
no. 1775 of 11 December 1933, and the relative banks or base foundations of embank-
ments for a swath of 150 metres each;

d) mountains for the part exceeding 1,600 metres above sea level as regards the Alpine chain
and 1,200 metres above sea level as regards the Apennines and the islands;

e) glaciers and glacial cirques;
f) parks and national or regional reserves, as well as the protected areas outside parks;
g) territories covered with forests or woods, even if marked and damaged by fire, and areas
subject to reforestation constraints, as defined by article 2, paragraphs 2 and 6, of legisla-
tive decree no. 227 of 18 May 2001;

h) areas assigned to agricultural universities and zones designated for civic uses;
i) marshlands included in the list provided for by the decree no. 448 of the President of the Re-
public of 13 March 1976;
j) volcanoes;
k) zones of archaeological interest.
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At article 157, letter f bis, the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape also ratifies the
validity of the protection measures issued according to article 1ter of law 431/1985, the so-
called “Galassini  laws”; these refer to precisely bordered areas where construction is com-
pletely prohibited.

For a complete review of listed landscape assets that are present on the proposed site, one
can refer to the specific analysis of protection provisions for each component (see from
5.b.1 to 5.b.6).
As far as the protection of landscape assets is concerned, the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape, at Heading IV- Supervision and Management of Properties subject to pro-
tection, above all sanctions that “the proprietors, possessors or holders by whatever legal
right of immovable property and areas of landscape interest, protected by the law,… may
not destroy them, nor introduce modifications which may harm the landscape values which
are to be protected” (article 146) and introduces the landscape authorisation procedure
with the objective of ascertaining the compatibility of work done on listed buildings or pro-
tected areas. Any work involving alterations or modifications of the state of a site and of the
exterior of buildings should by authorised beforehand by the Authorities in charge of pro-
tecting listed buildings. Such authorisations can only be issued on the basis of detailed
documentation supplied with the planning permission requested (article 146).

Recently, a National Observatory of Rural Landscape, Agricultural Practices and Tradi-
tional Knowledge has been established with the Ministerial Decree 17070 of 19 november
2012 by the Ministry of Agriculture Food and Forestry policies, (see Annex 11) elaborates
general principles and strategies in order to safeguard, valorize, plan, restore and manage
rural landscapes and it promotes multidisciplinary training programs for public adminis-
tration officers, professionals, associations, citizens.

Regional legislation protecting cultural heritage and landscape

As part of the conservation regulations affecting cultural and landscape assets as dictated
by the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape, there is also legislation on this topic
at a regional level.
Regione Piemonte, in carrying out the functions passed on to it by the State on the basis
of article 117 of the Constitution, as modified by the Constituional law 18 october 2001 no.
3 and according to the President of the Republic’s decree of 24 July 1977, no. 616, article
82, “adopts the measures necessary to preserve and defend the natural environment”; fur-
thermore, on the basis of article 5, Title 1 of Piedmont’s Regional Statute, it “protects the
landscape”.
As far as the conservation and protection of cultural and landscape assets are concerned,
Regione Piemonte has approved:
• Regional Law 5 December 1977, no. 56 “Protection and use of land” and subsequent
modifications with which, at article 1, paragraph 3, it fundamentally defines “the safe-
guarding and promotion of natural heritage in general and, in particular, of environmen-
tal and cultural assets”;
• Regional Law 3 April 1989, no. 20 “Regulations concerning the protection of cultural, en-
vironmental and landscape assets”, as modified by Regional Law 1 December 2008,
no.32, through which Regione Piemonte – along with the State and thus reinforcing the
level of protection – “[…] exercises the safeguarding of, and supports the promotion of,
cultural and landscape assets”, “[…] in order to understand and defend the landscape and
the environment as primary objectives of its territorial policies” (article 1).
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Moreover, Regione Piemonte – well aware of the importance of protecting the landscape –
has launched a series of promotional initiatives, mainly designed to increase awareness
among public organisations, associations and society as a whole; among these, it is worth
mentioning the approval of Regional Law no.14 of 16 June 2008 “Regulations for land-
scape promotion”, which establishes funding for specific landscape promotion and restora-
tion work. According to these regulations, and on the basis of the resources to be used for
these purposes, a pilot renovation project of the Langhe area has been launched, which
particularly affects component 1 (see 5d and the Management Plan)
Legislation pertaining to safeguarding the environment at national and regional level

Landscape conservation is also covered by other regulations specifically concerning the
safeguarding of environmental. These provisions also refer, at a European Union, national
and/or regional level, to many themes that apply to the nominated property. 
The Strategic Environmental Assessment and the Environmental Impact Assessment are
procedures that have been identified and regulated by national legislation by Legislative De-
cree 152/2006 “Regulations in environmental matters”, later substituted in the second
part by Legislative Decree 4/2008 with “Further corrective and supplementary prescrip-
tions of Legislative Decree 152/2006”, which must be enforced in order to verify the envi-
ronmental compatibility of specific plans, programmes and projects affecting the territory.

In order to guarantee the compatibility of this regulation with the state acknowledgement
act, the regional piedmontese government has issued, as guidance and coordination on
the matter of EIA and SEA, the Regional Law 40/1998 and DGR (Resolution of the Regional
Council) no. 12-8931 of 9/06/2008 (“Legislative Decree 152/2006 and subsequent modi-
fications: Regulations in environmental matters; First operative guidelines for the applica-
tion of the procedures on the matter of the strategic environmental evaluation of plans and
programmes”).

The Italian State also protects the maintenance of the conservation status of species and
habitats through the Decree of the President of the Republic Regulation of 8 September
1997 no. 357, “Regulation regarding the implementation of Directive 92/43/EEC relative to
the conservation of natural and semi-natural habitats, as well as wild flora and fauna” mod-
ified and integrated by the Decree of the President of the Republic of 12 March 2003 no.120:
“Regulation regarding modifications and integrations to the Decree of the President of the
Republic of 8 September 1997, no. 357”  and the Decree of the Ministry of the Environment
of 3 September 2002: “Guidelines for the management of Natura 2000 sites” regulates the
procedures foreseen for the areas included in the Natura 2000 Network.

Piedmontese regional legislation has also proved to be aware of the problems connected
to the territory’s biodiversity and has implemented important initiatives designed to preserve
natural resources, in complete accordance with national strategies.

In such a context, in 1995, the regional piedmontese government issued Regional Law
47/95 “Regulations for the protection of biotopes” in order to respond to the provisions of
Directive 92/43/EEC, which identified Sites of Regional Interest (SIRs), biotopes of natu-
ral, ecological, cultural and scientific interest in the territory. The objectives are stated in ar-
ticle 1 and they foresee the protection of the biodiversity of species and of natural
environments and the maintenance and re-establishment of a satisfactory state of con-
servation for natural environments and wild fauna and flora of particular interest (fig. 1). 

see Map P. 5a 
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At present the regional legislation pertaining to the safeguarding of environmental values
and ecosystems is based on Regional Law of 29 June 2009, no.19 “Consolidating paper on
the protection of natural areas and biodiversity”, which aims, as a fundamental objective,
to match different objects, such as protected areas, SICs, SPAs and SIRs, with those parts
of the territory that play a priority role in nature conservation, thus reinforcing their role and
functions, through the creation of the Regional Ecological Network, which includes the
System of Piedmontese protected areas.

fig.1: Map on biodiversity within Piedmont,
with the identification of the nominated
Property. (source: Regione Piemonte, pre-
liminary elaborations for the Regional Land-
scape Plan)

fig.1
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More specifically, in the nominated property’s buffer zone, there are one Special Protec-
tion Area (SPAs) Fiume Tanaro e Stagni di Neive (cod. IT1160054)- and two Sites of Re-
gional Interest (SIRs) for the protection of biotopes Serra dei pini con orchidee (cod.
IT116005) e Stagni di Mogliasso (cod. IT1160055).

There are also two areas included in the regional system of protected areas: Regional Na-
ture Reserve Val Sarmassa established by Regional Law June 3, 1993 no. 21 and Zona di
Salvaguardia del Bosco delle sorti – La Communa, established by Regional Law November
14, 2001 no. 29.

As far as the protection of the water network is concerned, the nominated territories are
subject to conservation regulations designed to safeguard the natural water network, which
constitutes one of the landscape’s essential elements.
The general protection instrument is the PAI – Hydro-geological Organisation Plan, which
was approved with the Decree of the President of the Council of Ministers on 24 May 2001
pertaining to the “Approval of the excerpt for the Hydro-geological Organisation of the
catchment basin of the Po River”, according to Law 18-05-1989, no. 183 “Regulations for
the organisational and functional re-arrangement of land defences”.
The PAI is a legal instrument that regulates activities affecting the hydro-geological defence
of the territory and water network of the Po basin, through the identification of general
water and hydro-geological organisational guidelines. The plan identifies instruments which
promote maintenance and repair work of river banks in order to increase the permeability
of soils, maintain forests, limit erosion and landslides, verify and limit outflows from the nat-
ural water network created by new settlements and protect those inhabited areas and in-
frastructure networks which are at risk. It classifies three types of flood plain, which
correspond to increasing levels of risk: flood outflow area (A), overflow area (B) and cata-
strophic flood overflow area (C).
The PAI can be considered a process-plan, both in terms of the involvement of several or-
ganisations at several planning levels involved in updating the state of instability, and in
terms of implementation times.
Hydro-geological studies have in fact been carried out on the nominated territories involved
in order to implement the PAI, and these include monitoring, promotion and protection
work on water courses throughout the territory.
Separate Town Plans have to acknowledge the conditions of the PAI and Regione Piemonte
has allocated specific funds for this purpose.
Again in relation to the theme of safeguarding the environmental water component, it is
worth mentioning the PTA – Water Protection Plan, which was approved with D.C.R. no.
117-10731 of 2007. 
Generally speaking, the PTA deals with the protection and promotion of the Piedmon-
tese water system in terms of the River Po’s nationally important catchment basin and
the community’s sustainable development, strictly adhering to the changes in European
Community policies now under way. Once the social-economic, organisational and phys-
ical factors have been evaluated, and the various problems have been analysed, the Plan
formulates all the actions, intervention work, rules and approaches required to protect
water resources, which is also drawn up on the basis of the interaction between specific
aspects of water management with other, different aspects of territorial and development
policies.
The Plan is, in fact, an instrument that works through a continuous activity of monitoring,
planning and carrying out activities, the identification and implementation of measures and
the imposition of constraints designed to meet this objective: protecting surface water and
groundwater resources.

see Map P. 5a 

see Map P. 5a 
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Territorial governance instruments at regional, provincial and municipal level

The area of the nominated site – as well as the relative buffer zones – is subject to a com-
plex series of planning instruments, which are issued by different organisations involved
in managing the territory. These instruments guarantee not only the protection and pro-
motion of the site’s essential values, but also favour the integrated management of the dif-
ferent components of the cultural landscape.

Law no. 142/90 states that there should be three sub-state institutional levels governing the
territory: 
• planning at regional level;
• planning at provincial level;
• planning at municipal level.

Planning at regional level

Territorial policies at a regional level are implemented through the creation of the Regional
Territorial Plan (PTR) and the Regional Landscape Plan (PPR).

The PTR (Regional Territorial Plan) can be described as a territorial reference framework
for the policies of all the organisations and actions carried out by different parties, which
supplies definite references and reliable guidelines and programmes.
The methodological system on which the PTR is based proceeds according to a sequence
of phases that can be distinguished as follows:
• the definition of the economic/social and environmental variables that make up the re-
gional system;
• the definition of the areas that should be reserved for special functions and those subject
to special constraints or legal limitations;
• the formulation of the interpretative scenario or scenarios;
• the formulation of objectives and the identification of the territorial structure of the regional
system;
• the planning of activities and the definition of those policies which will help reach the
agreed economic/social and environmental objectives.

Regione Piemonte’s PTR was approved in 1997. Qualified as a territorial town planning
document, it contains specific indications for the protection of assets – which are identi-
fied on a map – and constraining regulations for subordinate urban instruments, as well as
directives and guidelines for local public agencies that are appointed to protect the envi-
ronment.
In particular, as regards territorial and landscape characteristics, a system is defined which,
starting from already existing situations deriving from legal constraints, is applied accord-
ing to an examination of the territory’s principle characteristics: landscape features, pro-
portion of countryside, protected areas, areas of elevated landscape-environmental quality,
land with high productivity and agricultural activities which dominate the landscape. The lat-
ter include those hillside environments which are dominated by agricultural activity with
high landscape-environmental value, which includes those specialised vineyards, consid-
ered collectively, that characterise these hillsides. The PTR identifies specific safeguarding
and promotional measures for them, both from the landscape-environmental point of view
as well as from an economic point of view. The PTR particularly identifies the Langhe as
an area of significant natural and historical-cultural relevance and prescribes the cre-
ation of specific landscape plans for this area. On the basis of this, the Landscape Plan

see Maps P. 5b-c-d 
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for the Municipalities of the Barolo Area Association (component 1), was drawn up in 2000.
This study, of a historical nature, has the main objective of supplying an interpretation of
the territory under examination through the identification and the cataloguing of its archi-
tectural and landscape assets, attributing a level of value to each. The attribution of values
to each asset or network of assets within the analysis makes it possible to draft protection
and promotion instruments that are suitable for the entire project area which constitutes,
with its characteristics, an asset on a scale of territorial interest and a unified value to be
safeguarded and promoted. Therefore, the study appears as an instrument that can guide
protection and promotion policies affecting historic-cultural and landscape heritage in the
Barolo area.
The PTR also identifies some strategic areas of regional interest, among which is the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato central hillside network. The regional government itself can
define specific protection and development measures in these areas.

The new PTR Regional Territorial Plan was adopted in 2008. This plan updates the previ-
ous 1997 version. It was drawn up in line with the Regional Landscape Plan and pursues
the common objective of guaranteeing policies and measures designed to favour the es-
tablishment of sustainable development.
In this updated plan, as in the previous one, the Areas relative to the Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato central hills are characterised by the particular attention paid to the conservation of
landscape and historical-architectural heritage, to controlling urban sprawl, to the promotion
of wine production, and to tourist promotion combined with wine production and cuisine.
The same territory has also been identified as relevant from the tourist point of view, in
line with what is contained in the Regional Strategic Plan for Tourism (see 5.d).

According to article 143 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape, which attributes
the formation of autonomous landscape planning documents to regional governments – doc-
uments in line with the Regional Territorial Plan – Regione Piemonte and the Ministry of Cul-
tural Heritage and Activities, on 28 March 2008, signed the Protocol of understanding for the
shared creation of the Regional Landscape Plan. 
In the process of territorial planning, the PPR (Regional Landscape Plan) is the primary in-
strument that is used to base the sustainable development of the entire region on the quality
of the landscape and environment. The central objectives are therefore the protection and pro-
motion of natural and cultural landscape heritage, not only in order to improve the living stan-
dards of the population and its cultural identity, but also to increase the attractiveness of the
region itself. For this reason, the PPR has been a fundamental benchmark for the nominated
site’s Management Plan.
The PPR is an innovative instrument in that, in line with the principles of the European Land-
scape Convention, it states that the entire territory is landscape and therefore establishes ob-
jectives and regulations for the protection of all types of landscape, even those of minor value,
which are however recognised as having value for the identity of the local population.

The PPR, adopted with D.G.R (Resolution of the Regional Council) no. 53-11975 of 4 Au-
gust 2009, defines procedures and rules that are designed to guarantee that the landscape
is adequately understood, protected, promoted and managed. It dictates guidelines (guid-
ance and criteria for governing the territory and the landscape through sectorial and urban
planning at different scales), directives (regulations that must be observed in the drawing
up of sectorial plans at different scales) and limitations (regulations, with a direct regula-
tory effect on the legal status of the assets that are dealt with in the plan, which regulate
permitted uses and transformations; they are binding and compulsory and require imme-
diate implementation and compliance from all parties).
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The PPR’s legislative apparatus is divided into three main policies:
1. rules pertaining to landscape areas;
2. rules pertaining to assets and components;
3. rules pertaining to networks.

1. Rules pertaining to landscape areas. The PPR divides the entire region into 76 Land-
scape Areas (i.e. “combined groups of different local landscapes”), with respect to which
specific landscape quality objectives have been defined. Furthermore, each area has its
own identified measures designed to preserve the constitutive elements and features, to
regenerate deteriorated areas, identify urban development and construction guidelines
that comply with these objectives and, more generally, preserve landscape characteristics.
Each area is in turn divided into landscape units, gathered together in a few categories
according to their type, integrity and relevance, and specific regulatory guidelines are as-
signed to each category.
The nominated property of “The vineyard landscape of Piedmont:  Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato” falls within six Landscape areaswhich border each other; the buffer zone of
the proposed site coincides with the boundaries of the Landscape Units (fig.2) so as to
guarantee homogeneous and unambiguous protection in full respect of the quality objec-
tives dictated by the plan. With reference to the nominated territory (components and buffer
zone), some of the general and specific objectives of landscape quality contained in the plan
are listed below. 

fig.2

fig.2: Identification of core zones and buffer
zones within the classification of landscape
areas  and units defined by the Regional
Landscape Plan.)
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The Regional Landscape Plan promotes a territorial governance process and the promotion
of an integrated project that regulates municipalities, above all through the reinforcement
of landscape identifying factors, as founding elements of social cohesion and cultural de-
velopment.

2. Rules pertaining to assets and components. As well as quality objectives and guidelines
for activities as regards landscape areas, the PPR also recognises and protects some
specific landscape components. These components refer to four aspects of territorial
interpretation:

Strategies General Objectives Specific quality objectives

1. territorial regeneration, protection
and promotion of the landscape

1.2 the safeguarding and promotion of biodi-
versity and of natural-environmental heritage

1.2.3 The conservation and promotion of “wi-
despread  natural” ecosystems derived from
traditional agriculture, for the improvement of
the overall organisation of different landscape
types, with particular reference to the main-
tenance of the minimum human intervention
necessary in critical situations or at risk of de-
terioration

1.3 the promotion of the material and spiri-
tual cultural heritage of the territory

1.3.3 The safeguarding and promotion of hi-
storic, architectural, urban and museum heri-
tage and of agricultural areas of particular
landscape value, through proactive conserva-
tion and the modification of objects with a da-
maging impact located in the landscape in
question.

1.4 the protection and regeneration of the lan-
dscape’s characteristics and image/identity

1.4.1. the proactive safeguarding of landsca-
pes with specific value or excellence, in the
general framework of promoting territorial as-
sets. 

1.4.4 The safeguarding and promotion of re-
gional and local views, with particular atten-
tion paid to open spaces which allow a wide
view of the area and the picturing of assets of
historical and cultural interest and the conso-
lidated vision of urban, hillside and mountain
skylines.

1.5.2 The containment and rationalisation of
proliferating urban settlements and arterial or
widespread constructions in urban and su-
burban areas.

1.5 The regeneration of urban and peri-urban
areas

1.6.1. The development and integration of
agricultural aspects, both traditional and in-
novative, in local economies that make the
most of local resources and the  natural and
cultural features of the hills, foothills and
mountains that ensure the maintenance of the
territory and its consolidated hydro-geologi-
cal and landscape networks. 

1.8.2. The highlighting of the landscape’s fea-
tures, paying particular attention to traditio-
nal local features (crests, slopes, foothills,
terraces) and to the changing features of new
urban developments

1.8 The revitalisation of mountains and hills

2.3.1 The placing of limits on the use of land,
promoting sustainable practices, with parti-
cular attention paid to the prevention of ero-
sion, deterioration, contamination and
desertification.

2.3 The protection and promotion of primary
resources: the ground and sub-soil

2. environmental sustainability and energy
efficiency

2.4.1. The safeguarding of forest assets2.4 The protection and promotion of primary
resources: forest assets

2.5.1. The use of local resources for energy
using methods which are appropriate, inte-
grated and compatible with the specific na-
ture of the landscape.

2.5 The promotion of an energy-efficient sy-
stem

1.6 The promotion of rural features 
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- environmental aspects: which includes mountain areas, the water system, territories cov-
ered by woods, areas or elements of specific geomorphological or natural interest, “pro-
tected natural areas” or areas preserving biodiversity, rural areas with high
bio-permeability and areas of elevated agronomic interest (fig. 3). These components,
which to a great extent are already the subject of various forms of protection, constitute
particularly sensitive territorial heritage that the PPR in general protects from settlement
and infrastructural development. As part of this territorial interpretation, some compo-
nents fall within the “Areas of elevated agronomic interest” category (article 20), where
objectives such as the maintenance of the agricultural use of these lands, using tech-
niques that guarantee production characteristics, is pursued as well as landscape con-
servation.

fig.3: Map on landscape ecomosaic of Pied-
mont; the blue circle identifies the nomina-
ted Property. (source: Regione Piemonte,
preliminary elaborations for the Regional
Landscape Plan)

fig.3
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- Historical-cultural aspect: which includes most of the region’s historic cultural heritage,
which is often of extraordinary importance, much of which is already subject to various
forms of protection, of which the PPR recognises and safeguards the landscape’s value and
promotes, wherever possible, its integration into the general context. Among the safe-
guarding and promotional components of the Plan which form the Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato value system, it is worth mentioning the “Historic road network and railway heritage”
system (article 22), the “Historic town  centres” (article 24), the “Historic rural heritage”
(article 25), the “Religious centres” (article 28) and the “ Systems of fortification” (article 30).
- Urban settlement network: which includes an extremely vast and heterogeneous group of
areas where settlement and infrastructural development were concentrated over time with
the consequent use of land, environmental pressures and impetus for change, which the
PPR (together with the Regional Territorial Plan) tries to control, triggering virtuous re-
generation and environmental reclamation processes, thanks also to a widespread use of
“good practices”. Among the constituent components of the proposed site, which are
protected by the Plan, one should mention the “rural settlements” (article 40).
- Scenic-visual aspects: which include all views, belvederes, sites of scenic and aesthetic
value, the visual relationship between settlement and environment, rural areas of specific
landscape interest, sites and typical elements. These form a combination of sites and re-
lationships which the PPR recognises as having a fundamental role in the region’s image
and the image of its different parts, thus setting a limit to the processes of mutilation and
deterioration that are already under way. Again in this case, it has been considered use-
ful to briefly list the components that are identified most with the values of the site and
which are protected by the Plan, such as: “Belvederes, beautiful views, sites of scenic
and aesthetic value” (article 30), “Areas of specific landscape interest” (article 32) – which
includes vineyards – and “Sites and typical elements” (article 33), which includes loca-
tions listed as UNESCO World Heritage Sites. The latter are considered areas that merit
safeguarding and priority objectives have been undertaken for them, such as: the defence
of historic and cultural identity, the protection of historic buildings, the safeguarding of
territorial integrity and the promotion and utilisation of artistic and environmental assets.
The regulations prohibit any type of impactful intervention whatsoever, in terms of con-
struction, planning and infrastructure.

Art. 32 Rural areas of specific landscape interest
The Regional Landscape Plan acknowledges and defends areas characterised by par-
ticular systems of cultivated or natural components of specific landscape-cultural in-
terest, highlighting the following in Table P4:

• hilltop areas forming backgrounds;
• agro-forestry landscapes of particular inter-digitation between cultivated areas and
woodland borders;
• rural landscape systems of standardised significance and characterisation of the
crops, distinguishing:

- paddy fields;
- vineyards;

• rural landscape systems of significant variety and specificity, such as terraces,
closed field mosaics or the cultivation of grass with tree borders, vineyards planted
also with trees, traditional orchards altered little by recent transformations, with
the presence of sparse whole traditional settlements or traces of farming installa-
tions and their historical infrastructures, with particular reference to the coinci-
dence with the aspects pursuant to article 19 and to paragraph 2 of article 25;
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• rural systems along riversides with sparse traditional settlements and, in particular,
at fluvial confluences.

Art. 33 Places and identifying elements
In Table P4, the Regional Landscape Plan acknowledges the places and identifying el-
ements that are considered to have an image of particular symbolic value in the local
social perception and/or the collective imagination, inasmuch as they are:
• traditionally connected to traditional, devotional, memorial and historical events or
values:
• connected to recurrent or one-off activities or values of social use of space, moti-
vating aggregation and/or recognition at local or supra-local level;
• evoked by representations of artistic interest;
• connected to notoriety or consolidated fame within tourism.

In Table P2 and Annex C, the Regional Landscape Plan highlights the places pursuant
to paragraph 1, distinguishing:
• the Sites included in the UNESCO World Heritage;
• the Estates of the “Ordine Mauriziano”, restricted to those pursuant to paragraph 7;

3. Rules pertaining to networks. Finally, we have the guidelines for networks which
combine guidance for Landscape Areas and Units and regulations for landscape as-
sets and components. These take on particular importance when considering eco-
logical, environmental and urban fragmentation processes that are still under way.

Planning at  provincial level

At a provincial level, the governance of Italy’s territory is applied using instruments that be-
long to what are usually defined as an “intermediate level” of planning.
According to article 15, paragraph 1, of law no. 142/90, every provincial government:
“a. shall collect and coordinate the proposals made by municipalities, so as to aid the region’s
economic, territorial and environmental strategy;
b. shall contribute towards the creation of the regional development programme and of other
programmes and regional plans according to the regulations dictated by regional law;
c. shall formulate and adopt, with reference to the regulations and objectives of the re-
gional development programme, its long-term programmes of both a general and sector-
ial kind and promote the coordination of programmes by municipalities”:

and prepares and adopts the PTCP Territorial Plan of Provincial Coordination which, while
municipalities retain their responsibilities based on objectives and strategies adopted in
regional planning, determines more detailed guidance of territorial organisation.
As the responsibilities of provincial governments particularly concern infrastructure and
the environment (water, geology, land, parks and nature reserves, as well as forestry re-
sources), the PTCP defines:
• the general organisation of the infrastructural network,
• the implementation of the PTR Regional Territorial Plan and the PPR Regional Landscape
Plan in all matters where it is responsible.

As far as provincial governments involved in the nominated proposal are concerned, there
are three plans:
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• Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Alessandria
• Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Asti
• Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Cuneo

The Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Alessandria was ap-
proved with Resolution no. 223-5714 of 19 February 2002.
The PTCP considers the protection and promotion of environmental resources to be one of
the founding values of its plan, in particular as far as the southern and north-western parts
of its territory are concerned which, with reference to the nominated property, correspond
to the Monferrato of the Infernot area (component 6).
The regulations in force contain a list of planning and construction parameters that have to be
itemised by local planning offices, which are also requested to carry out analyses on land-
scape components, define compatible modifications, identify views, construct new buildings
and identify and regulate the tree-lined avenues and hillsides of importance to the landscape.
The prevailing development objectives of the Plan are: the safeguarding of the landscape
and hillsides, the development and incentivising of specialised agricultural activities and
prestigious wine production activities, the promotion of tourist, cultural, cuisine, agri-
tourism and religious activities.
These objectives are the starting point for the definition of priorities and programming and
planning choices.  
The PTCP of Alessandria’s provincial government also regulates the governance of the ter-
ritory, recognising: agricultural use of land networks, the network of settlements, the func-
tional network and the infrastructural network. Within the agricultural use of land network,
the Plan identifies “farming areas of significant importance to the landscape”, which in-
clude hillside areas that are deeply involved in types of agricultural cultivation with high
landscape-environmental value and the mass of specialised vineyards that, considered col-
lectively, characterise the landscape. These areas are covered by the objective of protect-
ing farmland as a feature which identifies the landscape. The duty of verifying and specifying
borders and identifying the portions of territory destined for specialised cultivation (DOC,
DOCG, orchards) inside these areas, which must be set aside for agricultural activities and
where no new buildings are permitted, is handed over to local planning offices.  In these
areas, it is required that traditional building characteristics and quality parameters be re-
spected, so that the historically consolidated image of the hillside landscape is not altered.
Local planning offices establish the conditions and limits pertaining to changes in agricul-
ture that are permitted and can plan environmental tourist uses that can be combined with
the agricultural use of land.
Finally, the PTCP devotes particular attention to the tourist value of the territory and iden-
tifies the areas of tourist value that are characterised by particular historic, cultural, land-
scape or architectural conditions, which are destined to become tourist attractions. For
these areas the PTCT encourages cooperation between local organisations with the purpose
of defining operational territorial projects to promote the areas. The tourist areas identified
by the PTCP include, among others, the Monferrato wine route, where incentives to boost
economic activities connected to nature, food and wine, rural, cultural and religious tourism
are planned, while respecting the specific nature of the sites and the characteristics of the
natural and constructed landscape.

The Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Asti was approved by
the provincial bodies after Regional Council Resolution no. 384-2858 of 5 October 2004.
The PTCP recognises the central importance of the area’s historic, cultural and environ-
mental structure when defining management policies for the territory and the promotion of
its resources. The Plan identifies its various components:
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• the network of scenery and hillsides,
• areas of high landscape and environmental quality,
• historic town centres,
• architecture and systems of architectural assets
• landscape units that constitute sub-areas of historical and cultural value,
• tourist functions and relative territorial businesses.

The hillside scenery affects the physical structure of the land and the territory’s image and
are part of the “structural constants of the landscape” to which the Plan attributes the value
of a strategic resource, and to which it dedicates conservation and promotional activities. 
The PTCP identifies, among the areas of high landscape and environmental quality: 
• parts of the “Langhe area”,
• the “Monferrato wine route” area,
• the “Roeri Astigiani” area,

where, since the updating of the Urban Development Plans, the following are not permitted:
• the alteration of hilltops and ravines,
• the elimination of typical agricultural and land features when they are of high quality (dry-
stone walls, tree-lined avenues, rows of vines etc.).

Within these areas, municipalities should direct their planning instruments towards safe-
guarding landscape-environmental characteristics, conserving the elements of the agricultural
landscape, reusing existing building assets and defining the areas that are to be set aside as
parkland, for which the PTCP indicates the minimum percentages.
The PTCP identifies the increased tourist potential of the provincial territory once it makes the
most of its hillside landscape and its architectural, cultural and historic assets, as well as its
vine growing and food and wine traditions. The Plan’s objective is to encourage the develop-
ment of tourist activities through the strengthening and diversification of the accommodation
available; the promotion of its cuisine, of fairs, sporting events and popular culture; the pro-
motion of cultural events tied to the use of the province’s historic-artistic-urban heritage and
the inclusion of the provincial territory in national and international tourist promotion circuits.
As far as the natural and forestry-agricultural system is concerned, the PTCP takes special
pains to protect the “areas set aside for agriculture”, which include the hillsides and upper hills
covered in vineyards, orchards and pastures. For these areas, the PTCP imposes the priority
objective of “increasing the attractiveness of rural areas for people and economic activi-
ties…”From this point of view, the importance of creating a system of “defence” in rural ter-
ritories is highlighted, a formula created to avoid – through settlement of those sites –
deterioration and hydro-geological instability. The adaption of construction activities to match
rural characteristics, with the “preservation and strengthening of biodiversity and cultivated
landscapes”, is considered equally important.

The PTCP supplies a series of guidelines and compatibility criteria to which the Municipal-
ities must refer in order to update their General Regulating Plans (with respect to tradi-
tional building features, the conservation of structural elements of the agricultural territory,
the conservation of land for specialised cultivations, etc…).

The Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial government of Cuneo was approved
with Regional Council Resolution no. 241-8817 of 24/02/2009.
The Cuneo PTCP indicates, among its primary objectives, the promotion of Cuneo’s land-
scape and environment, including the agricultural landscapes of the Langhe and Roero. It
highlights the increasing development of agriculturally-based service industry areas, where
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primary production has triggered a virtuous mechanism that works hand-in-hand with local
cultural components.
Indeed, the Cuneo area is implementing numerous initiatives that are linked to the promo-
tion of cultural and natural heritage and, to an even greater extent, to the promotion of the
rural area’s cuisine, redefining the features of its tourist appeal compared to traditional
mountain and spa tourism. The PTCP shows how the quality of the environment cannot be
separated from the quality of the goods which are produced in that environmental context
and highlights the widespread efforts made (in particular in the Langhe environment, with
the direct involvement of its wine producers) to devote a percentage of financial resources
to the reclamation, restoration and mitigation of instances where human intervention has
altered landscape values. 
The PTCP identifies, among the agricultural landscapes of cultural interest, the hillside
areas that are characterised by the presence of vineyards, which are a distinctive feature of
the landscape and it promotes their protection and conservation in several ways, including
the revision of urban instruments by Municipalities, which have the duty of specifying the
borders made by the PTCP and of promoting the landscape and rural environment. Fur-
thermore, the PTCP defines the areas where vineyards are located, where the Municipali-
ties’ General Town Plan must minimise uses of this territory’s resource which prove
restrictive and promote the environmental and productive elements of agricultural land-
scapes, above all hillside ones.  

Finally, the provincial government, together with the PTCP, promotes Projects for the Pro-
tection, Reclamation and Promotion of the Environment (PVA), initiatives that, with the
participation of interested organisations and local bodies, have the aim of promoting the
rural territory, managing the territory’s natural and landscape resources in a sustainable
way, protecting values and cultural identity and integrating the environment and landscape
in local government’s economic and social policies.  The PTCP defines an initial list of ter-
ritories that could be involved in these projects, (including the hills of the Langhe), where
innovative solutions to landscape-environmental problems can be tested, using many meth-
ods including the reclamation of damaged or deteriorated features, the conservation of nat-
ural ecosystems and agricultural-economic systems and the creation of a balance between
social needs, economic activities and the environment.
It should be pointed out that since the Territorial Coordination Plans of provincial govern-
ments acknowledge the guidance passed down from plans made by higher authorities, the
relative categories have not been indicated on maps as they coincide to a great extent with
those of the Regional Landscape Plan.

Planning at municipal level

At a local level, the urban planning instrument used is the Urban Development Plan (UDP),
which all municipalities have. This plan, as is demonstrated by national legislation on this
topic, affects the municipality’s entire territory, and is a practical response to more au-
thoritative plans at a regional level (the Regional Territorial Plan and the Regional Land-
scape Plan) and at a provincial level (Territorial Coordination Plan of the provincial
government). In this sense, the UDP shows main road networks and divides the territory
into zones using very accurate detailed scales (the plan’s maps go from 1:5000 to 1:500),
and through its maps and implementation regulations it shows constraints, land usage and
methods and locates public services.
The law states that the UDP can be drawn up by one municipality alone or by several bor-
dering municipalities. This statement has proved to be particularly significant for homo-
geneous areas such as those involved in the candidacy.
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The UDP contains both regulations of a general nature and concrete and specific regulations
of a restrictive nature and therefore has a direct, “binding” effect on   individual landowners.
Through zoning and regulations, the UDP therefore defines, for each single portion of its ter-
ritory, the conversion possibilities and the relative procedures (required use, construction ra-
tios and construction approval procedures). In particular, the areas identified with the letter
“A” are areas that enjoy maximum protection, which in general coincide with old town centres,
where only restoration or conservative repair work is permitted (consolidation, restoration,
elimination of extraneous elements added at a later date to a building, repair of a building’s main
elements, addition of wiring or heating systems required when using a building).  Permitted
work is therefore directed towards conserving the building’s original structure and towards
ensuring that it is used in a compatible way, respecting elements of a traditional type, shape
and structure.

As far as the protection of cultural heritage is concerned, the UDP acknowledges the con-
straints deriving from more authoritative legislation and planning, and identifies cultural-
landscape assets and defines specific regulations for their conservation. 

The implementation of the planning programmes foreseen in the Urban Develpment Plan
is carried out through Activating Urban Plans (PUA) which define the town planning, in-
frastructural and architectural organisation of specific areas, and which can be a public or
private initiative or a joint public and private initiative.

Each municipality also has Building Regulations, which regulate how building and urban plan-
ning projects are completed and the relative procedures, the parameters and building and plan-
ning ratios, the environmental impact, performance requirements and the quality of the
buildings constructed, construction and functional regulations applied to buildings, how con-
struction work is carried out and how building sites are managed, surveillance and sanctions.

Some municipalities have adopted a Colour Plan, which defines and prescribes, on the
basis of investigations conducted on existing buildings, the colours that should be used on
the exterior of existing buildings or new buildings in specific areas of the territory; the most
suitable techniques and materials necessary to achieve the correct colour as well as the
colours and materials required for cladding and accessories.
The Colour Plan is, in actual fact, a project which aims to restore the city’s image, which
regulates the proper colour, cleaning and restoration work done on facades, or on parts of
facades, as well as street furniture in the municipality’s territory. This instrument, whose im-
plementation increases the character and recognisability of a town’s different layers, has
proved to be particularly effective in highlighting the typical features of old town centres and
rural settlements. The regional government offers incentives, through the distribution of ear-
marked funds, to implement the regulations of the Colour Plan in each municipality (Re-
gional Law 24 of 30/04/96).

Specific protection guidance for the property

All of the Municipalities involved in the UNESCO nomination of  “The Vineyard landscape
of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato” have implemented the above-mentioned plan-
ning instruments at municipal level.
Furthermore, in order to further strengthen the protection of the areas they manage, all the
borough councils in the components updated their Urban Development Plans in line
with a series of even more precise protection regulations, which refer in particular to
vineyard landscape values. These regulations were formalised following a Resolution of
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the Regional Council of March 2010 (see Annex 6), and defined precisely in the subsequent
Determina Dirigenziale - Executive Stipulation - of July 2010 (see Annex 7).

This cooperative process between territorial organisations as regards the desire to consoli-
date and possibly strengthen the level of protection of the nominated territories was formally
demonstrated with the signing of the Agreement between the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
and Activities, Regione Piemonte and the provincial governments of Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo (see Annex 4) in 2008, which was followed by the resolutions of intent of each munic-
ipality in 2009 (see Annex 5). Since 2012 the partnership has been supported also by Ministry
of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies, which brought a significant technical contribute
in terms of agricultural policies related with the wine-growing and producing. 

The subsequent Resolution of the Regional Committee no. 87 of 16 March 2010, which
was further itemised with Executive Stipulation no. 460 of 20/07/10, formalised the Tech-
nical enclosure which, compared to the draft text supplied in March 2009, states and clar-
ifies the protection and promotion objectives and legislative guidelines of the different
components that characterise the vineyard landscapes of Langhe-Roero and Monfer-
rato (see Annex 6), which municipality governance instruments must adhere to.

This legislative enclosure foresees three all-encompassing guidance categories, i.e.:
• guidance for the protection of the general values underpinning the candidacy, to be ap-
plied to the entire territory of the components;
• guidance for projects applied to rural areas;
• guidance for projects applied to settlements.

The identified regulations guarantee the safeguarding of those elements that charac-
terise the landscape, guide urban projects in the territory with a view to the regenera-
tion and reuse of existing buildings, consider visual and aesthetic features as
fundamental components that must be considered as part of urban planning instruments
and protect the layout and traditional structure of the rural landscape.
One important regulation concerns the introduction of the obligation to carry out a verifi-
cation analysis of landscape and environmental compatibility on new constructions (see the
environmental examination mentioned in the Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage).
This guarantees greater control over the development of residential areas, with the pur-
pose of ensuring that new buildings are in keeping with existing buildings and the sur-
rouding environment.
From the same point of view, the regulations highlight the importance of guidelines and
manuals concerning the reclamation of rural buildings, formulated by Regione Piemonte,
which are a basic reference instrument for building projects.
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PROTECTION GUIDANCE FOR THE PROPERTY

1 Guidance for the protection of the general values found in the candidate site, to be
applied to the entire territory of the core zones.

1.1 Protection of the water network  […]

1.2 Protection of the geomorphological and natural network and the location of new plants.
a. It is forbidden to open or enlarge waste disposal/treatment plants and non-compatible
mining activities […]
b. It is forbidden to locate plants for the production of alternative energy for productive use,
such as solar panel fields and biomass power plants […]

1.3 Protection of elements of aesthetic, visual value and views (belvederes, beautiful
views, sites with scenic and aesthetic value, attractive roads)
a.   […]  activities that alter the layout and the visual elements of a building and of the veg-
etation that constitutes the agricultural landscape are not allowed.
b. It is necessary to further detail the protection activities concerning hillside and hilltop
roads and sections along valleys from which it is possible to have a view of hillside reliefs,
which are considered elements of elevated landscape interest that characterise the UN-
ESCO candidacy area […]
1.3.1 Restoration of alterations
a. It is necessary to offer incentives for the restoration of those aspects that have been altered
by previous intervention, favouring the re-location or removal of incompatible activities and
buildings, or the mitigation of objects with irreversible impact, with particular reference to in-
dustrial production and agricultural plants and to technological equipment […]
1.3.4 Buildings and areas with strong visual impact
a. Regulating plans identify the buildings and areas with a strong visual impact for which
it is necessary to plan regeneration projects;
b. Projects affecting these buildings and areas must be subjected to unified planning that
pays particular attention to size, colour and shape, the regulation of advertisement posters
and the control of light pollution, through urban renovation work.

2. Guidance for intervention in rural areas
Local authorities should pursue the conservation of the agricultural network which in-
cludes the historically consolidated wine producing industry, the agricultural landscape’s
layout and historic buildings.

2.1 Projects affecting ground fertility […]

2.2 Maintenance of the agricultural network […]

2.3Maintenance of land shape[…]

2.4 Conservation of agricultural layout
a. It is necessary to pursue the conservation of agricultural buildings, the borders of his-
toric settlements, of widespread tree networks (isolated, in groups, in rows, in clumps).

2.5 Projects affecting vineyards
a. New vineyards are admitted, with precedence given to native vine stocks, in full respect
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of the legislation in force concerning agriculture and production regulations concerning de-
nominations of origin. […]

2.6 Projects affecting rural settlements […] 
c. Building and infrastructure projects that go beyond a conservative restoration must be
subjected to unified planning projects extended to an adequate landscape context, in order
to verify their landscape and environmental compatibility […]
2.6.1 Construction procedures
a. It is necessary to plan regulations that guarantee the architectural and construction qual-
ity of both new rural constructions and the restoration of existing buildings […]

3 Guidance for projects affecting settlements
Permitted projects
Within existing settlement areas included in the regulating plans in force on the date of the
adoption of DGR 87 -13582 of 16/03/2010, the following, if permitted by the urban in-
struments in force, are allowed:
ordinary and emergency maintenance, conservative restoration and repair work and build-
ing renovation,
the extension of existing buildings,
completion work that can exclusively be conducted in areas already partially built-up or in
gaps between built-up lots on at least two sides,
new constructions in areas continuing on from, and close to, already built-up, urban areas
[…]
Municipalities must simultaneously adopt guidance on building types and guidance con-
cerning the use of materials with the purpose of guaranteeing that the landscape values
in the areas of excellence (core zones), included in the candidacy, are not altered. Each ex-
tension or new construction which, due to its location or size, could put significant strain
on the visibility, interpretation and recognisability of single and collective objects of beauty,
shall be subordinated to the drafting of a landscape report with reference to DPCM12-12-
2005.

Construction procedures
It is necessary to draft laws that guarantee the architectural and construction quality of both
new buildings and the restoration of existing buildings […]
Prescriptions for new buildings
New buildings permitted in the regulating plans in force […] must be subjected to verifi-
cation analyses of their landscape and environmental compatibility.
Reuse of existing structures
It is necessary to offer reuse incentives for residential purposes on existing buildings,
within the limit of volumes already enclosed on three sides.
In the case of the restoration and possible extension of these buildings, or the exten-
sion/completion of buildings, where the urban instruments in force permit them, con-
struction work will have to guarantee the proper placement of the building within its hillside
environment […]
Open spaces […]
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Many municipalities are involved in the Urban Development Plan updating procedures, and
this represents an international best practice in the context of landscape protection and
witness the depth attachment of citizens in their territory. Similarly many municipalities in
the buffer zone have joined to Urban Development Plan updating procedures.

At present all the municipalities in the nominated property have concluded the updating
procedures foreseen by DGR no. 87 of 16 March 2010.

Production and protection of product regulations

One of the exceptional features of the nominated site concerns the presence of vineyards
historically cultivated and which allow the production of numerous high quality wines. This
aspect, which renders the territory of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato unique, is regu-
lated and protected at both a municipal level – thanks to regulations that refer to the com-
mon organisation of the wine producing market – and at a regional level – thanks to product
protection laws. These provisions which, in some ways, constitute further elements of pro-
tection of the vineyard landscape are briefly described below.
The Denomination of Protected Origin of wines (DOP) refers to the geographic name of

Component Municipality Current status of UDP updating
and related  Town Council Resolution (D.C.C)

1. Langa of Barolo

Barolo (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  3  of 15/03/2011

Serralunga d’Alba (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  10 of 12/07/2010

Castiglione Falletto (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  16  of 24/09/2010

La Morra (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  5  of  02/03/2011

Monforte d’Alba (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  17  of 24/09/2010

Novello (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  17  of  28/09/2010

Diano d’Alba (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no. 20  of 28/06/2011

2. Grinzane Cavour Castle Grinzane Cavour (CN) Protected by current Urban Development Plan

3. Hills of Barbaresco
Neive (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no. 3 of 07/02/2011

Barbaresco (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no. 34 of 14/12/2011

4. Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

Montegrosso (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 16 of 20/04/2011

Mombercelli (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 39 of 27/10/2010

Agliano (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 21 of 21/10/2010

Castelnuovo Calcea (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 42 of 27/10/2010

Vinchio (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 24 of 29/10/2010

Vaglio Serra (AT) Updated - D.C.C. of 12/08/2010

Nizza Monferrato (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no, 46 of 26/10/2010

5. Canelli and Asti spumante

Santo Stefano Belbo (CN) Updated - D.C.C. no.  36 of15/12/2010

Calosso (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 38 of 29/10/2010

Canelli (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 42 of 8/07/2010

6. Monferrato of the Infernot

Cella Monte (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 2 of 26/02/2011

Ozzano Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 2 of  12/04/2011

Sala Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 32 of 22/12/2010

Rosignano Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 29 of  23/09/2011

Ottiglio (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no.1 of 21/02/2011

Olivola (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 7 of 4/05/2011

Frassinello Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 12 of  9/05/2011

Camagna Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 23 of 2/08/2011

Vignale Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no.30 of 17/10/2012

see Map P. 5e
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a particularly important vineyard area. This trademark is used to indicate a renowned prod-
uct of quality, whose characteristics are closely connected to the natural environment and
human factors. 
The denominations of protected origin, as far as wine products are concerned, can be di-
vided into:
• Denomination of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (DOCG);
• Denomination of Controlled Origin (DOC).

According to law no. 164/1992 (with which the Italian State reorganised the protection reg-
ulations of wine denominations, with reference to the European Community regulations in
this matter), DOCG and DOC wines are produced according to specific Production regula-
tions, approved at a national level and subjected to precise control plans implemented by
third party certification organisations. The production regulations contain the following in-
formation:

a. the denomination;
b. the area of production;
c. the description of the chemical, physical and sensory characteristics of the wine;
d. the maximum yield of the grape and wine per hectare, but also the destination of any pos-
sible surplus;

e. indications on the variety of vines (known as low ampelography)  from which the wine
is obtained;

f. the forms of cultivation, pruning systems and – for DOCG wines – the density of stumps
per hectare on the basis of plant order;
g. the production conditions, and in particular the natural characteristics of the area, such
as climate, soil, position, altitude, exposure;

h. the elements that highlight a connection with the territory.

As is evident, some elements in particular  (b, f, g, h) among those that are regulated, which
constitute important cultivation prescriptions, in fact also represent protection dispositions
with reference to the conservation of the vineyard landscape.
The Annex 1 contains all of the major wine production regulations that characterize the
site, namely: Barolo DOCG, Barbaresco DOCG, Barbera d’Asti DOCG, Barbera del Mon-
ferrato Superiore DOCG, Asti DOCG.

The Legislative Decree no. 61 of 8 April 2010, issued with the aim of preserving denomi-
nation of protected origin of wines and the geographical indications, provided for the es-
tablishment of the National DOP wine Committee.The National DOP Wine Committee is an
advisory and proactive body of the Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies in
the field of the protection and promotion of the DOP wines. The Committee also has the im-
portant task of evaluating and monitoring new designations of origin or any changes to
production regulations.
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List of protected objects included in the nominated property

In the previous section special legal protection measures from which the property benefit
have been outlined.
The following is a list of the protected objects included in the property, broken down by the
different components.

5.b.1 Langa of Barolo

Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component 1 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of  the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 
Given the large number of protected building in the property, we report only the wine re-
lated places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape. For an exhaustive inventory see Annex 12.

• The privately owned castle (R.R. no. 2856 of 14/06/1971), located in the Municipal-
ity of Barolo (CN) at Piazza Falletti no.3 (C02);
• The privately owned castle know as “Della Volta” (Ministerial Note of 07/06/1951), lo-
cated in the Municipality of Barolo (CN) at Località Volta  no.3 (C03);
• Municipal Cellar located in the Municipality of Castiglione Falletto (CN) at Via Cavour
24 (D26);
• Church and Convent of SS. Annunziata, owned by a non-profit organisation (Minis-
terial Note of 29/08/1909)  located in the Municipality of La Morra (CN) at Frazione
Annunziata (C05);
• Former Vicarage (Authorisation and simultaneous declaration of interest no. D.S.R.
of 9/09/2003 located in the Municipality of Monforte d’Alba (CN) at Via della Chiesa,
Frazione Perno (C10);

- Buildings and areas protected according to article 136 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape:

• The area surrounding  Serralunga d’Alba Castle (Ministerial Decree of 13/07/1970);
• The woods around Barolo Castle (Ministerial Decree of 02/11/1929).

- Areas protected by law according to article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape:

• Areas covered with forests and woods; 
• Rivers, streams, water courses and their banks and the bottom of embankments for an
area of 150 metres each: Rio Bergeisa or della Rocca; the Barolo Plain, Rio Bussia, Rio
Talloria dell’Annunziata, Rio di Perno, Rio Talloria di Castiglione and Rio Argentella.

see Map P. 5a.1 and Annex 12
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Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
Component 1 is part of landscape area 64: “Basse  Langhe”.

Natural Features
• Secondary hilltop systems, protected according to article 13 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Fluvial protected according to article 14 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Land predominantly covered in woods, protected according to article 16 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;
• Fields-pastures, bush areas and permanent grass growing areas, protected according
to article 19 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Areas of elevated agronomic interest, protected according to article 20 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;  
• Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape networks of significant homogeneity, characterised by farmland:
vineyards.

Human-Cultural Features
Municipality of Barolo
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to article 24
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique mansions and/or military buildings.

Municipality of Castiglione Falletto
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to article 24
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique mansions and/or military buildings. 

Municipality of La Morra
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:  
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Monforte d’Alba
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to article 24
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Isolated buildings showing evidence of residential migration and abandonment.

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:  
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Novello
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:  
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Serralunga d’Alba
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to article 24
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique mansions and/or military buildings. 

see Map P. 5b.1

see Map P. 5c.1
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Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Visual Features
Municipality of Barolo
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The Castle della Volta;
The Castle of Barolo.

Buildings at the heart of town centres, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;
Attractives routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Section from San Pietro to Barolo.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Hillsides with cultivated slopes and settlements at the foot or hilltop;
Edges of historic town centres with a notable consolidated relationship between build-
ings and adjacent farmland or significant natural elements.

Identifying places and elements, according to article 33 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The Castle of the Marchesi Falletti of Barolo.

Municipality of Castiglione Falletto
Buildings at the heart of town centres, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;
Attractives routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The section between Castiglione Falletto and Monforte d’Alba.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Hillside or valley settlements, interrupted by woods or unaltered farmland.

Municipality of La Morra
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The Church of the Annunziata.

Municipality of Monforte d’Alba
Attractives routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The section between Castiglione Falletto and Monforte d’Alba.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes predomi-
nantly covered in woods or farmland.

Municipality of Serralunga d’Alba
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The Castle of Serralunga d’Alba.

Buildings at the heart of town centres, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;
Attractives routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The section between Uccelleccio and Serralunga d’Alba.

see Map P. 5d.1
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Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes predomi-
nantly covered in woods or farmland.

Urban Development Plan
As previously emphasised, the entire component is subject to a reinforcement of protec-
tion measures at a municipal level through the updating of the UDPs of all the municipali-
ties, according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Castiglione Falletto (CN);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Serralunga d’Alba (CN);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Barolo (CN);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Novello (CN);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of La Morra (CN).

Areas protected by production and product protection regulations

The entire component is covered by the area identified by DOC and DOCG regional classi-
fication areas which, as mentioned, constitutes a further product protection measure.

see Map P. 5e.1

see Map P. 5c.1
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5.b.2 Grinzane Cavour Castle

Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component  2 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 

• Castel of the Marquises of Sostegno (R.R. no. 1957 of 15/03/1972; Ministerial Note of
06/09/1909) located in the Municipality of Grinzane Cavour (CN) at Via Castello 5 (C14).

Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
Component 2 is part of landscape area 64 “Basse Langhe”

Visual Features
Municipality of Grinzane Cavour
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The Castel of Grinzane Cavour

Attractives routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan
Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes predomi-
nantly covered in woods or farmland.

Identifying places and elements, according to article 33 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The Castle of Grinzane Cavour.

Urban Development Plan
As previously emphasised, the entire component is subject to a reinforcement of protec-
tion measures at a municipal level through the updating of the UDPs of all the municipali-
ties, according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
The old town centre of the Municipality of Grinzane Cavour (CN)

Areas protected by production and product protection regulation.

The entire component is covered by the area identizfied by DOC and DOCG regional clas-
sification areas.

see Map P. 5a.2 and Annex 12

see Map P. 5 b.2

see Map P. 5 c.2

see Map P. 5 e.2
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5.b.3 Hills of Barbaresco

Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component  3 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 
Given the large number of protected building in the property, we report only the wine re-
lated places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape. For an exhaustive inventory see Annex 12.
• The Church of San Donato (Regional Wineshop of Barbaresco), which belongs to the
Municipality (R.R. no. 4304 of 08/05/1987), located in the Municipality of Barbaresco
(CN) at Via Piazza del Municipio (C16);
• The privately owned Castle with Tower (Ministerial Note 01/09/1944), located in the
Municipality of Barbaresco (CN) at Via Torino no.5 (C17);)
• The privately owned Gatehouse of Conti Cotti di Ceres e Scurzolengo (Ministerial Note
15/08/1945), located in the Municipality of Neive (CN) at Via del Castello no. 18 (C18);
• Borgese Palace – Town Hall located in the Municipality of Neive (CN) at Piazza Italia
on the corner with Via Borgese (D09);

- Areas protected by law, according to article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape:

• Areas covered by forests and woods;
• Rivers, streams and water courses and their banks and the bottom of embankments
for an area of 150 metres each: the Tanaro River.

Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
Component 3 is part of landscape area 64: “Basse Langhe”.

Natural Features
• Primary and secondary hilltop systems, protected according to article 13 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Land predominantly covered in woods, protected according to article 16  of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Fields-pastures, bush areas and permanent grass growing areas, protected accord-
ing to article 19 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• To the north-west, the component is slightly affected by the constraints on areas of
elevated agronomic interest, protected according to article 20 of the Regional Land-
scape Plan;
• Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32  of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape networks of significant homogeneity, characterised by farmland:
vineyards.

see Map P. 5a.3 and Annex 12

see Map P. 5 b.3
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Human-Cultural Features
Historic road network and railway assets, protected according to article 22 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan.

Municipality of Barbaresco
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to article 24
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique mansions and/or military buildings.

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Neive
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Areas characterised by crops and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Visual Features
Municipality of Barbaresco
Features of importance to landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan:
The tower of Barbaresco;
Ravines.

Belvederes protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Barbaresco Tower [Type of view: extensive view; Object viewed: bottom of the Tanaro
valley, Roero].

Attractive routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The section towards Barbaresco.

Buildings at the heart of town centres, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan:
Barbaresco 

Landscape outlines protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Border of the Barbaresco river terrace.

Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural networks along rivers with sparse traditional settlements;
Barbaresco and areas overlooking the Tanaro River and Alba basin.

Municipality of Neive
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The old town centre of Neive.

Attractive routes, protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The Langhe and Roero romantic road;
the section from Baraccone, Neive going towards Alba.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes predomi-
nantly covered in woods or farmland.

Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Rural systems along rivers with sparse traditional settlements.
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see Map P. 5 d.3
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Urban Development Plan

As previously emphasised, the entire component is subject to a reinforcement of protec-
tion measures at a municipal level through the updating of the UDPs of all the municipali-
ties, according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Barbaresco (CN);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Neive (CN).

Areas protected by production and product protection regulations

The entire component is covered by the area identified by DOC and DOCG regional classi-
fication areas which, as mentioned, constitutes a further product protection measure.

see Map P. 5 c.3

see Map P. 5 e.3
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5.b.4  Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component  4 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 
Given the large number of protected building in the property, we report only the wine re-
lated places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape. For an exhaustive inventory see Annex 12.

• Crova Palace – House of the Crova Family Barons of Vaglio (Ministerial Note of
27/6/1944) located in the Municipality of Nizza Monferrato (AT) at Via Crova and Via
Pio Corsi 2 (C23);

- Areas protected by law, according to article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape:
• Areas covered by forests and woods;
• Rivers, streams, water courses and their banks or the bottom of embankments for an
area of 150 metres each: the Serenello River;
• Parks, reserves and other Protected Natural Areas: the Special Nature Reserve of the
Sarmassa Valley.

Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
The landscape area number 71: “Monferrato Astigiano”

Natural Features
• Principle and secondary hilltop networks, protected according to article 13 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Fluvial protected according to article 14 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Land predominantly covered in woods, protected according to article 16 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Fields-pastures, bush areas and permanent grass growing areas, protected accord-
ing to article 19 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Areas of elevated agronomic interest, protected according to article 20 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan
• Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems of significant homogeneity characterised by farmland:
vineyards

Human-Cultural Features
Historic road networks and railway assets, protected according to article 22 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
the area of component  4 is skirted to the south  by a branch of the historic Asti-Acqui
railway network.

see Map P. 5a.4 and Annex 12

see Map P. 5 b.4

see Map P. 5 c.4
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Municipality of Agliano Terme
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the
Regional Landscape Plan:  
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary
changes:
• The Dogliano hamlet;
• The San Bernadino hamlet;
• The Bologna hamlet.

Municipality of Castelnuovo Calcea
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the
Regional Landscape Plan:
Areas characterised by farmland and rural hamlets created by changes in the Mid-
dle Ages - The Preie hamlet.

Municipality of Nizza Monferrato
Historic buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according to arti-
cle 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Isolated structures as evidence of transfers and residential abandonment
Settlements founded in the Middle Ages

Visual Features
Municipality of Castelnuovo Calcea
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The old town centre with its castle and church.

Buildings at the heart of old towns, protected according to article 30 of the Regional
Landscape Plan:
The Castle of Castelnuovo Calcea.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article
31 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, pre-
dominantly covered in woods or cultivated; hillsides with cultivated slopes and hill-
top settlements.

Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems featuring significant variety and uniqueness, with sparse
unspoilt traditional settlements or traces of agricultural activity and relative historic
infrastructure.

Identifying places and elements, protected according to article 33 of the Regional
Landscape Plan: 
The Castle of Castelnuovo Calcea.

Municipality of Mombercelli
Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article
31 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, pre-
dominantly covered in woods or cultivated; hillsides with cultivated slopes and hill-
top settlements.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town
gates: historically consolidated relationships between isolated buildings and settle-
ments.
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Identifying places and elements, protected according to article 33 of the Regional
Landscape Plan: 
The Castle of Moncucco.

Municipality of Nizza Monferrato
Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems featuring significant variety and uniqueness, with sparse un-
spoilt traditional settlements or traces of agricultural activity and relative historic infra-
structure.

Municipality of Vaglio Serra
Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Regional
Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems featuring significant variety and uniqueness, with sparse unspoilt
traditional settlements or traces of agricultural activity and relative historic infrastructure.

Municipality of Vinchio
Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates:
historically consolidated relationships between isolated buildings and settlements.

Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems featuring significant variety and uniqueness, with sparse un-
spoilt traditional settlements or traces of agricultural activity and relative historic in-
frastructure.

Urban Development Plan
As previously emphasised, the entire component is subject to a reinforcement of protec-
tion regulations at a municipal level through the updating of the UDPs of all the munici-
palities according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Vinchio (AT);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Castelnuovo Calcea (AT);
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Nizza Monferrato (AT).

Areas protected by production and product protection regulations

The entire component is covered by the area identified by DOC and DOCG regional classi-
fication areas which, as mentioned, constitutes a further product protection measure.

see Map P. 5  c.4

see Map P. 5  e.4
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5.b.5 Canelli and Asti Spumante

Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component  5 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 
Given the large number of protected building in the property, we report only the wine re-
lated places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape. For an exhaustive inventory see Annex 12;
• The privately owned Cantine Bosca (D.D.R. no. 81 of  04/03/2011) located in the Mu-
nicipality of Canelli (AT) in Via G.B. Giuliani 19 (C57);
• The privately owned Cantine Bosca former Zoppa (D.D.R. no. 85 of 08/03/2011) lo-
cated in the Municipality of Canelli (AT) in Via Bosca 2 (C56);
• The privately owned Cantine Gancia (D.D.R. no. 80 of 04/03/2011) located in the
Municipality of Canelli (AT) in Corso Libertà no. 66 (C59);
• Castle, (Gancia Palace) (Ministerial Decree of 06/02/1987) located in the Municipal-
ity of Canelli (AT)  in Via Castello no. 17 (C33);
• The privately owned Cornaro House (Ministerial Decree of 28/10/1968) located in
the Municipality of Canelli (AT) in Via Fratelli Cairoli no. 1 (C34);
• The privately owned Cantine Contratto (D.D.R. no. 77 of 03/03/2011) located in the
Municipality of Canelli (AT)  in Via G.B. Giuliani no. 56 (C58);
• The privately owned Cantine Coppo (D.D.R. no. 86 of 08/03/2011) located in the Mu-
nicipality of Canelli (AT)  in Via Alba no. 68 (C60);
• The privately owned Cantine Coppo EMC (D.D.R. no. 136 of 03/05/2011) located in
the Municipality of Canelli (AT)  in Via Alba no. 38 (C61);

- Areas protected by Law, according to article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape:
• Areas covered by forests and woods;
• Rivers, streams, water courses and their banks or the bottom of embankments for an
area of 150 metres each

  - Areas protected by specific provisions, article 157, fbis of the Code of the Cultural Her-
itage and Landscape:
• The area adjacent to Canelli Castle (M.D. 01/08/1985).

Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
Component 5 falls within landscape area 71: “Monferrato Astigiano”

Natural Features
• Secondary hilltop systems, protected according to article 13 of the Regional Land-
scape Plan;
• Land predominantly covered in woods, protected according to article 16 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Fields-pastures, bush areas and permanent grass growing areas, protected accord-
ing to article 19 of the Regional Landscape Plan;

see Map P. 5a.5 and Annex 12

see Map P. 5 b.5
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• Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems of significant homogeneity, characterised by farmland: vine-
yards.

Human-Cultural Features
Historic road networks and railway assets, protected according to article 22 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Branch of the historic Castagnole Lanze–Santo Stefano Belbo and Alba – Alessandria
railway networks.

Municipality of Calosso
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings: the parish church of San Martino.

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Canelli
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique mansions and/or military buildings – Palazzo Gancia

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary changes:
The Ceirole hamlet.

Visual Features
Municipality of Calosso
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
The Castle of Calosso;
The parish church of San Martino.

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated;
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Identifying places and elements, protected according to article 33 of the Regional Land-
scape Plan:
The Castle of Calosso.

Municipality of Canelli
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Palazzo Gancia

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated;

see Map P. 5c.5

see Map P. 5d.5
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The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.
Identifying places and elements, protected according to article 33 of the Regional Land-
scape Plan:
The Castle and underground cellars

Urban Development Plan
As previously emphasised, the entire zone is subject to a reinforcement of protection in-
struments at a Municipality level through the updating of the UDPs of all the municipalities
according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Calosso (AT).
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Canelli (AT)

Areas protected by production and product protection regulations

The entire component is covered by the area identified by DOC and DOCG regional classi-
fication areas which, as mentioned, constitutes a further product protection measure.

see Map P. 5 c.5

see Map P. 5 e.5
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5.b.6 Monferrato of the Infernot
Given the above mentioned protection measures, the current specific measures and pro-
tection instruments in component  6 are listed below.

Areas protected by legislation protecting cultural heritage  and landscape at a national
level and the regulations pertaining to environmental protection at a national and re-
gional level:

- Wine related places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage
and Landscape 
Given the large number of protected building in the property, we report only the wine re-
lated places protected according to article 10 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape. For an exhaustive inventory see Annex 12;
• Former Parish House (now site of the Cantoni Stone Ecomuseum) (D.D.R. 28/11/2007)
located in the Municipality of Cella Monte (AL) at Piazza Vallino no. 71 (C64) (M15);
• The privately owned Uviglie Castle and adjacent area (Ministerial Decree of
10/02/2001 and 26/08/1950) located in the Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato
(AL) in Strada San Martino no. 73 (C52 – C51);
• Callori Palace, which is owned by the Regione, (D.D.R. 28/11/2006) , located in the
Municipality of Vignale Monferrato (AL) at Piazza del Popolo no. 12 (C41);

- Areas protected by Law, according to article 142 of the Code of the Cultural Heritage and
Landscape:
• Areas covered by forests and woods;

Rivers, streams, water courses and their banks or the bottom of embankments
for an area of 150 metres each.

Areas protected by territorial government instruments at regional and municipal level 

Regional Landscape Plan
Component 6 falls within landscape area 69 “Monferrato e Piana Casalese”

Natural Features
• Secondary hilltop systems, protected according to article 13 of the Regional Landscape
Plan;
• Land predominantly covered in woods, protected according to article 16 of the Regional
Landscape Plan;
• Fields-pastures, bush areas and permanent grass growing areas, protected according to ar-
ticle 19 of the Regional Landscape Plan;
• Areas of elevated agronomic interest, protected according to article 20 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan;
• Rural areas of specific landscape interest, protected according to article 32 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Rural landscape systems of significant homogeneity, characterised by farmland:
vineyards.

Human-Cultural Features
Municipality of Camagna Monferrato
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected accord-
ing to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings

see Map P. 5a.6 and Annex 12

see Map P. 5 b.6

see Map P. 5 c.6
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Municipality of Cella Monte
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings
Isolated buildings showing evidence of residential migration and abandonment.

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Frassinello Monferrato
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings

Municipality of Olivola
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings

Municipality of Ottiglio
Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan: 
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings

Areas and systems of industrial production and energy of historic interest protected to
article 27 of the Regional Landscape Plan.

Municipality of Vignale Monferrato
Historic residential buildings in towns with a strong visual identity, protected according
to article 24 of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Settlements with unique religious buildings

Collections of historic objects in rural areas, protected according to article 25 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Areas characterised by farmland and rural villages created by contemporary changes.

Visual Features
Municipality of Camagna Monferrato
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Church of Saint Eusebius

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

see Map P. 5d.6
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Municipality of Cella Monte
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Church of Saint Quirico

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Municipality of Frassinello Monferrato
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Church of Saint Bernard

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Identifying places and elements, protected according to article 33 of the Regional Land-
scape Plan.

Municipality of Olivola
Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Municipality of Ozzano Monferrato
Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Municipality of Sala Monferrato
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Castle 

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates.

Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Uviglie Castle 
Church of Saint Victor

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates
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Municipality of Vignale Monferrato
Viewpoint protected according to article 30 of the Regional Landscape Plan
Features of importance to the landscape, protected according to article 30 of the Re-
gional Landscape Plan:
Church of San Bartolomeo

Visual contrast between settlements and environment, protected according to article 31
of the Regional Landscape Plan:
Foothill or hilltop settlements emerging from the hills or mountain slopes, predomi-
nantly covered in woods or cultivated.
The edges of historic old towns or isolated architectural constructions and town gates

Urban Development Plan
As previously emphasised, the entire zone is subject to a reinforcement of protection in-
struments at a Municipality level through the updating of the UDPs of all the municipalities
according to DGR 87 of 16/03/2010.

“ZONE A” Protection of historic towns
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Cella Monte (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Camagna Monferrato (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Frassinello Monferrato (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Olivola (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Sala Monferrato (AL)
- The old town centre of the Municipality of Vignale Monferrato (AL)

In order to standardize the normative indications already operating in the territory  and im-
plement the level of protection, the municipalities have adopted further attention: they have
introduced legislation in the municipal building regulations a prevision requiring a gener-
alized protection on all infernot in the area selected. The rule specifically prohibits the dam-
age or destruction of these objects and imposes, in case of need of maintenance work, the
preservation of typological, formal and ornamental use of materials and techniques con-
sistent with the original and the elimination of additions and accretions that distort the sig-
nificance of historical evidence.
In addition, it requires the preparation of an inventory of infernot within the time limit of two
years to ensure a thorough knowledge of the presence of infernot and allow you to trans-
pose the signs of protection for those who had not already, even in the general town plan.

Specifically, the new measure of protection, common to all the selected municipalities, in-
troduced the following article in the municipal building regulations:

“Defence of the infernot.

1. The infernot, underground spaces dug into the formation of Cantoni Stone of the Mon-
ferrato Casalese district, are defended throughout the whole municipal territory, as spe-
cific characterising elements of the wine landscape.

2. The infernot are subject to ordinary and extraordinary maintenance and conservative
restoration in the forms and with the methods specified by the Circular of the Chairman
of the Regional Council no. 5/SG/URB dated 27/04/1984, envisaging the conservation of
the typological, formal and ornamental characteristics of the element, the use of mate-
rials and techniques congruent with the original and the eliminations of any additions and
superfetation that spoil the historical testimony.

see Map P. 5c.6
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3. Improper uses or operations that might destroy or even just damage the material, typo-
logical characteristics and construction technique of the elements are forbidden. 

4. The registration of the infernot present throughout the whole municipal territory must be
completed by 31.12.2014 for annex to these Construction Regulations.”

Areas protected by production and product protection regulations

The entire component is covered by the area identified by DOC and DOCG regional classi-
fication areas which, as mentioned, constitutes a further product protection measure.

see Map P. 5 e.6
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Protection of the buffer zone

As far as the buffer zone is concerned, which is divided into two macro-areas as mentioned
earlier, it follows the borders of the 30 Units and the Landscape areas of the Landscape
Plan, and it is subject to the same protection measures as described earlier.
In particular, in the two areas of the buffer zone, there are:
- Areas protected by legislation for the conservation of cultural and landscape assets at a
national level (Legislative Decree 42/2003 and subsequent modifications) and environ-
mental conservation regulations at a national and regional level, which also include:
• Areas covered by forests and woods;
• Rivers, streams, water courses and their banks or the bottom of embankments for an
area of 150 metres each.
• Parks, reserves and other Protected Natural Areas

Areas protected by specific provisions, article 157 fbis:
• The area adjacent to Canelli Castle;
• The ex-royal grounds and old town centre of Pollenzo;
• Wine Route buffer zone;
• The area adjacent to Canelli Castle

- SPA: Fiume Tanaro e Stagni di Neive (cod. IT1160054). 
- SIR:  Serra dei pini con orchidee (cod. IT116005), Stagni di Mogliasso (cod. IT1160055)
- Regional Nature Reserve Val Sarmassa established by Regional Law June 3, 1993 no. 21
and Zona di Salvaguardia del Bosco delle sorti – La Communa, established by Regional
Law November 14, 2001 no. 29.

All the regulations that affect the area of the buffer zone are mapped in the relative maps. see Maps P. 5 a-e
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5.c Means of implementing protective measures

Today, the protection system that affects the site is well-planned and perfectly suitable to en-
sure its protection. Furthermore, each municipality updated the Urban Development Plan in
line with the landscape protection regulations planned for the entire nominated property. This
provides a further guarantee that the unique values of the vineyard landscape are protected.
It should also be emphasised that protection in Italy is a process and not a fixed and fi-
nalised situation. For this reason, both the protection measures at a legislative level and the
territorial planning instruments at other levels can periodically identify new areas or build-
ings that should be protected.

5.d Existing plans affecting the municipalities and regions in which the proposed pro-
perty is located

Apart from the territorial government instruments that exist, the site is also covered by nu-
merous territorial development, conservation and tourist development plans and pro-
grammes, which have been drawn up by both public administrations and private parties.

Regional or local plans
All territorial organisations periodically compile territorial development plans; in this con-
text, an important role is played by Integrated Territorial Programmes (PTI), which are
drafted by groups of municipalities and consist, in line with regional programming guide-
lines, of a set of projects, services and actions that have been developed in an organic way
and which are coordinated. Their aim is to develop their territories in a compatible way.
These programmes were presented by the different groups involved in June 2008, follow-
ing the issuing of an invitation to tender (DGR of 11/12/2006, no. 55-4677). They express
the strategic orientation of a network of public and private bodies who are interested in the
development and promotion of their territory. They have been drawn up with a view to
being completed – through access to various funds – over the planning period 2007-2013,
and they are a “grass  roots”contribution to the unified programming strategy of Regione
Piemonte for that period of time.
The nominated area falls within four Integrated Territorial Programmes (PTI) – Muda; The
future from the roots; Alba, Bra, Langhe and Roero; and the Casalese Area  - whose ob-
jectives and activities on the whole have the same shared aims. Among these, the protec-
tion and promotion of vineyards stands out. The proposed projects concern an
improvement in accessibility and sustainable transportation, territorial-environmental and
landscape reclamation, the strengthening of the wine production process and an improve-
ment in the area’s tourist appeal and visibility.
Some specific projects in these programmes have been reviewed and extended within the
Management Plan, as territorial enhancement projects for the whole site (see Management
Plan, projects: EC.6 – Restoration and enhancement of historical wineries in Canelli, EC.4
– Taste Museum in Nizza Monferrato, EC.5 – Strevi Strew Wine Culture Tour, EC.7 – Land-
scape Open Air Museum and “The Rooms” of contemporary art, SO.3 - Rocca di Costigli-
ole, an important monument in south Piedmont, EC.3 - The “Train of Vines” and EF.5 –
Sustainable transportation: networking of cycle paths, EC.9 – Production sites and pro-
fessional training: Viticultural research centre of Alba).

Other development projects are those implemented by Local Action Groups (GAL). The
GALs came about through a Leader initiative of the European Union; they implement de-
velopment projects and manage public funding allocated to promoting and developing rural
and mountainous areas characterised by a lack of services and employment opportunities.
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GALs generally become consortium organisations made up of public and private parties,
which create projects within a well-defined area, on the basis of a specific kind of plan: the
Local Action Plan (PAL) whose implementation is supported by financial contributions from
the European Union and the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF).
The GAL approach is characterised by the following elements:
• local area development strategies created for well-defined rural territories, at a sub-re-

gional level;
• ground-up approaches, through local action groups with decision-making power on the

drafting and implementation of local development strategies;
• multi-sectorial development and implementation of a strategy based on the interaction

between operators and projects belonging to various sectors of the local economy;
• the realisation of innovative approaches; 
• the realisation of cooperation projects;  
• Internet connection for several local partners.

Two GALs affect the nominated property:

The Langhe and Roero GAL
The area affected by the local development programme of the Alta Langa Leader GAL – in
which  many private bodies, but only one public body (the Alta Langa Mountain Commu-
nity), participate– is the Langhe and Roero. 
The central issue consists in creating a homogeneous identity, from the tourist point of
view, and in developing new employment opportunities tied to tourism and the sale of typ-
ical products, which can involve young people and qualified personnel. Consistent with
such aims, the Local Action Plan (PAL) has identified two main strategies for promoting the
area:
• typical products (the crops and production processes that create them) and the environ-

ment;
• culture (literature, history, traditions), with the aim of “promoting typical products and en-

vironmental aspects through their cultural interpretation”.

Basically, the strategy foresees investments aimed at:
• promoting those typical products that are currently facing greater challenges on the mar-

ket;
• the promotion of the rediscovery of those typical products that can fill niche markets;
in order to improve the earnings of an entire class of agricultural workers and incentivise
investment in the sector in many ways, including the first processing phase of these pro-
ducts and their sale. Moreover, the products listed above are tied to cultural elements and
local traditions, and they can often be found in recipe books that have been rediscovered
and re-published as part of promotional campaigns.

The Basso Monferrato Astigiano GAL
The North Astigiano area borders the Tanaro River to the south, the Roero and the Cuneo-
Turin plateau to the west, the Po hills to the north and Monferrato Casalese to the east. 
Again in this case, the GAL’s main objective, which involves the joint participation of both
public and private parties, is the promotion of local products, achieved through collective
projects that can help small-scale producers gain access to the market. The local products
affected are: 
• products of “agricultural labour” , understood as the specific agricultural produce of the

area, which can provide remarkable employment opportunities, when taking into consid-
eration innovative processes focusing on product quality as well as employment;
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• products of the “natural environment”, understood as a primary resources to be safe-
guarded and promoted;

• products of “traditional crafts”, understood as expertise and skills which can be recuperated,
revitalised and offered to young people and women with a new image; (Action 1.3)

• “cultural” products, understood as this specific rural area’s heritage;
• products of “history and art” ,  understood as the realisation of “development”; 
• products of “tourism”,identified as strategic products, in that they combine accessibility

and the consequent creation of income for all other products.

Another important plan that is worth mentioning is the Rural Development Programme
(RDP), which also concerns territorial development as specifically applied to agriculture.
This is a planning document that has been drawn up by the regional government, as part
of the new European framework known as “Agenda 2000:  The future of the Common Agri-
cultural Policy (CAP)”. The PSR is the main planning and financing instrument for projects
carried out on agriculture, forestry and rural development and is applied to the entire re-
gion. As it is an instrument that is closely tied to the granting of funds, a complete de-
scription is given in section 5.f.

Conservation plans
The importance of landscape assets for the community and institutions is demonstrated by
the widespread presence of conservation projects that have been drawn up by the area’s
public organisations above all, according to different approaches and procedures.

Environmental Conservation Projects
As far as the safeguarding of environmental factors is concerned, numerous protection
plans have been issued at a regional level, which refer to the different networks that make
up the environment as a whole.
Regione Piemonte has recently issued Good practices in the energy field. The publication
of case studies and “best practices” is one of the most important factors in promoting
awareness among the general public of how results can be achieved of absolute environ-
mental importance that are compatibile with the landscape, using technology which is both
available and economically competitive.
For example, the Environmental Protection, Reclamation and Promotion Projects promoted
by the provincial government of Cuneo, with the participation of interested local authorities,
are particularly worthy of note. The aim of these projects is to:
• promote the rural area and ensure that the environment is socially accessible;
• manage the area’s natural and landscape resources in a sustainable way using many meth-

ods, including the regeneration of those parts which are damaged or deteriorated;
• the conservation of natural ecosystems and agricultural-ecosystems and the maintenance

of biodiversity;
• the pursuing of balanced relationships between social needs, economic activities and the

environment in many ways, including the rediscovery of cultural material and local tradi-
tions and the promotion of local cuisine among a wider audience.

These projects also:
• take on the role of demonstrative and experimental instruments for territorial develop-

ment activities, in terms of environmental and socio-economic sustainability;
• encourage coordination between different sectors involved in territorial planning;
• dentify the implementational and management policies of planned projects, through op-

portune types of cooperation and social and institutional agreement;
and they are an essential element for innovation, as regards local network planning, in that
they will allow:  
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• innovative solutions to be tested so as to obtain practical and concrete answers to land-
scape-environmental problems;

• various types of instruments (technical, legislative, economic and IT) to be combined in
order to promote the inclusion of the environment and landscape within the economic
and social policies of local authorities;

• concepts of sustainability to be developed and operatively dealt with in detail, introduc-
ing examples of good practices into the area’s local government projects,

• the use of territorial facilitation techniques and events in order to create social consensus.

Plans-projects for preserving vineyards
There are many organisations in the area working in the field of research in order to pre-
serve native Piedmontese vineyards (see 5.g). Regione Piemonte itself, working in part-
nership with the National Research Council (CNR) “Grugliasco Vine Unit (Turin area)” and
the Piedmont Wine Producers Association, set up a project in 1991 called the Piedmontese
Native Vine Assets Regional Conservation Project, in order to preserve the vineyard located
in Grinzane Cavour (component 2).
This research works to revive, preserve and study the many minor Piedmontese varieties
subject to genetic erosion. Minor and rare Piedmontese germplasms (which have been
abandoned and are otherwise destined to disappear) and cultivars were planted in a south-
facing field, in rows running east to west. The project foresees the proper care and main-
tenance of the whole field, ensuring that those plants which could provide reproductive
material for vineyards remain healthy.
Tests plan to evaluate the phenological and agronomic-productive characteristics of minor
and rare vines, comparing them with international and regional examples of cultivars, hope-
fully in order to promote them and re-introduce them in agriculture.

The Piedmont Winegrowers Association also actively works with different research insti-
tutes (universities, the regional plant health sector, etc…) in order to carry out numerous
studies in the field of wine production. The main projects concern diagnostic investiga-
tions for predicting vine diseases, such as:
• Grapevine downy mildew: epidemiological investigations and the approval of a model for

vineyard areas in Piedmont. The research, funded by Regione Piemonte, aims to set out,
validate and tailor an agricultural-meteorological model that will provide diagnostic sup-
port and/or forecasts for the defence against grapevine downy mildew. The investigation
area includes Barbera d’Asti (component 4) and Asti spumante (component 5).

• Investigations on grapevine downy mildew (Plasmopara viticola) and grape powdery
mildew (Uncinula necator) susceptibility to fungicides in the vineyards of Piedmont. The
project, which has been financed by Regione Piemonte, aims to identify instances of re-
duced sensitivity towards fungicides used in the defence of vineyards throughout the ter-
ritory and to verify the presence of possible populations of downy mildew (Plasmopara
viticola) and powdery mildew (Uncinula necatrix) which are resistant to fungicide treat-
ments. The work covers all the vineyard areas of Piedmont.

• Heat therapy applied to vineyard propagating materials. In partnership with the Institute of
Plant Virology of the National Research Council (CNR) of Turin, which has set up an exper-
imentation protocol, a project for curing vine propagation parts (grafts and rootstocks) from
flavescence doree (one of the main diseases that affect vines) using heat therapy was
launched in 2004. Through the acquisition of a boiler mechanism, specifically created ac-
cording to practical needs, one treats the woody parts of the plants at different temperatures
for differing lengths of time, in order to evaluate the validity of the system and the best com-
bination of parameters to obtain higher yield and healthy material. This is an important pro-
cedure to guarantee the health of propagation material from basic to standard categories.
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• Experimentation of a phytoiatric nature. In partnership with companies that produce
phyto-pharmacological and agricultural products, various tests are carried out in order to
evaluate the effects of different active ingredients (still undergoing testing or already on
the market) on vineyards and the most effective ways of applying them, with the aim, as
ever, of reducing environmental impact and human risk to a minimum.

Once Regional Law no. 20/99 was issued, the District of Langhe, Roero and Monferrato
Wines was founded and launched. It groups together wine producers of excellence that
cover 90% of Piedmont’s vineyard areas, and it aims to launch a proper process of unifi-
cation and cooperation in order to encourage the creation of the Piedmont Wine District.
The District groups together many areas of excellence, not only from a wine production
point of view, but also from a cultural, historical, tourist and cuisine point of view. The ter-
ritory it represents extends over four provinces (Turin, Cuneo, Asti and Alessandria), in-
volves 422 municipalities and covers a surface area of about a quarter of Piedmont; about
27,000 wine producing companies, which produce 98% of the DOC and DOCG wines in
Piedmont, are involved.
The District is an organisation that plans wine producing policies which, thanks to its vast
representative nature, varies its activities through an annual tender process, as part of the
Long-term Plan of activities that coordinates the District’s economic activities, placing them
within a sequence of stages and planning joint-efforts between single territories and private
bodies involved in wine production.
The District’s current priorities range from supporting a reorganisation of the cooperative
system, to defending the historical heritage of Piedmontese wine production and to con-
tributing to a profound rethink as regards the promotion of the wine-making system.

Plans-projects for preserving architectural and landscape heritage
The theme of heritage conservation is very important to all the territorial organisations that
are often involved in promoting projects that share knowledge as well as the most suit-
able intervention techniques that can be used on single items and on the landscape as
a whole from the point of view of compatibility and sustainability. These usually consist
of planning guidelines and the publication of best practices that can be divided into guide-
lines for the reclamation and restoration of buildings and guidelines for the design of new
buildings, compatibility and landscape regeneration. 

Guidelines for the reclamation and restoration of buildings
Regione Piemonte – in line with the guidance issued by the European Community con-
cerning the maintenance of regional identities, which has led to the adoption of the Eu-
ropean Landscape Convention – has, for many years, promoted and implemented a
strategy aimed at reclaiming traditional buildings and the values that they represent. To
this end, Regione Piemonte has, from the start, promoted a project for the drafting of a spe-
cific manual (fig.4).
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fig.4

Fig.4: Map of the distribution of manuals for
the recovery and restoration of buildings wi-
thin Regione Piemonte; the red circle identi-
fies the nominated property. (source:
Regione Piemonte)
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More precisely, the candidate property is subject to the following guidelines:
• The Guidelines for building reclamation work carried out on traditional agricultural build-

ings (Bassa Langa and Roero area), drafted in 1998, aims to function as an “auxiliary tech-
nical aid for public and private operators interested in such projects”. Following a detailed
analysis of the territory studied, an analysis of the socio-economic transformations of the
area’s agricultural situation and of the problems connected to the reclamation of traditional
buildings in relation to new living and production usage requirements, the Guidelines list a se-
ries of articles that constitute “Guidance regulations” for all types of intervention. Traditional
houses have been divided into types (straight farmhouses, L-shaped farmhouses, double farm-
houses, farmhouses located in plains) and, for each of these, design suggestions are supplied
for matters concerning their extension, the addition of new manufacturing buildings and per-
mitted technological solutions, together with advice on urban planning issues affecting farm-
houses. The components involved in this publication are 1,2 and 3.

• The Guidelines for construction work in the territorial area of the Municipalities of the
Barolo Association, which was drawn up two years after the first guidelines, aims to “fur-
nish, in a manner that complements other studies carried out on the territory and other com-
parable territories, practical advice on methods and guidance regarding construction work on
buildings and small town centres, with the purpose of maintaining and promoting the cultural
and environmental values that characterise these sites, through the conservation and use of
existing building assets, and guidance on new buildings in order to ensure that they are in
keeping with the particular nature of the sites and of surrounding buildings”. The guidelines
were drafted specially for local authorities, surveyors in charge of drafting specific technical
instruments and directors of Planning Commissions, commissioning clients, designers and op-
erators.
The work is divided into three sections: the first part offers advice on the methods and proce-
dures for construction work, dividing them into several different various categories (ordinary
maintenance, emergency maintenance, conservative restoration and repair, building renova-
tion, changes in the official use of buildings, extensions, raising the height of buildings, dem-
olition, building substitution and new constructions) (fig. 5).
The second part deals with the features that categorise building assets of the area. The third
part presents the environmental and building characteristics of the area, according to the 19th

century records of Casalis and Clemente Rovere, and a catalogue of particularly notable build-
ings according to the “Map of urbanised areas and the architectural and urban planning assets
of Regione Piemonte” and “Piedmont town by town”. The component  affected by the study
is the “Langa of Barolo” (component 1).

• Rural architecture in the province of Alessandria: Study and manual for the reclamation and
restoration of rural buildings according to traditional construction types, Regione Piemonte
(2000). (Component 6).

• Manual for the reclamation and the restoration of rural buildings in the province of Asti,
Provincial government of Asti. (2000). (Components 4 and 5).

Furthermore, as well as the planning instruments that aim to protect and regenerate the terri-
tory, Regione Piemonte issued Regional Law of 29 April 2003, no. 9 “Regulations for the func-
tional reclamation of labourer’s cottages” in order to incentivise projects aimed at protecting
and reclaiming agricultural buildings.
As well as limits placed on the use of land, there is therefore a wish to protect and promote the
architectural heritage of rural areas, heritage which could see its features alter with changes in
economic conditions, types of intervention and materials, particularly in areas close to urban de-

Fig. 5: Example of good practices for buil-
ding interventions elaborated in the “Guide-
lines for building interventions in the
territorial area of the Municipalities of the
Barolo Association”
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velopments. The promotion and protection of the features that characterise Piedmont’s rural en-
vironment, such as those of historic farmhouses, also occurs through understanding the sheer
quantity of assets that have survived the spread of urban developments and the changes made
to buildings.
Knowledge of existing rural buildings still found throughout Piedmont is the subject of a spe-
cific “Farmhouses of  Piedmont” online service . The Farmhouse project – understanding and
measuring the extent of Piedmont’s historic rural heritage – is  a first effort to gather informa-
tion, useful for subsequent protection and promotional projects affecting rural heritage (fig.6). 

fig.6: Example of identification record of the
project “Cascine del Piemonte” (Piedmont
Farmsteads) (source: CSI Piemonte)”

fig.6
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Guidelines for the design of new buildings, compatibility and landscape regeneration
Among all these types of projects, the most significant is surely that of the landscape re-
generation project, which was implemented ad hoc for the site and which is one of the
management plan’s priority projects (see Management Plan, best practices).
The Environmental Improvement project for the Langa territory aims to enhance and re-
generate the landscape, identifying the “critical” interferences caused by constructions and
infrastructure, and proposes realistic projects that can be transferred to the regulations of
the General Regulating Plans of municipalities or the Building Regulations of the munici-
palities involved. It is thought that this project could play the role of a “pilot project” for the
entire candidate area, thanks to the fact that it can be easily applied to, and reproduced in,
other areas. The project is divided into the following phases: 
1. The conduction of a detailed analysis of landscape problems;
2. Identification of the quality of intervention throughout the territory;
3. Verification of its feasibility with the plans and projects in force throughout the area and

census and study of the projects and studies conducted up till now;
4. Drafting of the operative plan to promote the landscape;
5. Raising awareness among stakeholders and involving them;
6. Identification of a series of good practices;
7. Identification of guidelines for creating a coordinated image of the site;
8. Definition of regulations to be included in the General Regulating Plans or Building Reg-

ulations of municipalities.

The interest in issues pertaining to the landscape and the proper implementation of new proj-
ects on the site had already been dealt with in previous years by Regione Piemonte. In fact, in
2003, the organisation drafted a manual called Criteria and Guidance for protecting the Land-
scape. The study identifies problems and challenges that could be encountered during the de-
sign stage and when carrying out work in areas subject to landscape-environmental protection,
both with and without large-scale plans. It also provides practical guidance with the aim of im-
proving how projects blend in and are compatible with the surrounding environment and land-
scape. The examination of types of intervention and their challenges from a landscape point
of view is an example of a design procedure that aims to help operators of all kinds so that they
may prefer the correct placement of new constructions in the landscape. To that end, the man-
ual acts as general support and guidance for architects, for public organisations, but also for
citizens who are involved – in a different way - in the territory’s transformation processes and
in the problems involved in protecting and safeguarding its values. As well as offering a leg-
islative summary, the study also supplies guidelines of a general nature regarding construc-
tion design and evaluation criteria. In particular, some types of intervention have been dealt with
in detail through the preparation of separate categories of files, in order to make it easier to con-
sult and refer to the introductory part of the analysis (fig.7a-c).

The Guidelines for the landscape quality of settlements. Good practices for building design
and guidance for the landscape quality of settlements. Good practices for local planning is
much more recent. It was approved by the Regional Committee, with D.G.R. no. 30-13616 of
22 March 2010. This instrument supports professionals and local authorities involved in ac-
tivities connected to the design, management and legal procedures involved in controlling ter-
ritorial transformations. It contains criteria and procedures for improving the landscape quality
of constructions, as instruments to be followed along with regional policies for safeguarding
and enhancing the landscape.
The “Guidance for the landscape quality of settlements” is a guideline, a dialogue and a non-
prescriptive type of instrument, which has the purpose of supplying guidance and support for
residential and production/commercial/service buildings. It assumes that a proper management

fig.7a,b,c: In sequence: examples of good
practices for interventions on landscape,
elaborated in the publication “Criteria and
Directions for the protection of the Lan-
dscape”. (source: Regione Piemonte)
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of the territory should be able to guide proposal requests in the interests of all parties, indicating
where and how the construction should be built, in a process which improves the overall lay-
out of the territory and landscape (fig. 8a-d).

The Safeguarding the Rural Landscape: Challenges and Good Practices project – which was
drafted by the Langhe-Monferrato-Roero Consortium Society with the support of the provincial
government of Cuneo, as part of the European INTERREG IIIB MEDDOC project – specifically
concerns the Barolo area (component 1) and it provides guidance on completing camouflage
work on industrial buildings. The study offers functional ecological planning giudance, which
weighs up choices regarding use against the purpose of increasing the environmental stability
of the area, as well as preserving and increasing its natural and landscape values.
The study starts with an analysis of the actual state of the area, above all from the visual point
of view, and it identifies, for example, recurring colours and materials. The Repertoire of good
practices section provides a series of examples chosen because they are representative of
widespread construction procedures and these are used as an aid for drafting proposals to mit-
igate visual disturbance and encourage the construction of a new “compatible” landscape with
consolidated rural features. Such examples of camouflage are divided into: intervention on
buildings constructed along the main approach roads in valleys, construction work done on
buildings constructed on hillsides, halfway up hills, construction work done on buildings that
can be seen from hilltops or from belvederes and construction work done on new industrial
plants. It also lists the trees and bushes of the Langhe so that projects use the typical vegeta-
tion of the area (fig. 9a-b). 

Furthermore, Regione Piemonte participated in the PAYS.DOC project Good Practices for the
Landscape, alongside 13 partners, including other European countries (Spain, France and
Greece), a project which was developed as part of the European Community initiative INTER-

fig.8a,b,c,d: In sequence: general recom-
mendations for industrial area develop-
ments, elaborated in the publication
“Directions for the landscape quality of set-
tlements. Good practices for building design
and directions for the landscape quality of
the settlements”. (source: Regione Pie-
monte)

fig.9a,b: In sequence: example of camou-
flage on industrial areas, elaborated in the
publication “Safeguarding the rural Lan-
dscape: Criticalities and Good Practices”

fig.8bfig.8a

fig.8dfig.8c
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fig.10b

fig.10a

fig.10a,b: Landscape ana-
lysis of Barolo hills elabo-
rated in the project
“PAYS.DOC - Good Practi-
ces for the Landscape” by
Regione Piemonte
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REG IIIB MEDOCC. The objectives were to identify landscapes of the Mediterranean area, pro-
mote local experience so that “Good [landscape] Practices” could be drafted, and produce
guidelines for the correct management of landscape alterations.
The activites carried out as part of the project are: a watchdog for Mediterranean landscapes,
the Mediterranean Landscape Prize and the Good Practices Catalogue, projects that have made
it possible to carry out surveys on identifying features, as well as on the processes and cur-
rent risks involving Mediterranean landscapes. The guidelines not only aim to constantly mon-
itor the changes underway, but also to raise awareness of the territory’s identity (fig. 10a-b). 
The areas included in the nominated property were included in the case studies concerning in-
formation gathering and monitoring activities.
The project, which ended in 2007, has led to the production of numerous publications con-
cerning the completed activities and the results that were obtained. These can be consulted on
the website which is still online as part of the PAYS.MED.URBAN project.

Alongside the legislative and urban planning measures and the issuing of specific guidelines, Re-
gione Piemonte has also carried out a series of less important projects, which however have
proved just as effective, in order to achieve more incisive landscape protection and promotion
policies. The “Issues on the Landscape” series, which started with the publication of four vol-
umes, is part of that virtuous process of landscape regeneration that, on the one hand, can pro-
duce culture and, on the other hand, economic resources (fig. 11a-d).

The situation in Piedmont has become marked in recent years by the notable presence of as-
sociations that work in the field of landscape knowledge, conservation and promotion in spe-
cific territorial areas. Many of these associations can be considered landscape observatories, and
they contribute to creating a pool of experience that even today is quite unique in Italy. Three ob-
servatories operate in the nominated area: 
• the Observatory for the protection of the Langhe and Roero landscape;
• the Observatory for the Monferrato and Astigiano landscape;
• the Observatory for the Monferrato Casalese landscape.
As these observatory associations are particularly skilled in monitoring activities, a more com-
plete description of them can be found in Chapter 6.

In the specific field of landscape, architectural, historical-artistic and archaeological assets, the
last – but certainly not the least –important activity is that carried out by the Ministry of Cultural
Heritage and Activities which, with its subsidiary offices – the regional offices of the Ministry of
cultural and environmental heritage for the Provinces of Turin, Asti, Cuneo, Biella and Vercelli,
the regional offices of the Ministry of architectural and environmental heritage of Novara,
Alessandria, Verbano-Cusio-Ossola, the regional offices of Piedmont’s Archaeological Assets
and the M.A.E., regional offices for Piedmont’s historical, artistic and demo-ethno-anthropo-
logical cultural heritage– as part of its specific duties intervenes in territorial governance through
the drafting of the Landscape Plan in agreement with Regione Piemonte; expresses the opin-
ions of experts and grants the necessary authorisations relative to landscape assets and pro-
tected cultural assets; and plans and produces important catalogue, investigative, restoration and
maintenance work alongside other organisations, including its partnership with territorial or-
ganisations.

In particular, the Ministry has, for years, been carrying out a census of cultural assets
through the drafting of “inventory catalogue files” according to criteria that are standard-
ised at a national level by the Ministry’s Central Institute for Cataloguing and Documenting
cultural assets and activities. A large number of buildings with valuable features, even if not
of a monumental scale, have been counted and catalogued. In particular, in the nominated
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fig.11a,b,c,d: In sequence: frontispieces of
“Themes for the Landscape” chain, edited by
Regione Piemonte
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property, rural buildings, farmhouses, barns, cob houses, with their specific characteris-
tics have been catalogued, such as, for example, the brick and plaster facades of buildings,
buildings with superimposed arches, etc.
The regional offices for architectural and landscape assets then conducted extensive research
on particular assets, such as the Romanesque churches and castles of the Asti area, the results
of which were published in specially prepared books, such as: The Romanesque churches of the
Asti countryside, a list for their discovery, conservation and protection, 1984, by Liliana Pittarello,
Turin and Castles and villa-forts in the province of Asti to the north of the Tanaro valley, 1989,
by M.S. Inzerra, Vol. 1, 2 and 3.
The Ministry also takes part in numerous regional, national and international promotion and
cooperation plans.Moreover, the regional offices of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, as men-
tioned above, express the opinions of experts on protected landscape assets and cultural as-
sets, monitoring all restoration work carried out on architectural, historical-artistic and
archaeological assets (high surveillance) with constant and detailed inspections. For example,
as far as architectural assets in the candidate area are concerned, it is worth mentioning the
restoration and promotional work done on Palazzo Crova in Nizza Monferrato (component 4)
with its Taste Museum (fig.12), the Castle of Falletti in Barolo (component 1) where the Mu-

seum of Wine has recently been inaugurated, the Grinzane Cavour Castle (component 2) with
recent changes in its displays, the tower of Barbaresco (component 3) with the addition of a
glass elevator and Callori Palace in Vignale Monferrato (component 6) with its Regional Wine
Shop and Vignale Dance.

Furthermore, in the nominated area there is one buildings which will be turned over to the re-
gional offices of the Ministry for Architectural and Landscape Heritage provincial offices of
Turin, Asti, Cuneo and Vercelli: the Castle of Serralunga d’Alba (CN), a building which is already
open to the public and is at present being enhanced with museum-type exhibition projects. It
is managed directly by the regional offices of the Ministry, both as far as the restoration work
is concerned, and also for its everyday management.

fig.12: Exhibition hall of Museo del Gusto
(Taste Museum) in Nizza Monferrato (core
zone 2)

fig.12
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Furthermore, another important activity is that of the regional office of the Ministry for Historic
Artistic and Ethno-anthropological Heritage of Piedmont of the diocese of Alba, which includes
part of the property, with the areas of Barbaresco and Barolo and the southernmost buffer
zone. This is a territory characterised to a remarkable extent by its cultural features. 

The regional offices of the Ministry of Historic, Artistic and Ethno-anthropological Heritage,
which pursue a constant protective activity has 18,000 files drafted by the CEI (Conferenza
Episcopale Italiana, or Italian Episcopal Conference) on the artistic and historic assets of the
Alba Diocese. No less important is the activity carried out by the regional offices of the Min-
istry for Piedmont’s Archaeological Heritage, which works in the nominated area with protec-
tion, conservation and enhancement activities on numerous archaeological assets from a
timescale that spans the prehistoric era to Roman times to the Middle Ages.
In the buffer-zone, a recent project (2000-2005) financed by the Ministry with special funds and
managed by its regional offices in conjunction with the borough council of Bra, involved the
regeneration of the village of Pollenzo, once the location of the Royal Estate of King Carlo Al-
berto and used for experimentation in wine production techniques, making it possible to in-
vestigate unknown parts of the Roman town of Pollentia and the subsequent late Roman
(castrum Pollentinus) and medieval settlement, the structures of which have been left partly
visible, restored and enhanced with an educational itinerary that crosses the entire old town.

Tourism development plans
As far as tourist development plans are concerned, the Regional Strategic plan for Tourism
defines strategies and guidelines for the development of the entire region’s tourist activi-
ties. It defines the candidate territory as “the fourth tourist district […]; in Piedmont this
territory is a candidate to become the centre of food and wine tourism and the range of
products that most represent the “profound” identity of the region. Unlike the others, it in-
cludes an attractive base which focuses on the characteristics of the hillside landscape, on
the symbolic meanings that have been attributed to them in literature, on the cultural val-
ues that have grown around its typical products, as well as on a diversified accommoda-
tion network and on a service infrastructure of an enormously endogenic kind and
territorially distributed in the places where the appreciation of its enthusiasts is most clearly
expressed”.
The plan’s strategies aim to:
• reinforce the fame and image of tourism in Piedmont;
• act on immediately saleable products of national impact and international culture and on

products that can represent the tourist appeal of Piedmont;
• develop those products that have potential;
• sustain saleable niche products;
• revive or develop products in areas currently suffering from losses in competitiveness or

with problems of economic regeneration;
• sustain and develop the products that appear to complement and territorially characterise

the area’s appeal.
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5.e Property management plan or other management system

In order to ensure the conservation of the nominated property and of its values an integrated
management system has been identified. For this aim, a specific Management Plan (Annex
13) has been carried out, in which we can find the identified development strategic objec-
tives and the operational modalities for their implementation. 
The Management Plan is intended as a moment of synthesis and an instrument of coordi-
nation for the management of the Site. It expresses 4 objectives (the realization of an “Ar-
monic Landscape”, where to design, of a “Social Landscape”, where to live, of a “Economic
Landscape”, where to work and of a “Efficient Landscape” where to manage the resources)
and it is articulated into 4 main axes (Knowledge, Conservation, Cultural end Economic
Valorization, Promotion and Communication). These directions share common strategic
objectives, but also articulate a distinct series of specific objectives and activities in order
to reach these objectives. The strategy of all the management policies is in fact that of
searching for the right equilibrium between conservation of the universal values of the
property.

In order to coordinate all the involved stakeholders, on 10 January 2011 the “Association
for the Heritage of the Vineyard Landscapes of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato” was set up.
This Association is the management body of the property and it is responsible for the entry
into operation of the Management Plan and the monitoring plan associated with it. It also
acts as coordinator among the various players that work within the territory.

The Articles of said Association have already been approved by the various members
(Annex 8) and the Deed of Incorporation (Annex 9), being approved by the respective
boards, was signed on 10 January 2011. 

Articles of the Association for the heritage of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato

Article 1

Incorporation and registered office
The “Association for the Heritage of the Langhe – Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Land-
scape”, is incorporated, with registered office in Asti. It is regulated by the instructions con-
tained in the present articles of association and, for everything not expressly envisaged, by
the regulations of the Italian Civil Code and those in force in relation to the specific matter.

Article 2

Objective
The Association operates in the Piedmont Region and proposes the accomplishment of ob-
jectives and actions envisaged by the UNESCO Candidacy Management Plan and its sub-
sequent implementations.  
Inspired by the principles of mutual solidarity between the territories, in relation to the
heritage of Piedmont’s vineyard landscape in the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo,
the Association pursues objectives of development of awareness of the heritage, of its de-
fence, protection and enhancement, and cultural promotion as well as the integrated so-
cial and economic awareness and development of the reference territories. 
Within the scope of the activity aimed at achieving the social goals, the Association may
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promote and accomplish, either directly or in conjunction with other organisations or in-
stitutions, or through independent parties, promotion, organisation, communication and
monitoring activities, which can also be of commercial nature. 
The financial expenses borne by the Association in the various ways indicated in the Arti-
cles of Association are those relating to the management of the network initiatives, while
the individual legal entities are responsible for the cost of conservation and recovery of
their heritage or for events which do not determine the involvement of all the founder
members. 

Article 3

Social aims
The Association is a non-profit organisation and cannot distribute gains.
The Association undertakes to contribute to a conservative and durable development of the
UNESCO World Heritage of the Langhe- Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape.
For the purposes of implementing the aims defined in the Management Plan, the Association: 
a) promotes the cooperation and takes care of the communication and the exchange of in-

formation and documents between Regione Piemonte and the Provincial Authorities of
Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, the Territorial Local Entities and the economic operators
within the area, in order to ensure the harmonisation of the management policies of the
UNESCO Heritage implemented by each Entity, within the framework of the addresses es-
tablished by the Management Plan;

b) promotes, on the basis of the Management Plan, the possible adoption of new instru-
ments to defend and promote the UNESCO Heritage, in order to pursue further forms of
protection, conservation and enhancement, including the requalification of the land-
scapes that are inconsistent and technical support to ensure sustainability and quality of
new interventions, with shared actions, in observance of the institutional order of the
members of the Association;

c) holds special themed meetings with the Local Entities, the Park Entities and the other au-
thorities and public and private institutions, as well as experts; 

d) collaborates with all the international, EU, Italian, regional and local institutions; 
e) promotes collaborations and cooperations with other, similar associations;
f) prepares regular informative dossiers on the state of implementation of the Management

plan, which will be placed at the disposal of the public and private authorities operating
in the sector who should present a request to such effect;

g) transmits and disseminates knowledge of the UNESCO Heritage, also promoting educa-
tional initiatives in conjunction with the school authorities;

h) disseminates the culture of defence of the territory, in collaboration with schools and
public or private institutions;

i) organises research, exhibitions, reports, conferences and every other kind of event; 
l) ensures the creation of a special website and e-mail address for the purposes of unitary

representation, official communications and advisory services for the public. 

The Association may also perform all activities relating to real estate and property that are
instrumental or connected to the pursuit of its aims. 
For the pursuit of its institutional tasks, the Association may hire employees, engage inde-
pendent collaborators or the staff of Member Entities in positions of management, sec-
ondment or simple functional placement. 
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Article 4

Members
The Association can be joined by public and private bodies who identify themselves with the
aims listed in article 3 and are able to contribute to their attainment. 
The founder members are the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, seats
of the serial candidacy sites, and Regione Piemonte.
Besides the founder members, as defined and identified above, other members may be ad-
mitted in support of the Association’s activity, considering as such the local entities and
central or local public authorities. 

The Supporting Members, sharing the Association’s objectives and aims, concur to the
functional and financial support of the Association. The qualification of supporting members
lasts for the whole term for which the contribution is regularly paid, or for the duration of
the service rendered. 
Furthermore, the figure of the adhering members, physical persons, legal bodies, individ-
uals or associates, public or private, and the central or local public authorities, public and
private entities, associations and companies that contribute to the promotion of the Asso-
ciation’s activities in Italy and abroad is envisaged. 
The admission of further new adhering and supporting members is subject to the approval
of the Board of Directors. 

Article 5

Member obligations
The supporting members, which include the founder members, are all required to pay:
a) the membership fee to set up the initial fund;
b) the annual membership fee established by the Board of Directors.
The adhering members are required to pay only the membership fee to set up the initial fund.

Article 6

Social bodies
The Association bodies are:
a) the Shareholders’ meeting;
b) the Board of Directors;
c) the Chairman;
d) the Deputy Chairman;
e) the Auditor;
f) the Scientific Committee.

Article 7

Shareholders’ meeting
The Shareholders’ Meeting is made up of the founder members and supporting members.
The members are entitled to vote on the basis of the annual membership fees.
The Shareholders’ Meeting is convened by the Association’s Chairman by registered letter, to
be sent at least fifteen days before the date of the meeting, or with any other means suitable
to ensure proof of receipt at the members’ address, fax number or e-mail address. Notifica-
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tion of the meeting must also contain the Meeting Agenda, and the meeting date and venue.
The Shareholders’ Meeting must also be convened every time one third of the members of the
Board of Directors or one third o the supporting members present a request to such extent.
The Shareholders’ Meeting is responsible for:
a) approving the budget and the financial statements;
b) resolving, by proposal of the Board of Directors, the initial membership fee;
c) resolving any amendments to the Articles of Association by proposal of the Board of Di-

rectors; 
d) resolving the dissolution of the Association and the devolution of the capital;
e) appointing the Auditor.
The resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting are taken by majority vote of the members in
attendance who are entitled to vote. For the resolutions to be considered valid, it is neces-
sary, at the Shareholders’ Meeting held following the first call, for at least half the members
entitled to vote, plus one, to be present. The Shareholders’ Meeting held following the sec-
ond call is considered valid when at least 1/3 of the members entitled to vote are present,
allowing for that stated in the following paragraphs. 
To make amendments to the Articles of Association, dissolve the Association and devolve
the capital, the presence of at least half the members entitled to vote is required, along with
the favourable vote of the majority of those entitled to vote in attendance.
The Shareholders’ Meeting my set up internal commissions or work teams. 

Article 8

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is made of up 5 members. 
The first Board of Directors is made up of 4 members, i.e.: the President of Regione
Piemonte or his delegate, and the Presidents of the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria,
Asti and Cuneo or their delegates, and remains in office until the ninetieth day after that on
which the acceptance of the candidacy is formalised, as envisaged in the deed of incorpo-
ration.  
After completing the procedure of admission to the UNESCO World Heritage List, the Share-
holders’ Meeting resolves the pursuit of the activities and will establish the amendments to
the articles of association considered necessary for the management of the sites, envisag-
ing the forms of representation of the territories and entities included in the project and
representing the Association with the qualification of founder or supporter or adhering
member. 
For the duration of the first Board of Directors, the role of Chairman is held by the repre-
sentative of the Provincia di Cuneo and the office of Deputy Chairman is held by the repre-
sentative of the Provincia di Alessandria, as sanctioned by Article 4 of the deed of
incorporation.
The offices of Director, Chairman and Deputy Chairman are all held free of charge. 
The Board of Directors is convened by the Chairman or, in the event of his absence or im-
pediment, by the Deputy Chairman, with at least five days prior notice in writing. The letter
must indicate the meeting agenda. 
In an emergency, the Boars may be convened by fax and/or e-mail, at least one day before
the date set for the meeting. 
The Board of Directors may also be convened by request of at least two directors. 
The letter must indicate the meeting venue, which may be the registered office or another
venue. 
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The sessions of the Board of Directors may also be held by videoconference.
For the resolutions passed by the Board to be valid, the presence of the majority of the
members is necessary. The Board passes resolution with the majority of those present. 
The Board of Directors passes resolution with regard to the following matters:
a) proposal of the budget and financial statements to be submitted to the approval of the

Shareholders’ Meeting; 
b) determination of the amount of the annual membership fees and proposal to the Share-

holders’ Meeting of the initial membership fee; 
c) appointment of the Chairman and Deputy Chairman, chosen from among the members

by rotation;
d) hiring of staff at all levels and relative economic and contractual matters, as well as the

assignment of any professional collaboration and consulting offices or use of in-house
staff according to the agreements entered into between the members; 

e) approval of the activity schedules;
f) approval of all ordinary and special administration activities not expressly reserved for the

Shareholders’ Meeting and ratification of the deeds for which it holds jurisdiction but
which are implemented by the Chairman in emergencies; 

g) any appointment of a director for the implementation of deeds of management on the
basis of the instructions of the institutional bodies; 

h) any setting up of operating offices.

Article 9

Chairman
The Chairman remains in office for one year, allowing for that stated above for the period
of office of the first Board of Directors, and holds legal representation of the Association,
convenes and chairs the Shareholders’ Meeting and the Board of Directors. In the event of
his absence and/or impediment, his duties are performed by the Deputy Chairman. 
The Chairman in particular:
a) makes provision for all the deeds of execution of the resolutions of the Shareholders’

Meeting and Board of Directors;
b) adopts, in cases of necessity and emergencies, the provisions for which the Board of Di-

rectors holds jurisdiction, save the obligation of ratification by said Board.

Article 10

Scientific Committee 
The Association sets up a Scientific Committee. The members, between three and five, are
appointed by the Board of Directors from among experts capable of representing the in-
terdisciplinary nature of the defence and management of the world heritage landscape. 
The Regional Director for Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piedmont is a rightful mem-
ber of the Scientific Committee. For the other members, the term of office is established by
the Board of Directors. 
The Scientific Committee is a consulting body of the Association on matters and problems
relating to the management and conservation of UNESCO heritage. Its opinion is compul-
sory when it is necessary to define the objectives of the Management Plan and indicate the
priorities of the interventions. Lastly, the Scientific Committee expresses its opinion on the
monitoring of the management and research activity, with the faculty to propose appropri-
ate adaptations. 
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Article 11

Auditor
The Auditor is appointed by the Shareholders’ Meeting, holds office for three years and
may be confirmed. He may attend the Shareholders’ Meetings and those of the Board of Di-
rectors. The Auditor monitors the administration of the Association in compliance with that
envisaged by art. 2403 of the Italian Civil Code and, if requested to do so, provides advice
and opinions without receiving further compensation. 

Article 12

Capital and financial statements
The Association’s capital is made up of the membership fees aid at the time of its incorpora-
tion, and of the equipment, property and real estate acquired in any way. 
The initial fund is made up only of the payments made by the founder members, equating to
10,000 euros each for the three Provincial Authorities and 20,00 euros for Regione Piemonte. 

The establishment of further payments to be made by ther members will be subsequently
resolved by the Board of Directors.
The Association’s income consists of: 
• annual membership fees;
• other contributions by members;
• contributions by other public and private entities;
• income from the assets that make up the heritage;
• proceeds from events, publications and the Association’s activities in general.
The social and financial year will begin on 1 January and end on 31 December.
The first financial year will end on 31.12.2011.
The budget for the year in progress and the financial statements of the previous year must
be approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting by the end of February.
Should a financial management deficit emerge when drawing up the financial statements,
the Board of Directors will identify the relative hedging funds to book to the subsequent
budget. 
Should the management deficit discovered in the financial statements not be rectified within
six months of the end of the subsequent year in compliance with the methods envisaged in
the previous paragraph, the social bodies shall cease to hold office and the Chairman must
dissolve and liquidate the Association.

Article 13

Withdrawal of members and exclusion
The withdrawal o members is allowed with three months prior notice and becomes effec-
tive with the end of the social year. 
The withdrawing member may not recover the contributions paid and is not entitled in any-
way to the Association’s capital. 
Supporting members who are not up to date with the payment of the annual membership
fee and do not make provision for payment before the deadline set by the Board of Direc-
tors, shall lose their entitlement. 
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Article 14

Dissolution and liquidation
In the event of dissolution of the Association, resolved by the extraordinary Shareholders’
Meeting, with the majority envisaged, after the completion of the liquidation phase, any re-
maining capital will be devolved to public entities that undertake to reinvest said financial
resources in the promotion of the landscape heritage. 

Given the recent involvement of the Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies in
the management and valorisation of the vineyard landscape, the Articles of Association will
be modified in order to formalize this role, especially in the Scientific Committee.

Registration as “supporting members” of the Association began in April 2011, with mem-
bers including municipal authorities and other bodies and associations within the proposed
territory. Membership of the Association by Municipalities is approved by resolution of the
Municipal Council, sanctioning the sharing by the local community of the values of the UN-
ESCO nomination and of the principles of the Articles of said Association. Membership by
the municipality also implicates payment of an annual sum of a variable amount depend-
ing on the number of inhabitants. 
As regards funding, in addition to the initial fund deriving from the membership fees paid
by the founding members, at the time of incorporation (€ 50,000), the Association has ob-
tained funding amounting to € 120,000 by four Banking Foundations in the area.

The organisation chart of the Association is presented in the following diagram. (fig.13)
fig.13: organisation chart of the “Associa-
tion for the heritage of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato vineyard landscape”

fig.13
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The sources of funding available for the nominated property are very different, deriving
from both public and private origins. 
Resources available for the area come from Community Funds (EU) from, from the State
(an example being funding for large-scale restoration of listed heritage and for the devel-
opment of winegrowing) and from the government and territorial entities at various levels
(Regional, Provincial and Municipal). The Regional Council is undoubtedly the entity which
offers the largest amount of funding, disbursing it among the various sectors for which it
is responsible.

Regional Funding
Regione Piemonte has funding supplied by Europe (European Fund for Regional Development,
European Social Fund, European Farming Fund for Rural Development) and by the Government (re-
sources related to the Fund for Underused Areas), as well as ordinary funds deriving from the re-
gional budget. 
The farming sector in particular receives extensive resources from the European Farming Gua-
rantee Fund, the use of which is partly automatic (single payment and “paired” aid) and partly
subject to specific programming [specific support pursuant to art. 68 of regulation (EC) no.
73/2009 and operating programmes connected to mutual market organisation]. 
The resources available to Regione Piemonte are divided among the various development sec-
tors; as regards planning for 2009-2011, the “Economic-financial Planning Document” allocates
about 20 million euros to territorially-based projects, aimed also at promoting and sustaining the
development of rural and mountain territories; promoting the development of the mountain and
hill areas through financial support to local entities and maintenance of essential services, en-
hance the cultural resources of the territory and promote “excellences”; enhancing territorial tou-
rist resources; promoting integration between enhancement of the environmental - historical -
cultural heritage and the business activities connected to them; preventing and mitigating the
hydro-geological risk. 
The funding is assigned on the basis of that established by the operating programmes, or regio-
nal reference laws, related to the individual funds. These programmes envisage assignment by
tender or regional direction, or with presentation of development plans (this is the case of that en-
visaged by the LEADER segment of the rural development programme - LAG, or of projects aimed
at the European territorial cooperation or integrated territorial programmes).
As regards the fundability of the interventions included in the PTI (cf 5.d), the implementation pro-
gramme of the of the FAS dedicates a line of intervention and a first financial provision for projects
to be launched on a priority basis as vital actions of the programmes; furthermore, some projects
have already gained access to funding sources envisaged by single financial instruments (e.g. RL
4/00 on the regional tourism offering, POR FESR, PSR) or can gain particular access conditions
to their measures activated in the planning activities for 2007 - 2013; different interventions con-
sistent and synergic to the contents of the PTI and to the UNESCO nomination strategies are also
envisaged by other negotiated programming instruments like institutional agreements, with the
provincial councils and the local entity region programme. 

There are also private organisations that employ their own funds within the area. Particu-
larly active in this sense are bank foundations, often sensitive to the supporting of cultural
projects and events, as well as operations to recuperate valuable architectural heritage.
These include the Cassa di Risparmio di Asti Foundation, which has supported several
awareness campaigns on the nomination of the site for inclusion on the UNESCO World
Heritage List, Cassa di Risparmio di Alessandria and Banca d’Alba. These institutions have
declared their willingness also to fund the structure of the Association that will be respon-
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sible for managing the site. After it has been officially set up, this association will make a
fund dedicated especially to financing the projects included within the Management Plan
available on an annual basis. It will also synergically coordinate all the different forms of
funding made available to the site. 

Funding for the winegrowing sector
An important part of the funding disbursable at regional level concerns support for agri-
culture, including measures aimed specifically at winegrowing. These forms of funding fall
within the RDP-Rural Development Programme 2007-2013. Approved by decision of the
European Commission C (2007) 5944 on 28 November 2007, it is the instrument that im-
plements regulation (EC) no. 1698/2005 of the Council on support for rural development
by the European agricultural fund for rural development. In this regard, Regione Piemonte
is one of the most virtuous nationwide.

PSR 2007-2013 is divided into four segments representing four overall aims: 
1. improved competitiveness of the farming and forestry sector;
2. improvement of the environment and rural space;
3. quality of life in rural areas and diversification of the rural economy;
4. implementation of the “leader” approach.
Each segment is broken down into sub-segments, aimed at specific areas of intervention
and into measures and actions. The total amount is 1.113.031.178,00 €.

The measures and actions of greatest interest as far as winegrowing and, more generally,
the territory in which the nominated property and buffer zones fall, are concerned are:

• Measure 121 (modernisation of farm estates): interventions in favour of farm estates
aimed at improving their overall performance with initiatives to increase environmental
performance, keep production costs down, improve the level of safety and product qual-
ity, convert and diversify production, and encourage the transformation and marketing of
the raw materials farmed by the estate (transformation of grapes into wine).

• Measure 123 (increase in the added value of farming and forestry products): interventions in
favour of small and medium agri-industrial enterprises for investments aimed at the introduc-
tion of new products, processes or technologies, at the production of products falling within
quality programmes recognised by the European Union, at food safety and tracking, at the in-
crease the enterprise’s environmental performance (reduction of negatives effects on the envi-
ronment and production of renewable energy for use on the estate) and at achieving levels of
working safety that are higher than those envisaged by the legislation currently in force. 

• Measure 124 (cooperation for the development of new products, processes and technologies
in the farming, food and forestry sectors): aid aimed at increasing the level of integration be-
tween primary producers, the processing industry and third parties (research institutes, serv-
ice companies, distributors) for the accomplishment of pre-competitive or experimental
development projects of new products, processes or technologies.

• Measure 132 (participation by farmers in food quality programmes) and measure 133
(information and promotion with regard to the products falling within the food quality
programmes): these are measures aimed at improving the quality of production and farm
products falling within food quality programmes recognised by the European Union (ap-
pellations of origin, geographic indications, organic production).
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• Measure 214 (agri-environmental payments): aid aimed at encouraging the adoption of
farming practices that implicate greater environmental advantages; this type of aid is dis-
bursed annually to fund five-year commitments related to the conservation of biodiver-
sity, the preservation of water resources, the reduction of greenhouse gases  (methane
and nitrous oxide) and of acidifying agents (ammonia), the preservation of soil and the
landscape and the monitoring of the territory in areas at risk of marginalisation.  
This is obviously the most important measure for winegrowers, particularly with regard
to action 1 (application of combined production techniques), which concerns about half
the vineyards in the nominated property and buffer zone, and action 2 (application of or-
ganic production techniques).

• Measure 216 (support for non-productive investments): aid aimed at the construction of
elements of the agro-ecosystem with an environmental and landscapist function, includ-
ing shrub and tree formations (“hedges and rows”), marsh areas, artificial nests in or-
chards and vineyards for insect-eating birds and bats. The measure currently has modest
financial resources (800,000 euros), which will be doubled in 2010 with resources deriv-
ing from the  PAC Health Check.

• Measure 311 (diversification into non-farming activities): support to farm estates for in-
vestments for diversification in the spheres of farm-based tourism, the production of en-
ergy from renewable sources for sale to third parties, typical crafts and services for
education, the social and leisure sectors and the management of local tourism networks.

Segment 4 of the 2007-2013 Rural Development Programme envisages the funding of the
Local development Programmes (LDP) presented by the LAG – Local Action Groups (some
of which fall within the nominated property and buffer zones), particularly for professional
training and information in the farming, agro-alimentary and forestry sectors; the growth
of   the added value of farming and forestry products; cooperation for the development of
new products, processes and technologies in the agro-alimentary and forestry sectors;
support for non-productive investments; support for the creation and development of
micro-enterprises; essential services for the rural population and economy; defence and re-
qualification of the rural heritage.  

Funding for architectural and landscape restoration
Regional law 14/2008: “Laws for the Enhancement of the Landscape” represents another
legislative tool implemented by Regione Piemonte in order to defend, enhance and re-qual-
ify its landscape heritage. The law establishes an annual funding programme - for 2009-
2010 the amount of funding was 4 million euros per year- destined to support landscape
quality projects.
Some projects that are part of the Site Management Plan benefit from the funding dis-
bursed as a result of the aforementioned law, such as Landscape requalification for the
Territory of the Val Tiglione Hill Community - Comunità collinare Val Tiglione - (see Man-
agement Plan, action WD.5).
Once again, Regione Piemonte, in conjunction with Provincia di Asti, has allocated funds
for the recovery, renovation and enhancement of historical buildings and villages within
the municipalities of the province of Asti with less than 5,000 residents. The project, which
is already in progress, consists in the issue of a public tender; the sum available is €
3,500,000 and derives from a Programme Agreement between  Provincia di Asti and Re-
gione Piemonte, entitled “Strategic networks of the antique villages and historical buildings
in the Asti district for the defence of the landscape culture and monitoring of the territory”,
signed on 25 February 2008. The interventions co-funded regard the re-qualification of old
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towns, the environmental recovery of the areas around the old towns, the recovery of build-
ings and constructions of historical/cultural interest set within the perimeter of the old town
and available to the municipal councils (See Management Plan, action WD.2). 
As regards architectural and landscape re-qualification, resources have also been allocated
by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage for ordinary programming and particularly for special
programming, and these will be used by decentralised offices to carry out interventions,
often working together with the territorial entities. 

Specific funding sources for Italian UNESCO properties
There is also a specifical funding source for Italian UNESCO properties. The Law of the 20th

of February 2006, no. 77, Special measures for the protection and fruition of Italian prop-
erties of cultural, landscape and environment interest, included in the “World Heritage
List”, placed under the protection of UNESCO, provides in fact a range of financial benefits
for projects aimed to protect and enhance Italian UNESCO properties. Since 2007, 213
projects have been funded for a total amount of 15.368.250,60 €. 
First (art. 2) it gives priority of intervention to the projects for the protection and restora-
tion of cultural, landscape and natural heritage included within the recognized perimeter of
Italian UNESCO properties, if these actions are subject to financing under the existing laws.
In addition, it attributes specific support measures for interventions aimed at the compat-
ible management of Italian UNESCO properties and of proper relationship between tourism
flows and cultural services offered. These support measures materialize in granted finan-
cial contributions, following the analysis of funding requests received after the opening of
the announcement (which takes place on an annual basis), from measures aimed to:
a)       studies of specific cultural, artistic, historical, environmental, scientific and techni-

cal issues related to Italian UNESCO properties, including the development of man-
agement plans;

b)       the provision of cultural services and hospitality for the public, as well as cleaning,
waste collection, control and safety services;

c)       the implementation, in areas adjacent to the properties, of parking areas and mobil-
ity systems, provided that functional to the properties;

d)       the dissemination and exploitation of knowledge of Italian UNESCO properties in ed-
ucational institutions contexts, also through the support of educational trips and cul-
tural activities in schools.

d-bis) the enhancement and dissemination of the oenological heritage characterizing the
property, in the promotion of the overall heritage of traditional food, wine and agri-
cultural forestal and pastoral culture.
This new line of funding specific winegrowing sector has been added in 2010 (art.
31, Law of the 4th June 2010, no. 96).

Since 2012 a project for a cultural landscape can obtain up to 250.000,00 €.
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5.g Sources of expertise and training in conservation and management techniques
At national, regional and provincial level, there are already present numerous public and pri-
vate organisations operating in the area with specific jurisdiction for the conservation and
management of the architectural, environmental and landscape heritage.

These include:
• The territorial offices of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage:

- The regional management for cultural and landscape heritage of Piedmont,
- The Superintendence for Architectural Heritage and for the Landscape of Provinces of
Turin, Asti, Cuneo and Vercelli,
- The Superintendence for Architectural Heritage and for the Landscape of Provinces of
Novara, Alessandria and Verbano Cusio Ossola,
- The Superintendence for Historical-artistic and Ethno-anthropological Heritage of Pied-
mont,
- The Superintendence for Archaeological Heritage of Piedmont and of the Egyptian Mu-
seum,
- The Archivist Superintendence of Piedmont. 

These offices, which hold jurisdiction over all landscape, architectural, archaeological, histor-
ical-artistic and archivist heritage, whoever they belong to, employ technical experts in the var-
ious sectors (landscape architects and restoration architects, art historians, archaeologists
and archivists) as well as designers, cartographic draughtsmen, photographers and numerous
other technical figures.

For certain specific functions, reference can be made to the central offices and institutes of
the Ministry, and particularly to the following:  

- the ICCD - Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la Documentazione (Central Institute for
Catalogue and Documentation), with headquarters in Rome, which defines the stan-
dards and tools for the national cataloguing and documentation of the archaeological,
architectural, artistic-historical and ethno-anthropological heritage in agreement with
the Regions; it also manages the General Informative System of the Catalogue (SiGEC)
and provides further training activities (cf. www.iccd.beniculturali.it);
- the ISCR Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione ed il Restauro (Higher Institute for
Conservation and Restoration), the historical structure founded in Rome by Cesare
Brandi in 1939, offers scientific and technical advice to the decentralised departments
of the Ministry and Regional Councils for the conservation and restoration of the cul-
tural heritage; it directs, coordinates or participates in restoration, throughout the coun-
try and also abroad, for interventions of particular complexity or in response to the
need for research or education in relation to its internationally renowned restoration
school; it also promotes projects for the experimentation of conservation methods and
materials and participates in the formulation of standards and technical specifications
for conservative and restoration interventions (cf. http://www.icr.beniculturali.it);
- the OPD Opificio delle Pietre Dure di Firenze (Hard Stone Workshop of Florence), the

opening of which was commissioned by Ferdinando I de’ Medici, originally produced
furnishings made of hard stone, gradually transforming its activity until, following the
disastrous flood of Florence in 1966, it was annexed to the Florentine state restoration
laboratories; product of an illustrious old tradition and an articulate modern activity, it
is home to the second Italian state school of restoration  and has various restoration
laboratories, a highly specialised library, a very rich archive and a climatologic research
centre (http://www.opificio.arti.beniculturali.it);

- the Centro per la Conservazione ed il Restauro dei Beni Culturali “La Venaria Reale” (“La
Venaria Reale” Centre for the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage), sit-
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uated in the grand complex of the Reggia di Venaria Reale in Turin, set up in 2005 in
Piedmont, as a new national centre for conservation; a joint project of the Ministry, Re-
gione Piemonte, Turin University, Fondazione per l’Arte della Compagnia di San Paolo
and Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Torino and other entities, the centre is equipped
with restoration laboratories, science laboratories, a library, archive and documentation
centre. A Further Education and Study School has also been opened 
(http://www.centrorestaurovenaria.it).

The “National Observatory of Rural Landscape, Agricultural Practices and Traditional Knowl-
edge”(see Annex 11) elaborates general principles and strategies in order to safeguard, val-
orize, plan, restore and manage rural landscapes and it promotes multidisciplinary training
programs for public administration officers, professionals, associations, citizens. 

As regards the availability of specialist skills and training in conservation techniques, there are
other national entities within which highly specialised figures operate in the field of research
into cultural heritage and agriculture, such as:

- the CNR Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (National Research Council), the biggest
Italian public research entity; set up in 1923, it performs training and promotion activ-
ities and coordinates research in all scientific and technological sectors
(http://www.cnr.it);
- the ENEA Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie, l’energia e lo sviluppo econom-
ico sostenibile (National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Eco-
nomic Development) a public entity equipped with qualified instrumental and human
resources, which operates in the energy, environment and new technologies sectors
and which has also been involved with cultural heritage for several years, both with re-
gard to seismic protection and to the application of sustainable technologies to heritage
(http://www.enea.it).

- the CRA Consiglio per la Ricerca e la sperimentazione in Agricoltura (Council for Re-
search and Experimentation in Agriculture) is a national research Body scientifically
proficient in agricultural, agribusiness, ichthyic and forestry matters and represents
the most important Italian institute on the subject. Established with the D.Lvo 454/99,
CRA includes the expertise of 28 research and agricultural experimentation structures
and their respective 54 peripheral headquarters (http://www.entecra.it).

As regards conservation techniques and methods, other organisations are available to the Site
at national level. These include the ICCROM - International Centre for the Study of the Preser-
vation and Restoration of Cultural Property, set up in Rome in 1959 (http://www.iccrom.org ).
As far as cultural heritage management techniques are concerned, at least ninety advanced
education courses are active in Italy, organised by  the leading Italian universities and by pub-
lic and private education agencies throughout the country  (source: “La formazione al man-
agement culturali in Italia. Repertorio”, http://www.eccom.it).

At regional level there are various educational institutes, Università degli Studi di Torino, Po-
litecnico di Torino and Università degli Studi del Piemonte Orientale, which offer numerous
level II and III educational courses related to the conservation of cultural heritage, the
restoration and enhancement of architectural, landscape and environmental heritage, ter-
ritorial and landscape planning, agrarian and agri-alimentary sciences.   
Some of the universities mentioned above also offer training courses at local level in decen-
tralised units. These include: the  Degree Course in Architecture for Design, the Degree Course
in Architecture, Environment and Landscape and the Degree Course for Teaching the design
of Green Areas and the Landscape active at the Mondovi seat of the Politecnico di Torino; the
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Specialised Inter-University Degree Course on Wine-growing and Oenological Sciences
in Asti and the Degree Course in Viticulture and Oenology in Alba.
Università degli Studi del Piemonte Orientale, which is based in Alessandria, is characterised
by the interdisciplinary nature of the research that  its “Department of environment and vine
science’ performs in the environmental sector, in close cooperation with the Regional Agency
for Environmental Protection  (ARPA Piemonte) –with which it shares approximately 3,000
sq. metres of specialised laboratories. The Department’s activity is also closely linked with that
of the “Ambiente Territorio e Formazione” Agency run by Provincia di Alessandria, of which
it represents the branch operating in the field of environmental, health and food safety re-
search. An important objective of DiSAV is the development of innovative technologies that
can be used for environmental management, defence and restoration. 
Pollenzo (Bra) is home to the Università  degli Studi di Scienze Gastronomiche, which offers
three-year and teaching courses in the Promotion and Management of Gastronomic and
Tourism Heritage and various post-degree Masters, including one in  Food Culture and Com-
munications, aimed largely at foreign students wishing to develop an innovative approach to
the study of food and its communicative codes, via an anthropological, historical and eco-
nomic approach to food consumption.

There are two more private subjects operating in the area subject to nomination: the Agenzia
di sviluppo Ideazione, based in Alba, which manages professional training courses for other
entities, aimed at creating professional figures specialised in ‘promotion and enhancement of
sustainable tourism’,  ‘promotion and planning of tourist itineraries’, ‘marketing of sustain-
able integrated tourism’, ‘communication and multimedia for the enhancement and promo-
tion of tourism in the territory’, ‘development of tourist services’, ‘marketing of food and wine
tourism’; and Apro - Alba Barolo Agenzia Professionale, which organises courses in foreign
languages, tourism, cooking, sensorial analysis and wine tasting and tourist guiding.  

There are also numerous research and training centres in the area, focusing on more specific
issues, including the Centro Studi per lo Sviluppo Rurale delle Colline, which promotes and
pursues scientific, technological, social and cultural research programmes related to the en-
hancement and rural development of the hill and lower mountain areas, and the Centro di
ricerca per l’enologia (CRA-ENO), which aims to develop research related to vinification
techniques, both of which are in Asti.
The research centres operating in the winegrowing sector include: 
- the Centro di Studio per il Miglioramento Genetico e la Biologia della Vite, at Turin Univer-

sity-Arboreal Crop Department, which works on the genetic improvement of vines – using
both traditional techniques and innovative methods – and the study of its biology. 
Via agreements and joint projects, the Departments takes part in international, national and
local research projects at various levels, aimed at different aspects of biology,  physiology
and histology of the cultivated plants, with particular regard to fruit plants and vines. Recent
work has focused on the landscape and cultivation aspects of tree systems, paying partic-
ular attention to the issues of re-qualification, defence and enhancement.  

- the DI.VA.PRA. Dipartimento di valorizzazione e protezione delle risorse agroforestali sezione
di microbiologia e industrie agrarie, once again at Università di Torino, an Agrarian Science
Department comprising the Micro-vinification Cellar at the  “Centro Bonafous” in Chieri.
- Fondazione Giovanni Dalmasso, a moral entity at Università di Torino, named after Giovanni

Dalmasso, the first professor of winegrowing at the Agrarian Science Department of Uni-
versità di Torino and an acclaimed member of the international winegrowing world; the foun-
dation’s main research topics are the biology and histology of the vine, forms of training and
pruning, vineyard defence, ampelographic studies, oenological assessments and orientation
of wine consumption.
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- the Istituto per la meccanizzazione agricola CNR c/o istituto per le macchine agricole e mo-
vimento terra, based in Turin. This is a national reference point for the pursuit of research into
the mechanisation of production processes, which works mainly on the experimental estate
of Vezzolano (Albugnano, Asti) and in the test plantations of Prato Fiorito (Candiolo, Turin). 

- the Istituto sperimentale per la viticoltura, in Asti, a decentralised operational section of the
Experimental Institute for Winegrowing of Conegliano Veneto (Treviso), which mainly pursues
winegrowing research applied with particular reference to assessing grape varieties, cultiva-
tion techniques and vine health.

Other organisations also operate in the area, with technicians specialised in the various sec-
tors, such as the Landscape Observatories - Osservatorio del Paesaggio del Monferrato Ca-
salese (http://www.odpm.it/), Osservatorio del Paesaggio Alessandrino, Osservatorio per la
Tutela del Paesaggio di Langhe e Roero (http://www.odplangheroero.net/), Osservatorio del
Paesaggio per il Monferrato e l’Astigiano (http://www.osservatoriodelpaesaggio.org/), and Os-
servatorio Vitivinicolo (http://www.regione.piemonte.it/agri/osser_vitivin).

Last but not least are the territorial public entities which, due to their specific jurisdiction, have
staff structures comprising technicians specialised in the conservation, enhancement and man-
agement of the environmental and landscape heritage and in farming and rural territory man-
agement techniques. 
- Regione Piemonte has an organisational structure arranged into Managements which are di-

vided into sectors. The jurisdiction for the management and conservation of cultural, envi-
ronmental and landscape heritage is held by the various offices, which are often also
responsible for training and divulgation activities: Environmental Management holds juris-
diction over the defence of the regional environmental system, severe environmental risks,
restoration and reclamation, energy policies, the defence and sustainable use of water and
protected natural areas; Agricultural Management, elaborates regional plans and programmes
for agriculture and rural development; Culture, Tourism and Sports Management oversees the
enhancement of the value of museums and cultural heritage, defence of library and docu-
mentary heritage, the promotion of the cultural and linguistic heritage and of cultural and
artistic heritage;  Strategic Planning, Territorial Policies and Construction Management holds
jurisdiction over territorial planning, construction regulations, the assessment and monitor-
ing of plans, programmes, projects and feasibility studies (the Management also manages the
region’s urban and territorial information system).
- Provincial Councils – intermediate local entities between Regional Councils and Municipal

Councils.
With particular regard to the sectors that are significant to the Nominated Site, those of im-
portance in the province of Cuneo are the Agriculture Department, which updates the Vine-
yard Register in which all land cultivated with vines for the cultivation of grapes destined to
the production of DOC and DOCG wines must be registered, and organises training and re-
fresher courses for farmers; the Environment Department which performs education and di-
vulgation activities related to the main environmental issues, aimed mainly at schools and the
training and coordination of Voluntary Ecological Guards.
In the province of Asti there are the Agriculture Department and the Environment Service,
the activities of which span from enhancing the rich landscape heritage to the defence of air
quality and water and mineral resources, to an attentive energy saving policy and sustainable
mobility; the Tourism Service which, with its in-house professional figures, trains and quali-
fies the young people who intend to go into the tourism service professions.
In the province of Alessandria too there are highly specialised professionals in the Agricul-
tural Management – Promotion Service for the Territory, Wines, Typical Produce, Tourism
and Truffles, which plans and organises events and promotional operations for agriculture;
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in the Service for intervention in support of winegrowing, which focuses mainly on the fight
against flavescence dorée, managing contributions for the damaged estates and vineyards;
in the Territory and Infrastructure Environment and in the Economy and Development De-
partment-Local Service Development, which promotes and manages the projects co-financed
by Structural Funds, the cooperation with university institutes and research centres for the de-
velopment of initiatives in support of research and innovation.
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5.h Facilities for visitors and statistics 

The organisation of the tourist industry
As regards the promotion of local tourism resources and information on tourist hospitality,
regional law L.R. no. 75 of 22 October 1996 instituted Agenzie di Accoglienza e Promozione
Turistica Locale (“agencies for hospitality and local tourist promotion”, or ATLs) in Piedmont
which, as well as collecting and publishing information, coordinate the various different tourist
information and hospitality offices in the area. In particular, ATLs: 
- provide assistance to tourists, including booking accommodation, tourist entertainment and

safeguarding tourist/consumers;
- promote schemes that make the most of tourist resources, as well as events designed to at-

tract tourists and encourage them to stay.
The region of Piedmont is divided into nine ATLs: 
1) Alexala ATL (headquarters: Alessandria)
2) AstiTurismo ATL (headquarters: Asti)
3) Biella ATL (headquarters: Biella)
4) ATL of the Cuneo area (headquarters: Cuneo)
5) Ente Turismo Alba, Bra, Langhe, Roero (headquarters: Alba)
6) Novara ATL (headquarters: Novara)
7) Turismo Torino e Provincia (headquarters: Turin)
8) Distretto Turistico dei Laghi, Monti e Valli d’Ossola (headquarters: Stresa)
9) Valsesia and Vercelli (headquarters: Varallo)

As Table 3 shows, the municipalities located in the nominated property are divided among
three of the nine ATLs present in the region: 
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A Pro Loco tourist organisation is present in every municipality. These are organisations of
a private nature that carry out promotional and development activities for the area, activi-
ties that are also of social value, on a non-profit basis, according to the guidelines of re-
gional law 7 April 2000 entitled “The Recognition and Development of Pro Loco
Associations”, which set up the national register of such associations. 
ATLs, Pro Locos and local authorities can also turn to specially created IAT offices (Infor-
mazione e Accoglienza Turistica) located throughout the region, set up by the provincial
government. The nominated property has five IATs (Barbaresco, Barolo, Canelli, Grinzane
C. and Nizza M.), even though many others are located in the municipalities of Langhe,
Monferrato and Roero, on the edge of the site and the buffer zones (a complete list is avail-
able at  http://www.regione.piemonte.it/turismo/iat/ricerca.htm). 

On a regional level, the management, study and promotion of the tourist industry are entrusted
to Sviluppo Piemonte Turismo, an in house providing company set up as part of the new struc-
ture of Piedmontese tourism as determined by regional laws 13/2006 and 9/2007, what is to all

tab.3

tab.3:  Distribution of nominated municipali-
ties in the organisation of the region’s tourist
industry (Source: Regione Piemonte, 2012)
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intents and purposes a new regional body entrusted with “tourist industry functions where their
application requires a specialised organisation absent among regional organisations”. 

Last but not least, the area has smaller players which, though not as institutionally impor-
tant, boast a certain level of exposure and which mainly carry out coordination and  “internal
marketing” work in this sector, but which also have an important front office role through
their Web portals. These are often consortiums and associations created by tourist indus-
try players to promote and make their work more competitive. The most important exam-
ples include: Alessia (the quality consortium located in the province of Alessandria) which
acts as a kind of “tourist trademark” which various different kinds of operators can join
voluntarily (hotels, restaurants, agriturismo farm holiday establishments and B&Bs);
Mon.D.O Monferrato, a public/private capital non-profit consortium, consisting of the mu-
nicipalities of Monferrato Casalese, local authorities and companies working in the tourist
industry; the Consorzio Turistico Langhe Monferrato Roero; Roero Turismo, set up by the
hillside municipality of Roero to promote the area by implementing its system of tourist
services; the Turismo in Langa association, founded in 1988 with the aim of promoting
and developing the Langhe area; the Terre d’Asti consortium which organises events and
sells package holidays; the Alto Monferrato association, consisting of private and public
groups and which aims to protect and develop the area. 
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The range of tourist attractions and services

Accommodation and refreshment establishments
The nominated property excels, on a regional level, thanks to the presence of a wide range
of tourist accommodation establishments, most of which are located in the Langhe area
(components 1 and 2). Table 4 and Graph 1 show the constant growth of hotel and non-
hotel accommodation in the municipalities that are included in the nominated property2. 

An important part of the total range of tourist accommodation establishments available are
agriturismi, a kind of business that is perfectly suited to the area’s characteristics and the
tourist demand that affects the nominated property, which are closely linked to the explo-
ration of the grape growing/winemaking rural landscape, culinary delicacies and contact
with local communities and producers (Graph 2).

The average number of beds per establishment shows how the nominated property features
small-to-medium-sized establishments (with an average of fewer than 15 beds), especially
when compared to the regional average (54.7 beds per establishment in 2010) and the national
average (66.2 beds per establishment). This characteristic, which seems to have become more 

graph.1: The growth in the number of ac-
commodation establishments in the nomi-
nated property (Source: Osservatorio
Regionale del Turismo, Regione Piemonte,
2012)

graph.1

tab.4:  The growth in the number of accom-
modation establishments in the nominated
property (Source: Osservatorio Regionale
del Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

tab.4

2 The analysis of component 2 figures (Grin-
zane Cavour castle) is almost always combi-
ned with those of component 1, due to its
small size (only one municipality)
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prevalent over the past few years (Graph.3) is typical of tourist systems founded on the “light”
exploitation of an area with a strong rural character, based on short stays in what are mainly
family-run establishments, such as agriturismo businesses and small hotels. 

In a region where the tourist industry is closely linked to food and wine production, a fun-
damental part of the range of tourist attractions is the network of businesses that offer the
chance to taste traditional, local products (cafés, restaurants, wine cellars, etc.). As re-
gards this aspect, as with others, the nominated property’s tourism industry seems solid
and in constant development, as Table 5 and the Graph 4 on the growth of refreshment es-
tablishments (cafés, restaurants, etc.) present in the area show. 
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graph.3: Average number of beds per ac-
commodation establishment (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)

graph.3

graph.2: The growth in the number of agri-
turismo businesses (Source: Osservatorio
del Commercio, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.2
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As regards this aspect, the network of 14 Regional Wine Shops, and of 34 Wine Stores
(Botteghe del Vino) and Municipal Wineries (council  wine cellars set up by Regione
Piemonte with regional law no. 37 of 1980), have a pivotal role in promoting the area and
encouraging sales of its products. These are located in castles and historic buildings in
Piedmont’s main grape growing/winemaking areas, where there is the best selection of
DOC and DOCG wines in the territory under scrutiny. Out of these, as many as 11 are found
in one of the municipalities included in the nominated property: 

Regional Wine Shops
• Enoteca del Barbaresco 
• Enoteca del Barolo  
• Enoteca Regionale, Canelli and Astesana
• Enoteca Regionale, Nizza Monferrato

Wine Stores and Municipal Wineries
• Bottega dei Quattro Vini, Neive
• Bottega del Vino, Novello
• Bottega del Vino, Serralunga d’Alba
• Cantina Comunale, La Morra
• Crota d’Calos Cantina Comunale, Calosso
• Cantina Comunale, Castiglione Falletto
• Cantina Comunale I Sori, Diano d’Alba
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graph.4

graph.4: Growth in the number of refre-
shment establishments (cafés, restaurants,
etc.). (Source: Osservatorio del Commercio,
Regione Piemonte, 2012)

tab.5:  Growth in the number of refreshment
establishments (cafés, restaurants, etc.).
(Source: Osservatorio del Commercio, Re-
gione Piemonte, 2012)

tab.5

5.h Facilities for visitors
and statistics 
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Museums and monuments open to the public
As well as being founded on the landscape, an asset tied to wine production, the nomi-
nated property’s range of tourist attractions is based on its medieval villages and historic
monuments, the density of which is one of the highest in Italy. The area has as many as five
villages which have been awarded the Touring Club’s prestigious Bandiera Arancione (“Or-
ange Flag”) award (Barolo, Grinzane Cavour, La Morra, Monforte d’Alba and Neive3), “Tour-
ing Club Italiano’s environmental/tourist quality trademark aimed at small inland towns that
distinguish themselves thanks to the excellent range of attractions, services and products
available and the quality of the hospitality they provide. The trademark is awarded on the
basis of various different criteria, including: the appreciation of cultural heritage, environ-
mental protection, a culture of hospitality, access to and use of resources, the quality of
tourist accommodation, restaurants and traditional products” (http://www.bandierearan-
cioni.it/iniziativa/). 

As well as the chance to visit historic villages, this area also offers many chances to visit
museums focusing on various subjects that are almost always tied to local features and the
link between culture, nature and region (wine production, local history, agricultural civili-
sation and local traditions, etc.). Moreover, many historic buildings are open to the public
and are designed to be explored (Table 6). 

fig.14: The TCI’s Bandiera Arancione logo
(Source: www.bandierearancioni.it)

3 Neive also belongs to the Borghi Più Belli
d’Italia (Italy’s most beautiful villages) club, set
up by the national association of Italian bo-
rough councils (the ANCI) (www.borghitalia.it) 

fig.15

fig.15: Grinzane Cavour’s historic town centre
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tab.6: List of the main museums, monu-
ments and historic buildings open to the
public

tab.6
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Characteristics of tourist attractions and services
Regione Piemonte’s Technical Plan for Promoting Tourism, drafted in 2011, identifies the
nominated property as belonging to one of four strategic areas for developing Piedmont’s
regional tourism4: “Piedmont’s hillside areas which stretch north and south of the Po river
are another important macro-area for Piedmontese tourism. This is an area which is char-
acterised – both in terms of its landscape and its history – by a large and diverse range of cul-
tural, environmental, sporting and culinary tourist attractions. Art cities, villages, villas and
castles, local museums, nature and landscape are open to tourists who, as well as traditional
means of transport, enjoy exploring by bike, on horseback and on foot. Quality food and wine
and grape-derived products are some of the strengths of Piedmont’s hills when it comes to
tourism. The hills of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato have particularly established them-
selves as a centre of food and wine tourism and the range of local products that best repre-
sent the region’s most “deeply-rooted” identity. The attraction of this area is based on the
hilly landscape’s features, on the symbolic meanings attributed to them in literature, on the
cultural values that have developed around its traditional products as well as on a diverse
range of accommodation establishments and a multiple system of services”

A brief overview of the tourist communication strategies of the three ATLs that cover Pied-
mont’s hills highlights the presence of several strategic focal points that underpin the re-
gion’s tourist attractions and services on this scale. The resources identified by these
strategies are those described in the previous paragraphs and constitute this area’s com-
petitive advantage: quality traditional products, a cultural landscape tied to wine production,
cultural and historical assets and environmental quality. Table 7 highlights the main ways
tourists enjoy the territory as identified by the three ATLs and proposed in their marketing
strategies as essential elements of “the region as a product”. 

In contrast, Table 8 shows a more detailed analysis of the characteristics of tourist attrac-
tions and services in each of the nominated municipalities, classified on the basis of the fol-
lowing categories: 
• Food and wine tourism (wine shops, open cellars, DOC and DOCG wines, events pro-

moting local products and tastings, etc.)
• Art, architecture, archaeology (castles, buildings, museums, etc.)
Historic and literary itineraries
• Agricultural civilisation and traditional crafts (agricultural museums, ecomuseums, etc.)
• Environment (presence of protected areas)
• Spas
• Landscape itineraries (plans tied to encouraging people to explore the landscape)
In both cases, it is clear how traditional grape growing/winemaking and the unique cultural
landscape created by them are the principal element of the area’s range of tourist attrac-
tions. This is combined with the extraordinary range of artistic and cultural assets and the
preservation and appreciation of traditional agricultural civilisation. It is important to stress
that the majority of municipalities demonstrate their awareness of the value of their landscape

Langhe and Roero ATL Asti ATL Alexala ATL

Food and wine tourism • • •
Cultural trips • • •
Landscape itineraries • • •
Religious tourism • • •
Sports/outdoor activities • • •
Wellness •
Business tourism •

4 The other areas identified by the plan are the
city of Turin, the mountains and the lake di-
strict

tab.7: The focal points of the tourism strate-
gies developed by the three ATLs

tab.7
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and have taken advantage of the extraordinary potential in terms of tourism by joining proj-
ects that create and promote itineraries designed to make the most of the landscape through
well-prepared and signposted paths and the tasting of wines and traditional delicacies in
the places where they are produced. The main ones include the Itinerari Valle Belbo proj-
ect, the Pietra da Cantone stone ecomuseum (spread out over several sites in Monferrato)
and the network of footpaths created by the Colline di Langa e del Barolo municipality as-
sociation. Finally, the many museums, itineraries and cultural centres set up to celebrate
the important role that this part of Piedmont has had in the history of Italy, from the Risorg-
imentomovement up to the Resistance (well documented by intellectuals and writers such
as Beppe Fenoglio and Cesare Pavese) all contribute to the range of tourist attractions and
local cultural attractions. 

tab.8: The main elements of the tourist at-
tractions available in the nominated prop-
erty’s municipalities

tab.8
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In contrast, the average length of time spent in the area by visitors has remained the same5,
just over two days, which corresponds to a weekend break (Graph 7). 
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Tourist demand and visitor statistics
As the data in the graphs 5 and 6 show, the tourist macro-area that includes the nominated
property has seen a constant growth in visitor numbers over the past few years, both Ital-
ian and foreign. 

graph.5: Annual tourist numbers in the tourist
macro-area of Piedmont’s hills (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)

graph.6: Annual arrivals in the tourist macro-
area of Piedmont’s hills (Source: Osservato-
rio Regionale del Turismo, Regione Piemonte,
2012)

graph.5

graph.6

5 The average length of stay (ALS) is achieved
by comparing the proportion of arrivals and
tourist numbers. Tourist numbers are calcula-
ted by multiplying the number of arrivals by
the number of nights spent by each visitor in
an area
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graph.7

graph.8a

graph.7: Changes in the average length of
time spent in the tourist macro-area of Pied-
mont’s hills (Source: Osservatorio Regionale
del Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

The place of origin of visitors shows a strong proportion of tourists from abroad, whose
numbers have increased over the past year in all three of the territorial groups taken into
consideration and which in the Langhe-Roero ATL have now overtaken the number of Ital-
ian tourists. The diagrams below (Graph 8) show the constant growth of visitor numbers
and the rapid reaction of the Piedmontese hills’ tourist industry to the difficult international
economic situation, which caused a general reduction in tourist numbers in 2009.
As regards the place of origin of visitors, while a large number of tourists come from bor-
dering countries, which have always been a preferred market for Piedmont’s tourist in-
dustry (Switzerland, France and Germany), large numbers of tourists from more distant
countries are joining their ranks (i.e. the UK, the USA and Russia), gaining an increasingly
large slice of the market. 

graph. 8 a,b,c,d,e,f: Comparison of Italian and
foreign arrivals in the three ATLs (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)
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graph.8b

graph.8d

graph.8c
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graph.8e

graph.8f

6 For reasons tied to protecting personal data,
Italian legislation also forbids the publication of
detailed statistics concerning tourist numbers in
municipalities with fewer than three hotels.

A more detailed analysis of the tourist visitor numbers in the municipalities of the six com-
ponents (limited to those municipalities where tourist numbers take on statistically signif-
icant value, calculated on a minimum of a thousand arrivals per year6) shows a consistent
range of tourist attractions, capable of attracting visitors who mostly hail from abroad, par-
ticularly in that part of the Langhe dedicated to Barolo production (component 1). Never-
theless, all components have seen large and increasing visitor numbers, with a trend that
is much higher than the rest of Piedmont. Almost everywhere, the average length of stay
is a weekend break, with the exception of the spa town of Agliano Terme, where – thanks
to the specific character of the tourist attractions there – the average length of stay is more
than three days.
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graph. 9a,b,c,d,e: Italian and foreign arrivals
and ALS in municipalities with over 1,000 an-
nual arrivals (Source: Osservatorio Regionale
del Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.9  c

graph.9  a

graph.9  b
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graph.9  d

graph.9  e

7 Croce E., Perri G., Il turismo enogastrono-
mico. Progettare, gestire, vivere l’integrazione
tra cibo, viaggio e territorio, Franco Angeli,
2008

Given the structure of the area’s tourist attractions and strengths, it is possible to assert that
the majority of visitors belong to that particular kind of cultural tourism called rural food and
wine tourism. “Food and wine tourists are those who are open to leaving their place of resi-
dence in order to travel to, and explore, the culture of a destination famous for its quality food
and wine, to come into direct contact with the producers, visit the area where raw materials
are processed and then packaged, to taste these products in situ and possibly buy these spe-
cialities and then go home, undoubtedly enriched by the experience”7. This kind of tourism
has several advantages, particularly in terms of the potential economic benefits that it can bring
to rural areas, which are increasingly oriented towards a multi-functioning economy, founded
on the combination of agriculture, the conservation of cultural and landscape assets and
tourism. 
In the economic and social scenario that has been emerging in the past few years, cultural
tourism – particularly the kind related to food and wine – is assuming a role of enormous im-
portance, especially in regions like Piedmont, which are traditionally and characteristically able
to offer a wide range of attractions able to meet the different needs and interests of tourists.
Food and wine tourists, in particular, are strongly motivated by links between the tasting of local
delicacies and an understanding of local culture.
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According to research carried out by ISNART (the national institute of tourist research), which
investigated the profile and characteristics of food and wine tourists in Italy, 52% of them are
foreign citizens who not only come from European countries but 28% of which come from non-
EU countries (mostly the United States). The largest group of Italian tourists come from Lom-
bardy (22%), followed by tourists from Piedmont and Lazio (both accounting for 11%).
This segment has enormous potential for growth also thanks to the increasing level of ed-
ucation of the population and the popularity of new, different models for leisure time. Food
and wine tourists are, in fact, characterised by a higher level of education and professional
qualifications: 85% are either high school graduates or university graduates, 24% are free-
lance professionals or company directors, 16% are clerks and 11.3% are office workers.
ISNART also found that food and wine tourists are one of the tourist categories who spend
the most pro capita per day compared to other tourist categories: €95 per day for an Ital-
ian tourist and as much as €226 per day for a foreign tourist. By comparing the pro capita
expense to average length of stay, the economic benefits for the areas visited are clear. 

When analysing the figures on a municipality level (Graph 10), the changes in tourist num-
bers over the past five years (2007-2011) – for municipalities where detailed statistics are
available – confirm the positive trend in the nominated property’s tourist industry, with a
widespread increase in arrivals and tourist numbers, only partially affected by the overall
reduction in tourism caused by the economic crisis of 2009.  
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graph.10a

graph.10b

graph.10c

graph.10a-q: Changes in arrivals on a mu-
nicipality scale (2007-2011) (Source: Osser-
vatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)
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graph.10d

graph.10e

graph.10f
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graph.10g

graph.10h

graph.10i
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graph.10l

graph.10m

graph.10n
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graph.10o

graph.10p

graph.10q
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5.i Policies and programmes related to the presentation and promotion of property

There are numerous projects and programmes, some of which integrated with presenta-
tion and promotion of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory and of its values. 
Promotion is carried out by a number of subjects, both public (ATL - Agenzie di Accoglienza
e Promozione Turistica Locale (Local Tourist Promotion and Reception Agencies) and IAT
- (Tourist Information and Reception) offices and private (Associations) – already described
in paragraph 5h, which use multiple communication channels. The main initiatives that
exist, referring to the nominated property are listed here, distinguishing activities strictly
linked to the promotion of the territory and the landscape from those that promote wine,
which contribute to the dissemination of the values of the territory. 

Policies and programmes for the presentation and promotion of the territory and the
winegrowing landscape
A specific website (www.paesaggivitivinicoli.it), is dedicated to the Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato vineyard landscapes. This website is currently used to share the professional
documents of the administrations involved in the nomination, but was designed to become
the official showcase for presentation of the Site, which will be coordinated by the new
management structure. 
The ATL - Tourist Promotion and Reception Agencies of the provinces involved in the
nomination promote a series of cultural itineraries, suggesting new ways of use aimed
at offering more detailed knowledge of the places and their identity. The itineraries are de-
scribed on the website of each structure, where it is possible to see – and download –
the routes proposed and relative historical and cultural information, enhanced by icono-
graphic materials. In this way, tourists can prepare for their visit before actually getting
to their chosen destination. 

As already mentioned, the associations are very active in promotion and presentation ac-
tivities. For example, the Langhe and Roero Integrated Cultural System, managed by the As-
sociazione Turismo in Langa (Tourism in Langa Association), the Committee for enhancing
the castles of the Langhe and Roero districts, set up in 2007, which unites the munici-
palities of Barolo, Benevello, Govone, Grinzane Cavour, Magliano Alfieri, Mango, Roddi and
Serralunga d’Alba (www.castellilangheroero.it). This association, with the support of Re-
gione Piemonte, pursues the following objectives: 
• to strengthen the area’s cultural offering, thanks to modern and adequate enhancement

of the historical, artistic and cultural heritage represented by the castles of the Langhe and
Roero; 

• to qualify the current tourist offering through entertainment and promotional activities to
increase the appeal and use of the castles; 

• to create awareness among citizens and public authorities of the cultural value and his-
torical heritage represented by the castles of the Langhe and Roero; 

• to generate a coordinated and easily recognisable image of the network of castles and in-
crease awareness of them in the national and international public; 

• to increase the flow of visitors to the single castles; 
• to create a network and a system of castles of the Langhe and Roero, now tending to pur-

sue initiatives to enhance their value but, in future, to coordinate the single castles, as in-
dicated in the regional priorities for the sector; 

• to offer a coordinated presentation of the petitions and problems of the local authorities
operating in the area where a castle is located; 

• to create benefits that prove the value and importance of the creation of this network and
how its is worth much more than the sum of its individual components. 
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The castles within the system include Barolo Castle and Serralunga d’Alba Castle (in com-
ponent 1) and others included in the buffer zone (fig.16).

The Associazione Castelli Aperti del Piemonte (Open Castles of Piedmont Association)
also aims to make these buildings the destination of cultural tourism capable of uniting
landscape beauty with architectural prestige, stories and legends, and the tastes and
flavours of the typical local foods and wines (www.castellipiemontesi.it). The Association
unites the owners of castles and mansions, who open their homes to the public and pro-
pose tourist itineraries including some of the most interesting historical elements in South-
ern Piedmont. Besides opening up on Sundays, which allow people to visit medieval castles,
palaces, mansions, manor houses and hunting estates, parks and gardens, museums and
art collections, tourists can also choose – guided by the website which is available in Ital-
ian, English and French – to following one of the local itineraries suggested, there being
something in all three of the provinces involved in the nomination. 

The mountain and hill communities too, being public entities with the status of associations
of Municipal Councils which present specific features established by regional legislation,
contribute to the promotion of the territory, preparing instruments and projects which help
increase the tourist promotion of the numerous accommodation facilities. The staff within
the communities draw up technical and tourist maps, the aim being to enhance the value
of the territory and its historical and artistic heritage.

The Pietra da Cantoni Ecomuseum organizes guided tours of the Infernot in the Low Mon-
ferrato (component 6), presenting the history and the building techniques of these ex-
traordinary underground artefacts.

As regards territorial promotion, there are important itineraries such as the Langhe, Mon-
ferrato, Roero Landscape and Literary Park, promoted by the territorial entities and by the
various study centres and local historical institutes, which involves numerous municipali-
ties in the Nominated Site and offers visitors an innovative view of the landscape, “territo-
rialising” the life and works of several great authors from Southern Piedmont, such as
Beppe Fenoglio, Cesare Pavese, Vittorio Alfieri, Augusto Monti, Giovanni Arpino and Davide
Lajolo (http://www.parcoletterario.it) (fig.17).

fig.16: The castle of Barolo (component 1), in-
cluded in the promotion system promoted by
the Committee for enhancing the castles of
the Langhe and Roero districts

fig.16
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fig.17

fig.17: Some itineraries proposed by Langhe,
Monferrato, Roero Landscape and Literary
Park
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A similar set-up, albeit in a much smaller area, is that of the “Parco Artistico del vigneto
orme su la court” (Orme su la Court Artistic Park of the Vineyard), based in Castelnuovo
Calcea (component 4), an art and landscape itinerary that winds among paths, vineyards
and farmhouses, dotted with colourful installation, beautiful sculptures and works of art that
are born and live in nature. The park regularly organises theme events and every year the
grape harvest is immortalised by illustrious photographers (fig.18).

Policies and programmes for the presentation and promotion of wine
Linked to the winegrowing sector, the Associazione Città del Vino (Wine Town Association)
(www.cittadelvino.com) was set up in 1987, thanks to the enthusiasm of an initial group of
39 Mayors. Now the Association has a network of over 569 local entities, an ideal itinerary
which crosses Italy’s historical villages, art towns, seaside and mountain towns, each with a
story of food and wine just waiting to be told. (fig.19). 
A network of Municipal and Provincial Councils, Parks and Mountain Communities with a
winegrowing vocation capable of jointly presenting over 4,000 hotels (with a total of about
142,000 beds), 1,500 tourist farms (18,000 beds), 189 campsites, hundreds of top quality
restaurants, wine stores and wineries, and over 200,000 hectares of vineyards - all registered
as DOC and DOCG, equating to 4/5 of Italy’s vineyards holding the appellation of origin. 

Many municipalities within the Nominated Site are part of the Association, which pursues
numerous enhancement, training and promotional activities. The internationally renowned
events include V.I.P. - Vino In Piazza (fig.20), which consists in a series of tastings of au-
tochthonous wines aimed at enthusiasts, private consumers, operators within the produc-
tion chain and commercial operators.

The Associazione Città del Vino (Wine Town Association) promoted an analysis of the re-
lationship between wine and territory, which led to the publication of the book “Vino e pae-
saggio. Linee per il governo del territorio” (Wine and landscape. Lines of governance of the
territory), which intends to be a handbook for administrators and operators in the sector,
to plan a development of the territory which is compatible with the environment and the re-
sources available. Taking into due consideration the defence of the landscape and the bal-
ance between town and country, the book, which refers to the national legislative
framework, the European Convention of the landscape, wine landscapes as World Heritage,
and to the most important regional landscape plans, offers a methodological support for
the creation of town planning instruments at municipal level, in order to pursue sustainable
economic development, based on the territories’ real winegrowing vocations. 
The Association publishes a monthly magazine entitled “Terre del vino” (Wine lands), which
has become a veritable reference point for the entire sector. 

Of all the itineraries that promote the territory with specific reference to its leading prod-
uct, fundamental importance is assumed by the Strade del Vino (Wine Trails), created at
the same time as the Wine Districts. These are signposted routed publicised with special
indications, destined to arrange and optimise the use of the winegrowing zones. Along the
signposted paths there are natural and cultural values, vineyards, but there are also the
cellars of single or associated estates which are open to the public, supporting the activi-
ties pursued by the tourist farms and educational organisations (fig.21). 
The Barolo and the great wines of Langa Trail follows one of the most charming and char-
acteristic scenarios in Piedmont, among the municipalities of Alba, Barolo, Castiglione Fal-
letto, Diano d’Alba, Dogliani, Grinzane Cavour, La Morra, Monchiero, Monforte d’Alba,
Montelupo Albese, Novello, Roddi, Roddino, Rodello, Serralunga d’Alba, Sinio and Ver-
duno (www.stradadelbarolo.it), many of which are included in component 1. 

fig.18: Artistic itinerary  proposed by “Parco
Artistico del vigneto orme su la court” (Orme
su la Court Artistic Park of the Vineyard)

fig.19: Logo of Associazione Città del Vino
(Wine Town Association)

fig.20: Logo of the manifestation Vino in Pi-
azza,organized by the Wine Town Associa-
tion

5.i Policies and programmes
related to the presentation and
promotion of property
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On the Association’s website, set up in 2006 for tourists, offering them the chance to gain
a better knowledge of the territory, it is possible to choose different themed itineraries, with
different durations – which can be travelled using a variety of means, choosing where to
sleep, eat, taste and visit, among the various proposals on offer. 
There are also many other itineraries organised by private organisations which aim to raise
the awareness and enhance the winegrowing aspect together with the cultural and land-
scape heritage.

The Passeggiate enogastronomiche (Food and Wine Walks) also offer the chance to enjoy
the rural landscape and its products. They are periodically organized by the municipalities,
mainly in summer. 

In conclusion, here are some of the most important events that take place in the Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato districts.
• An excellent sports event is the Ecomaratona del Barbaresco e del tartufo Bianco d’Alba

(Barbaresco and White Truffle of Alba Eco-marathon, fig. 22), run among the Barbaresco
vineyards (component 3).

• The Festival del Paesaggio Agrario di Vinchio (Festival of the Vinchio Farming Land-
scape) is an important cultural appointment which proposes comparison between ex-
perts, scholars, professionals, administrators and farmers with regard to productivity,
defence and re-qualification of the rural landscape, an issue which is felt particularly
among the Asti hills (component 4).

• La Sagra delle sagre di Asti (Asti’s Fair of Fair)s is a big food and wine event held once a
year, in which over 40 local committees from the province of Asti present their food and
wine specialities, accompanied by DOC wines produced in the Asti district, in a huge open-
air restaurant set up in one of the town’s main squares. The festival takes place following
an atmospheric parade which winds through the streets of the town, animated by over
three thousand characters in authentic period costume, tractors and work tools, repre-
senting the values and traditions of the province’s farming culture (buffer zone). 

• The Fiera Nazionale Vinum (Vinum National Fair) in Alba –promoted by the Municipal
Council of Alba in conjunction with the Alba Bra Langhe Roero Tourist Board and the De-
partment for the International Fair of the White Truffle of Alba, with the support of Regione
Piemonte, Provincia di Cuneo, Cuneo Chamber of Commerce and the Cassa di Risparmio
di Cuneo Foundation – is an annual appointment, which reached its 34th edition in 2010
and attracts thousands of connoisseurs, proposing tastings, conventions, art, music and
culture all united by one common denominator – wine (buffer zone).

• The Festa del vino Douja d’or (Douja d’or Wine Festival) in Asti is a National Oenology
Competition for D.O.C. and D.O.C.G. Wines, organised by Asti Chamber of Commerce,
through its Special Agency, in agreement with the O.N.A.V. (Organizzazione Nazionale As-
saggiatori di Vino – National Organisation of Wine Tasters). The competition represents
a prestigious and growing reference point for producers all over Italy, who consider the
“Douja d’or” stamp to be an acknowledgement well worth displaying among their refer-
ences and trophies (buffer zone). 

Furthermore, there are other important events such as Cascine Aperte (Open Farms), in
which numerous producers from the winegrowing estates of the Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato districts take part, opening their cellars to the public, offering people a chance to
taste their wines and other typical products. 
The nominated area’s leading producers take part constantly in national and international
promotional events, such as Vinitaly - Salone internazionale del Vino (International Wines
and Spirits Fair) and the Salone Internazionale del Gusto (International Taste Fair).

fig.21: Logo of the Strada del vino Monfer-
rato Astigiano (Monferrato Astigiano Wine
Trails)

fig.22: Billboard of Ecomaratona del Barbare-
sco e del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba s (Barbaresco
and White Truffle of Alba Eco-marathon)
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Last but not least, numerous promotional activities are also pursued by the Regional
wineshops, wine stores and cooperative cellars – which occupy a role similar to that of
the Wine Cellars but promote the production of wine at municipal level, situated all over the
nominated territory (fig.23).

In order to promote the identity of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato landscape, a huge va-
riety of scientific and informative books have been published, contributing also to dis-
seminating values related to the constructive traditions and architectural culture that
characterise places. These include two recent publications, dedicated specifically to the
values of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato winegrowing landscape: “Il nostro patrimonio.
I bambini raccontano le Langhe, il Monferrato e il Roero” (Our Heritage. The Langhe,
Monferrato and Roero in the Words of Children), which presents the nominated territory
through the eyes of children, who have written and drawn the distinguishing features of the
landscape (fig.24); “Langhe Monferrato Roero. Paesaggi e parole di un territorio candidato
a patrimonio dell’umanità UNESCO”, (Langhe Monferrato Roero. Landscapes and words of
a nominated territory for recognition as UNESCO World Heritage”, in which about thirty
authors describe the winegrowing landscapes of Southern Piedmont: the identities and
small and great stories of these places.

fig.23

fig.23: Interior of the Regional wineshop of
Barbaresco (component 3)

5.i Policies and programmes
related to the presentation and
promotion of property
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5.j Staffing level

The founding members of the Association are the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo
and the Regione Piemonte while the governing bodies that are currently active are the Chair-
man (Mr. Roberto Cerrato), the Vice President (Mr. Gianfranco Comaschi) and the Board
of Directors (Mrs. Annalisa Conti and Mr. Ugo Cavallera). 
To date, the Chairman has the executive functions which he may perform with the assis-
tance of the Board of Directors for the strategic aspects and of the Technical Office for the
coordination of the operations.
The Technical Office was formally established by using managerial and operational re-
sources that belong to the founding members. This mode, as well as presenting an opti-
mization of resources, ensures a constant coordination with and between the territorial
sectors involved. 
All of the resources currently involved in the Association (3 resources for each province and
4 resources for the Regione Piemonte) are pertaining to the Departments of Planning, Cul-
ture or Agriculture and participated actively in the nomination of the property. 
The Technical Office has, among its functions, the duty to follow the monitoring, both in
terms of impact on the territory (Key Performance Index) and in terms of achievement of
the objectives and strategies of the Management Plan. In order to accomplish this task, it
is necessary that the Technical Office develops and implements a system of geo-referenced
knowledge on the nominated property based on data already in possession of Region and
Provinces.
In detail, the professionals involved in the Technical Office, with the correspondent per-
centage of time devoted, are summarized in the following table.

fig.24: Drawing by Ludovica D., published in
Il nostro patrimonio. I bambini raccontano le
Langhe, il Monferrato e il Roero, Torino 2009.
(Our Heritage. The Langhe, Monferrato and
Roero in the Words of Children)

fig.24
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It’s has been formed a Scientific Committee, in continuity with the multidisciplinary work-
ing group that has supported the drafting of the Nomination Dossier. By their side will work
the Ministry of Heritage and Culture, supervisor of the nomination process and fundamental
territorial partner, through the Superintendence, gathered in the Regional Directorate for
Cultural Heritage and Landscape of Piedmont and the Ministry of Agricultural, Food and
Forestry Policies.

More information on these aspects are given in the Management Plan.
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tab.9: The professional figures involved

tab.9

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*the percentage refers to the hours de-
voted to the Association on the total
hours of work per individual worker
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«These hilltop churches are all like this. There is always something further away,
never seen. Everyone’s porch contains the whole sky and you can hear the black-
thorns and reeds that are too far off the reach on foot.» 
(Cesare Pavese, “Racconti”)
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6.a Key indicators for measuring the state of conservation

Monitoring activities already under way throughout the territory
There are many public and private organisations which, with fixed times and fixed parameters,
monitor the area that includes the components and the relative buffer zones of the nominated
property The vineyard landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato, on the basis of
the different components of the landscape.

From the environmental point of view, the Regione Piemonte collects data relative to the geo-
morphology, water resources and land use in its own Diffuse Environmental Information Sys-
tem (SITAD) (http://www.sistemapiemonte.it/serviziositad/). 
As an alternative, ARPA Piemonte (Regional Agency for the Protection of the Environment)
continuously gathers and annually elaborates data relative to the environmental (air, water
and soils), acoustical components, and to electromagnetism (http://www.arpa.piemonte.it/).
Furthermore, I.P.L.A. (Institute for Wood Plants and the Environment) carries out the Pedo-
logic Service function of the Regione Piemonte and offers technical support concerning the
knowledge, planning and management of its regional soils and also of the forest resources
(http://www.ipla.org/).

In the specific field of wine growing, it should be
pointed out that the wine growing cultivation and
production trends are monitored constantly by the
Agricultural Sector Offices of the Regione Piemonte
and also by the Offices of the Provinces. Two struc-
tures in particular are specifically involved in this
topic, that is: the Osservatorio Vitivinicolo (the
Winegrowing Observatory) (http://www.re-
gione.piemonte.it/agri/osser_vitivin) and the Ana-
grafe Agricola Unica (the Agricultural Registry
Office) (http://www.sistemapiemonte.it/agri-
coltura/dw_anagrafeunica/index.shtml), where
the data collected by the various competent of-
fices are summarised (fig.1).

A very interesting and useful tool for Monitoring is the “Catalogo Nazionale del Paesaggio Ru-
rale Storico” (National Catalogue of the Rural and Historical Landscape) promoted by the
Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forest Policies. The aim of the catalogue is to promote the
identification, the conservation and the dynamic management of the Rural and Historical Land-
scape and traditional farming. Part of the territory referred to the Langa of Barolo (component
1) has already been included in this inventory.

Apart from these Organisations, which have the duty of monitoring, there are also other groups
involved, such as the Osservatori del Paesaggio (Landscape Observatories). In recent years
Piedmont has stood out because of the intensive presence of associations working in the field
of knowledge, safeguarding and valorisation of the landscape in specific territorial sectors. Many
of these associations consider themselves as Landscape Observatories and have gained expe-
rience that till now is unique throughout all Italy. The Observatories that work in the property’s
area of interest are the Osservatorio del Paesaggio del Monferrato casalese (The Monferrato-
Casale Landscape Obseratory) (http://www.odpm.it/), the Osservatorio del Paesaggio alessan-
drino, (The Alessandria Observatory) the Osservatorio per la tutela del paesaggio di Langhe e
Roero (The Observatory for the protection of the Langhe and Roero landscape) (http://www.od-
plangheroero.net/) and the Osservatorio del Paesaggio per il Monferrato e l’Astigiano (The ob-
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fig.1: Example of data processing relating to
wine growing cultivation provided by the re-
gional service Anagrafe Agricola Unica (the
Agricultural Registry Office). 

fig.1

On the previous page: 
village of Castiglione Falletto (component 1)
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servatory of the Monferrato and Asti landscape) (http://www.osservatoriodelpaesaggio.org/). 
Among their various duties, the observatories have the task of gathering documentation and the
results of analyses that have been conducted up till now throughout the territory which could
be useful to define the management principles and guidelines of the landscape.

Piedmont is also involved in the “Osservatorio dei Paesaggi Mediterranei” (The Observatory of
the Mediterranean Landscapes), which was set up as part of the PAYS.DOC project and is coor-
dinated by the Andalusia region This organisation has the role of recognising and observing char-
acteristic landscapes in the Meditteranean area (http://www.paysmed.net/). The Observatory has
the purpose of creating a shared method to use for the identification and observation of the land-
scapes, to extrapolate the identifying characteristics and point out the evolutionary processes
and tendencies that act on their transformation.

Another key instrument that ensures the conservation of the nominated property is the territo-
rial plan. All the government and management plans of the territory, from the strategic regional
development plans to the PRCG – Urban Development Plans – are periodically examined and im-
plemented (see section 5.b). The Municipalities in particular carry out monitoring activities on
specific components of the territory.

Together with the activities of the aforementioned organisations, relative to the monitoring of the
environment and the countryside in general, the actions of the outlying offices of the Ministry for
the Cultural Heritage and Activities (Regional Management for the Cultural Heritage 
and Landscapes in Piedmont http://www.piemonte.beniculturali.it/, Regional Board for the Cul-
tural Heritage and Landscape for the provinces of Turin, Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli and Biella, Regional
Board for the Cultural Heritage and Landscape for the provinces of Novara, Alessandria and Ver-
bano-Cusio-Ossola http://www.beniarchitettonicipiemonte.it) have the purpose of continuously
controlling the integrity – here intended as protection and conservation – of the territory, as far as
the cultural landscape, the settlement and the individual architectonic situations are concerned.

A further monitoring of the building activities is carried out by the Regione; this monitoring con-
cerns the statistic, administrative and economic aspects of the activated interventions. The initia-
tive – which involves several institutes, such as the Institute for Innovation and Transparency of
Contracts and Environmental Compatibility (ITACA), the Inter-regional Centre for Information and
Statistics (CISIS), the National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT), the National Association of Italian
Municipalities (ANCI)- has the purpose of continuously monitoring the transformations under way.
There is also a Banca Dati degli Insediamenti Storici (Databank of the Historical Settlements)
(BDIS), an informatics instrument used to integrate the data relative to historical settlements in
Piedmont already found in SITAD, for the use of re-
gional officials and municipality operators. The in-
formation in this databank is all georeferenced and
supplied with documentation.
Such knowledge of the rural pre-existences that still
exist on the Piedmont territory is the subject of a
specific on line service “Cascine del Piemonte”
(Piedmontese farmsteads), the data of which are
used for protection, conservation and requalifica-
tion of the territory purposes.
One initiative that was conducted to carry out a cen-
sus of the infernot (fig.2), which constitute founding
elements of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato wine
growing area, have had the same aim (see 2.a.6).
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fig.2: Example of identification record of “in-
fernot” made by the Pietra da Cantoni Eco-
museum.

fig.2
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Monitoring the conservation state of the nominated property 
The high landscape value of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory is due to the environ-
mental, historical-cultural and perceptive components, each of which offers an intrinsic value
which, at the same time, is arranged on the territory in a unique way, making the landscape
unique. It is therefore necessary to evaluate both the individual elements that make up the ter-
ritory and the complexity and real interactions of an area.

In order to monitor the conservation state of the nominated property, the data and the infor-
mation available have been coordinated and elaborated using an Indicator System, which was
set up for this specific purpose. The identified indicators have the aim of documenting the pa-
rameters that pertain to the three components which define the wine growing area, and chang-
ing the data into quantitative information.

The monitoring system uses both simple indicators and Key Performance Indicators (KPI). A
KPI system, as is known, must be correctly designed to identify adequate indicators that are able
to supply significant and pertinent information, and to search for an opportune elaboration and
aggregation method of the collected data.   
The use of KPI for the control of complex systems, such as the nominated wine growing prop-
erty, is recommended both in UNI EN ISO 14031:2000 and in Regulation (EC) no. 761/2001
(EMAS). 

The stages of the process that oriented the choice and design of the Indicator System for the
monitoring of the site under examination were:
1. Choice of the indicators
The nominated property is a cultural landscape composed of different elements (naturalistic,
agricultural, settlement, monumental, etc.) belonging to or managed by different subjects; this
particular situation makes the identification of significant indicators indispensable for the
whole heritage. It is therefore necessary to make use of a set of Key Performance Indicators
which, taken together, can be used to guarantee the monitoring of the state of conservation
of the properties in a simple and significant way. Consistently with the methodology devel-
oped in this dossier, reference was made to three macro categories, each of which is ascrib-
able to the essential components of the site (see the preliminary remarks to 2.a), but also to
the Association as the reference organisation for the collection and control of the data:
Environmental components
Indicators were searched for that referred to the environmental and cultural heritage which
are based on the ecosystem and agronomic characteristics that characterise the different
components.
Historical – cultural components
Indicators relative to the persistence of the architectonic and cultural heritage in time were
developed, but also relative to the intangible components (feasts, traditions, occupations,
etc.).
Perceptive components
Indicators pertaining to the actions that were carried out to improve the perceptive aspects
and minimise the visual and semiological criticity relative to the relationship between subjects
(individuals or groups) and environment/landscape were defined.

2. Definition of the characteristics of the indicators coherently with the specific natu  re of
the site 
The indicators, apart from being of a limited number, should have the following charac  teris-
tics:
• be representative of the most important aspects of the site;
• be useful for the easy identification of the first cause of the impact;
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• be useful to prevent the negative impacts;
• be simple to elaborate and just as easy to interpret;
• have a high information content;
• be relevant for all the involved parties;
• be repeatable and significant over time and in space;
• be controllable, valid and verifiable.

3. Data collection
In order to delineate a “zero point” for each indicator, so as to be able to evaluate any variations
in time and the significant trends, an inventory was made of the existing databanks and the
data sets that could be used for monitoring were identified. A structured and systematic elab-
oration of the data guarantees the validity and suitability of the extracted information, which is
useful for the interpretation of the significant and relevant phenomena.  

The methodology used in the dossier for the reading and analyses of the Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato wine growing areas has led to the following check list of simple and complex 
Indicators:      
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Category: Indicators: Simple ind. KPI Sources/Organisations:

1. Environmental 
components 

2. Historical-cultural
components

3. Perceptive 
components

1.1 naturalistic value

1.2 surfaces used as vineyards

2.1 vineyard surface variations in 
comparison to 1884

2.2 number of grape varieties 
historically attested

2.3 number of training courses 
(master coopers, designers, 
municipality technicians)

2.4 Average length of stay

2.5 Number of total arrivals 
(divided in Italian and foreign tourists)

2.6 Number of tickets sold 
in the museums

3.1 number of panoramic viewpoints

3.2 number of conservation / 
requalification projects of the landscape

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

SiTI elaboration of IPLA data –
Ground use 

Regione Piemonte 
(Agricoltural Sector)

SiTI elaboration of Regione 
Piemonte data – IGM cartography

Regione Piemonte 
(Agricoltural Sector)

Regione Piemonte 
(Culture Sector), Provinces

Regione Piemonte 
(Tourism Sector)

Regione Piemonte 
(Tourism Sector)

Cultural Observatory (Piemonte)

Regione Piemonte 
(Landscape sector)

Regione Piemonte (Planning 
Sector) Provinces, Municipalities

Tab.1 List of simple and complex Indicators.

The key elements of each indicator are highlighted hereafter in order to allow it to be measured
and the frequency of the revisions is also given. 

Advisory Body
Evaluation p. 260
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It should be noted that many of the proposed indicators refer in different ways to the 6 candi-
date components for the Worldwide Heritage List in order to highlight specific dynamics; how-
ever, in order to maintain a vision of a suitable system for the monitoring of the serial property
as a whole, these indicators can be coupled, as the following table shows. This table reports the
trend of the indicators chosen at the moment of filling in the dossier and is intended as the
“zero point” of the data collection. 

Indicator Description UM Frequency

1.1 naturalistic value Evaluates the ecological-naturalistic value, here intended as the
set of characteristics that determine the priority of conservation
of a habitat. This value is elaborated by crossing the degree of na-
turalness (closeness of the municipality to the climax) of each
biotope with the extension of the biotope itself. The Naturalness
Value is obtained from the weighted average values of the bio-
topes present in component (fig.3). 

adimensional Yearly

1.2 surfaces used as 
vineyards

Surface areas used as vineyards for each component
ha Yearly

2.1 vineyard surface variations
in comparison to 1884 

Vineyard surface variations in comparison to those present in
1884. The surfaces used as vineyards in 1884 are reduced by
10%, given the type of elaboration of the cartography referring
to 1884. The areas covered in vineyards have been digitalized
from the IGM 1884 cartography at a 1:25.000 scale, without con-
sidering thalweg, mixed vineyard rows and other cultivations. It
is also necessary to consider that at that time greater areas of
fields were left to the cultivation of hedges, rows of other culti-
vations and wooded sections. (fig.4)

% Yearly

2.2 number of grape varieties
historically attested

Number of grape varieties historically attested in each component N Yearly

2.3 number of events connected
to the vine growing world 

Number of events carried out throughout the territory which have
the purpose of valorising the wine growing area from the UNESCO
point of view.
It should be pointed out how, although there are many events de-
dicated purely to wine, only those connected to the area were con-
sidered in this case as the reference theme is in fact the wine
growing landscape 

N Half-Yearly

2. 4 Average length of stay Number of overnights/number of arrivals days/person Yearly

2.5 number of total arrivals 
(divided in Italian and 
foreign tourists)

Number of total arrivals (divided in Italian and foreign tourists)
N Yearly

2.6 number of tickets sold 
in the museums

Number of tickets sold in the most significant museums N Yearly

3.1 number of panoramic
viewpoints

Number of places privileged with inter-visibility of the landscape,
that can be accessed by the general public, from which one can
enjoy a panoramic view of the landscape, sites and elements of
natural or anthropic value identified in the Regional Landscape
Plan (PPR) in the territory of each component and verified on
the basis of the adaption of the individual local planning instru-
ments. (See 2a, panoramic viewpoints map)

N Yearly

3.2 number of conservation/
requalification projects of
the landscape realised
following the introduction
of the Management Plan 

Number of projects, of a conservative nature, of the landscape
quality or conducted to requalify the area activated throughout
territory of each component by the local organisations and by
private individuals following the introduction of the Management
Plan. Nowadays, the indicator refers to developed projects before
the introduction of the Management Plan (best practices)

N Half-yearly
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Tab. 2 Description, UM and frequency related to indicators chosen.

fig.3: An example of Naturalistic
index map.

 fig.3
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6. Monitoring 6.a Key indicators for
measuring the state of
conservation

6.b Administrative
arrangements for 
monitoring the property
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Following this approach, it is possible to obtain the level of performance, carry out internal and
external comparisons and, as a consequence, define the improvement objectives that can be
achieved.

1 - Langa of Barolo 3051 2119 0,41 1940 -59% 5 2 2

2 - Grinzane Cavour 
Castle 7 n.a. n.d. 5 -31% 2 n.a. 1

3 - Hills 
of Barbaresco 890 653 0,35 582 -3% 6 2,135 1

4 - Nizza Monferrato 
and Barbera 2307 1846 0,64 880 -50% 7 1,87 0

5 - Canelli 
and Asti spumante 1970 4639 0,5 1234 -28% 8 2,87 0

6 - Monferrato 
of the infernot 2561 7736 0,79 640 -53% 7 2,27 1

The vineyard landscape 
of Piedmont: Langhe- 10789 8389 0,63 5281 -30% 9 14 2,29 n.a. 5 5
Roero and Monferrato
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Tab. 3 The “zero point” for each indicator

14
Best practices in
Management Plan

Museo dei cavatappi 
= 11.203 

Castelli Falletti di 
Barolo= 367

Castello di Serralunga
= 14.833

Museo del Vino di 
Barolo (WiMu)

= 49.413

Castello di Grinzane
Cavour = 30.145

47.244
i=18.044
s=29.200 

n.d.

7.152 
i=2.580
s=4.572
7.108 
i=3.694
s=3.414
11.968
i=6.693
s=5.275
3.132
i=2.295
s=837 
76.604
i=33.306
s=43.298

6.b Administrative arrangements for monitoring the property

The Association is the technical structure that coordinates the subjects involved in the man-
agement of the property, the same subjects, in fact, that collect data throughout the territory.
It also has the duty of supervising the realisation and implementation of a data base for the col-
lection of homogeneous data from all the components that make up the site. The implementa-
tion of the Monitoring Plan is an explicit function of the Association, regarding both the
Nomination Format and the indications proposed in the Management Plan. In particular, the As-
sociation, with its Technical Department, will be involved in the coordination of the data col-
lecting and in verifying the trend of the different analyzed phenomenon. This structure shall be
responsible for the creation of a Territorial Information System which, among its objectives,
will monitor the state of conservation of the wine growing area (see the Management Plan) and
it can be considered as the preliminary instrument of the planning policies of the individual mu-
nicipalities involved. 

The monitoring activities shall therefore be articulated on the verification of simple and complex
indicators (KPI) with the purpose of first of all controlling the permanence of the values of the site
in time, but also the impacts on the territory of the medium to long term actions foreseen in the
Management Plan. 

Considering the complexity of the property and its importance, it has been considered oppor-
tune to proceed with a yearly monitoring in order to attain the shared coordination and man-
agement of the cultural and landscape heritage. The reiteration of the surveying of data on
subsequent occasions, following any conservation interventions and valorisation of the prop-
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erties or because of changed external conditions, and the insertion of such data into the geo-
referenced data base of the site will allow the Association to have a constant control of the evo-
lutionary situations of the territory involved in the nomination. 

The thus structured system will therefore allow the Asoociation to have information on the trend
of a phenomenon, to point out critical situations and to identify the key factors on which it is nec-
essary to intervene. 
As previously mentioned, the duty of monitoring the Management Plan is also entrusted to the
Association with the objective of verifying the state of advancement of the projects and of reach-
ing the pre-fixed objectives. The actions shall be monitored in collaboration with the promoters
of the individual projects. 

The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
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fig.4

fig.4: Analysis of the permanence of viticul-
ture in Langa of Barolo area. Elaboration of
SiTI - Higher Institute on Territorial Systems
for Innovation.
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6.c Results of previous reporting exercises

As the property is in the nomination stage, no Periodic Report have been filled in yet. 
On the other hand, as already shown at the beginning of the chapter, there is a close network of
reports on the territory that makes up the site which describe the results of numerous, differ-
ent surveys that periodically monitor the trend of the individual components of the area.

ARPA Piemonte has different reporting activities, for the natural component, that are articulated
in publications, such as the Report on the State of the Environment, the environmental indica-
tors, and the Cartography of the indicators. IPLA Piemonte has developed, together with the
Regione Piemonte, a rich updated cartography which includes the Map of the capacity of use
of the soils in Piedmont at a 1:250.000 scale (2010), the Atlas of the soils in Piedmont (2009),
the Forestry Map of Piedmont at a 1:250.000 scale (2008) and the Map of the soils 
in Piedmont at a 1:250.000 scale (2007). These maps can all be consulted on-line at 
www.regione.piemonte.it/agri/suoli_terreni/index.htm.

With specific reference to wine growing, the Wine growing Observatory has different public
data banks on its site, where the data collected by the various different competent offices are
published.

Furthermore, the Regional Office of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Landscape of Piedmont
utilises and updates a Territorial Information System that collects information on the integrity of
the territory, on the settlement structures and on the individual architectonic episodes, with a
specific section dedicated to the sites in Piedmont that are already included in the WHL.
The Diffuse Territorial Environmental Information System of the Piedmontese public organi-
sations (SITAD) is an instrument of absolute im-
portance as far as landscape themes are
concerned. It is possible, using the web pages
that host the SIT (fig. 5), to search for and visu-
alise the territorial and environmental information
that has been collected, documented and made
available by the various organisations that are tak-
ing part in the project. Through the research
motor, it is possible to look for and visualise the
results of the research according to different cat-
egories: geographical and alphanumerical data,
cartographic products, documents, and informa-
tion services.

  

6. Monitoring 6.b Administrative
arrangements for 
monitoring the property

6.c Results of previous
reporting exercises
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 fig.5

    fig.5: SITAD home page, Diffuse
Territorial Environmental Informa-
tion System of the Piedmontese
public organisations.
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«...At the bend in the road, before the start of the harmonious parade of the vine-
yards, with the vines showing the first green bunches of grapes, there’s a big
elder tree. It’s in full bloom, dressed all in white like a bride, with the blossoms
covering the leaves and trunk. It has spread so far out as to almost completely
block the road...» (D. LAJOLO)
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7.b Texts relating to protective designation, copies of property management plans or doc-
umented management systems and extracts of other plans relevant to the property

1. Code of Cultural and Landscape Heritage, Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22/01/2004 and
subsequent amendments (annex 2 on CD).

2. Excerpt of the standards for the implementation of the Regione Piemonte Regional Land-
scape Plan, adopted with Resolution of the Regional Council dated 04/08/2009 (trans-
lation from the original document, annex 3).

3. Example of resolution of intent by the Municipal Councils, with the commitment to adapt the
General Town Plan in order to guarantee the standardisation of provisions for defence and en-
hancement (2009) (photocopy of the original document plus annexed translation, annex 5). 

4. Resolution of the Regional Council of Regione Piemonte no. 87 dated 16/03/2010 (pho-
tocopy of the original document plus annexed translation, annex 6). 

5. Determina Dirigenziale (Executive Stipulation) no. 460 dated 20/07/2010 “Presa d’atto
del documento tecnico per l’attuazione del progetto di candidatura UNESCO dei Pae-
saggi vitivinicoli del Piemonte” (Acknowledgement of technical document for the im-
plementation of the UNESCO candidacy project of the winegrowing landscapes of
Piedmont) (photocopy of the original document plus annexed translation, annex 7). 

6. Deed of incorporation and Articles of Association (photocopy of the original document
plus annexed translation, annexes 8 and 9, see also section 5.e). 

7. Decree no.17070 of 19.11.2012 concerning the establishment of the National Observa-
tory of Rural Landscape, Agricultural Practices and Traditional Knowledge (translation
from the original document, annex 11)

8. Management plan for the serial site “The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-
Roero and Monferrato” (annexed as a separate text and on CD).
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7.c Form and date of most recent records or inventory of property

The Site as a whole – like the individual territories of which it is comprised – is subject to
numerous studies and publications, as can be seen in the bibliography (cf 7.e). 
There are also databases an catalogues that regard the various components that make up
the site structure, summarised below. 

Natural component 
As regards the environmental components that characterise the Site, there are numerous
computerised databases, dedicated to the knowledge and monitoring of these components.
The data is gathered and regularly updated by the ARPA (Agenzia per la Prevenzione del-
l’Ambiente – Agency for Environmental Prevention) and by the IPLA (Istituto per le Piante
da Legno e l’Ambiente – Institute for Trees and the Environment).
The SITAD -Sistema Informativo Territoriale Ambientale Diffuso degli Enti pubblici
piemontesi (Diffuse Environmental Information System) of Piedmont’s public authorities
- (http://www.sistemapiemonte.it/serviziositad/index.shtml) is a geo-referenced database
managed by the Consorzio per il Sistema Informativo Piemonte (Consortium for the Pied-
mont Information System), containing territorial data also relevant to the environment
(water, air and atmosphere, soil and subsoil, natural resources, environmental protection). 
The Regione Piemonte Protected Areas Planning Sector has a series of constantly updated
Naturalistic Databases (NDB) and has also implemented a tool for sharing with other organ-
isations operating in the sector the naturalistic data collected during its activity. The NDB serv-
ice, accomplished thanks to the collaboration between Regione Piemonte, IPLA (Istituto per
le Piante da Legno e l’Ambiente – Institute for Trees and the Environment) and CSI–Piemonte
- Consorzio per il Sistema Informativo Piemonte (Consortium for the Piedmont Information
System), uses a search engine to obtain information on the observation of the territory, its
flora and its fauna. The service makes various types of functions available. For flora and fauna
it is also possible to obtain detailed datasheets and information on the location throughout the
territory of the species observed, thanks to a geographic information system (GIS). 
The Ministry for the Environment and Defence of the Territory and Sea has files on all the
national protected areas that can be consulted online (http://www.parks.it) and which offer
different types of information. 

Winegrowing
The Regione Piemonte Agriculture Department annually catalogues the data related to wine-
growing through the Winegrowing Observatory and the Single Farming Register. 
The Osservatorio Vitivinicolo (the Winegrowing Observatory)
(http://www.regione.piemonte.it/agri/osser_vitivin/) is organised as follows:
• as a regional node for implementing the Vineyard Register;
• as a “regional control panel”, which allows navigation within the databases that contain

information on the consistency of the winegrowing heritage;
• as a 3D model which guarantees the availability of information for the management of

the Vineyard Rolls for the production of wines accompanied by the appellation of origin
and for the evaluation of the sites for the installation and management of the D.O.C. and
D.O.C.G. production territories.

The decision-making information service - Anagrafe Agricola Unica (the Agricultural reg-
istry Office) (http://www.sistemapiemonte.it/agricoltura/dw_anagrafeunica/index.shtml)
makes available, both to Piedmont’s Public Authorities and to the other users of the Pied-
mont System, structural statistics (available since 2006 and constantly updated) regarding
different theme areas (land, cultivations, information on the estates, wines and other spe-
cialised trees, zones vulnerable to nitrates, etc.). 
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Settlements and cultural heritage
The anthropic components that characterise the landscape have been censured and cata-
logued by Regione Piemonte for the preparation of the Regional Landscape Plan. Most of
this data is available in the SITAD - (http://www.sistemapiemonte.it/serviziositad/index.shtml), in
the section dedicated to the landscape. All the information is geo-referenced.
As regards the monumental heritage, the Superintendence Departments –decentralised of-
fices of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage that operate throughout the territory – have hard-
copy and digital inventories of the real estate and other property subject to defensive
restrictions. The datasheets, which differ for the different types of heritage, are processed
according to the national standards drawn up by the Ministry’s Central Catalogue and Doc-
umentation (http://www.iccd.beniculturali.it); in the SiGEC - Sistema Informativo Generale
del Catalogo (General Catalogue Information System), the national system for the ac-
quisition and integrated management of knowledge of the Italian cultural heritage – it is pos-
sible to find the datasheets of heritage in Piedmont, recorded under different letters: A-
Architecture and landscape, OA- Works of Art, MA- Archaeological complexes and monu-
ments, RA- Archaeological finds, BDM- Demographic and ethno-anthropological heritage.
The institutional website of the Superintendence for Architectural and Landscape Heritage
offers the chance to consult the database of monumental and landscape restrictions within
the Piedmont region, online (http://www.beniarchitettonicipiemonte.it/sbappto/); the mon-
umental restrictions are also geo-referenced on the Sistema Infomativo della Carta del Ris-
chio del Patrimonio culturale italiano (Italian Cultural Heritage Risk Charter Information
System) (http://www.cartadelrischio.it) managed by the ISCR - Istituto Superiore per la
Conservazione e il Restauro (Higher Institute for Conservation and Restoration), while the
landscape restrictions are on the SITAP - Sistema Informativo Territoriale Ambientale e
Paesaggistico (Environemtnal and Landscape Territorial Information System), managed by
the Ministry’s general management for the landscape, fine arts, architecture and contem-
porary art (http://www.pabaac.beniculturali.it). 
A conspicuous filing activity in relation to the historical and artistic assets owned by the ec-
clesiastic entities is carried out by the C.E.I - Conferenza Episcopale Italiana (Italian Epis-
copal Conference). 
The filing activity, which is the first vital step for the monitoring of the territory, considers
the dissemination of the historical and artistic heritage throughout the territory, as well as
its importance. 
The Regione Piemonte Culture Department has the Guarini Information System
(http://www.regione.piemonte.it/cultura/guarinipat/patleggi.htm), a tool used to:
• catalogue the different types of “cultural heritage” according to ministerial standards, in

view of the creation of Regional Database of Cultural Heritage;
• promote knowledge of Piedmont’s cultural heritage, as well as research and cooperation

between Entities and Institutions; 
• disseminate the information acquired in relation to members of the public, researchers,

entities and institutions, offering incentives and expanding cultural use; 
• facilitate interventions to defend and enhance the value of Piedmont’s cultural heritage.
Each Municipality has an historical-building archive containing the datasheets of all the
buildings falling within the administrative area. 
The State Archives and private archives also comprise constantly updated inventories of the
historical documents (texts, maps, pictures) relating to the territories subject to candidacy. 
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7.d Address where inventory, records and archives are held

Istituto per le Piante da Legno e l’Ambiente (IPLA)
Corso Casale, 476 - 10132 Torino
Tel: +39 011 8998933 - Fax: +39 011 8989333
e-mail: ipla@ipla.org - website: http://www.ipla.org/

Agenzia per la Prevenzione dell’Ambiente (ARPA)
via Pio VII, 9 - 10135 Torino
Tel: +39 011 1968 0111 - Fax: +39 011 1968 1471 
e-mail: arpa.piemonte@pec.it - website: http://www.arpa.piemonte.it/

Consorzio per il Sistema Informativo Piemonte (CSI Piemonte)
Corso Unione Sovietica, 216 - 10134 Torino 
tel.+39 011 3168111 - fax +39 011 3168212
e-mail: csi.redazione@csi.it - website: http://www.csipiemonte.it/

Regione Piemonte, Direzione Agricoltura
Corso Stati Uniti, 21 - 10128 Torino
Tel: +39 011 4321482 - Fax: +39 011 4323791
e-mail: direzioneB11@regione.piemonte.it
website: http://www.regione.piemonte.it/governo/org/11.htm

Regione Piemonte, Direzione Cultura, Turismo e Sport
Via Bertola, 34 - 10122 Torino
Tel: +39 011 4321564 - Fax: +39 011 4322009
e-mail: direzioneB18@regione.piemonte.it
website: http://www.regione.piemonte.it/governo/org/18.htm

Regione Piemonte, Direzione Programmazione strategica, politiche territoriali ed edilizia
Corso Bolzano, 44 - 10138 Torino
Tel: +39 011 4321428 - Fax: +39 011 4324804
e-mail: direzioneB08@regione.piemonte.it
website: http://www.regione.piemonte.it/governo/org/08.htm

Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la Documentazione (ICCD)
Via di San Michele, 18 - 00153 Roma
Tel: +39 06 585521 - Fax: +39 06 58332313
e-mail: ic-cd@beniculturali.it - website: http://www.iccd.beniculturali.it/

Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici per le Province di Torino,
Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli e Biella
Piazza San Giovanni, 2 - 10122 Torino
Tel: +39 011 5220411 - Fax: +39 011 4361484 
e-mail:  sbap-to@beniculturali.it
website: http://www.beniarchitettonicipiemonte.it/sbappto/

Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici per le Province di Novara,
Alessandria e Verbano-Cusio-Ossola
Corso Felice Cavallotti, 27 – 28100 Novara
Tel: +39 0321 331989 - Fax: +39 0321 630181
e-mail: sbap-no@beniculturali.it - website: http://www.beniarchitettonicipiemonte.it/sbappno/
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Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione e il Restauro (ISCR)
Via di San Michele, 23 - 00153 Roma
Tel: +39 06 67236300
e-mail: is-cr@beniculturali.it
website: http://iscr.beniculturali.it/

Ufficio nazionale per i beni culturali ecclesiastici della Segreteria Generale della CEI -
Conferenza Episcopale Italiana
Via Aurelia, 468 – 00165 Roma
Tel: +39 06 66398455 - Fax: +39 06 66398424
e-mail: unbc@chiesacattolica.it
website: http://www.chiesacattolica.it/beniculturali/00003740_UNBCE___Home_page.html

Archivio di Stato di Torino
Piazza Castello, 209 - 10124 Torino
Tel: +39 011 540382/5624431 - Fax: +39 011 546176
e-mail: as-to@beniculturali.it 
website: http://www.archiviodistatotorino.it/

Archivio di Stato di Alessandria
Via G. Solero, 43 - 15100 Alessandria
Tel: +39 0131 252794 - Fax: +39 0131 236048
e-mail: as-al@beniculturali.it
website: http://www.archivi.beniculturali.it/ASAL

Archivio di Stato di Asti
Via Govone, 9 - 14100 Asti
Tel: +39 0141 531229 - Fax: +39 0141 599298
e-mail: as-at@beniculturali.it
website: http://www.archiviodistatoasti.beniculturali.it/

Archivio di Stato di Cuneo
Via Monte Zovetto, 28 - 12100 Cuneo
Tel: +39 0171 66645 - Fax: +39 0171 695436
e-mail: as-cn@beniculturali.it
website: http://www.archivi.beniculturali.it/ASCN/

With regard to municipal and ecclesiastical archives, see section 8.b where addresses of
involved municipal offices and dioceses concerned are given.
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«A vineyard that rises on the ridge of a hill, leaving its mark against the sky, is
a familiar sight, yet the walls of the simple, deep rows look like a magic door.
Under the vines there is soft red soil, the leaves hide treasures and beyond the
leaves is the sky.»
(from "Racconti", vol. II, "La vigna”) 
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8.a Preparer

SiTI - Higher Institute on Territorial Systems for Innovation 
ViaPierCarloBoggio,61-10138Torino(Italy)
Tel.01119751111-Fax.01119751122
e-mail:infositi@siti.polito.it

8.b Official Local Institution/Agency

Associazione per Il Patrimonio dei Paesaggi Vitivinicoli di Langhe - Roero e Monferrato
(Association for the Heritage of the Langhe - Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape)
HeadquartersofProvinciadiAsti
PiazzaAlfieri,33-14100Asti(Italy)
e-mail:paesaggivitivinicoli@alice.it

Regione Piemonte, Direzione Programmazione strategica, politiche territoriali ed edilizia
CorsoBolzano,44-10138Torino(Italy)
Tel:+390114321428-Fax:+390114324804
e-mail:direzioneb08@regione.piemonte.it

Regione Piemonte, Direzione Agricoltura
CorsoStatiUniti,21-10128Torino(Italy)
Tel:+390114321482-Fax:+390114323791
e-mail:direzioneb11@regione.piemonte.it

Provincia di Alessandria
PiazzaLibertà,17-15121Alessandria(Italy)
Tel:+3901313041-Fax:+390131304708
e-mail:protocollo.generale@cert.provincia.alessandria.it

Provincia di Asti
PiazzaAlfieri,33-14100Asti(Italy)
Tel:+390141433211-Fax:+390141592372
e-mail:provincia.asti@cert.provincia.asti.it

Provincia di Cuneo
CorsoNizza,21-12100Cuneo(Italy)
Tel:+3901714451-Fax:+390171698.620
e-mail:urp@provincia.cuneo.it

Direzione Regionale per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici del Piemonte
PiazzaSanGiovanni,2-10122Torino(Italy)
Tel:+390115220433-Fax:+390115220440
e-mail:dr-pie@beniculturali.it

Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici per le Province di Torino,
Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli e Biella
PiazzaSanGiovanni,2-10122Torino(Italy)
Tel:+390115220411-Fax:+390114361484
e-mail:sbap-pie@beniculturali.it
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Soprintendenza per i Beni Architettonici e Paesaggistici per le Province di Novara,
Alessandria e Verbano-Cusio-Ossola
CorsoFeliceCavallotti,27-28100Novara
Tel:+390321331989-Fax:+390321630181-e-mail: sbap-no@beniculturali.it

Comune di Agliano Terme
PiazzaRoma,21-14041AglianoTerme(AT)
Tel:+390141954023-Fax:+390141954564

Comune di Barbaresco
PiazzaMunicipio,1-12050Barbaresco(CN)
Tel:+390173635135-Fax:+390173635234

Comune di Barolo 
ViaRoma,39-12060Barolo(CN)
Tel:+39017356106/56318-Fax:+39017356381

Comune di Calosso 
ViaRoma, 11 -14052Calosso(AT)
Tel:+390141853126-Fax:+390141853126 

Comune di Camagna Monferrato
ViaGiacomoMatteotti,20-15030CamagnaMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142925121-Fax:+390142925775

Comune di Canelli
ViaRoma,37-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+390141820111-Fax:+390141820111

Comune di Castelnuovo Calcea
PiazzadonOrione, 1-14040CastelnuovoCalcea(AT)
Tel:+390141957125-Fax:390141957057

Comune di Castiglione Falletto 
ViaCavour,26-12060CastiglioneFalletto(CN)
Tel:+39017362824-Fax:+39017362907

Comune di Cella Monte
ViaBarbanoDante,30-15034CellaMonte(AL)
Tel:+390142488161-Fax:+390142489962

Comune di Diano d’Alba
ViaUmbertoI,22-12055Dianod’Alba(CN)
Tel:+39017369101-Fax:+39017369312

Comune di Frassinello Monferrato
PiazzaAssunta,1-15035FrassinelloMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142928121-Fax:+390142928254

Comune di Grinzane Cavour 
PiazzadellaChiesa,9-12060GrinzaneCavour(CN)
Tel:+390173262016-Fax:+390173262598
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Comune di La Morra
PiazzaMunicipio,1-12064LaMorra(CN)
Tel:+390173 50105-Fax:+390173509389

Comune di Mombercelli
PiazzaAlfieri,2-14040Mombercelli(AT)
Tel:+390141959610-Fax:+390141959756

Comune di Monforte d’Alba 
ViadellaChiesa,3-12065Monforted’Alba(CN)
Tel:+39017378202-Fax:+39017378282

Comune di Montegrosso
ViaReUmberto,60 -14048Montegrosso(AT)
Tel:+390141953052-Fax:+390141953739

Comune di Neive 
PiazzaItalia,1-12052Neive(CN)
Tel:+39017367004-Fax:+390173677781

Comune di Nizza Monferrato
PiazzaMartirid’Alessandria,19-14049NizzaMonferrato(AT)
Tel:+39141720511-Fax:+390141720536

Comune di Novello 
PiazzaGuglielmoMarconi,1-12060Novello(CN)
Tel:+390173731147-Fax:+390173731441

Comune di Olivola
ViaVittorioVeneto,3-15030Olivola(AL)
Tel:+390142928141

Comune di Ottiglio
ViaRoma,19-15030ComunediOttiglio(AL)
Tel:+390142921129-Fax:+390142921129

Comune di Ozzano Monferrato
ViaSantaMaria,1-15039Ozzano(AL)
Tel:+390142487153-Fax:+390142487038

Comune di Rosignano Monferrato
ViaRoma,19-15030RosignanoMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142489009-Fax:+390142488959

Comune di Sala Monferrato 
ViaRoma,1-15030SalaMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142486721-Fax:+390142486773

Comune di Santo Stefano Belbo
PiazzaUmbertoI-12058SantoStefanoBelbo(CN)
Tel:+390141841801-Fax:+390141841825
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Comune di Serralunga d’Alba 
ViaFoglio,1-12050Serralungad’Alba(CN)
Tel:+390173613101-Fax:+390173613101

Comune di Vaglio Serra  
ViaalCastello2-14040VaglioSerra (AT)
Tel:+390141732024-Fax:+390141732914

Comune di Vignale Monferrato
PiazzadelPopolo,7 -15049VignaleMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142933001-Fax:+390142930956

Comune di Vinchio 
PiazzaSanMarco,7-14040Vinchio(AT)
Tel:+390141950120-Fax:+390141950905

Museo Civico di Arte Moderna e Contemporanea 
ViaBrofferio,23-14047Mombercelli(AT)
Tel:+390141955205-Fax:+390141955335

Museo storico della Vite e del Vino 
ViaBogliolo,19-14047Mombercelli(AT)
Tel:+390141959610

Museo Le Terre del Barbera 
RegioneSanRocco,80-14041AglianoTerme(AT)
Tel:+390141954286-Fax:+390141954193

Museo “Me ritorn” 
Centro culturale Angelo Brofferio 
PiazzaDonLuigiOrione,1-CastelnuovoCalcea(AT)
Tel:+390141957125
e-mail:castelnuovo.calcea@ruparpiemonte.it

Museo Bersano delle Contadinerie e delle Stampe sul Vino 
PiazzaDante,21-14049NizzaMonferrato(AT)
Tel:+390141720211-Fax:+390141701706

Museo del Gusto 
ViaCrova,2-14049NizzaMonferrato(AT)
Tel:+390141720507
e-mail:nizza@tin.it

Museo Davide Lajolo “Vinchio è il mio nido”
Museo Il paese, la sua terra, la sua gente 
ViaAltaLuparia,5-14040Vinchio(AT)
Tel:+390141950120
e-mail:laurana.lajolo@libero.it

Casa Museo di Nuto 
LocalitàPiana-12058SantoStefanoBelbo(CN)
Tel:+390141843730-Fax:+390141844649
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Casa Natale di Cesare Pavese 
PiazzaUmberto1°-12058SantoStefanoBelbo(CN)
Tel:+390141841801-Fax:+390141841825

MUSA Museo Multimediale Sud Astigiano 
ViaG.B.Giuliani,29-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+390141820280

Galleria “Luigi Bosca” d’Arte Moderna 
ViaGiuliani,21-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+390141831364

Museo della Distilleria “Bocchino” 
ViaG.B.Giuliani88-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+3901418101

Museo della Ditta “Giuseppe Contratto” 
ViaG.B.Giuliani,56-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+393316664108-Fax:+390141824650

Museo Gancia 
CorsodellaLibertà,66-14053Canelli(AT)
Tel:+3901418301

Museo Giacomo Bove 
ViaGiacomoBove,36-14040Maranzana(AT)
Tel:+393383263183
e-mail:info@giacomobove.it

Museo del Cavatappi 
PiazzaCastello,4-12060Barolo(CN)
Tel:+390173560539-Fax:+390173560539

Museo del Vino (Wine Mumeum)
CastelloComunaleFallettidiBarolo-12060Barolo(CN)
Tel.+390173386697-Fax.+390173380714

Museo “Ratti” dei Vini d’Alba 
FrazioneAnnunziata,2-12064LaMorra(CN)
Tel:+39017350185-Fax:+390173509373

8.c Other Local Institution

Comune di Acqui Terme 
PiazzaLevi,12-15011AcquiTerme(AL)
Tel:+3901447701-Fax:+39014457627

Comune di Alba 
PiazzaRisorgimento,1-12051Alba(CN)
Tel:+390173292111-Fax:+390173290484
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Comune di Alice Bel Colle
PiazzaGuacchione,1-15010AliceBelColle(AL)
Tel:+39014474104-Fax:+390144745942

Comune di Altavilla Monferrato 
VialeUnitàd’Italia,17-15041AltavillaMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142926141-Fax:+390142936956

Comune di Asti
PiazzaSanSecondo,1-14100Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141399111-Fax:+390141399250

Comune di Belveglio 
PiazzaVittorioVeneto,1-14047Belveglio(AT)
Tel:+390141959909-Fax:+390141959870

Comune di Bergamasco
ViaIVNovembre,20-15022Bergamasco(AL)
Tel:+390131777101-Fax:+390131777518

Comune di Bistagno
ViaSaracco,31-15012Bistagno(AL)
Tel:+39014479106-Fax:+39014479675

Comune di Calamandrana
ViaRoma, 83-14042Calamandrana(AT)
Tel:+39014175114-Fax:+39014175570

Comune di Camo 
PiazzadelMunicipio,1-12050Camo(CN)
Tel:+390141840100-Fax:+390141840100

Comune di Casale Monferrato
ViaMameli,10-15030CasaleMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+39014244411-Fax:+390142444312

Comune di Casorzo
ViaVittorioMontiglio,35-14035Casorzo(AT)
Tel:+390141929225
Fax:+390141929469  

Comune di Cassinasco 
ViaPalazzocomunale-14050Cassinasco(AT)
Tel:+390141851110
Fax:+390141851277

Comune di Cassine
PiazzaVittorioVeneto,1-15016 Cassine(AL)
Tel:+390144715151
Fax:+390144714258
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Comune di Castagnole delle Lanze
ViaRuscune,9-14054CastagnoledelleLanze(AT)
Tel:+390141875600-Fax:+390141875643

Comune di Castel Boglione
ViaRoma, 8 -14040CastelBoglione(AT)
Tel:+390141762368-Fax:+390141762117

Comune di Castel Rocchero
PiazzaItalia,314044CastelRocchero(AT)
Tel:+390141760132-Fax:+390141760315

Comune di Castelletto Merli 
ViaRoma,57 -15020CastellettoMerli(AL)
Tel:+390141918123-Fax:+390141918921

Comune di Castelletto Molina
Piazza4Novembre1918,4-14040CastellettoMolina(AT)
Tel:+390141739198-Fax:+390141918921

Comune di Castelnuovo Belbo
PiazzaMunicipio1-14043CastelnuovoBelbo(AT)
Tel:+390141799155-Fax+390141799109

Comune di Castiglione Tinella 
ViaCirconvallazione,7-12053CastiglioneTinella(CN)
Tel:+390141855102-Fax:+390141855102

Comune di Cereseto
ViaRoma,32-15020Cereseto(AL)
Tel:+390142940185-Fax:+390142940020

Comune di Cherasco 
ViaVittorioEmanuele,79-12062Cherasco(CN)
Tel:+390172427010/427070-Fax:+390172427016

Comune di Coazzolo
PiazzaVittorioEmanuele,1-14054Coazzolo(AT)
Tel:+390141870173-Fax:+390141870173

Comune di Costigliole d’Asti 
ViaRoma,5-14055Costiglioled’Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141962211-Fax:+390141966037

Comune di Conzano 
PiazzaAustralia,5-15030Conzano(AL)
Tel:+390142925132-Fax:+390142925734

Comune di Cortiglione
PiazzaVittorioEmanuele, 7 -14045Cortiglione(AT)
Tel:+390141765106-Fax:+390141765365 
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Comune di Cuccaro Monferrato
ViaRoma,86 -15040CuccaroMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390131771928-Fax:+390131771085

Comune di Dogliani
PiazzaSanPaolo,10-12063Dogliani(CN)
Tel:+39017370107-Fax:+390173721405

Comune di Fontanile 
PiazzaSanGiovanniBattista,1-14044Fontanile(AT)
Tel:+390141739100-Fax:+390141739371 

Comune di Fubine
ViaPavaranza,2-15043Fubine(AL)
Tel:+390131778121-Fax:+390131778700

Comune di Grana
CorsoGeneraleGiuseppeGaribaldi,39-14031Grana(AT)
Tel:+39014192623-Fax:+390141924185

Comune di Grazzano Badoglio
ViaIVNovembre,1-14035GrazzanoBadoglio(AT)
Tel:+390141925455-Fax:+390141925456

Comune di Incisa Scapaccino 
PiazzaFerraro, 10 -14045IncisaScapaccino(AT)
Tel:+39014174040-Fax:+39014174661

Comune di Isola d’Asti 
PiazzaMerlino, 1- 14057Isolad’Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141958134-Fax:+390141958866 

Comune di Lu Monferrato 
ViaColli,5-15040LuMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390131741121-Fax:+390131741737

Comune di Mango 
PiazzaXXSettembre,1-12056Mango(CN)
Tel:+39014189127-Fax:+390141839970

Comune di Masio
PiazzaItalia,3-15024Masio(AL)
Tel:+390131799131-Fax:+390131799082

Comune di Maranzana
ViaGiacomoBove,36-14040Maranzana(AT)
Tel:+39014177931-Fax:+390141777404

Comune di Moasca
PiazzaCastello,2- 14050Moasca(AT)
Tel:+390141856447-Fax:+390141856721
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Comune di Mombaruzzo 
PiazzaMarconi,1-14046Mombaruzzo(AT)
Tel:+39014177002-Fax:+390141774507

Comune di Moncalvo 
PiazzaBuronzo,2-14036Moncalvo(AT)
Tel:+390141917505-Fax:+390141917352

Comune di Monchiero
LocalitàBorgonuovoAlto,9-12060Monchiero(CN)
Tel:+390173792105-Fax:+390173792422

Comune di Mongardino 
LargoMunicipio,1 -14040Mongardino(AT)
Tel:+390141291226-Fax:+390141291442 

Comune di Montabone
ViaFerraris,6-14040Montabone(AT)
Tel:+390141762121-Fax:+390141762509

Comune di Montaldo Scarampi 
ViaG.B.Binello, 85-14048MontaldoScarampi(AT)
Tel:+390141953040-Fax:+390141952188 

Comune di Montelupo Albese
ViaUmberto,4-12050MontelupoAlbese(CN)
Tel:+390173617117-Fax:+390173617514

Comune di Monticello d’Alba 
ViaReginaMargherita-12066Monticellod’Alba(CN)
Tel:+39017364113-Fax:+39017364449

Comune di Narzole 
ViaUmbertoI,5-12068 Narzole(CN)
Tel:+39017377003-Fax:+390173776255 

Comune di Neviglie 
ViaUmberto,1-12050Neviglie(CN)
Tel:+390173630181-Fax:+390173630237

Comune di Penango 
PiazzaMarconi,2-14030Penango(AT)
Tel:+390141910123-Fax:+390141910123

Comune di Ponzano 
PiazzaMarconi,1-15020Ponzano(AL)
Tel:+390141927135-Fax:+390141927307

Comune di Quaranti 
ViaRoma,14-14040Quaranti(AT)
Tel:+390141793939-Fax:+39014179391
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Comune di Ricaldone 
ViaRoma,6-15010Ricaldone(AL)
Tel:+39014474120-Fax:+390144745968

Comune di Rocca d’Arazzo
PiazzaMarconi,8-14030Roccad’Arazzo(AT)
Tel:+390141408144-Fax:+390141408144

Comune di Rocca Grimalda
PiazzaBorgatta,1-15078RoccaGrimalda(AL)
Tel:+390143873121-Fax:+390143873494

Comune di Rocchetta Palafea
PiazzaGiovanniBerruti,25-14040RocchettaPalafea(AT)
Tel:+390141718280-Fax:+390141718312

Comune di Rocchetta Tanaro 
PiazzaItalia,1-14030RocchettaTanaro(AT)
Tel:+390141644123-Fax:+390141644733

Comune di Roddi
PiazzaUmbertoI,4-12060Roddi(CN)
Tel:+390173615106-Fax:+390173620984

Comune di Roddino
ViaMonforte,9-12050Roddino(CN)
Tel:+390173794133-Fax:+390173794928

Comune di Rodello 
PiazzaComunale,6-12066Rodello(CN)
Tel:+390173617107-Fax:+390173617564

Comune di San Marzano Oliveto
ViaUmbertoI,1-14050 SanMarzanoOliveto(AT)
Tel:+390141856121-Fax:+390141856121

Comune di Santa Vittoria d’Alba
PiazzaMarone,2-12069SantaVittoriad’Alba(CN)
Tel:+390172478023-Fax:+390172478744

Comune di Serralunga di Crea
PiazzaMunicipio,5-15020SerralungadiCrea(AT)
Tel:+390142940101-Fax:+390142940660

Comune di Sinio 
PiazzaMarconi,2-12060Sinio(CN)
Tel:+390173263990-Fax:+390173263837

Comune di Strevi
PiazzaMatteotti,8-15019Strevi(AL)
Tel:+390144363124-Fax:+390144372741
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Comune di Terruggia 
ViaGuglielmoMarconi,9-15030Terruggia(AL)
Tel:+390142401400-Fax:+390142401471

Comune di Terzo
ViaGallaretto,11-15010Terzo(AL)
Tel:+390144594264
e-mail:comuneterzo@comuneterzo.it

Comune di Treiso 
P.zzaBaracco,1-12050Treiso(CN)
Tel:+390173638116-Fax:+390173638900

Comune di Treville 
ViaRoma,17-15030Treville(AL)
Tel:+390142497006-Fax:+390142497907

Comune di Trezzo Tinella 
ViaRoma,22-12050TrezzoTinella(CN)
Tel:+390173630102-Fax:+390173630102 

Comune di Verduno 
ViaRoma,2-12060Verduno(CN)
Tel:+390172470121-Fax:+390172470333

Comune di Vigliano d’Asti
ViaVittorioAlfieri,5-14040Viglianod’Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141953140-Fax:+390141951615

Diocesi di Acqui Terme
PiazzaDuomo,9-15011AcquiTerme(AL)
Tel:+390144322328-Fax:+390144322328

Diocesi di Alba
PiazzaMons.Grassi,9-12051Alba(CN)
Tel:+390173440350-Fax:+390173290067

Diocesi di Alessandria
Viavescovado,1-15121Alessandria(AL)
Tel:+390131512211-Fax:+390131444897

Diocesi di Asti
ViaGiosue’Carducci,50-14100Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141326941-Fax:+390141326941

Diocesi di Casale Monferrato
ViaLiutprando,1-15033CasaleMonferrato(AL)
Tel:+390142451999-Fax:+390142418412

Museo del Gesso 
PiazzaStatuto-14024MoncuccoTorinese(AT)
Tel:+390119874701-Fax:+390119874328
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Ecomuseo del Basso Monferrato Astigiano 
Museo della Vita Contadina dell’800 
Fraz.Morialdo,82-14022CastelnuovoDonBosco(AT)
Tel:+390119872014-Fax:+390119929122

Museo casa delle Memorie
PiazzaS.Cane,2-Fraz.SanDonato-12056Mango(CN)
Tel:+39014189112-Fax:+39017335946

Museo della Civiltà Contadina della Bassa Langa e dell’Alto Monferrato 
ViaPiave,3-14054CastagnoledelleLanze(AT)
Tel:+390141878991

Museo del Barbera: Paesaggio e Civiltà Rurale 
ViaRoma,9-14055Costiglioled’Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141962211

Museo Storico Etnografico e di Tradizione 
PiazzaDonGiovanniRossi,1-12060Clavesana(CN)
Tel:+390173790103
e-mail:info@clavesana.info

Museo Storico Archeologico “Giuseppe Gabetti” 
PiazzaSanPaolo,9-12063Dogliani(CN)
Tel:+39017370107-Fax:+39017370210

Ecomuseo della Pietra da Cantoni 
ViaBarbanoDante,30-15034CellaMonte(AL)
Tel:+390142488161-Fax:+390142489962

Museo “IL Ciar-La Galleria del tempo” 
PiazzaCastello,2-14033Castell’Alfero(AT)
Tel:+390141406611

Museo Alfieriano 
CorsoVittorioAlfieri,375-14100Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141538284

Ecomuseo delle Rocche del Roero
PiazzaVittorioVeneto,27-12046Montà(CN)
Tel:+390173976181
e-mail:info@ecomuseodellerocche.it

Ecomuseo dei Terrazzamenti e della Vite
ViaDanteAlighieri,4-12974Cortemilia(CN)
Tel:+390173821568
e-mail:ecomuseo@comunecortemilia.it

Agenzia di Accoglienza e Promozione Turistica Locale di Alessandria “Alexala” 
PiazzaSantaMariadiCastello,14-15100Alessandria(AL)
Tel:+390131288095/220056-Fax:+390131220546
e-mail:info@alexala.it
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Agenzia di Accoglienza e Promozione Turistica Locale di Asti 
C.soDante,8-14100Asti(AT)
Tel:+390141353034-Fax:+390141356140
E-mail:atl@axt.it /info1@astiturismo.it

Agenzia di Accoglienza e Promozione Turistica Locale delle Langhe e del Roero
PiazzaRisorgimento,2-12051Alba(CN)
Tel:+390173362807-Fax:+390173363878
e-mail:info@langheroero.it

Agenzia di Accoglienza e Promozione Turistica Locale di Cuneo
ViaVittorioAmedeoII,8-12100Cuneo(CN)
Tel:+390171690217-Fax:390171602773
e-mail:info@cuneoholiday.com

8.d Official web address

http://www.paesaggivitivinicoli.it
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«A well-crafted vineyard is like a healthy body, a body that lives, who has its
breath and its sweat» (Cesare Pavese, La luna e I falò)
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On the previous page: 
Rows of Barbera grape-variety (component 4)
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Glossary

Wine related places: (Luoghi del vino:)

Ciabot: small building situated in the vineyard, used to house farm tools and repair
people from inclement weather.

Cooperative wine cellar: wine-growing cooperation between small-scale producers,
aimed at the vinification of grapes and wine marketing on more advantageous terms
than those of the market.

Crutin: piedmontese dialect term that means “small wine cellar”; it consists in small
underground spaces built in order to maintain the wines at a fresh and constant tem-
perature.

Infernot: typical underground wine cellar of the Basso Monferrato area, excavated in
the Cantoni Stone; it is used for the maintenance of bottles and perishable alimentary
products.

Municipal Winery: nonprofit entity that promotes wine and viticulture of its Munici-
pality only.

Oenological industry: company, mainly tied up to the production of Spumante
(sparkling wine), that purchases grapes or must from other producers in order to
make and commercializes the wines. In the zone of Canelli their working spaces are
commonly called “underground cathedrals” because of the majesty of their turned
spaces.

Private Wine Shop: privately run shop specialized in the sale of local wine mostly.

Regional Wine Shop: nonprofit entity promoted by the Regione Piemonte, which
supports activities aimed at the promotion and enhancement of wines and wine-
growing of the territory it represents.

Winegrowing estate: company who produces wines from its own grapes, or those
purchased from other vine growers, and distributes the finished product both to indi-
viduals and to resellers.

Wine Store: privately run shop specialized in the sale of local wine mostly.
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Viticulture and winemaking techniques: (Viticoltura e tecniche di vinificazione)

Albeisa bottle: typical Piedmontese bottle invented in the XVIII century; usually
made of dark glass, it has a capacity of 0.75 litres.

Cavalcapoggio “hillock straddle”: agricultural arrangement where the rows are
spaced equidistant, parallel, and oriented in the perpendicular direction to the line of
maximum slope.

Espalier arrangement: vine training system in which the plant is arranged on an iron
wire armature supported by poles.

Girapoggio -“around the hillock”: agricultural arrangement where the rows are
planted according to the curve of the hill.

Guyot pruning: named after French agronomist Jules Guyot, a pruning method in
which all but two branches are cut off the vine; these two branches are referred to as
the loader canes and are specifically located along each opposite side of the vine.

Red vinification (or “vinification on skins”): winemaking process characterized by
maceration phase, i.e. by direct contact between marcs -grape skins- and must in
fermentation; Maceration times vary depending on the final product to be obtained
and they are very long for great wines like Barolo and Barbaresco.

Ritocchino -“straight slope”: agricultural arrangement where the rows are planted
according to the line of maximum slope.

Spumante: sweet aromatic sparkling wine obtained from grapes of Moscato bianco.
Its winemaking process is characterized by a second fermentation of the must, car-
ried out using the Martinotti (or Charmat) method, in which  the rifermentation takes
place in pressurized tanks -autoclaves-, (not in the bottle as in the Champenoise
method). It is very suited to the exaltation of the aromatic qualities of Moscato
bianco grapes.

Spurred cordon: training system suitable for vines that fruit on branches issued by
basal buds, requiring a short pruning, such as Barbera.

Terroir: set of soil and microclimate characteristics that directly influences the grape
variety cultivated in a given area.

White vinification: winemaking process characterized by the absence of maceration. 
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 Credits

Working group:
Coordination:

• prof. Giulio Mondini, full professor of Estimate Discipline at DIST - Interuniversity
Department of Regional and Urban Studies and Planning, Politecnico of Turin, and 
Director of SiTI – Higher Institute on Territorial Systems for Innovation

• ing. Marco Valle, project manager at SiTI – Higher Institute on Territorial Systems for
Innovation

• arch. Silvia Soldano, senior researcher  at SiTI – Higher Institute on Territorial 
Systems for Innovation

Experts: 
• prof. Jukka Jokilehto, professor at University of Nova Gorica and Special Advisor to
the Director General of ICCROM (definition of OUV)

• prof. Mario Fregoni, full professor of Viticulture at University Cattolica del Sacro
Cuore, Piacenza (general issues related to viticulture)

• prof. Vincenzo Gerbi, full professor of Science and Technology of Food at Department
of Enhancement and Protection of Agroforest Resources, University of Turin (oeno-
logical issues)

• prof. Walter Santagata, full professor at Faculty of Political Science, University of
Turin e Director of Centro Studi Silvia Santagata (guidelines to the writting of 
Management Plan)

• dr. Lorenzo Corino, manager viticulture sector at Centro di Ricerca per l’Enologia
(comparative analysis) 

• dr. Donato Lanati, Wine Making Expert and Founder of Enosis Meraviglia (in-depht
analysis of Monferrato area)

SiTI (Higher Institute on Territorial Systems for Innovation) Working group: 
arch. Patrizia Borlizzi, dr. Aldo Buzio, ing. Elisabetta Cimnaghi, arch. Elisabetta Chiodi,
dr. Annamaria Delmonte, ing. Andrea Di Maggio, ing. Mariagiovanna Dongiovanni, 
dr. Stefano Fraire, arch. Caterina Franchini, dr. Sara Levi Sacerdotti, Marina Mastroianni,
arch. Cristina Monaco, arch. Paola Mussini, dr. Giacomo Pettenati, arch. Alessio Re,
arch. Paolo Rosasco, dr. Lucia Salvatori, arch. Matteo Tabasso, prof. Carlo Tosco, arch.
Marco Vitali, arch. Elisa Zanetta.

Technical and cartographic contributions: 
Associazione Canelli Domani
• dr.  Roberto Bianco, Province of Cuneo, Agriculture Sector
• arch. Flavia Castagneto, Regional Office for Piedmont Cultural Heritage and Landscape
• arch. Lorena Cora, CSI Piemonte
• arch. Elena Corrado, Department of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (Province of
Turin, Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli and Biella)

• dr. Sergio Cravero, Piedmont Region, Phytosanitary Sector
• dr. Ilaria Fiumi Sermattei, Regional Office for Piedmont Cultural Heritage and Landscape
• arch. Alessandra Gallo Orsi, Department of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (Pro-
vince of Novara, Alessandria e Verbano-Cusio-Ossola)

• dr. Tommaso Leporati, Piedmont Region, Office of Strategic Planning, Territorial 
Policies and Building

• arch. Cristina Lucca, Department of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (Province of
Turin, Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli and Biella)
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• dr. Giusi Mainardi, OICCE
• dr. Alberto Mallarino, Province of Alessandria, consultant
• arch Luca Massa,  Province of Alessandria, consultant
• arch. Chiara Natta, Pietra da Cantoni Ecomuseum
• dr.  Giovanni Pensabene, Province of Asti, Agriculture Sector
• arch. Nada Ravizza, Province of Asti, Office of Territorial Planning
• arch. Francesca Riccio, UNESCO World Heritage Office
• dr. Moreno Soster, Piedmont Region, Agriculture Sector
• arch. Elena Occleppo, CSI Piemonte
• dr. Laura Vaschetti 
• dr. Giovanni Viglione, Province of Cuneo, Agriculture Sector
• arch. Maria Carla Visconti, Department of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (Province
of Turin, Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli and Biella)

• dr. Teresa Emanuela Zanda

 Institutional supporter:
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities (Coordination):

• dr.  Gianni Bonazzi, Head of UNESCO World Heritage Office
• arch. Francesca Riccio, UNESCO World Heritage Office
• dr. Ilaria Fiumi Sermattei, Regional Office for Piedmont Cultural Heritage and Landscape
• arch. Flavia Castagneto, Regional Office for Piedmont Cultural Heritage and Landscape
• dr. Francesca Pavoni, Regional Office for Piedmont Cultural Heritage and Landscape
• arch. Cristina Lucca, Department of Cultural Heritage and Landscape (Province of
Turin, Cuneo, Asti, Vercelli and Biella)

Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies:
• prof. Pier Luigi Petrillo, Head coordinator of Task-force UNESCO, Department for the 
International and European policies and for the rural development - Professor of Com-
parative law at UNITELMA Sapienza University of Rome

• dr. Alessandro Zagarella, Task-force UNESCO, Department for the International and
European policies and for the rural development, CUEIM Sapienza University of Rome

• dr. Tommaso Amico di Meane, Task-force UNESCO, Department for the Internatio-
nal and European policies and for the rural development, CUEIM Sapienza Univer-
sity of Rome

Piedmont Region:
• ing. Livio Dezzani, Office of Strategic Planning, Territorial Policies and Building
• arch. Osvaldo Ferrero, Office of Strategic Planning, Territorial Policies and Building
• arch. Marina Bonaudo, Office of Strategic Planning, Territorial Policies and Building
• dott. Moreno Soster, Agriculture Sector
• dott. Mario Perosino, Agriculture Sector

Province of Alessandria:
• ing. Claudio Coffano, Planning, Soil Protection, EIA and Technical Services
• arch. Luisella Bellone, Territorial Planning Office
• dott. Bruno Barosio, Agriculture Sector

Province of Asti:
• avv. Massimo Caniggia, Job Policies and Territorial Promotion
• dott. Giovanni Pensabene, Agriculture Sector
• arch. Nada Ravizza, Province of Asti, Office of Territorial Planning
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Province of Cuneo:
• dott. Roberto Cerrato
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1.Methodology

The Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyards landscapes are without doubt  a complex property
to describe and manage; it is sufficient to recall that the 6 excellence areas are spread over a
territory of 10.789 hectares belonging to 29 different municipalities, and that the buffer zone
covers an area from three different provinces: Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo. The vast extension of
the property means that a variety of actors are involved in the management of the territory and
these actors are representatives of interests that are sometimes very different. The Management
Plan is intended as a moment of synthesis and an instrument of coordination for the management
of such a complex picture. Moreover it represents the crowning of a long process that has been
conducted by the stakeholders. The idea of proposing this territory as a candidate for enrolment
into the World Heritage List arose in 2000, but it was only in 2006 that the idea of presenting such
a vast area, including the vineyard landscapes and areas not covered by vineyards, but also the
settlements, actually took form. This bottom-up movement became a reality in 2008, when the
Ministry for Cultural Heritage, the Regione Piemonte and the three Provinces of Alessandria, Asti
and Cuneo signed  the enclosed protocol of understanding, which led to the drawing up of the
candidature dossier. Over these years, all the actors throughout the territory have been involved
and have shared the ideas and objectives that are at the basis of the candidature. The continuous
debate has led to a growing number of meetings, in which the ideas on the cultural landscape
theme have been discussed and compared. 
The instruments the territory has adopted to manage the cultural landscape as best as possible
refer to two complementary typologies of public policies: bottom-up and top-down. The
Management Plan therefore represents a moment of synthesis of the different characteristics
and necessities of the territory, which are described in the preliminary analytical part of the plan
and then divided into objectives and priorities, as can be seen from the following schematic
representation. (fig.1)
The Management Plan expresses  4 objectives (the realization of an “Armonic Landscape”, where
to design, of a “Social Landscape”, where to live, of a “Economic Landscape”, where to work and
of a “Efficient Landscape” where to manage the resources) and it is articulated into 4 main axes
(Knowledge, Conservation, Cultural end Economic Valorization, Promotion and Communication)1.
These directions share common strategic objectives, but also articulate a distinct series of specific
objectives and activities in order to reach these objectives. The strategy of all the management
policies is in fact that of searching for the right equilibrium between conservation of the universal
values of the property, which have been identified in the Dossier, and the development of those
human activities which, over the centuries, have contributed towards creating the characteristic
vineyard landscapes for which the request to be enrolled in the World Heritage List has been made. 
As a consequence, some priorities have been outlined for the sustainable management of the
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato cultural landscape, such as developing best practices for the
protection of the landscape, informing and making the population aware, increasing the
knowledge pertaining to the property, valorising the agricultural production system and
improving the standard of life of the residents.
The Management Plan of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyard landscape property in short
represents an UNESCO site management model that can be considered one of the most innovative,
and in which great attention has been paid to the protection and conservation of the goods,
combined with a sustainable management of the economic and social reality. In such vast and
complex territorial contexts, such as those of the cultural landscapes, in which it has in fact been
the work of man that has created its exceptional value, the only sustainable management is that
which allows this equilibrium to be kept alive, without pushing too far towards an immobilising
conservation, but also without pushing too far towards a destructive search for economic growth.
In this context, a key role is played by the Association of Vineyard Landscapes heritage of
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato that, as a privileged forum for the territorial government, is
responsible for the implementation of the Management Plan and acts as a coordinator
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1 The UNESCO World Heritage Office of the
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities has
produced over the years various guidelines
and manuals for the management of sites in-
scribed on the UNESCO List and the prepara-
tion of their Management Plans. In 2004, an
advisory committee specially convened in
Paestum, drew up the guidelines for the
preparation and implementation of manage-
ment plans and in 2005, the Ernst & Young
office in support of the Ministry of Culture has
further defined the methodology and model
for the implementation of the management
plans. The Ministry of Culture, on the basis of
this work and of other meetings held over the
years, he has published numerous books on
these issues in 2005 "Management Plan and
periodic report" and in 2006 "The manage-
ment strategy" in 2007, "From Plan Manage-
ment Systems to Local tourist."
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between the different actors acting on the territory.
With this introduction, the Management Plan of the vineyard landscapes in Piedmont should
be intended as a methodological reference, in terms of active protection of the landscape,
strategic programming of directions, and as a basis for the government and concentration
board of the property, but also as an operative monitoring instrument.  
In particular, the Association’s Technical Office has among its functions the one to follow the
monitoring, both in terms of impact on the territory (Key Performance Index) and in terms
of achieving the objectives and strategies of the Management Plan.

The Management Plan includes some repetitions respect to the Nomination Format (see
“References to the description of the Site and its characterizing values”, for instance). The
reason of this approach is the necessity to create a “scenario analysis”,  and to have the
fundamental information to know  the Site.
In comparison with the Nomination Format, the Management Plan is an in-depth analysis
concerning the strategic issue; in particular, the Management Plan is the point of
reference for:
• The SWOT analysis;
• The objectives of the management procedure;
• The involvement of the local community;
• The Communication;
• The projects overviews (and the Monitoring Plan for the projects).

1.Methodology1.Methodology

fig.1: Methodology for the elaboration of
Management Plan

fig.1
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2.ReferencestothedescriptionoftheSiteanditscharacterisingvalues

2.1TheCulturalLandscape

The Legislative Decree 42/2004 “code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape” has, for the
first time, ratified the principle of landscape protection as the interaction between an individ-
ual asset and its context, between architecture and environment, art and society. Across the
whole Mediterranean area, and particularly in Italy, human actions have organised and re-
shaped the space, creating a fusion between nature and culture. Every exceptional asset has
its origin in this long-term choral opera within which monuments are the resounding notes, part
of a broader melody. Abilities, techniques and knowledge are spread across the territory. They
form the landscape qualities that are recognised by UNESCO in the category of cultural land-
scapes. In the landscapes, the appropriate use of natural resources determines architectural
and environmental harmony, the symbiosis between the organisational techniques of the space,
the traditions, the social norms and the spiritual values; the fusion of function and beauty.
Today, UNESCO recognises the value of new dimensions of the landscape, such as the liv-
ing or evolved cultural landscape; or rather, a landscape that preserves its active social
role, strictly associated with a traditional way of life and in which the evolution process
continues to take place.  It also recognises how the associated cultural landscape is defined
as a landscape that justifies being added to the WHL for the strength of its fusion of reli-
gious, artistic or cultural phenomena with the natural element, rather than for the tangible
cultural traces which can be insignificant or even inexistent. 
Within the complexity of reading and interpreting that the concept of landscape carries with
it, the Site of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato territory was investigated using a method
of analysis which is recognised on an international level. This method involves the parallel
analysis of the three elements that form the landscape: the natural element, the anthropic-
cultural element and the perception element (see Dossier, Paragraph 2.a). 
In this way, it has been possible to exhaustively present the various qualities that charac-
terise the Piedmontese viticultural landscape in order to render it exceptional. 
Thus, the landscape, just as the viticultural landscape of the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato,
is a place of natural, historical, seasonal or productive transformations and its restoration
is commonly associated with an idea of conservation, with the pretext of maintaining a per-
manent and atemporal state. In reality, any best restoration practices must be put into a dy-
namic process and in the management plan, the identification of what elements need to be
preserved is essential to identify choices and means that fit this purpose. In this sense,
some pioneering interventions in the Piedmontese candidate area have been taken forward
such as removing inconsistent structures from the area, Municipalities requesting land-
scape regulations and spontaneous committees for the protection of the landscape.  These
are just some of the possible examples. The problem of landscape restoration and man-
agement is thus inserted in a dual dynamic process: the continuous transformation of the
physical environment and the development of concepts and cultural evaluations.
To restore the landscape and the urban ecosystems does not mean freezing an identity or
its authenticity, but instead intervening in a dynamic of unstoppable change. The Manage-
ment Plan, thus, has the duty of seizing and orientating the direction of a long-term process,
interpreting the meanings that have survived history precisely because they are valuable and
helping them survive for future generations. 

2.2SiteIdentification

The proposed site is made   up of six excellence areas included within the borders of the Ales-
sandria, Asti and Cuneo provinces, administrative districts of the Piedmont Region in the
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North-West of Italy. The municipalities involved in excellence areas are all over 29 for an
area of   10,789 hectares. (fig.2)
The territory in which the candidate areas are located, from the main hill union, represents
a consistent and unique system despite its vastness, from a geomorphologic and histori-
cal/residential point of view.
The central part of Piedmont, located to the south of the Po River, is made up of hilly areas
of marine origin (the so-called Tertiary Piedmont Basin) whose peaks reach on average
500-700 metres in altitude. 
These environments have been profoundly changed by humankind, who over the centuries
has remodelled the natural substrate in order to favour cultivation. Among these cultivations,
the most important is undoubtedly the vines which produce some of the most famous wines
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fig.2: Map of Components and Buffer Zones
of the nominated site

fig.2
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in Italy and the world, such as the Barolo, Barbaresco, Barbera and Moscato. In fact, the vast
stretches of vineyards which cover the steepest vine land of the Langhe or the broadest-stretch-
ing hills of Monferrato are one of most characterising landscape elements of the territory.
The central hill system -although basically unified- is, in turn, made up of environments with
their own natural landscape characteristics and elements linked to relationships between
humans and nature: these are the territories of Langhe, Roero and Monferrato.
The Langhe is a historical region of Piedmont, part of which is located in the Province of
Cuneo and part in the Province of Savona, and features an extensive hill network which
has been defined by the flows of the Tanaro, Belbo, Bormida di Millesimo and Bormida di
Spigno Rivers.
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fig.3: Typical Landscape from Volume 
Touring Club Italiano, 1958
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Marked by the characteristic parallel pattern of the peaks and valleys from which, with all
probability, the region takes its name (Langhe=langue=tongues of land), the Langhe is char-
acterised by production centres of some of the greatest wines of Piedmont, nearly wholly
derived from autochthonous vines such as the great nebbiolos from which the Barolo and
Barbaresco wines are produced. On the hills of the low Langa area, the vine is nearly the
only cultivation present, with an expanse of vineyards that offers a really exceptional
panorama to the eye: the tight succession of rows of vines “a girapoggio” dominates the
design of the lots in the winter rest period while in the summer period, and especially the
autumn period, the landscape is covered with extraordinary and varying colours depend-
ing on the species of vine. The alternation of landscapes with the vastness of horizons dot-
ted with towers and castles is typical of the Langa area. 
The area of Monferrato is mainly located in the Provinces of Alessandria and Asti and
stretches towards the south from the right bank of the Po River to the foot of the Ligurian
Apennines.
It can be divided into two main sections: in the northern part, the area is called Basso Mon-
ferrato (Low Monferrato Area), characterised by rolling rounded hills with an average height
of 350m and in the south, the Alto Monferrato (High Monferrato Area) has a much sharper
landscape, characterised by more significant altitudes.
Viticulture, in its wide variety, generates an abundant and valuable production of wine
renowned all over the world.
(For a more detailed description of the two areas, please see the Dossier, Chapter 2.a).

2.2.1Thecomponentparts

The six components are the selection of the most representative vineyard landscape of
Piedmont. The names distinguishing the areas are related to wine production and to the pro-
duction’s territory.
The definition of the boundaries of the individual components has been worked out in col-
laboration with all stakeholders, taking care that representative examples of the different types
of elements associated with the production filiere be duly included. These comprise farms for
vine-growing and wine-production with all their components, i.e. farmhouses (historic and re-
cent), “ciabot” or small houses above the ground, the so-called “places of wine” or under-
ground spaces for wine production under larger constructions, as well as a variety of different
types of cellars (infernot, crötin, etc.). Furthermore, the selected zones include their internal
road network, different types of rural settlements, historic churches and castles.
In this sense, each component provides one or more elements essential to the explanation of
the exceptional value of wine, whether vineyards (as the predominant components in the ex-
tension number 1, 3, 4 and 5) or wine places (characterizing the components number 2 and 6).

2.2.2Thebufferzones

There are six components included within two buffer zones.
The buffer zones are intended as protection areas of the excellence areas.
Indeed, comprising relatively large areas, the buffer zones also include archaeological areas,
such as ancient Roman roads and settlements, as well as towns, where are located some
contemporary canteens and other facilities for wine-production and marketing. Conse-
quently, the buffer zones complement the components in the inclusion of the different el-
ements that have been and still are part of the process from the vineyards to making and
storage of wine and marketing of the production.
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2.3 Characterising qualities of the Site

The nominated serial property is a “cultural landscape”, the result of a combined action of man
and nature; specifically, the property is nominated in the category of “continuing landscape”,
or those landscape “which retain an active social role in contemporary society closely
associated with the traditional way of life, and in which the evolutionary process is still in
progress. At the same time it exhibits significant material evidence of its evolution over time.”
The nomination of serial property is linked to the fact that the full representation of the
values that characterize this cultural landscape requires the contribution of different
components, all of which are necessary to describe its complexity and uniqueness. The
components selected for this purpose consist of six areas, described further on in their
consistency and mutual relations. 
The parts that make up the series return the complexity of a landscape steeped in centuries
of wine culture both through material elements which can be defined as “places of wine” -
physical spaces where the chain of winemaking starts and completes (from cultivation to
production, storage and distribution) and urban and rural scenarios where the presence of
winemaking is a prominent reality - and through intangible aspects. In fact, the ancient
winemaking tradition that marks the territory has generated a multitude of knowledge and
practices related to vine and wine that built over the centuries the identity of the people
and shaped the landscape through a secular work of observation, experience and
innovation. The landscape is extraordinarily shaped by the work of man who has learned
over the years to combine in an increasingly accurate manner the morphological,
pedological and climatic characteristics of the land and the natural aptitude of the grape
varieties historically attested in these territories. The entire winemaking sector is
characterized by a continuous research for quality and technological innovation while still
respecting the tradition; this is also reflected by the high quality of the produced wines,
internationally acclaimed as one of the most important wine products in the world,
protected by appropriate Denominations of Controlled and Guaranteed Origin (DOCG).
Wine is in fact a transversal element for the culture of a territory, because around the vine
and its fruit a unique range of meanings is shaped, from religion to philosophy, art and
science, and for centuries whole landscapes and territories have been created and forged.
In this sense, Italy, in the center of the Mediterranean, is one of the oldest wine-producing
regions in the world - already called Oenotria or “land of wine” by the Greeks - and therefore
it has a long-term winemaking tradition.
In particular, the Piedmont region, located in the North-West, represents an exceptional
testimony of the qualitative and quantitative development of viticulture. Here, in fact,
different combinations of climate and ecosystems determine a suitable environment for
the development of numerous grape varieties historically attested in these areas and
indissolubly linked to the characteristics of its lands. This has been the fundamental basis
for the establishment of viticulture as a productive activity of significant importance since
ancient times.
Unlike other Italian regions, Piedmont – also because of its geographical position, suited
to transit and trade and sensitive to the influence of different cultures – shows in an
extraordinary and clear way these historical roots for viticulture, in the continuity of use of
the soil and in the deep winemaking culture that has been marking for centuries the sense
of identity of its inhabitants. 
This cultivar-cultural tradition is particularly evident in the territories of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato, not only for the strong and unquestioned economic and social role of modern
wine production, but also and above all for the structure of the stunning landscape of this
area that modeled through centuries on this wealth of knowledge, expertise and meanings
connected to the vineyard, to the production and the daily consumption of wine. The current
landscape is the result of a strong attachment to the land by countless generations of
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winemakers and centuries of constant hard work , necessary for the implementation of an
agrarian transformation of exceptional size.
The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato constitutes a unique testimony
of a cultural tradition still powerfully alive, as evidenced by the fame and quality of its
vineyards and wines, and also represent a rare and remarkable example of cultural
landscape resulting from the interaction between man and nature for over two thousand
years. The rows of grape varieties historically cultivated in the territory, the forms of culture,
the intertwining of vineyards, the rich palimpsest of the production places related to the
wine industry as well as various types of traditional settlements integrated into the
agricultural landscape, show a “living” landscape, where each transformation refers to
man’s will to improve forms, contents and functions in relation to the cultivation of wine.

2.3.1CriteriaproposedforlistingtheSiteintheWHL

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is exemplary of a “living cultural
landscape” and is nominated to be inscribed on the World Heritage List on the basis of
criteria (iii) and (v).

Criterion(iii)
Bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilization
which is living or which has disappeared;

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoistheextraordinaryresultof
a“winetradition”thathasevolvedandhasbeenpasseddownfromancienttimesuntil
todayandconstitutes thebasis for thearea’ssocialandeconomicstructure.This
culturaltraditionisevidentinaconsolidatedheritageofcultivationandwinemaking
expertiseandtechniquesthatarebasedonathoroughunderstandingofthegrape
varieties cultivated there overmany years and their ability to adapt to particular
environmentalconditions.Thiswealthofknowledgehascontinuedtoevolvethrough
constanteffortstoimprovetheproductioncyclewhilemaintainingtraditionalmethods
andhas led to the production of highqualitywinesof international prestige. The
thousand-year traditionofwinemaking isvisible in the layoutof the landscape,a
palimpsestofplaceswheregrapegrowingandwinemakingtakeplace,placesfeaturing
vineyards,dividedupintosmallplotscreatedintheMiddleAgesbyfeudallanddivision;
winemakingcompaniesfoundedmanyyearsagoandtiedtothefortunesofaristocratic
dynastiesorthevisionofforward-thinkingentrepreneurs;vernaculararchitecture,which
arose“spontaneously”inordertomeettheneedsoftheproductioncycle;commercial
urbancentres,onceimportantmerchanttradingcentresofthelateMiddleAgeswhich
todayaretheexportcapitalsofPiedmont’sfinewines.

The thousand-year winemaking tradition that sets the area of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato apart
from the rest has generated a range of expertise and practices relating to vine and wine that have
constructed the identity of local populations, over centuries, and shaped the landscape to an
extraordinary degree through the centuries-old practices of observation, experience and innovation.

This tradition is the result of centuries of work by winemakers and oenologists who were
able to combine the properties of different grape varieties that were commonly found in the
area to the geological characteristics of sites and the most suitable winemaking techniques,
all in the best possible way. The constant search for quality – while maintaining a constant
regard for tradition   – led to the production of wines that are quite different from each other
(Barolo, Barbaresco, Asti Spumante and Barbera), but all of equally high quality and
considered to be among the world’s most important oenological products. 
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The grape growing and winemaking traditions of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato dawned in
Roman times (in the third century B.C.) and became widespread in the area during the
Middle Ages, which is when the first evidence of the presence of grape varieties appears,
grape varieties that are still the foundation of Piedmontese winemaking: Nebbiolo, Barbera
and Moscato Bianco.

Between the 16th and 18th centuries, the growing attention paid to improving the quality of
wine was related to an improved understanding of the distinctive characteristics of local
grape varieties. The results of this new interest were collected in numerous treatises that
soon became well known beyond the region’s borders, like Giovanni Battista Croce’s
important treatise on the relationship between excellent wine and the characteristics of
soils in 1606. The ampelographic studies of Giorgio Gallesio, which led to the first efforts
to catalogue grape varieties and vineyards in Italy, had a similar intention.

The knowledge gained by Piedmontese experts was consolidated during the course of the
19th century with experimentation and innovation that led to the development of modern
winemaking techniques. The experiments carried out by Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour
are to be understood in that context, experiments carried out at his property in Grinzane
Cavour. He was personally involved in improving the manufacturing cycle of red wines
destined for long-term ageing, wines such as Barolo, efforts which were supported by the
enormous experience of French oenologists. That same period saw the important
appearance of the innovative second fermentation process introduced by an oenologist
who worked in the area: Federico Martinotti. Taking his cue from the “classic” method used
in France to produce Champagne, Martinotti developed an entirely new system which was
more suitable than the French method for making the most of the properties of the Moscato
Bianco variety, signalling the start of Asti Spumante production.

From the 20th century until today, winemaking production in Langhe-Roero and Monferrato
has become even more specialised, though it has constantly maintained its links with the
past; technological progress and constant research in the grape growing and oenological
fields have not in actual fact changed the fundamental aspects of the production cycle.
Moreover for the first time in Italy the DOCG tool has been developed to protect the high
quality reached by its most important wines. 

Today wines such as Barolo, Barbaresco, Barbera and Asti Spumante are universally
recognised as high quality wines on the international market and are considered to be
different types of wines aimed at different market sectors. The international nature of
Piedmont’s winemaking tradition is also proven by the fact that it is an important benchmark
for many non-EU countries, where the winemaking industry is still in its infancy.

The entrenched tradition of wine that has permeated the area of Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato for centuries is visible, first and foremost, in the shape of its landscape which
demonstrates with total clarity the high level of experience used to make the most of the
area’s resources for production purposes. The most obvious evidence of that is the
widespread presence of vineyards that cover the hillsides as far as the eye can see, hillsides
that still preserve the signs of medieval feudal land division derived from the practice of
tenant farming and whose current appearance is the product of centuries of careful
observation and understanding of the environment’s characteristics, collected by
generations of winemakers. 

Apart from vineyards, tangible evidence of wine culture includes all the buildings used to
carry out the entire wine production, storage and distribution processes, buildings which
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evolved in line with the history of the area and developments in grape growing. These places
were designed according to the foremost needs of the production cycle, on the basis of a
construction tradition that consolidated itself and improved by following changes in
winemaking tradition. They were able to adapt themselves to technical innovations and
social and economic changes that occurred in the area, while maintaining their original,
essential nature. With regard to this, modern-day production areas are also designed in
keeping with construction and production traditions, combining the most avant-garde
technology with the “classic” layout of working premises.

Some of these buildings are tied to specific social-production systems that are still fully
operative: for example, the estates of the Royal House of Savoy (Tenimenti di
Fontanafredda) were founded in the early 18th century and are associated with the
vinification and sale of Barolo wine; the cellars of Barbaresco castle (now the property of
the Gaja winery) are historically tied to the “birth” of Barbaresco wine; the area’s great
sparkling wine producers settled in Canelli (Fratelli Gancia) in the late 19th century and have
been the centre of Asti Spumante production ever since; the cooperative organisations that
mainly grew from the second half of the 20th century, associating themselves with a social
system of mutual assistance among winemakers, are still crucial for the production cycle
of Barbera d’Asti (Cooperative winecellar of Vinchio and Vaglio Serra). 

As well as listing the biggest wine producers, one should not forget to mention the many
family-run businesses that demonstrate a deeply-rooted ability to produce wine, well-
documented by the buildings where the descendants of the original founder still often live
and work, confirming the well-established nature of their vocation for winemaking.
With regard to this, Langhe-Roero and Monferrato’s entrenched winemaking culture is also
clear from unusual vernacular buildings (ciabot, crutin and infernot) that sometimes
represent the perfect combination of function and particularly impressive and aesthetically
pleasing construction expertise. Infernot in particular are not just places designed to store
wine but are also meant to be social areas, where one of the most crucial stages in wine
culture takes place: gathering together to taste the wine. 

Finally, among the most important tangible signs of winemaking culture we should not
forget the towns and cities where commercial and industrial expertise consolidated itself
over the centuries. Cities such as Canelli and Nizza Monferrato are emblematic of the close
link between the developments in and fortunes of winemaking and urban development.

The wine tradition is also evident in its precious intangible assets, its culture, as seen – for
example - in the many festivals tied to the grapevine’s lifecycle and which take place every
year in every town. This culture is part of people’s consciousness and is the backdrop for
literary works written by authors who were natives of the area, such as Cesare Pavese and
Beppe Fenoglio. Both of them describe the strong and ancestral relationship between Man
and the land and the effort of working in the vineyards, emphasising the wealth of farming
heritage entrenched in the area.

Criterion(v)
Be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, land-use, or sea-use, which
is representative of a culture (or cultures), or human interaction with the environment
especially when it has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible change;

ThevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-RoeroandMonferratoisanextraordinaryexample
oftheinteractionbetweensocietyandtheenvironment,aconstantrelationshipthat
hasgoneonfortwothousandyears.Overthecenturies,vineyards,settlementsand
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social forms of life learned to integrate, creating a living landscapewhere every
transformationistheresultofMan’sdeterminationtomakethemostofform,content
andfunctionforthepurposesofgrapegrowingandwinemaking.Grapefarmingbecame
specialisedonthebasisofagrowingunderstandingofthesoilandclimateconditions
andoflocalgrapevarieties;aproductioncycleevolvedwhichbothrespectedtraditions
andexpertlytookadvantageoftheresourcessuppliedbyanenvironmentthathad
specialisedingrapeproductionforcenturies.Thelinkbetweengrapegrowingandwine
productionliesattheheartofthehighlevelofrefinementreachedbythesynergy
betweenManandenvironmentwhich,together,havecreatedacontinuallyevolving
landscape.HereManhasbeenabletointegrateamodernanddiversewinedistribution
networkwhichhaspreservedahighaestheticquality.Infactthislandscapeisalso
notablefortheharmoniousco-existenceofvineyardslaidouta girapoggio (“around
thehillock”)andthevariousdifferenttypesofsettlementthathaveoverlappedeach
otherovertime,wheretheentirewinemakingproductionchainisstilllocated.Itisthat
veryimageofsmallhilltopvillagesstandingoutagainstthehorizonwiththeircastles,
churchesandtowerssoaringabovetherowsofvinesthatisthestrikingsymbolofthis
landscapetheworldover.

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato has been shaped by Man’s labour
to an extraordinary degree. Over the centuries, people learned to bring together the
characteristics of land, soil and climate and the natural properties of grape varieties
historically grown in the area to an extraordinary degree. The wines produced, therefore,
are the product of this consolidated experience and the resulting improvement in winemaking
techniques, developed over the centuries by winemakers and oenologists, through – among
other things - exchanges with and influence from foreign winemaking systems.

The favourable grape growing conditions – which were even celebrated in Roman times by
Pliny the Elder -  were a fundamental starting point to launch an extraordinary agricultural
transformation, where Man was able to choose the right land, sun exposure and hillside
slopes for growing particular varieties, each of which has its own particular properties,
clearly evident in the wine produced. With regard to this, the lower hillsides – which reach
maximum altitudes of 250-300 metres a.s.l. – are the warmest areas where the land sees
the emergence of sandy outcrops and, below them, Pliocene marl-clay or more or less
solid sandy or limestone marl and sandstone. This band of soil is particularly conducive to
cultivating varieties with a longer lifecycle and which need more warmth to achieve the
right level of ripening, such as Barbera and Nebbiolo, and is therefore the right area for
growing red wines that require ageing. A more temperate area found at 300-450 metres
a.s.l. features a greater difference between daytime and nighttime temperatures and a
limited level of humidity, where differences in hillside slopes become greater. The soils
feature more or less sandy marl outcrops, or layers of clay-sand marl and sandstone,
conditions that favour the growth of full-flavoured white grapes such as Moscato Bianco,
the grape used to produce Asti Spumante.

The optimum use of the resources provided by the natural environment can also be
demonstrated by the ways vineyards are laid out and maintained. First and foremost, the
vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato features the widespread use of the
girapoggio (“around the hillock”)  technique, where rows of vines are laid out along the
contour lines to avoid erosion. The girapoggio technique is a visual characteristic of the
hilltops where vineyards grow. 

Even the way rows are laid out and the Guyot pruning technique are the most suitable in
terms of the area’s climatic conditions and the properties of local grape varieties: in fact, many
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varieties produce buds with different levels of fertility (or vigour), an aspect that greatly
determines the choice of cultivation system. The Guyot technique is particularly suitable for
poor, dry soils, so as to prevent more vigorous vine varieties from producing an over-
abundance of leaves, such as Piedmontese varieties. However, the specific properties of grape
varieties determine the number of buds left free. For example, Nebbiolo is a very vigorous
variety which requires long pruning (Guyot with 10-12 or 12-14 buds) in order to allow its
vigorous shoots to grow. This requires constant thinning out and trimming. Its need for space
is even greater due to the sterility of the first two buds which avoid the overcrowding of shoots
which would take over the row: it is almost impossible to plant these vines at less than a
metre’s distance from each other. Instead, varieties such as Barbera and Moscato Bianco
have an average level of vigour, so that farmers generally use a Guyot with 8-10 buds. The
number of buds in turn determines the distance between plants. The greater the number of
buds, the greater the distance between vines. Moreover, the planting layout and the distance
between rows are designed to keep in mind the space necessary to carry out a manual harvest.
All these aspects have an enormous impact on the look and appearance of the landscape.

One should also remember the extraordinary visual impact the differently coloured leaves
of different grape varieties have in autumn, differences which are so pronounced that they
have an enormous effect on the landscape with their widely different shades.

Even the kinds of settlements and their shapes are dictated by the land’s shape and the
hydrological aspects of the area, as main roads and the biggest centres of commerce are
located along the valley floor while smaller villages are up in the hills, evidence of the
defensive purpose they often served. 

The result of the fusion of all these aspects is a landscape characterised by a high aesthetic
quality, with large, orderly expanses of vineyards arranged along the gently sloping hillsides
of average height and featuring small plots where buildings, roads and settlements from
different eras and the many places involved in wine production all blend harmoniously with
each other. Medieval villages that are extraordinarily well-preserved and recognisable in their
original layout stand out against this backdrop, placed in a dominant position in the hills.
These villages often feature an imposing castle, usually dating from the Middle Ages and
altered in later eras, features that are very noticeable in the landscape and that have
contributed to building up the striking and emblematic image of the entire Langhe-Roero and
Monferrato area. Another notable feature of urban areas are the facades of parish churches,
which are also medieval in origin but which were extensively altered in the Baroque period.

Buildings connected with winemaking are either located in the agricultural patchwork or in
urban settlements and can stretch from monumental halls dug underground, as is the case
of the “underground cathedrals” of Canelli’s sparkling wine manufacturers, or typical
vernacular buildings such as the infernot of Monferrato. The architectural layout of
underground winemaking or wine storage premises (cellars) was particularly determined by
the consistency of the soil where they were built and the materials available on site. In
Monferrato, Cantoni Stone – easy to sculpt and solid from a construction point of view –
encouraged the popularity of infernot, particularly suitable for storing bottled wine; the
“underground cathedrals” in the Canelli area reached considerable sizes, dug in the tuff rock
so as to store and age sparkling wines. Examples of enormous architectural importance are
dotted throughout the Langhe region, in those places where the direct intervention of the
House of Savoy and its entourage encouraged the formation of some of the most important
wineries now recognised on a worldwide scale: here the monumental cellars built in brick are
located next door to fine aristocratic villas, built on the site of what were farmhouses, which
were later altered according to Baroque, neo-medieval and neo-Classical taste. 
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Last but not least, some winemaking buildings serve as true visual benchmarks of great
architectural quality, such as the Grinzane Cavour Castle, which has both an enormous
historical importance and significant aesthetic, monumental and visual value.

2.3.2Declarationofproposeduniversalvalue

The vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato is an extraordinary and unique
example of a cultural landscape derived from the interaction between Man and Nature over
two thousand years, revolving around the culture of wine and its production chain. This
landscape is made up of a hillside range featuring gentle slopes where rows of vines are
grown with the girapoggio (“around the hillock”)  system, densely populated with
farmhouses and rural settlements, small hilltop villages, commercial and industrial
settlements along the valley floor and special areas tied to the winemaking production chain
which are integrate in an extraordinarily harmonious way with their surroundings, providing
high aesthetic quality. Evidence of the winemaking production chain from different historical
eras is present in both monumental and vernacular buildings and can also be either urban
settlements or civil buildings, all of which are designed to meet the needs of grape
cultivation, winemaking and wine storage. The architectural assets of the area are
emblematic of its history and its socio-economic structure, where medieval castles – altered
in later eras – stand out as recognisable landmarks in a landscape of high aesthetic value.

The property is a palimpsest of the places where internationally renowned Piedmontese
wines first appeared, were processed and sold. The property’s components have special
natural, anthropic and visual features, all of which contribute in their essential nature and
their reciprocal relationships to representing the many facets of the thousand-year “culture
of wine” which has shaped this landscape to an extraordinary degree thanks to a continuous
relationship between Man and Nature. Langa of Barolo, The Hills of Barbaresco, Nizza
Monferrato and Barbera and Canelli and Asti Spumante components refer to the four finest
and most representative wines in terms of quality on a regional scale, on a wider
international scale and products that have traditionally been associated with Piedmont’s
winemaking identity abroad. They are representative of a specific production system based
on a grape variety that has always been present in Piedmont, inextricably linked to special
soil and climatic conditions (terroir) that make the most of its production potentials,
creating a high quality wine protected by a special Denominazione d’Origine (Denomination
of origin) category. Wines are the result of a thorough understanding of the different
characteristics of grape varieties and the resulting improvement of winemaking techniques,
developed over the centuries by winemakers and oenologists, also through exchanges and
influence from foreign winemaking industries. The Grinzane Cavour Castle component has
always had a frontline role in the development of Piedmontese and Italian winemaking and
is a symbol of the relationship between the history of wine and the history of Italy. During
the 19th century, it was the home of Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour, a key figure in the
events that led to the Unification of Italy, and who devoted himself to experimenting with
new winemaking techniques for Nebbiolo vines with the contribution of world-famous
Italian and French oenologists. The Monferrato of the Infernot component completes the
palimpsest of vernacular architecture linked to the cycle of winemaking. This is where we
find Infernot, small underground rooms dug with great expertise in a particular type of
stone (Cantoni Stone) – typical of the geological substratum of a specific area of Monferrato
– used for storing bottles on a domestic scale. These types of building are only found in
the Basso Monferrato area. They are an extraordinary example of popular knowledge and
the combination of functional needs with impressive construction expertise. 
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3.Analysisofthecurrentsituation

3.1Theregulationframework

See the Nomination Format for an in-depth analysis of the “The regulation framework”.

3.2Theinstitutionalframework

The two Ministries involved in the management of the site are:
• Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Servizio I, Ufficio Patrimonio Mondiale UNESCO
(Ministry for Heritage and Cultural Activities, Department I, UNESCO World Heritage)

• Ministero delle Politiche Agricole, Alimentari e Forestali, Dipartimento per le Politiche
Europee ed Internazionali e dello Sviluppo Rurale, Direzione Generale per lo Sviluppo
Rurale, Task Force UNESCO/CUEIM (Ministry for Agricultural, Food and Forestry Poli-
cies, Department for European and International Policies and for the Rural Develop-
ment, Directorate General for the Rural Development, Task Force UNESCO/CUEIM)

The other subjects directly involved in the management of the Site are:
• The Regional Department of Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piedmont. Among the

legal duties are the protection, enhancement and use of the cultural heritage and the pro-
tection of the landscape. The Regional Department of Cultural and Landscape Heritage of
Piedmont coordinates the activity of outer structures of the Ministry (Department) which
are present in the Region and coordinates Ministerial relationships with the Regions, local
organisations and other institutions operating in the territory. 
Within the Region there are three Department in the sector.
The Department for Architecture and Landscape Heritage (actually divided within the two
headquarters of Torino and Novara) which examines instances under a profile of merit
and legitimacy relating to interventions to be carried out on cultural assets (buildings and
areas indicated in Articles 10-12 and 13 of the code of the Cultural Heritage and Land-
scape) subject to protection regulations in accordance with the same decree, carried out
by public organisations, not-for-profit private organisations and private property owners,
preparing a written opinion and monitoring the works in progress. It proposes issuance
of new direct or indirect protection measures on cultural assets and examines the in-
stances relating to requests for ministerial contributions and it participates with the Re-
gional Department of Cultural and Landscape Heritage in drawing up the Regional
Landscape Plan, planned together with the Region of Piedmont.
The Piedmont Archives Department exercises the protection and monitoring of the
archives of all public organisations (of the territory and other) and of all private archives
considered to be of significant historical importance. The activity is undertaken by pro-
tecting and enhancing the monitored archives, investigating their state of conservation
and organisation and in providing free consultations and issuing technical directives.
The Department for Historical, Artistic and Ethno-anthropological Heritage exercises its ac-
tivities of protection and enhancement on the historical, artistic and ethno-anthropologi-
cal heritage which belongs to Public Bodies (national or local), Religious Bodies, Moral
Bodies, Associations, Foundations, etc... which are present in the Region. It also has a
technical and scientific responsibility on private historical and artistic property if it has
been declared as being of “significant historical and artistic importance”
The Piedmont Department of Archaeological Heritage and Ancient Egypt Museum is re-
sponsible for examining under a profile of merit and legitimacy the instances relating to ex-
cavations to be carried out on cultural sites governed by protection regulations in accordance
with the code of the Cultural Heritage and Landscape and to monitor works in progress.
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• Piedmont Region is responsible for directing and coordinating territorial development.
More specifically, the Region is responsible for enhancement and promotion of the cul-
tural and landscape heritage of the Region.  In particular, duties in the field of manage-
ment and conservation of cultural, environmental and landscape assets belong to the
following office:

• Environment Department. Among the numerous duties are: 
• protection of the regional environmental system through the coordi-

nated adoption of regulations and plans and programmes in the fields
of sound, electromagnetic and atmospheric renewal, waste manage-
ment, large environmental risks, recovery and reclamation, energy poli-
cies, protection and sustainable use of water ways, integrated water
service, protected natural areas;

• integrated procedures of the environmental evaluation of works, inter-
ventions, plans and programmes, monitoring and control and issuing
measures in the environment and energy fields;

• promotion of information, education and training in the environment
and energy field, of compatible technologies, of the use of renaturalisa-
tion techniques and natural engineering, and activities of anticipating
and preventing natural risks.

• Agriculture Department. Among the numerous duties are: 
• Regional plans and programmes in agriculture and rural development;
• Regional implementation of common agriculture policy and common

policy of fishing;
• Promotion and enhancement of agriculture and its productions;
• Agricultural food and wine districts;
• Agricultural food production lines; agricultural cooperation;
• Technical assistance and training in agriculture;
• Rural agriculture and tourism;
• Enhancement and promotion of the rural territory;
• Training and refresher update courses for inspection staff;
• Studies, research, experiments and information dissemination of the

sector.
• Culture, Tourism and Sport Department. Among the numerous duties are:

• Development of local library systems, libraries and historical archives;
• Protection of books and documents;
• Enhancement of museums;
• Enhancement of cultural heritage;
• Performances, promotion of cultural and artistic activities, theatre,

music, cinema and exhibitions;
• Promotion of the cultural and linguistic heritage;
• Development, incentivisation and regulation of regional tourism and

sport;
• Promotion of the territory, tourism activities, sporting activities and

leisure time;
• Preparing, programming and implementing financial interventions to

create and improve tourism and accommodation structures as well as
the development and improvement of the tourism supply, also in ac-
cordance with EU objectives of reference.

• Strategic Planning, Territorial Policies and Construction Department. Among the
numerous duties are:

• Territorial planning;
• Urban and territorial IT system;
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• Preparation and dissemination of mapping instruments;
• Studies and legislative documentation in the subject of territorial gov-

ernance;
• Construction regulations;
• Landscape planning and landscape heritage management;
• Evaluation and monitoring of plans, programmes, projects and feasi-

bility studies;
• Investigation into the condition of the existing buildings heritage, of the

availability of areas and buildings and preparing innovative proposals
and guidelines for sustainability of interventions.

• Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo. The sectors of intervention of the provincial au-
thorities are predominantly:

• programming, planning, coordinating and managing policies of the territory, the
environment, agriculture and services for the local population and Organisations;

• promoting and developing economic and production activities with particular
focus on traditional products;

• promoting and developing cultural, social and sporting activities .
• Hillside Community of Alto Monferrato Acquese; Hills and Castles of Monferrato; Hillside

Union of Monferrato; Castles Union between Orba and Bormida; Alto Astigiano; Alfieri
Hills; Hills between Langa and Monferrato; Monferrato Valle Versa; Hillside Union/Com-
munity Pianalto Astigiano; Union of the Divine Hills in the Heart of Monferrato; U.V.A.
Union Versa Astigiano; Val Rilate; Val Tiglione and Surrounds; Via Fulvia; Vineyards and
Vines; Hills of Langa and of the Barolo; Hillside Community Consortium of Roero; Union
of “Sei in Langa” (You are in Langa) Municipalities These make up the association of the
Union of Municipalities with a population of fewer than 15,000 inhabitants. The Munici-
palities assign the Union the associated exercise of duties and the associated management
of public service so as to enable a unified promotion of territorial development, to im-
prove the quality of services provided, to assist in exceeding limits and economical and
social unbalances and to streamline the economical and financial, human and instru-
mental resources. The main services provided by the Hillside Community are:

• the promotion and management of the territory, with particular focus on agri-
cultural activities ;

• organisation of environmental restoration and renovation interventions ;
• promotion of tourism accommodation activities by enhancing the recreational

and cultural potential for the rural and natural environment;
• protection and enhancement of culture, arts, popular traditions and local tradi-

tional products.
• Municipal Authorities located in the components and buffer zones. The Municipality is the

authority that is closest to the local community and is responsible for its interests and pro-
moting its development. The Municipal Authority is directly responsible for the transfor-
mations that take place in the landscape given that it is the body which issues any
construction permits. Furthermore, through Building Regulations, the Municipal Authority
governs the activities which regard building and urban transformations in the territory and
their relative procedures, the parameters and building and urban indicators, environmental
insertion, performance requirements and décor of the building itself, the construction and
functional prescriptions for buildings, construction and construction site activities, moni-
toring and disciplinary measures. Some Municipalities also have a Colour Plan which defines
and lays out regulations for the colouring elements which must be used on the external
parts of existing buildings or buildings in construction in specific parts of the territory which
is also a result of investigations conducted on the existing buildings.  The Colour Plan also
outlines the most suitable techniques and materials to be used in order to obtain the required
colour results, and the colour and materials of the roofing and accessories.
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3.3Thestakeholdersframework

This paragraph briefly analyses entities with specific interests; or rather, the categories of
operators which have a substantial impact on the Site or who can obtain important re-
sources for the exercise of their activities from the territory or from being located in the Site.
The interests represented can be classified as:
• active interests: those who intervene in the management and enhancement of the land-

scape and who will be directly involved in management processes and activities of the Site
as a result.

• passive interests: those who benefit (materially or immaterially) from the landscape. This
category is useful because of the fact that the landscape is protected and enhanced, given
that a good part of this depends on their activity or because they believe that the protec-
tion of the landscape is a social value to be disseminated. It is a category of actors that
can help in sustaining landscape protection, conservation and enhancement activities,
diffusing the culture of the landscape, providing information about the values of the Site,
raising awareness in the local population with regard to landscape, natural and cultural re-
sources of the Site. 

Stakeholders, for which will be described below interests and relapses, have been divided
into economic categories detailed below.
SectorInstitutionsandAssociations:
this is the category of actors that testifies the public and collective interest Among these,
we can identify:
1. Public institutions, in the first instance the Piedmont Region and provinces, are key play-

ers in the project application. The approval of the Regional Landscape Plan, the estab-
lishment of the Association of  Vineyards landscapes, work sharing with municipalities
some of the elements that illustrate the potential of the UNESCO candidacy for the area.

2. Sector Associations, such as CIA, Confagricoltori and Coldiretti for Farmers, CNA for ar-
tisans, Trade Associations (including tourism, accommodation and restaurants). These
group together the interests of the producers and actively contribute to the protection and
conservation of the Site given that the landscape is widely shaped and structured by the
agricultural and viticultural production. The sector associations can be an important
awareness raising and involvement instrument for producers.

3. Wine protection and traditional agricultural food product consortiums of the Site: these
consortiums represent the collective interest of producers. They are interested in pro-
tecting the Site because it also means recognition and guaranteeing product quality at
the same time and because it is an important vehicle of communication. 
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4. Chambers of Commerce: these are important actors both in terms of wine production fil-
iere (they are the structures assigned with product quality control duties and assigning
names) and in terms of other commercial operators they are responsible for.

Companies:
1. Individual producers and leader producers who can act as a tow for the rest of the sector.

2. Operators from all viticultural and agricultural food production activities: farmers and
cultivators, vine-dressers, nursery workers, specialised machinery producers, bottle and
glasses producers, cork producers, packaging and label producers, quality certifiers, lo-
gistics companies specialised in the transportation of hollow glass, lawyers’ studios spe-
cialised in patents and labels, wine shops and tasting venues. All of these subjects
participate, albeit in different stages and with functions that can change, in the produc-
tion and enhancement of the symbol product of the Site. As a result, these subjects have
a priority interest in protecting and enhancing the territory from which they get their re-
sources to operate and which, at the same time, is the symbol of their activity.

3. Operators in the field of accommodation and restaurants: these operators predominantly
work in the cultural tourism and food and wine tourism segment for which landscapes,
the quality of traditional local products, the cultural heritage and traditions are the main
attractions to the destination.
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Interests: Passive

Impact of the application: • Promotion of international food and wine culture of
Piedmont

Interests: Passive

Impact of the application:
• Increase in average quality wine products
• Internationalization manufacturers
• Birth new manufacturing, commercial, hospitality

Interests: Passive

Impact of the application:

• Creating new markets and opportunities
• Territorial Identity
• Increase international prestige and image of the
product

Interests: Active and passive

Impact of the application:

• Creating new markets and opportunities
• Territorial Identity
• Increase international prestige and image of the

product
• Investment in characterizing varieties historically

the territory
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4. Large Companies: there are some important companies on an Italian and international
scale located in the Site. Among these are Ferrero (chocolate industry), Mondo (athletic
track production), Miroglio (textile industry). For these companies, the territory is an
important business card and they are important testimonials of the Site in the world.

SocialandCulturalActors:
1. Education and training: schools, of any type and kind, are important actors for dissem-

inating the culture and respect for the landscape and, at the same time, they can use the
Site on various levels: using the structures as teaching supports, discovering the terri-
tory and the actors that are part of it, working on the awareness of the territory with the
“on field experimentation” of theoretical concepts.  Furthermore, from the relationship
with the other actors in the Site, schools can obtain resources (human, technical, tech-
nological or financial) which are important for them to function. It is also important to
remember that the Site brand emerges from this system.

2. Territory Promotion Office, Tourism Promotion Organisations: these work to promote
the territory, its culture and its traditions. The protection of the Site would also mean pro-
moting and enhancing their work. 

3. Cultural Associations: these promote the territory, the heritage, the literature and art.
They are important actors for the quality of life of the Site and attraction to the Site from
a tourism point of view.

4. Landscape Observatories, natural associations and environmental protection associa-
tions: these promote the culture of the landscape and the environment, its protection
and conservation.
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Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Increased tourist flows
• Rediscovery of the traditions and typical products

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Marketing leverage and territorial identity

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Increase the value and identity formation of the
landscape and its protection

Interests: Active and Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Increased sense of identity of the residents around
the local culture and wine

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication:
• Increased sense of identity of the residents around

the local culture 
• Landscape valorisation
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5. Dioceses: these hold interest because they are active subjects in social and cultural fields.

6. Local Media: local papers, radio stations and television stations. There are a number of
important local means of communication and they are important actors from a cultural and
political point of view.  They offer a place for discussion and a means for creating the iden-
tity of the territory.

7. Sporting Associations: these promote the values of sport, a healthy lifestyle and the out-
doors. The elastic ball (called “balon” or “tamburello” depending on the place and use)
is the typical sport of these areas. Landscape and territory are at the centre of many
sport practised in the area and which can also be played by tourists: just think of cycling,
running, trekking and horse-riding.

8. Inhabitants: the involvement of the inhabitants is a crucial point of the management
procedure. 
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Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication:

• Increased sense of identity of the residents around
the local culture

• Increased international prestige and image of the
landscape

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Increased sense of identity of the residents around
the local culture

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Traditional local sports promotion
• Landscape valorisation

Interests: Passive

Impactoftheapplication: • Increased international prestige and image of the
landscape

Interests: Active and passive

Impactoftheapplication:
• Increase the awareness
• Increase the public participation
• Create a network of inhabitants
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3.4Thesocio-economicsystem

In order to correctly interpret the territorial reality in its various components, it is useful to
be aware, even if only in a broad manner, of the demographic and settlement trends of the
population residing in the municipalities directly interested in the nomination. For this rea-
son we have taken into account all information published by ISTAT and relative to the 29
municipalities whose territories are included (partially or wholly) within the boundaries of
one of the six components. They are distributed within the territories of three Provinces:
11 municipalities in the Province of Cuneo, 9 municipalities within the Province of Asti and
9 municipalities within the Province of Alessandria. 
Data deriving from the interpretation of demographic trends yield that this territory fea-
tures an overall stability in its residing population. (graph.1 and fig.4). By taking into ac-
count the reference period of 1997 – 2011, the municipality population undergoes a slight
increase: from a little over 54,200 in 1997 to about 56,700 in 2011 (+3.5%). Population
growth can be seen in municipalities of localized components in Asti2 and Cuneo3 provinces,
where the number of residents grows respectively by 9.3 and 3.6%. 

The municipalities belonging to the Alessandria province4 show a slight decrease (-4.8%)
yielding a loss of 356 residents.
Current population growth is actually an opposite trend with regard to what previous
decades have shown; during the Seventies and Eighties, many residents had left this area
in order to move to the centres located on level grounds or lower parts of the valleys for
job-related reasons. The increase in population of these last few years is largely explainable
by a particular immigration phenomenon: many families coming from other Regions, but
mainly from abroad, have bought (and renovated) old houses and have decided to move
into these areas, drawn in by the beauty of the land.  
Significant numbers are made up of the return of the local population (or, rather, of the chil-
dren of those who, for work-related reasons, had moved to larger centres like Torino, Asti,
Alessandria) and who, after the growth of a tourism which had becone interested in the ter-
ritory, started new activities linked to tourist hospitality (restaurants, hotels, country-tourism
accommodations, Bed & Breakfast, etc.). The population is evenly distributed on the terri-
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2 Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

3 Langa of Barolo, Grinzane Cavour Castle,
Hills of Barbaresco, Canelli and Asti
spumante

4 The Monferrato of Infernot

graph.1: Population trend in the municipali-
ties affected by the components in the period
of 1997-2011

graph.1
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tory, even if there are several larger municipalities where productive activities are concen-
trated, many of which are linked to agriculture, especially to the winemaking industry. Be-
sides Canelli, with 10,722 residents, Nizza Monferrato (10,391 residents) and S. Stefano
Belbo (4,109 residents). (fig.5). From an occupational viewpoint, the sector which employs
most workers is the service industry, counting 45.3% of the overall employed, followed by
the manufacturing industry (37.8%) and services5 (16.9%). Within the components, the dis-
tribution of employed people varies according to the sector: the highest percentage of those
working with agriculture is recorded in the municipalities belonging to the four components
of the Cuneo province (51.7% of the total), while industry and services are to be found in
the municipalities belonging to the components of the Asti province (respectively 48.2 and
52.1% of the total of those employed in the specific sector). (graph.2)
Within the three sectors, it is interesting to see the analysis of those employed in activities
pertaining to tourism products and services, or in agricultural activities and in hotel and
restaurant services. (graph.3 and fig.6)
With regard to those employed in the agricultural sector, there are over 2,000 operators within the
four components in the Cuneo province, countered by a little over 1,500 operators in the compo-
nent of the Asti province and by the less than 400 in the component of the Alessandria province.
(graph.3). Concerning hospitality structures like hotels and restaurants, we can see an
overall equivalence between those employed in structures located in the municipalities be-
longing to the components of the Cuneo province and those belonging with the component
of the Asti province (about 400). 
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5 Included in the “services” sector are all ac-
tivities concerning: wholesale and retail sale,
hospitality and restaurant activities, transport
and warehousing, financial intermediation,
real-estate activities, renting, IT, research,
Public Administration, education, health and
other public services

fig.4: Municipalities analysed for the socio-
economical survey

fig.4
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There are a little less than 100 operators in the nine municipalities within the Province of
Alessandria whose territory includes (partially or wholly) the boundaries of the “Monferrato
of infernot” component. 
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fig.5: Distribution of the population residing
in the analysed municipalities, Year 2011,
Source: ISTAT

fig.5

graph.2: People employed according to the
economic sectors within municipalities be-
longing to the components, year 2010

graph.2
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The soil surface used for vine-growing in these municipalities is 8,599 hectares. (graph.4)

The largest concentration of agricultural businesses can be found in the municipalities be-
longing to the two components of the Cuneo province, which accounts for 49.5% of all
agricultural businesses against 39.5% of the two components within the Asti province and
against 11.5% of the component in the Alessandria province. (fig.7)
The effects of these types of activities are self-explanatory: not only do they create jobs
and economic assets, but they also allow to occupy and safeguard a territory which would
otherwise be abandoned by the newer generations. The development of wine and food
tourism, and specifically of tourism linked to the winemaking industry, has generated a
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graph.3

graph.4: Agricultural businesses and used
agricultural soil, year 2010

graph.4
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marked increase in businesses which sell this kind of product (wine parlours, cellars,
shops): today, Barolo and Barbaresco wine are able to fetch remarkable prices and make a
significant contribution to the development of the entire sector; thus, we are witnessing
the assertion of a new concept of territorial promotion which is no longer limited to on&off
experiences (local fairs) , but rather equips itself towards a policy seeking to increase the
offer of tourism. By analyzing the datum relative to the distribution on the territory, we can
see a wide diffusion of this kind of activity6. (fig.8)
However, this phenomenon affects in a more important manner the area of Langhe and
Roero where the most prestigious wines are produced and where, therefore, promotion
and sale activities are stronger.
A general look over the socio-economical structure of the area taken into consideration requires
some information concerning the business structure7. The territories taken into consideration
show 5,651 Local Business Units mostly belonging to the “sales” sector (32.1%), to the “con-
struction” sector (20.1%) and to the “manufacturing” sector (19.6%). (graph.5 and graph.6)
The seven municipalities belonging to the component of the Asti province yield a very high
value with respect to others: 2,927 Local Business Units, 47% of which operate in the sales
sector and 26% in the manufacturing sector.  
The presence of Local Units is lower in the other components: 2,227 for the four located
in the Cuneo province and 447 located in the Alessandria province. 
Concerning the sole tourism sector, we can see how these are concentrated in the municipalities
belonging to the four components of the Province of Cuneo (10.4% of all Local Units) with re-
spect to 8.4% of Local Units in the municipalities belonging to the Province of Asti and to the 1.5%
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fig.6: Distribution of the people employed in
agriculture, in hospitality and restaurant
services within the analysed municipalities,
Year 2001, Source: ISTAT.

fig.6

6 According to Law No. 37 dated 12/05/1980
of the RegionePiemonte, regional wine
shops are structures featuring the following
characteristics: they are established with a
public act and with the participation of bod-
ies of public right; they are located in a place
with the proper historical, artistic and archi-
tectural requirements; they are open to the
public; they promote activities of conserva-
tion and documentation of rural culture, even
removed from the winemaking environment;
they perform, without intent to profit, an ac-
tivity intended to improve, promote and
broadcast the knowledge of wines in Pied-
mont. Wine shops and Municipal wineries
are, on the other hand, promoted by local
bodies, associated vine growers or by wine
cooperatives

7 The information used for this analysis is pub-
lished by Unioncamere Piemonte – year
2008
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of Local Units of municipalities belonging to the component of the Province of Alessandria. 
If we weigh up Local Business Units against the number of people residing in the six com-
ponents identified, we can determine a datum which is more useful in order to assess the
density of businesses within the territories taken into consideration. 
The territory belonging to the three components of the Cuneo area shows a concentration
of Local Units of 18.21 for every 100 inhabitants, which is a higher value than those
recorded for the municipalities belonging to the other components. For businesses located
within the Asti province, we have a value of 17.7, while the municipalities of the Alessan-
dria province yield a noticeably lower value of 13.8 Local Units for every 100 inhabitants. 
When considering each single component, we can establish a complete picture of busi-
ness density in the municipalities taken into consideration: the Langa of Barolo: 20.2; the
Hills of Barbaresco: 19.4; Nizza Monferrato and Barbera: 17.7; Canelli and Asti spumante:
16.9; the Monferrato of the Infernot: 13.8; Grinzane Cavour Castle: 13.7.
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fig.7: Distribution of agricultural businesses
within the analysed  municipalities, year
2010, Source: ISTAT

fig.7
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fig.8: Structures for selling wine products,
Year 2010, Source: ISTAT

fig.8

graph 5: Local Business Units according to
productive sector, Year 2010

graph.5
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3.5Theculturalsystemofwine

The cultural resources constitute an invaluable asset for the territory: they document the
layering of historical periods which occurred during a long period and represent the tangi-
ble signs of creative skills of qualified masters who, by employing local materials, were
able to spread an artistic and architectural language deeply rooted within the territory. 
With this in mind, it is clear that the acknowledgment and cataloguing the cultural heritage
which can be found all over the Langhe - Roero and Monferrato is a primary objective in
the field of knowledge. 
What follows is a summary of the most important cultural heritage assets which charac-
terise the property. 

Placesofwine
The winemaking chain includes a vast heritage of architectural examples which are, on var-
ious accounts, connected to the productive cycle. We can, in a nutshell, identify several
recurring types which can be found around the territory:
the ciabot are the most typical elements which can be found in the winemaking landscape:
they are functional to vine-growing activities and are dependant from the structures of the
properties; they are examples of spontaneous farming architecture, spartan shelters used
during moments of rest, night-time defence of the grape harvest against theft and water col-
lection structures for watering the vine fields.
The cantine: these businesses are articulated in various ways around the spaces intended
for the conservation of the product: the cellars (cantine).Their typology is strongly con-
nected to the materials employed for their construction, generally found in the same area,
and to the composition of the soil. 
Le cattedrali sotterranee (underground cathedrals)(“Canelli:  cantine Bosca, Contratto,
Coppo Gancia”), they were developed primarily beneath the Sant’Antonio hills and imme-
diately next to the railway, where we can find most of the productive area of Canelli.
The “crotin”,caves and tunnels completely dug in “tuff” (in the case of Calosso), or in
sandy soil (in Roero) between the mid ‘700s and the early ‘800s when they were also used
as water tanks or to keep and maintain ice. (fig.9)
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Graph 6: Distribution of Local Business Units
according to productive sector, Year 2010
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The “infernot”  primarily found in Monferrato at the end of the XIX century. They comprise
a modestly sized room connected to the main cellar, dug underground and without direct
sunlight or ventilation, therefore lending themselves as perfect storerooms for perishables. 
We refer to the typological Inventory of the places of Wine contained in the Nomination
Dossier for an exhaustive description of these types of architectural models. (fig.10)

The aziende storiche (historical production sites) link their origin mainly to the interests to the
reigning House (the Savoys), to its entourage and to the local nobility, at a time, between the
‘700s and the ‘800s, when quality winemaking was becoming an ever more defined activity in
the territories they owned. Usually architectural and functional transformations would stem from
simple rural structures (cascine) giving rise to what can still be seen today in the compositional
structures of castles, villas or urban “palazzotti” (city dwellings) located all over the property. 
Starting with a few examples which are exceptional for the earliness with which they
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fig.9

fig.10:  “Infernot”
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emerged during the final two decades of the XIX century (Mombaruzzo and Barbaresco),
the Cantine Sociali (Municipal wineries) saw their greatest moment in the years following
World War II, such as for example the ones in Alice Bel Colle and in Ricaldone and the
Wine Cooperative of Vinchio & Vaglio.
The aziende contemporanee (current production sites): the mid ‘90s saw the beginning of
a fruitful phase known as architecture of the “Cantine d’autore” (brand cellars). This phe-
nomenon incorporates quality production employing members of the star system of cur-
rent architectural design in order to add new value to the marketing system. This is a
phenomenon of company marketing at the European and international level: the modern-
day cellar as a symbol and image of an emerging or changing business. There are several
recent examples, especially in the Barolo area: Cascina Adelaide in Barolo, Cantina La Bru-
nella and Ceretto Bricco Rocche in Castiglione Falletto, Cantina Ratti in La Morra.
In this instance, great importance in promoting the territory and endorsing the enjoyment
of its products is given to the network of 14 Regional wine shops and by 34 Wine stores
or Municipal wineries (established by the Regione Piemonte with regional law No. 37 dated
1980), which are based in Castles and Historical Dwellings in the main wine-producing ter-
ritories of Piedmont, where we can find the best selection of DOC and DOCG wines in the
reference territory. Eleven of these can be found in one of the municipalities whose terri-
tory falls within the boundaries of the nominated property: 

Regionalwineshops
• Enoteca del Barbaresco
• Enoteca del Barolo
• Enoteca Regionale di Canelli e dell’Astesana
• Enoteca Regionale di Nizza Monferrato

Municipalwineries
• Bottega dei Quattro vini di Neive
• Bottega del vino di Novello
• Bottega del vino di Serralunga d’Alba
• Cantina Comunale di La Morra
• Cantina Comunale “Crota d’Calos” di Calosso
• Cantina Comunale di Castiglione Falletto
• Cantina Comunale “I Sori” di Diano d’Alba

The strade del vino (wine roads) follow paths which allow us to discover the landscape, the
products and cultural heritage which is well rooted in the territory through which we are
travelling. For example, the “Strada del Vino Alto Monferrato” (Alto Monferrato wine road),
which is located near the border between Piemonte and Liguria, and the winemaking areas
of Gavi, Ovada and Acqui; the “Strada del Vino Astesana” (Asti Wine road) which snakes
around Western Monferrato.

Museums
There are numerous museums dedicated to wine located around the territory and which
deal with the issue from multiple points of view: from the Museo del Vino (WiMu) recently
inaugurated in Barolo, to ethnographic museums, down to museums featuring a strong
scientific aspect. The following table shows an exhaustive list of all museums.
We should also add the Parco Paesaggistico e Letterario (Landscape and Literary Park)
“Langhe Monferrato e Roero” which, through the lives and works of several great authors
from Lower Piemonte (Beppe Fenoglio, Cesare Pavese, Vittorio Alfieri, Augusto Monti, Gio-
vanni Arpino and Davide Lajolo) is able to offer visitors a peculiar interpretation of the land-
scape and local cultural identity.
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VillagesandArchitecture
The cultural offer of the nominated area, besides the landscape heritage linked to the pro-
duction of wine, is based on the borghi (villages) and historical monuments whose numbers
are among the highest in  Italy. The territory has five “borghi” assigned by the Touring Club
with the prestigious Orange Flag award (Barolo, Grinzane Cavour, La Morra, Monforte d’Alba
and Neive8), the sign of tourist environmental quality of the Italian Touring Club awarded to
small inland areas which are renowned for their excellence and quality hospitality.
In the process of territorial shaping, holy buildings have always been a central point of ref-
erence for the settlement development of local communities. Large religious complexes, the
network of “pievi” (small churches), later functionally replaced by the parish system, rep-
resents the backbone of historical settlements from the XI and XII centuries. 
Heterogeneous fortified structures (towers, fortified shelters, bastions, mottes) intended to
maintain control over small and large sectors of land are still present today all over the hill
crests of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. They are an indication of the territory’s constantly
changing geo-political conditions, of the events of local communities and of the changing
of taste and social behaviour, along a period which stretches from the Middle Ages to the
modern world. For more on this topic, please refer to the “I luoghi del potere” (“Places of
power”) section.
We also refer to Annex 13 of the Nomination Format for the Inventory of Cultural heritage
assets which are protected by law.

Placesofart
The Parco viticolo-artistico (Wine-art park)”Le Orme su la Court” is a vineyard located in
Castelnuovo Calcea, 15 kilometres South of Asti, transformed by Emanuele Luzzati in an
artistic pathway dedicated to the traces left by nature and by the work of man: water, air,
fire, earth. The pathway, which is more than a kilometre long, among houses and cypress
trees belonging to the estate, winds amid sculptures (especially stake-heads placed on top
of row-head stakes ), fantastic machines designed by the set designer Luzzati, rest areas
for meditation and listening, an exhibit of Luzzati and other seven artists, projections of
wine and food in cinema, areas designed for eating, children’s playgrounds. The Park, which
also includes an Observatory of the Vineyard landscape and an artistic pathway, is managed
by a cultural association, O.R.M.E., which takes care of the development of the park, event
management and tours. 
We can also recall several installations of contemporary art, including: “l’acino d’uva” (the
grape), “il cubo” (the cube) and the Chapel painted by Sol Lewitt and David Tremlett in the
estates of the Ceretto cellar, the installations in the towns of Muda.
The property also has several galleries of modern art: Bottega d’Arte in Acqui Terme, Aganahuei
and Galeasso in Alba, Galleria d’Arte la Finestrella in Canelli, Galleria d’Arte Costa Rino e Ari-
ete in Casale Monferrato, Evvivanoé in Cherasco, Galleria d’Arte Moderna in Moncalvo.
The territory also hosts several of the most important sites belonging to the regional cre-
ative industry, in the fields of publishing (Edizioni San Paolo in Alba), and music (Mescal
in Nizza Monferrato).
Mescal is an independent music label which was born in 1993 seeking to produce emerg-
ing musicians and which grew over time and has opened offices also in Torino, Milano and
Bologna. 
Furthermore, this territory also saw the birth of Pinot Gallizio, industrial painting artist,
Carlo Carrà, painter, Eugenio Guglielminetti, set-designer, and of writers Cesare Pavese,
Beppe Fenoglio, Giovanni Arpino, Davide Lajolo and, among living authors, Umberto Eco,
Giorgio Faletti and Gianni Farinetti, and of the songwriter Paolo Conte.

Theshowandtheevents
Cultural events and festivals, not counting wine and food fairs, which occur in almost all
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municipalities of the territory, are connected to live music, folk dancing and theatre. Among
others, we recall: Vinum, the Fiera Nazionale del Tartufo in Alba; the Festival Internazionale
di danza in Acqui Terme; the Douja d’or, the Palio e Asti Città Festival in Asti; Corto in Bra,
festival dei cortometraggi e Cheese in Bra; l’Assedio di Canelli; Teatro e colline in Cala-
mandrana; “Controfestival - festival della canzone d’autore” in Castagnole Lanze; Monfor-
tin Jazz, a jazz concert review in Monforte; Collisioni, a literary festival which takes place
in Novello;Vignale Danza, which reached its 27th edition in 2005 in Vignale; Castelli
Aperti,which involves the castles located in the territory in the period.
Many events which take place in the territory are linked to the celebration of local saints and
fairs. Events are spread along the whole year, even if most of them are concentrated in the
Spring and Summer months, especially in May and July, and then again in October. This
sequence follows the calendar of traditional fairs, usually celebrated in the months of har-
vesting (grapes, wheat and rice) or of wine bottling (in Spring). 

3.6Tourismsystem

The organisation of the tourist industry
As regards the promotion of local tourism resources and information on tourist hospital-
ity, regional law  instituted Agenzie di Accoglienza e Promozione Turistica Locale (“agen-
cies for hospitality and local tourist promotion”, or ATLs) in Piedmont which, as well as
collecting and publishing information, coordinate the various different tourist information
and hospitality offices in the area. In particular, ATLs: 
• provide assistance to tourists, including booking accommodation, tourist entertainment

and safeguarding tourist/consumers;
• promote schemes that make the most of tourist resources, as well as events designed to

attract tourists and encourage them to stay.
The region of Piedmont is divided into nine ATLs: 
1) Alexala ATL (headquarters: Alessandria)
2) AstiTurismo ATL (headquarters: Asti)
3) Biella ATL (headquarters: Biella)
4) ATL of the Cuneo area (headquarters: Cuneo)
5) Ente Turismo Alba, Bra, Langhe, Roero (headquarters: Alba)
6) Novara ATL (headquarters: Novara)
7) Turismo Torino e Provincia (headquarters: Turin)
8) Distretto Turistico dei Laghi, Monti e Valli d’Ossola (headquarters: Stresa)
9) Valsesia and Vercelli (headquarters: Varallo)

As Table 2 shows, the municipalities located in the nominated property are divided among
three of the nine ATLs present in the region: 
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A Pro Loco tourist organisation is present in every municipality. These are organisations of
a private nature that carry out promotional and development activities for the area, activi-
ties that are also of social value, on a non-profit basis, according to the guidelines of re-
gional law 7 April 2000 entitled “The Recognition and Development of Pro Loco
Associations”, which set up the national register of such associations. 
ATLs, Pro Locos and local authorities can also turn to specially created IAT offices (Infor-
mazione e Accoglienza Turistica) located throughout the region, set up by the provincial
government. The nominated property has five IATs (Barbaresco, Barolo, Canelli, Grinzane
C. and Nizza M.), even though many others are located in the municipalities of Langhe,
Monferrato and Roero, on the edge of the site and the buffer zones (a complete list is avail-
able at http://www.regione.piemonte.it/turismo/iat/ricerca.htm). 

On a regional level, the management, study and promotion of the tourist industry are en-
trusted to Sviluppo Piemonte Turismo, an in house providing company set up as part of the
new structure of Piedmontese tourism as determined by regional laws 13/2006 and 9/2007,
what is to all intents and purposes a new regional body entrusted with “tourist industry
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functions where their application requires a specialised organisation absent among regional
organisations”. 

Last but not least, the area has smaller players which, though not as institutionally impor-
tant, boast a certain level of exposure and which mainly carry out coordination and  “internal
marketing” work in this sector, but which also have an important front office role through
their Web portals. These are often consortiums and associations created by tourist indus-
try players to promote and make their work more competitive. The most important exam-
ples include: Alessia (the quality consortium located in the province of Alessandria) which
acts as a kind of “tourist trademark” which various different kinds of operators can join
voluntarily (hotels, restaurants, agriturismo farm holiday establishments and B&Bs);
Mon.D.O Monferrato, a public/private capital non-profit consortium, consisting of the mu-
nicipalities of Monferrato Casalese, local authorities and companies working in the tourist
industry; the Consorzio Turistico Langhe Monferrato Roero; Roero Turismo, set up by the
hillside municipality of Roero to promote the area by implementing its system of tourist
services; the Turismo in Langa association, founded in 1988 with the aim of promoting
and developing the Langhe area; the Terre d’Asti consortium which organises events and
sells package holidays; the Alto Monferrato association, consisting of private and public
groups and which aims to protect and develop the area. 

The range of tourist attractions and services
Accommodation and refreshment establishments

The nominated property excels, on a regional level, thanks to the presence of a wide range
of tourist accommodation establishments, most of which are located in the Langhe area
(components 1 and 2). In the table and graph below, we can see the constant growth of
hotel and non-hotel accommodation in the municipalities that are included in the nomi-
nated property9. 
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tab.3:  The growth in the number of accom-
modation establishments in the nominated
property (Source: Osservatorio Regionale
del Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

tab.3

9 The analysis of component 2 figures (Grin-
zane Cavour castle) is almost always com-
bined with those of component 1, due to its
small size (only one municipality)
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An important part of the total range of tourist accommodation establishments available are
agriturismi, a kind of business that is perfectly suited to the area’s characteristics and the
tourist demand that affects the nominated property, which are closely linked to the explo-
ration of the grape growing/winemaking rural landscape, culinary delicacies and contact
with local communities and producers. 

The average number of beds per establishment shows how the nominated property features
small-to-medium-sized establishments (with an average of fewer than 15 beds), especially
when compared to the regional average (54.7 beds per establishment in 2010) and the na-
tional average (66.2 beds per establishment). This characteristic, which seems to have be-
come more prevalent over the past few years is typical of tourist systems founded on the
“light” exploitation of an area with a strong rural character, based on short stays in what
are mainly family-run establishments, such as agriturismo businesses and small hotels.
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graph.7: The growth in the number of accom-
modation establishments in the nominated
property (Source: Osservatorio Regionale del
Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.7

graph.8: The growth in the number of agrit-
urismo businesses (Source: Osservatorio del
Commercio, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.8
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In a region where the tourist industry is closely linked to food and wine production, a fun-
damental part of the range of tourist attractions is the network of businesses that offer the
chance to taste traditional, local products (cafés, restaurants, wine cellars, etc.). As re-
gards this aspect, as with others, the nominated property’s tourism industry seems solid
and in constant development, as Table 4 and the graph 10 on the growth of refreshment es-
tablishments (cafés, restaurants, etc.) present in the area show. 
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graph.9

graph.9: Average number of beds per ac-
commodation establishment (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)

tab.4:  Growth in the number of refreshment
establishments (cafés, restaurants, etc.).
(Source: Osservatorio del Commercio, Re-
gione Piemonte, 2012)

tab.4
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Characteristics of tourist attractions and services
Regione Piemonte’s Technical Plan for Promoting Tourism, drafted in 2011, identifies the
nominated property as belonging to one of four strategic areas for developing Piedmont’s
regional tourism10: “Piedmont’s hillside areas which stretch north and south of the Po river
are another important macro-area for Piedmontese tourism. This is an area which is char-
acterised – both in terms of its landscape and its history – by a large and diverse range of
cultural, environmental, sporting and culinary tourist attractions. Art cities, villages, villas and
castles, local museums, nature and landscape are open to tourists who, as well as tradi-
tional means of transport, enjoy exploring by bike, on horseback and on foot. Quality food
and wine and grape-derived products are some of the strengths of Piedmont’s hills when it
comes to tourism. The hills of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato have particularly estab-
lished themselves as a centre of food and wine tourism and the range of local products that
best represent the region’s most “deeply-rooted” identity. The attraction of this area is based
on the hilly landscape’s features, on the symbolic meanings attributed to them in literature,
on the cultural values that have developed around its traditional products as well as on a di-
verse range of accommodation establishments and a multiple system of services” (page 7). 
A brief overview of the tourist communication strategies of the three ATLs that cover Pied-
mont’s hills highlights the presence of several strategic focal points that underpin the re-
gion’s tourist attractions and services on this scale. The resources identified by these
strategies are those described in the previous paragraphs and constitute this area’s com-
petitive advantage: quality traditional products, a cultural landscape tied to wine production,
cultural and historical assets and environmental quality. Table 5 highlights the main ways
tourists enjoy the territory as identified by the three ATLs and proposed in their marketing
strategies as essential elements of “the region as a product”. 
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graph.10: Growth in the number of refresh-
ment establishments (cafés, restaurants,
etc.). (Source: Osservatorio del Commercio,
Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.10

10 The other areas identified by the plan are the city
of Turin, the mountains and the lake district

tab.5:  The focal points of the tourism strate-
gies developed by the three ATLs

tab.5
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In contrast, Table 6 shows a more detailed analysis of the characteristics of tourist attrac-
tions and services in each of the nominated municipalities, classified on the basis of the fol-
lowing categories: 
• Food and wine tourism (wine shops, open cellars, DOC and DOCG wines, events pro-

moting local products and tastings, etc.)
• Art, architecture, archaeology (castles, buildings, museums, etc.)
• Historic and literary itineraries
• Agricultural civilisation and traditional crafts (agricultural museums, ecomuseums, etc.)
• Environment (presence of protected areas)
• Spas
• Landscape itineraries (plans tied to encouraging people to explore the landscape)

In both cases, it is clear how traditional grape growing/winemaking and the unique cultural
landscape created by them are the principal element of the area’s range of tourist attractions.
This is combined with the extraordinary range of artistic and cultural assets and the preser-
vation and appreciation of traditional agricultural civilisation. It is important to stress that the
majority of municipalities demonstrate their awareness of the value of their landscape and
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tab.6: The main elements of the tourist at-
tractions available in the nominated prop-
erty’s municipalities

tab.6
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have taken advantage of the extraordinary potential in terms of tourism by joining projects that
create and promote itineraries designed to make the most of the landscape through well-pre-
pared and signposted paths and the tasting of wines and traditional delicacies in the places
where they are produced. The main ones include the Itinerari Valle Belbo project, the Pietra
da Cantoni stone ecomuseum (spread out over several sites in Monferrato) and the network
of footpaths created by the Colline di Langa e del Barolo municipality association. Finally, the
many museums, itineraries and cultural centres set up to celebrate the important role that this
part of Piedmont has had in the history of Italy, from the Risorgimento movement up to the
Resistance (well documented by intellectuals and writers such as Beppe Fenoglio and Ce-
sare Pavese) all contribute to the range of tourist attractions and local cultural attractions. 

Tourist demand and visitor statistics
As the figures in the graph below show, the tourist macro-area that includes the nominated
property has seen a constant growth in visitor numbers over the past few years, both Ital-
ian and foreign. 

In contrast, the average length of time spent in the area by visitors has remained the same11,
just over two days, which corresponds to a weekend break. 
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graph.11: Annual tourist numbers in the
tourist macro-area of Piedmont’s hills
(Source: Osservatorio Regionale del Tur-
ismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.11

graph.12: Annual arrivals in the tourist
macro-area of Piedmont’s hills (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)

graph.12

11 The average length of stay (ALS) is achieved
by comparing the proportion of arrivals and
tourist numbers. Tourist numbers are cal-
culated by multiplying the number of ar-
rivals by the number of nights spent by each
visitor in an area
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The place of origin of visitors shows a strong proportion of tourists from abroad, whose
numbers have increased over the past year in all three of the territorial groups taken into
consideration and which in the Langhe-Roero ATL have now overtaken the number of Ital-
ian tourists. The graph below show the constant growth of visitor numbers and the rapid
reaction of the Piedmontese hills’ tourist industry to the difficult international economic
situation, which caused a general reduction in tourist numbers in 2009.
As regards the place of origin of visitors, while a large number of tourists come from bor-
dering countries, which have always been a preferred market for Piedmont’s tourist in-
dustry (Switzerland, France and Germany), large numbers of tourists from more distant
countries are joining their ranks (i.e. the UK, the USA and Russia), gaining an increasingly
large slice of the market. 
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graph.13: Changes in the average length of
time spent in the tourist macro-area of Pied-
mont’s hills (Source: Osservatorio Regionale
del Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.13

graph.14a-f: Comparison of Italian and for-
eign arrivals in the three ATLs (Source: Os-
servatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)

graph.14a
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graph.14b

graph.14c

graph.14d
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A more detailed analysis of the tourist visitor numbers in the municipalities of the six com-
ponents (limited to those municipalities where tourist numbers take on statistically signif-
icant value, calculated on a minimum of a thousand arrivals per year12) shows a consistent
range of tourist attractions, capable of attracting visitors who mostly hail from abroad, par-
ticularly in that part of the Langhe dedicated to Barolo production (component 1). Never-
theless, all components have seen large and increasing visitor numbers, with a trend that
is much higher than the rest of Piedmont. Almost everywhere, the average length of stay
is a weekend break, with the exception of the spa town of Agliano Terme, where – thanks
to the specific character of the tourist attractions there – the average length of stay is more
than three days. 
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graph.14e

graph.14f

12 For reasons tied to protecting personal data,
Italian legislation also forbids the publica-
tion of detailed statistics concerning tourist
numbers in municipalities with fewer than
three hotels
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graph.15a-e: Italian and foreign arrivals and
ALS in municipalities with over 1,000 annual
arrivals (Source: Osservatorio Regionale del
Turismo, Regione Piemonte, 2012)

graph.15a

graph.15b

graph.15c
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Given the structure of the area’s tourist attractions and strengths, it is possible to assert that
the majority of visitors belong to that particular kind of cultural tourism called rural food
and wine tourism. “Food and wine tourists are those who are open to leaving their place of
residence in order to travel to, and explore, the culture of a destination famous for its qual-
ity food and wine, to come into direct contact with the producers, visit the area where raw
materials are processed and then packaged, to taste these products in situ and possibly buy
these specialities and then go home, undoubtedly enriched by the experience”13. This kind
of tourism has several advantages, particularly in terms of the potential economic benefits
that it can bring to rural areas, which are increasingly oriented towards a multi-function-
ing economy, founded on the combination of agriculture, the conservation of cultural and
landscape assets and tourism. 
In the economic and social scenario that has been emerging in the past few years, cultural
tourism – particularly the kind related to food and wine – is assuming a role of enormous
importance, especially in regions like Piedmont, which are traditionally and characteristi-
cally able to offer a wide range of attractions able to meet the different needs and interests
of tourists. Food and wine tourists, in particular, are strongly motivated by links between
the tasting of local delicacies and an understanding of local culture.
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graph.15d

graph.15e

13 Croce E., Perri G., Il turismo enogastro-
nomico. Progettare, gestire, vivere l’inte-
grazione tra cibo, viaggio e territorio, Franco
Angeli, 2008
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According to research carried out by ISNART (the national institute of tourist research),
which investigated the profile and characteristics of food and wine tourists in Italy, 52% of
them are foreign citizens who not only come from European countries but 28% of which
come from non-EU countries (mostly the United States). The largest group of Italian tourists
come from Lombardy (22%), followed by tourists from Piedmont and Lazio (both ac-
counting for 11%).
This segment has enormous potential for growth also thanks to the increasing level of ed-
ucation of the population and the popularity of new, different models for leisure time. Food
and wine tourists are, in fact, characterised by a higher level of education and professional
qualifications: 85% are either high school graduates or university graduates, 24% are free-
lance professionals or company directors, 16% are clerks and 11.3% are office workers.
ISNART also found that food and wine tourists are one of the tourist categories who spend
the most pro capita per day compared to other tourist categories: €95 per day for an Ital-
ian tourist and as much as €226 per day for a foreign tourist. By comparing the pro capita
expense to average length of stay, the economic benefits for the areas visited are clear. 

When analysing the figures on a municipality level (graphs 16a-q), the changes in tourist
numbers over the past five years (2007-2011) – for municipalities where detailed statistics
are available – confirm the positive trend in the nominated property’s tourist industry, with
a widespread increase in arrivals and tourist numbers, only partially affected by the over-
all reduction in tourism caused by the economic crisis of 2009. 

Component 1 – Langa of Barolo and Component 2 – Grinzane Cavour Castle

Component 3 – Hills of Barbaresco 

Component 4 – Nizza Monferrato and Barbera

Component 5 – Canelli and Asti Spumante

Component 6 – Monferrato of the Infernot
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graph.16a

graph.16b

graph.16c

graph.16a-q: Changes in arrivals on a mu-
nicipality scale (2007-2011) (Source: Osser-
vatorio Regionale del Turismo, Regione
Piemonte, 2012)
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graph.16d

graph.16e

graph.16f
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graph.16g

graph.16h

graph.16i
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graph.16l

graph.16m

graph.16n
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graph.16o

graph.16p

graph.16q
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fig.11: Alternative accommodation in Barolo area

fig.11
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3.7SWOTAnalysis

Based on the analysis of the current situation of the property’s territory, several in-depth
assessment studies have been performed, conducted in compliance with the operative
method of SWOT Analysis. SWOT Analysis is an analysis procedure which allows to assess
the analysed situation and to make decisions, including in the organisational department.
S.W.O.T. is the acronym of:
• STRENGTHS;
• WEAKNESSES;
• OPPORTUNITIES;
• THREATS.

Several basic concepts of this program are applied to the case under examination:
• this analysis tool places and evaluates territorial resources in a systemic frame, allowing

to identify and to map out the strengths and weaknesses for improving and preserving the
territory;

• strengths are resources found locally in the territory: it is often possible to technically act
in order to achieve the planned objectives; weaknesses are, on the other hand, strengths
which are missing for the activity, meaning essential aspects which the territory is lacking;

• potential and criticalities are wide range points of view and identify elements which pre-
sumably will be important in the future and that do not depend on the property and its re-
sources but are dependant on external conditions.

Based on the preliminary assessments performed and on the principles of SWOT analysis,
we have established a summary framework.  
Specifically, analyses performed on the territory have given rise to the drafting of the
S.W.O.T. analysis, as a reference point for the definition of the current situation of the nom-
inated property. In turn, the critical assessment of said matrix yielded the four key objec-
tives of the Management Plan (which will be discussed in depth in the following paragraph).
Finally, each strength, weakness, opportunity and threat highlighted by S.W.O.T. has been
traced back to one of these objectives, with the intent of giving rise to an exhaustive pic-
ture relative to the management aspects on which we must concentrate in the future.
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fig.12

fig.12: SWOT Analysis
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4.Theobjectives

Preservation of the OUV is the primary objective towards which all other objectives and rel-
ative activities aim. Since the landscape in Piedmont is a living landscape, OUV preservation
is strongly interested with the social component of the landscape and is realised through four
specific objectives which are summarised in the following slogans  and images.

An“ArmonicLandscape”:(Wheretodesign)
The plan must create a landscape in which to design and plan, aware of aesthetical and
functional aspects. Therefore, a territory where the human and natural components inte-
grate with each other, generating unique results.
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fig.13: A typical Landscape 
(Capodiferro’s picture)

fig.13

fig.14: View of Barolo Municipality

fig.14
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Starting with the conservative restoration of the landscape and its components, we estab-
lish a series of actions which the institutions, businesses, associations and private citizens
shall be called upon to perform:
• Definition and organisation of the guidelines for recovery and design
• Requalification and recovery interventions in historical town centres and architectural and

landscape heritage sites
• Creation of viewpoints and observation points
• Establishment of venues for sharing information, training and research.

A“SocialLandscape”:(Wheretolive)
The plan must create a landscape in which to live; this objective includes all activities con-
cerned with improving the quality of life of the residents based on the socio-economic pic-
ture seen in the previous paragraphs. A society which is aware and proud of its cultural
heritage is the essential basis for protecting the landscape as a common asset and for its
improvement. These values have a direct effect also on the tourist attraction, since a place
which is alive and which is lived out on a daily basis is more authentic and exciting for vis-
itors from the outside.
A landscape is the mirror of local identity and its protection increases the level of self-es-
teem of the local population and indirectly benefits the mobilisation of intellectual and cre-
ative resources located in the property. Therefore, it becomes necessary:
• to create events for the public and for schools
• to create and improve those centres concerned with the local cultural heritage.
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fig.15

fig.15: A moment of conviviality
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An“EconomicLandscape”:(Wheretowork)
The plan must allow and endorse the productive and professional component of the nom-
inated territory. It is undoubtedly based on the winemaking chain in all its components,
from agriculture to wine and food tourism, and the plan provides a strategic vision for the
nominated area in which manual work in this chain plays a central role. The plan must in-
dicate a virtuous relationship between innovation and tradition, supplying sustainable so-
lutions to the economic pressures without repressing them or keeping them away, but,
rather, endorsing new ones.
The landscape is the backdrop of services connected to the offer of cultural heritage (mu-
seums, castles, cultural and artistic itineraries), to the cultural tourism industry and to hos-
pitality, to professional training, to legal protection of collective and identity brands, to
restoration and to art craftsmanship and publishing. The expressed desire for an integra-
tion between the various components of the plan, obviously including the cultural and eco-
nomic components, finds its most exhaustive expression in these designs.
Local development is also a tool for the protection and preservation of the property itself:
it avoids depopulation, it offers young people an opportunity for further growth, decreas-
ing the demographic unbalance which is already quite evident in the area, and it allows the
property to continue being a living landscape. 

As for the improvement of the agricultural productive system, the proposed interventions
are those supporting wine sales, the review of regulations, product quality certification, re-
search and experimentation concerning production. 
The actions to be performed refer to:
• The enhancement of the local productive heritage and its environment
• The creation of museums and centres for attracting tourism
• The improvement and consolidation of the local offer for tourism
• The promotion of cultural and tourism resources
• The rationalisation of the sign-and-board system 
• The preparation of viewpoints
• The realisation of the “enotreno” (wine train). 
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fig.16: The work in the “cantine” (Bobbio’s
picture)

fig.16
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An“EfficientLandscape”:(Wheretomanage)
The plan must indicate a vision allowing to efficiently manage the available resources. Re-
gardless of them being information, legal tools, energy resources or other, the activities
seeking to achieve this objective analyse under various points of view the available re-
sources and propose strategies intended to improve what is already in existence. This seeks
to create a network between institutions, Vineyard Landscape associations and civil soci-
ety whose aim is to share the information and resources of each actor.

Recording, cataloguing and research actions provide for the coordination of projects which
are already under way and their integration with actions which can enrich the knowledge
base of the property, improving activities of protection, conservation and requalification.
Specifically we are counting on:
• The coordination of territorial databases and registers of objects and structures
• The improvement of existing centres for research and training facilities 
• Ad-hoc studies concerned with the winemaking heritage
• The systemisation of existing visitor tours and “slow” infrastructure
• Sharing of information between the partners and toward the outside.

5.Propertygovernance

Governance is a horizontal and interactive issue which is in contact with every phase of the
Management Plan.
Specifically, it represents a fundamental approach in order to implement a synergic com-
munion of territorial values and systematic intentions which will act as a guarantee for an
aimed and sustainable management of the territorial heritage, especially for a property like
the Vineyard Landscapes of Piedmont in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato areas.
The management Plan proposes the establishment of a specific model of governance
which shall represent the process to accompany its realisation through the interaction
between all the plan’s components.
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fig.17

fig.17: The management of the territory
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The Property Governance is based on territorial, design and institutional networks, inte-
grated and interconnected between each other, able to develop public and private partner-
ship policies intended to guarantee, at the same time, stability and flexibility. 

The governance became a reality through the process of participation and sharing from
the very instance in which the nomination was initially proposed. Every action has allowed,
on one hand, to achieve the UNESCO identification of the property, and the motivation and
objectives for it to be rooted in the involved territories, and on the other hand, to establish
a dialogue and thought process concerning the future of the winegrowing territory and the
responsibility of its protections and conservation for the future generations.

5.1TheManagingBodyoftheproperty:theAssociation

In order to coordinate the various subjects involved in the management of the property,
the “Association for the heritage of Vineyard Landscapes of Langhe-Roero and Monfer-
rato” was established on 10th January 2011 as the managing subject of the territory and
with the specific duty to execute the various plans provided for in the Management Plan.
This Association, being a privileged element in the governance of the territory, is also re-
sponsible for the implementation of the Monitoring Plan associated with the Manage-
ment Plan. Furthermore, it coordinates the various actors which are active on the territory.
The founding members of the Association are the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo and the Regione Piemonte, while other currently active social organs are the Pres-
ident (Dr. Roberto Cerrato), the Vice President (Avv. Gianfranco Comaschi) and the Board
of Directors (President, Vice President, Dr. Annalisa Conti and Dr. Ugo Cavallera). As of
today, the President is assigned with managing functions which he executes relying on
the cooperation of the Board of Directors for all strategic affairs and of the Technical De-
partment for operational coordination.
The Technical Department was formally established using management and operational
resources belonging to the founding members. Besides optimizing existing resources,
this method guarantees constant coordination with and among all involved territorial
sectors. All resources currently involved in the Association (3 resources for each Province
and 4 for the Regione Piemonte) belong to the Planning, Cultural or Agricultural Direc-
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fig.18: A public meeting 

fig.18

ABE, pag. 259; pag. 261
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torate offices and have actively participated to the nomination of the property. The Tech-
nical Department also includes the function of following monitoringactivities both in
terms of effects over the territory (Key Performance Index) and also in terms of realiza-
tion of the Management Plan’s objectives and strategies. In order to perform this task, it
is important for the Technical Department to develop and implement a geo-referenced in-
formation system for the nominated property, based on data already acquired by Region
and Provinces.
Specifically, the professional figures involved in the Technical Department, are listed in
the following table.
In particular, they will continue to work in their office, but they will devote a specific per-
centage of working time to the Association. In the table below it is possible to look at
these different percentage of dedicated time. A lot of meeting will be organized in order
to share the management procedures and the results achieved.
The training is organized within the different offices and the Association organizes meet-
ings concerning the UNESCO issues. In October (2012), the Technical Department or-
ganized a meeting oriented to discuss the new boundaries of the Sites and to organize
the management of the Site. 
During the 2013 year, the Association will organize a meeting every three months to dis-
cuss the management procedure and to share theoretical and practical issues.
Nowadays the Technical Department uses the hardware and the software tools available
in the different Institutional Offices (Piedmont Region, Provinces, …). 
The Association has a legal and operative office in Asti and there it is possible to consult
a lots of books and studies related to the Nomination. Also, at the Office of Piedmont
Region (In Turin) a further meeting room is available. This room is used to organize the
technical meetings.
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tab.7:  The professional figures involved

tab.7
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A scientific committee has been established, and it is in continuation with respect to the
multi-disciplinary work group which supported the drafting of the Nomination Dossier. The
Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activates and the Ministry of Agricultural, Food and
Forestry Policies will work alongside the scientific committee as a supervisor to the nom-
ination process and essential territorial partner, through the Superintendence, united in the
Regional Directorate for Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piemonte.
The Association’s organisational flow chart is as follows. (fig.19)

The Association is based in Asti at the Palazzo della Provincia (Piazza Alfieri, 33 – 14100
Asti) and, as per its Articles of Association, includes among its objectives to broadcast ac-
knowledgment of the heritage of the Property, its safeguarding, protection, and improve-
ment, besides its cultural endorsement, and socio-economic development and integrated
sensitisation of the reference territory. 
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fig.19: The Association’s organisational flow
chart

fig.19
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In order to pursue these objectives, the Association: 
a) promotes cooperation, leads the communication and the sharing of information and doc-

umentation between the Regione Piemonte, the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo, local territorial institutions and the territory’s economical operators, in order to
ensure the harmonisation of management policies for UNESCO heritage in accordance
with the directions established by the management Plan;

b) based on the Management Plan, it promotes the possible acquisition of new protection
tools for UNESCO heritage, in order to pursue, thanks to common actions, additional
forms of protection, preservation, conservation and improvement in compliance with
the institutional regulation of the parties involved;

c) establishes specific thematic issues with local Bodies, Park institutions and other pub-
lic and private administrations and institutions and with experts;

d) cooperates with all international, community, domestic, regional and local institutions; 
e) promotes cooperative relationships with other similar associations;
f) prepares periodical information dossiers on the state of implementation of the Manage-

ment Plan, which will be made available to public and private authorities, operating in the
sector, who wish to receive information;

g) transmits and broadcasts knowledge of UNESCO heritage also promoting education ini-
tiatives in cooperation with the education authorities;

h) broadcasts the culture of territorial protection, cooperating with schools and public and
private institutions;

i) organises researches, exhibitions, reports, conferences and any other type of event; 
l) ensures the availability of a special web site and email address in order to show a single

representative for official communications and a desk for the public.

The Association has assigned itself a brand which includes the official logo of its nomina-
tion and can already be considered strongly rooted in the territory: just think that there are
already many cultural initiatives and projects connected to sustainable tourism and to the
rediscovery of traditions which refer directly to the Association.
In this sense, the Association is acknowledged as having an important role as an interface
between the various levels of territorial government and the institutional Bodies involved
with the Nomination, both regarding public and private subjects.
This networking system is at the base of a far reaching territorial involvement which is es-
sential in order to implement the Management Plan, with respect towards vertical and hor-
izontal subsidiarity. In this sense the Association’s duties are:
• to reduce territorial fragmentation, leading the smaller municipalities towards a large scale

planned  cohesion, 
• to push territorial actors towards a continuous dialogue in accordance with the princi-

ples of information transparency and sharing, 
• to develop winning and convincing strategies with regard to the market, placing sustain-

ability at the focal point and developing a balance between tradition and innovation.
“Supporting members” of the Associations began enrolling starting in April 2011, including
also municipal administrations and other bodies and associations of the nominated territory.
Membership to the Association by the municipalities occurs by means of a decision of the
Municipal Committee, which acknowledges the fact that the local community shares the val-
ues of the UNESCO nomination and the principles of the Association’s Statute itself. Fur-
thermore, membership of the municipality provides for the deposit of a variable yearly sum
according to the number of population residing in the municipality. 
As for financial coverage, besides the initial funds deposited by the founding members
upon establishment (50.000€), the Association obtained funding for 120.000€ by four ter-
ritorial Bank Foundations.
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The activities performed up to now concern especially the sensitization of the territory with
respect to the values identified in its nominations and to the communication and promotion
of the nomination itself. Information and promotional material has been prepared (in the
form of brochures, postcards, posters, videos) distributed in all tourism offices of the terri-
tory, in the museums, wine shops, in the principal places of hospitality and several meetings
have been organised presenting the nomination during other events which usually occur in
the nominated territory and at Culture Institutes of Italian embassies in Europe in order to
increase the promotion and knowledge of the project.
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Meetings held on the territory for the UNESCO nomination project 
Date Place Object of meeting Participants 

17-Apr-04 Canelli - Historical Wineries  

Historical Winery nomination Project Proposal 

Convention - The Ministry puts forward the 

viticultural landscape for nomination.  

Municipalities of Canelli, Province, Ministry for 

Cultural Heritage  

2-Nov-05 Region of Piedmont - Turin Meeting called by the Ministry  Ministry, Regions, Provinces 

10-Jan-06 
Cuneo - Province Head Office 

 

Support Committee for the Communication of 

nomination Project Progress 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

7-Mar-2006  Canelli  Survey  
Provincial and Regional authorities, Ministry -

Professionals and Researchers 

27-Mar-

2006 
Canelli - Regional Wine Board  

"Landscapes of Southern Piedmont and 

historical wineries of Canelli" Convention.  

Documents and notes for nomination  

Province of Asti, Faculty of Agriculture of the 

University of Turin, Strada del Vino "Asetsana", 

Citizens  

5-Apr-06 Province of Asti  
Collaboration and Sharing Meeting - Faculty of 

Agriculture  

Province Directors - Researchers from the 

Faculty of Agriculture and Landscape 

Observatory 

7-Apr-06 Verona, Vinitaly Presentation of the project to the press  
Region of Piedmont, Regional Wine Board of 

Canelli, Journalists and Experts in the sector 

16/20/24 

May-06 

Provinces of Asti, Alessandria and 

Cunelli 
Surveys 

Provincial and Regional authorities, Ministry -

Professionals and Researchers 

21-May-06 Moransengo 

Project presentation - Participation in Piccola 

Grande Italia (Small Big Italy) promoted by 

Legambiente  

Legambiente, from the ANCI, UPI, Enel, 

Corriere della Sera, under the High Patronage 

of the Head of State (joined by 70 

municipalities) the Province of Asti presents 

the UNESCO project among other cultural 

initiatives. 

7-Jun-06 Alba Nomination Definition Meeting  Provincial Authorities, Experts, Researchers  

19-Jul-06 Barolo - Regional Wine Board 

Presentation and sharing of nomination 

project 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants and local authorities 

20-Jul-06 
Santo Stefano Roero  

 

Presentation and sharing of nomination 

project 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants and local authorities 

22-Sept-06 Canelli 

Meeting for "UNESCO recognition and 

development of the territory" - Meeting with 

the Producers Association or Tokaj - UNESCO 

site 

Region, Province of Asti, Local Authorities, 

Associations, Entrepreneurs, Journalists and 

Citizens 

24-Sept-06 Canelli 

Presentation of the guide on Asti 

municipalities and interventions for the 

preparation of the UNESCO project dossier 

Region, Province of Asti, Local Authorities, 

Associations, Entrepreneurs, Journalists and 

Citizens 

4-Oct-06 
Turin – Region Head Office 

 

Proof of Concepts Committee for the 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants  

 

6-Oct-06 
Asti 

 
Regional Technical Work Group  Regional Technical Work Group 

tab.8: Meetings held on the
territory for the UNESCO
nomination project
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20-Oct-06 
Langa 

 

Survey  

 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants  

Dec-06 Turin 

Presentation of the publication "The Vines of 

Piedmont are Put Forward for Recognition by 

UNESCO and the World Heritage List" 

distributed to schools, tourism information 

points and upon request 

Province of Asti, Astetana Strada del Vino, 

Hillside Communities between Langa and 

Monferrato, Langa Asti Community Val 

Bormida, Wine District Langhe Monferrato, 

Municipality of Canelli and Region. 

10-Jan-07 
Cuneo - Province Head Office 

 

Support Committee for the Communication of 

nomination Project Progress 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

14-Mar-

2007 
Turin – Region Head office Regional Technical Work Group  Regional Technical Work Group 

20-Mar-

2007 
Cuneo - Province Head Office 

Sharing the protocol of management plan 

agreement and content 

Provincial Committee, provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants 

1-Apr-07 

 

Verona - Vinitaly 

 

Presentation of the nomination project

 

MiBAC Civil Servants, regional and provincial 

Civil Servants and Directors, Consultants 

26-Apr-07 

 
Cuneo - Province Head Office 

Discussion on joining the Langa Monregalese 

project 

Provincial Committee, provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants  

21-May-07 

 

Bossolasco - Hillside Community 

office 
Discussion on nomination project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Alta Langa area 

Municipalities 

28-May-07 

 

Val D'Orcia 

 

Discussion on UNESCO theme 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Directors, Consultants, Val d'Orcia 

representatives 

15-Jun-07 

 

Cuneo - Province Head Office 

 

Support Committee for the Communication of 

nomination Project Progress 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

19-Sept-07 

 

Rome - MiBAC Office 

 

Definition of management plan characteristics 

and nomination strategies 

 

MiBAC Civil Servants, regional and provincial 

Civil Servants and Directors, Consultants  

17-Dec-07 

 

Langa 

 

Alta Langa and Dogliani area survey 

 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants  

22-Jan-08 

 
Turin – Region Head Office Regional Technical Work Group Regional Technical Work Group 

20-Jan-08 

 
Cuneo - Province Head Office Discussion on nomination progress 

Provincial Civil Servants and Directors, 

Consultants  

4-Feb-08 

 
Cuneo - Province Head Office 

Discussion on nomination progress and 

sharing working plan 

Provincial Civil Servants and Directors, 

Consultants  

18-Apr-08 

 
Alba - Municipal Council Head Office 

Support Committee for the Communication of 

nomination Project Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

30-Apr-08 

 
Turin - Region Head Office 

Definition of the invitation to tender for 

choosing the nomination logo 

Consultants, regional Civil Servants and 

Directors 

2-May-08 Alba - Ideation Office Presentation of the nomination project Consultants, Provincial Councillor, Landscape 
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Meetings held on the territory for the UNESCO nomination project 
  Observatory of Langhe and Roero

5-May-08 

 

Grinzane Cavour 

 

raising territorial awareness of the Barolo area 

nomination 

Provincial councillors and Civil Servants, local 

Directors, Consultants, Journalists, wine 

producers, tourism and culture operators 

6-May-08 

 

Canale - Regional Wine Board 

 

raising territorial awareness of the Roero area 

nomination 

 

Provincial councillors and Civil Servants, local 

Directors, Consultants, Journalists, wine 

producers, tourism and culture operators 

8-May-08 

 

Barbaresco - Municipal Council 

Head Office 

raising territorial awareness of the Barbaresco 

area nomination 

Provincial councillors and Civil Servants, local 

Directors, Consultants, Journalists, wine 

producers, tourism and culture operators 

9-May-08 

 
Dogliani - Town Cinema 

raising territorial awareness of the Dogliani 

area nomination 

Provincial councillors and Civil Servants, local 

Directors, Consultants, Journalists, wine 

producers, tourism and culture operators 

9-May-08 Turin - Region Head Office Regional Technical Work Group Regional Technical Work Group 

16-May-08 Cinque Terre 
Discussion on the UNESCO theme, raising 

territorial awareness 

Provincial councillors and Civil Servants, local 

Directors, Consultants, tourism and culture 

operators, Cinque Terre representatives 

17-Jun-08 

 
Canale Presentation of the nomination project 

Regional councillors, regional and provincial 

Civil Servants and Directors, Consultants, local 

Directors 

22-Aug-08 Alba - Ideation Office Discussion on nomination progress 
Provincial councillors, regional Directors, 

Consultants  

12-Sept-08 Turin - Region Head Office Regional Technical Work Group Regional Technical Work Group 

13-Sept-08 Canelli - Regional Wine Board 
Convention for presentation of the nomination 

project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC Civil Servants, researchers, 

Citizens 

22-Nov-08 Castelnuovo Don Bosco Presentation of the nomination project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, municipal Directors of 

Core Zone 1, Citizens 

14-Jan-09 Alba - Municipal Council Head Office 
Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

15-Jan-09 Alessandria - Province Head Office 
Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of 

Alessandria 

22-Jan-09 
Cassine - Municipal Council Head 

Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project of Core Zone 5 

23-Jan-09 
Castagnole Monferrato  - Municipal 

Council Head Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project of Core Zone 2 

23-Jan-09 
Castelnuovo Don Bosco - Municipal 

Council Head Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project of Core Zone 1 
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26-Jan-09 Cuneo - Province Head Office 
Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Provincial Civil Servants and Politicians, 

Consultants  

26-Jan-09 
Barolo - Municipal Council Head 

Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Barolo Core Zone 

26-Jan-09 Montà 
Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Roero Municipalities 

09-Feb-09 
Dogliani - Municipal Council Head 

Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Dogaliani Core 

Zone 

11-Feb-09 
Barbaresco - Municipal Council 

Head Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Barbaresco Core 

Zone 

11-Feb-09 
S. Stefano Belbo - Municipal 

Council Head Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Moscato Core 

Zone 

12-Feb-09 
Bossolasco - Hillside Community 

office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress and Discussion with Local Directors 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Loazzolo Core 

Zone 

16-Feb-09 Monteu Roero Discussion to identify the core zone 
Consultants, Directors of Municipalities in the 

Roero Area 

24-Feb-09 Monteu Roero Discussion to identify the core zone 
Consultants, Directors of Municipalities in the 

Roero Area 

05-Mar-

2009 
Asti - Province Head Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Asti 

09-Mar-

2009 
Canelli and Coazzolo Discussion to identify the core zone 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Moscato Core Zone 

13-Mar-

2009 
Montà Discussion to identify the core zone 

Consultants, Directors of Municipalities in the 

Roero Area 

23-Mar-

2009 

Dogliani - Municipal Council Head 

Office 

Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, 

Municipalities in the Dogliani Core Zone 

31-Mar-

2009 
Castagnole Monferrato 

Discussion Meeting regarding the UNESCO 

nomination of the Municipality of Castagnole 

Monferrato: opportunities and prospects 

Landscape Observatory 

7-Apr-09 Faculty of Agriculture, Alba 
Presentation of the nomination of Langhe-

Roero and Monferrato 
Consultants, Provinces, Region of Piedmont 

28-May-09 Castello di Moasca 
UNESCO and the quintessential viticultural 

landscapes: opportunities and prospects 
Canelli Domani Association 

8-Jun-09 Municipality of Santo Stefano Belbo 
UNESCO and the quintessential viticultural 

landscapes: opportunities and prospects 
Canelli Domani Association 

15-Jun-09 Alba - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 
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Meetings held on the territory for the UNESCO nomination project 
Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zones 7, 8 

and 9 

19-Jun-09 Alba - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 
Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zone 3 

19-Jun-09 
Deconsecrated Church of San 

Marzano Oliveto 

UNESCO and the quintessential viticultural 

landscapes: opportunities and prospects 
Canelli Domani Association 

22-Jun-09 Alessandria - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 

Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zones 10 

and 11  

23-Jun-09 Turin - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 
Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zone 1 

26-Jun-09 Asti - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 
Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zone 2 

29-Jun-09 Asti - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 

Provincial and Regional Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Municipalities in Core Zones 4 and 

5 

6-Jul-09 Alba - Region Head Office Verification of Local Strategic Plan forecast 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Roero Area Municipalities 

8-Jul-09 Turin - Region Head Office Discussion with consultant Jukka Jokilehto 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants 

09-Jul-09 Turin - Region Head Office Discussion with consultant Jukka Jokilehto 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants  

10-Jul-09 Turin - Region Head Office Discussion with consultant Jukka Jokilehto 

Regional and Political Civil Servants and 

Politicians, MiBAC and Department Civil 

Servants, Consultants  

15-Jul-09 Alessandria - Province Head Office Communication of Core Zone borders 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of 

Alessandria 

15-Jul-09 Alba - Province Head Office Communication of Core Zone borders 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

16-Jul-09 Asti - Province Head Office Communication of Core Zone borders 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Asti 

22-Jul-09 Grana Monferrato Discussion to identify the core zone 
Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Grignolino Core Zone 

23-Jul-09 Alba 
Communication of nomination Project 

Progress 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

3-Sept-09 Roero Meeting with Stakeholders 

Municipalities involved in the UNESCO project 

in the Province of Cuneo, Actors in the Area, 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants   
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3-Sept-09 Turin Technical Committee 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants  

22-Sept-09 Alba Meeting with Stakeholders 

Municipalities involved in the UNESCO project 

in the Province of Cuneo, Actors in the Area, 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants   

28-Sept-09 Treiso Meeting with Stakeholders 

Municipalities involved in the UNESCO project 

in the Province of Cuneo, Actors in the Area, 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants   

9-Oct-06 Asti 
Public Meeting "World Heritage and Statement 

of Outstanding Universal Value" 

Landscape Observatory, UNESCO club of Asti, 

Consultants, ILO 

13-Oct-06 Turin Technical Committee 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants  

27-Nov-09 Turin Public Presentation of the Project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project 

10-Dec-09 Turin 
Regional Technical Work Group 

 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants from the UNESCO 

World Heritage Office of the Italian Ministry for 

Culture 

13-Dec-09 Nice  Public Presentation of the Project 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants and Local Citizens 

17-Dec-09 Nice Public Presentation of the Project 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants and Local Citizens 

16-Jan-10 La Morra Public Presentation of the Project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project, 

Local Citizens, La Morra Vive Association 

30-Jan-10 Beppe Fenoglio Room in Alba 
Langa, Roero and Monferrato Viticultural 

Landscapes 

Provincial Councillor Vito Valsania, 

Consultants, Region 

3-Feb-10 Turin Technical Committee 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants  

4-Feb-10 Turin Proof of Concepts Committee 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project  

26-Feb-10 Alba Public Presentation of the Project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Local Citizens, Municipalities 

involved in the UNESCO project in the Province 

of Cuneo   

28-Apr-10 Alessandria Meeting for the Management Plan 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of 

Alessandria 

29-Apr-10 Alba Meeting for the Management Plan 
Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 
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in the UNESCO project in the Province of Cuneo

6-May-10 Turin Proof of Concepts Committee 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project 

10-May-10 Asti Meeting for the Management Plan 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of Asti 

13-May-10 Cuneo 
Meeting of Core Zone 8 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Dolcetto di Dogliani 

Core Zone 

17-May-10 Alba 
Meeting of Core Zone 8 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Barolo Core Zone 

19-May-10 Alessandria 
Meeting of Core Zone 5 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Moscato/Fontanile-

Ricaldone Core Zone 

19-May-10 Fontanile 
Meeting of Core Zone 5 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Moscato/Fontanile-

Ricaldone Core Zone  

20-May-10 Alba 
Meeting of Core Zone 6 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Barbaresco Core Zone 

21-May-10 Castelnuovo d.Bosco 
Meeting of Core Zone 1 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Freisa Core Zone 

21-May-10 Loazzolo 
Meeting of Core Zone 4 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Moscato-Loazzolo Core 

Zone 

25-May-10 Canelli 
Meeting of Core Zone 3 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Moscato/S. Stefano 

Belbo-Canelli Core Zone 

27-May-10 Alessandria 
Meeting of Core Zone 9 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Grignolino-Ruchè Core 

Zone 

27-May-10 Castagnole Monferrato 
Meeting of Core Zone 9 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Grignolino-Ruchè Core 

Zone 

28-May-10 Vinchio 
Meeting of Core Zone 2 (Local Strategic Plan 

variations) 

Provincial Civil Servants, Consultants, Directors 

of Municipalities in the Barbera Core Zone 

7-Jun-10 Turin Technical Committee 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project  

5-Jul-10 Alessandria Meeting for the Management Plan 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of 

Alessandria 

2-Sept-10 Alessandria Meeting for the Management Plan 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities involved 

in the UNESCO project in the Province of 
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Alessandria 

6-Sept-10 Passerano Marmorito Public Presentation of the Project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Local Citizens, Municipalities 

involved in the UNESCO project in the Province 

of Asti 

15-Sept-10 Turin Technical Committee 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants and 

Politicians, Consultants, Municipalities and 

Provinces involved in the UNESCO project 

16-Sept-10 Asti Public Presentation of the Project 

Regional and Provincial Civil Servants, 

Consultants, Local Citizens, Municipalities 

involved in the UNESCO project in the Province 

of Asti 

16-Sept-10 
Circolo Lettori Torino (Turin 

Readers Circle) 

Langhe-Roero and Monferrato

Landscapes and words of a candidate territory 

for the UNESCO World Heritage List 

UNESCO Centre of Turin, University of Turin, 

FAI of the Province of Cuneo, Politecnico di 

Torino 

25-Sept-10 Casa Gancia Canelli 

World Heritage Landscapes 

The cultivation of vines in South Piedmont: a 

sign of cultural integrity and identity. 

Province of La Spezia, Park of the Cinque Terre; 

UNESCO site of Lavaux, Observatory, Italian 

Ministry for Culture, Italian UNESCO Site 

Representatives 

11-Oct-10 Canelli 
Presentation of the Project in the Master 

"World Heritage at Work" 
Consultants, Citizens, ILO 

27-Nov-10 Acqui Terme  
Public Convention/Presentation of Dossier 

Material and Local Strategic Plan  

Provincial Authority of Alessandria, Local 

Directors, Cultural Associations, Citizens  

10-Jan-11 Asti 
Accord between Regione Piemonte, 

Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo Provincial 
Authority related to the Association 

Regione Piemonte, Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo 
Provincial Authority 

17-Jan-11 Asti Official press conference presenting the 
Association and its objectives 

Regional and provincial officers, consultants, 
local population, municipalities involved with 

the Unesco project 

21-Jan-11 Asti 
Public meeting: Is there a future for 

vinegrowing in the Asti area? Professors, officers, public 

Jan-Apr-11 Piemonte 

Meetings and in-depth discussions within the 
interested territories concerning the 
participation of municipalities to the 

Association 
(La Morra / Barolo/ Grinzane Cavour for the 

municipalities of the Barolo 
Barbaresco area/ Neive for the Barbaresco 

area 
Canelli/ Asti/ Calosso for the Asti area 

Cassine/ Cella Monte/ Terruggia/ Ricaldone/ 
Cantina Sociale  for the Alessandria area) 

Regional and provincial officers, consultants, 
municipalities involved with the Unesco project 

12Mar-11 Canelli 
Meeting: Vinegrowing and industry in the 

Moscato area: Researches, Studies and food 
for thought 

Professors, officers, public 

13 Mar-11 Grazzano Badoglio 
Book presentation: Monferrato splendido 

patrimonio (The splendid heritage of 
Monferrato) 

Professors, officers, public 

9-Apr-11 Asti Refresher course: Good landscape practices Professors, teachers, officers, public 

11-Apr-11 Torino 
Meeting at the Regione Piemonte building with 
Bank Foundations of Piedmont for the support 

of the Association 

Regione Piemonte, Association, Bank 
foundations of Piemonte 

12-Apr-11 Canelli 
Conference: Valle Belbo landscapes: a heritage 

needing study and protection Professors, officers, public 

17-Apr-11 Isola d’Asti Meeting: The protection of the Italian 
landscape: where we are after 150 years of 

Professors, officers, public 
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Meetings held on the territory for the UNESCO nomination project 
history 

21-Apr-11 Alba 

Meeting concerning the issues of the Unesco 
Nomination at the Banca d’Alba Foundation 
with the creation of dedicated brochures in 

three languages 

RegionePiemonte, Provinces of Alessandria, 
Asti and Cuneo, regional and provincial 

officers, consultants, municipalities involved 
with the Unesco project, public 

7-May-
2011 

Nizza Monferrato Photographic exhibit: Monferrato Earthscapes 
– the art of landscape 

Public 

25/29-May-
11 

Asti, Canelli, Vinchio, Vaglio Serra III Festival of the Agricultural Landscape Professors, officers, public 

27-May-11 Asti 

Meeting: the management of the territory and 
naturalistic engineering as a preventive 

measure and cure for instability in Langhe, 
Monferrato and hills in Piedmont 

Professors, officers, public 

10-Jun-11 Amsterdam 
Participation in Amsterdam at the Centre Of 

Italian Culture for the presentation of the 
Nomination 

Association 

13-Jun-11 La Morra 

Meeting for the deliberation of refusal of 
proposal presented by the Municipality of La 
Morra for the inclusion of a particular area of 

Santa Maria di La Morra. 
Meeting with the population. 

Association, municipal officers, local 
population 

19-Jun-11 Asti 

Board of Directors of the Association 
concerning issues connected to consultancy 

tasks relative to the continuation of 
nomination activities 

Association 

30-Sept-11 Asti 
Submission of paper and cd copies of dossier 

to the Provinces with delivery by the 
Association 

Association 

Oct-Nov-11 National and international territory 

Participation at national and international fairs 
relative to the territory along with the 

networks of Atl (aziende turistiche locali – 
local tourism businesses) with a dedicated 
stand and constant presence of Association 

staff. 

Association 

26-Oct-11 Mongardino Territory, landscape and gardens Professors, officers, public 

13-Nov-11 Canale Meeting:  From Astisio to Roero Professors, officers, public 

26-Nov-11 Torino 
Meeting: Reconciling the landscape with 

human activities Professors, officers, public 

4-Dec-11 Asti Conference organised by the Network of 
Landscape Observatories of Piedmont in Asti 

Association, Landscape Observatories of 
Piedmont 

Jan-12 Torino Meeting at the Regione Piemonte building  
Board of Directors of the Association, Regione 
Piemonte, Provinces of Asti, Alessandria and 

Cuneo, SITI 

20-Jan-12 Rome 

Meeting in Rome at the Ministry for Cultural 
Heritage for duty  assignment to the 

association for the coordination of activities 
connected to Workshop ITALIA –GIAPPONE 

scheduled in February and March 2012. 

Association, MiBAC, RegionePiemonte, SiTI 

1-Feb-12 Torino 
Meeting in the Regione Piemonte building for 

the presentation of the Workshop Italia – 
Giappone trip 

Association, Regione Piemonte, SiTI 

6-Feb-12 Villafranca d’Asti 

The landscape of the Asti area: in-depth 
studies concerning its main historical and 
environmental peculiarities and its most 

common improper and inconsistent 
transformations 

Professors, officers, public 

6-13-Feb-
12 

Castagnole delle Lanze Lecture: Analysis and study of the landscape 
of the Asti area: protection and improvement 

Professors, officers, public 

11-Feb-12 Asti 
Lecture: From territorial protection to the 

building of the future 
Professors, officers, public 

16-20 Feb-
12 

Sado Isle-Tokyo, Japan Workshop Italia-Giappone session with MiBAC Association, MiBAC, Regione Piemonte, SiTI 

29-Feb-12 Asti 
Summoning of the first general meeting of the 

Association for the approval of the 2011 
Balance at Palazzo Mazzetti in Asti. 

Association 
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Meetings held on the territory for the UNESCO nomination project 

16-Mar-12 Torino 
Seminary: Heritage and areas of great public 
interest. In-depth discussion on analysis and 

regulation 
Professors, officers, public 

16-Mar-12 Ricaldone 

Meeting: What landscape? Landscape as a 
shared heritage, as an element of identity, 
generator of economic development and a 

foundation of the quality of life 

Professors, officers, public 

Mar-12 Mombaruzzo 
Workshop Italia-Giappone session with MiBAC

Visit in the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato 
territories. 

Association, MiBAC, Regione Piemonte, SiTI 

23-Mar-12 Asti 
Meeting: Tourism and development; what 

challenges? Association, Professors, officers, public 

Apr-12 Terruggia 

Conference organised by the municipality of 
Terruggia (Al) concerning the nomination. 

Participation of a representative of the 
Association 

Association, municipal officers, public 

21 Apr-
2012 Vezzolano 

Technical seminary 
Works of naturalistic engineering which are 
useful for the maintenance of hilly territories 

University teachers, public 

13-May-12 Torino 
Book presentation 

Discovering heritage: langhe, roero and 
monferrato 

Professors, officers, public 

18-May-12 Villafranca d’Asti 

Study meeting 
Tourism and widespread hospitality in 

Valtriversa 
"possible development and real experiences 

for the safeguarding of the landscape " 

Professors, officers, public 

19-May-12 Alba 

Conference at the Fondazione Ferrero of Alba, 
with the participation, among the speakers, of 

seven representatives of the Landscape 
Observatories of Piedmont 

Association, representatives of Ferrero, public 

23-Jun-
2012 

Torino 
Meeting: Regional Landscape Planning: 
knowledge, conservation and innovation 

Professors, officers, public 

23-26-Jun-
12 

St. Petersburg 
Participation of the delegation of the 

Association to the 40th session of the World 
Heritage Committee in St. Petersburg 

Association, MiBAC, Regione Piemonte, SiTI 

26-28-Jun-
12 Asti 

First international meeting of ecolinguistics: 
How to communicate the environment and the 

landscape. 
Professors, officers, public 

28-29-Jun-
12 

Torino 
Training and professionalism for the 

conservation, improvement and management 
of the landscape 

Professors, officers, public 

6-Jul-12 Asti 
Meeting: Historical evolution of agriculture in 

the Asti area Professors, officers, public 

20-22-Jul-
12 

Nizza Monferrato, Canelli, Vinchio, 
Vaglio Serra 

Festival of the Agricultural Landscape Professors, officers, public 

21-Jul-12 Canelli 
What future for the UNESCO nomination for 

Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Professors, officers, public 

8-Aug-12 Roma 
Meeting called by the Ministry of Agricultural, 

Food and Forest Policies 
Ministry, Regions, Provinces, SiTI 

29-Aug-12 Roma 
Meeting called by the Ministry of Agricultural, 

Food and Forest Policies 
Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forest 

Policies, Regions, Provinces, SiTI 

31-Oct-12 Monferrato of the Infernot 
Meeting with the inhabitants and visit to the 

Infernot 
Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities, 

inhabitants 

16-Nov-12 Alessandria 
Book presentation: the landscape of the 

Alessandria area. Plans and practices for local 
development. 

Professors, officers, public 

27-Nov-12 La Morra 
Workshop La green Landscape Economy, a 
new development model for the city and the 

territory 

Association, Arch. Andreas Kipar, SiTI, public, 
Municipalities involved with the Unesco project 

27-Nov-12 Alba Book presentation:  Professors, officers, public 

29-30- 
Nov-12 Monferrato of the Infernot 

Meeting with the inhabitants and visit to the 
Infernot 

Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forest, 
inhabitants 

13-Dec-12 Asti Information meeting Association, SiTI, public, municipalities 
involved with the Unesco project 
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fig.20: A typical landscape 

fig.20
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While waiting for nomination acknowledgement, the Association is dealing with the coor-
dination of the projects, provided by the Management Plan, which are already under way,
and with the monitoring activities with regard to the effects that these projects have had on
the property.
The governance process previously described and its effectiveness must be continuously
monitored in a cyclic manner, so that any feedback can allow the Association to re-evalu-
ate objectives and strategies. The complexity of the context, the composition of the network,
the participation of various subjects at many levels, shall make it necessary, as the Man-
agement Plan continues to be implemented, to apply amendments and changes to the poli-
cies adopted, to update the tools employed, to introduce new forms of partnership. This
highlights the essential role of the Association in implementing the monitoring plan pro-
vided for by the Management Plan.

5.2Theinvolvementofthelocalcommunity

The involvement of the local community concerning the policies regarding UNESCO has
been highlighted and set as a priority by the Organisation itself, also and mainly on the oc-
casion of the recent celebration of the 40th anniversary of the World Heritage List. 
As we can see in the above table, the nomination of Langhe Roero Monferrato created a de-
bate on the territory at both the institutional and civil level. During the more than 10 years
of works on the nomination, there have been many instances of confrontation and com-
munication, with a remarkable acceleration during the two-year period of 2009-2010 aimed
at the first drafting of the dossier. 
By observing the agenda of meetings and the press conferences dedicated to UNESCO
themes on local media, we can see that the local population is interested in the progress
of the works and citizens, associations and bodies have a constant will to participate di-
rectly. The following graph shows the trend of the number of interventions which took place
mainly on the territory object of nomination, and we can see a peak in 2010 due to the first
presentation of the dossier to UNESCO in January 2011. The 2011-2012 period is based
on the “official” appointments to which the Winemaking Landscape Association took part
and does not include the events with third parties.
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graph.17

graph.17: Number of cultural events for year
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More in general, we can see how the mobilisation phase of human resources concerning
the acknowledgment project for the nominated heritage directly and indirectly involved im-
portant sectors of society at the regional scale and activated wide-range processes among
various components of civil society.
Many activities have been carried out with young people through the involvement of schools
in projects such as the competition for creating the Vineyard Landscape Association’s logo,
as described in the paragraph relative to communication. The competition, open to all stu-
dents of art schools and professional graphic schools of the provinces of Alessandria, Asti
and Cuneo, collected 76 graphic ideas among which the winner was selected and officially
adopted. Furthermore, the schools actively participated in conferences and appointments
as listed in the previous table.
The cultural world became active over the years regarding cultural issues, creating oppor-
tunities or occasions for in-depth study which are directly related to the issues of protec-
tion of the winemaking landscape and of the UNESCO nomination. Specifically, we can
recall the Festival of the Agricultural Landscape (Festival del Paesaggio Agrario) which, in
2011 and 2012, in various locations within the Province of Asti, dedicated many appoint-
ments for the discussion concerning the progress of nomination and for many other con-
nected issues.
On 27th October 2012, the show “PAISAN Ritratti di gente collinare” made its debut in the
theatre at the Bosca di Canelli cellars, created by the Compagnia Teatro degli Acerbi and
Faber Teater and endorsed by the Vineyard Landscape Association, by the Province of Asti,
by the Regione Piemonte and by the C.R. Asti Bank in order to involve the population with
the UNESCO nomination and concerning the values which it wishes to protect and improve.
The show employs elements of the variety show, three actors and an accordion player give
life to a kaleidoscope of characters and situations which move around market stalls, a place,
perhaps the last place, which still allows people to meet and to share experiences, and also
allows the culture of a territory to grow, integrate and change. Next to Pavese, Silone, Dante
Alighieri and Verga there are also, in a dignified manner, Carlo Artuffo, I Trelilu, Dumini
Badalin and Fred Buscaglione.
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Statements of Significant interest

One of the most interesting events in the field of the landscape’s protection, demon-
strating a clear participation of the citizenry towards the challenges of landscape, are cer-
tainly the declaration of landscape notable public interest made by citizen groups or
local councils. According to Legislative Decree 42/2004 is scheduled to be submitted
requests for protection from the “bottom” rather than through the traditional steps taken
by the regional commission in charge. “The commission referred to in Article 137, on
the initiative of the components of some ministerial or regional basis or on the initia-
tive of other local authorities concerned, once they received the necessary information
through the superintendents and the relevant regional and provincial offices and the
municipalities involved and consulted, where these info are appropriate for subject mat-
ter experts, they determine whether there is significant public interest, pursuant to Ar-
ticle 136, real estate and land for which has launched an initiative to the region and
propose the adoption of the declaration. “ (Article 138 of Legislative Decree no. March
26, 2008, n. 63) The applications submitted shall be examined by a special regional
commission that decides where to place constraints on legal protection. Until now they
have started this practice for the towns of Canelli and Isola d’Asti, for the village of Isola
Villa, San Marzanotto,village of Asti, and the municipality of Passerano Marmorito. for
the fraction of Schierano. The first experience is the one of San Marzanotto d’Asti, where
a committee of citizens signed a declaration of significant public interest in trying to
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5.3Thecommunication

The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato region now has a
communication plan developed, integrated, and articulated into various actions.
First, a reflection was conducted on the concept of a “product-territory” composed of a com-
plex system of tangible and intangible elements, services, and relationships among local actors. 
To appropriately manage territorial communication, it was necessary to quickly design a
“Copy Strategy” (a brief description of the communications strategy guidelines) to define
“the spirit” and the facets of the image of the territory to be created.
The aim is to translate a cross-section of the territory analysis data into basic focal points
for the entire communications campaign.
In this specific case, the brand must represent the following strategic values:
• respect for the “key title” of the project,
• the significant extent of the wine-producing territory object of the candidature,
• the high number of native vinestocks,
• the undeniable excellence of the wine grape production,
• the presence of a very high number of producers,
• the integration between the territory and its past and present enological production, which

has created a cultural network of traditions linked to wine production, matched with the
harmony of a landscape unmatched anywhere in the world.
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stop the construction of a facility producing electricity through biomass. After these re-
quests other statements were subscribed through the action of the Centre for Land-
scape Monferrato and Asti. In cases of Canelli, Isola d’Asti and Passerano Marmorito
the resolutions were approved by each municipal council, that’s a sign of a strong in-
stitutional commitment. The village of Isola Villa and that of Schierano were analyzed
in the historical, architectural and landscape and led to the drafting of special dossier,
handed over to provincial and regional institutions. The process of law requires that
these files are analyzed and eventually approved by the appropriate regional commis-
sions and they have the power to put specific constraints of protection.
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Furthermore, it must:
• have a strong emotional character;
• be able to support promotion of the territory through all actions and communications

products;
• act as an “umbrella brand” that, while promoting the territorial system overall, can main-

tain the individual identities (brands and names) forming it;
• Be understandable around the world.
In December 2008, the Piedmont Region launched a brand definition contest directed to the
students of the art institutes and professional publicity graphics institutes in the provinces
of Alessandria, Asti, and Cuneo.
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CONTEST FOr ThE DESIGN OF ThE BrAND AND INSTITUTIONAL PAYOFFS OF ThE UNESCO CANDIDATUrE
PrOJECT “ThE WINE-GrOWING LANDSCAPE OF ThE PIEDmONT” DIrECTED TO ThE STUDENTS OF hIGh
SChOOLS FOr ThE ArTS, ArT INSTITUTES, AND PrOFESSIONAL PUBLICITY GrAPhICS INSTITUTES OF ThE
PrOVINCES OF ALESSANDrIA, ASTI, AND CUNEO

The Piedmont Region, the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo and the Ministry for Heritage and Cultural Ac-
tivities, within the UNESCO/HUMAN HERITAGE SITES candidature program for the excellence of the wine cultivation
areas in the Langhe-Monferrato-Roero departments, is sponsoring a contest for the design of the brand and the in-
stitutional payoff of the initiative directed to students (understood either as “individual subject” or as “collective sub-
ject” when participating as a class) from artistic and arts high schools, art institutes, and professional publicity
graphics institutes in the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo.
All the participants must design a brand and payoff to represent the following strategic values, meeting the execu-
tive criteria specified below:
Strategic values:
In strategic terms, the brand and payoff proposal must express and synthesize the following concepts into a visual
and verbal form:
• The significant range of the wine-producing territory object of the UNESCO candidature comprised of three districts:
Langhe, Monferrato, and Roero.
• The high number of native vinestocks.
• The undeniable excellence of the wine grape production.
• The presence of a very high number of producers.
• The integration between territory and enological production - in the present and in the past - that has created a cul-
tural network of traditions linked to wine production, matched with a harmony in the landscape unique in the world.

Information regarding the project of candidature to the UNESCO can be found in the Home Page of the website of
the Piedmont Region at the address: www.regione.piemonte.it.
Furthermore, the brand and the payoff must:
• Have a strong emotional impact.
• Have the ability to support the activity of promoting the territories in question regarding all the actions and com-
munication products.

• Perform the function of “umbrella brand” that, while promoting the territorial system overall, maintains the iden-
tity (brands and names) of the individual reality of which we are a part.

Executive criteria:
Participants in the contest are asked to create a brand (pictogram and/or logo) and payoff (with the pertinent letter-
ing) consistent with the following criteria:
• The “key title” on which to work is: “CHARACTERISTIC WINE PRODUCING LANDSCAPES OF THE PIEDMONT;”
• Be understandable and useable around the world;
• Have the necessary flexibility for their extension to all commercial applications and arrangements.
• Be reproducible in all media (television, press, Web, etc.)
• Maintain visibility, recognizability, balance, and esthetic values on any scale - from large to small (from banners to
business cards) - both in static and dynamic versions (graphic motion).
• Provide for applicability matched with other institutional brands (i.e.: Public Administration, sponsor, etc.)
Format for presentation of the proposals
All the proposals must be presented on white sheets of paper in A3 format (42 x 29.7 centimeters), placed vertically
or horizontally as desired, mounted on rigid black backgrounds large enough able to create a frame around the page.
Every proposal must be presented in 3 versions:
_brand and payoff in color centered on the page with reduced black and white version in the lower right corner
_brand and payoff in color centered on the page with reduced version in color in the lower right corner
_brand and payoff in black and white centered on the page with reduced version in color in the lower right corner.
Participants must accompany the brand and payoff proposal with a written “creative approach:” a document sum-
marizing the logical processes followed in the development of the creative strategy to the formulation of the proposal.
At their discretion, participants may also include - exclusively on computer media (CD-Rom) with files in Mac and
Windows format (with extensions: .tif, .jpg, .pdf) - additional displays that show the flexibility of the brand and pay-
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All the participants (76) have designed a brand and a payoff; the best results are shown in
the images below.
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off proposal presented. For example, the system of coordination of the image: the way in which the graphics of the
brand and payoff proposal may be extended to the entire set of identification of the territorial system in question, in-
cluding the arrangements, the furnishing of sites set aside for the performance of the activities, the execution of
products for merchandising, etc.

Copyright and use of the proposals
The copyright on the brand and of the payoff selected becomes the exclusive property of the Piedmont Region,
which reserves the right to ask the winner to perfect graphics and/or content.
All the proposals presented will be displayed in a traveling exhibit that will take place in the cities of Alessandria, Asti,
and Cuneo, during 2009.
Financial compensation
The financial compensation for the winner of the contest is 1,000.00 Euros including taxes.
In the case of requests for perfecting the brand and the payoff by the Piedmont Region, the winner – individually or
as a class – shall be supported by a professional chosen by the committee.

fig.21: Contest-winning Logo fig.22: Second place Logo fig.23: Third-place Logo

fig.24: Award for best logo

fig.25: The colours of Vineyard Landscape

fig.25
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Although the logo currently used was based on the winning design, the colors and the writ-
ing were actually modified based on a series of reflections.
To define the range of colors for the communication of the territory and on which to cali-
brate the entire communication, it was decided, among the possible options, to extract the
colors from the territory itself, with the intention of making them an integral part of the vi-
sual aspect of the communication. 
For this purpose, investigations were performed in the districts examined, especially where
the panorama is completely molded by wine production, and some significant photos were
taken to depict the great chromatic variety that characterizes the landscape.
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fig.27: Poster

fig.27

fig.26: The Logo Used
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The result of this process is the official logo appearing here; the choice of colors recalls the
sensations the territory arouses and can be an instrument to transmit the wealth of the
landscape and its various shades.
The brand is used in general and administrative communications, with the creation of let-
terhead paper, business cards, cards, fax forms, invoices, delivery labels, tickets for forms,
shipping, etc.
Following the same process all the other materials were designed to be distributed at infor-
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fig.29: Folding back

fig.28: Folding front

fig.28

fig.29
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mation points during the events correlated with the project. These small and medium sized
objects offer both informational and institutional value. This informational material was cre-
ated in conventional formats such as fliers, brochures, thematic maps, and on less con-
ventional media that also function as promotional gifts, such as bookmarks, postcards, etc...
It is also very important the creation of a media information network based on a website
portal (www.paesaggivitivinicoli.it), but that also provides the consultation of material
through other supports. The portal provides an informational section on the territory and
a section regarding the project and the works implemented for the candidature. 
This is an official instrument of the UNESCO candidature and as this point of reference for
all the stakeholders, in which it is possible to consult constantly updated material.
On presentation of the candidature to the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, a “press
room” was prepared on the portal, to which is reference is made for additional in-depth in-
formation.
The site is dedicated to the presentation of the concept of the candidature and, as stated,
collects official documents and media materials used up to now for the communication.
The “press room” records the video interviews of the scientific and institutional project
contacts. Every video interview, approximately 3 minutes long, is available both in video
streaming media and broadcast format (useable by video directors of public and private tel-
evision stations) in downloadable files. 
In particular, on the www.youtube.com site, you may listen to debates between institutional
subjects on the theme of the candidature and consult the official project video.
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fig.30: Homepage of the site

fig.30
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fig.31: Pressroom

fig.32: Piemonteitalia transmission with
headings directed to the candidature

fig.31

fig.32
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6.TheProjectsoftheManagementPlan

6.1ActionPlans

The management plan revolves around four mid-long term strategic objectives (creation of
an “Armonic Landscape”, where to design, a “Social Landscape”, where to live, an “Eco-
nomic Landscape”, where to work and an “Efficent Landscape” where to effectively man-
age resources) which realise the various plans that, according to the guidelines drafted by
the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities, characterise the Management Plan: The
Knowledge Plan, The Protection and Conservation Plan, The Cultural and Economic Im-
provement Plan, the Promotion and Communication Plan. 

TheKnowledgePlan
The knowledge plan is based on the establishment of tools and structures able to coordi-
nate the great amount of existing information. The Territorial Information System (SIT -
Sistema Informativo Territoriale) will allow to continuously monitor the condition of the
heritage, to identify any issues which might need solving and the phenomena which de-
termines structural changes to the territory and landscape. 
Knowledge represents the basis in order to protect and preserve. Therefore, as we shall see
in the cards containing the actions substantiating the knowledge project, heritage charac-
terising the landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato will be studied for their peculiar fea-
tures and in their state of conservation, without dismissing the general picture. The result
will be a framework of tangible and intangible heritage.

TheProtectionandConservationPlan
Protection and conservation are dependent on the level of knowledge regarding heritage,
specifically regarding its condition of vulnerability and danger, the standing rules govern-
ing safeguarding and the behaviour kept by involved public and private subjects.
The issue concerning risk of deterioration lies constantly in the background of any safeguard-
ing and conservation project. This logic characterises the actions which must be implemented
in order to contrast structural damage, disgregation of material, landscape alteration and
human pressure, just as conservative restoration of the landscape and its components.

TheCulturalandEconomicImprovementPlan
On the cultural level it is important to strengthen the identity of the property and local com-
munity expressed by their history and which can be read in their environmental and land-
scape characteristics, in their traditions, and in the lifestyle of the people. The landscape is
the mirror of a local identity and its protection increases the level of self-esteem of the local
population and indirectly favours the mobilisation of intellectual and creative resources lo-
cated in the property. On the economic level the landscape is the backdrop for a market of
intangible and material products. In the Langhe-Roero and Monferrato property the land-
scape also represents the grammar rules underlying the heritage linked to the property it-
self, its winemaking and food history. The landscape is also the backdrop of services
connected to the offer of cultural heritage (museums, castles, cultural and artistic itiner-
aries), to the industry of cultural tourism and hospitality, to professional training, to the legal
protection of collective brands.
The expressed will to create an integration between the various components of the plan, ob-
viously including the cultural and economic ones, finds its most comprehensive expression
in these projects.
The possible inclusion of the property within the UNESCO Human Heritage list means the
possibility for an opportunity of local development which is attentive towards the territory
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and the use of its resources, respectful of the local history and culture, innovative, able to
create new professional figures and business opportunities. A local development which is
at harmony with the property’s history, culture and landscape is, furthermore, a tool for the
conservation of the property itself: it avoids depopulation, offering opportunities for de-
velopment to young people, decreasing the demographic unbalance which is already quite
evident in the area, and allowing the property to continue existing as a living landscape. 
The expressed will to create an integration between the various components of the plan, ob-
viously including the cultural and economic ones, finds its most comprehensive expression
in these projects.

TheCommunicationandPromotionPlan
One of the success factors of a management plan lies in the fact that it is shared by a part
of the local population. The population will, therefore, have to be the object of campaigns
for sensitisation, training and communication in order to promote the property and their
participation with the actions prepared for its success.
a) “Internal” communication is essential for the plan’s strategies to be shared and become

a part of common knowledge of the population residing in the property. Identifying the
cultural features of a territory and communicating them allows the population to re-ac-
quire ownership over their identity, to re-discover their history, to understand and decide
which local development route to follow. 

b) Communication towards the “outside” is the necessary complement to all actions seek-
ing to develop, promote and market the property, just as the establishment of a network
with other properties. Indeed, it becomes one of the means of attraction for tourism
flows, a showcase for landscape restoration projects, for involving the technical and sci-
entific community, for property localisation.

6.2Projectoverviews

The nominated property hosts a large number of projects concerning the issues of the OUV.
These plans are collected in the Plan and are integrated with important elements which
have been acquired thanks to the analyses performed.
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fig.33

fig.33: The methodology for the manage-
ment of the Site
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The following one is the project overviews. The projects are related to the four fundamen-
tal objectives expressed in the Management Plan: the realization of an “Armonic Land-
scape” ,where to design (characterized by the colour green), of a “Social Landscape”, where
to live (characterized by the colour yellow), of a “Economic Landscape”, where to work
(characterized by the colour blue) and of a “Efficient Landscape” where to manage the re-
sources (characterized by the colour orange).
These elements are showed for every project: the title of the action, the objective of the
Management Plan related, a definition of the action, the activities, the reference subject, the
involved subjects, the financial resources required the timeframe, the expected results and
the result indicators and action monitoring.
The following table shows the ongoing projects and the future projects. The beginning and
the end are indicated for every project; moreover, for every project are indicated the finan-
cial resources (divided between financial resources required and allocated sum).
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Action WM.1: Coordinating the 
territorial database of the UNESCO 

property and construction of an image 
and historical map database 

2014 2016 

100,000 €  
+ 

Management 
costs 3,000 

€/year 

 

Action WM.2: Survey of 
unused/abandoned buildings 

2014 2017 150,000 €  

Action WM.3: Census of winemaking 
structures 

√
2009 2014  170,000 € 

Action WM.4: Cultural heritage risk 
assessment map 

2014 2016 130,000 €  

Action WM.5: Sustainable mobility: 
networking bicycle lanes 

2015 2016 600,000 €  

Action WM.6: Media, communication 
and  customer care 

√
2012 2013  50,000 €/ year 

Action WM.7: Thematic publications √ 2010 To be 
defined  50,000 €/ year 
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Action WD.1: Guidelines for 
recovering existing assets and 

planning new assets and interventions 
for landscape mitigation (camouflage) 

√

2010 2013  75,000 € 

Action WD.2:  “Borghi Storici nella 
Provincia di Asti” call, requalification 

of historical centre public spaces 

√
2011 2013  244,700 € 

Action WD.3:  Recovery of ancient 
walls “The Monferrato of infernot” 

2015 2015 
50,000 €

 

Action WD.4: Summer school for 
landscape restoration 

2014 2016 
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Action WD.5: Landscape 
requalification for the territory of the 

Val Tiglione Hill Community 
(Comunità Collinare Val Tiglione) 

√

2012 2016  270,000 € 

Action WD.6:  Landscape rest areas √ 2012 2014  200,000 € 
Action WD.7: Training course for 
PPAA technicians and designers 2014 2016 

100,000 € + 
management 
cost: 25,000 

€/year 
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Action WW.7: Widespread museum of 
landscape and the “rooms” of modern 

art 
2014 2016 

€ 1,884,300  

Action WW.8: Improvement of 
landscape itineraries enjoyable on foot 

(Purtè Disnè, Genius Loci etc.) 

√
2012 2013 

75.000 € 110.000 € 

Action WW.9: Experimental centre for 
winemaking of Alba 

√
2012 2014 

242,700 € 422,200 € 

Action WW.10: Participation in sector-
specific fairs 

√

2012 2014 

50,000 € + 
management 
cost: 10,000 

€/year 
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Action WL.1: Social inclusion 2014 2015 150,000 €  
Action WL.2: Set-up of the “Teatro del 

paesaggio di Langhe e Roero”(The 
theatre of landscape of Langhe and 
Roero) museum in Magliano Alfieri 

√

2012 2014  1,800,000 € 

Action WL.3: Rocca di Costigliole, a 
light house piece of heritage in 

Southern Piemonte 

√
2012 2013  1,025,000 € 

Action WL.4: Giornate per il 
Paesaggio (Landscape days) 2013 2013  

50,000 €+ 
management cost: 

10,000 €/year 
Action WL.5: Relationships with 

schools 
2013 2015  150,000 € 

Action WL.6: Extension of the Vigneto 
Sociale (Social Vineyard) 

√
2012 2013  

40,000 € + 
management cost: 

5,000 €/year 
Total  747739,76 € 

 
541721,9 € 
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Action WW.1: Plan to improve 
accessibility to cultural sites 

2015 2017 100,000 €  

Action WW.2: Analysis and hypothesis 
for channels of alternative sale of wine 

seeking to increase promotion and 
improvement 

2015 2016 100,000 €  

Action WW.3: Enotreno (Wine train) 2016 2018 437,060 €  
Action WW.4: “Museo del Gusto” in 

Nizza Monferrato 
2015 2017 

1,051,588 €  

Action WW.5: Cultural itinerary 
“Passiti di Strevi” 

2015 2017 
450,000 €  

Action WW.6: Recovery and 
improvement of the historical cellars 

in Canelli 

√
2012 2014 

670.000€ 430.000 € 

tab.:9
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A proposal for the project is to create a network of buses to permit to the tourists to visit
the Site without the cars.

Financial resources required
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6.3Bestpractices

We now show the reports concerning five best practices addressing the reference territory
for the Nomination, testifying to the fact that this process completes and integrates a ter-
ritorial governance model which is already attentive to the improvement and protection of
cultural and environmental resources.
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6.4Projectpriorities

In order to establish a priority for the proposed projects, we have employed a double cri-
terion: on one hand we assessed the consistency of the project with respect to the territory’s
requirements in order to guarantee its applicability; on the other hand we analysed the pro-
ject’s main effects so that we could safeguard the Plan’s overall consistency.
As for the understanding of the territory’s requirements, this went firstly from hearing the
requests made by the stakeholders which are active on the territory .
Specifically, we collected the requests made by Regione Piemonte, Provinces and Munici-
palities through the Association Board during meetings seeking a confrontation and dialogue.
Indeed, it is not by chance that many projects defined as priority projects are those which have
already been activated and for which a source of funding had already been established.
In this context, and in a moment of serious economic crisis and consequent decrease of
available resources, it is a strategic decision to focus our attention and efforts towards ac-
tivities which are economically sustainable or which are more “fundable”. The result is that
projects receiving specific funding through public tools as described in the dossier and in
the Plan’s specific paragraph were established as being a priority.
The activity cards included at the end of the document have been compared to the projects
currently under way on the territory, to the active funding, and to the specific interests and
priorities of each stakeholder involved in the process.
Potential effects of the projects address the property’s cultural, economic and communi-
cation knowledge, conservation and improvement.
Specifically, these topics can be defined as follows:
• Knowledge Plan: knowledge is the basis for protection and conservation. Cultural her-

itage is studied for its peculiar features and in its state of conservation, without ignoring
the overall picture. This yields a picture of tangible cultural heritage (museums, environ-
ment, archaeology and architecture), material cultural heritage (art & crafts, industrial de-
sign, food, fairs and cultural events) and intangible heritage (landscape, traditional
knowledge, folklore, religious events) and of financial resources intended for the
processes of protection and improvement.

• Conservation Plan: protection and conservation depend on the knowledge of the heritage,
specifically concerning its level of vulnerability and danger, on the existing protection reg-
ulation tools and on the behaviour of the involved public and private subjects. The issue
concerning risk of deterioration lies constantly in the background of any safeguarding
and conservation project. Actions which must be implemented in order to contrast struc-
tural damage, disgregation of material, landscape alteration and human pressure address
this issue and its extrinsic and intrinsic determinants.

• Cultural and Economic Improvement Plan: on the cultural level it is important to
strengthen the property’s identity and the identity of the local population expressed in its
history and understandable in its environmental and landscape characteristics, its tradi-
tions, its people’s lifestyle. This includes the increase in the property’s cultural offer, the
extension of its fruition and the creation of a vision of local development which is atten-
tive towards the territory and to the use of resources, respectful of local history and cul-
ture, innovative, able to create new professional figures and business opportunities.

• Communication Plan: Promotion and Communication activities are based on a double crite-
rion, addressing at the same time within and without the nominated territories. “Internal”
communication is essential for the plan’s strategies to be shared and become a part of com-
mon knowledge of the population residing in the property. Communication towards the “out-
side” is the necessary complement to all actions seeking to develop, promote and market the
property, just as the establishment of a network with other properties. Indeed, it becomes one
of the means of attraction for tourism flows, a showcase for landscape restoration projects,
for involving the technical and scientific community, for property localisation.
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The following is a synoptic table of the various projects, tank to which it is possible to com-
pare financial resources and timeframes; furthermore, each project is identified as being ac-
tive or not, to which management plan objective it refers and which Plans are consistent
with its ends.
Projects identified by a colour are those considered to be a priority and therefore, strate-
gic for the reference territory.

The table shows that priority projects are those whose results affect the highest number of
reference areas, since they are elements featuring strategic and horizontal characteristics. 
As for the reference subjects for the various projects, we must note the persistent presence
of the Association, which isn’t there to smother the single local institutions, but rather wants
to oversee the entire process in order to realise an integrated and shared management.
Specifically, on a total of 30 projects proposed for the Management Plan, 12 of them require
the involvement of the UNESCO Association, alone or together with the Regione Piemonte,
the province of Asti, Alessandria and Cuneo and the various municipalities involved with the
various projects.
Furthermore, a series of ad hoc subjects are involved for specific projects, such as the
Polytechnic of Torino or local Associations and Institutions.
As for the state of progress of each single action, about half of the projects identified in the
Management Plan are currently under way (14 projects of a total of 30), testifying to the
active nature and effort of the nominated territory.
Furthermore, several of the projects already have a source of reference funding (deriving
from Plan Agreements signed by Piedmont Region, Integrated Territorial Programs and by
funds made available by the municipalities involved).
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7.Monitoringplan

The Management Plan’s monitoring system has two main objectives:

1) Assess the effects that the application of the Management Plan has on the territory. In
the specific case of the Management Plan, monitoring activities must be conceived as a
moment in which to verify the plan’s effectiveness on several levels, correlated with each
other: it comes down, on one hand, to analysing if the four main objectives which char-
acterise the model have been achieved and, on the other, how the single actions, each
one devised as a concrete method to execute these objectives, are effectively able to
contribute in achieving said objectives.

2) Focus on the management structure of the Unesco property regarding the overall
processes of the project activities, and notifying immediately of any criticalities and al-
lowing to execute the proper corrective actions in order to achieve the required objectives.

This double control seeks to supply updated data concerning the strategy progress and
any inconsistency with the expected results in order to be able to correct any errors and to
be able to modify the strategies themselves if necessary.
Specifically, each project included in the Management Plan is assigned a series of reference
indicators which, together, contribute in defining the Monitoring Plan.
These analyses are then compared with the Monitoring Plan required by the Nomination
Dossier, which focuses on maintaining and preserving the property’s characterising val-
ues over time. All of this is to understand how the indications supplied by the Dossier con-
tribute in achieving the four objectives contained in the Management Plan.
The implementation of the Monitoring Plan is an explicit function of the Association, both
regarding the Management Plan and the indications proposed in the Nomination Format.
In particular, the Association, with its Technical Department, will be involved in the coordi-
nation of the data collecting and to verify during the time the trend of the different phe-
nomenon analyzed.
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fig.34: The methodology for the Monitoring
Plan

fig.34
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7.1Establishingtheindicators

Based on the methodological considerations made, a set of indicators will be identified to
be used to monitor the Management Plan of the UNESCO site per the various sectors.
The set of monitoring indicators must respond to the need to verify the state of progress
of the interventions and the results achieved, ensuring the possibility of a complete and in-
depth analysis of the degree to which the various objectives of the programme have been
met. In this sense, measurements must be taken at regular periods and must also be taken
following the physical conclusion of the intervention.
With regard to the choice of the individual indicators, reference has been made to satisfy-
ing the following criteria:
•Consistency of the indicators with the general and specific objectives of the Site.
•Trustworthiness: each indicator will ensure that that information is collected from an

identifiable source and will allow for a correct and definitive reference to a similar type of
intervention, in relation to its content and to the specific objectives to which it refers.

•Pertinence(ability of the indicator to interpret the objectives of the intervention) and Ex-
haustiveness(adequate coverage of the various areas of analysis) of the indicators in
relation to the content of the interventions and the function of initiative monitoring.

•Availability of information with which indicators can be updated in order to ensure effi-
ciency of the system.

The following table shows the proposed indicators for evaluating the effectiveness of the Man-
agement Plan in terms of the results achieved by proposed projects and a comparison matrix be-
tween the indicators proposed in the Candidature Dossier and objectives of the Management Plan.
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the Monitoring (Management Plan and
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1.Disciplinariesofproductionforthewines:BaroloDOCG,BarbarescoDOCG,Bar-
berad’AstiDOCG,BarberadelMonferratoSuperioreDOCG,AstiDOCG

BaroloDOCG

DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRYANDAGRICULTURALPOLICIES

Ministerial decree, 30 September 2010

REGULATIONSFORPRODUCINGBAROLODOCG(DENOMINAZIONEDIORIGINECON-
TROLLATAEGARANTITA-DENOMINATIONOFCONTROLLEDANDGUARANTEEDORI-
GIN)WINES.(Official Journal G.U. no. 241 of 14 October 2010)

Article1-Denominationandwines

1. Barolo DOCG is reserved for red wines which match the conditions and requirements es-
tablished in these production regulations for the following types of wine:
• Barolo,
• Barolo riserva,
Barolo and Barolo riserva with one of the “additional geographical indications” provided for
in Article 8 below, to which may be added the word “vigna” (“vineyard”) followed by the
place name in accordance with the conditions laid down by Article 8, point 5.
2. The boundaries of the “additional geographical mentions” are defined by the enclosure
at the bottom of these production specifications.

Article2–Ampelographicbasis

1. Barolo DOCG wines must be obtained from grapes coming from vineyards composed ex-
clusively of the Nebbiolo grape variety.

Article3–Grapeproductionarea

1. The area of origin of the grapes suitable for producing Barolo DOCG wines, comprising
the territories already delimited by Ministerial decree 31 August 1933, published in the Of-
ficial Journal of 12 October 1933, no. 238, as well as those for which the conditions apply
referred to in the second paragraph of article 1 of D.P.R. 12 July 1963, no. 930, includes the
entire territory of the municipalities of Barolo, Castiglione Falletto, Serralunga d’Alba, and part
of the territory of the municipalities of Monforte d’Alba, Novello, La Morra, Verduno, Grin-
zane Cavour, Diano d’Alba, Cherasco and Roddi falling within the province of Cuneo.
This area is thus bounded:
by a line which, starting from Verduno, goes down the old Tanaro road and, flanking C.
Pradonio, reaches at hill 300 the Monvigliero local road. It then follows the Ronchi local
road, which originates from this point, until reaching (passing by hill 276) the border be-
tween Roddi and Verduno. It follows that border until reaching the one between La Morra
and Roddi along which it continues to the village of Ciocchino. From Ciocchino, the bound-
ary line follows the Bricco Ambrogio local road, touching hills 248 and 252, until reaching
the Talloria di Castiglione river. It goes up the Talloria di Castiglione river in a southwest-
ernly direction until reaching the Alba-Barolo provincial road near the junction for Barolo
and Serralunga. From this point, the boundary line follows the Alba-Barolo provincial road
north towards Alba to Km 5, where, in the vicinity of Cascina Giuli, it takes the road for
Case Borzone and Giacco and follows it until reaching, at Farinetti, the border between the
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towns of Grinzane Cavour and Diano d’Alba. It follows said boundary to the Garzello river
and then follows the river itself until the confluence with the river Talloria di Sinio. It then
heads up the Talloria for the entire stretch that the latter travels through the territory of
Diano d’Alba, and then through the next stretch which forms the boundary between the
municipality of Serralunga and the municipalities of Montelupo and Sinio. It continues along
this border and then along the border between Serralunga and Roddino, to meet, at hill
297 near Cascina Pian Romaldo, the border between Serralunga and Monforte.
It follows, from the source, the Pian Romaldo river towards Bricco del Rosso (hill 498), be-
neath which it reaches the Roddino Monforte provincial road, which it follows to the chief
town of this municipality. From the chief town of Monforte it descends to the Cornaretta
river and continues along the first stretch of the Monchiero river, until reaching (past the
houses of Manzoni, C. Rocca Nera and C. Vigliano) the municipal boundary between Mon-
forte and Monchiero, with which boundary it becomes identical until encountering the
Rataldo river and the border between the municipalities of Novello, Monforte and
Monchiero. It descends along the Rataldo river and, having reached the confluence with the
Mosca river, it goes back up the latter to the chief town of Novello. From Novello, the bound-
ary line continues along the Corini local road, goes up to Tarditi and Saccati (hill 339) and
follows beyond Saccati the first part of the municipal boundary between Novello and Nar-
zole, then it continues along the border between the towns of Barolo and Narzole until it
meets the boundary between Barolo and La Morra near hill 480. From this point it contin-
ues westward following the boundary between the municipalities of La Morra and Narzole
until reaching that between the municipalities of Cherasco-La Morra along which contin-
ues in a northerly direction and, passing by hill 386, comes to intersect, near Km 4, the
Cherasco-La Morra provincial road. From this point, the boundary line follows the afore-
mentioned provincial road until the town of S. Michele (hill 302), then continues on the ex-
isting local road until reaching the S. Michele river, which rises for a short distance in a
southeastern direction to the confluence with the Rovanco river on the municipal bound-
ary between Cherasco and La Morra. It follows said boundary which, passing by hill 292
(Cascina Motturone), reaches the shore of the river Tanaro; then it turns north-east and
reaches, in a straight line, Presa. From this point, the line of demarcation goes up to the mu-
nicipality known as dei Garassini which, passing through C. Dabene, reaches the provin-
cial road to Pollenzo. It travels along said provincial road in the direction of Cascina Roggeri
until reaching the border between the municipalities of La Morra and Verduno and the junc-
tion for Cogni. It then continues in a southernly direction, along the border between La
Morra and Verduno to the village of Cogni where, having reached the provincial road, it fol-
lows it to the hamlet of Verduno, the starting point of the boundary.

Article4-Grapegrowingregulations

1. The vineyards earmarked for producing Barolo DOCG wines must match the traditional
ones of the area, in terms of environmental conditions in which they grow, and must in
any case be capable of endowing the grapes and resulting wine with specific quality char-
acteristics.
2. In particular, the growing conditions of the vineyards must meet the requirements set out
in the following paragraphs:
• soil: clay, chalk and combinations of these;
• layout: only hilly terrain; vineyards in damp soils in valley areas or lowland plains and

lacking sufficient exposure are categorically excluded;
• altitude: no less than 170 metres above sea level and no more than 540 metres above sea level;
• exposure: suitable to ensure proper ripening and to give the grapes and the resulting wine

the specific quality characteristics, with the exception of new planting layouts, on the
north side from -45° to +45° sexagesimal.
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• planting density: those generally used in function of the peculiar characteristics of the
grape and of the wine. The vineyards subject to new registration or replanting must be
composed of at least 3,5000 vines per hectare, calculated on the planting layout;

• growing shapes and pruning systems: the traditional ones (growing system: vertical trel-
lised; pruning system: Guyot);

• all forcing techniques are forbidden.

3. The maximum grape per hectare yield of vineyards earmarked for the production of
Barolo DOCG wines, with or without the “additional geographical indication”, and Barolo
Riserva wines, with or without the “additional geographical indication”, and the minimum
natural ABV of those grapes earmarked for wine making must match the following levels:

Wine Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

Barolo 8 12.50% vol
Barolo Riserva 8 12.50% vol
with “additional geographical indication”
Barolo 8 12.50% vol
Barolo Riserva 8 12.50% vol

The maximum yield allowed for the production of Barolo and Barolo riserva DOCG wines,
both with “additional geographical indication” and “vigna”  (vineyard) followed by the place
name must be:

Wine Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

Barolo 7.2 13.00% vol.
Barolo Riserva 7.2 13.00% vol.

In the event that the designation of Barolo DOCG with “additional geographical mention”
and “vigna” with its relative place name were used for vineyards less than seven years old,
the permitted production of grapes per hectare is:

in the third year Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

4.3 13.00% vol.
in the fourth year Yield Minimum natural

grapes ton/ha ABV
5.0 13.00% vol.

in the fifth year Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

5.8 13.00% vol.
in the sixth year Yield Minimum natural

grapes ton/ha ABV
6.5 13.00% vol.

In favourable years, the quantity of available grapes that can be used for the production of
Barolo DOCG wines must be brought back within the above limits as long as production
does not exceed 20% of that limit, without prejudice to the grape/wine yield limits for the
quantities in question.
4. Should an unfavourable year make it necessary, Regione Piemonte  – in response to a
proposal from the Safeguarding Consortium or the Interprofessional Council – will set a
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lower yield than what is stated in these regulations, which will also differ according to the
production area mentioned in Article 3.
5. Those affected who expect to obtain a higher yield than the level set by Regione Piemonte,
but not higher than those established by point 3 of this Article, must notify the bodies re-
sponsible for supervising the area immediately, and in any case at least five days before they
begin the harvest, listing the date of harvest and their estimate of their highest yield by reg-
istered letter, in order to allow these bodies to carry out the necessary inspections.
6. As regards the maximum yield set by this Article, Regione Piemonte - in response to a
proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium - can set maximum limits for
claimable grapes per hectare below what is envisaged by these regulations with relation to
the need to achieve a more balanced market. In this case, the conditions mentioned in para-
graph 5 will not be applicable.
7. Regione Piemonte - in response to a proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consor-
tium and having consulted representatives from the entire production chain, and having
considered the market conditions - can decide to temporarily interrupt or regulate admis-
sions to the wine growers’ registry, for vineyards that are newly planted and/or replanted
that increase the productive potential of the designation.

Article5Winemakingregulations

1. The operations of winemaking and mandatory ageing should be carried out in the area de-
fined in Article 3. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies, having heard the Safe-
guarding Consortium, can allow these aforementioned operations of winemaking and mandatory
ageing to be carried out in establishments situated in the territories of the municipalities of Mon-
forte d’Alba, Novello, La Morra, Grinzane Cavour, Diano d’Alba, Roddi and in the portion to the
right of the Tanaro River and the towns of Cherasco and Verduno. Such establishments must
demonstrate evidence of having cultivated their vineyards for no less than 15 years.
2. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies, after consultation with the National
Committee for the protection and enhancement of DOC and IGT (Indicazione Geografiche
Tipica, typical geographical indication) protected designations of wines, can also allow the
aforementioned operations of winemaking and mandatory aging to be carried out by compa-
nies who, having establishments in the provinces of Cuneo, Asti, Alessandria included in Ar-
ticle 4 of the regulations annexed to Presidential Decree 23 April 1966, show that they already
carried out such operations, subject to confirmation by the competent Chamber of Commerce.
3. The maximum grape yield in finished wine shall not exceed:

Wine Yield Max production
grapes/wine of wine

Barolo 70% 56 hl/ha
Barolo Riserva 70% 56 hl/ha

For the use of the additional geographical indication followed by “vigna”, without prejudice
to the maximum percentage yield of grape-wine referred to in the paragraph above, the max-
imum production of claimable wine hl/ha is determined according to the grape yield t/ha re-
ferred to in Article 4 point 3. If this yield exceeds the percentage specified above, but not
more than 75%, the excess shall not be entitled to the denomination DOCG; excess of the limit
percentage, will void the right to the designation of origin for the whole year’s production.
4. The maximum grape yield in finished wine at the end of the mandatory period of ageing
must not be greater than:
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Wine Yield Max production
grapes/wine of wine

Barolo 68% 54.4 hl/ha l
Barolo Riserva 68% 54.4 hl/ha l

5. When winemaking and ageing, the most rational technical criteria should be followed and
those oenological techniques carried out that are designed to give the wines the best qual-
ity characteristics, including the enrichment of their sugar content, using the methods and
limits recognized by current legislation.
The following wines must undergo a minimum period of ageing of:

Wine duration of which starting date
months in wood

Barolo 38 18 1st November
of the year

of the grape
harvest

Barolo Riserva 62 18 1st November
of the year

of the grape
harvest

The placement on the market of each of these is allowed only from the date indicated below:

Wine date
Barolo 1 January

of the fourth
year following

the harvest
Barolo Riserva 1 January

of the sixth
year following

the harvest

7. Upon certification, after the ageing period stated in the previous paragraph, the manu-
facturer may make an explicit request for “Riserva” labelling.

Article6-Consumptionfeatures

1. Barolo DOCG wine, once placed on the market, must have the following characteristics:
• colour: garnet red;
• aroma: intense and characteristic;
• flavour: dry, full-bodied, harmonious;
• Minimum total AVB: 13.00% vol, with “additional geographical indication” and “vigna”:

13.00% vol;
• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 22 g/l.
2. Barolo riservaDOCG wine, once placed on the market, must have the following characteristics:
• colour: garnet red;
• aroma: intense and characteristic;
• flavour: dry, full-bodied, harmonious;
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• Minimum total AVB: 13.00% vol, with “additional geographical indication” and “vineyard”:
13.00% vol;

• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 22 g/l.
3. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies - National Committee for the pro-
tection and enhancement of DOC and IGT protected designations of wines, in agreement
with the Safeguarding Consortium or the Interprofessional Council, can change by decree,
the above-mentioned limits for the total acidity and non-reducing extract.

Article7-BaroloChinato

1. The Barolo Chinato designation is permitted for spiced wines prepared using Barolo wine
as a base without added grape must or wines not entitled to that designation and with a
flavouring such as to allow, according to the laws in force, the reference in the name to the
Cinchona plant.
2. The quantity of Barolo DOCG to be used for the preparation of Barolo Chinato will be com-
municated to the institution responsible for inspection before preparation.

Article8-Labelling,designationandpresentation.

The DOCG denomination for Barolo and Barolo Riserva wines may be followed by one of
the following “additional geographical indications” administratively defined in the enclo-
sure to these product regulations:
Albarella, Altenasso or Garblet Suè or Garbelletto Superiore, Annunziata, Arborina, Arione,
Ascheri, Bablino, Badarina, Baudana, Bergeisa, Bergera-Pezzole, Berri, Bettolotti, Boiolo,
Borzone, Boscareto, Boscatto, Boschetti, Brandini, Brea, Breri, Bricco Ambrogio, Bricco
Boschis, Bricco Chiesa, Bricco Cogni, Bricco delle Viole, Bricco Luciani, Bricco Manescotto,
Bricco Manzoni, Bricco Rocca, Bricco Rocche, Bricco San Biagio, Bricco San Giovanni,
Bricco San Pietro, Bricco Voghera, Briccolina, Broglio, Brunate, Brunella, Bussia, Cam-
passo, Cannubi, Cannubi Boschis or Cannubi, Cannubi Muscatel or Cannubi, Cannubi San
Lorenzo or Cannubi, Cannubi Valletta or Cannubi, Canova, Capalot, Cappallotto, Carpegna,
Case Nere, Castagni, Castellero, Castelletto, Castello, Cerequio, Cerrati, Cerretta, Cerviano-
Merli, Ciocchini, Ciocchini-Loschetto, Codana, Collaretto, Colombaro, Conca, Corini-Palla-
retta, Costabella, Coste di Rose, Coste di Vergne, Crosia, Damiano, of the municipality of
Barolo, of the municipality of Castiglione Falletto, of the municipality of Cherasco, of the mu-
nicipality of Diano d’Alba, of the municipality of Grinzane Cavour, of the municipality of La
Morra, of the municipality of Manforte d’Alba, of the municipality of Novello, of the muni-
cipality of Roddi, of the municipality of Serralunga d’Alba, of the municipality of Verduno,
Drucà, Falletto, Fiasco, Fontanafredda, Fossati, Francia, Gabutti, Galina, Gallaretto Garretti,
Gattera, Giachini, Gianetto, Ginestra, Gramolere, Gustava, La Corte, La Serra, La Vigna, La
Volta, Lazzarito, Le Coste, Le Coste di Monforte, Le Turne, Lirano, Liste, Manocino, Man-
toetto, Marenca, Margheria, Mariondino or Monriondino or Bricco Moriondino, Massara,
Meriame, Monprivato, Monrobiolo di Bussia, Montanello, Monvigliero, Mosconi, Neirane,
Ornato, Paiagallo, Panerole, Parafada, Parussi, Pernanno, Perno, Piantà, Pira, Pisapola,
Prabon, Prapò, Preda, Pugnane, Ravera, Ravera di Monforte, Raviole, Riva Rocca, Rivassi,
Rive, Rivette, Rocche dell’Annunziata, Rocche dell’Olmo, Rocche di Castiglione, Rocchet-
tevino, Rodasca, Roere di Santa Maria, Roggeri, Roncaglie, Rué, San Bernardo, San Gia-
como, San Giovanni, San Lorenzo, San Lorenzo di Verduno, San Pietro, San Ponzio, San
Rocco, Santa Maria, Sant’Anna, Sarmassa, Scarrone, Serra, Serra dei Turchi, Serradenari,
Silio, Solanotto, Sorano, Sottocastello di Novello, Teodoro, Terlo, Torriglione, Valentino,
Vignane, Vignarionda, Vignolo, Villero, Zoccolaio, Zonchetta, Zuncai.
The above additional geographical indications may be accompanied by the word “vigna” followed
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by the relative place name, under the conditions laid down in paragraph 4 below. This word
“vigna” may be written only if joined to one the additional geographical indications mentioned
above.
2. In the designation and presentation of Barolo DOCG wines, it is forbidden to add any qual-
ification other than those indicated in these production regulations, including the adjec-
tives extra, fine, naturale (natural), scelto (chosen),selezionato (selected), vecchio (old)
and similar terms.
3. For the designation and presentation of Barolo DOCG wines referred to in Article 1, it is
allowed the use of terms referring to names or companies or private brands, as long as they
are not confused with the “additional geographical indications,” without prejudice to the
rights acquired, do not have laudatory meanings and do not mislead the consumer.
4. In the designation and presentation of Barolo and Barolo riserva wines, the “additional
geographical indication” should be directly below the DOCG designation and cannot be
larger than the size used for the word “Barolo”.
5. In the designation and presentation of Barolo and Barolo Riserva wines, the DOCG des-
ignation may be accompanied by the word “vigna” provided that the label also mentions the
“additional geographical indication” and provided that:
• the grapes all come from the same vineyard;
• the indication is entered in the “Positive list” established by the organization which holds
• the vineyard registry of the Denomination;
• those who, in the designation and presentation of Barolo wines, intend to accompany the

DOCG designation and additional geographical indication with an indication of the vine-
yard, have themselves carried out the winemaking and the bottling of the wine.

• the winemaking and the wine ageing have been carried out in separate containers and the
word “vigna” followed by the place name has been reported in the notification of the
grapes, in the registers and in the supporting documents;

• the word “vigna” followed by its relative place name is shown in a font size less than or
equal to 50% of the font used for the DOCG designation.

6. For the description and presentation of Barolo DOCG wines referred to in Article 1, it is
mandatory to indicate the year of production of the grapes.

Article9-Packaging

1. The bottles in which the Barolo DOCG wines referred to in Article 1 are packaged and mar-
keted must be of the Albeisa type or one corresponding to ancient custom and tradition,
made of dark glass with closing devices allowed by current legislation on this matter.
2. The bottles in which the Barolo DOCG wines, referred to in art. 1, are packaged and mar-
keted, shall be of a capacity permitted by applicable law, but not less than 37.5 cl, with the
exception of those of 200 cl.
3. It is forbidden to use forms of packaging and presentation in bottles, which are likely to
mislead the consumer or that are otherwise likely to offend the prestige of the wine.
4. At the request of interested companies, for promotional purposes, it may be granted, by
specific authorization of the Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies, the use of tra-
ditional containers of 6, 9, 12 and 15 litre capacities.
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BarbarescoDOCG

DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRYANDAGRICULTURALPOLICIES

Ministerial decree, 16 April 2010

REGULATIONSFORPRODUCINGBARBARESCODOCG(DENOMINAZIONEDIORIGINE
CONTROLLATAEGARANTITA/DENOMINATIONOFCONTROLLEDANDGUARANTEEDORI-
GIN)WINES.(Official Journal G.U. no. 95 of 24 April 2010)

Art.1.Denominationandwines

1. Barbaresco DOCG labelling is reserved for red wines which match the conditions and re-
quirements established in these production regulations for the following types of wine:
• Barbaresco;
• Barbaresco riserva;
Barbaresco and Barbaresco riserva, with one of the “additional geographical indications” pro-
vided for in Article 7 below, to which may be added the word “vigna” (“vineyard”) followed
by the place name in accordance with the conditions laid down in Article 7, paragraph 5.
2. The boundaries of the “additional geographical indications” are defined by the enclosure
included as a footnote to these production regulations.

Art.2.Ampelographicbasis

1. Barbaresco wines designated with DOCG labelling must be obtained from vineyards con-
sisting of Nebbiolo grape variety only.

Art.3.Grapegrowingareas

1. The areas where grapes are grown for use in Barbaresco DOCG wines – including the
areas already defined by the ministerial decree of 31 August 1933, published in the Official
Journal of 12 October 1933, no. 238, as well as those covered by conditions stated in the
second paragraph of article 1 of D.P.R. 12 July 1963, no. 930 – include the entire territory
of the municipalities of Barbaresco, Neive, Treiso (previously a hamlet of Barbaresco) and
the part of the San Rocco Senodelvio hamlet which was previously part of the municipal-
ity of Barbaresco and was annexed to the municipality of Alba with Presidential Decree
D.P.R. 17 April 1957, no. 482, which fall within the province of Cuneo.

Art.4.Grapegrowingregulations

1. The environmental and growing conditions of vineyards earmarked for producing Barbaresco
DOCG wines must match the traditional growing conditions of the area and must in any case
be capable of endowing the grapes and resulting wine with their specific quality characteristics.
2. In particular, the grape growing conditions of these vineyards should match the re-
quirements listed in the points below:
• soils: clay, chalk and any combinations of these;
• location: hillsides; vineyards in damp soils in valley floor areas or lowland plains and lack-

ing sufficient sun are categorically excluded;
• altitude: no more than 550 metres above sea level;
• exposure: suitable to ensure proper ripening of grapes, but excluding north-facing hillsides;
• growing density: the usual density depending on the particular characteristics of these
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grapes and wines. Vineyards newly registered in the wine growers’ registry or currently
being replanted must consist of at least 3,500 vine stocks per hectare, calculated ac-
cording to the growing layout;

• growing and pruning systems: traditional ones (growing system: VSP trellised; pruning
system: Guyot);

• all forcing techniques are prohibited.
3. The maximum grape per hectare yield of vineyards earmarked for producing Barbaresco
DOCG wines, Barbaresco with or without the “additional geographical indication”, Bar-
baresco riserva with or without the “additional geographical indication” and the minimum
natural ABV of such grapes earmarked for winemaking must be the following:

Wine Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

Barbaresco 8 12.00% vol.
Barbaresco Riserva 8 12.00% vol.
with additional geographical indication
Barbaresco 8 12.00% vol.
Barbaresco riserva 8 12.00% vol.

The maximum grape yield permitted for producing Barbaresco and Barbaresco riserva
DOCG wines, both with “additional geographical indication” and “vigna” (“vineyard”) fol-
lowed by the relevant place name must be:

Wine Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

Barbaresco 7.2 12.50% vol.
Barbaresco Riserva 7.2 12.50% vol.

In the event that the designation of Barbaresco DOCG with “additional geographical indi-
cation” and “vigna” with its relative place name is used for vineyards less than seven years
old, the permitted production of grapes per hectare is:

in the third year Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

4.3 12.50% vol.
in the fourth year Yield Minimum natural

grapes ton/ha ABV
5.0 12.50% vol.

in the fifth year Yield Minimum natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

5.8 12.50% vol.
in the sixth year Yield Minimum natural

grapes ton/ha ABV
6.5 12.50% vol.

The yield for grapes obtained and earmarked for producing Barbaresco DOCG wines must
be brought back within the above thresholds in favourable years, as long as total produc-
tion does not exceed 20% of those thresholds, while grape/wine yield thresholds for these
quantities remain unchanged.
4. In unfavourable years when it may become necessary, Regione Piemonte in response to
a proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium or the Interprofessional Council –
will set a lower yield than those stated in these regulations, which will also differ accord-
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ing to the production area mentioned in Article 3.
5. Those affected who expect to obtain a higher yield than the level set by Regione Piemonte,
but which will not exceed the levels set in point 3 (above), must notify by registered letter the
bodies responsible for supervising the area immediately, and in any case at least five days be-
fore they begin their harvest, listing the date of harvest and their estimate of their highest yield,
in order to allow these bodies to carry out the necessary inspections.
6. As regards the maximum yield set by this Article, Regione Piemonte – in response to a
proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium – can set maximum thresholds per
hectare for DOCG grapes and/or wine below those envisaged by these production regula-
tions in order to respond to the need for a more balanced market. In this case, the condi-
tions mentioned in paragraph 5 will not apply.
7. Having considered market conditions, Regione Piemonte – in response to a proposal
put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium and having consulted representatives from the
entire production chain – can decide to interrupt and/or regulate admissions to the wine
growers’ registry, temporarily if it deems it appropriate, for newly planted vineyards and/or
replanted vineyards that increase this designation’s production potential.

Art.5.Winemakingregulations

1. Stages such as vinification and the mandatory ageing of DOCG Barbaresco wines must
be carried out in the production areas listed in Article 3 of these production regulations. The
Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies can  – upon consulting the Safeguarding
Consortium – allow the abovementioned vinification and mandatory ageing processes to
be carried out in plants located in the territory of the municipality of Alba. Such establish-
ments must show proof of permission to cultivate vineyards for a minimum of 15 years.
2. The Department of Food, Forestry and Agricultural Policies can also  – upon consulting
the national committee for the safeguarding and promotion of DOC and IGT wines – per-
mit the abovementioned processes of vinification and obligatory ageing to be carried out
by companies that can prove they previously carried out such processes, with certification
from the relevant Chamber of Commerce, in plants located in the territories of the provinces
of Cuneo, Asti and Alessandria included in Article 4 of the regulations attached to presi-
dential decree D.P.R. 23 April 1966.
3. The maximum grape to finished wine yield should not exceed:

Wine Yield Max production
grapes/wine of wine

Barbaresco 70% 56 hl/ha
Barbaresco Riserva 70% 56 hl/ha

In order to use the additional geographic indication followed by the word “vigna”, given the
maximum grape/wine yield mentioned in the previous paragraph, the maximum hl/ha wine
production obtainable is determined on the basis of the ton/ha grape yields stated in Arti-
cle 4 point 3. Should the yield exceed the abovementioned percentage, but not by more than
75%, the surplus does not have the right to DOCG labelling; beyond that percentage limit,
the entire harvest loses the right to DOCG labelling.
4. The maximum grape to finished wine yield at the end of the mandatory ageing period
should not exceed:

Wine Yield Max production
grapes/wine of wine

Barbaresco 68% 54.4 hl/ha
Barbaresco Riserva 68% 54.4 hl/ha
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5. When winemaking and ageing, the most rational technical criteria should be followed and
those oenological techniques used that are designed to give the wines the best quality charac-
teristics, including enrichment, using the methods and limits recognised by current legislation.
6. The following wines must undergo a minimum period of ageing of:

Wine duration of which starting date
months in wood

Barbaresco 26 9 1st November
of the

harvest
year

Barbaresco Riserva 50 9 1st November
of the

harvest
year

The placement on the market of each of these is allowed only from the date indicated below:

Wine date
Barbaresco 1 January

of the third
year after
harvest

Barbaresco Riserva 1 January
of the fifth
year after
harvest

7. Upon certification, after the ageing period stated in the previous paragraph has ended,
the manufacturer may explicitly request “Riserva” labelling

Art.6.Consumptioncharacteristics

1. Barbaresco DOCG wines, once placed on the market, must have the following characteristics:
• colour: garnet red;
• aroma: intense and characteristic of this type of wine;
• taste: dry, full-boded, harmonious;
• Minimum total ABV: 12.50% vol; with “additional geographical indication” and “vigna”:

12.50% vol;
• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 22 g/l.

2. Barbaresco riserva DOCG wine, once placed on the market, must have the following
characteristics:
• colour: garnet red;
• aroma: intense and characteristic of this type of wine;
• taste: dry, full-boded, harmonious;
• Minimum total ABV: 12.50% vol; with “additional geographical indication” and “vigna”:

12.50% vol;
• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 22 g/l.
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3. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies’ National Committee for the safe-
guarding and promotion of DOC and IGT wines, in agreement with the Safeguarding Con-
sortium or the Interprofessional Council, can change the abovementioned limits for total
acidity and non-reducing extract by issuing a decree.

Art.7.Labelling,designationandpresentation

1. The DOCG designation for Barbaresco and Barbaresco Riserva wines may be followed
by one of the “additional geographical indications” listed below, administratively defined in
the enclosure to these production regulations:
Albesani, Asili, Ausario, Balluri, Basarin, Bernadot, Bordini, Bricco di Neive, Bricco di Treiso,
Bric Micca, Ca’ Grossa, Canova, Cars, Casot, Castellizzano, Cavanna, Cole, Cottà, Currà,
Faset, Fausoni, Ferrere, Gaia-Principe, Gallina, Garassino, Giacone, Giacosa, Manzola, Mar-
carini, Marcorino, Martinenga, Meruzzano, Montaribaldi, Montefico, Montersino, Monte-
stefano, Muncagota, Nervo, Ovello, Paje’, Pajore’, Pora, Rabaja’, Rabaja-Bas, Rio Sordo,
Rivetti, Rizzi, Roccalini, Rocche Massalupo, Rombone, Roncaglie, Roncagliette, Ronchi,
San Cristoforo, San Giuliano, San Stunet, Secondine, Serraboella, Serracapelli, Serragrilli,
Starderi, Tre Stelle, Trifolera, Valeirano, Vallegrande and Vicenziana. The above additional
geographical indications may be accompanied by the word “vigna” followed by the relative
place name, with the conditions laid down in paragraph 4 below. This word “vigna” may be
written only if combined with one of the additional geographical indications mentioned
above.
2. In the designation and presentation of the Barbaresco DOCG wines listed in Article 1, it
is forbidden to add any qualification other than those indicated in these production regu-
lations, including the adjectives extra, fine, naturale (natural), scelto (chosen), selezionato
(selected), vecchio (old) and similar terms.
3. For the designation and presentation of the Barbaresco DOCG wines referred to in Arti-
cle 1, the use of terms referring to names or companies or private trademarks is permit-
ted, as long as they are not confused with the “additional geographical indications”, without
affecting the rights acquired, do not have a laudatory meaning and do not mislead the con-
sumer.
4. In the designation and presentation of Barbaresco and Barbaresco riserva wines, the
“additional geographical indication” should be written directly below the DOCG designation
and cannot be larger than the size used for the word “ Barbaresco”.
5. In the designation and presentation of Barbaresco and Barbaresco riserva wines, the
DOCG designation may be accompanied by the word “vigna” provided that the label also
mentions the “additional geographical indication” and provided that:
• the grapes all come from the same vineyard;
• the indication is registered in the “Positive list” established by the organisation which

holds the designation’s vineyard registry;
• those who, in the designation and presentation of Barbaresco wines, intend to accompany

the DOCG designation and additional geographical indication with an indication of the
vineyard have themselves carried out the vinification and bottling of the wine.

• vinification and wine ageing have been carried out in separate containers and the word
“vigna” followed by the place name has been registered in the grape report, in the regis-
ters and in accompanying documents;

• the word “vigna” followed by its relative place name is shown in a font size less than or
equal to 50% of the font used for the DOCG designation.

6. For the description and presentation of Barbaresco DOCG wines referred to in Article 1,
it is mandatory to indicate the year of production of the grapes.
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Art.8.Packaging

1. The bottles in which the Barbaresco DOCG wines referred to in Article 1 are packaged
and sold must be of the traditional type, made of dark glass equipped with closing devices
allowed by current legislation on this matter.
2. The bottles in which the Barbaresco DOCG wines referred to in Art. 1 are packaged and
sold shall be of a capacity permitted by current legislation, but in any case no smaller than
37.5 cl, excluding 200 cl. sizes.
3. It is forbidden to use forms of packaging and presentation in bottles which are likely to
mislead the consumer or that are in any case likely to damage the prestige of the wine.
4. At the request of interested companies, for promotional purposes, the use of traditional
6, 9, 12 and 15-litre containers may be permitted, upon gaining specific authorisation from
the Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies.
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BarberaD’AstiDOCG

DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRYANDAGRICULTURALPOLICIES

Ministerial Decree, 17 September 2010

REGULATIONSFORPRODUCINGBARBERAD’ASTIDOCG(DENOMINAZIONEDIORIGINE
CONTROLLATAEGARANTITA-DENOMINATIONOFCONTROLLEDANDGUARANTEED
ORIGIN)WINES.(Official Journal G.U. no.236 of 8 October 2010)

Article1-Denominationandwines

Barbera d’Asti DOCG labelling is reserved for red wines which match the conditions and re-
quirements established in these production regulations for the following types of wine,
added specifications or indications:

Barbera d’Asti
Barbera d’Asti superiore, also with the possible specification of the following sub-areas:
“Nizza”, “Tinella”, “Colli Astiani” or “Astiano.”

2. The sub-areas “Nizza”, “Tinella”, “Colli Astiani” or “Astiano.”, shall be governed by the
enclosures annexed to these regulations. Except as expressly provided for in these enclo-
sures, the rules laid down in this specification there must be applied in all the sub-areas.

Article2-ampelographicbasis

1. The Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines must be made from grapes from vineyards, grown in far-
ming companies, having the following ampelographic composition:
Barbera: minimum 90%;
other non-aromatic black grape varieties, suitable for cultivation in the Piedmont Region:
maximum 10%.
2. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1, the vineyards that at the date of publi-
cation of this decree are entered the vineyard register for the Barbera d’Asti DOCG desi-
gnation, in accordance with the provisions of art. 2 of its regulations, approved by
Ministerial Decree of 8 July 2008, are suitable for the production of the wines mentioned
in Article 1.

Article2-Grapegrowingareas

The area of   production of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines includes the territories of the follo-
wing municipalities:
Province of Asti:
Agliano Terme, Albugnano, Antignano, Aramengo, Asti, Azzano d’Asti, Baldichieri, Belveglio,
Berzano S. Pietro, Bruno, Bubbio, Buttigliera d’Asti, Calamandrana, Calliano, Calosso, Ca-
merano Casasco, Canelli, Cantarana, Capriglio, Casorzo, Cassinasco, Castagnole Lanze, Ca-
stagnole Monferrato, Castel Boglione, Castell’Alfero, Castellero, Castelletto Molina, Castello
d’Annone, Castelnuovo Belbo, Castelnuovo Calcea, Castelnuovo Don Bosco, Castel Rocchero,
Celle Enomondo, Cerreto d’Asti, Cerro Tanaro, Cessole, Chiusano d’Asti, Cinaglio, Cisterna
d’Asti, Coazzolo, Cocconato, Corsione, Cortandone, Cortanze, Cortazzone, Cortiglione, Cos-
sombrato, Costigliole d’Asti, Cunico, Dusino San Michele, Ferrere, Fontanile, Frinco, Grana,
Grazzano Badoglio, Incisa Scapaccino, Isola d’Asti, Loazzolo, Maranzana, Maretto, Moasca,
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Mombaldone, Mombaruzzo, Mombercelli, Monale, Monastero Bormida, Moncalvo, Moncucco
Torinese, Mongardino, Montabone, Montafia, Montaldo Scarampi, Montechiaro d’Asti, Mon-
tegrosso d’Asti, Montemagno, Montiglio Monferrato, Moransengo, Nizza Monferrato, Olmo
Gentile, Passerano Marmorito, Penango, Piea, Pino d’Asti, Piovà Massaia, Portacomaro, Qua-
ranti, Refrancore, Revigliasco d’Asti, Roatto, Robella, Rocca d’Arazzo, Roccaverano, Roc-
chetta Palafea, Rocchetta Tanaro, San Damiano D’Asti, San Giorgio Scarampi, San Martino
Alfieri, San Marzano Oliveto, San Paolo Solbrito, Scurzolengo, Serole, Sessame, Settime, So-
glio, Tigliole, Tonco, Tonengo, Vaglio Serra, Valfenera, Vesime, Viale d’Asti, Viarigi, Vigliano,
Villafranca d’Asti, Villa San Secondo, Vinchio.

Province of Alessandria:
Acqui, Alfiano Natta, Alice Bel Colle, Altavilla Monferrato, Bergamasco, Bistagno, Borgoratto
Alessandrino, Camagna Monferrato, Camino, Carentino, Casale Monferrato, Cassine, Ca-
stelletto Merli, Cellamonte, Cereseto, Cerrina, Coniolo, Conzano, Cuccaro Monferrato, Fra-
scaro, Frassinello Monferrato, Fubine, Gabiano, Gamalero, Lu Monferrato, Mirabello
Monferrato, Mombello Monferrato, Moncestino, Murisengo, Occimiano, Odalengo Grande,
Odalengo Piccolo, Olivola, Ottiglio, Ozzano Monferrato, Pontestura, Ponzano Monferrato,
Ricaldone, Rosignano Monferrato, Sala Monferrato, S. Giorgio Monferrato, S. Salvatore
Monferrato, Serralunga di Crea, Solonghello, Strevi, Terruggia, Terzo, Treville, Vignale, Vil-
ladeati, Villamiroglio.
In the municipalities of Coniolo, Casale Monferrato, Occimiano and Mirabello Monferrato,
the production area is limited to the hilly areas on the right side of the river Po and which
are delimited by the Casale ring road, going up from the bridge over the Po in the direction
of Alessandria, flanking the S. Anna hill, crossing the Valentino district and the village of S.
Germano.
South of Casale the border of the production area coincides with the national road until the
administrative border of the municipality of S. Salvatore Monferrato, to include the fields
that are to the west of that road.

Article4-Grapegrowingregulations

1. The environmental and growing conditions of the vineyards earmarked for the produc-
tion of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines must the traditional growing conditions of the area and
must in any case capable of endowing the grapes and resulting wine with the quality cha-
racteristics laid down by these regulations.

2. In particular, the growing conditions of the vineyards should match the requirements li-
sted in the points below:
• soils: clay, loamy, sandy and chalky soils, in their combinations;
• location: hilly terrain, exclusively. Excluded are valley lands, damp terrain and terrain not

sufficiently sunny;
• altitude: no more than 650 meters above sea level;
• exposure: suitable to ensure proper ripening of the grapes. The replanting of vineyards in

their current exposure conditions is allowed.  For new plantings, north-facing exposure
is prohibited;

• growing density: those generally used in function of the peculiar characteristics of the
grape and of the wine. The vineyards subject to new registration or replanting must be
composed of at least 4,000 vines per hectare, calculated on the growing layout;

• growing shapes and pruning systems: the traditional ones (growing shapes: vertical trel-
lised; pruning systems: the traditional Guyot, low spurred cordon and/or other forms not
likely to negatively affect the quality of the grapes);

• all forcing techniques are forbidden.
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3. The maximum grape per hectare yield of specialized farming for the production of Bar-
bera d’Asti DOCG wines and the minimum natural ABV (alcoholic strength by volume) of
its grapes for winemaking should be respectively as follows:

Wine Yield Min. natural
grapes ton/ha ABV

Barbera d'Asti 9 12.00% vol.
Barbera d'Asti superiore 8 12.50% vol.

The maximum quantity of grapes allowed for the production of wines mentioned in Article
1 with the additional mention of “vigna”(“vineyard”) followed by the relative place name
must be 8 tons per hectare of specialized cultivation.
The grapes earmarked for producing the wines referred to in Article 1 which intend to bear
the additional specification “vigna” shall have a minimum natural ABV of 12.50%.
In particular, in order to use the additional term “vigna”, the vineyard under the age of seven
years, must have a yield per hectare further reduced as follows:

• In the third year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
ton/ha ABV

Barbera d’Asti “vigna” 4.8 12.50% vol.
Barbera d’Asti superiore “vigna” 4.8 12.50% vol.

• In the fourth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
ton/ha ABV

Barbera d’Asti “vigna” 5.6 12.50% vol.
Barbera d’Asti superiore “vigna” 5.6 12.50% vol.

• In the fifth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
ton/ha ABV

Barbera d’Asti “vigna” 6.4 12.50% vol.
Barbera d’Asti superiore “vigna” 6.4 12.50% vol.

• In the sixth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
ton/ha ABV

Barbera d’Asti “vigna” 7.2 12.50% vol.
Barbera d’Asti superiore “vigna” 7.2 12.50% vol.

• From the seventh year of planting onwards:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
ton/ha ABV

Barbera d’Asti “vigna” 8 12.50% vol.
Barbera d’Asti superiore “vigna” 8 12.50% vol.
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In favorable years the quantity of grapes produced and destined to the production of 
Barbera d’Asti DOCG wine must be brought back within the above limits as long as pro-
duction does not exceed 20% of that limit, without prejudice to the grape/wine yield limits
for the quantities in question. The possibility of using excess production to claim wines of
other designated origins (DOCs) prevalent in the same area of   production, pursuant to art.
10, paragraph 1, lett. d) of Legislative Decree 61/2010, is subject to specific regional au-
thorization, upon request by the Safeguarding Consortium and having consulted the Pro-
fessional Organizations for this sector.

4. In the event of an unfavorable year, if necessary, Regione Piemonte will set a lower yield
than what is stated in these regulations, which will also differ according to the   production
area mentioned in Article 3.

5. Those affected who expect to obtain a higher yield than the level set by Regione Pie-
monte, but not higher than those established by point 3 above, must notify the bodies re-
sponsible for supervising the area immediately, and in any case at least five days before they
begin the harvest, listing the date of harvest and their estimate of their highest yield by re-
gistered letter, in order to allow these bodies to carry out the necessary inspections.

6. As regards the maximum yield set by this Article, Regione Piemonte, in response to a
proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium, can set maximum limits for clai-
mable grapes per hectare below what is envisaged by these regulations with relation to the
need to achieve a more balanced market.
In this case, the conditions mentioned to in paragraph 5 will not be applicable.

7. The vineyards registered in the Barbera del Monferrato and the Barbera del Monferrato
Superiore registry cannot be registered in the Barbera d’Asti registry of vineyards.

Article5-Winemakingregulations

1. For Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines the winemaking and ageing activities must be done in-
side the production area referred to in Article 3.
However, taking into account the traditional situations it is allowed for these operations to
be carried out within the entire territory of the Piedmont region.

2. The maximum grape yield in finished wine shall not exceed:

Wine Yield Production
(grapes/wine) 
max of wine

(litres per hectare)
Barbera d’Asti not more than 70% 6,300

Barbera d’Asti superiore not more than 70% 6,300

For the use of the term “vigna”, without prejudice to the maximum percentage yield of gra-
pes/wine referred to in the paragraph above, the maximum production of claimable wine
l/ha is determined according to the respective grape yields in Kg/ha referred to in Article 4
point 3.

If this yield exceeds the percentage specified above, but not more than 75%, the excess
shall not be entitled to DOCG denomination; excess of the limit percentage, will void the
right to the designation of origin for the whole year’s production.
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3. In the winemaking and ageing, the most rational technical criteria should be followed and
those oenological techniques carried out that are designed to give the wines the best qua-
lity characteristics, including the enrichment of their sugar content, using the methods and
limits recognized by current legislation.

4. The following wines must undergo a minimum period of aging of: Wines

Wines Duration of which Starting date
In wood 

(oak barrels
of any size)

Barbera d'Asti minimum (free) from 1 November
4 months of the year of the

grape harvest

Barbera d'Asti "vigna" minimum (free) from 1 November
4 months of the year of the 

grape harvest

Barbera d'Asti minimum minimum from 1 November
superiore 14 months 6 months of the year of the

grape harvest

Barbera d'Asti minimum minimum from 1 November
superiore “vigna” 14 months 6 months of the year of the 

grape harvest

Filling is permitted with the same wine stored in other containers, for no more than 10%
of the total volume, over the entire course of the mandatory ageing process.

5. It is allowed to use grapes intended for the production of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines, if
the conditions of law are met, only for the following DOC wines: Monferrato red, Piemonte
Barbera, Monferrato Chiaretto and Ciaret.

6. The wines intended for the Barbera d’Asti DOCG designation referred to in Article 1 may
be reclassified, with the designation of origin Monferrato red, Piedmont Barbera, Piedmont
red, provided they correspond to the conditions and requirements of the relevant produc-
tion regulations, upon notice by the holder to the relevant bodies.

Article6-Wineconsumptioncharacteristics

1. The wines mentioned in Article 1, when placed on the market, must meet the following
characteristics:

Barbera d’Asti;
• color: ruby   red tending to garnet red with ageing; 
• aroma: intense and characteristic, tending to ethereal with ageing;
• taste: dry, calm, full-bodied, with proper ageing more harmonious, pleasant, full flavoured;
• minimum total ABV: 12.00% vol.; with the mention of “vigna” 12.50% vol.;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 24 g/l; minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l
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Barbera d’Asti superiore:
• color: ruby   red tending to garnet red with ageing; 
• aroma: intense and characteristic, tending to ethereal with ageing;
• taste: dry, calm, full-bodied, with proper ageing more harmonious, pleasant, full flavoured;
• minimum total ABV: 12.50% vol.; with the mention of “vigna” 12.50% vol.;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 25 g/l; minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l

2. The Department of Forestry, Food and Agricultural Policies can modify the total acidity
limits and the minimum non-reducing extract by decree.

Article7-Labelling,designationandpresentation.

1. In the designation and presentation of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines, it is forbidden to add
any qualification other than those indicated in these production regulations, including the
adjectives “extra”, “fine”, “naturale”(natural), “scelto”(chosen), “selezionato”(select), “vec-
chio”(old) and similar terms.

2. In the designation and presentation of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines it is permitted to use
indications referring to a name or company, or to private brands, provided they do not have
a laudatory meaning, do not mislead the consumer and cannot be confused with the “sub-
areas”.

3. In the designation and presentation of Barbera d’Asti DOCG wines, the designation of ori-
gin may be accompanied by the mention of “vigna”(“vineyard”) followed by the corre-
sponding place name, provided that:
• all the grapes come from the same vineyard;
• this mention is entered in the “Positive list” established by the organization which holds

the vineyard registry of the designation;
• the winemaking and the ageing of the wines have been carried out in separate containers

and the word “vigna”, followed by the place name, has been reported in the notification
of the grapes, in the registers and in the supporting documents;

• the word “vigna” followed by its relative place name is written on the label in characters
of a size less than or equal to 50% of the characters used for the Barbera d’Asti DOCG de-
signation.

4. For the description and presentation of wines mentioned in Article 1, it is mandatory to
indicate the year of production of the grapes.

Article8-packaging

1. The bottles in which wines mentioned in Article 1 are packaged for sale must be of glass,
of a traditional colour and shape, of a capacity permitted by the applicable laws, but not less
than 18.7 cl with the exception of the 200 cl container.
For promotional purposes only, the wines mentioned in Article 1 may be packaged in con-
tainers of 600 cl, 900 cl and 1200 cl capacities.

2. It is forbidden to use forms of packaging and presentation in bottles, which are likely to
mislead the consumer or that are otherwise likely to damage the prestige of the wine.

SUB-AREA“NIZZA”

Article 1 The designation of controlled and guaranteed origin Barbera d’Asti superiore fol-
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lowed by the specification of the sub-area: “Nizza” is reserved for the wine that meets the
requirements of these regulations.

Article 2 Barbera d’Asti superiore “Nizza” DOCG wine must be obtained from the Barbera
grape variety at a minimum limit of 90%; other non-aromatic black grapes, suitable for cul-
tivation in the Piedmont region: no more than 10%.
Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 1, the vineyards that at the date of publication
of this decree are entered the vineyard register for the Barbera d’Asti DOCG designation in
conformity with rules referred to in art. 2 of the corresponding regulations, approved by Mi-
nisterial Decree of 8 July 2008, are suitable for the production of the wines mentioned in
Article 1.

Article 3 The area for producing Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza DOCG wine covers the en-
tire territory of the following municipalities: Agliano Terme, Belveglio, Calamandrana, Ca-
stel Boglione, Castelnuovo Belbo, Castelnuovo Calcea, Castel Rocchero, Cortiglione, Incisa
Scapaccino, Mombaruzzo, Mombercelli, Nizza Monferrato, Vaglio Serra, Vinchio, Bruno,
Rocchetta Palafea, Moasca, San Marzano Oliveto.

Article 4 The environmental and growing conditions of the vineyards for the production of
wine referred to in Article 1 must be the traditional ones of the area of   production.
For the purpose of registration in the vineyard registry, the suitable vineyards are those si-
tuated on sunny hills or ridges and characterized by clayey-sandy loam and stratified san-
dstone.
The location of the terrains mentioned, to favour the sunshine must be hilly and facing
from south to southwest - southeast.
The growing form is vertical trellised with Guyot pruning for vertical shoots and with a
number of buds on average not more than 10 per vine.
All forcing techniques are forbidden.
The maximum yield allowed for the production of Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza DOCG
wine is 7 tons equal to 49 hectolitres per hectare in specialized cultivations.
In favourable years the quantity of grapes produced and destined to the production of Bar-
bera d’Asti superiore DOCG wines with the specification of the Nizza sub-area must be
brought back within the above limits as long as production does not exceed 20% of that
limit, without prejudice to the grape/wine yield limits for the quantities in question.

The harvest must be done using traditional techniques designed to safeguard the integrity
of the grapes at the time of pressing.

Article 5 The winemaking and bottling activities must be carried out in the area of   produc-
tion defined in Article 3; taking into account the traditional situations, it is allowed for these
operations to be carried out within the entire territory of the Provinces of Cuneo - Asti - Ales-
sandria.
- increasing the alcohol content is allowed to the extent of up to 1 degree of alcohol.
The grapes must ensure a minimum alcoholic strength of not less than 12.5%   vol.
The maximum yield of grapes in wine must not exceed 70%. If this yield exceeds the per-
centage specified above, but by not more than 75%, the excess shall not be entitled to
DOCG designation; excess of 75% will void the right to the designation of origin for the
whole year’s production.

Article 6 The wine referred to in Article  2, when placed on the market, must meet the fol-
lowing characteristics:
colour: ruby   red, intense, tending to garnet red with ageing; 
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aroma: intense and characteristic, ethereal
taste: dry, full-bodied, harmonious and round.
minimum total ABV: 13.00% vol.;
total minimum acidity: 5 g/l
minimum non-reducing extract: 26 g/l;
Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza DOCG wine cannot be placed on the market until after an
ageing period of at least 18 months from 1 January following the harvest.
During this period it is mandatory that it spend at least six months in wooden barrels. Bar-
bera d’Asti superiore Nizza DOCG wine after aging may have a slight hint of wood.

Article 7 It is forbidden to add any qualification to the designation referred to in Article  1
other than those referred to in these regulations. It is, however, permitted the use of indi-
cations referring to vineyards, farms or farmsteads and corporate brands from which the
grapes effectively come from which the wine thus qualified has been obtained, provided that
they are specified at the time of reporting the vineyards and the wine is produced and bot-
tled by the company that produced the grapes.
Barbera d’Asti superiore DOCG wines with the specification of the Nizza sub-area must be
placed on the market in glass containers with a maximum capacity of 5 litres.
On the bottles or other containers containing Barbera d’Asti superiore Nizza DOCG wine it
is obligatory to indicate the year of the harvest from which the wine comes.
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BarberadelMonferratoSuperioreDOCG

DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRYANDAGRICULTURALPOLICIES

MINISTERIAL DECREE, 27 June 2008

RECOGNITIONOFTHEDOCG(DENOMINAZIONEDIORIGINECONTROLLATAEGARAN-
TITA-DENOMINATIONOFCONTROLLEDANDGUARANTEEDORIGIN)DESIGNATIONFOR
BARBERA DEL MONFERRATO SUPERIORE WINE (Official Journal G.U. no. 158 of
08.07.2008).

PRODUCTION REGULATIONS FOR BARBERA DEL MONFERRATO SUPERIORE WINES
WITH DOCG DESIGNATION 

Article1-Denominationandwines

Barbera del Monferato superiore DOCG labelling is reserved for red wines which match the
conditions and requirements established in these production regulations for the following
types of wine, added specifications or indications:
Red wines:
Barbera del Monferrato superiore;

Article2–Ampelographicbasis

1. The wine Barbera del Monferrato superiore must be made from grapes from vineyards
grown within the farming company having the following ampelographic composition:
Barbera: minimum 85%
Freisa, Grignolino and Dolcetto, alone or in combination: maximum 15%.

Article3–Grapeproductionarea

1. The area of   production of the wine Barbera del Monferrato superiore includes the terri-
tories of the following municipalities:

Province of Alessandria:
a) Alto Monferrato: Acqui, Alice Bel Colle, Belforte, Bergamasco,  Borgoratto Alessandrino, Bi-
stagno, Carpeneto, Capriata d’Orba, Cartosio,Carentino, Cassine, Cassinelle, Castelletto d’Erro,
Castelletto d’Orba, Castelnuovo Bormida, Cavatore, Cremolino, Denice, Frascaro, Gamalero,
S. Rocco di Gamalero, Grognardo, Lerma, Melazzo, Merana, Malvicino, Molare, Montaldeo,
Montaldo Bormida, Morbello, Morsasco, Montechiaro d’Acqui, Orsara Bormida, Ovada, Pa-
reto, Ponti, Ponzone, Prasco, Predosa, Ricaldone, Rivalta Bormida, Rocca Grimalda, Sezza-
dio, Silvano d’Orba, Spigno Monferrato, Strevi, Tagliolo, Terzo, Trisobbio, Visone;
b) Basso Monferrato: Alfiano Natta, Altavilla Monferrato, Bassignana, Camagna, Camino,
Casale Monferrato, Castelletto Merli, Castelletto Monferrato, Cellamonte, Cereseto, Cer-
rina, Coniolo, Conzano, Cuccaro, Fubine, Frassinello Monferrato, Gabiano, Lu Monferrato,
Masio, Mirabello Monferrato, Mombello Monferrato, Moncestino, Montecastello, Muri-
sengo, Occimiano, Odalengo Grande, Odalengo Piccolo, Olivola, Ottiglio Monferrato, Oz-
zano, Pomaro Monferrato, Pecetto di Valenza, Pietra Marazzi, Pontestura, Ponzano
Monferrato, Quargnento, Rosignano Monferrato, Rivarone, Sala, San Salvatore Monfer-
rato, San Giorgio Monferrato, Serralunga di Crea, Solonghello, Terruggia, Treville, Valenza,
Vignale, Villadeati, Villamiroglio. In the municipalities of Coniolo, of Casale Monferrato and
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of Occimiano and Mirabello the production area is limited to the hilly areas located on the
right side of the river Po and that are delimited by the Casale ring road departing from the
bridge over the Po in the direction of Alessandria, flanking the hill of S. Anna, crossing the
Valentino district and the hamlet of S. Germano. To the south of Casale, the border of the
production area coincides with the same national road that demarcates the hilly territory of
the municipality of Occimiano Monferrato, located on the right in the direction of Alessan-
dria, until the administrative border of the municipality of Mirabello Monferrato.

Province of Asti:
AglianoTerme, Albugnano, Antignano, Aramengo, Asti, Azzano d’Asti, Baldichieri, Belveglio,
Berzano San Pietro, Bruno, Bubbio, Buttigliera d’Asti, Calamandrana, Calliano, Calosso, Ca-
merano Casasco, Canelli, Cantarana, Capriglio, Casorzo, Cassinasco, Castagnole Lanze, Ca-
stagnole Monferrato, Castel Boglione, Castell’Alfero, Castellero, Castelletto Molina, Castello
d’Annone, Castelnuovo Belbo, Castelnuovo Calcea, Castelnuovo Don Bosco, Castel Roc-
chero, Celle Enomondo, Cerreto d’Asti, Cerro Tanaro, Cessole, Chiusano d’Asti, Cinaglio, Ci-
sterna d’Asti, Coazzolo, Cocconato, Corsione, Cortandone, Cortanze, Cortazzone, Cortiglione,
Cossombrato, Costigliole d’Asti, Cunico, Dusino San Michele, Ferrere, Fontanile, Frinco,
Grana, Grazzano Badoglio, Incisa Scapaccino, Isola d’Asti, Loazzolo, Maranzana, Maretto,
Moasca, Mombaldone, Mombaruzzo, Mombercelli, Monale, Monastero Bormida, Moncalvo,
Moncucco Torinese, Mongardino, Montabone, Montafia, Montaldo Scarampi, Montechiaro
d’Asti, Montegrosso d’Asti, Montemagno, Montiglio Monferrato, Moransengo, Nizza Mon-
ferrato, Olmo Gentile, Passerano Marmorito, Penango, Piea, Pino d’Asti, Piovà Massaia,
Portacomaro, Quaranti, Refrancore, Revigliasco d’Asti, Roatto, Robella, Rocca d’Arazzo,
Roccaverano, Rocchetta Palafea, Rocchetta Tanaro, San Damiano d’Asti, San Giorgio Sca-
rampi, San Martino Alfieri, San Marzano Oliveto, San Paolo Solbrito, Scurzolengo, Serole
Sessame, Settime, Soglio, Tigliole, Tonco, Tonengo, Vaglio Serra, Valfenera, Vesime, Viale
d’Asti, Viarigi, Vigliano, Villafranca d’Asti, Villa San Secondo, Vinchio.

Article4-Grapegrowingregulations

1. The vineyards earmarked for producing Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wines
must match the traditional ones of the area, in terms of environmental conditions in which
they grow, and must in any case be capable of endowing the grapes and resulting wine
with the specific quality characteristics established by these production regulations.

2. In particular, the growing conditions of the vineyards must meet the requirements set out
in the following paragraphs:
• soil: clay soils, loamy, sandy and chalky, in their combinations;
• layout: hilly terrain, exclusively. Excluded are valley lands, damp terrain and terrain not suf-

ficiently sunny;
• altitude: not more than 650 meters above sea level;
• exposure: suitable to ensure proper ripening of the grapes;
• the replanting of vineyards in their current exposure conditions is allowed. For new plan-

tings, a north-facing exposure is prohibited.
• planting density: those generally used in function of the peculiar characteristics of the

grape and of the wine. The vineyards subject to new registration or replanting must be
composed of at least 3,500 vines per hectare, calculated on the planting layout;

• growing shapes and pruning systems: the traditional ones (growing shapes: vertical trel-
lised; pruning systems: the traditional Guyot, low spurred cordon and/or other forms not
likely to negatively affect the quality of the grapes);

• all forcing techniques are forbidden.
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3. The maximum yield of grapes per hectare of specialized farming for the production of
Barbera del Monferrato superiore wine and the minimum natural ABV (alcoholic strength
by volume) of its grapes for wine making should be respectively as follows:

Wine Yield grapes Min. natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 9,000 12.50% vol.
superiore

The maximum amount of grapes allowed for the production of wines referred to in Article
1 with the additional wording “vigna”(“vineyard”) followed by the place name is 8,000 kg
per hectare of specialized cultivation.
The grapes used in the production of the wines referred to in Article 1 which intend to bear the
additional specification “vigna”(“vineyard”) shall have a minimum natural ABV of 13.00%.
In particular, in order to use the additional mention of “vigna”(“vineyard”), the vineyard
under the age of seven years, must have a yield per hectare further reduced as follows:

• In the third year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Minimum natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 4,800 13.00% vol.
superiore “vigna”

•In the fourth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Minimum natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 5,600 13.00% vol.
superiore “vigna”

• In the fifth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Minimum natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 6,400 13.00% vol.
superiore “vigna”

• In the sixth year of planting:

Wine Yield grapes Minimum natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 7,200 13.00% vol.
superiore “vigna”

• From the seventh year of planting onwards:

Wine Yield grapes Minimum natural
(Kg/ha) ABV

Barbera del Monferrato 8,000 13.00% vol.
superiore “vigna”
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In favorable years, the quantity of grapes obtained and to be used for the production of
Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wine must be brought back within the above limits
as long as production does not exceed 20% of that limit, without prejudice to the grape/wine
yield limits for the quantities in question.

4. In the event of an unfavorable year, if necessary, Regione Piemonte will set a lower yield
than what is stated in these regulations, which will also differ according to the   production
area mentioned in Article 3.

5. Those affected who expect to obtain a higher yield than the level set by Regione Pie-
monte, but not higher than that established by point 3 above, must notify the bodies re-
sponsible for supervising the area immediately, and in any case at least five days before they
begin their harvest, listing that date, their estimate of their highest yield by registered let-
ter, in order to allow these bodies to carry out the necessary inspections.

6. As regards the maximum yield set by this Article, Regione Piemonte - in response to a
proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium or by the Interprofessional Council-
can set maximum limits for claimable grapes per hectare below what is envisaged by these
regulations with relation to the need to achieve a more balanced market.
In this case, the conditions mentioned to in paragraph 5 will not be applicable.

7. The vineyards registered in the Barbera d’Asti registry cannot be registered in the Bar-
bera del Monferrato superiore registry of vineyards.

Article5-Winemakingregulations

1. For Barbera del Monferrato Superiore DOCG wine, the winemaking and ageing activities
must be done inside the production area referred to in Article 3.
However, taking into account the traditional situations, it is allowed for these operations to
be carried out within the entire territory of the Piedmont region.

The maximum grape yield in finished wine shall not exceed:

Wine Yield Production
(grapes/wine) 
max of wine

(litres per hectare)
Barbera del Monferrato not more than 70% 6,300

Superiore

For the use of the term “vigna”(“vineyard”), without prejudice to the maximum percentage
yield of grapes/wine referred to in the paragraph above, the maximum production of clai-
mable wine hl/ha is determined according to the respective grape yields in Kg/ha referred
to in Article 4 point 3.
If this yield exceeds the percentage specified above, but not more than 75%, the excess
shall not be entitled to the DOCG designation; excess of the limit percentage, will void the
right to the designation of origin for the whole year’s production.

3. In the winemaking and ageing, the most rational technical criteria should be followed and
those oenological techniques carried out that are designed to give the wine the best qua-
lity characteristics, including the enrichment of their sugar content, using the methods and
limits recognized by current legislation.
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4. The following wines must undergo a period of ageing:

Wines Duration of which Starting date
In wood 

(oak barrels
of any size)

Barbera del Monferrato minimum minimum from 1 November
superiore 14 months 6 months of  the year of the

grape harvest.

Barbera del Monferrato minimum minimum from 1 November
superiore “vigna” 14 months 6 months of the year of the 

grape harvest.

Topping is permitted with the same wine stored in other containers, for no more than 10%
of the total volume, throughout the mandatory ageing process.

5. The choice of Barbera del Monferrato superiore grapes is permitted, if the conditions of
law are met, only for the following DOC wines: Monferrato red, Monferrato Chiaretto or
Ciaret, Barbera del Monferrato and Piemonte Barbera.

6. The wine earmarked for DOCG designation referred to in Article 1 can only be reclassi-
fied under the desingation Monferrato DOCG red, Piemonte Barbera and provided it corre-
sponds to the conditions and requirements of the relevant regulations, upon notice by the
holder to the competent bodies.

Article6-Wineconsumptionfeatures

1. The wines referred to in Article 1, once placed on the market, must meet the following
characteristics:

Barbera del Monferrato superiore:
• colour: ruby   red tending to garnet with ageing;
• Aroma: intense and characteristic, tending to ethereal with ageing;
• flavour: dry, calm, full-bodied, with proper ageing more harmonious, pleasant, full fla-

voured;
• minimum total ABV: 13.00% vol.;
• for Barbera del Monferrato superiore with the word “vigna”: 13.00% vol;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 25 g/l;
• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l

2. The Department of Forestry, Food and Agricultural Policies can modify the total acidity
limits and the minimum non-reducing extract by decree.

Article7-Labelling,designationandpresentation

1. In the designation and presentation of Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wines, it
is forbidden to add any qualification other than those indicated in these production regu-
lations, including the adjectives “extra”, “fine”, “naturale”(“natural”), “scelto”(“chosen”),
“selezionato”(“select”), “vecchio”(“old”) and similar terms.
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2. For the designation and presentation of Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wines,
it is permitted to use indications referring to a name or company or to private brands, as
long as they do not have a laudatory meaning and do not mislead the consumer.

3. In the description and presentation of Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wine, the
designation of origin may be accompanied by the word “vigna”(“vineyard”) followed by
the corresponding place name, provided that:
• all the grapes come from the same vineyard;
• such mention is registered in the “Positive list” established by the authority holding the

Vineyard Registry for that designation;
• the winemaking and the ageing of the wine have been carried out in separate containers

and the word “vigna”, followed by the place name, has been reported in the notification
of the grapes, in the registers and in the supporting documents;

• the word “vigna” is followed by its relative place name is written on the label in a font size
less than or equal to 50% of the font used for the Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG
designation.

4. In the description and presentation of Barbera del Monferrato superiore DOCG wines it
is mandatory to indicate the year of production of the grapes.

Article8-Packaging

1. The bottles in which the wine referred to in Article 1 is packaged for marketing must be
of glass, of a traditional colour and shape, of a capacity permitted by the applicable laws,
but not less than 18.7 cl with the exception of the 200 cl container.
However, for promotional purposes only or for special events, it is permitted for all the Bar-
bera del Monferrato Superiore DOCG wines to be packaged in glass containers of 600 cl,
900 cl and 1200cl capacities.

2. It is forbidden to use forms of packaging and presentation in bottles, which are likely to
mislead the consumer or that are otherwise likely to offend the prestige of the wine.
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AstiDOCG

DEPARTMENTOFFORESTRYANDAGRICULTURALPOLICIES

Ministerial decree, 21 November 2011

REGULATIONSFORPRODUCINGASTIDOCG(DENOMINAZIONEDIORIGINECONTROL-
LATA E GARANTITA/DENOMINATION OF CONTROLLED AND GUARANTEED ORIGIN)
WINES.(Official Journal G.U. no. 281 of 2 December 2011)

Article1–Denomination

1. Asti DOCG labelling is reserved for wines which match the conditions and requirements
established in these production regulations for the following types of wine:
Asti or Asti Spumante;
Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method); Moscato d’Asti;
Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva (late harvest).

2. The sub-areas Canelli, Santa Vittoria d’Alba and Strevi are regulated by the footnotes en-
closed in this document. Apart from what is expressly stated in the abovementioned en-
closures, the rules envisaged in these production regulations must be applied to these
sub-areas.

Article2–Ampelographicbasis

1. The Asti wines designated with DOCG labelling mentioned in Article 1 must be obtained
from vineyards consisting of Moscato Bianco (Muscat Blanc) grape variety.

Article3–Productionarea

1. The grapes designated in these regulations must be produced in the following areas:

In the province of Alessandria, the entire territory of the municipalities of:
Acqui Terme, Alice Bel Colle, Bistagno, Cassine, Grognardo, Ricaldone, Strevi, Terzo and Visone.

In the province of Asti, the entire territory of the municipalities of:
Bubbio, Calamandrana, Calosso, Canelli, Cassinasco, Castagnole Lanze, Castel Boglione,
Castelletto Molina, Castelnuovo Belbo, Castel Rocchero, Cessole, Coazzolo, Costigliole
d’Asti, Fontanile, Incisa Scapaccino, Loazzolo, Maranzana, Mombaruzzo, Monastero Bor-
mida, Montabone, Nizza Monferrato, Quaranti, San Marzano Oliveto, Moasca, Sessame,
Vesime, Rocchetta Palafea and San Giorgio Scarampi.

In the province of Cuneo, the entire territory of the municipalities of:
Camo, Castiglione Tinella, Cossano Belbo, Mango, Neive, Neviglie, Rocchetta Belbo, Ser-
ralunga d’Alba, S. Stefano Belbo, S. Vittoria d’Alba, Treiso, Trezzo Tinella, Castino, Perletto
and the hamlets of Como and San Rocco Senodelvio in the municipality of Alba.

Article4–Grapegrowingregulations

1. The environmental conditions of vineyards earmarked for producing the DOCG wines
mentioned in Article 1 must match the traditional growing conditions of the area and must
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in any case be capable of endowing the grapes, must and resulting wine with their specific
quality characteristics.

2. Therefore only vineyards located on favourable, well-exposed hillsides, preferably with
chalk or chalk-clay soil, will be considered suitable, excluding vineyards planted in light or
damp soils on the valley floor or in lowland plains.

3. The planting layout, the growing shapes (VSP trellised) and pruning systems (short,
long and mixed) must be the ones generally used and in any case designed not to modify
the characteristics of the grapes, the must and the wine.

4. Newly planted vineyards or replanted vineyards created after these regulations came into
force must have at least 4,000 vines per hectare.

5. All forcing techniques are prohibited. Emergency irrigation is allowed.

6. The maximum grape per hectare yield of vineyards earmarked for producing DOCG wines
as listed in Article 1 must not exceed:

Yield grapes ton/ha
Asti or Asti Spumante 10
Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method) 8
Moscato d’Asti 10
Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva (late harvest) 6

7. The grapes set aside for producing DOCG Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva wine must
be harvested later in the season. After harvesting, the grapes can be subjected to the dry-
ing process in suitable premises.

8. The yield must be brought down to within the abovementioned threshold even in ex-
ceptionally favourable years, as long as production does not exceed 20% of that threshold,
or all that year’s production loses the right to Asti DOCG labelling.

9. As regards Asti and Moscato d’Asti types of wine only, in particularly favourable years,
Regione Piemonte – in response to a proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium
and having consulted representatives from the entire production chain – can increase the
maximum yield per hectare by 20% at most, while the maximum threshold of 12 ton/ha re-
mains unchanged. The use of must obtained from surplus grapes over and above the basic
yield of 10 ton/ha is regulated according to what is envisaged in Article 5 (below).

10. In unfavourable years, in compliance with legislative decree D.lgs. no. 61/2010, Re-
gione Piemonte will set a lower yield than what is stated in these regulations, which will also
differ according to the production area mentioned in Article 3, and will immediately inform
the supervising body.
Those affected who expect to obtain a higher yield than the level set by Regione Piemonte,
but which will not exceed the level set by point 6 (above), must notify by registered letter
the bodies responsible for supervising the area immediately, and in any case at least five
days before they begin their harvest, listing the date of harvest and their estimate of their
highest yield, in order to allow these bodies to carry out the necessary inspections.

11. As regards the maximum yield set by this Article, Regione Piemonte – in response to
a proposal put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium – can set maximum thresholds per
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hectare for grapes and/or wine claiming such labelling below what is envisaged by these
regulations in order to respond to the need for a more balanced market. In this case, the
conditions mentioned in paragraph 9 will not apply.

12. Having considered market conditions, Regione Piemonte – in response to a proposal
put forward by the Safeguarding Consortium and having consulted representatives from the
entire production chain – can decide to temporarily interrupt or regulate admissions to the
wine growers’ registry for newly planted vineyards that increase production potential.

13. Grapes set aside for producing the wines mentioned in Article 1 must guarantee a min-
imum natural ABV of:

Minimum natural ABV
(% vol)

Asti or Asti Spumante 9
Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method) 11
Moscato d’Asti 10
Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva (late harvest) 12

Nevertheless, during years with unfavourable climatic conditions, grapes that ensure a min-
imum natural ABV of 9.5% vol to Moscato d’Asti wine – excluding all other kinds of wine –
will be considered suitable.

14. Regione Piemonte has been appointed to ascertain the existence of unfavourable cli-
matic conditions during the course of the year in areas specified by Article 3 and to au-
thorise what is envisaged by the previous paragraph by 15th September each year.

Article5–Winemakingregulations

1. Stages such as the grape drying process for late harvest wine and mashing for producing
the DOCG wines listed in Article 1, as well as the processing stages, second fermentation and
stabilisation, fining, bottling and packaging processes of DOCG wines of all kinds as listed in
Article 1 must be carried out in the territory covered by the provinces of Alessandria, Asti,
Cuneo and the Pessione hamlet located in the municipality of Chieri (province of Turin).

2. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies can allow the abovementioned
preparation processes to be carried out in plants located in the territory covered by the
province of Milan or the remaining territory of the province of Turin, provided that the com-
panies involved have produced Moscato d’Asti, Asti Spumante or Asti in these premises for
at least ten years before DPR 12 July 1963 no.930 came into force.

3. Only local, reliable and consistent practices are allowed in winemaking, and these par-
ticularly include: the selection of grapes where necessary, any destemming of bunches of
grapes and their usual pressing, the formation of the so-called ‘cap’ in barrels and the ad-
dition of agglomerating and clarifying substances to the must in the usual doses and in
any case within legal limits, the subsequent decanting of the must followed by its filtering
or centrifugation and refrigeration. These practices, particularly refrigeration, can be used
to carry out fermentation/s designed to achieve, for the entire vintage, the minimum ABV
for consumption as established by these regulations so as to safeguard the right ratio of
actual alcohol content and residual sugar.

4. The maximum grape to wine yield for producing the DOCG wines listed in Article 1 must
not exceed:
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Yield grape/wine

Asti or Asti Spumante 75%
Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method) 60%
Moscato d’Asti 75%
Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva (late harvest) 50%

Any surplus, possible up to a maximum of 5%, will not have the right to a DOCG label. Fur-
ther excess will result in the loss of the right to the DOCG label for the entire harvest.

5. The must obtained from grapes exceeding a yield of 10 ton/ha, following the measure passed
by Regione Piemonte mentioned in Article 4 (above), is to be blocked while unbottled and can-
not be used until the regional measures mentioned in the following paragraph are passed.
Regione Piemonte, passing its own measure/s by the time of the harvest following that which
produced the must concerned – in response to a proposal by the Safeguarding Consortium fol-
lowing inspections ascertaining production and market conditions – undertakes to earmark
part or all of the surplus must exceeding a yield of 10 ton/ha for DOCG certification. Should Re-
gione Piemonte neglect to pass any measures, all the surplus must exceeding a yield of 10
ton/ha or that part of it that has not been affected by any measures will be classified as must
or partially fermented must, with all the uses allowed by current legislation.

6. The batch earmarked for sparkling wine production for producing Asti or Asti Spumante
DOCG wines, to be done using the natural fermentation method in pressurised tanks, must
be obtained from must that matches the criteria stated in these regulations.

7. The batch earmarked for sparkling wine production for producing Asti or Asti Spumante
Metodo Classico (traditional method) DOCG wines, which must be done using the natural
fermentation method in the bottle, must be obtained from must that matches the criteria
stated in these regulations and in line with current national and EU legislation regulating
sparkling wines.

8. The second fermentation process for Asti or Asti Spumante, which must be done using
the natural fermentation method in pressurised tanks (or Martinotti method), cannot last
less than one month including the fining stage.

9. The second fermentation process for Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional
method), which must be done using the natural fermentation method in the bottle, must last
at least nine months in the same company from the time this batch was created. The wine
must remain on the lees, without interruption, for the established length of time and sep-
arated from the lees by disgorgement.

10. The increase in the minimum natural ABV of the must or the wine earmarked for Asti
or Asti Spumante and Asti or Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method) DOCG
wine production must be achieved by using oenological practices that are allowed by cur-
rent legislation.

11. Artificial carbonation, either partial or total, is prohibited for the DOCG wines listed in Ar-
ticle 1 and the addition of any substances to stop fermentation for their conservation is pro-
hibited, even if such practices are generally allowed by current national and EU legislation.

12. The increase in the minimum natural ABV of the must or the wine earmarked for
Moscato d’Asti DOCG wine production must be obtained only by adding Moscato Bianco
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(Muscat Blanc) concentrated must produced in Piedmont, or rectified concentrated must
or using oenological practices allowed by current legislation.

13. The practice of enrichment is prohibited for Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva wines.

14. Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva wines must be subjected to at least one year of fin-
ing, starting from the moment of their preparation.

15. DOCG Moscato d’Asti and Moscato d’Asti Vendemmia Tardiva, claimed as such at the
time of the annual production report, can be earmarked for the production of DOCG Asti
Spumante by the 30th July following the harvest, should it match the criteria stated in these
regulations. The opposite operation is not allowed but should the characteristics of the
product (minimum natural ABV) be the same as those required for DOCG Moscato d’Asti,
Regione Piemonte can, on a year by year basis, allow this transfer upon receiving a re-
quest from the Safeguarding Consortium and having asked the opinion of representatives
from the entire production chain beforehand. However the transfer of Moscato d’Asti type
wine to Asti Spumante Metodo Classico (traditional method) wine is not allowed.

CANELLISUB-AREA

Article1–Designation

1. DOCG Moscato d’Asti labelling, followed by the name of the sub-area Canelli, is reserved
for wines which match the conditions and requirements established in this enclosure at-
tached to the production regulations.

Article 2–Ampelographicbasis

1. DOCG Moscato d’Asti labelling, followed by the name Canelli, is reserved for wines pro-
duced from grapes from industry vineyards consisting of Moscato Bianco (Muscat Blanc)
grape variety.

Article 3–Productionarea

1. The area set aside for producing DOCG Moscato d’Asti wines with the added name of the
sub-area Canelli includes plots of land that favour quality and are suitable for grape grow-
ing in the territory covered by the municipalities listed below.

Province of Asti: the entire territory covered by the municipalities of Calamandrana, Calosso,
Canelli, Cassinasco, Castagnole Lanze, Coazzolo, Costigliole d’Asti, San Marzano Oliveto,
Moasca, and the portion of land located on the left bank of the Bormida river in the mu-
nicipality of Loazzolo.

Province of Cuneo: the entire territory covered by the municipalities of Camo, Castiglione
Tinella, Cossano Belbo, Mango, Neive, Neviglie, Rocchetta Belbo, Serralunga d’Alba, S.
Stefano Belbo, Treiso, Trezzo Tinella and the hamlets of Como and San Rocco Senodelvio
in the municipality of Alba.

Article 4–Grapegrowingregulations

1. The environmental conditions and the care of vineyards earmarked for producing the
wines listed in Article 1 must be traditional ones of the area and, in any case, designed to
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endow the grapes and resulting wines with the specific quality characteristics envisaged by
these regulations. In particular, the grape growing conditions should match the require-
ments listed in the points below:

1.1. Location: hillsides with chalk-clay soil; vineyards planted in heavy, deep soils or on
gypsiferous outcrops of land should be considered unsuitable. The minimum altitude is
165 metres a.s.l.

1.2. Exposure: on sunny hillsides and hilltops, excluding valley floors, shady areas, plains
and damp areas.

1.3. Growing density: the usual density depending on the particular characteristics of these
grapes and their wine.

2. Vineyards newly registered in the wine growers’ registry or currently being replanted must
consist of at least 4,000 vine stocks per hectare, calculated according to the growing layout.

3. The growing system is the traditional one of VSP trellised with Guyot pruning and ver-
tical shoots.

4. All forcing techniques are prohibited. Emergency irrigation is allowed.

5. The maximum grape per hectare yield of vineyards earmarked for producing the DOCG
wines listed in Article 1 and the natural minimum ABV of the grapes earmarked for wine-
making, respectively, should be the following:

ABV
Maximum grape production natural min. vol.

Moscato d’Asti Canelli 9.5 ton/ha 11% vol

6. The maximum grape yield allowed for producing the DOCG wines listed in Article 1 with
the label “vigna” (“vineyard”) followed by the relevant place name and respective natural
minimum ABV figures are the following:

ABV
Maximum grape production natural min. vol.

Moscato d’Asti Canelli “vigna” 8.5 ton/ha 11.5% vol

7. DOCG Moscato d’Asti wine labels followed by the name of the sub-area Canelli can be
accompanied by the word “vigna” as long as the vineyard has existed in its present layout
for at least seven years. If the vineyard is younger than that, the permitted quantities of
grapes per hectare produced are:

Year ton/ha grape yield
third 5.1
fourth 5.9
fifth 6.8
sixth 7.7

Yield must be brought back within the above thresholds even in exceptionally favourable
years, as long as production does not exceed 20% of that threshold, or all that year’s pro-
duction loses the right to DOCG labelling.
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Article5–Winemakingregulations

1. Stages such as vinification, fining, ageing and bottling must be carried out in the pro-
duction area of the sub-area stated in Article 3.

2. The maximum grape to finished wine yield should not exceed:

Maximum grape/wine yield Max. wine production
Moscato d’Asti Canelli 75% 71.25 hl/ha

In order to use the word “vigna”, given the maximum grape/wine yield mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph, the maximum hl/ha wine production obtainable is determined on the basis
of the ton/ha grape yields stated in Article 4 point 5.
Should the yield exceed the abovementioned percentage, but not by more than 80%, the
surplus does not have the right to DOCG labelling; beyond that percentage limit, the entire
production loses the right to DOCG labelling.

Article6–Consumptioncharacteristics

1. DOCG Moscato d’Asti wine, followed by the name of the sub-area, Canelli, should match
the following criteria when placed on the market:

• colour: straw, a yellow that can be more or less intense, up to golden;
• aroma: musky, with the characteristics and fragrance of Muscat;
• taste: sweet, spicy, full of character, with the flavour of Muscat grapes, vigorous at times;
• total minimum ABV: 12% vol, of which the actual amount is between 4.5% and 6.5% vol;
• minimum total acidity: 4.5 g/l;
• minimum non-reducing extract: 16 g/l.

2. Once placed on the market, one of its characteristics can be the development of carbon
dioxide once uncorked, produced only by its fermentation which, when kept at a tempera-
ture of 20° centigrade in closed containers, creates pressure due to the carbon dioxide in
the solution no higher than 2 bar.

3. The Department of Forestry and Agricultural Policies can – following a specific request
issued by the Safeguarding Consortium – modify the minimum thresholds for total acidity
and non-reducing extract by issuing a decree.

Article7–Designationandpresentation

1. The DOCG wines mentioned in Article 1 may not add any description that differs from
those envisaged in these regulations, including adjectives such as “extra”, “fine”, “se-
lezionato” (“selected”), “scelto” (“chosen”), “superiore”(“superior”), “riserva” (“reserve”)
and such like.

2. The use of descriptions that refer to names, trading names, private trademarks that do
not have self-aggrandising meanings and descriptions that do not mislead consumers is al-
lowed.

3. Words describing the agricultural activity of the bottling organisation – such as ‘wine-
maker’, “farm”, “estate”, “farmhouse” and other similar terms – are allowed in compliance
with EU legislation on this subject.
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4. In designating and presenting the wines listed in Article 1, DOCG labelling can be ac-
companied by the word “vigna” (“vineyard”) as long as:

• the grapes all come from the same vineyard;
• such a description and the associated place names or traditional names appear in a spe-

cially compiled regional list, in compliance with Article 6, paragraph 8, of legislative de-
cree no. 61/2010;

• those who, when designating and presenting, intend to accompany the designation with
the word “vigna” have at least carried out the vinification of grapes and the wine bottling
process;

• the vinification of grapes and ageing of the wine have been carried out in separate con-
tainers and the word “vigna” followed by the place name has been stated in the grape
registration, in registers and accompanying documents;

• the word “vigna” followed by its relative place name is printed in a font no larger than 50%
of the font used for the Designation;

• the bottles for DOCG wines with the added reference to “vigna” followed by the place
name, offered for sale, are 500 cl. in size or less, excluding the 20cl size.

5. For DOCG wines as listed in Article 1, labels must show the year the grapes were produced.

Article8–Packaging

1. The DOCG wines listed in Article 1 can be placed on the market in bottles of the follow-
ing sizes: 375ml – 500ml – 750ml – 1.5 litres and 5 litres, corresponding to the types en-
visaged in national and EU regulations on this subject.
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3.ExcerptofthestandardsfortheimplementationoftheRegionePiemonteRegional
LandscapePlan,adoptedwithResolutionoftheRegionalCouncildated04/08/2009

Art.32Ruralareasofspecificlandscapeinterest

(1) The Regional Landscape Plan acknowledges and defends areas characterised by particular
systems of cultivated or natural components of specific landscape-cultural interest, highlighting
the following in Table P4:
a. hilltop areas forming backgrounds;
b. agro-forestry landscapes of particular inter-digitation between cultivated areas and woodland

borders;
c. rural landscape systems of standardised significance and characterisation of the crops, dis-

tinguishing:
I. paddy fields;
II. vineyards;

d. rural landscape systems of significant variety and specificity, such as terraces, closed field
mosaics or the cultivation of grass with tree borders, vineyards planted also with trees, tra-
ditional orchards altered little by recent transformations, with the presence of sparse whole
traditional settlements or traces of farming installations and their historical infrastructures,
with particular reference to the coincidence with the aspects pursuant to article 19 and to
paragraph 2 of article 25;

e. rural systems along riversides with sparse traditional settlements and, in particular, at fluvial
confluences.

Addresses
(2) The sectoral plans, especially those for agriculture and oil defence, apply the following ad-

dress: they have to take into account the features of the areas identified in paragraph 1 to
guarantee their active conservation, the enhancement of the agricultural signs and eco-sys-
temic connectivity, also by introducing specific incentives that reward enhancement actions,
particularly in the contexts highlighted by the Regional Landscape Plan as being particularly
integral, threatened or rare.

Directives
(3) The provincial territorial plans, for the subsequent letter a., and the locals plans for letters

b. and c.:
a. identify the areas which, due to the particular legibility of busy paths or prioritised points

from which to view the landscape, pursuant to article 30, must maintain evidence of the char-
acterising elements recognised, safeguarding the visual integrity of the cultivated layouts;

b. regulate the transformation and suitability for construction in the farming areas pursuant to
paragraph 1, in order to contribute, in compliance with their jurisdiction, to the conservation
or recovery of the legibility of the systems of signs of the farming landscape, particularly
where connected to traditional settlements (contexts of farmhouses or rural aggregates), or
linear elements (reticules of ditches and canals, dry stone walls, hedges, trees running along
country roads);

c. define specific legislation for the use of materials and typologies consistent with the land-
scape context and with the traditional features of the places, for the construction of new build-
ings or other elements (perimeter walls, fencing and the like).
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Art.33Placesandidentifyingelements

(1) In Table P4, the Regional Landscape Plan acknowledges the places and identifying elements
that are considered to have an image of particular symbolic value in the local social per-
ception and/or the collective imagination, inasmuch as they are:

a. traditionally connected to traditional, devotional, memorial and historical events or values:
b. connected to recurrent or one-off activities or values of social use of space, motivating ag-

gregation and/or recognition at local or supra-local level;
c. evoked by representations of artistic interest;
d. connected to notoriety or consolidated fame within tourism.

(2) In Table P2 and Annex C, the Regional Landscape Plan highlights the places pursuant to
paragraph 1, distinguishing:

a. the Sites included in the UNESCO World Heritage;
b. the Estates of the “Ordine Mauriziano”, restricted to those pursuant to paragraph 7;

and other places and identifying elements in Table P4.

RegulationsforSitesincludedintheUNESCOWorldHeritageList
(3) The Regional Landscape Plan acknowledges the Sites included in the UNESCO World Her-

itage List as being environments worthy of defence, in accordance with letter d., paragraph
1, article 143 of the Code, and assumes the following priority aims for such environments:

a. defence of historical and cultural identity;
b. protection of historical buildings;
c. defence of the territorial integrity not to be broken down;
d. defence of the landscape-perceptive scenic layout;
e. the enhancement and use of resources of the complex of historical-artistic and environmen-

tal heritage;
applying the directives pursuant to paragraph 4 and the prescriptions pursuant to paragraph 5,
in accordance with letter d., paragraph 4, article 135 of the Code; for sites still not subject to de-
fence in accordance with article 134 of the Code, the special procedure for the declaration of pub-
lic interest pursuant to articles 138, 139 and 140 of the Code and the consequent authorisation
system will be activated.

Directives
(4) In the areas pursuant to paragraph 3:
a. the provincial territorial plans state the aspects that characterise the place; they can identify

and regulate areas outside and adjacent to the core zone in order to contribute to the protec-
tion, management, integrity, authenticity and sustainability of the recognised value of the site
(buffer area);

b. the locals plans, for the areas pursuant to letter a, specify the regulation of operations in order
to avoid influencing functionality, visibility, recognition and use of the identifying factors indi-
viduated and encourage the recovery of the existing building heritage for inclusion in unitary
projects and/or management plans, with specific consideration of the landscape aspects. 
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4.AgreementbetweentheMinistryofCulturalHeritageandActivities,RegionePiemonte,
ProvinciadiAlessandria,ProvinciadiAstiandProvinciadiCuneoforthepreparationofthe
fileforcandidacyfortheUNESCOWorldHeritageListoftheSite,signedon11/02/2008.
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Agreementbetween
Theministryofculturalheritage,RegionePiemonteandtheprovincialauthoritiesof
Alessandria,AstiandCuneo
for the preparation of the dossier for candidacy for inclusion in the unesco world heritage list of
the site named

“TypicalwinegrowinglandscapesofPiedmont”

IN VIEW OF the Convention on the Protection of the World’s Cultural and Natural Heritage,
adopted by the UNESCO General Conference in Paris on 16 November 1972;
IN VIEW OF Legislative Decree no. 368 of 20 October 1998: “Institution of the Ministry of Cul-
tural Heritage in compliance with art. 11 of law no. 59 of 15 March 1997” and subsequent
amendments;
IN VIEW OF Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004: “Code of cultural and landscape her-
itage” in accordance with art. 10 of law no. 137 of 6 July 2002 and subsequent amendments
(Lgs. Dec. no. 157 of 24 March 2006);
IN VIEW OF Law no. 14 of 9 January 2006: 
“Ratification and application of the European Landscape Convention”;
IN VIEW OF Law no. 77 of 20 February 2007 “Special measures for the defence and use of Italian
sites of cultural, landscape and environmental interest, included in the “world heritage list” sub-
ject to defence by UNESCO”;

Andalso:

IN VIEW OF Regional Law no. 20 of 9 August 1999: “Regulation of the wine districts and wine
roads of Piedmont. Amendments to regional law no. 37 of 12 May 1980 (the regional wine cel-
lars, wine stores or municipal wineries, ethnographic-oenology museums, wine roads)”;
IN VIEW OF Regional Law no. 16 of 28 February 2000: “Provisions for the defence and development
of the hill territories and economy”;
IN VIEW OF the P.T.R. (Regional Territorial Plan) of Regione Piemonte, which identifies the ge-
ographic zone of Monferrato, Langhe, Astigiano and Roero as an area of high landscape-envi-
ronmental quality, to be subject to specific legislation for use and environmental enhancement
through the implementation of Landscape Plans or Territorial Plans with landscape validity  by
the Regione Piemonte and Provincial Authorities concerned;

Whereas

Winegrowing, which has been widespread in Italy since Roman times, represents a constant el-
ement of human ingenuity, due to the moulding of the land and the ongoing research aimed at
obtaining high quality products, so much so that they have always been famous and exported,
with Italian emigration contributing to the creation of the winegrowing sector in America and
Australia;
In Southern Piedmont, the presence of agriculturally poor soils and the planting of vineyards
have indelibly characterised the landscape also determining the distribution of settlements.
The current landscape is the result of experiments and activities which have gone on for centuries
and been historically ascertained since, during the Middle Ages, the Comacine masters and Bene-
dictine monks promoted the dissemination of the Nebbiolo grape variety;
The Monferrato, Langhe, Astigiano and Roero districts are a grand complex in which it is pos-
sible to observe a wealth of natural winegrowing ecosystems deriving from different combina-
tions between climate, soil, cultivation practices and wealth of autochthonous ampelographic
heritage. The regional winegrowing policy has always focused on the qualification of the prod-
uct and production systems: almost all the vineyards (80%) are destined to the production of
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VQPRD and are characterised by a very evident human presence, enabling the accomplishment
of positive monitoring of the territory. The landscape is characterised by vine plantation in rows,
with varying layouts on the hills, known as “girapoggio”, “cavalcapoggio” and “ritocchino”;
The architecture of the vineyard within the landscape of Southern Piedmont is also linked to the
methods of production, dissemination, and exportation of the wine, with the relative farmhouses
equipped with special structures for processing the grapes and, above all, of cellars, dug into
the ground, for storing the wine. The distribution, performance and architecture o these struc-
tures are of considerable interest, being the result of a wealth of research and experience;
The features of Piedmont’s winegrowing landscapes respond to some of the criteria for inclu-
sion in the UNESCO World Heritage List established in the World Heritage Convention.

Consideringthat

The permanent Interministerial work team for UNESCO World Heritage has deemed it appro-
priate to propose the registration of Piedmont’s winegrowing landscapes in the UNESCO World
Heritage List, including the relative candidacy sheet in the Italian tentative list on 01/06/2006,
and has worked, with the support of the Regional Management for Cultural and Landscape Her-
itage of Piedmont as the technical office for coordination, for the purpose of drawing up the
candidacy dossier, in conjunction with Regione Piemonte;
• the Ministry for Cultural Heritage, in agreement with Regione Piemonte and the Provincial Au-

thorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, feel that it is necessary to gain the preliminary in-
volvement and complete sharing of the project by the municipal authorities concerned;

Considering,lastly,that

• one of the fundamental requirements for inclusion of the site in the UNESCO World Heritage 
List is that it be equipped with an adequate Management Plan;

• the Regional management for Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piedmont with the Sector-
ial Superintendence Departments holding jurisdiction for the territory, Regione Piemonte, the
Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo and the Local Authorities concerned, in
view of the candidacy of the site, must prepare a Management Plan for the areas for which ap-
plication for registration is presented;

• the above-mentioned Management Plan also regards the so-called “buffer zones” of the area
for which  application for registration in the World Heritage List is presented;

• GIVEN the above between the Ministry of Cultural Heritage in agreement with Regione
Piemonte and the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo

ThefollowingIsagreedandstipulated:

Article1

The Ministry of Cultural Heritage, through the office of the UNESCO World Heritage List, to-
gether with the regional Management for the Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piedmont, Re-
gione Piemonte and the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, undertakes to
collaborate, each within the scope of its own jurisdiction, for the preparation of the candidacy
dossier and relative Management Plan of the typical winegrowing landscapes of Piedmont site
for the purposes of its inclusion in the UNESCO World Heritage List.

Article2

The collaboration activity will be aimed particularly at the definition of the areas of outstanding
interest (core zones) and relative buffer zones; at comparative analysis with similar heritage el-
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ements already included in the UNESCO World Heritage List; at verifying the defensive instru-
ments and their implementation; at checking the landscape planning and town planning and
any adaptation of said instruments to attain the perfect conservation of the landscape and a re-
qualification of rundown areas; at ascertaining the integrity, authenticity and state of repair of
the sites, as well as the preparation of the Management Plan and the definition of the model of
governance for its implementation.

Article3

As regards the preparation of the Management Plan, the collaboration activity will aim to iden-
tify the methods for achieving the best results for the defence and enhancement of the site pro-
posed, within the scope of the laws in force and to achieve effective coordination between the
administrations involved in order to prevent the duplication of efforts and the wasting of re-
sources, while guaranteeing the implementation of the Management Plan.

Article4

The Provincial Authorities will be responsible for formally acquiring the approval for presenta-
tion of the candidacy dossier and the implementation of the Management Plan by the Munici-
pal Authorities involved.

Article5

To achieve the above-mentioned results, the Ministry for Cultural Heritage, Regione Piemonte
and the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo may promote cooperation with
other bodies, at national or international level, operating in sectors linked to the management
of the cultural heritage.
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5.ExampleofresolutionofintentbytheMunicipalCouncils,withthecommitmenttoadapt
theUrbanDevelopmentPlaninordertoguaranteethestandardisationofprovisionsforde-
fenceandenhancement(2009).

Object:“TheVineyardLandscapeofPiedmont:Langhe-RoeroandMonferrato”.Sharing
andapprovaloftheUNESCOnominationprocess.

The Mayor Reports:
Wine growing culture in Piedmont has a relevant significance and it is characterised by a his-
torical and consolidated tradition that over time has produced a cultural landscape of outstanding
beauty. It reflects the social, technological and economic transformations and evolutions con-
nected to viticulture and to a true “culture of wine”, which are deeply set in the community. Our
wines production is consolidated and appreciated, not only at a national level, but also on a
worldwide scale. Langhe-Roero and Monferrato vineyard landscapes are the areas with the
greatest wine growing natural disposition in Piedmont. The wine growing zone in this territory
is unique throughout the world, both on a quality and on a quantity production level, because
of local vines exceptional variety and originality and the excellent enological production. These
landscapes are the result of a complex set of values that have been transmitted from genera-
tion to generation. These values derived from both the natural context provided with unique ge-
omorphological and climatic characteristics, particularly favourable for vines cultivation, and
man work. Man work has been and still is of fundamental importance. The presence of small and
medium size farms, on which the local economy is based, and from which the traditional or in-
dustrial wine production supply chain has originated, is an element closely connected to the
historical, traditional and local identity. This economic system has generated a constant adap-
tation of the territory. The landscape and cultural composition of the Langhe-Roero and Mon-
ferrato territory, through man intelligence, became a real masterpiece of man and nature, a true
mental representation settled in the imagination of the local community and recognised at an
international level.

These characteristics are the reason of the UNESCO nomination project, promoted by the Min-
istry for Cultural Assets and Activities,  Region of Piedmont and the Provinces of Alessandria,
Asti and Cuneo.

Project phases:
• June 1st, 2006, the permanent interdepartmental work group for the UNESCO World Heritage

decided that it was opportune to propose the inscription of the “Vineyard Landscapes of Pied-
mont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato” in the UNESCO World Heritage list, and therefore in-
scribed the relative nomination form into the Italian Tentative List;

• February 11th, 2008, a Protocol of Understanding was signed by the Ministry for Cultural Assets
and Activities, Region of Piedmont and the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo. These of-
fices committed to collaborate to draw up the Nomination Dossier and the related Management
Plan, each with their expertise, in order to obtain the UNESCO Heritage of Mankind status;

• A Steering Committee, coordinated by Region of Piedmont, and a Technical Group, coordi-
nated by the Ministry for Cultural Assets and Activities – Regional Offices for the Cultural As-
sets and for the Piedmont Landscape were formed following the Protocol of Understanding ;

• October 2008, the offices involved entrusted SITI, a non profit association formed by the Poly-
technic University of Turin and the San Paolo Company to edit the Nomination Dossier and the
relative Management Plan. The work has developed on the basis of the informations provided
by the Technical Group and the UNESCO World Heritage Office of MiBAC under the supervi-
sion of professor Jukka Jokilehto, an expert on the subject;

• January, 2009, the perimeter of the core zones was identified, after a technical and political
process shared with the involved territories, which saw the collaboration of the involved ad-
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ministrations, different professionals and experts specifically designated to identify the con-
texts which express the most characterising values;

• January 2009, a first draft of the rules that should be applied to the core zones and the layout
of the Management Plan, requested by UNESCO for the management of the nomination terri-
tories, were defined. 

Considering that:
• according to the indications of UNESCO, the local administration should be involved in the

nomination process, foreseen the possible influences on the territory, and express their desire
to be part of the nomination process, the Nomination Dossier shall be submitted with:

1. cartography with the perimeters of the core and buffer zones;
2. Management Plan, which has the purpose of coordinating the involved areas enhancement

and management;
3. protection provision of the areas, with the purpose of maintaining the characteristics and val-

ues;
• the municipalities interested in the nomination shall share the perimeters of the core and buffer

zones and contribute to the municipality development plan in force. Moreover they shall take
responsibility to guarantee a proper level of protection, but also to promote an active involve-
ment of the local population as foreseen in the European Landscape Convention (Florence,
October, 2000);

• consequently, the municipality shall:
1. share the values connected to the nomination, be willing to take part in the nomination

process and offer technical contributions relative to the municipality territory;
2. share the perimeters of the core zones, as identified in the cartography  here enclosed as an

integrating and substantial part of the document;
3. commit to carry out the possible revisions of the urban plan rules in force, to guarantee the

maintenance of the actual territory characteristics and values in the town planning foresights;
4. express a formal support to the Management Plan;
• the Provincial Administrations shall acquire a formal support from the involved Municipality Ad-

ministrations about the presentation of the Nomination Dossier and the related implementation
of the Management Plan, as foreseen in article 4 of the signed Protocol of Understanding;

Considered
• the cartography that represents the perimeters of the municipality core zones, here enclosed

as an integrating and substantial part of the document;
• the proposal about the rules for the protection of the areas, directed towards maintaining ter-

ritory characteristics and values.

Considered the favourable opinion expressed by the person in charge of checking on the tech-
nical regularity according to article 49 of Legislative Decree no. 267/2000:

Having heard  the interventions of the councillors

TheMunicipalityCouncil

Through an open vote, rendered counting the raised hands, which gave the following results:
Number of people present:  11
Number of voters: 11
Number of people favourable: 9
Number of people contrary: 0
Number of people abstained: 2 (Demaria, Carbone)
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Has resolved
1. to share the values pertaining to the nomination and to support the nomination process, of-

fering technical contributions relative to the municipality territory, if necessary;
2. to share the perimeters of the core zones as identified in the cartography here enclosed as

an integrating and substantial part of the document; to accept the inclusion of the Municipality
within this area as a consequence of sharing UNESCO nomination process targets;

3. to share the proposal of protection and enhancement rules (see annex 4) that shall be applied
to the territories included in the core zones, here enclosed as an integrating and substantial
part of the document;

4. to send copy of this resolution to the Province in order to support the nomination project;

Enclosure4

Specificlandscapeprovisionsagreedbythemunicipalitieswithinthecorezones

Rulesreferringtothecorezonesofthe“TheVineyardLandscapeofPiedmont:Langhe-
RoeroandMonferrato”UNESCOnominationproject

Nature of the regulations:

1. Directives: the provisions that must be observed in drawing the Sector Plans, the Provincial
Territorial Plans and the Local Plans at different scales, subject to an accurate inspection.

2. Prescriptions: the provisions which regulate the permitted use and the allowed changes, in
compliance with direct efficacy on the legal system referred to the property in the present de-
signed regulations. The prescriptions are binding and compulsory and imply immediate im-
plementation and observance by all the public and private landholders, moreover they prevail
over the potentially incompatible provisions included in the territorial and urban planning leg-
islation in force and in related implementations. On the basis of Code article no. 145 paragraph
no. 4, property limitations potentially deriving from such prescriptions are not subject to
compensation. Prescriptions are subject to preservation measures, which shall immediately
prevail over urban planning legislation.

The Municipalities included in UNESCO areas are subject to the guidelines of the Management
Plan, which includes the interventions directed towards heritage protection and enhancement.
The present rules shall become an integral part of the Regional Landscape Plan, at present in
the consultation phase, and shall be adopted by the Regional Council according to Regional
Law no 56/77 article no 8/5, after a discussion with the offices involved.

TheaimsdescribedhereafterarepursuedinthecorezonesidentifiedfortheUNESCOnomination.

The vineyard areas are recognised as being relevant components of the agricultural landscape
and an irreplaceable resource of the sustainable development of the Region.

The protection  tools for the core zones shall aim to:
a. with reference to the agriculture:
3. actively preserve the peculiar landscape value of the  agricultural territory;
4. protect the ground from waterproofing, from erosion and from degradation connected to the

incorrect application of the obligatory management criteria and of the good agronomic and
environmental conditions;

5. maintain the agricultural use of the lands, according to the good agricultural practices, in
order to guarantee the sustainability of the productions and the protection of the landscape.
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Annex5

b. with reference to the settlements:
6. actively protect the values connected to the settlements;
7. protect and enhance the relations systems;
8. improve the protection conditions and the overall quality of the physical and functional context.

c. with reference to the historical-cultural and natural values:
9. preserve the historical vineyard territorial system and the related buildings and structures

that characterise the traditional settlement systems;
10 maintain the complex image of the Piedmont wine-growing landscape, as an expression of

the regional culture and of the local cultures;
11. reinforce the role of the historical towns that are closely connected to the culture of wine in

the context of a territorial policy of revitalising the peculiar nature of the territories;
12. preserve and enhance the historical, architectural, urban planning and museum heritage

through the active protection and recovery from negative influences of the pertaining land-
scape contexts;

13. control the transformation tendencies and development processes that threaten landscapes
peculiar identity;

14. enhance the historical itineraries and improve their functionality;
15. protect the biodiversity of the habitat and of the species, on the basis of the principles of

Natura 2000 Network.

Thefollowingdirectivesandprescriptionsarevalidinthecorezonesidentifiedforthe
UNESCOnomination:

The Sector Plans, the Provincial Territorial Plans and the Local Plans shall apply the following
directives:

1. with reference to the cultivations that have acquired a Controlled Designation of Origin:
1. identify the cultivation areas perimeters on a cartography;
2. significant changes in rich soil layer shall not be foreseen, like ground movements (if not

preordained to planting or similar activities, according to the regulations in force) mining
activities or extensive waterproofing;

3. the admissible interventions shall be regulated in both a qualitative and quantitative way;
the moderation of previous impacts shall be encouraged to actively preserve the land-
scape;

4. promote the historical, traditional and agricultural features with particular reference to the
grapevine to ensure the protection of the territory and of the hydro-geological and land-
scape structures and enhance the local resources as well as the specific naturalistic and
cultural nature of the territory.

2. with reference to the identification, protection and enhancement of the historical-cultural and
natural heritage:
1. analyse the factors that make possible to understand the inter-relation systems and the

symbolic and functional hierarchy relations between local elements of historical relevance;
deepen the historical-cultural profile developed for the drawing of the Landscape Plan;

2. analyse the morphology features of the historical-cultural elements and their interactions
with  the local historical-territorial systems;

3. analyse the peculiarity of the settlements linked to the historical-territorial systems and
the connections with the geomorphology of the local territory;

4. identify architectural ruins, individual complexes and/or buildings that characterise the local
urban and historical-territorial systems. The analysis shall be conducted starting from the
construction techniques and from the use of materials pertaining to the building tradition of
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the territory. The related results shall be included into the Landscape Plan papers;
5. draw at scale the wooded territories, in agreement with the Region of Piedmont. Any build-

ing or infrastructural interventions that could damage the value of the landscape proper-
ties and their usage shall be excluded in such areas;

6. draw at scale the surface catchment area, in agreement with the Region of Piedmont, in
order to protect correctly the landscape property and to regulate surface water, wells and
springs;

3. with reference to the protection and enhancement of the historical agricultural landscape,
settlements and biodiversity:
1. census the buildings of documentary value to which protection regulations shall be applied.

These regulations forbid to alter the shape or height of the buildings and  prescribe the
restoration of the elements that characterise the architectural typology with the elimination
of the elements not congruent to the actual building typology;

2. identify and keep track of the historical parcellation of land and their related communica-
tion and transport links (road systems, irrigation ditches and canals, tree rows, hedgerows
and historical walls);

3. guarantee a minimum impact on agricultural features linked to road systems, equipment
or constructions, lessening the impacts through the bedding of the appropriate wooden
species, preferably local;

4. identify and define the perimeter of the protected natural areas and biodiversity preserva-
tion areas, including wooded areas, through cartography.

4. with reference to the sites and contexts of scenic and  aesthetic value, worth of specific pro-
tection and enhancement, such as privileged observation points, like viewpoints, panoramic
itineraries and lines of perspective, panoramic spots with recognised aesthetic value, in-
cluding those regulated by Landscape Code ex article no 136 paragraph 1A and 1D, which in-
cludes points of visual attention and skylines:
1. set up appropriate buffer zones to protect the value of the identified panoramic features;
2. define the appropriate measures to remove or lessen the critical issues; ensure protection

and enhancement  of the viewpoints and panoramic spots;
3. define caution measures that shall be observed in the design and construction of buildings,

equipments, plants and infrastructures and in the preservation of trees and bush, with ref-
erence to:
I. the control of the height and shape of the buildings and of the vegetation, and of any

other element that interferes with the view, with particular attention to the roads on
crests and hillsides;

II. the protection and enhancement of the lines of perspective and of the panoramic views
along roads of documented historical or landscape-environmental interest, avoiding the
formation of barriers and discontinuity elements (roundabouts, overpasses, lack of align-
ments) and ensuring the maintenance of the elements that create visual scenes which un-
derline the axial prospective with the visual focus (tree rows or building barriers), also
through the homogeneous regulation of the façades and street furniture;

5. with reference to the buildings and existing areas of great visual impact, it shall be necessary
to carry out a census of those buildings and areas for which an improvement through miti-
gation interventions is foreseen;

6. with reference to public works and infrastructures and to street furniture elements, their con-
struction and protection shall be regulated through homogeneous projects or specific regu-
lations that guarantee the legibility of their being related to the historical itineraries. These
regulations shall also aim at enhancing tree rows, hedge systems, fences, stones, irrigation
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ditches, or at reducing the negative impacts of lamp poles and lighting systems, road sur-
facing, signs, and street furniture elements. In particular, any new or already existing energy
and communication networks shall be placed underground, when subject to maintenance or
development interventions;

7. with reference to the advertisement billboards and any other similar equipment, their location
shall be disciplined through homogeneous projects;

8. with reference to the admitted building interventions, these shall be carry out in agreement
with the operational indications ruled by regional and provincial manuals of good practice,
which the municipalities must include into the municipality building regulations.

Prescriptions

Rivers,torrents,waterwaysandcanals
1. The prescriptions of the Hydrogeological Management Plan (PAI) and of the Plan for Water

Protection (PTA) being understood, measures shall be foreseen for the protection of the local
species that surround rivulets, steep banks, springs, torrents, waterways and wetlands. Any
possible intervention shall be realised using naturalistic engineering techniques.

Areasandelementsofspecificgeomorphologicalandnaturalisticinterest
1. It is not permitted to open or enlarge waste disposals and waste treatment plants, to start non

compatible mining activities, to set up disposal sites for hazardous substances or to locate
plants with high risk of accidents, according to Decree no. 344, August 17th, 1999.

2. Sector plans, Provincial Territorial Plans and Local Plans shall ensure enhancement inter-
ventions for the monumental trees within a proper surrounding area for their conservation and
public enjoyment, according to Decree no. 42/2004, article no. 136, paragraph 1 letter A and
to Regional Law no. 50/95. 

Viewpoints,panoramicspots,sitesofscenicandaestheticvalue
1. Each intervention concerning these areas that  involve renovations, enlargements or new

constructions, which can significantly affect the visibility, legibility and recognition of
panoramic spots, because of dimension, height, shape, colour, material and location, shall be
subject to the Landscape Report, following the identification of the areas to which Directive
D1 refers. This verification shall take into consideration the set of relations in their largest spa-
tial extension and the accumulative effects that can be created by uncoordinated interventions
or anthropic and natural modifications. Should there be a delay in identifying the areas referred
to in Directive D1, only routine and specific maintenance, restoration and conservative re-
covery interventions shall be allowed.

Visualrelationsbetweensettlementandcontext
1. Interventions that obstruct the previously existing visual perception of the roads, or  the

panoramic points, shall not be allowed, nor shall modifications of the territory cultivation fea-
ture, the design deriving from the parcellation of land and the planting layout. Should there
be a delay in the definition and approval of the Protection and Management Plan or of the in-
dividual Urban Development Plans, exceptions are permitted. In this case, interventions shall
be foreseen by production rules and Controlled designation of Origin rules, against phy-
topathologies and expressly motivated by companies particular requirements for the agri-
cultural activities. On the contrary, interventions altering the morphology and the visual
elements of the buildings and vegetation that characterise the agricultural landscape shall
not be allowed;

2. The recovery of aspects altered by previous interventions shall be encouraged favouring the
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relocation or abandonment of non-consistent buildings and activities, with particular reference
to industrial and agricultural production plants and technology equipment.

3. The interventions that modify agricultural landscape feature (arrangement and/or enlarge-
ment of the already existing road systems, building of new roads, car parks), which involve
excavation or building of retaining walls, shall be realised only using naturalistic engineering
techniques.

4. Any new road necessary for agricultural use shall be realised with a maximum width of 3 me-
tres, except for the interventions strictly necessary for the defence of the land and civil pro-
tection or determined by company and/or production requirements of the entitled parties. In
this case, a specific project shall be drawn up which verifies the proper inclusion of the in-
frastructure into the landscape.

5. A buffer zone which allow the surrounding landscape to be appreciated shall be foreseen along the
hillsides and crest roads, and at the valley bottoms because of their valuable landscaping interest.

6. Should there be a delay in the drawing up of a homogeneous project that regulates buildings
dimensional characteristics and aesthetic appearance, work for building and maintaining pub-
lic works, infrastructures, or street furniture, shall not be allowed, except for urgent inter-
ventions in case of public emergencies or natural calamities. Any new energy and
communication networks shall be placed underground.

7. Should there be a delay in the drawing up of a homogeneous project that regulates the di-
mensional characteristics and the aesthetic of advertisement designs, the placing of bill-
boards and any other similar equipments shall not be allowed; exception shall be made for
road signs that are strictly necessary for road safety purposes, signs concerning the essen-
tial public services and for already existing tourism road signs.

Rural areas
1. protect the agricultural features constituted by the historically consolidated vineyard sys-
tems;

2. preserve the surface hydrographic network, which is necessary to regulate in a proper way
surface water, wells, springs, less important road systems and  agricultural features;

3. protect the morphology of the natural land and of the one resulting from the construction of
the agricultural landscape having recourse to traditional types of land arrangements (terrac-
ing, banking, etc.);

4. preserve the agricultural structure layout, the walls of the historical settlement systems, the
widespread presence of trees (isolated, in groups, in rows, in spots);

5. plant more vine plants, preferably local;
6. other types of traditional agricultural cultivations shall be allowed to protect the historically
consolidated cultivation variety;

7. vineyards poling shall be carried out preferably using material that is chromatically similar to
the traditional natural ones.

For the measures pertaining to the cultivation techniques, reference can be made to the re-
spective Controlled Designation of Origin production rules, to the obligatory management cri-
teria and to the right agronomic and environmental practises.

Settlements areas existing in Urban Development Plans
1. The following shall be allowed, if acknowledged by the urban plans in force on the date of
adoption of the present regulation, in respect of the directives and prescriptions contained in
the present regulation:

(a) routine and special maintenance interventions, conservative restoration and  renovations of
the buildings;

(b) enlargement of already existing buildings;
(c) completion works which shall exclusively be carried out in already partially built lots or in in-

terstitial areas between lots built on at least two sides of the road;
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(d) new building interventions in already developed zones shall be allowed, if acknowledged by
the urban plans in force.

2. Should there be a delay in the updating of the Urban Development Plan and of the building
regulations pertaining to the present regulations,  no changes in the construction materials
or in the local traditional stylistic characteristics shall be allowed. In completion interven-
tions, it shall be necessary to respect the use of traditional materials and building techniques.

3. The residential re-use of already existing structures shall be encouraged, with particular ref-
erence to the rules concerning cottages recovery, limited to buildings already enclosed on
three sides. In case of recovery and eventual enlargement of these buildings, or enlarge-
ment/completion of the structures, the interventions shall guarantee the correct inclusion of
the building into the hill profile; in particular, all the interventions shall be arranged accord-
ing to the trend of the contour, without changing the morphology. The set of works, of build-
ing pertinence and not, shall be integrated into the landscape while avoiding particular
fractures and lines that separate the context. Any possible infrastructures or factories shall
use camouflage measures like shields and plant decorations;

4. For the already existing buildings and areas of strong visual impact, identified by the local
plans, it shall be necessary to foresee improvement works through a homogeneous project,
which shall pay particular attention to dimensions, colours and shapes through urban reno-
vation interventions. It shall also be necessary to regulate the use of advertisement billboards
and control light pollution;

5. Encourage the reconstitution of open spaces through the substitution of structures and in-
congruous objects set on buildings or placed improperly inside buildings with volumetrically
coherent objects of traditional layout and typology characteristics.

6. The building interventions mentioned in point 1D shall be subjected to homogeneous inter-
vention projects on a proper landscape context, like the verifications of landscape and envi-
ronmental compatibility. These verifications shall be precisely and explicitly confirmed in the
designed documents, which shall report the contents already foreseen in the Landscape Re-
port included in President of the Council of Ministers Decree of December, 12th, 2005.

Ruralsettlements
1. Routine and special maintenance, renovation or enlargement interventions that are

strictly necessary for farms functional adjustments shall be allowed, if admitted by the
urban plans in force and in respect of the directives and prescriptions included in the
present regulation;

2. The implementation of new agricultural activities shall also be admitted, in respect of
the present Landscape Protection rules, but  only in case of no other choices which en-
courage the re-use of already existing structures;

3. Should there be a delay in the updating of the Urban Development Plan and of the build-
ing regulations to the present rules, the agricultural buildings shall adhere to the al-
ready existing traditional rustic models, in particular as architectural form, pitched roof
gradient and finishing materials are concerned;

4. Building and infrastructural interventions that go beyond conservative restoration shall be
subjected to homogeneous intervention projects extended to a proper landscape context, like
the verification of the landscape and environmental compatibility. These verifications shall be
precisely and explicitly confirmed in the designed documents, which shall report the con-
tents already foreseen in the Landscape Report included in President of the Council of Min-
isters Decree of December, 12th, 2005.
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Whereas:
• Piedmont’s winegrowing culture is characterised by a consolidated historical tradition which

has produced a cultural landscape of exceptional beauty over the years, reflecting the trans-
formations and social, technological and economic evolutions linked to the cultivation of vines
and a veritable “wine culture”, deeply rooted in the community;  

• the winegrowing landscapes of Langhe, Roero and Monferrato represent the region’s most
important vineyards and consist of a viticultural area which is quantitatively and qualitatively
unique in the world, in relation to the exceptional variety and originality of autochthonous
grape varieties and oenological productions of excellence;

• these landscapes are the result of a complex combination of values handed down in time,
which can be traced back to the joint work of man in a natural context blessed by geomor-
phologic and climatic features that are unique and ideal for cultivating vines; 

• the strong presence of small and medium farming enterprises on which the local economy is
based and which the artisan and industrial wine production chains are founded, are factors that
strongly characterise the local identity and traditions; 

• the resulting economic system has generated a constant adaptation of the territory by man’s
intellect, which has made the landscape and cultural composition of the  Langhe, Roero and
Monferrato an authentic creative work of art accomplished by man and nature, recognised at
international level; 

• the features of the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato winegrowing landscapes meet certain criteria
identified by the UNESCO Convention for the inclusion of such elements in the World Heritage
List, and have used to draw up the UNESCO Candidacy Project promoted by the Ministry for
Cultural Heritage, Regione Piemonte and the Provincial Councils of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo;

• the Project has developed as follows:
• on 1 June 2006, the permanent Interministerial work team for UNESCO World Heritage deemed

it appropriate to propose the “Typical winegrowing landscapes of Piedmont” for inclusion in the
UNESCO World Heritage List, adding its datasheet for candidacy to the Italian “tentative list”;

• on 11 February 2008 a Protocol of Intent was entered into between the Ministry for Cultural
Heritage, Regione Piemonte and the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, with which the
Entities involved undertook to collaborate, each within the scope of its own jurisdiction, in the
drawing up of the Candidacy Dossier ad relative Management Plan, in order to attain classifi-
cation as World Heritage by UNESCO; 

• following the Protocol of Intent and in order to achieve an effective coordination between the
Administrations involved, a “Pilot Committee” coordinated by Regione Piemonte was set up,
along with a “Technical Team” coordinated by the Ministry for Cultural Heritage – Regional
Management for the Cultural Heritage and Landscape of Piedmont;

• in October 2008, Regione Piemonte and the three Provincial Councils (Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo) with the scientific advice of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage Regional Management
for the Cultural Heritage and Landscape of Piedmont assigned SiTI, a non-profit association
set up between Turin Polytechnic and Compagnia di San Paolo, the task of drawing up the
Candidacy Dossier and the relative Management Plan, on the basis of the indications supplied
by the Technical Team and the UNESCO World Heritage Office of the MiBAC, and under the su-
pervision of Prof. Jukka Jokilehto, expert on the matter; 

• in January 2009, following a technical and political path shared with the territories involved,
which comprised the participation of the entities concerned and specially appointed experts in
order to identify those landscape contexts capable of best expressing the values that charac-
terise the vineyard territories, the first proposal was identified for the delimitation of the zones
of excellence (core zones) and a first draft of the normative to apply to them;

• the technical and political path shared with the territories involved led, in April/May 2009, to the
sharing by the Municipal Councils included in the areas of excellence (core zones), as stipulated

6.ResolutionoftheRegionalCouncilofRegionePiemonteno.87dated16/03/2010.
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by deed of the Municipal Council, of the candidacy, the delimitations of the areas of excellence
proposed, the standards for the defence and enhancement to be applied in such areas to main-
tain their landscape values, undertaking to take all the steps necessary to the success of the Proj-
ect;

• the Candidacy Dossier and the Management Plan were delivered by SiTI on 31 October 2009,
in the terms indicated by the contract of appointment, and subject to verification and comment
by the MiBAC, which expressed its opinion on 14 February 2010, received on 1 March 2010 prot.
no. 8525;

• in January 2010 several Municipal Councils of the Provinces of Asti and Cuneo requested the
review of the delimitation of the zones of excellence (core zones), proposing their expansion with
the inclusion of their territories;

• in relation to these requests, in February 2010 the Technical Team carried out further technical
inspections, the results of which are expressed in the reports of the MiBAC dated 5 March 2010,
received on 8 Match prot. nos. 9713 and 9714, which defined the delimitations of the areas for
candidacy, to be included in the Candidacy Dossier for assessment by the technical bodies of
UNESCO, which might make further amendments where they see fit.

Considering that:
• UNESCO requires, as a fundamental condition for registration, that the site be subject to ade-

quate measures for protection and defence which guarantee conservation in time, so that its ex-
ceptional universal value can be transmitted to future generations;

• proposals for UNESCO candidacy have to start with the assumption that the populations, and
therefore the administrations responsible for governing the territory, recognise the values of
their territory in relation to candidacy and that, consequently, they intend to preserve them, tak-
ing the measures necessary to avoid incompatible changes and alterations; 

• the areas subject to proposal for UNESCO candidacy are subject to regulation by the territorial
and town planning instruments, as better described in the UNESCO Candidacy Project Report
(Annex 1, integral and substantial part of this resolution), which identify addresses, directives
and instructions to safeguard the characteristics and values of the territory. In particular:

• the Regione drew up the Regional Territorial Plan approved with DCR no. 388-9126 dated
19.6.1997;

• the Regione implemented the new Regional Territorial Plan with DGR no. 16-10273 dated
16.12.2008;

• the Regione implemented the Regional Landscape Plan with DGR no. 53–11975 dated 4.8.2009; 
• Provincia di Alessandria drew up the Provincial Territorial Plan approved with DCR no. 223-

5714 dated 19.2.2002;
• Provincia di Asti drew up the Provincial Territorial Plan approved with DCR no. 384-28589 del

5.10.2004;
• Provincia di Cuneo drew up the Provincial Territorial Plan approved with DCR no. 247-8817

dated 24.2.2009;
• the Municipalities involved in the candidacy proposal drew up general regulatory plans in ac-

cordance with L.R. 56/77 and subsequent amendments.
• these plans, which have general value, contain standards aimed at defending the hill territo-

ries characterised by winegrowing plantations, which require further analysis to align them
with regard to all the areas implicated in the candidacy, with particular reference to the Mu-
nicipalities within the areas of excellence (core zones), to prevent any changes from altering
the values necessary for candidacy, evaluating the cases in which such regulatory indications
have to be implemented in the local territorial planning instruments. 

Considering:
• the Candidacy Dossier presented by SiTI on 31 October 2009;
• the opinion expressed by the Municipal Councils involved in the candidacy;
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• the comments made by the MiBAC on the Candidacy Dossier in the report dated 14 February
2010, received on 1 March 2010 prot. no. 8525;

• the technical opinions expressed by the MiBAC on the proposal for the review of certain
perimeters of the areas of excellence (core zones) and of the buffer zones, forwarded by the
Municipal Councils and by the Provincial Councils of Asti and Cuneo, on 5 March 2010, re-
ceived on 8 March 2010 prot. nos. 9713 and 9714.

Having found that, in order to guarantee adequate defence of the territories implicated in the UN-
ESCO Candidacy Project, with reference to the planning instruments, it is necessary to: 
• include the areas implicated in the Candidacy Project in the procedure for approval of the Re-

gional Landscape Plan;
• check the need to envisage a specific regulatory system at regional level, to apply for defen-

sive purposes, to align the standards across the whole territory implicated in the candidacy;
• support, in agreement with the Provincial Authorities, the Municipalities included in the UN-

ESCO Candidacy Project, to simplify the acknowledgement of the defensive legislation for the
territories concerned within the municipal planning instruments;  

• envisage the assignment of contributions to the Municipalities, in accordance with regional law
no. 24 dated 30 April 1996, compatibly with the Regional Budget, in order to facilitate the
adaptation process of the municipal regulatory plans; 

•  having acknowledged the importance of the aforementioned UNESCO Candidacy Project for
Piedmont and the importance in terms of landscape of the territories of the Municipal Dis-
tricts involved, prioritise the funding of the variants aimed at the implementation of the Proj-
ect in question, in application of the instructions of article 4, paragraph 2, letters a) and d) of
L.R. 24/96, using the financial resources pursuant to specification 237347 allocated in the
Budget for 2010; 

• considering the importance for Piedmont of the UNESCO Candidacy Project, extend until 30
April 2010, the deadline for presenting applications, established in accordance with the afore-
mentioned L.R. 24/96 as 31 March 2010, to allow the Municipalities implicated in the above-
mentioned Candidacy Project to present the applications for funding within the current year. 

With reference to improving the landscape quality, it is necessary to: 
• prepare the appropriate instruments to improve the architectural quality of interventions within

the territory, as guidelines and good practices for the improvement of the landscape;
• refer to Regional Council resolution no. 16 -11309 dated 27 April 2009, which envisages

among the priorities for funding projects for landscape quality those that fall within the UN-
ESCO Candidacy areas (art. 5 of “Criteria and methods for presenting landscape quality proj-
ects and identifying economic-financial parameters for the assignment of funding. Allocation
criteria and methods for disbursing funds for ideas or planning” in accordance with regional
law no. 14 dated 16 June 2008 “Standards for enhancing the landscape”).

Considering that, for the pursuit of activities connected to the presentation of the UNESCO Can-
didacy Project, it is necessary to approve:
• the “UNESCO Candidacy Project Report on the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Winegrowing

Landscapes”, which contains the list of sites and the motivations for candidacy and relative val-
ues, annexed to this resolution as an integral and substantial part (Annex 1);

• the plan of the “Delimitations of the areas of excellence (core zones) and buffer zones of the
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Winegrowing Landscapes, drawn up on the basis of the opin-
ions expressed by MiBAC on 5.3.2010, which forms the decision shared by MiBAC, Regione
and the Provincial Councils of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, necessary to the completion of the
Candidacy Dossier to be presented to UNESCO by September 2010, annexed to this resolu-
tion as an integral and substantial part (Annex 2);

• the legislative addresses to apply to the territories of the areas of excellence (core zones), for-
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mulated on the basis of that already resolved by the Municipal Councils of the municipalities
implicated in the areas of excellence (core zones), annexed to this resolution as an integral and
substantial part (Annex 3). 

Given the above,

having voted unanimously in favour, in compliance with the law, the Regional Council 

resolves

to approve:
• the “UNESCO Candidacy Project Report on the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Winegrowing

Landscapes”, which contains the list of sites and the motivations for candidacy and relative val-
ues, annexed to this resolution as an integral and substantial part (Annex 1);

• the plan of the “Delimitations of the areas of excellence (core zones) and buffer zones of the
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Winegrowing Landscapes” prepared on the basis of the opin-
ions expressed by the MiBAC on 5 March 2010, received on 8 March 2010 prot. nos. 9713 and
9714; said document represents the joint decision by MiBAC, Regione Piemonte and the
Provincial Councils of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, necessary to the completion of the Can-
didacy Dossier to be presented to UNESCO by September 2010, annexed to this resolution as
an integral and substantial part;

•   the legislative addresses to apply to the territories of the areas of excellence (core zones), for-
mulated on the basis of that already resolved by the Municipal Councils of the municipalities
implicated in the areas of excellence (core zones), annexed to this resolution as an integral and
substantial part (Annex 2).

To reserve the possibility to consider further proposals for areas of excellence which might be
received from the territories, assigned to the Technical Team and to the experts appointed to as-
sess consistency with the criteria proposed for registration. 

To finance the adaptation process of the municipal regulatory plans with the disbursement of
contributions to be assigned in accordance with regional law no. 24 dated 30 April 1996, on the
basis of the availability of the financial resources pursuant to paper 237347 of the Budget for
2010, prioritising variants aimed at the implementation of the Project in question, in application
of the instructions of article 4, paragraph 2, letters a) and d) of L.R. 24/96.

To extend until 30 April 2010, the deadline for presenting applications, established in accordance
with the aforementioned law as 31 March 2010, to allow the Municipalities implicated in the above-
mentioned Candidacy Project to present the applications for funding within the current year.

To issue a mandate to the regional offices in order to:
• include the areas implicated in the Candidacy Project in the procedure for approval of the Re-

gional Landscape Plan;
• prepare the appropriate instruments to improve the architectural quality of interventions within

the territory, as guidelines and good practices for the improvement of the landscape;
• check the need to envisage a specific regulatory system at regional level, to apply for defen-

sive purposes, to align the standards across the whole territory implicated in the candidacy;
• support, in agreement with the Provincial Authorities, the Municipalities included in the 

UNESCO Candidacy Project, to simplify the acknowledgement of the defensive legislation for
the territories concerned within the municipal planning instruments.

This resolution will be published in the Official Newsletter of Regione Piemonte, in accordance
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with article 61 of the Statute and article 14 of D.P.G.R. no. 8/R/2002.

Annex1

Report on the “Langhe and Monferrato Winegrowing landscapes” UNESCO
HeritageCandidacyProject.

1. Objective of the candidacy.

The objective of the candidacy is the international acknowledgement of the winegrowing terri-
tory and the cultural landscape of the Piedmontese wine world, represented perfectly by the
central hill areas of Piedmont in landscape, economic and social terms. 
These territories and their culture represent an immense value for the populations, summarised
in the relationship between man, environment, landscape and economy. Here man, with his
work, has moulded nature and strongly imprinted his traces, creating an original landscape,
characterised by a succession of hills cultivated with vineyards and interspersed with orchards
or woodlands; it is here that some of the best wines are made, characterised by such high qual-
ity that they are exported all over the world. 
Proposing the Langhe, Roero and Monferrato for candidacy as World Heritage also means en-
couraging intelligent forms of economic development, and, for the territory, succeeding in grasp-
ing opportunities and turning them into all-round virtuous economic processes, with respect for
the traditions and typical features of the landscape and its particularities. On one hand, tourism
and commerce linked to typical products, particularly wine, and, on the other, the cultural as-
pects that promote the landscape and intangible values linked to the wine culture, have to form
the base for the economic impulses of the territories involved in the candidacy. In this sense,
the farming economy plays a fundamental role in the economic development linked to the wine
culture and in the conservation of the landscape: it will increasingly be forced to base its poli-
cies on the excellence of local productions, but also on the unique value that they possess for
their particular landscape characteristics. Here, more than elsewhere, it is necessary to rethink
and try out new development models which make the estates more competitive on European
markets due to the high quality of the products and the unequalled beauty of the territories in
which they are produced and also to the love and respect that the local people show for their
land, with improved awareness of just how important it is to defend it. 

2. Description of the site.

The morphology of the site is characterised by structurally uniform hills, the so-called Pied-
montese tertiary basin, generated by the tectonic lifting of ancient marine deposit which reach
an average height of 500-700 metres. 
Langhe, Roero and Monferrato are sub-environments of the landscape which present specific
features both with regard to the morphology of the hills and from the lithological viewpoint: this
implicates a landscape-related wealth and variety among the different areas. 
The dominant feature of the farming landscape is created by the widespread presence of wine-
growing, records of which date back to ancient times: the rows of wines that encircle the hills
design the slopes, broken down into small and medium-sized parcels of land, on the basis of
an agricultural arrangement first developed in the Middle Ages. 
Single-crop plantations, responding to modern production requirements, alternate with vast
areas where the vineyards are flanked, according to tradition, with other crops or woods, form-
ing a very variegated landscape in terms of shape, colour and use. 
These winegrowing landscapes have succeeded in conserving a strong territorial identity over the cen-
turies, in which traditions, languages and ways of life are evident in sedimentation of the remarkable
intangible heritage; the interaction between man’s action and the natural environment has guaran-
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teed the development and exchange of knowledge with other cultures and the formation of an exor-
bitant amount of tangible evidence capable of confirming the particular stratification of the territory.
The many forms of installation of urban nuclei on plains, hilltop villages, rural settlements scat-
tered throughout the countryside are all linked to this, each one characterised by architectures
that are symbolic of a precise historical moment: examples are the medieval castles around
which the hill villages are concentrated, strongly influenced by the orography of the sites, the
network of Romanesque churches, the isolated granges in the middle of vast estates which
once belonged to religious entities; but also the huge amount of evidence linked to more recent
history, marked by the baroque logics that conserved the pre-existing elements, adding those
distinguishing features lined to a theatrical interpretation of the landscape. 
Squares designed to be panoramic viewpoints open up more or less everywhere in the Langhe,
Roero and Monferrato, offering a seductive and privileged view of the vineyard cultivated hills. 
The wide variety of autochthonous grape varieties cultivated here has guaranteed the produc-
tion of a large number of wines recognised on international markets for their high quality, which
has been certified for over a century by the denominations of controlled origin, or appellations.
This is the result of a working cycle that has been handed down and perfected, generating, in
these places, the so-called “wine locations”. 
These architectural elements, constructions closely linked to work in the fields and the use of
materials offered by the nature of the place, capable of combining traditional production systems
with the latest technological solutions, are representative of something half way between the
needs of everyday living and production. 

Within this geographic, geomorphologic, landscapist, productive and social environment, the
site to be proposed for candidacy has been identified. 

It is a serial site, made up of nine areas of excellence (core zone) which comprise 74 munici-
palities situated within the administrative territory of three provinces, Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo, and of a vast buffer zone which, on the basis of a morphological criterion, encompasses
and protects the nine core zones. These have been identified with the name of the main grape
variety grown in each one, which generates a crop or a production which becomes typically
characteristic of the relative core zone, denoting its specific nature. 

The core zones:
core zone 1: Freisa
The area is located along the north-western extensions of Piedmont’s central hill system, defined
by a broad crown of ridges that converge on the Chieri plain, at the limits of the administrative
border between the provinces of Asti and Turin. The territory possesses a widely documented
winegrowing vocation, characterised by the cultivation of the autochthonous grape varieties of
Freisa and Malvasia. The vines are cultivated on the gentler slopes, offering valuable crops and
in increasing extensions; the steeper slopes are covered with woods. The rich cultivation mo-
saic presents small plots of land also cultivated with seed crops, divided by rows of vines and
with the presence of fruit trees. The historical settlement is structured on high lands (the village
of Albugnano being dominant), while the rural settlement is either pointed or arranged into
small, aggregated villages, set on the middle ridge slopes which enjoy best exposure. The con-
sistent historical elements include the complex of Santa Maria di Vezzolano, an early medieval
canonical foundation of regional importance. 

core zone 2: Barbera
Set in the Alto Monferrato Astigiano district, the area represents the zone of election of Pied-
mont’s most important autochthonous gape variety, numbered among the most important in
Italy: Barbera. Numerous place names, concentrated particularly in the municipality of Vinchio,
document the passage of populations of different ethnic origins starting from pre-Roman times.
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This is a characteristic of the area which was also maintained later, when it underwent the vari-
ous managements of the territorial principalities opposed the duchy of Monferrato and particu-
larly those of Asti and Alessandria, which fought for control due to its position on the border
between the two territories. The area is characterised by the presence of hills villages (Vinchio,
Vaglio) which have retained a visibly medieval arrangement, flanked by elements built later which
reveal the influence of different cultures. The municipality of Nizza Monferrato, one of the most
important commercial towns in the Monferrato district falls partially inside the core zone. 

core zone 3: Asti Spumante
The area sits on the border between the Alto Monferrato and Basse Langhe districts; it repre-
sents the hub of the historic cultivation of the autochthonous grape variety Moscato, used to
make Asti spumante, the world’s D.O.C.G. wine with the most sales. Intensive and specialised
winegrowing dominates, with vines leaving very little space for woods, solely in deep and nar-
row gullies and in land which is particularly unsuitable. Very different “Wine locations” repre-
sent the eloquent manifestations of the role played by viticulture: from the “crutin” (underground
cellars) of Calosso which run under the town centre, to the famous and fully operative “wine
cathedrals” in Canelli, historical home of Italian spumante. 
This landscape is magnetically described in the works of Cesare Pavese, the author from Santo
Stefano Belbo. 

core zone 4: Loazzolo
The area represents the landscape of the Alta Langa Astigiana district, characterised by steep
hills, where the vine finds space only on the sunniest slopes. Indeed the morphology of the ter-
ritory features broad, slightly steep slopes exposed to the northwest (where the predominant
crops are grapevines and hazelnuts), and by shorter, very steep slopes covered mainly in woods.
In this territory, winegrowing can be described as “heroic”, inasmuch as it is pursued tena-
ciously and stubbornly by farmers used to working without machinery. This area is home to the
D.O.C. wine with the smallest extension in Italy: Loazzolo. The settlement system, made up of
a network of small towns, is strongly conditioned by the orographic layout of the territory and
the almost obliged routes taken by the roads: there are either hill villages (Loazzolo) or valley
floor settlements (Bubbio, Vesime).

core zone 5: Moscato
The core zone represents a very varied landscape context, crossing the border between the Alto
Monferrato Astigiano and Alessandrino districts, characterised by the cultivation of Moscato and
Brachetto d’Acqui, grape varieties used to make two aromatic spumante wines which are among
the most important in Italy. Mixed viticulture is practised, in which the vineyards, which make up
the majority of the cultivation mosaic, are alternated with woods and seed crops. This situation
is due to a very awkward orography and slopes with steeper gradients than those in the Canelli
area. Along the hilly slopes of the Bormida di Spigno valley there are very fine deposits rich in lime
which, having been moulded by erosion, take on the form of gullies. The architectural elements
of greatest landscape value include the neo-gothic parish church of Fontanile.

core zone 6: Barbaresco
The core zone embraces the areas where the autochthonous variety Nebbiolo is used to make Bar-
baresco D.O.C.G. This area is very special in geological terms, with marly soils that are excellent
for cultivating vines. Winegrowing activities have occupied these slopes since way back in Roman
times. Nowadays, specialised winegrowing is practised, with a considerable breakdown of the
land, giving the landscape a widely variable geometric imprint. The settlement arrangement is rep-
resented by two medieval centres, which still retain their original structure: the village of Bar-
baresco develops in compliance with the ribbon model along the main road and culminates with
the medieval tower, a singular viewpoint which dominates the Tanaro valley from on high. The
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town of Neive, centred on the top of a hill and surrounded by vineyards, maintains the original
concentric structure defined in the Middle Ages, strictly linked to the presence of the castle. 
core zone 7: Barolo
The core zone lies within a spacious amphitheatre situated in the drainage area of the Talloria
stream. The area represents the landscape of the Albese Langa, one of the areas of winegrow-
ing excellence at regional and national level, due to the production of Barolo D.O.C.G., a wine
of international acclaim. The cultivation mosaic is characterised by the intensive and virtually sin-
gle-grape organisation of the vineyards. One of the characteristic factors of the area is the sys-
tem of castles and centres villages (Barolo, Castiglione Falletto and Serralunga d’Alba). Along
the hill slopes there are numerous inters persed residential nuclei, some of which form settle-
ment arrangements that precede the residential installation of the early Middle Ages. Other,
medium-small in size, sometimes even represented by a single estate, are the product of the
agricultural reclamation of the land in the early modern age. 

core zone 8: Dolcetto di Dogliani
The core zone, which lies at the southern tip of the Langhe, offers a decidedly integral and par-
ticular winegrowing landscape in which the vineyards are set towards the higher part of the hill.
The lower slopes are steeper due to erosion and are therefore occupied by woods, often bro-
ken up by spectacular natural gullies, in which it is possible to see the litologic stratification of
marl and sandstone typical of the whole area. Only the autochthonous grape variety Dolcetto is
cultivated and used to make Dolcetto di Dogliani D.O.C.G. The winegrowing system is strictly
traditional, with the vineyards winding round the hill and each vine supported by a post made
of chestnut wood. 

core zone 9: Grignolino
The core zone represents the farming landscape of the Basso Monferrato district, characterised
by low hills sloping down to the Po river basin. The territory represents the entire area of ex-
cellence for the cultivation of the Grignolino grape variety, which is used to make the wine of the
same name. The hill slopes that enjoy best exposure are cultivated with vineyards, however,
there is neither intensive winegrowing nor a tendency to plant single varieties, and this is ben-
eficial to the ecological balance and the variety of the landscape. The historical residential nu-
clei are characterised by their placement on hills, the main towns being Vignale Monferrato and
Montemagno, and are often characterised by fortified structures. 

List of the Municipalities implicated in the Candidacy Project.

Municipalitiesimplicatedwithinthecore zones
core zone 1 (Freisa): Albugnano (AT); Moncucco Torinese (AT); Castelnuovo don Bosco (AT);
Pino d’Asti (AT). [960 ha]
core zone 2 (Barbera): Montegrosso (AT); Mombercelli (AT); Agliano (AT); Castelnuovo Calcea
(AT); Vinchio (AT); Vaglio Serra (AT); Nizza Monferrrato (AT). [2090 ha]
core zone 3 (Moscato/S. Stefano Belbo - Canelli): Neive (CN); Mango (CN); Camo (CN); Santo
Stefano Belbo (CN); Castiglione Tinella (CN); Coazzolo (AT); Castagnole delle Lanze (AT);
Costigliole d’Asti (AT); Calosso (AT); Canelli (AT). [5880 ha]
core zone 4 (Moscato/Loazzolo): Bubbio (AT), Loazzolo (AT), Cessole (AT), Vesime(AT); Cos-
sano Belbo (CN); S. Stefano Belbo (CN). [1950 ha]
core zone 5 (Moscato/Fontanile-Ricaldone): Cassine (AL); Strevi (AL); Maranzana (AT); Ri-
caldone (AL); Alice Bel Colle (AL); Fontanile (AT); Mombaruzzo (AT); Quaranti (AT); Castelletto
Molina (AT); Castel Rocchero (AT); Castel Boglione (AT); Calamandrana (AT). [5080 ha]
core zone 6 (Barbaresco): Barbaresco (CN); Neive (CN). [860 ha]
core zone 7 (Barolo): Barolo (CN); Serralunga d’Alba (CN); Castiglione Falletto (CN); La Morra
(CN); Monforte d’Alba (CN); Novello (CN); Diano d’Alba (CN). [3060 ha]
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core zone 8 (Dolcetto di Dogliani): Dogliani (CN); Farigliano (CN); Clavesana (CN), Belvedere
Langhe (CN); Bastia Mondovì (CN); Murazzano (CN); Cigliè (CN); Rocca Cigliè (CN). [2450 ha]
core zone 9 (Grignolino/Ruchè): Cella Monte (AL); Ozzano (AL); Sala Monferrato (AL); Rosig-
nano (AL); Ottiglio (AL); Olivola (AL); Frassinello (AL); Camagna (AL); Vignale Monferrato (AL);
Casorzo (AT); Montemagno (AT); Grazzano Badoglio (AT); Castagnole Monferrato (AT); Grana
(AT); Viarigi (AT); Scurzolengo (AT); Portacomaro (AT); Castell’Alfero (AT); Calliano (AT); Asti
(AT). [7740 ha]

Municipalities implicated within the buffer zone 
Albugnano (AT); Moncucco Torinese (AT); Castelnuovo don Bosco (AT); Pino d’Asti (AT); Coc-
conato (AT); Aramengo (AT); Passerano Marmorito (AT); Cerreto d’Asti (AT); Piovà Massaia
(AT); Piea (AT); Viale d’Asti (AT); Montafia; Capriglio; Buttigliera d’Asti; Arignano, Moriondo
Torinese; Mombello di Torino; Cinzano; Azzano d’Asti; Revigliasco d’Asti; Mongardino; Rocca
d’Arazzo; Rocchetta Tanaro; Masio; Cerro Tanaro; Belveglio; Incisa Scapaccino; Bergamasco;
Carentino; Frascaro; Borgoratto Alessandrino; Gamalero; Rocchetta Palafea; Cassinasco; San
Marzano Oliveto; Isola d’Asti; Vigliano d’Asti; Montaldo Scarampi; Belveglio; Cortiglione; Castel-
nuovo Belbo; Bruno; Carentino; Montegrosso (AT); Mombercelli (AT); Agliano (AT); Casteln-
uovo Calcea (AT); Vinchio (AT); Vaglio Serra (AT); Nizza Monferrrato (AT); Neive (CN); Mango
(CN); Camo (CN); Santo Stefano Belbo (CN); Castiglione Tinella (CN); Coazzolo (AT); Castagnole
delle Lanze (AT); Costigliole d’Asti (AT); Calosso (AT); Canelli (AT); Bubbio (AT), Loazzolo (AT),
Cessole (AT), Vesime(AT); Cossano Belbo (CN); S. Stefano Belbo (CN); Cassine (AL); Strevi
(AL); Maranzana (AT); Ricaldone (AL); Alice Bel Colle (AL); Fontanile (AT); Mombaruzzo (AT);
Quaranti (AT); Castelletto Molina (AT); Castel Rocchero (AT); Castel Boglione (AT); Calaman-
drana (AT); Barbaresco (CN); Neviglie; Tezzo Tinella; Treiso; Alba; Guarene; Monticello d’Alba;
Santa Vittoria d’Alba; Rodello; Montelupo Albese; Grinzane; Verduno; Roddi; Cherasco; Narzole;
Monchiero; Sinio; Roddino; Barolo (CN); Serralunga d’Alba (CN); Castiglione Falletto (CN); La
Morra (CN); Monforte d’Alba (CN); Novello (CN); Diano d’Alba (CN); Dogliani (CN); Farigliano
(CN); Clavesana (CN), Belvedere Langhe (CN); Bastia Mondovì (CN); Murazzano (CN); Cigliè
(CN); Rocca Cigliè (CN); Niella Tanaro; Marsaglia; Bonvicino; Somano; Bossolasco; Cissone;
Serravalle Langhe; Cerretto Langhe; Albaretto della Torre; Arguello; Lequio Berria; Benevello;
Borgomale; Castino; Cortemilia; Perletto; San Giorgio Scarampi; Monastero Bormida; Roccav-
erano; Sessame; Bistagno; Montalbone; Terzo; Aqui Terme; Visone; Prasco; Cremolino; Mor-
sasco; Trisobbio; Carpeneto; Orsara Bormida; Montaldo Morbida; Rocca Grimalda; Rivalta
Cormida; Predosa; Sezzadio; Castelnuovo Bormida; Cella Monte (AL); Rosignano (AL); Ozzano
(AL); Sala Monferrato (AL); Ottiglio (AL); Olivola (AL); Frassinello (AL); Camagna (AL); Vignale
Monferrato (AL); Casorzo (AT); Montemagno (AT); Grazzano Badoglio (AT); Castagnole Mon-
ferrato (AT); Grana (AT); Viarigi (AT); Scurzolengo (AT); Portacomaro (AT); Castell’Alfero (AT);
Calliano (AT); Asti (AT); Frinco; Altavilla Monferrato; Fubine; Quargnento; Lu Monferrato; Cuc-
caro Monferrato; Conzano; Terruggia; Casale Monferrato; Treville; Cereseto; Moncalvo; Penango;
Ponzano; Castelletto Merli; S. Martino Alfieri; Govone; Priocca; Castellinaldo; Castagnito;
Magliano Alfieri; Canalle; Vezza; Corneliano; Piobesi d’Alba; Monteu Roero; Montaldo Roero; S.
Stefano Roero; Montà; Baldissero d’Alba; Sommariva Perno; Pocapaglia; Monticello d’Alba; Bra;
Sanfrè; Sommariva del Bosco; Ceresole d’Alba.

3. Criteria proposed for registration.

The analysis of the aspects that characterise the winegrowing landscape of Southern Piedmont
has revealed precise correspondences with the requisites needed for inclusion in the World Her-
itage List of a cultural site. The Langhe, Roero and Monferrato hill basin in particular possess
the conditions specified by the following criteria: 

Show an important exchange of human values within an arc of time or in a cultural area of the
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world, in relation to the developments of architecture or technology, of monumental arts, town
planning or landscape design (from Unesco, “Operational Guidelines”).

II: The winegrowing landscape of Southern Piedmont takes on a variety of values linked to dif-
ferent cultural matrixes which have been stratified throughout the territory from ancient times
until the present day. The vocation as an area of transit has favoured, in the long term, the cir-
culation of men, goods and winegrowing practises that have influenced the design of the land-
scape, the urban morphology and the architectural choices made between the Langhe, Roero
and Monferrato . 

represent a unique or exceptional example of cultural tradition or of a civilisation, either living
or no longer with us (from Unesco, “Operational Guidelines”).

III: The Langhe, Roero and Monferrato hill basin represents a living cultural tradition which is
closely linked to the area’s age-old winegrowing vocation. A remarkable historical, archaeolog-
ical, artistic and architectural heritage documents and marks the phases of formation and de-
velopment of a landscape scattered with countless “wine locations”, embodied by the rural
farmhouses dotted throughout the countryside, dug deep into the hills or set in the vast un-
derground environments of castles, patrician villas and townhouses. 

v. be an outstanding example of a traditional human settlement, of the use of territorial or ma-
rine resources, representing a culture (or several cultures), or of man’s interaction with the en-
vironment, particularly when it has become vulnerable due to irreversible transformations. (from
Unesco, “Operational Guidelines”).

V: the site proposes an outstanding example of constant interaction between man and the en-
vironment. The plot traced by the rows of vines, the traditional production system, the resi-
dential forms closely connected to the farming environment design a living landscape, in which
every change reflects man’s desire to optimise, form, content and function. 

On the basis of said criteria, it is possible to summarise the values of the site as follows:
“The Langhe, Roero and Monferrato vineyards are an excellent and unique example of cultural
landscape deriving from the interaction between man and nature which has lasted over two
thousand years. This landscape is made up of a high hill plateau delimited and moulded by
rivers and streams, when the biggest market towns are usually located in the most important
river valleys along the main roads. The entire landscape is densely populated by villages, farms
and small settlements on the hilltops. This landscape is outstanding proof of the development
and diversification of the vineyards cultivated there and the production of a great variety of high
quality wines. It is characterised by fragmentation into thousands of small private vineyards, dat-
ing back to ancient times and to the Late Middle Ages. The current image of this cultural land-
scape owes much to 18th century integration processes, which represent a rich form of historical
stratigraphy of the pre-Romanesque, Romanesque and medieval periods, as well as the trans-
formations during the period between the 16th and 18th centuries. 
The visual integrity is articulated by a network of Episcopal courts, abbeys, castles associated
with small rural settlements and villages and linked to big commercial towns situated long the
main watercourses”.

Annex2

Legislative addresses for application to the territories of the core zones of the
“langhe,roeroandmonferratowinegrowinglandscapes”forunescocandidacy
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The following legislative addresses form the basis for the principles shared by MiBAC, Regione
and the Provincial Councils of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo to align the legislation of the terri-
torial and town planning instruments, prevent alteration of the values underlying candidacy and
guarantee standardisation of the defence laws within the core zones.

To this end, the territorial entities are required to check the consistency of their current legisla-
tion with the following directives and instructions, adapting them where necessary. 

The following legislative instructions are formulated according to articulation into: 

• Directives: instructions that must be observed in the elaboration of sectorial plans, provincial
territorial plans and local plans on various levels, with detailed checks. Any discrepancies must
be technically motivated and explained. 

• Prescriptions: instructions with a direct conforming effect on the legal status of the heritage
subject to the legislation, which regulate admissible uses and disciple the transformations al-
lowed. Prescriptions are binding and coercive and presume immediate implementation and ob-
servance by all public and private bodies holding territorial power or ownership rights, and they
prevail over any incompatible instructions contained in the territorial and town planning instru-
ments in force and in the relative implementation instruments.

InthecomponentsidentifiedforUNESCOcandidacy,theobjectiveslistedbelowarepursued.

Areas destined for use as vineyards are recognised as relevant components of the farming land-
scape and an irreplaceable resource for the region’s sustainable development.

The following objectives are pursued for the core areas:

a. with reference to the agricultural layout:
• active defence of the specific landscape value of the farming territory;
• protection of soil against impermeability, erosion and forms of decay linked to the incorrect

application of the compulsory management criteria and good agronomic and environmen-
tal conditions;

• maintenance of the agricultural use of the land, according to good farming practices in order
to guarantee the sustainability of productions and the conservation of the landscape.

b. with reference to settlements:
• active conservation of the values associated with them;
• conservation and enhancement of relationship systems;
• improvement of the conditions of conservation and the overall quality of the physical 

and functional context.
c. with reference to historical-cultural and natural values:
• defence of the historical territorial system of the vineyards and relative constructions and

structures characterising the pertinent traditional settlement systems; 
• maintenance of the articulated and multifaceted image of Piedmont’s winegrowing landscape,

as an expression of the regional culture and local cultures;
• reinforcement of the role of the historical towns strongly linked to the wine culture within the

framework of a territorial policy for the relaunch of the specific features of the territories;
• defence and enhancement of the historical, architectural, urban and museum heritage, also

through active conservation and recovery from the negative impacts of the landscape con-
texts of pertinence;

• limitation of tendencies towards transformation and development processes that threaten land-
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scapes with an identity that can still be recognised; 
• enhancement and restoration of historical itineraries;
• conservation of the biodiversity of habitats and species, on the basis of the principles of Na 

InthecorezonesidentifiedfortheUNESCOcandidacyitisnecessarytoformulateleg-
islativeprovisionsonthebasisofthefollowinginstructions:

InstructionsfortheDirectives:
a. With reference to the vineyards which have gained a denomination of origin or an appellation

or the farming areas in which raw materials destined for other productions are produced:
1. the relative delimitations must be identified on maps;
2. the admissible interventions must be regulated in qualitative and quantitative terms and the

mitigations of previous impacts must be encouraged to achieve the active defence of the
landscape;

3. the cultivation and historical-traditional aspects must also be promoted, with particular ref-
erence to the vine, which ensure the maintenance of the territory and the hydrogeological
and landscape aspects and enhance the local resources and naturalistic and cultural specifi-
cations. 

b. With reference to the identification, defence and enhancement of the historical-cultural and
natural heritage, it is necessary to: 

1. analyse the factors (constructed and otherwise) that enable the reading of relational systems
and relationships of symbolic and functional hierarchy between elements of historical im-
portance to the territorial scale, also on the basis of the historical and cultural cognitive frame-
work elaborated for the preparation of the Regional Landscape Plan;

2. analyse the installation morphology of the historical-cultural components at local level, and
their interactions with the elements of the historical - territorial systems; 

3. analyse the installation features of the historical - territorial systems at local level and the re-
lationships with the geomorphology of the territory;

4. identify at local level tangible permanence, single complexes and/or elements characterising
the urban and territorial historical systems. The analysis must be carried out starting from the
construction techniques and from the use of traditional local construction materials. The rel-
ative results must be entered into the plan documents;

5. represent in appropriate scale the territories covered by woodlands in conjunction with Re-
gione Piemonte. In these areas, every construction or infrastructural intervention which might
damage the value of the landscape heritage and its use must be avoided;

6. represent, on a scale suitable to the identification of the surface hydrographic reticule in
agreement with the Regione, aimed at its correct defence and the organisation of the surface
waters, the well system and the springs.

c. With reference to the conservation and enhancement of evidence of the historical farming
landscape, settlements and biodiversity, it is necessary:

1. to censure buildings of documentary value for which conservation laws must be envisaged
to avoid the alteration of the profile and height of the building and which order to restoration
of the elements that characterise the architectural typology with the elimination of any in-
congruous elements and additions in relation to the current construction typology;

2. identify and maintain the traces of the historical subdivisions of large estates with the rela-
tive elements of functional connection (viability, water conducts and canals, trees, hedges
and historical fencing);

3. guarantee the minimum possible impact with the consolidated agricultural layouts of the in-
terventions on viability, equipment of constructions, also mitigating the impacts with the in-
stallation of appropriate and preferably autochthonous tree species;

4. identify and delimit the natural protected area and areas of conservation of biodiversity, in-
cluding woodlands, on maps.
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d. With reference to the sites and contexts of scenic and aesthetic value deserving specific de-
fence and enhancement, being places for observation of the landscape, such as viewpoints,
panoramic paths and perspective axes, panoramic complexes and individual beauty spots
such as to configure settings of recognised aesthetic value, including those restricted in com-
pliance with article 136 of the Landscape Code, including hubs or points of visual attention
and landscape profiles (or skyline), it is necessary to:

1. identify adequate segments of respect to defend the visual use of the aspects of panoramic
beauty indicated;

2. define the best measures to favour the removal or mitigation of criticalities and to ensure the
conservation and enhancement of the viewpoints and panoramic beauty spots; 

3. define measures of attention to observe in the design and construction of buildings, equip-
ment, plants and infrastructures and in the maintenance of trees or shrubs, with reference: 

I. to the control of the height and profile of buildings and vegetation, and of every other ele-
ment that might interfere with vision, paying particular attention to hilltop and ridge roads; 

II. to the conservation and enhancement of the perspective axes and panoramic views along
roads of documented historical or environmental-landscape interest, avoiding the formation
of barriers and the effects of discontinuity (roundabouts, flyovers, lack of alignment) and en-
suring the continuity of elements that form visual settings to highlight the perspective axes
with the visual fulcrums (trees or construction barriers), also through the unitary regulation
of the fronts and of the urban furnishings.

e. With reference to the buildings and existing areas of high visual impact, it is necessary to
censure those for which mitigation interventions are necessary for re-qualification.

f. With reference to public works and infrastructures or works of public interest and elements
of urban furnishing, it is necessary to regulate construction and maintenance through single
projects or specific legislation which guarantees the legibility of the remaining signs of their
relationship with the historical paths, also with reference to the enhancement of trees,
hedgerow systems, fencing, boundary stones and water conducts, or to the reduction of the
negative impacts of posts and lighting, paving, signs, urban furnishing and colour. In partic-
ular new and existing energy and communication networks, if subject to operations of even
partial renewal or improvement, must be embedded underground.

g. With reference to advertising billboards and similar elements, their installation must be reg-
ulated via single projects. 

h. With reference to admissible construction operations, these must be carried out in compliance with
the operating instructions regulated by the regional or provincial manuals of good practice which
the municipalities are required to acknowledge in the municipal construction regulations. 

i. In the notices of acknowledgement of the candidate core zones as UNESCO World Heritage, in
drawing up the new variants of the regulatory plans in force, the provision of new areas of resi-
dential, commercial, artisan or industrial expansion is not allowed. 

InstructionsforPrescriptions:
a. With reference to the hydrogeographic system:
1.  Along the watercourses, allowing for the prescriptions of the PAI - Piano stralcio per l'Assetto

Idrogeologico (Hydrogeological Layout Plan) and the PTA - Piano di Tutela delle Acque (Water
Defence Plan), measures must be taken to conserve the autochthonous plant species that
grow along streams, steep embankments, springs, rivers, watercourses in general and wet-
lands. Any interventions must be carried out using naturalistic engineering techniques. 

b. With reference to areas and elements of specific geomorphologic and naturalistic interest:
1. no allowance is made for opening or expanding waste disposal/treatment plants and for in-

compatible mining activities, deposits of hazardous substances or localisations of plants im-
plicating a risk of relevant accident in accordance with Legislative Decree no. 334 of 17 August
1999.

2. for monumental trees identified in accordance with art. 136, paragraph 1 letter of Legislative
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Decree 42/2004 and subsequent amendments and in accordance with Regional Law 50/95,
sectorial plans, provincial territorial plans and local plans ensure enhancement interventions
within a surrounding area suited to their conservation and public enjoyment. 

c. With reference to viewpoints, panoramic beauty spots and sites of scenic and aesthetic value: 
1. following identification of the segments pursuant to directive d.1. every transformation op-

eration falling within said segments implicating renovation, expansion or new construction
which might significantly influence the visibility, legibility and recognition of overall and in-
dividual beauty, due to size, height, shape, colour, materials and position, is subject to the
preparation of the landscape report pursuant to DPCM 12-12-2005. This check must take
into consideration the complex of relationships in their broadest spatial extent and must con-
sider the accumulative effects that might be generated as a result of uncoordinated operations
or planned anthropic or natural alterations. In the notices identifying the segments pursuant
to directive d.1. only ordinary and special maintenance, restoration and conservative inter-
vention are envisaged. 

d. With reference to the visual relationships between settlement and context: 
1. interventions preventing the pre-existing visual perception from roads and from panoramic

viewpoints, including alterations to crop layouts, land parcel design and plantation arrange-
ments, are not allowed. The notices of definition and approval of the Management Plan or of
the adaptations of single regulatory plans however are unaffected, as are the operations en-
visaged by production regulations of the denominations of origin, interventions to obligato-
rily fight parasites and interventions expressly motivated by specific needs by estates to
perform their farming activity; likewise, no interventions that alter the morphology and vi-
sual elements of the buildings and vegetation that make up the agricultural landscape are al-
lowed; 

2. the restoration of aspects altered by past intervention must be encouraged, favouring the relo-
cation or closure/removal of incompatible businesses or buildings, or the mitigation of irre-
versible impacts, with particular reference to industrial and agricultural production plants and
technological equipment; 

3. interventions that alter the layout of the agricultural landscape (arrangement and/or expansion
of existing roads, building of new roads, car parks), implicating excavations and/or the con-
struction of walls against the land, can be carried out using naturalistic engineering techniques; 

4. any new roads that might be necessary for farming uses can be built with a maximum width of
3 m., allowing for any intervention strictly necessary to defend the ground, for civil protection
or motivated by estate and/or production needs of those entitled. In these cases, a special proj-
ect shall be drawn up to verify the inclusion of the structure within the landscape;

5. an adequate segment of space must be left along hilltop and ridge roads, as these are of out-
standing landscape interest, allowing people to see and appreciate the surrounding landscape,
and in valley floor areas which offer a view of the hill contours; 

6.  in the notices of a unitary project that regulates the dimensional and aesthetic features, the erec-
tion of buildings required for the construction and maintenance of public works and infrastruc-
ture, or works of public interest and urban furnishing elements, is not allowed, apart from in
urgent cases of public emergency or natural disaster. New energy and communication networks
must be embedded underground;

7. in the notices of a unitary project regulating the size and aesthetics of billboards, the latter and
similar elements may not be installed, with the exception of road safety signs relating to essential
public services and existing tourist signs.

e. With reference to rural areas it is necessary to:
1. maintain the agricultural layout made up of the historically consolidated winegrowing system;
2. forbid significant alterations of the fertile layer of soil, particularly movements of earth (unless

required for planting crops and works connected to them, when carried out in compliance with
the laws in force), mining activities, widespread impermeabilisation and interventions for the pro-
duction of energy; 
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3. maintain the surface hydrogeographic reticule, necessary to the correct distribution of sur-
face water, the well system, springs, minor roads and the agricultural layout. This does not
restrict interventions expressly motivated by particular estate requirements for the exercise
of farming activity; 

4. maintain the morphology of the natural terrain and of that resulting from the construction of
the farming landscape, using traditional ground arrangement systems (terraces, embank-
ments, etc.);

5. conserve the agricultural layout created, the historical fencing of the historical settlement
system and widespread tree formations (isolated, in groups, in rows, here and there); 

6. new vineyards may be planted, prioritising autochthonous grape varieties;
7. besides the vineyards, traditional crops are admissible to maintain the historically consoli-

dated crop variety; 
8. the posts used in the vineyards should preferably be made of materials in traditional natural

colours.

For measures relating to crop techniques, please refer to the pertinent production regulations
of the denominations of origin and the compulsory management criteria and good agronomic
and environmental conditions. 
f.  With reference to existing settlement areas in the municipal regulatory plans:
1. the following are allowed when admitted by the town planning instruments in force on the date

of adoption of these regulations: 
a. ordinary and special maintenance, restoration and conservative reconditioning and renova-

tion of buildings,
b. expansion of existing buildings,
c. completion works that can be carried out on plots of land which have already been partly built

on or in areas between plots containing buildings on at least two sides, 
d. new building operations in areas of continuity and behind areas which have already been built

on and urbanised;
2. in the notices of adaptation of the building regulation to these instructions, for the types of

intervention admissible no changes in construction materials and the traditional local styles
are allowed, and, for completion works, the use of traditional construction materials and tech-
niques must be observed; 

3. it is necessary to favour the residential reuse of existing building structures, with particular
reference to the legislation regarding the recovery of country buildings, limited to volumes that
are already closed on three sides; in the case of recovery and possible expansion, or expan-
sion/completion of structures, where admissible by the regulatory plan, the operations must
guarantee the correct incorporation of the building into the hill contour; in particular, any in-
tervention must follow existing curves, without changing the morphology. The complex of
works, building and other appurtenances, must blend in with the landscape, avoiding fractures
and separation lines in relation to the context. Any infrastructures and technological installa-
tions must be minimised using plant screens and borders; 

4. for existing buildings and areas with a high visual impact, as identified by local plans, it is nec-
essary to envisage their re-qualification with the use of a unitary project which pays particu-
lar attention to size, colour and shape, also through urban renovation operations. It is also
necessary to regulate the use of advertising signs and check lighting pollution; 

5. it is necessary to favour the reformation of open spaces, also by encouraging the replacement
of unsuitable structures and elements built next to buildings or installed improperly within them,
with building units that are consistent with traditional installation and typological features;

6. the building operations pursuant to prescription f. point 1.d must be subject to unitary inter-
vention projects extended to an adequate landscape context, for instance the immediate ap-
purtenances for the purposes of checking the compatibility of the landscapes and
environment. This check must be promptly and explicitly compliant with the project docu-
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ments, which must contain that already envisaged by the landscape report pursuant to DPCM
12-12-2005;

g. With reference to rural settlements:

1. when allowed by the town planning instruments in force and in observance of the directives
and prescriptions contained in these regulations, building or infrastructure operations of or-
dinary and special maintenance, renovation or expansion strictly necessary for functional
adaptations to the needs of the estate are admissible; 

2. the installation of new farming estates is only allowed when it is impossible to choose an al-
ternative, which prioritises the reuse of existing structures; 

3. in the notices for adaptation of the construction regulations to these instructions,, farm build-
ings must comply with existing traditional rustic models, particularly with regard to the ar-
chitectural divisions, the slope of roofs and finishing materials; 

4. construction and infrastructural operations that exceed conservative restoration must be sub-
ject to unitary projects of intervention extended to an adequate landscape, for example, to the
immediate appurtenances, for the purposes of checking the compatibility of the landscape and
environment. This check must be promptly and explicitly compliant with the project docu-
ments, which must contain that already envisaged by the landscape report pursuant to DPCM
12-12-2005.
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7.DeterminaDirigenziale(ExecutiveStipulation)no.460dated20/07/2010“Presa
d’atto del documento tecnico per l’attuazione del progetto di candidatura
UNESCOdeiPaesaggivitivinicolidelPiemonte”(Acknowledgementoftechnical
documentfortheimplementationoftheUNESCOcandidacyprojectofthewine-
growinglandscapesofPiedmont).

Whereas:
• on 1 June 2006, the permanent Interministerial work team for UNESCO World Heritage deemed

it appropriate to propose the “Typical winegrowing landscapes of Piedmont” for inclusion in the
UNESCO World Heritage List, adding its datasheet for candidacy to the Italian “tentative list”;

• on 11 February 2008 a Protocol of Intent was entered into between the Ministry for Cultural
Heritage, Regione Piemonte and the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, with which the
Entities involved undertook to collaborate, each within the scope of its own jurisdiction, in the
drawing up of the Candidacy Dossier and relative Management Plan; 

• to achieve an effective coordination between the Administrations involved in the UNESCO Can-
didacy Project, a “Pilot Committee” coordinated by Regione Piemonte was set up, along with
a “Technical Team” coordinated by the Ministry for Cultural Heritage – Regional Management
for the Cultural Heritage and Landscape;

• following the aforementioned agreement, on 2 October 2008, the Ministry, Regione Piemonte
and the Provincial Councils of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, along with the Higher Institute of
Territorial Systems for Innovation (SiTI) signed an agreement for the drawing up of the Can-
didacy Dossier, the comparative analysis and the relative Management Plan of the “Typical
winegrowing landscapes of Piedmont” project; 

• the Candidacy Dossier, the comparative analysis and the Management Plan were delivered by
SiTI in October 2009 and confrontation began with the UNESCO World Heritage List Office of
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage in Rome, which led to certain requests for further investiga-
tion and checks on the areas proposed for candidacy;

• in January – February 2010 further technical inspections were carried out, leading to the def-
inition of the delimitations of the areas to propose for candidacy, to be included in the Candi-
dacy Dossier for assessment by the technical bodies of UNESCO;

• Man. DB0800 Sect. Continuation of Text of Order no. 460 / Year 2010 

• with Resolution no. 87-13582 of 16 March 2010, the Regional Council approved the delimita-
tions of the nine core zones and relative buffer zones, the regulatory addresses and guidelines
to apply within the core zones, and identified priorities and resources for funding the process
of adaptation of the municipal regulatory plans;

• in May 2010, the activities of support and assistance to the Municipalities were carried out in
agreement between the Region and the Provincial Authorities, to facilitate the acknowledge-
ment of the municipal legislative planning instruments in defence of the territories concerned;

• during the meetings, the Municipal Councils verified with the regional and provincial offices the
consistency of the town planning instruments and building regulations with the legislative ad-
dresses annexed to DGR no. 87-13582 of 16/3/2010 and defined, in relation to the changes to be
made, the town planning procedure to adopt and the operating methods to trigger the adaptations;

• following these meetings, with Resolution no. 32-287 of 5 July 2010, the Regional Council
defined the procedural simplifications to accelerate the own planning changes in accordance
with Regional Law 1/2007 in adaptation to DGR no. 87-13582 of 16/3/2010;

• the “Technical Team”, which met on 12 July 2010, examined the document, drawn up by the
regional offices in agreement with the provinces at the end of the meetings with the Munici-
pal Council, containing the problems that emerged during said meetings and the technical
specifications to supply to the Municipal Councils to trigger the variants.
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Considering that the aim of the technical document is to:
• supply technical specifications to those involved in PRGC adaptation process, to fulfil the leg-

islative addresses pursuant to DGR no. 87-13582 of 16/3/2010 and no. 32-287 of 5/7/2010;
• propose a list of manuals available containing examples which the Municipal Councils can use

to improve architectural and landscape quality, to be annexed to the Building Regulations.

Also considering that:
• the technical specifications contained in the document are configured as vital details to achieve

the adoption of the defensive legislation (town planning and building) required by the UNESCO
Candidacy Project to preserve the landscape values subject to candidacy;

• it is necessary to acknowledge the result of the confrontation with the local authorities and the
orientation of the “Technical Team”, making those involved aware of the decisions made;

• this executive order is undertaken to externalise the document.

Given the above

TheDirector
In view of Regional Law 23/2008 “Discipline of the organisation of the Regional Offices and instruc-
tions concerning Management and staff”;

Orders
Acknowledgement of the orientation of the “Technical Team”, making those involved in the UN-
ESCO “Langhe, Roero and Monferrato Winegrowing Landscapes” Project aware of the techni-
cal document drawn up in agreement between the regional offices and provincial authorities of
Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, which is an integral part of this order.

7. Determina Dirigen-
ziale(ExecutiveStipula-
tion) no. 460 dated
20/07/2010“Presad’atto
del documento tecnico
perl’attuazionedelprog-
etto di candidatura
UNESCOdeiPaesaggivi-
tivinicolidelPiemonte”
(Acknowledgement of
technical document for
theimplementationofthe
UNESCOcandidacyproj-
ect of the winegrowing
landscapesofPiedmont).
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8.ArticlesoftheAssociationfortheheritageofthevineyardlandscapeofLanghe-Roero
andMonferrato

Article1

Incorporationandregisteredoffice
The “Association for the Heritage of the Langhe – Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape”,
is incorporated, with registered office in Asti. It is regulated by the instructions contained in the
present articles of association and, for everything not expressly envisaged, by the regulations
of the Italian Civil Code and those in force in relation to the specific matter.

Article2

Objective
The Association operates in the Piedmont Region and proposes the accomplishment of objec-
tives and actions envisaged by the UNESCO Candidacy Management Plan and its subsequent im-
plementations. 
Inspired by the principles of mutual solidarity between the territories, in relation to the heritage
of Piedmont’s vineyard landscape in the provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, the Asso-
ciation pursues objectives of development of awareness of the heritage, of its defence, pro-
tection and enhancement, and cultural promotion as well as the integrated social and economic
awareness and development of the reference territories. 
Within the scope of the activity aimed at achieving the social goals, the Association may pro-
mote and accomplish, either directly or in conjunction with other organisations or institutions,
or through independent parties, promotion, organisation, communication and monitoring ac-
tivities, which can also be of commercial nature. 
The financial expenses borne by the Association in the various ways indicated in the Articles
of Association are those relating to the management of the network initiatives, while the indi-
vidual legal entities are responsible for the cost of conservation and recovery of their heritage
or for events which do not determine the involvement of all the founder members. 

Article3

Socialaims
The Association is a non-profit organisation and cannot distribute gains.
The Association undertakes to contribute to a conservative and durable development of the UN-
ESCO World Heritage of the Langhe- Roero and Monferrato Vineyard Landscape.
For the purposes of implementing the aims defined in the Management Plan, the Association: 
a) promotes the cooperation and takes care of the communication and the exchange of information

and documents between Regione Piemonte and the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo, the Territorial Local Entities and the economic operators within the area, in order to en-
sure the harmonisation of the management policies of the UNESCO Heritage implemented by
each Entity, within the framework of the addresses established by the Management Plan;

b) promotes, on the basis of the Management Plan, the possible adoption of new instruments
to defend and promote the UNESCO Heritage, in order to pursue further forms of protection,
conservation and enhancement, including the requalification of the landscapes that are in-
consistent and technical support to ensure sustainability and quality of new interventions, with
shared actions, in observance of the institutional order of the members of the Association;

c) holds special themed meetings with the Local Entities, the Park Entities and the other au-
thorities and public and private institutions, as well as experts; 

d) collaborates with all the international, EU, Italian, regional and local institutions; 
e) promotes collaborations and cooperations with other, similar associations;
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f) prepares regular informative dossiers on the state of implementation of the Management plan,
which will be placed at the disposal of the public and private authorities operating in the sec-
tor who should present a request to such effect;

g) transmits and disseminates knowledge of the UNESCO Heritage, also promoting educational
initiatives in conjunction with the school authorities;

h) disseminates the culture of defence of the territory, in collaboration with schools and public
or private institutions;

i) organises research, exhibitions, reports, conferences and every other kind of event; 
l) ensures the creation of a special website and e-mail address for the purposes of unitary repre-

sentation, official communications and advisory services for the public. 

The Association may also perform all activities relating to real estate and property that are in-
strumental or connected to the pursuit of its aims. 
For the pursuit of its institutional tasks, the Association may hire employees, engage inde-
pendent collaborators or the staff of Member Entities in positions of management, secondment
or simple functional placement. 

Article4

Members
The Association can be joined by public and private bodies who identify themselves with the aims
listed in article 3 and are able to contribute to their attainment. 
The founder members are the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, seats of the
serial candidacy sites, and Regione Piemonte.
Besides the founder members, as defined and identified above, other members may be admit-
ted in support of the Association’s activity, considering as such the local entities and central or
local public authorities. 

The Supporting Members, sharing the Association’s objectives and aims, concur to the func-
tional and financial support of the Association. The qualification of supporting members lasts
for the whole term for which the contribution is regularly paid, or for the duration of the serv-
ice rendered. 
Furthermore, the figure of the adhering members, physical persons, legal bodies, individuals or
associates, public or private, and the central or local public authorities, public and private enti-
ties, associations and companies that contribute to the promotion of the Association’s activities
in Italy and abroad is envisaged. 
The admission of further new adhering and supporting members is subject to the approval of
the Board of Directors. 

Article5

Memberobligations
The supporting members, which include the founder members, are all required to pay:
a) the membership fee to set up the initial fund;
b) the annual membership fee established by the Board of Directors.
The adhering members are required to pay only the membership fee to set up the initial fund.

Article6

Socialbodies
The Association bodies are:
a) the Shareholders’ meeting;
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b) the Board of Directors;
c) the Chairman;
d) the Deputy Chairman;
e) the Auditor;
f) the Scientific Committee.

Article7

Shareholders’meeting
The Shareholders’ Meeting is made up of the founder members and supporting members.
The members are entitled to vote on the basis of the annual membership fees.
The Shareholders’ Meeting is convened by the Association’s Chairman by registered letter, to be
sent at least fifteen days before the date of the meeting, or with any other means suitable to en-
sure proof of receipt at the members’ address, fax number or e-mail address. Notification of the
meeting must also contain the Meeting Agenda, and the meeting date and venue.
The Shareholders’ Meeting must also be convened every time one third of the members of the
Board of Directors or one third o the supporting members present a request to such extent.
The Shareholders’ Meeting is responsible for:
a) approving the budget and the financial statements;
b) resolving, by proposal of the Board of Directors, the initial membership fee;
c) resolving any amendments to the Articles of Association by proposal of the Board of Directors; 
d) resolving the dissolution of the Association and the devolution of the capital;
e) appointing the Auditor.
The resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meeting are taken by majority vote of the members in at-
tendance who are entitled to vote. For the resolutions to be considered valid, it is necessary, at
the Shareholders’ Meeting held following the first call, for at least half the members entitled to
vote, plus one, to be present. The Shareholders’ Meeting held following the second call is con-
sidered valid when at least 1/3 of the members entitled to vote are present, allowing for that
stated in the following paragraphs. 
To make amendments to the Articles of Association, dissolve the Association and devolve the
capital, the presence of at least half the members entitled to vote is required, along with the
favourable vote of the majority of those entitled to vote in attendance.
The Shareholders’ Meeting my set up internal commissions or work teams. 

Article8

BoardofDirectors
The Board of Directors is made of up 5 members. 
The first Board of Directors is made up of 4 members, i.e.: the President of Regione Piemonte
or his delegate, and the Presidents of the Provincial Authorities of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo
or their delegates, and remains in office until the ninetieth day after that on which the accept-
ance of the candidacy is formalised, as envisaged in the deed of incorporation.  
After completing the procedure of admission to the UNESCO World Heritage List, the Share-
holders’ Meeting resolves the pursuit of the activities and will establish the amendments to the
articles of association considered necessary for the management of the sites, envisaging the
forms of representation of the territories and entities included in the project and representing
the Association with the qualification of founder or supporter or adhering member. 
For the duration of the first Board of Directors, the role of Chairman is held by the representa-
tive of the Provincia di Cuneo and the office of Deputy Chairman is held by the representative
of the Provincia di Alessandria, as sanctioned by Article 4 of the deed of incorporation.
The offices of Director, Chairman and Deputy Chairman are all held free of charge. 
The Board of Directors is convened by the Chairman or, in the event of his absence or impedi-
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ment, by the Deputy Chairman, with at least five days prior notice in writing. The letter must in-
dicate the meeting agenda. 
In an emergency, the Boars may be convened by fax and/or e-mail, at least one day before the
date set for the meeting. 
The Board of Directors may also be convened by request of at least two directors. 
The letter must indicate the meeting venue, which may be the registered office or another venue. 
The sessions of the Board of Directors may also be held by videoconference.
For the resolutions passed by the Board to be valid, the presence of the majority of the mem-
bers is necessary. The Board passes resolution with the majority of those present. 
The Board of Directors passes resolution with regard to the following matters:
a) proposal of the budget and financial statements to be submitted to the approval of the Share-

holders’ Meeting; 
b) determination of the amount of the annual membership fees and proposal to the Sharehold-

ers’ Meeting of the initial membership fee; 
c) appointment of the Chairman and Deputy Chairman, chosen from among the members by ro-

tation;
d) hiring of staff at all levels and relative economic and contractual matters, as well as the as-

signment of any professional collaboration and consulting offices or use of in-house staff
according to the agreements entered into between the members; 

e) approval of the activity schedules;
f) approval of all ordinary and special administration activities not expressly reserved for the

Shareholders’ Meeting and ratification of the deeds for which it holds jurisdiction but which
are implemented by the Chairman in emergencies; 

g) any appointment of a director for the implementation of deeds of management on the basis
of the instructions of the institutional bodies; 

h) any setting up of operating offices.

Article9

Chairman
The Chairman remains in office for one year, allowing for that stated above for the period of of-
fice of the first Board of Directors, and holds legal representation of the Association, convenes
and chairs the Shareholders’ Meeting and the Board of Directors. In the event of his absence
and/or impediment, his duties are performed by the Deputy Chairman. 
The Chairman in particular:
a) makes provision for all the deeds of execution of the resolutions of the Shareholders’ Meet-

ing and Board of Directors;
b) adopts, in cases of necessity and emergencies, the provisions for which the Board of Direc-

tors holds jurisdiction, save the obligation of ratification by said Board.

Article10

ScientificCommittee
The Association sets up a Scientific Committee. The members, between three and five, are ap-
pointed by the Board of Directors from among experts capable of representing the interdisci-
plinary nature of the defence and management of the world heritage landscape. 
The Regional Director for Cultural and Landscape Heritage of Piedmont is a rightful member of
the Scientific Committee. For the other members, the term of office is established by the Board
of Directors. 
The Scientific Committee is a consulting body of the Association on matters and problems re-
lating to the management and conservation of UNESCO heritage. Its opinion is compulsory
when it is necessary to define the objectives of the Management Plan and indicate the priorities
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of the interventions. Lastly, the Scientific Committee expresses its opinion on the monitoring of
the management and research activity, with the faculty to propose appropriate adaptations. 

Article11

Auditor
The Auditor is appointed by the Shareholders’ Meeting, holds office for three years and may be
confirmed. He may attend the Shareholders’ Meetings and those of the Board of Directors. The
Auditor monitors the administration of the Association in compliance with that envisaged by
art. 2403 of the Italian Civil Code and, if requested to do so, provides advice and opinions with-
out receiving further compensation. 

Article12

Capitalandfinancialstatements
The Association’s capital is made up of the membership fees aid at the time of its incorporation,
and of the equipment, property and real estate acquired in any way. 
The initial fund is made up only of the payments made by the founder members, equating to
10,000 euros each for the three Provincial Authorities and 20,00 euros for Regione Piemonte. 

The establishment of further payments to be made by ther members will be subsequently re-
solved by the Board of Directors.
The Association’s income consists of: 
• annual membership fees;
• other contributions by members;
• contributions by other public and private entities;
• income from the assets that make up the heritage;
• proceeds from events, publications and the Association’s activities in general.
The social and financial year will begin on 1 January and end on 31 December.
The first financial year will end on 31.12.2011.
The budget for the year in progress and the financial statements of the previous year must be
approved by the Shareholders’ Meeting by the end of February.
Should a financial management deficit emerge when drawing up the financial statements, the
Board of Directors will identify the relative hedging funds to book to the subsequent budget. 
Should the management deficit discovered in the financial statements not be rectified within six
months of the end of the subsequent year in compliance with the methods envisaged in the
previous paragraph, the social bodies shall cease to hold office and the Chairman must dissolve
and liquidate the Association. 

Article13

Withdrawalofmembersandexclusion
The withdrawal o members is allowed with three months prior notice and becomes effective
with the end of the social year. 
The withdrawing member may not recover the contributions paid and is not entitled in anyway
to the Association’s capital. 
Supporting members who are not up to date with the payment of the annual membership fee
and do not make provision for payment before the deadline set by the Board of Directors, shall
lose their entitlement. 
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Article14

Dissolutionandliquidation
In the event of dissolution of the Association, resolved by the extraordinary Shareholders’ Meet-
ing, with the majority envisaged, after the completion of the liquidation phase, any remaining
capital will be devolved to public entities that undertake to reinvest said financial resources in
the promotion of the landscape heritage. 
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 95

9. Deed of incorpora-
tionoftheAssociation

Annex9

On the 10th day of the month of January, 2010, at 10.00, before myself Giuseppe GORIA, Sec-
retary General of the Province of Asti, authorised by law to draw up contracts in which the
provincial authorities participate, in accordance with art.97 of lgs. decree 267/2000,

appear

MariaTeresaGiovannaARMOSINO,born in Turin on 20/07/1955, intervening in the present
deed in his capacity as PresidentoftheProvinceofAsti authorised to do so by Provincial Coun-
cil resolution no. 44 dated 09/12/2010, a copy of which is annexed under the letter “A”;

PaoloFILIPPI, born in Casale Monferrato (AL) on 15/09/1962, intervening in the present deed
in his capacity as PresidentoftheProvinceofAlessandria authorised to do so by Provincial
Council resolution no. 51/157247 dated 21/12/2010, a copy of which is annexed under the let-
ter “A”;

GiuseppeROSSETTO, born in Alba (CN) on 04/04/1962, intervening in the present deed in his
capacity as Councillor authorised to do so by ProvincialCouncilofCuneo resolution no. 373
dated 14/12/2010 a copy of which is annexed under the letter “A”;

Sig. UgoCAVALLERA, born in Bosco Marengo (AL) on 15/07/1945, intervening in the present
deed in his capacity as Councillor authorised to do so by RegionalCouncilofPiedmont reso-
lution no. 63-54557 dated 23/12/2010 a copy of which is annexed under the letter “A”;

The above, Italian citizens, of whose personal identity and representative powers I am certain,
following the agreements made under the patronage of the MiBAC, ask me to receive the pres-
ent deed with which they agree and stipulate as follows:

Article1

An association is formed between the parties appearing, named “ASSOCIATION FOR THE HER-
ITAGE OF THE LANGHE-ROERO AND MONFERRATO VINEYARD LANDSCAPE” with registered
office in Asti, c/o Province of Asti – Piazza Alfieri, n. 33, which will be, from now on, referred to
as “the Association”.

Article2

Allowing for the objectives indicated and described in the articles of association, said association
is set up to support and promote the presentation to UNESCO of candidacy for inclusion in the
World Heritage List of “THE VINEYARD LANDSCAPES OF PIEDMONT: LANGHE-ROERO AND MON-
FERRATO”.

Article3

This is a non-profit association.
The members contribute to the formation of the initial fund, with the following amounts:

• Regione Piemonte € 20,000.00;
• Provincia di Asti € 10,000.00;
• Provincia di Alessandria € 10,000.00
• Provincia di Cuneo € 10,000.00 

Forming a total fund of € 50,000, for use for activities aimed at presenting the candidacy dossier.
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Article4

The association’s objectives, regulations on its order, duration, administration, rights, obligations
of the associates and the conditions for their admission, as well as all the rules regulating said
association are listed in the annexed articles of association, which those appearing declare they
have read and approved, article by article and which, signed in compliance with the law, are an-
nexed under the letter “  “, forming an integral and substantial part of this document.

Article5

The founding members intervening in the stipulation of this deed undertake, at the time of first
application and in exemption from the articles of association, to set up a temporary board of di-
rectors, for up to a period of ninety days following termination of the procedure for candidacy
for the UNESCO World Heritage List of the dossier on the Winegrowing Landscapes of Piedmont,
consisting of:

• Annalisa Conti, Councillor of the Province of Asti;
• Gianfranco Comaschi, Councillor of the Province of Alesandria;
• Roberto Cerrato, born in Alba on 13/10/1962, resident in Alba, Corso Langhe, n. 45/5, indicated

here as deputy of the Province of Cuneo;
• Ugo Cavallera, Councillor of the regional Council of Piedmont; 

and the chairman pro tempore, identified for said term as Roberto Cerrato, whose details are given
above, and the deputy chairman, identified as Gianfranco Comaschi, whose details are also given
above.
Within thirty days of acknowledgement of registration, the chairman pro-tempore will inform all
the municipalities falling within the so-called candidacy project “core zone” of the possibility of join-
ing the association, acquiring the qualification of founder members.  

Article6

The expenses for the stipulation of this deed shall be paid in advance by Provincia di Asti and sub-
sequently reported to the association.
This deed is exempt from the application of stamp duty in accordance with point 16 of the table
in annex b to DPR 642/1972.

Article7

Everything not expressly envisaged herein shall be subject to the laws in force regulating such
matters.
As requested, I, General Secretary of the Province of Asti, received the present act, which I read
to the Appearing Parties themselves, who declared it accordant to their will, dispensing me with
the reading of the Annex, which they examine and confirm the accuracy.
Then, the present act is signed by the appearing parties and by myself, Secretary Party to the
notarial deed.

For the PROVINCEOFASTI Maria Teresa Armosino
For the PROVINCEOFALESSANDRIA Paolo Filippi
For the PROVINCEOFCUNEO Giuseppe Rossetto
For the REGIONEPIEMONTE Ugo Cavallera

The SecretaryGeneraloftheProvinceofAsti Giuseppe Goria
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10.StandardMunicipalCouncilResolutionfortheadhesiontotheAssociation

Re: adhesion to the “ASSOCIATION FOR THE HERITAGE OF THE WINEGROWING LANDSCAPES
OF LANGHE – ROERO AND MONFERRATO”

The Mayor reports:

On 10 January 2011, Piedmont Region and the Provinces of Asti, Alessandria and Cuneo set up,
implementing the resolutions passed by their respective boards: the “ASSOCIATION FOR THE
HERITAGE OF THE WINEGROWING LANDSCAPES OF LANGHE – ROERO AND MONFERRATO”,
approving the Articles of Association, to which reference is made insofar as they have been
added to the official deeds of this Authority. Among other things, it envisages that said Associ-
ation shall operate on the territory of the Piedmont Region and proposes the accomplishment
of objectives and actions envisaged by the UNESCO candidacy plan and by its subsequent im-
plementations. Inspired by the principles of mutual solidarity among the territories, in relation
to the heritage of Piedmont’s winegrowing landscapes in the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and
Cuneo, it pursues aims for the development of knowledge of the cultural heritage, of defence,
protection and enhancement, as well as cultural promotion, awareness and integrated socio-eco-
nomic development. Also, within the scope of the activities finalised at achieving the business
aims, promoting and accomplishing, either directly or in conjunction with other bodies, insti-
tutions or independent  organisations, it may pursue promotion, organisation, communication
and monitoring activities, including those of a commercial nature. The financial charges, which
will be borne by the Association as indicated in the Articles of Association, are exclusively those
for the management of the network projects, while the individual legal entities are responsible
for financing the operations of conservation and recovery of their heritage or their events which
do not implicate the involvement of all the founder members listed above. The Association is a
non-profit organisation and cannot distribute profits. Proposing to contribute to the conserva-
tive and long-term development of the UNESCO World Heritage of the Winegrowing landscapes
of Langhe – Roero and Monferrato, to this end, the Association:

a) promotes the cooperation, takes care of the communication and the exchange of information and
documents between Piedmont Region, the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo, the territo-
rial local authorities and economic operators, in order to ensure the harmonisation of the man-
agement policies of the UNESCO heritage entered into by each Entity, within the framework of the
addresses established by the Operating Plan;

b) promotes, on the basis of the Operating Plan, the possible adoption of new instruments for the
defence of the UNESCO heritage, in order to pursue shared actions for further protection, con-
servation and enhancement, in observance of the institutional order of the parties to the agreement;

c) sets up special theme meetings with the Local Authorities and Park Authorities, as well as the
other administrations and public and private institutions, as with experts;

d) cooperates with all the international, European, national, regional and local institutions;
e) promotes collaborative and cooperative relationships with other, similar associations; 
f) prepares regular preparation of informative dossiers on the state of implementation of the Oper-

ating Plan, which will be made available to the public and private authorities operating in the sec-
tor who request them;

g) transmits and disseminates the knowledge of the UNESCO heritage, also promoting educational
projects in collaboration with the school authorities;

h) disseminates the culture of defence of the territory, in collaboration with schools and public or pri-
vate institutions;

i) organises researches, exhibitions, reports, conferences and every other type of event;
l) ensures the creation of a special website and e-mail address for unitary representation purposes,

official communications and public consulting.
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In addition to the abovementioned founder partners, supporting partners of the Association’s ac-
tivity are admitted with the approval of the Board of Directors, considering such partners local
authorities and central or local public administrations. Sharing the Association’s aims and ob-
jectives, they contribute to the functional and financial support of the Association. The qualifi-
cation of supporting partner lasts for the whole period during which the contribution in regularly
paid, or the service is rendered. With the founder partners, they will be part of the sharehold-
ers’ meeting, being required to pay, like the founders, the subscription fee and the annual fee
established by the Board of Directors. Supporting partners who are not up to date with pay-
ment of the annual fee and do not make provision for its payment within the term established
by the Board of Directors, shall lose their rights.

It should be pointed out that the Association’s income consists of:

• The annual membership fees paid by the partners;
• Other contributions by partners;
• Contributions from other public and private authorities;
• Revenue from the assets that make up the heritage;
• Proceeds from events, publications and the Association’s activity in general.

The withdrawal of   partners is allowed with three months’ prior notice and becomes effective
with the end of the business year, which corresponds to the calendar year. The partner who ex-
ercises the withdrawal right cannot recoup any contributions paid and shall have no entitlement
to the Association’s heritage.
Considering the Articles of Associations summarised above to be agreeable, the Proponent be-
lieves the proposal of adhesion as supporting partner received from the above-mentioned
founder partners with the note to the deeds stating that it is necessary to pay the subscription
fee, which for this Municipality of ………… residents is €………….., to be acceptable.   

Given the above,
ITISPROPOSEDTHATTHEMUNICIPALCOUNCILRESOLVEto:
1) adhere in the capacity of “supporting partner” to the ASSOCIATION OF WINEGROWING

LANDSCAPES OF LANGHE – ROERO AND MONFERRATO”, pursuant to the abovementioned
Articles of Association, which are intended as referred to in their entirety to be shared in full;

2) make prompt provision, implementing this document, with the necessary municipal deeds,
for payment of the subscription fee and further fees.

THEPROPONENT
THEMUNICIPALCOUNCIL

In view of the above proposal of resolution, in accordance with art. 49 TUEL;

With obvious votes in favour;

RESOLVES
• To approve the above proposal in its entirety, believing it to be an integral and substantial part

of this document;
With subsequent vote in favour;

RESOLVES
• To declare this provision to be immediately suitable for implementation in accordance with

art.  134 – paragraph 4, of T.U.E.L. Lgs. Decree no. 267 of 18.8.2000.
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11.Decreeno.17070of19.11.2012concerningtheestablishmentoftheNational
ObservatoryofRuralLandscape,AgriculturalPracticesandTraditionalKnowledge

GIVENlaw no. 184 of the 6th of April 1977, entitled “Ratification and implementation of the
Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, signed in Paris on
the 23rd of November 1972;

GIVENLaw no. 400 of the 23rd of August 1988, entitled “Regulation of the Government and
organization of the Presidency of the Council” and subsequent amendments and additions;

GIVENLaw no. 14, of the 9th of January 2006, entitled “Ratification and execution of the Eu-
ropean Landscape Convention, established in Florence on the 20th of October 2000”;

GIVENLaw no. 233 of the 17th of July 2006, entitled “Conversion into law, with amend-
ments, of the Decree-Law no. 181 of the 18th of May 2006, containing urgent provisions
concerning the reorganization of the duties of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers
and Ministries. Delegation to the Government for the coordination of the provisions relating
to functions and organization of the Presidency of the Council of Ministers and Ministries “;

GIVENLaw no. 167 of the 27th of September 2007, entitled “Ratification and implementa-
tion of the Convention for the protection of the intangible Cultural Heritage, adopted in Paris
on the 17th of  October 2003 by the XXXII session of the General Conference of the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)”;

GIVENLegislative Decree no. 143 of the 4th of June 1997, entitled “Assignment to regions
of administrative functions concerning the agriculture and fishing areas and reorganization
of the Central Administration”;

GIVENLegislative Decree no. 300 of the 30th of July 1999, entitled “Reform of the Govern-
ment organization, in accordance with Article 11 of Law no. 59 of the 15th of March 1997”
and in particular to Articles 33 and 34 on the scope and sorting of the Ministry for Agricul-
ture and Forestry;

GIVENLegislative Decree of the 22nd of January 2004 and subsequent amendments, enti-
tled “Code of the cultural heritage and landscape, pursuant Article 10 of Law no. 137 of the
6th of July 2002”;

GIVENparagraph 3 of Article 2 of the Decree of the President of the Republic no. 41 of the
14th of February 2012, entitled “Regulation concerning the reorganization of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Forestry, pursuant to Article 2, paragraphs 8-a, 8-c and 8-d of
the Decree-Law no. 194 of the 30th of December 2009, ratified with amendments, by
Law no. 25 of the 26th of February 2010, and Article 1, paragraph 3, of the Decree-Law
no. 138 of the 13th of August 2011, ratified with amendments, by Law no. 148 of the 14th

of September 2011,” in the section where the task of developing and coordinating the pol-
icy guidelines related to the rural landscape are assigned to the General Directorate of Rural
Development;

CONSIDERINGthe principles of the Declaration on Environment and Development and the
document Agenda 21, produced by the United Nations Conference on Environment and De-
velopment in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, and in particular the references to the protection of
landscape and traditional knowledge in relation to the sustainable development of the planet;
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CONSIDERINGthe MAB Programme (Man and Biosphere), adopted by UNESCO in 1971,
and in particular the Madrid Plan of Action, adopted during the 20th Session of the Interna-
tional Coordinating Council of the Programme on the 9th of February 2008 concerning the
conservation of biological and cultural diversity and the sustainable development of rural
landscapes part of the Global Network of Biosphere Reserves;

CONSIDERINGResolution no. 3 of the Ministerial Conference on the Protection of Forests
in Vienna in 2003, concerning the importance of social and cultural values   in sustainable for-
est management, with particular regard to landscape and traditional knowledge;

CONSIDERINGthe Declaration on Biocultural Diversity, adopted by the International Con-
ference on Biological and Cultural Diversity (ICBCD) in Montreal (Canada) on the 10th of
June 2010, which underlines the need to preserve traditional farming practices as an ex-
pression of cultural and biological diversity of a community;

CONSIDERINGDecision x/20 of the 10th Conference of Parties of the Convention on Bio-
logical Diversity in Nagoya, in the section that, in paragraph 16, invited the States Parties to
increase the global awareness on the close link between cultural and biological diversity
also in the rural context;

CONSIDERINGthe Bali Ministerial Declaration on the role of the International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture FAO adopted by the Ministerial Conference on
Biodiversity, Food Security and Climate Change, held in Nusa Dua (Indonesia) on the 11th of
March 2011;

CONSIDERINGthe final document of the Consultative Meeting on World Heritage and Sus-
tainable Development, organized by UNESCO in Ouro Preto (Brazil), from the 5th to the 8th

of February 2012, and in particular point 39, which, given the strong correlation and inter-
dependence between biological and cultural diversity and the need for a better integration
and cooperation between the relevant Conventions, the definition of joint tools and pro-
grams is hoped, with the aim of a UNESCO Universal Declaration on Sustainable Develop-
ment and Bio-cultural diversity;

CONSIDERINGthe National Strategic Plan for Rural Development 2007-13, which in para-
graph 1.2 emphasizes the importance of agriculture in the preservation of Italian rural land-
scape and the need for actions to ensure the value of the national rural heritage;

CONSIDERINGthe role that measures for rural development play in the enhancement and
protection of the rural landscape;

CONSIDERINGthe results of the survey for the National Catalogue of Historic Rural Land-
scape, promoted by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry in order to promote the
recognition, conservation and dynamic management of systems of historic rural landscape
and of traditional farming practices;

DEEMEDappropriate to identify the general objectives useful to promote the protection and
enhancement of the rural landscape for the forthcoming programming cycle of 2014-2020
concerning the common agricultural policy;
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RECOGNIZINGthe importance of proceeding to the protection and enhancement of historic
landscapes and traditional farming practices in order to preserve the biological and cultural
diversity of Italian rural heritage and to promote sustainable development;

ACQUIREDthe favorable opinion of the Permanent Conference for relations between State,
Regions and the Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano, established in the session
of the 25th of October 2012

DECREES

Article 1
(Establishment of the National Observatory of rural landscape, agricultural practices and
traditional knowledge)

1. For the purposes of programming the common agricultural policy and for a better address
of the rural development measures for the enhancement and protection of the rural land-
scape and its agricultural traditions as well as the agricultural and food heritage, expres-
sion of these territories, the “National Observatory of rural landscape, agricultural
practices and traditional knowledge” is established, from now on referred to as the “Ob-
servatory”.

2. The Observatory is chaired by the Minister and is composed of the Head of the Department
of European and International Policy and Rural Development as Deputy Vice Chairman or
by a person appointed by him, of five experts three of which appointed by the Minister on
the proposal of the Head of the Department and two by the Permanent Conference for re-
lations between State, Regions and the Autonomous Provinces of Trento and Bolzano within
ninety days from the publication of the decree, by 1 representative of the State Forestry De-
partment, by 1 representative of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities cultural, by
1 representative of the Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea, by 1 expert nominated
by the Chairman of the Italian National Commission for UNESCO, by 1 representative of the
most representative agricultural associations, by 5 representatives of regions appointed by
the permanent Conference for relations between State, Regions and the Autonomous
Provinces of Trento and Bolzano and by the representative of the autonomous region or
province affected by the insertion or deletion in the registry.

3. The General Directorate of Rural Development ensures, within the human and financial re-
sources available under current law, the Technical Secretariat functions of the Observatory.

4. The appointment of component of the Observatory, even if entrusted to parties outside the
administration, is free of charge and does not, in any case, provide additional benefit or re-
imbursement of expenses.

Article 2
(Definitions)

For the purposes of this Decree, the terms:
a) “Traditional and of historical interest rural landscape” addresses to areas of land clas-

sified as rural and/or linear or punctual elements, that while continuing their evolu-
tionary process, retain clear evidence of their origin and history, maintaining a role in
society and economy. They include cultivation orders, artifacts and settlements, of
agricultural, forestry and pastoral use, which show characteristics of traditional char-
acter or historic interest;

b) “Landscape to recover” addresses to a traditional and of historical interest rural landscape af-
fected by degradation or neglect for which, by virtue of its particular expressed value, a recovery
action is considered appropriate;
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c) “Traditional practices” addresses to complex systems based on ingenious and diversified tech-
niques, based on local knowledge expressed by rural civilization, who have provided an im-
portant contribution to the construction and maintenance of traditional landscapes associated
with them. They are the result of continuous adaptation to the various and changing historical
and environmental conditions of the country, providing a variety of products and services,
contributing to the quality of life for people;

d) “Traditional knowledge” addresses to intangible aspects such as linguistic forms, spiritual and
cultural values  , ceremonies and popular traditions, tales and legends, knowledge and practi-
cal skills, natural and environmental knowledge related to farming, forestry and pastoral, forms
of settlement and forms of owned land;

e) “Community” addresses to individuals, persons, associations or organized groups that prac-
tice, enhance, maintain and transmit from generation to generation knowledge and traditional
practices or activities that are an integral part of their cultural identity in rural areas;

f) “Minister” addresses to the Minister of Agriculture, Food and Forestry;
g) “Ministry” addresses to the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry;
h) “Department” addresses to the Department of European and International Policy and Rural De-

velopment of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry.

Article 3
(Functions of the Observatory)

The Observatory:

a) establishes general principles, and strategies aimed at allowing the adoption of specific
measures intended at protecting, enhancing, plan, recover and manage the rural land-
scape;

b) identifies the landscapes, agricultural practices and traditional knowledge considered to
be of particular value;

c) manages the National Register pursuant to Article 4, elaborating proposals for action to
ensure the conservation, protection and enhancement of landscapes and practices listed
herein;

d) monitors the effects of agricultural policies, of the environmental, social and economic
dynamics on rural landscape and of the ongoing transformation;

e) defines the landscape quality objectives to be pursued by agricultural policies, in accor-
dance with the regional administrations;

f) ensures the exchange of experience and information with Regions and other central ad-
ministrations;

g) ensures the exchange of experiences and information on an international level;

h) promotes multidisciplinary training programs on policy, protection and planning of the
landscape, aimed to public administrations, professionals, trade associations and citi-
zens;

i) promotes initiatives with the Regions for the implementation of a tight integration be-
tween agricultural and rural development programming and territorial planning;
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j) promotes research activities that deepen, within their respective disciplines, the values   associ-
ated with the rural landscape, its preservation, its management and planning also to preserve
the bio-cultural diversity of the territory;

k) promotes the dissemination of information in order to increase knowledge about func-
tions and values   related to the rural landscape;

l) establishes general principles and guidelines for the protection and enhancement of the
rural landscape with particular reference to the measures provided by the Common Agri-
cultural Policy.

Article 4
(Establishment of the National Register of rural landscapes of historical interest
agricultural practices and traditional knowledge)

1. In order to achieve the objectives referred to in Article 3, the “National Register of rural
landscapes of historical interest, agricultural practices and traditional knowledge” (here-
after referred to as the “Register”) is established by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Forestry.

2.The Observatory:
a) identifies and catalogs in the Registry the traditional or of historical interest rural

landscapes and the traditional knowledge and practices related present on the na-
tional territory, defining their significance, integrity and vulnerability, taking into ac-
count both scientific assessments and values   that they are awarded by the
community, by the parties and the population concerned;

b) organizes and manages the collection, analysis and classification of data by ensur-
ing their preservation for future generations and the accessibility, also through a
dedicated website, to potential users;

c) selects from the Registry the possible nominations for the registration of rural land-
scapes in the Representative List of the UNESCO World Heritage Site as well as the
agricultural practices and the traditional knowledge to nominate in the Representa-
tive List of Intangible Heritage of UNESCO. Where there are suitable conditions, the
Observatory will select from the Registry the rural landscapes to be included in the
UNESCO Network of Biosphere Reserves within the MAB Programme, in accordance
with the existing international procedures.

Article 5
(Procedures for the inclusion in the Register)

1.No later than the 1st of March of each year, the Mipaaf and the Regions will collect and
forward to the Observatory the nomination dossiers for the inclusion in the Register, in
accordance with an appropriate form published on the institutional website of the Min-
istry, prepared by the Observatory and agreed with all Regions and autonomous
Provinces.

2.In the nomination dossier, the proponent must demonstrate the compliance with the re-
quirements indicated in the methodology sheet published on the institutional website of
the Ministry.

3. The Observatory, within 30 days from the receipt of the application, may, if deemed nec-
essary, require the proponent further elements of integration to the nomination dossier.

4.The Observatory, before expressing the evaluation of the application, may request scientific ad-
vice to organizations and research institutes supervised by the Ministry, and may consult other
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specialized agencies, as well as experts and professionals with proven experience. In any case,
the opinion acquired from the acts, is not binding.

5. The Observatory will evaluate the nominations by majority no later than the 15th of Sep-
tember of each year and will decide whether or not to enter them in the Register on the basis
of origin, historical value, state of preservation, richness of bio-cultural diversity and aes-
thetic qualities.

6. If a traditionally rural landscape, an agricultural practice or a traditional knowledge loses
its original characteristics, which determined its inclusion in the Register, the Observa-
tory, after consulting the concerned parties, shall proceed to its cancellation by majority.

7. No later than the 30th of September of each year, by decree of the Minister, the rural land-
scapes, the agricultural practices and the traditional knowledge positively assessed by the
Observatory will be entered in the registry, as well as the cancellations. The Ministry en-
sures an adequate publicity to the register in a section dedicated and easily accessible of
the institutional website of the Ministry or the one of the National Rural Network.

Article 6
(Final Provisions)

1.The entry into force of this decree will not cause any new or additional burdens on pub-
lic finances.

2. The competent administrations shall ensure the fulfillment of this decree with the human, fi-
nancial and material resources available under current law.

THE MINISTER
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12.Inventoryofthemonumentsandsitescoveredbyhistoricheritagelisting

Protectiveprovisions Identification Descriptionoftheprotectivemeasures

CodeofCultural
andLandscapeHeritage

Properties protected by specific decrees. 

Legislative Decree no. 42 
of 22/01/2004 and subsequent

amendments 

Art. 13

A safeguarding measure which ensures any activity
on the properties  must be authorized by the relevant
Soprintendenza (peripheral office of the Ministry for
Cultural Heritage and Activities), which can deny it
for conservation reasons, authorize intervention in-
cluding limitations, authorizing only intervention
which does not harm the resource in question.

CodeofCultural
andLandscapeHeritage

Properties protected "by operation of law" pu-
blicly owned or owned by nonprofit private en-
tities, having more than 70 years.

Legislative Decree no. 42 
of 22/01/2004 and subsequent

amendments  

Art. 12

A safeguarding measure which ensures any activity
on the properties  must be authorized by the relevant
Soprintendenza (peripheral office of the Ministry for
Cultural Heritage and Activities), which can deny it
for conservation reasons, authorize intervention in-
cluding limitations, authorizing only intervention
which does not harm the resource in question.

 

 

COMPONENT 1 – LANGA OF BAROLO 

Municipality of Barolo 

 
 
*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C02 

 

Castle 
Piazza Falletti 3 
*R.R. no. 2856 of 14/6/1971 
The fortification complex is the result of several 
construction stages that started in the Middle Ages.  The 
square based tower, founded in the 10th century, seems to 
be the original nucleus. During the 13th century the castle 
passed from the possession of the Lords of Mercenasco to 
the Falletti family which transformed it into a mansion. As a 
bequest of Juliette Colbert, Marquise Falletti of Barolo, the 
castle was given in 1864 to the Opera Pia Barolo. 
Earmarked for social activities, from 1870 the building has 
been completely remodeled with historicist method by 
engineer Carlo Torcelli. He makes the covering for the entire 
space occupied by the medieval castle and adds a new wing 
for services. The 19th century intervention had a profound 
impact both on the external and internal appearance. The 
complex hosts the school, the Enoteca Regionale of Barolo 
and the first nucleus of the Wine Museum. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D24 Church of San Donato 
Piazza Falletti 3 
The current parish church dates from the first half of the 
18th century and rises on an ancient chapel already restored 
in the mid-16th century. 
Based on a three naves layout, the building is topped by an 
octagonal cupola. In front of the main altar are buried the 
Lords Falletti of Barolo. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

  

Municipality of Castiglione Falletto 

 

 

C04 Castle 
Via Cavour 
*Not. Min. 03/10/1944 
The fortification complex dates back to the mid-13th century 
starting from the cylindrical central tower and developed during 
the 14th century. The current layout is attributable to a single 
project, characterized by the geometrical rectangular trace and 
by the use of cylindrical angular curtain towers. 
In the housing wing near the entrance are still visible fragments 
of ribbons and diamonds decorations in use from the late 13th 
to the 15th century, traces of fresco with rosettes and circles 
dating from the mid-15th to the mid-16th century, and the lower 
part of a male figure of the late 15th century or the first half of 
the 16th century. In modern age the living spaces have been 
expanded and reshaped and, after passing to the Savoy in 
1601, are hypothesized works of partial adjustment of the 
defensive structures. 

 

D25 Church of San Lorenzo 
Piazza Vittorio Veneto 7 
The building stands on the ruins of the aristocratic chapel 
of the castle, dedicated to Saint Mary in castrum. The 
present church is a neo-gothic building erected in 1893 and 
decorated by the Finati brothers, painters from Alba. On the 
side altar, dedicated to Saint Andrew, is kept an oval 
altarpiece of the 18th century attributed to Pietro Paolo 
Operti, painter from Bra, representing the Immaculate 
conception, Saint Andrew and Saint Francis. 

   

 

D26 

 

Municipal Cellar 
Via Cavour 24 
The basement of the town hall houses, since 2003, the 
municipal cellar of Castiglione Falletto. This is a typical 
“crôta”: a structure carved in the rocks originally used to 
store food and wine. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 
  

Municipality of La Morra 

 

 

C05 

 

Church and Convent of Ss. Annunziata 
Frazione Annunziata 
*Not. Min. 29/8/1909 

Founded on the original Romanesque Church of Saint 
Martin, the church was completely rebuilt in 1684 on a 
project of architect Michelangelo Garove. Inside are kept 
pictorial fragments dating back to the 15th century, while 
the figurative cycles dedicated to the Saints, to the Cardinal 
Virtues and the Angels are dated to the last quarter of the 
17th century. The fine altarpiece of the Our Lady of Sorrows 
and the decorations of the side altars are dated to the 18th 
century. The rectory and the parish were built in 1950. 
From 1989 to 1991 restoration works of the front and 
flooring were made and in 1992 the ancient frescos were 
restored as well. 
The Benedictine abbey once dedicated to Saint Martin, 
dates back to the 12th century. In the cellars of the former 
convent has been set up since 1971 the Ratti Museum of 
Alba Wines. 
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Municipality of Monforte d’Alba 

 

 
*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C06 Chapel of the Seven Ways 
Località Bussia 
*Not. Min. 08/4/1910 
Probably built in the 15th century, the chapel was restored 
in the 18th century; in that period the main altar was also 
built. In 1870 major repairs have been conducted. The 
interior features vaulted ceilings decorated with floral and 
religious decorations. The wall of the apse shows a 
complex high relief, decorated with stucco and columns, 
among which appear images of Saint Anthony and Saint 
Lucy. Upon the baroque altar, placed in a triple frame, an 
ancient fresco represents Madonna with Child. The formal 
features of the fresco attribute the author to a painter of 
Mondovi and the time of execution to the last quarter of the 
15th century. The fresco was restored in 1989. 
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C07 
 

House with terracotta decorations 
Frazione Perno,  Vicolo Roma 10 (former Via Garibaldi) 
*Not. Min. 26/8/1944 

The original building probably dates back from the 15th-16th  
centuries. The main facade is characterized by the presence 
of a pointed arch framed by terracotta decorations. Within 
the frame are still visible fragments of a fresco.  
The South-West front is decorated with a simple moulding 
made out of bricks. 

   

 

C08 Castle and annexed garden 
Frazione Perno, Via Roma 2 
(Piazza Umberto, Via della Chiesa) 
*D. M. 19/7/1982 
The first plant of the building is traced back to the 13th 
century. The structures have been remodeled during the 
17th and 19th centuries, with the cancellation of the oldest 
structures and the construction of an L-shaped residential 
block. The walls that surround the building and three 
curtain towers are late medieval, restored in the 70s of the 
20th century. During the 17th century, the building is among 
the possessions of the Pozzo family and in the 19th century 
passed to the Einaudi. 

   

 

C09 Chapel of S. Stefano 
Frazione Perno  
*Not. Min. 28/8/1909 

Built in the 12th century, the chapel retains of the original 
construction stage the semicircular apse in stone and some 
parts of the side walls. Between 1753 and 1757 the nave 
and the facade have been rebuilt. The restoration works 
date back to 1977-1983. Inside, in the apse, on the right, 
there is a figure of a Saint with angel, referring to the 
second half of the 14th century or early 15th. To the left there 
is a fragment of a fresco representing the stoning of Saint 
Stephen, dated to the second half of the 15th century. 
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C10 

  

Former Vicarage 
Frazione Perno, Via della Chiesa 
* Authorisation and simultaneous declaration of interest no. 
D.S.R. of 9/09/2003 

Probably built in the early 18th century, the building stands 
on the side of the hill, next to the chapel of the castle. The 
facades are simple and unembellished, the top floor is 
characterized by ovoid openings that reveal the Baroque 
origin of the building. On the side of the main building is a 
lower rural construction, originally conceived as a barn. 
Recently renovated the Vicariage now houses the '"Farm 
Cascina Fontana wines." 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 
  

Municipality of Novello 

 

 

C11 Chapel of Saint Rocco 
Via circonvallazione 
*Not. Min. 31/8/1909 
The chapel was built in the first half of the 15th century in 
honor of the patron Saint of plague victims. During the 
cholera epidemic, which spread in Piedmont in 1884, the 
chapel was used as a Lazar house. The only part remaining 
of the building is the apse where Saint Rocco, the twelve 
apostles, the martyrs Saint Stephan and Saint Laurence and 
God the Creator “in majesty” are represented. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

Municipality of Serralunga d’Alba 

 

 

C01 Castle 
Piazza Umberto I, Vicolo della Torre 
*D.M. 31/5/1974 
The fortification complex is documented in 1357, after the 
acquisitions of the Lords Falletti of Barolo. 
The original nucleus of the complex is the shaft brick square 
tower founded in the 13th century. The palacium is later than 
1340. In the basement there is a cellar, upon which is located, at 
the level of the court, the state room with a chapel frescoed in the 
15th century. The facades of the palacium are opened at the top 
by large mullioned windows and decorated with ornaments brick 
and hanging arches. The building is crowned by bifid merlons. At 
the Northwest margin, a cylindrical tower is founded on the rock, 
while, at the Northeast margin, remains the basis of an 
overhanging turret roof. 
The castle remains a property of the Falletti of Barolo until the 
extinction of the family and then passes to the Opera Pia Barolo. 
In 1949 it was bought by the State that starts the first restoration 
works. Recently, it has been subject of further restoration and 
enhancement, which also included the creation of a new garden. 

   

 

C12 Parish Church of San Sebastiano  
Piazza Gramaglia 1 
*Not. Min. 27/8/1909 

The church was built between 1886 and 1888 on the site of 
the old parish church of Saint Benigno, outside the walls. 
The painted decoration of the interior is attributed to the 
painter Fedele Finati of Alba. In the apse there is a fresco of 
the Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament of Sebastiano 
Nizza. 

   

 

C13 Former Robaldo and Asilo House 
Via Roma 13 
*D.D.R. 01/3/2007 

The building, probably Medieval, contributes to define the 
curved side of the main street. 
A round arch, flanked by two simple pilasters and 
surmounted by a niche, characterizes the bare facade. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 
 

D27 Chapel of the Castle 
Piazza Umberto I 
The building dates back to the 15th and 16th century and 
features a Romanesque bell tower with cusps.  
The main facade of the church, partially redesigned in the 
early eighteenth century, is characterized by the presence of 
a portico surmounted by a terrace. The upper order of the 
facade is framed by two smooth pilasters and surmounted 
by a triangular pediment. On the facade there are two 
windows with curved profiles that are typically late 
Baroque. 
Inside are kept the frescoed decorations of the 15th century. 
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COMPONENT 2 – GRINZANE CAVOUR CASTLE 

 

*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

Municipality of Grinzane Cavour 
 

 

 

C14 

 

Castle of the Marquises of Sostegno 
Via Castello 5 
*R.R. no. 1957 of 15/3/1972; Min. Not. 06/9/1909 
The original nucleus of the castle consists of the main 
square tower. Around this tower a complex consisting of a 
parallelepiped palacium, to the North, and a wing 
characterised by the presence of suspended towers, to the 
South, were articulated during the 14th and 15th centuries. 
The West wall linking the north block and the South 
building is crowned by merlons. The South building is 
topped by a gallery of openings, the corners have 
suspended turrets which, with fine merlons, protrude from 
the level of the adjacent battlements. 
The valuable decorative elements conserved and restored 
are the wooden coffered ceiling of the Sala delle Maschere, 
installed in 1547, and the 17th and 18th century frescoes in 
the rooms. The castle now houses the Enoteca Regionale 
Piemontese Cavour (Wine Shop) and Museo delle Langhe 
(Museum). 
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 COMPONENT 3 – HILLS OF BARBARESCO  

 

Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C15 Marchesi del Monferrato Tower  
Via Torino 
* Not. Min. 26/8/1909 
The imposing 13th century tower has survived the 
destruction of the medieval castle. 
Thanks to its strategic position, the tower, which is 9 metres 
wide by 36 metres tall, was fought over for centuries by the 
Municipalities of Asti and Alba, and it is the biggest 
medieval tower in Piedmont. 

   

 

C16 

 

Church of San Donato (Regional wineshop of Barbaresco) 
Piazza del Municipio 
*R.R. no. 4304 of 08/5/1987 
The existing building was completed in 1833 using the 
materials taken from the demolition of an older church of the 
same name, mentioned in a document of the Registrum 
Comunis Albae (1219). 
Decorated by artist Giuseppe Viglino in 1833, in the 1970’s the 
building was sold to the Municipal Council which, following 
restoration work, assigned it for use as the Regional wineshop 
of Barbaresco. The central nave is used for didactic purposes, 
while the former sacristy, on the ground floor, houses the wine 
display and, on the first floor, the offices of the entity. 

   

 

C17 

 

Castle with Tower 
Via Torino 5 
* Not. Min. 01/9/1944 

Built in the 18th century to a commission by the Galleani 
counts, the building has undergone several renovations over 
the years. Originally with beautiful gardens and spacious 
halls, the castle still has its original underground cellars and 
is now owned by one of the world’s most famous 
winegrowing families. In 1894, the castle was chosen by 
Professor Domizio Cavazza - “father of Barbaresco wine” 
and head of the Royal Oenology School of Alba – as seat of 
the first Cooperative Wine Cellar of Barbaresco. It was 
closed during fascist rule and reopened in 1958 under the 
name of Cantina Produttori del Barbaresco.   

Municipality of Barbaresco 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D01 Town Hall  

Piazza del Municipio 1  

The late 19th century facade defines the Western side of the 
homonymous square. A two-storey town hall displays a 
symmetrical front entrance which is characterized by the 
presence of a portico, consisting of two depressed arches, 
topped by a balcony. A string course contributes to the 
decoration of the facade. 
In 1908 the producers of grapes and wine Nebbiolo and 
Barbaresco founded in the town hall the Association for the 
protection of the production and trade of Nebbiolo made in 
Barbaresco. 

   

 

D02 Parish Church of San Giovanni Battista 
Via Torino 42  

Built between 1719 and 1728 by the architect Giovanni 
Maria Castelli, the church has been open for worship since 
1730. The volume and the façade are typically Baroque. The 
bell tower was added in 1756. The 18th century high altar 
was crafted to a design by Count Rangone of Montelupo. 
The church houses a prestigious wooden choir area made 
of inlaid walnut. The christening font and Ambone sculpture 
(1992) are by local sculptor Francesco Vacca. The church 
interior has recently been frescoed by a local artist. 
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Municipality of Neive 

 

 

Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C18 

 

Gatehouse of Conti Cotti di Ceres e Scurzolengo 
Via del Castello 18 
* Not. Min. 15/8/1945 
Built in the 13th century, the gatehouse bears witness to the 
early layout of Neive: the Castrum Nevearum. The area is still 
known as “Pian Castello”. The building can be identified on the 
Codex Astensis, in the illuminated manuscript “Castrum et villa 
Nevearum”, which dates back to the 14th century. 
This is the house where Vicario Francesco Cotti wrote Piedmont’s 
oldest text on the cultivation of vines and the production of wine. 
The building has always housed both civil and rural functions; on 
the first and second floors are the private apartments, while the 
ground floor houses the cellar, connected to another 
underground area at a depth of eight metres under the courtyard. 
The cellar is where all the vinification operations of this family-run 
estate still take place today. 

   

 

C19 Parish church’SS. Pietro e Paolo’ 
Piazza Negro 
* Not. Min. 01/09/1909 
Already existing in the 12th century, the parish church was 
rebuilt in the 18th century. The bell tower is the work of the 
famous architect Francesco Gallo. The latest expansions and 
the unfinished façade date back to the 19th century.  
Inside there are works from the mid-eighteenth century: the 
naves house the processional statues: that of Saint Michael 
on the right and that of the Madonna del Rosario on the left. 
In the apse are the altarpiece of San Pietro and San Ubaldo 
and the inlaid choir seats. 

   

 

C55 Archconfraternity of San Michele 
Piazza Negro 
R.R no. 4834 of 03/10/1978 
Not. Min. 01/09/1909 
The church was built in the second half of the 18th century to a 
design by the architect Giovanni Antonio Borgese. The brick 
building is topped by a dome and a bell tower. Inside there is an 
antique organ, the processional statue of the Archangel and, in 
the apse, the 18th century painting of San Michele. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D03 Palazzo Demaria and the Gate of San Rocco 
Piazzetta Paolina Demaria on the corner with Via Paolina 
Demaria 
Built in the 16th century, at the beginning of the 17th century it 
became the home of the Demaria Counts of San Dalmazzo 
(Cuneo). The building stands alongside the gate of San Rocco 
which is the southern entrance to the medieval village. 
The grounds, surrounded by walls and full of uncommonly 
large trees, is of outstanding interest. 
The family’s last descendant, Countess Paolina Demaria, left all 
her assets to the Municipality of  Comune di Neive. 

   

 

D04 Chapel of San Rocco 
Piazzetta Paolina Demaria 
The chapel, which already existed in the 15th century, was 
radically transformed in 1783 by architect  Giovanni Antonio 
Borgese. The only remaining part of the early building is the 
central portion. 
Typical example of a rural church, it sits in front of the Gate 
of San Rocco, the Saint called upon to offer protection 
against the plague. 
The church was assigned to the Brotherhood of the 
Humiliated. 

   

 

D05 Conti Bongioanni Cocito palace 
Via Paolina Demaria on the corner with Via Lafleur 
The palace was built in the second half of the 18th century to 
a design by architect Giovanni Antonio Borgese. Of notable 
prestige are the baroque entrance and some of the interior 
rooms characterised by rococo decorative elements. 

   

 

D06 

 

Conti di Castelborgo palace 
Via Castelborgo 1 
The palace, commonly known as Neive castle, was built at 
the beginning of the 18th century and its structures 
incorporate pre-existing buildings. The interiors and private 
chapel feature interesting decorations. 
The palace cellars represent an outstanding example of 
productive continuity in the panorama of Piedmont’s 
winemaking estates. In the 18th century, it was here that the 
famous merchant Louis Oudart experimented the 
procedures for the vinification of Nebbiolo to make 
Barbaresco, being the first to do so.   

   

 

D07 Conti di Castelborgo gardens  
Via Castelborgo 
The gate of the garden, which dates back to the beginning of 
the 18th century, is the work of architect Giovanni Antonio 
Borgese. The iron gates and elegant brick banded columns 
are of considerable prestige. 
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D08 Former Town Hall - House and Museum 
Piazza Italia 
The building dates back to the second half of the 18th 
century, was built by architect Giovanni Antonio Borgese 
and is characterised by the lightness and elegance of the 
typically rococo style. It was the first seat of Neive 
Municipal Council and is known as the “Casa dell'Orologio” 
(Clock House), due to the fact that the town clock is set into 
the façade in the centre of the streamlined, curved 
tympanum. 

   

 

D09 

 

Borgese Palace - Town Hall 
Piazza Italia on the corner with Via Borgese 
Palazzo Borgese, built in the 18th century, is the current seat 
of the Municipal Town Hall. The façade is characterised by a 
plain, severe composition. In addition to the municipal 
council offices it also houses those of the Unione di Comuni 
di Collina “Sei in Langa”, which comprises the 
Municipalities of Barbaresco, Camo, Castiglione Tinella, 
Mango, Neive, Neviglie and Treiso. 
The cellars are home to the “Bottega dei Quattro Vini di 
Neive”, founded in 1983 by a small group of local 
winegrowers to represent Neive and its wines in the world. 

   

 

D10 Conti Cocito palace 
Via Cocito - Piazza Cocito 
Originally a 15th century gatehouse owned by the noble 
Cocito family, the building was transformed in the baroque 
period. It overlooks the square of the same name – piazza 
Cocito – created at the beginning of the 20th century 
following the demolition of part of the town’s walls and 
other tangible evidence of the medieval layout. 

   

 

D11 Municipal or Clock Tower – Civic Tower 
Via del Castello 8 
The building, which dates back to 1224, is the symbol of the 
antique municipal authority held by Neive in the Middle 
Ages. 
Towards the top it is still possible to see the revolving 
braziers used to send signals to the towers of other villages 
perched on the hills. 

   

 

D12 Chapel of San Sebastiano 
Via Giulio Cesare on the corner with Via Nuova del Campo 
The chapel, which already existed in the 15th century, was 
rebuilt in the 18th century. A typical example of rural church, 
it stands opposite the town gate of the same name. 
Its construction, as a sign of devotion to the Saint called 
upon to offer protection against the plague, is connected to 
the same aim attributed to that of San Rocco. The two 
chapels stood next to the two town access gates. 
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COMPONENT 4 – NIZZA MONFERRATO AND BARBERA 

 

Properties protected by specific decrees 

Municipality of Castelnuovo Calcea 

 

 

C26 Castle 
Piazza Castello 1 
*D.M. 04/7/1962 
The first structures of the castle date back to 1142, when the village 
was part of the Committee of Loreto. The defensive structure, was 
situated to the West of the village, on a hill. Since 1985, the area on 
which the remains of the castle are located, has been owned by the 
Municipal Council. In 1989, the first reorganisation and recovery of 
the masonry structures of the courtyard and entrance began. In 
1998, the round tower, which is also the symbol of the municipal 
coat of arms, was consolidated. In 2004, public spaces such as 
“The olive terrace” and the underground walkway have been 
restored and enhanced. The underground walkway allows access 
to the summit of the public green area used for open-air activities 
and panoramic point named “Dagli Appennini alle Alpi”. 

   

 

C27 Aluffi house 
Piazza Castello 10 
*D.D.R. 17/12/2006 

The building, dating from the beginning 20th century, has three 
floors and a "L" plan facing the courtyard. The facades are 
punctuated by a regular sequence of listed pilasters. 
The building was renovated in 2006 to be used as a nursing 
home dedicated to Sandro Aluffi (1897-1925). 

   

 

C29 Parish Church of S. Stefano 
Via Guercina 1 
* Not. Min. 15/9/1910 
The church was built between 1684 and 1695 by local craftsmen, 
joined by colleagues from the Como and Ticino districts, to a 
design by a Milanese architect. The main brick façade, 
enlightened by the pronaos and niches, was enriched in 1943 by 
four sculptures representing the virtues. The entrance door and 
walnut pulpit were made by craftsmen from Lombardy. The 
ceiling was frescoed in 1881 by Don Mentasti, from Turin, while 
the stuccoes of the chapels (prior to 1695) are the work of the 
Bellotto brothers from Lugano. In the chapel of Sant’Anna there 
is a gilded wooden statue, carved in 1742 by the Bonzanigo 
family from Ticino. The statue of the Madonna of the Rosary 
dates back to 1683, while its canopy is rococo (1760). The 
prestigious canvas of the Nativity (1698) is by an unknown artist. 
The main altar is by Ganna (1775-1780). 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

  
 

D23 Angelo Brofferio Cultural Centre 
Piazza Castello 1 
 
Inaugurated by the Municipal Authorities on 27 October 
2002, to celebrate the bicentennial of the birth of the 
illustrious personality, the Centre houses the Museum  “Me 
ritorn”. 
The Museum displays writings, documents, books and 
memorabilia regarding the family, his childhood in 
Castelnuovo and the various aspects of the political, literary 
and forensic life of Angelo Brofferio. 
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Properties protected by specific decrees 
 
 

  

Municipality of Nizza Monferrato 

 

 

C22 Former De Benedetti Palace  
Piazza Martiri di Alessandria 6 
*D.D.R. 27/11/2008 
Situated opposite the Town Hall, the 18th century building 
housed the Jewish ghetto and the synagogue, which was 
dismantled before the Second World War. 
The 4-storey building – one floor of which is a mezzanine – 
presents a main façade divided horizontally by three 
stringcourses and vertically by six pillars. 
Recently the right part has been added to the central body, 
rebuilt according to the original architectural lines. Today it 
is the seat of the town’s administrative offices and the   the 
top floor has residential function. 

   

 

C23 

 

Crova Palace – House of the Crova Family Barons of Vaglio 
Via Crova - Via Pio Corsi 2 
* Not. Min. 27/6/1944 
A prestigious example of 18th century noble residence, the 
building was designed in 1769 by Filippo Nicolis of Robilant 
to a commission by Baron Luigi Crova of Vaglio. In 
neoclassical style, it is linked perfectly to a pre-existing 15th 
century building erected on the ruins of a castle. The lower 
order of the main façade is characterised by the presence of 
arches, while the courtyard houses a garden, It is currently 
the seat of the Enoteca Regionale of Nizza, Museum of 
Taste and Civic Library. 

   

 

C24 Town Hall and Tower 
Piazza Martiri di Alessandria 19 
*Not. Min. 12/6/1908 
The Town Hall, built between the 14th and 15th century, has 
undergone numerous transformations over the years, while 
retaining its original purpose. The building faces the old 
central square of Nizza Monferrato with a spacious portico. 
The municipal tower, known as "el Campanon", is a 
reconstruction in the style of 1883-84. With a square base, 
the lower part features two large arched windows. It is 
crowned by five single paned windows on each side, topped 
with large Guelph-style merlons. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

  

 

C25 Church of SS. Trinità 
Via Pistone 53 
*R.R. no. 10856 of 30/9/1991 
The church was built on a portion of the cemetery of the 
antique parish of San Giovanni in Lanero in 1448 and 
expanded in 1526. It was the seat of the brotherhood of the 
SS.Trinità, the brothers of which were known as “battuti 
rossi”. After a long period of decay, in 1991 ownership of 
the building passed into the hands of the Accademia di 
Cultura Nicese – Erca (association for enhancement of the 
value of the town’s cultural value, founded in 1978) which, 
after restoring it, took up residence in it. 
Of the original furnishings, what remains are the entrance 
doors, a Nicese baroque work; the canvas of the Nativity; 
the altar of San Carlo with the original window and the 
prestigious painted door of the tabernacle; the frescoes of 
the four evangelists at the edges of the dome; the three 
cupboards of the sacristy, an important work by the Nicese 
sculptor Gelvino and the wooden processional cross with 
the symbols of the Passion. The wall decorations were 
restored starting with the original drawings. 

 

D14 San Siro Church 
Via Pio Corsi 25 
Built in 1311 to a commission by the local aristocrat 
Antonio Pelletta, in 1314 the church acquired all the 
benefits of a parish. The building, originally quite small, has 
been expanded over the centuries. In 1791, under the 
direction of the architect Biagio Pizzorno, known as 
Gramolino of Nizza, the new choir and presbytery, inspired 
by the Church of Saint Paul of Asti were constructed. 
Extensive restoration operations were undertaken by Don 
Pietro Maria Bonelli and completed in 1817. 
The frescoed interior decorations date partly back to the 
19th century, with the remainder created between 1939 and 
1943 under the guide of the Canon architect Don 
Alessandro Thea. The two large frescoes on the walls of the 
presbytery of Christ King (by Paolo Giovanni Grida) and the 
Coena Domini (by Pietro Dalle Ceste) are from this last 
phase. There is also a valuable altarpiece depicting the 
Patron Saint. 

   

 

D15 Sant’Ippolito Church 
Piazza XX Settembre 32 
The church was built before 1297 at the end of the main 
road towards the River Belbo and is the second oldest 
parish church in Nizza Monferrato. 
Since 1730 the building has undergone a series of 
reconstruction operations. The interiors were partly altered 
after the mid-20th century. Original elements include the 
altar and the canvas with Sant’Ippolito on the apse wall. On 
the unfinished façade is the wooden entrance door, framed 
by a white marble cornice. At the top is the recent mosaic 
portraying the martyrdom of Sant'Ippolito. The naves are 
characterised by painted pillars. There is also a prestigious 
holy water font and two wooden confessionals from the old 
church of San Giovanni in Lanero, dating back to 1476. 
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D16 San Giovanni in Lanero Church 
Via Francesco Cirio 1 
The current Church of San Giovanni in Lanero, considered 
as the “Cathedral of Nizza Monferrato”, was built in 1772 to 
a design by architect Filippo Nicolis of Robilant. The 
building acquired the name of the old church of San 
Giovanni in Lanero, demolished between 1826 and 1827, 
which stood in the current Municipal Town Hall square, 
along with all of its furnishings, altars and ornaments. 

   

 

D17 Foro Boario 
Piazza Garibaldi 
The Foro Boario, named after Pio Corsi, was built towards 
the end of the 19th century and occupied the southern part 
of the old Piazza Garibaldi, known as "la cima di Nizza" (the 
top of Nizza). The brick building is characterised by a 
sequence of round arches along the whole front. The 
building is covered by a truss vault ceiling. Following 
renovation works completed in 2008, it was closed 
completely with windows, with the installation of an HVAC 
system and a structure used as a Tourist Information 
Office. The Foro represents the symbol of trade and of the 
folk and food and wine events held there, including Nizza è 
Barbera and Monferrato in Tavola. 
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Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

Municipality of Vaglio Serra  

 

 

C21 Casa Stella, main house and outhouses 
Via del Castello 10 
*Authorisation of the Regional Superintendence and 
simultaneous declaration of interest no. 1793 of 09/5/2003 

The architectural complex dates back to the 17th century. The 
main house is accessible through a rustic courtyard defined by 
a "L" rural building and passing under an arch with barrel vault. 
The facade of the house is simple, the unique decorative 
element is the main entrance which is framed by two fluted 
pilasters and surmounted by a moulded entablature on which 
are two decorative vases in high relief. 

 

D19 San Pancrazio parish church 
Piazza IV Novembre 7 

The first mention of the Parish of Saint Pancras dates back 
to the 14th century. In 1720, the church was rebuilt under 
the patronage of the Crova family, Barons of Vaglio and 
restored in 1744. Since 1786 the company of the 
Sacrament has possessed the altar of Saint Francis. 

   

 

D20 Church of the Brotherhood of ‘Disciplinati’ 
Piazza IV Novembre 

The church, originally dedicated to Our Lady of the 
Immaculate Conception, was built in the 16th century and 
converted in the Baroque period. The building has a 
rectangular tapered plan connected to the presbytery.  
The exterior is made entirely of bricks. 
The facade, which ends with a semicircular pediment, is 
made up of two orders of pilasters with Doric and Ionic 
capitals. At the center of the upper order is an elliptical 
oculus. The entrance door in oak comes from the sanctuary 
of San Pancrazio (948 AD). The church, also known as the 
Battuti or "Batù", now deconsecrated, is owned by the 
municipality. 
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Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

  

Municipality of Vinchio 

 

 

C20 Former Church of Battuti 
Via Capitano Ettore Laiolo 
*R.R. no. 4667 of 16/8/1977 
The building of the Brotherhood of the Holy Trinity, built in the 
16th century, is commonly known as the “Church of Battuti”, 
because it was the place where the brothers of known as 
“Batù” used to meet. The church has just one nave and a groin 
barrel vault ceiling, and it was significantly restored in 1996 
following severe collapse. It is now used as a place for cultural 
meetings. On the back wall of the presbytery is a canvas 
portraying the Holy Trinity with the Virgin Mary and San 
Vincenzo. The bell tower is of 19th century origin. 

 

D21 San Marco Church 
Piazza San Marco 1 
Built at the beginning of the 18th century on the ruins of a 
previous Romanesque church dating back to the 13th century. 
The ceiling of the central nave and the walls of the choir area 
are decorated with 18th century frescoes by an unknown artist. 
Inside are the polychrome marble baroque altar and three large 
paintings on canvas originating in the 17th century. The 
architecture of the façade is characterised by pilasters and it is 
crowned at the top by a triangular tympanum. The building, 
initially in visible brick, has undergone several restorations, the 
most radical of which in 1908 and the most recent in 1985. The 
bell tower was added in 1767. 

   

 

D22 'Casa della memoria della resistenza e della 
deportazione'; Davide Lajolo multimedial museum; 
former town hall 
Via Capitano Ettore Laiolo 
The House of the memory of the resistance and deportation 
is the place of regional reference for matters relating to 
political and civil deportation to the Nazi concentration 
camps. The guiding thread of the project is the relationship 
between the world of farming, the Resistance and political 
and civil deportation. It is an integrated part of the 
Interregional itineraries – Memory of the Alps, “I sentieri 
della libertà” and of the Multimedia Museum “Una finestra 
sulla storia” set up in the Synagogue of Asti. 
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D18 House of the Venerable Brother Teodoreto 
Regione San Sebastiano, Via Belveglio 
It was in this small rural building characterised by modest 
architecture that Brother Teodoreto of the Christian Schools 
was born on 9 February 1871. He was the founder in 1914 of 
the new congregation of Catechists. The House is currently 
home to collections of religious images and documents. Pray 
meetings are frequently held in the wooden chapel, created in 
the hay barn. The festivity of the Venerable Brother Teodoreto 
is celebrated on the last Sunday of August, with the Eucharist 
and immediately afterwards in the courtyard of the house with 
a characteristic snack. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

  

Municipality of Calosso 

 

 

C30 Castle 
Piazza Castello 7 
*Not. Min. 01/3/1923; Not. Min. 17/01/1920 
Belonged to the Roero family of Cortanze in the 14th 
century, the castle was completely restored in the late 17th 
century.  The volume is characterized by a massive 
cylindrical tower adorned with arches and Guelph merlons.  
The complex has lost its original appearance of fortification 
for that of an elegant and refined country residence. Of 
historical and architectural interest are: the old hall, a 
chapel dedicated to Saint Alessandro Sauli, the 
undergrounds and the park. 

 

D36 Church of San Martino 
Via San Martino 10 
The church, dedicated to Saint Martin of Tours, is located 
inside the fence of the castle. The church was built between 
1680 and 1690 and in the same year the side chapels were 
frescoed by painter Giovanni Carlo Aliberti of Canelli (1670-
1727). From 1872 to 1879, from the design of architect Zaverio 
Adami of Asti, the choir and side naves were added, with the 
consequent shift of the original side chapels. Between 1929 
and 1931 the dome over the presbytery and a new marble 
pulpit were built. During the same period the decoration of the 
whole church has been entrusted to the painters Frascaroli and 
Laiolo. The works were supervised by architect Don 
Alessandro Thea, religious man from Acqui. 
The facade is composed of two different styles. The central 
part, tall and slender, is framed by two giant pilasters and 
culminates with a broken triangular pediment. The two lateral 
bodies present exposed brick, result of the enlargement of the 
late 19th century. The door is a valuable work of baroque 
carving. Behind the altar a precious wooden choir of the 
beginning of the 18th century is placed, work of local carpenters 
Battista Scagliola and Giacomo Aliberti, recently restored. On 
the side of the presbytery stands the coeval cuspidate bell 
tower of the 17th century church. 
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C33 Castle (Gancia Palace) 
Via al Castello 17 
*D.M. 06/02/1987 
The present building stands on the preexisting castle built 
in the 11th century, transformed during the 15th and 16th 
centuries, and partly dismantled in 1617 during the 
succession war of Monferrato. In 1626 the fortifications 
were partly restored and in 1676 the last Marquis Scarampi 
Crivelli rebuilt the complex in the form of a palace. After the 
transfer of property to the Grand Officer Camillo Gancia, 
between 1929 and 1930, the building was expanded with 
two side wings and completely restored in neo-baroque 
style by architect Arturo Midana. The interiors are variously 
furnished and decorated with in style polychrome stuccoes; 
the pictorial apparatus comes from Giovanni Olindo of 
Canelli. Particularly interesting is the Italian style garden. 

   

 

C34 Cornaro House 
Via Fratelli Cairoli 1 
*D.M. 28/10/1968 
Significant example of Baroque residence of the provincial 
nobility, the building belonged to the Cornaro family since the 
19th century. The fine Baroque portal that characterized the 
facade was partially dismantled.  
Remain unaffected in their authenticity the atrium, the grand 
staircase and country-style rooms that surround the courtyard. 

   

Municipality of Canelli 
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C58 

 

Cantine Contratto 
Via G.B. Giuliani - 56 
*D.D.R. no. 77 of 3/03/2011 
The cellars of the company, founded in 1867 by Giuseppe 
Contratto, are known as "underground cathedrals" since 
partially dug into the hillside 32 meters deep from the 
beginning of 20th century. The oldest part of the complex dates 
back to the last two decades of the 19th century. The "Sala dei 
Sacchi" - already used for the washing of the "Dutch" bags, 
cotton filters for the stabilization of Moscato wine - leads to the 
winery located on the ground floor, called "Sempione tunnel", 
built in the last decade of the 19th century. This cellar develops 
in two long parallel compartments and presents a sort of 
"transect" in the middle. A corridor gives access to other cellars 
of varying height characterized by vaulted roofs. The first 
underground floor presents an articulated framework of 
compartments divided by pillars. Finally, a ceremonial hall and 
a series of tunnels arranged in a triangle, recently restored, 
complete the complex that still retains its productive function, 
maintaining its original features. 
 

 

C60 

 

Cantine Coppo 
Via Alba 68 
*D.D.R. no. 86 of 8/03/2011 
The first cellar of the company founded by Piero Coppo at the 
beginning of the 20th century date back to the twenties and 
thirties. This first structure is about six meters high and is 
divided in two sections covered by lowered barrel vaults with 
exposed bricks. A second compartment, dated 1902, provides 
access to an "infernotto" which is then connected to a third 
compartment characterized by the presence of two large 
niches. 

   

 

C61 

 

Cantine Coppo EMC 
Via Alba 38 
*D.D.R. no. 136 of 03/05/2011 
Built in the early 20th century, the complex network of cellars 
for winemaking runs under the street. From the first gallery 
starts a second parallel gallery which houses the old sugar 
warehouses and the old concrete tanks for processing grapes. 
This structure is completed by a unique maze of long 
corridors-cellars which expand from time to time with recesses 
and niches. The walls are still partially covered with vitrified 
tiles and there are still some concrete tanks. 

   

 

C62 Former Church of San Rocco 
Piazzale San Leonardo 
*D.D.R. no. 437 of 07/11/2011 
The church, commissioned by the Confraternity of Disciplined 
of Saint Rocco, was built in 1727 and consecrated in 1740. The 
bell tower dates back to 1735, designed by architect Carlo D. 
Buriano. Initially the building was made up of a single 
ellipsoidal nave body and a polygonal presbytery. From 1755 to 
1764, on the left side of the presbytery, the rectangular body of 
the sacristy was added and, around 1831, the Oratory was also 
built. Among the designers there are Bartolomeo Reale and 
Defendente Cometa. The parish church dominates and 
connotes the town square. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D32 Church of San Leonardo 
Via Castello 8 
Commissioned by the Confraternity of the Holy Spirit, the 
building was built within the city walls starting from 1682, 
by the master builder Stefano Melchioni. The retaining walls 
of the churchyard incorporate part of the ramparts of the 
village. In 1694 the main body of the church was completed 
and the bell tower was erected in 1691. The façade was 
completed in 1694 with the addition of the pronaos. From 
1747 to 1749 part of the choir and apse were demolished, 
with a consequent reduction of the presbytery, which had 
to be moved towards the nave. In 1750 the works of 
renewal and renovation of the style began. The main altars 
were rebuilt and walls and ceilings were frescoed by Carlo 
Gozio e Antonio De Cavalho.  The apse wall is painted trope 
d'oeil to represent a curved surface and houses the 
remarkable painting of the Madonna and Child between the 
Saints Leonardo and Clodoveo. The church preserves 
numerous works of the painter Giovanni Carlo Aliberti of 
Canelli (1670-1727) and a wooden statue of Madonna of 
the Rosary (1711), which is the oldest example of the work 
of the sculptor Giovanni Battista Bonzanigo. In the 19th 
century the massive organ was installed. 
 

 

D33 Parish Church of San Tommaso 
Piazza San Tommaso 
Located on the height of the ancient village, the Church was 
mentioned in a document of 1156. The original church, 
oriented in the opposite direction to the current, was 
smaller, had a cloister, a rectory and was surrounded on 
the two sides by the cemetery. Towards the end of the 17th 
century, the building was radically transformed, and 
between 1692 and 1694 was partly demolished and rebuilt 
by master builder Francesco Dal Martino. The original 
orientation was reversed, and part of the cemetery was 
paved. The stucco decoration of the interior, dating back to 
this stage, were made by Sebastiano Fossato, while  the 
appreciable stucco ornaments of the chapels are attributed 
to the well-known Bellotto family from the Canton of Ticino, 
but resident in Canelli since 1610, between the late 17th and 
early 18th century.  In 1842 the new choir takes the place of 
the original rectory, setting a longitudinal extension of the 
church. Today, the appearance of the church is determined 
by the facade of the late 19th century, while the interior is 
strongly characterized by the decorative apparatus made 
around 1923 by painter and decorator Carlo Frascaroli. 
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D34 Brotherhood of the Annunciation  
(known as the Church of Our Lady of Sorrows) 
Piazza San Tommaso 
The Brotherhood of the Annunciation commissioned the 
new church, which was completed in 1731. At the time of 
construction, the oratory of the Confraternity of the 
Humiliated and a small church, which already housed the 
Brotherhood of the Annunciation in the 15th century, 
overlooked the current square. The buildings were partly 
demolished and partly incorporated in the new church.  
The facade is a fine example of Baroque architecture 
inspired by various Asti models. The giant order pilasters 
accentuate the elevation and the double curved tympanum, 
crowns everything. The medieval bell tower, restored in 
1935 in the upper part, retains the original octagonal cusp. 
Inside, the single nave expands laterally with two chapels. 
The altars of the side chapels, of the mid-18th century, are 
excellent examples of Rococo. The altar made from stucco 
and marble from the suppressed church of Saint John the 
Beheaded and the altarpiece of the Annunciation, both of 
the 18th century are also valuable.  
In the early 20th century, the fresco decoration was replaced 
by the work of painter Giovanni Olindo of Canelli. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C31 Building – former Town Hall (today Scarazzini) 
Piazza Amedeo d’Aosta 6 
*D.M. 21/02/1962 
The building, which stands in the village square since the 
Middle Ages, was destroyed in 1617 and rebuilt between 
1625 and 1627. The facade is ennobled by an elegant 
mixtilinear pediment of curious workmanship probably of 
the late 18th century. 
Originally it housed the tribunal on the ground floor and the 
municipal council on the first floor, but later it was destined 
to private uses. The interiors have been deeply transformed 
by recent renovations. 

   

 

C32 Building - piazza Amedeo d’Aosta 
Piazza Amedeo d’Aosta 8 
*D.M. 18/5/1963 
Typical example of architecture of the early 19th century 
with its clear distinct style and composition. 
The main facade is characterized by a sober modeled 
plaster ornamentation and consists of Ionic pilaster strips 
with pedestal overlying neo-classical style frames. 
 

   

 

C57 

 

Cantine Bosca 
Via G.B. Giuliani 19 
*D.D.R. no. 81 of 4/03/2011 
The underground cellars, known as the "Sentarc" Cellars 
(cellars of one hundred arches) are characterized by the 
succession of exposed brick vaults separated by relieving 
arches with a herringbone structure. The vaults have 
preserved the central hole that allowed the passage of grapes 
or bottles. In the perpendicular branch other cellar areas 
develop, including the current tasting room covered with a 
barrel vault. The compartment is bordered by the parallel 
branch that houses an old alembic for the processing of 
brandy. A labyrinth of major tunnels and secondary spaces 
stretches from another branch, perpendicular to the previous 
ones, partly marked by masonry pillars. The wine cellar has 
been the first headquarter of the company founded in 1831 
by Pietro Bosca. 
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C56 

 

Cantine Bosca former Zoppa 
Via Bosca 2 
*D.D.R. no. 85 of 8/03/2011 
The cellars, presumably of the 19th century, have an “L-
shaped” structure.  The first building structure is formed by 
a long tunnel covered by a plastered barrel vault, with 
intermediate depressed arches of lowered type. 
Perpendicular to this, there is a second branch marked by a 
sequence of brick pillars and stone bands on which the 
vaults are set. The vaults are plastered and have exposed 
brick arches; the space is then divided into "naves”. 

   

 

C59 

 

Cantine Gancia 
Corso Liberta 66 
*D.D.R. no. 80 of 4/03/2011 
The cellars of the "F.lli Gancia" company, located in Canelli 
since 1860, date back to the early 19th century. The 
underground rooms, tens of meters deep, extend over an 
area of 35,000 square meters and are arranged on several 
levels. 
The rooms have been partially dug into the tuff, sometimes 
covered in bricks, and in part derived from the expansion of 
existing structures used as ice houses. The underground 
cellars still retain their original function. 
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COMPONENT 6 – THE MONFERRATO OF INFERNOT 

 
*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C45 Church of San Eusebio 
Piazza S. Eusebio 10 
*R.R. no. 84, of 08/01/1979 
The building rises over the pre-existing structure of a small 
church from 1393, demolished in 1582. Rebuilt several times, 
the church is the result of a reconstruction that took place 
between 1885 and 1890. The apse, the transept and the dome 
are the work of the architect Caselli of Fubine. The 
Romanesque bell tower constitutes its most ancient testimony. 
Inside, above the door, is the large altarpiece depicting the Holy 
Trinity with the Virgin and St. Joseph by Guglielmo Caccia, 
known as Moncalvo. 

   

 

C46 Building formerly used for boarding 
Via Giacomo Matteotti 30 
* D.D.R. 10/06/2010 
The building, of the late 19th century, is a project by 
Crescentino Caselli. Until the 1960s it has hosted the girls' 
orphanage. The building has an irregular rectangular plan. The 
facades have plastered parts and brick pilasters, arches and 
jagged brick cornices. On the East facade the rhythm is 
repeated, with the difference that the panels are replaced by 
openings to create a porch on the third floor. The building is 
crowned by a cornice, supported by corbels brick by jagged 
profile. 
The chapel is on two levels with large openings on the ground 
floor and elegant oculi on the second floor. A bricks cornice 
crowns the fronts. Of particular value is the neo-Romanesque 
portal guarding the entrance of the room, closed by a wooden 
door. 

 
Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D47 Town Hall and school complex 
Via Giacomo Matteotti 20 
The building, built between the late 19th century and early 
20th century, has a symmetrical façade with a central 
doorway with a circular arch. The ground floor, in exposed 
brick, is marked by a series of round-arched windows, 
while the first floor is open to a loggia shared by Doric 
pilasters. 

  

Municipality of Camagna Monferrato 

 

COMPONENT6-MONFERRATOOFTHEINFERNOT
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Municipality of Cella Monte 

 

 
*Properties protected by specific decrees 

  

 

C63 Parish Church of Santi Quirico and Giuditta 
Piazza Vallino 6 
*R.R. no. 5694 of 23/9/1971 
The church, which was completed around 1610, was 
consecrated in the 18th century, some decorative elements 
were added, and in 1927 a new neo-baroque façade, 
designed by the engineer Vittorio Tornielli was built. 
The façade is divided by four composite pilasters 
supporting the entablature surmounted by gable and 
balcony. The entrance is flanked by two Doric columns and 
crowned by a triangular tympanum. The side walls present 
mixed masonry in Cantone stone and brick. A sturdy 
plastered bell tower is set in the back on the left side. 
The interior has three naves and is covered by a barrel vault 
with wall paintings of the 19th century by Pietro Ivaldi, who 
also decorated the vault of the sacristy. The church 
contains valuable works including: the high altar of 1744 
and the late 16th century altarpiece of the Our Lady of the 
Rosary by Ambrogio Oliva. The restorations of 1969-70 
restored the frescoes in the presbytery, dating from the 
time of the church's construction. 

   

 

C64 
M15 

  

Former Parish House (now site of the Cantoni  stone 
Ecomuseum) 
Piazza Vallino 71 
*D.D.R. 28/11/2007 
The building, originally built as a patrician house, became a 
parish rectory in 1662. The architectural complex constitutes 
a monument of great historical and artistic interest in the 
context of the local culture. The recent restoration has 
brought back to light the arcade with Cantone stone columns 
on the first floor. The complex faced North on a roof garden 
of the jardin de carré type, of which there remains today the 
retaining wall with a stepped pattern. 
The restoration of the interior revealed valuable floors, a 
coffered ceiling and an 18th century ceiling. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D37 Town Hall 
Via Barbano Dante 30 
The building, with two floors, presents mixed masonry in 
brick and Cantone stone, which is set to be covered with 
plaster. Under a barrel-vaulted arch is the main access. 
Inside, the building contains a walled decorative fragment 
in Cantone stone, probably from the Early Middle Ages, 
with a dense interweaving of numerous dual strands of 
wicker and a spiralling plant-themed frieze. On the 
sandstone blocks of the same wall, one can see graffiti 
dating from the 17th century. 

   

 

D38 Church of Nostra Signora di Loreto 
Via Circonvallazione 

Cited in 1547, the chapel was converted in 1728, closed in 
1873 and reopened in 1902.  
The façade is characterized by an oculus that surmounts 
the entrance and is crowned by an arched tympanum. The 
small bell tower has a triangular section. 
The interior, with a single nave, has a semicircular apse. 

   

 

D39 Church of San Rocco 
Regione Bocca 

Already mentioned in a document in 1584, the building was 
transformed in 1924. The entrance is preceded by a few 
steps. At the sides of the door there are two rectangular 
windows, above, a lunate window and two niches. A 
triangular tympanum crowns the façade. 
The chapel consists of a single, barrel-vaulted nave and 
preserves a canvas depicting St. Rocco. 
Its most recent restoration dates back to the 1980s. 

   

 

D40 Church and oratory of San Antonio Abate 
Piazza Vallino 
The oratory, formerly of the Confraternity of Flagellants, is 
mentioned for the first time in 1577. Rebuilt on a different site 
after 1720, in 1723 was not yet completed. 
By 1889 the church had been radically transformed. 
The entrance is preceded by a short flight of steps. The façade 
is flanked by two corner pilasters surmounted by entablature 
and tympanum. Over the Renaissance style door, there opens a 
small heart-shaped window. Inside are preserved some 
paintings including those of Saints Quirico and Judith of the 
17th century, possibly coming from the church of St. Quirico. 
In the 1970s, the building was converted into an auditorium. 
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D42 Church of San Quirico 
Frazione Sardegna 
The first mention of the building, located on a hill where the 
heart of the town of Cella originally stood, in 1298-99. The 
church remained a parish until 1584, when its reconstruction 
was sought by the apostolic visitor Carlo Montiglio. 
Between 1584 and 1619 the original church was likely to be 
replaced by a smaller oratory. 
The façade is divided by four pilasters and over the entablature 
rises a Baroque pediment with a curvilinear profile. The slender 
tower is surmounted by a conical spire surrounded by four 
smaller pyramids. The interior consists of a rectangular hall 
with a semicircular apse opened by three splayed mullioned 
windows, the central one has a monolithic arch in Cantone 
stone. The walls are made of brick and Cantone stone. The 
church was restored in the 1980s. 

   

 

D43 Church of San Bernardo 
Viale Cipriano Cei 19 
The church, already mentioned in 1547, was rebuilt after 
1905. It is a small building with a rectangular hall. The 
exposed brick façade, with corner pilasters, presents a 
simple, slightly arched portal flanked by two windows with 
round arches. A triangular tympanum crowns the building. 
The walls are composed of layers of “Cantone” stone 
alternating with a row of bricks. A small bell tower is 
located on the rear portion of the left side wall. 
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D41 Chapel of Sant’Anna 
Frazione Coppi 
Located on the Belvedere hill, the chapel is mentioned in 
1723. Rebuilt in 1748, it has undergone several 
transformations, the last of these in 1904 and in the 1940s. 
It is a small, charming building with a rectangular hall and a 
semicircular apse and front portico. The portico, facing 
East, consists of three arches at right angles, with a 
tympanum in the front. The wall structure of the hall and 
apse is in hewn Cantone stone, while the newer portico is in 
brick. 

   

 

D44 Church of San Giuseppe 
Via dei Coppi 
Built in 1928, designed by the architect Debernardi, it was 
inaugurated by Bishop Albino Pella in 1933.  
There is already a mention in 1566 of an original church of 
St. Peter in the hamlet of Coppi, but this church was 
demolished in 1577 in order to obtain material to be used 
for the new parish.  
The neoclassical façade is preceded by a few steps. On 
each side of a plinth rest a pair of stout Doric columns 
supporting the entablature and the tympanum jutting out. 
The layout is in the form of a Latin cross, and the bell tower 
rises at the rear on the left side. 
The building was restored in 1991. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

 

C44 Castle 
Via Garibaldi 1 
*Not. Min. 07/05/1944, D.M. 09/20/1950 
The fortified complex, built in the 10th century and 
expanded in the 11th century with the construction of the 
chapel of St. Mary (1041), underwent a series of changes 
over time. Medieval arches, pilasters and Renaissance 
columns, visible inside the building, are the material 
testimony to these transformations. The present structure 
dates back to the 18th century restoration commissioned by 
the Counts Sacchi-Nemous. The family, which settled in the 
west wing, transformed the fortress into a palace. In the 
reception hall is preserved the eighteenth-century mosaic 
flooring with the coat of arms. Remarkable are also the 
framed ceiling friezes. In the East wing, the round-arched 
openings and four square towers have been restored, two 
on the West side and two on the East side, which reflect the 
structure of feudal towers. 
 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 
 

 
 
 
 

D59 Parish Church of Maria Vergine Assunta 
Via Vittorio Emanuele 2 
The building already existed in the 15th century. Around 
1650-60 the church was redesigned by Sebastiano Guala 
following a central plan. The neoclassical facade shows four 
pilasters, a pediment and two lunettes and is different from 
the original design. The fresco on the façade was painted in 
2005. The church has a Greek cross with three aisles and 
an octagonal lantern. The vault is decorated with stucco 
and frescoes restored in 1974. Inside there are some 
paintings of the 18th century. The bell tower, which was 
perhaps the fourteenth-century city tower, shows different 
styles. In 1903 the architect Francesco Rivolta added on the 
top of the bell tower an octagonal temple with colonnade. 
 

   

   
 
 
 

  

Municipality of Frassinello Monferrato 
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D60 Chapel of San Bernardo di Chiaravalle 
Strada Comunale San Bernardo 
The present building dates back to the mid-17th century 
and is attributed to Sebastiano Guala. The chapel is 
officiated only on the feast of an Bernardo. A restoration of 
the '90s added, near by the chapel, brick seats creating a 
semicircle. The plan of the chapel is hexagonal with 
unequal sides. The exterior is in brickwork, moldings, floors 
and shelves are similar to those in the parish church. 
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Municipality of Olivola 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D56 Parish Church of San Pietro Apostolo 
Via San Pietro 1 

The building was designed by the engineer Crescentino 
Caselli in 1896 and completed in 1938. In 1956 an altar 
dedicated to the Virgin was built following the design 
by Angelo Verri. The bell tower was built in 1987 by the 
engineer Cesare Durando. In 2003, after the discovery 
of the initial project, the bell tower has been restored 
according to the original idea of Caselli. The exposed 
brick facades are simple. The only external decorative 
elements are on the cantilevers of the cornice and on 
the pediments. The interior displays paintings, 
decorations and modern mosaics. Worthy of note are 
four columns covered with red guilloche travertine, a 
Crucifixion and a gilded bronze chandelier. 

   

 

D57 Former Church of Santa Maria delle Grazie (now 
Auditorium) 
Via Evasio Rossi 

The 16th century church became the parish thus 
replacing San Pietro church before 1577. 
The building is made-out of brick and local “Cantoni” 
stone blocks. The façade is characterized by two corner 
buttresses and a simple central oculus. The interior is 
bare, the walls keep intact a few of angel's heads in 
stucco work. Recently the church has been 
transformed into an auditorium. 

   

 

D61 Church of Ss. Pietro and Paolo 

Situated on a hill at the Southern edge of the village, 
the church is mentioned for the first time without a 
title in 1298-99 and with the title of San Pietro in 
1348 and in 1359. In 1584 it became the chapel of 
the Confraternity of Disciplinanti. 
The original construction keeps the bottom of the bell 
tower dating from the 12th century. The bell tower is 
made of local “Cantoni” stone. The church, a 
rectangular hall with a polygonal apse, is now owned 
by the town. The restoration was completed in 2002. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

  

Municipality of Ottiglio 

 

 

C53 Chapel of San Michele Arcangelo 
Frazione Moleto 
*R.R. no. 4887 of 26/10/1966 
Built in the San Michele region, the 12th century Romanesque 
building was dismantled and transferred in 1968 to land 
donated by Camillo Barberis. Probably the chapel was 
founded by the abbey of San Michele of Lucedio. It is listed in 
1298-1299 as Ecclesia de Crexano, parish of Rosignano. 
Built from local Cantoni stone, the chapel has a gabled façade 
and a belfry. In the apse and on the sides it is crowned on the 
outside by a Lombard band resting on a shelf. The interior is 
bare and consists of a small rectangular hall with a 
semicircular apse surmounted by a half dome in stone. On 
both the exterior and interior walls there is found graffiti on 
the stone from different ages, one is dated 1559. 

   

 

C54 Barberis House 
Frazione Moleto 
*D.S.R. 04/7/2002 
The architectural complex, built between the 15th  and 16th  
centuries, has been the subject of expansion until the 
second half of the 18th century. The body of the manor 
house of the Barberis, a local noble family, is surrounded 
by an attractive ensemble of rustic buildings, once used as 
barns and houses for the workers. 
The Cantone stone is the main building material, used also 
for the structures that define the garden terrace. Retaining 
walls with arches divide the hillside in shelves. The stairs, 
the columns of the gazebo and pergola, the decorative 
elements and the boundary walls are all built in Cantone 
stone. 
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*Properties protected by specific decrees 

   
   

 

 

C48 Church of Sant’Antonio 
Via Danesi at the corner with Via Volpe 
*Not. Min. 03/6/1908 
This is one of the oldest buildings in Rosignano. A first façade, 
in brick and sandstone, is hidden by a second façade - perhaps 
prior to 1660 - about four meters higher than the original. On 
the left side are the remains of the Romanesque church, dating 
back to 1140 and which include a single window with jambs 
and archway in buffered sandstone and a shelf that could hold 
a Lombard band. In the space between the two sides is the 
ossuary, limited by a perforated wall in curved brick, now 
covered. The entrance to the hall is through the base of the 
ancient bell tower rising in the middle of the first façade, dating 
from between the 12th and 13th centuries. The interior has a 
single nave laid out longitudinally. A sculpture was found in 
Cantone stone. 

   

 

C49 Parish Church of San Vittore 
Via Bonelli 1 
*Not. Min. 03/6/1909 
The original church was built in 1481 by the Discalced 
Carmelites next to the convent and was dedicated to Our 
Lady of Mount Carmel. Some remains of the monastic cells 
are kept inside. Consecrated in 1507, the church became a 
parish church in 1653 under the title of St. Victor. 
Renovated several times since the 18th century, the building 
was internally restored in 1860-61 by Edoardo Arborio 
Mella. In 1907 the engineer Giuseppe Alzona redrew the 
main façade with alternating bands of brick and Cantone 
stone. The façade is divided into three by brick buttresses, 
crowned by a Lombard band in earthenware tile and 
culminates in five pinnacles. 
The interior has three naves with pointed arches. The 
decorations, from the early 20th century, are the work of the 
Aceto brothers, Luigi Morgari, Baroni and the Ponsetti 
brothers. In a niche in the apse there is placed the wooden 
statue of St. Francis, from the mid-16th century. The choir, 
from the end of the 17th - beginning of the 18th century, was 
restored in 2004. 

   

Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D45 Civic Tower 
Via Danesi at the corner with Via Volpe 

On the right side of the parish church of St. Victor rises the 
civic tower of medieval origin. The building, having a 
square layout, is made of “Cantoni” stone. 

   

 

D46 Ruins of the castle 
Piazza Faletti 

Going up to the right of the church, one arrives at the top of 
the hill where a building within a park incorporates the ruins 
of an ancient fortress. 

  
 

 

 

 

C50 Church Madonna delle Grazie, adjoining the Chaplain's 
House 
*D.M. 04/06/1995 
Probably already existing in the 16th century, we only have 
mention of the building in 1612. The chaplaincy was 
established in 1639 and in 1723 the building was occupied by 
the hermit Fray Giovanni Risico. The churchyard is accessed 
via a staircase built in 1870. The façade has two levels and is 
topped by an arched tympanum. The first level has four 
pilasters and a portal with a window above it. The second order 
is framed by two pilasters and is linked to the first by volutes. 
The interior is bare, with frescoes on the ceiling and inside 
medallions. The first significant renovation works by Giovanni 
Fremoli date back to 1667. In 1963, the church was closed to 
the public and sold in 1989. The architectural restoration is 
from 1994-95, while the frescoes were restored in 1999-2000. 
From the nearby Ravizza farmhouse, a two room infernot, 
dated 1897, extends below the church. 
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C51 
C52 

  

Uviglie Castle and adjacent area 
Strada San Martino 73 
* D.M. 10/02/2001 – D.M. 26/08/1950 
The original castle was built between 1239 and 1271 by the 
Paucaparte family of Celle, who remained its owners until 
1491. In the first half of the 19th century, Felicita Callori of 
Vignale and her son Amodio Callori entrusted the 
renovation of the castle to the architect Arborio Mella, who 
gave the building its early 16th century appearance. 
Of the original structure, the dungeons and crenellated 
tower remain. Currently the complex is partly used as a 
private residence, partly as a restaurant, besides housing a 
farm. In the castle's park stands the chapel of St. Eusebius, 
dating to the year 1700. In 1888, a new entrance with a 
neoclassical portico was made on the west side, designed 
by the engineer Crescentino Caselli. 
At the base of the castle's cylindrical tower 
 is the small chapel dedicated to the Presentation of Mary in 
the Temple. Inside are preserved: a portrait of St. Aloysius 
Gonzaga, a large reliquary, and the Madonna with child by 
Amadeus. According to tradition, St. Aloysius Gonzaga 
prayed in this chapel in 1580-81. 
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Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

Municipality of Sala Monferrato 

 

 

D53 Parish Church of San Giacomo 
Piazza Sala d’Italia 
The church is located in the centre of the district, below the 
group of buildings that corresponds to the perimeter of the 
ancient shelter.  
Started in 1582 following a design by Domenico Scovazino, 
it underwent several transformations in the 18th century 
and was consecrated in 1860. The bell tower was rebuilt in 
the early 19th century. 
The façade is neoclassical and in the lunette above the door 
is a painting by Andrea Conti depicting St. James (1980s). 
The interior has a single nave with four side chapels 
separated by semi-columns. The chapels preserve valuable 
works of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The 
nave is barrel-vaulted, the presbytery has a shell vault 
(raised in 1791 by Giovanni Antonio Vigna), while the 
semicircular apse is covered by a basin divided into three 
segments. The vaults were painted by the Ivaldi brothers 
(1858-59). Pietro Ivaldi also frescoed the three squares in 
the apse. The late 18th century pulpit is the work of 
Giuseppe Accatino. 

   

 

D54 Church of San Francesco 
Via San Francesco 
Located in the highest point of the district, within the 
ancient shelter, the building probably dates back to the 15th 
century. Initially dedicated to St. Anthony, the oratory in 
1641 took on the definitive title of St. Francis. 
The façade, with two levels, is topped by a triangular 
tympanum. Next to the apse stands the bell tower, rebuilt 
in 1858-59. 
Inside a trap door allows access to the crypt. Above the 
wooden choir is placed a painting of the Madonna and 
Child with Sts. Francis and Anthony by Orsola Caccia 
(1656). Also preserved are two wooden statues: Our Lady 
of Sorrows, purchased in 1775 but attributed to the 
workshop of Cassina, and St. Francis from the early 17th 
century. The internal decoration was done by Francesco 
Ponsetti in 1926. 
The building was restored in the years 1815-21 and 1992-
96. 
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C41 

 

Callori Palace 
Piazza del Popolo 12 
*D.D.R. 28/11/2006 
The fortified complex is developed from a great tower, 
probably dating from the 10th century, transformed into a 
keep. With the marquisate of William V, probably at the 
beginning of the 14th century, the castro became a turreted 
castle with dovetailed Ghibelline battlements. 
After a series of changes of ownership, the castle came to 
the Callori family of Monferrato, originally from Asti, which 
in 1650 acquired the title of Count. In 1556, the troops 
besieged and stormed Spanish forces present in the village 
and the castle was dismantled. 
Callori Palace, residence of the Counts, was purchased by 
the Regione and since 1979 has been the seat of the 
Regional Wine Promotion society. 

   

 

C42 Church of S. Maria di Monterotondo (former Convent of 
the Servite Fathers) 
 
*Not.Min. 21/8/1946; Not.Min. 27/7/1948 
In 1465 the Lords Cornaglia donated to the Servites the 
church of Santa Maria (now the Church of Our Lady of 
Sorrows) to build a convent and a new church. The 
monastery was built from 1470 to 1490, the church was 
built from 1496 to 1505. The building served as a parish 
from 1771 to 1841, while the convent was suppressed in 
1802 and demolished in 1886. 
The church has a multi-gabled façade culminating in five 
pinnacles. It is crowned by a Lombard band in earthenware 
tile, with a saw-tooth frame, that can also be found on the 
left side. The carved door (1735) is framed by pilasters 
supporting a triangular tympanum. On the left side stands a 
bell tower with friezes with stepped serrated stringcourse. 
The structure has three naves divided by six columns. Of 
particular note is the choir with twenty inlaid stalls, crafted 
between 1512 and 1528. On the right wall is a fresco that 
was discovered in 2006, dating between 1505 and 1510, 
depicting the Madonna del Latte enthroned with angels 
playing musical instruments. 

 

Municipality of Vignale Monferrato 
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 C43 Ruins of the Castle  
 
*Not.Min. 22/10/1937, R.R. no. 3292 of 7/29/1975 

Some remains of the medieval castle are visible at the base 
of the building that stands today, and in the garden (see 
C41). 

 

Properties protected “by operation of law” publicly owned by non profit private entities, having more than 70 years 

 

D49 Church of S.Bartolomeo 

Piazza Cardinal Callori Federico 1 
The building rises over a church from the 13th century. The 
project of Magnocavalli for the new church is dated to 
1766. Redesigned by Ferdinand Venanzio Bianchi, the 
project was presented to the municipality in 1771. After the 
work had already begun (1773), in 1786 Agostino Vitoli 
presented a new project which was executed by the master 
builder Bernardo Lombardi. The church was consecrated in 
1841. In 1833 the atrium was erected, while the tower was 
completed in 1855 according to a design by the architect 
Pietro Delmastro. The façade has a neoclassical portico 
with twin columns. 
The interior has a single nave with a barrel vault supported 
on each side by three large composite pillars. The frescoes 
(1891-92) are the work of Luigi Morgari who also painted 
the oval canvas in the centre of the apse, representing the 
Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew. The valuable works are: the 
high altar, with a high ciborium supported by six columns, 
the inlaid wooden choir built in 1749 by C. Gianolio, a 
wooden crucifix with the image in relief of Mary Magdalene, 
dating to the late 15th  - early 16th century, from the 
monastery church. 

   

 

D50 Church 'Purificazione della Beata Vergine Maria'  
(called the Batù) 
Via Bergamaschino 
Set in a clearing not far from the city gate that was part of 
the first circle of the walls of Vignale, the church was built 
in the 17th century. 
Before 1646 it was the seat of the Confraternity of the white 
Flagellants (Battuti bianchi), active until the 1930s. 
The church has a small and cosy courtyard. The façade is 
devoid of ornamentation, the Baroque door is topped by the 
remains of a wall painting. The interior is simple, with a 
barrel vault and preserves the Baroque altar and a small 
choir. 
A partial restoration was carried out in 1964. 
Deconsecrated in 1977, in 1980 it was loaned free of 
charge to the Fondazione Teatro Nuovo in Turin. 

   

 

D51 Conti Callori Chapel 
Piazza del Popolo 
Located at the castle, overlooking the village, the chapel 
appears as a sober building of classic lines. Commissioned 
by Count Federico Callori, it was designed around 1860 by 
the architect Brocchi (the secretary of the Callori family of 
Vignale). Cardinal Federico Callori was buried there in 1971. 
The bell tower, located on the left side of the façade, marks 
the highest point of the town. The Chapel is paved with 
mosaics, and has a polychrome marble altar and a wooden 
choir in walnut. 
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D55 Chapel of Sant’Anna 
Strada provinciale 68 

The rural chapel located in the village behind the castle, on 
the road to Camagna, probably dates from the late 
nineteenth century. It has been restored several times, in 
1975, 1982-84 and 1989-91. Inside there are paintings 
representing the Resurrection and Our Lady of Sorrows by 
Giovanni Necchi (1984). 
 
 
 

 

 

D48 Church of Nostra Signora di Fossano 
In the countryside at the Corona-Cordera farmsteads 
The first structures of the building date back to the 12th 
century. The church was enlarged and transformed in 1832. 
Redesigned in 1934, the gabled façade is neo-Gothic, in 
exposed brick. Framed by two angular pilasters, it has an 
arched door, with lanceolate side windows and an upper 
oculus. 
The room is rectangular and the apse is covered by a barrel 
vault. The oldest structures, consisting of large square 
blocks of sandstone arranged in rows, are identifiable in the 
lower part of the apse and in portions of the side walls. The 
semicircular apse is divided into three sections by pilasters 
resting on a base decorated with a cornice of bricks 
arranged in a saw-toothed pattern. In the apse and in the 
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southern wall there are three mullioned windows. Also in 
the South wall there is a buffered portal with stone ashlars, 
monolithic Romanesque arches and various graffiti on 
stone. Behind the altar a painting is preserved depicting the 
Madonna, from the 18th century. 
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In addition to this heritage under protection at the national level, it should be noted that the
infernot are protected by a special variant of the building regulations made at the municipal
level (see Nomination format, section 5b.6). Pending a complete census of these architec-
tures, below some essential information are given, referring to the infernot that have been sur-
veyed by the Cantoni stone Ecomuseum (see publications of the Ecomuseum at section 7e).
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Infernot IN04 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Camagna Monferrato 
Address: street Oliva, 3 
Area: 8,40 sqm. for the terminal room and 14,30 sqm. for the other ones 
Medium height: 2,50 m. terminal room 
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,75 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the courtyard behind the house 
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Municipality of Cella Monte 

 
 

Infernot IN05 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: Regione Monti, 11 
Area: 7,80 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,00 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,30 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the public road behind the house 

 
Infernot IN06 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street D. Barbano, 65 
Area: 8,30 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,00 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,75 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: stair under the the public road and room under the house 

 

 
Infernot IN07 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: square M. Vallino  
Area: 17,30 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,50 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -5,85 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the house 
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Infernot IN08 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street C. Cei, 6 
Area: 6,60 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,25 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe and wall finishing  
Vertical position: -4,35 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the the public road  

 

Infernot IN09 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street D. Barbano, 37 
Area: 8,75 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,95 m. in the middle and 2,60 to the sides 
Surface finishing: wall finishing  
Vertical position: -9,00 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the courtyard 

 
Infernot IN10 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street D. Barbano, 22 
Area: 14,80 sqm. and 10,70 sqm. for the hall 
Medium height: 2,25 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -6,30 m. compared to the road 
Collocation: under the public square and the road  

 

 

 

 

Infernot IN11 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: Regione Monti, 4 
Area: 8,00 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,40 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,45 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the house 
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Infernot IN24 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street D. Barbano, 38 
Area: 6,60 sqm.  
Medium height: 1,80 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -4,30 m. compared to the public road 
Collocation: under the public road 

 
Infernot IN25 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: square M. Vallino, 1 
Area: 5,30 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,25 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,45 m. compared to the courtyard and -5,80 compared to the public 
road 
Collocation: under the public road  

 

Infernot IN26 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street C. Cei, 18 
Area: 8,10 sqm. 
Medium height: 2,10 m. in the middle 
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -5,50 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the house’s courtyard  

 

 

 

Infernot IN27 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Cella Monte 
Address: street D. Barbano, 10 
Area: 8,70 sqm. 
Medium height: 1,90 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -4,20 m. compared to the public road 
Collocation: under the public road on the side of the house 
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Municipality of Frassinello Monferrato 

 
 

Infernot IN12 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Frassinello Monferrato 
Address: street Umberto I, 13 
Area: 0,90 sqm. (2,40 sqm. of excavated area) 
Medium height: 1,95 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -1,95 m. compared to the cellar and -5,60 m. compared to the road 
Collocation: under the the public road and, partially, under an house of other properties 

 

Infernot IN13 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Frassinello Monferrato 
Address: street Torrione, 1 
Area: 5,15 sqm. (10,80 sqm. of excavated area) 
Medium height: 2,30 m. in the middle  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -2,70 m. compared to the cellar and -6,45 m. compared to the 
courtyard 
Collocation: under the courtyard 

 

Infernot IN14 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Frassinello Monferrato 
Address: street Umberto I, 12 
Area: 10,70 sqm. for the two rooms 
Medium height: 2,00 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone  
Vertical position: -4,95 m. compared to the public road 
Collocation: under the house and the public road  
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Infernot IN29 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Frassinello Monferrato 
Address: street XX Settembre, 17 
Area: 7,30 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,10 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -5,45 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under an other house 
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Municipality of Olivola 

 
  

Infernot IN15 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Olivola 
Address: street L. Pugno, 7 
Area: 1,90 sqm. (5,70 sqm. of excavated area).  
Medium height: 2,00 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone  
Vertical position: -4,90 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the courtyard 

 
 

 

Infernot IN38 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Olivola 
Address: street Vittorio Veneto, 23 
Area: 8,00 sqm. (17,65 sqm. of excavated area) 
Medium height: 3,65 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone 
Vertical position: -4,20 m. compared to the courtyard  
Collocation: under the house  
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Municipality of Ottiglio 

 
 

Infernot IN39 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Ottiglio 
Address: fraction Moleto, 14 
Area: 5,15 sqm. 
Medium height: 2,05 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: +0,85 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the terrace  
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Municipality of Ozzano Monferrato 

 
 

Infernot IN19 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Ozzano Monferrato 
Address: Regione Savoia, 19/a 
Area: 3,10 sqm.  
Medium height: 2,00 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe and wall finishing  
Vertical position: -4,35 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the public road  
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Municipality of Rosignano Monferrato 

 
 

Infernot IN20 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Rosignano Monferrato 
Address: Chiesetta Madonna delle Grazie 
Area: 5,35 sqm. for the terminal room and 3,60 sqm. for the other one 
Medium height: 2,20 m. terminal room 
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,90 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the courtyard 

 
Infernot IN21 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Rosignano Monferrato 
Address: - 
Area: 1,80 sqm. 
Medium height: 1,85 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -3,50 m. compared to the courtyard 
Collocation: under the public road  

 
Infernot IN41 
Province: Alessandria 
Municipality: Rosignano Monferrato 
Address: street Roma, 32 
Area: 1,40 sqm. of the hollow and 34,15 sqm. of the two rooms (37,00 sqm. of 
excavated area) 
Medium height: 2,60 m.  
Surface finishing: carved stone with pickaxe 
Vertical position: -4,10 m. compared to the public square 
Collocation: under the house 
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The Vineyard 
Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato 

1 

We would be pleased if the State Party could confirm that all the municipalities in the 

property have adopted the Agreement Act and local town planning rules including 
appropriate measures related to urban development and new buildings in compliance with 
landscape conservation 

As stated in paragraph 5.b of the Nomination file (p. 461-466), all the Municipalities that fall 

with in the six nominated component parts updated the ir Urban Development Plan (UDP) 

approving a set of regulations that guarantee the protection of the vineyard landscape in all 
its fundamental aspects. 

This process of updating of the local planning began in 2009, when the municipal ities 
approved a Resolution of Intent that confirmed their commitment to the nomination project 

and the need to harmonize their UDP in accordance with common rules. Annex 5 to the 
nomination file shows an example of this act. 

Subsequently, after the definition by Piedmont Region of the most suitable legislation to 
ensure the protection of the nominated property (see Annexes 6 and 7 to the Nomination 
file) , each municipality adopted a variant to its UDP, which includes all the rules assessed at 

reg ional level. The protection, regard ing both urban and landscape heritage, has resulted in 

two main actions: at first the prohibition of build ing new areas and the obligation to 

conduct a technical control on the building quality of works (see Nomination file , p. 464-

465 ) by the Local Landscape Commissions; on the other hand the introduction of 
guidel ines for the recovery of build ings in the UDP or in the Building Regulations. These 

guidelines refer to a series of manuals of good practices approved since 1998 by the 
Piedmont Region (see Nomination file, p. 555-556). 

On page 466 of the Nomination file there is a table that shows the data of the approval of 
the variant for each municipality, which is given below: 

Component 

1. Langa of Barolo 

2. Castle of Grinzane 
Cavour 

3. H1lls of Barbaresco 

Municipality 

Barolo (CN) 

Serralunga d'Aiba (CN) 

Castighone Falletto (CN) 

La Morra (CN) 

Monforte d'Aiba (CN) 

Novello (CN) 

D1ano d'Aiba (CN) 

Grinzane Cavour (CN) 

Neive (CN) 

Barbaresco (CN) 

Current status of UDP updating 

Updated - D.C.C. • no. 3 of 15/03/2011 

Updated - D.C.C. no. 10 of 12/07/201 0 

Updated - 0 C.C. no. 16 of 24/09/2010 

Updated - D.C.C. no. 5 of 02/03/20 11 

Updated - D.C.C. no. 17 of 24/09/201 0 

Updated - D.C.C no. 17 of 28/09/2010 

Updated - 0 C.C. no. 20 of 28/06/2011 

Protected by current Urban 
Development Plan 

Updated - D. C. C. no. 3 of 07/02/201 1 

Updated - D.C.C. no. 34 of 14/12/2011 

~ 

Component 

4 N1zza Monferrato and 
Barb era 

5. Canell i and Asti 
spumante 

6. Monferrato of the 
Inferno/ 

Additional information 

Municipality Current afatus of UDP updallng 

Montegrosso (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 16 of 20/04/2011 

Mombercelh (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 39 of 27/10/2010 

Agl iano (AT) Updated- D.C.C. no. 21 of 21/10/2010 

Castelnuovo Calcea (AT) Updated- D.C.C. no. 42 of 27/10/2010 

Vinch10 (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 24 of 29/10/2010 

Vaglio Serra (AT) Updated- D.C.C. of 12/08/2010 

Nizza Monferrato (AT) Updated- O.C.C. no, 46 of 26/10/2010 

San to Stefano Belbo (CN) Updated - O.C.C. no. 36 ol15/12/2010 

Calosso (AT) Updated - O.C.C. no. 38 of 29/10/2010 

Canelli (AT) Updated - D.C.C. no. 42 ol8/07/2010 

Cella Monte (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 2 of 26/02/2011 

Ozzano Monferrato (AL) Updated - O.C.C no. 2 of 12/04/2011 

Sala Monferrato (AL) Updated - O.C C. no. 32 of 22/12/2010 

Rosignano Monlerrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 29 of 23/09/2011 

Ottiglio (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no.1 ol 21 /02/2011 

Olivola (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 7 ol4/05/201 1 

Frassmello Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no. 12 of 9/05/2011 

Camagna Monferrato (AL) Updated - O.C.C. no. 23 ol 2/08/2011 

Vignale Monferrato (AL) Updated - D.C.C. no.30 ol1 7/1 0/2012 

·o.c c.: Delibera di Consiglio Comunale (Town Council Resolution). Represents the ~ff ~cial ~et 

trhough which the the City Council takes all the decisions on political and admmtstrattve 
matters. 

lt should be noted that the Municipality of Grinzane Cavour did not need to . adopt t~e 

variant as the area involved in the nomination-the Castle and the experimental vmeyard ~1s 

already subject to stringent safeguards by national legislation (the castle_ and 1ts 
outbuildings are protected by law, according to the Code of the Cultural Hentage and 

Landscape) and by the current UDP (the experimental vineyard is reported as green area of 
environmental safeguarding). 

In addition , with regard to the component 6 • Monferrato of the lnfemot , it _shou_ld . be 

emphasized that all the municipalities included in the area h~ve up~ated their Bu1ldmg 
Regulations, introducing specific rules concerning the conservation of mfemot(s~e p. 522-
523 of the nomination file) . The following table shows the situation of the updatmg of the 
Building Regulations for each municipality: 

2 
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Component 

6. Monferrato of the 
Inferno! 

Municipality 

Cella Monte (AL) 

Ozzano Monterrato (AL) 

Sala Monterrato (AL) 

Rosignano Monterrato (AL) 

Ottiglio (AL) 

Olivola (AL) 

Frassinello Monterrato (AL) 

Camagna Monterrato (AL) 

Vignale Monterrato (AL) 

Current status of building regulations 
updating 

The UDP already contains regulations tor 
the protection of Inferno! 

D.C.C. n. 33 del18.12 .. 2012 

D.C.C. n. 27 del 20.12 .. 2012 

D.C.C. n. 53 del22.12 .. 201 2 

D.C.C. n. 31 del22.1 2. 201 2 

The UDP already contains regulations for 
the protection of inferno/ 

The UDP already contams regulations for 
the protection of inferno/ 

D.C.C. n 6 del14.0 . 201 3 

D.C.C. n. 34 del15 1 2012 

We also consider appropriate to point out here that Piedmont Region has recently 

confirmed and strengthened the measures related to the protection of the buffer zones. In 
particular, with the DGR (Resolution of the Regional Council) no 34-6436 dated 

30.09.2013, annexed hereto, an institutional document has been approved to facil itate the 
reading and application of the provisions of protection of the buffer zone. Th is provision: 

• represents the delimitations of the 2013 nominated property; 

• coordinates and summarises the protective indications to be observed in the buffer 

zone; 

• refers to the prov1s1ons of art. 9 of Regional Low no. 56/77 and subsequent 
amendments, which envisages the possibility for the Region to take cautionary 

measures inhibiting or suspending works for the protection of the environment, nature 

and the landscape in the case of authorisation or accomplishment of operations with a 

particular impact; 

• highlights the activities of coord ination and collaboration between Piedmont Region 
and the "Association for the heritage for the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and 

Monferrato" for the pursuit of activities connected to the nomination process and for 

the monitoring of the transformations of the nominated property. 

The complex of the actions already earned out in terms of planning and regulations , 
together with the last provision, referred to above, guarantee an optimal level of protection 

fo r the buffer zone. 

Additional information 

Annex 

Resolution of the Regional Council no 34-6436 dated 30.09.2013 



Text of the Resolution of Piedmont Regional Council no. 34-6436 dated 301h September 2013 

Whereas: 

- The nomination of "The vineyrad landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato" was officially 
launched on 1 June 2006 with its registration in the Italian applications of the UNESCO World Heritage by 
the permanent interministerial team for World Heritage, on the basis of the project which has been under 
discussion in the areas since 2003; 

- the operational launch of the works took place in 2008 with the signing, on 11 February, of the Agreement 
between the Ministry for Cultural Heritage, Piedmont Region and the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and 
Cuneo, aimed at identifying sites of outstanding value to register as UNESCO Heritage and at drawing up 
the nomination format and relative Management Plan; 

- the Intent was followed by two years of very hard work, during which the nomination porcesswas 
developed into successive stages, according to a technical-political sharing process with the territories 
involved. This led to the definition of its contents with the approval by the Regional Council of Resolution 
no. 87-13582 dated 16 March 2010. With this deed, which is still valid for several matters, such as the 
legislation of defence of the core zones, the following were adopted: the delimitations of the areas of 
excellence (core zones) and of the buffer zones, the brief of the nomination process, the legislative address 
to apply to the territories of the core zone, the technical and economic support of the Municipalities to 
facilitate acknowledgement within the municipal planning tools of the legislation for protection of the 
territories concerned. The DGR (Regional Council Resolution) was then followed by an explanatory 
technical document, applied with Managerial Determination no. 460 dated 20 July 2010, which supplied 
the offices with the instructions for the preliminary phase of the variants to the regulatory plans of the 
municipalities included in the candidacy; 

- during 2010, the Municipalities included in the core zones activated measures to adapt their UDPs to DGR 
no. 87-13582 dated 16 March 2010. This completed the network for protection of the property requested 
by UNESCO; 

- on 1 0 January 2011, the Association for the Heritage of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and 
Monferrato was set up, with the aim of supporting and promoting the nomination process. The founding 
members are Regione Piemonte and the Provinces of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo; 

- on 21 January 2011, the Nomination Format was delivered to UNESCO in Paris. In February 2011, UNESCO 
launched the assessment phase and, in the first week of October 2011, an expert from the ICOMOS, the 
advisory body of UNESCO, visited the nominated property. The ICOMOS commission requested two 
analyses and, in May 2012, issued its technical opinion, in which it acknowledged the outstanding of the 
territory but proposed the deferral of the nomination, reporting on its findings and requesting further 
analyses; 

- the opinion of the ICOMOS was confirmed during the session of the World Heritage Committee held in 
June 2012 in Saint Petersburg, in Decision 36COM8B.32; 

- the main criticisms aimed by ICOMOS at the nomination format regarded the excessive extension of the 
nominated property, the autochthonous grape variety-wine association which is not convincing enough for 
the entirety of the core zones proposed and the lack of sufficiency by the group of core zones proposed in 
terms of demonstrating their ability to make a significant contribution to representing the Outstanding 
Universal Value. Consequently, the UNESCO felt it necessary, after identifying the selection criteria again, 
that they be applied strictly in the choice of the sites and their confines and that such new criteria be 
formulated with regard to the relationship between the grape variety, appellation and territory, and that they 
lead to the selection of sites that are only truly capable of demonstrating Outstanding Universal Value; 

- the deferral required a general reconsideration of the nomination format, both in terms of identification of 
the areas to be put up for nomination and in the vision of the entire project which, starting from a more 



attentive organisation of the landscape, had to be reconsidered from the aspects more specific to 
viticulture and the quality of wines. In this sense, from 2012 the representatives of the Ministry of Cultural 
Heritage and Activities and Tourism were joined in the work to review the Dossier, by the representatives of 
the Ministry of Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policies, who participated actively; 

- the indications of the ICOMOS and numerous meetings with the experts of the competent Ministries led to 
the redefinition of the delimitations of the core zones and buffer zones, reducing the number of the core 
zones, changing the names and reducing the surface of the buffer zone. 

- The current proposal comprises 29 municipalities in core zones (now called components of the serial 
property) against the 7 4 of the previous nomination file, renaming the single components as follows: 
Component 1 "La Langa del Barolo" (The Langa of Barolo) 
Component 2 "11 Castello di Grinzane Cavour" (Grinzane Cavour Castle) 
Component 3 "Le Colline del Barbaresco" (Hills of Barbaresco) 
Component 4 "Nizza Monferrato e il Barbera" (Nizza Monferrato and Barbera) 
Component 5 "Canelli e I'Asti spumante" (Canelli and Asti Spumante) 
Component 6 "11 Monferrato degli lnfernot" (The Monferrato of the lnfernot) 
lt also comprises 100 municipalities in the buffer zone for a total, between core and buffer zones of 101 (1 
in the core zone only, 28 in core and buffer zone and 72 in the in buffer zone only - cf. Annex 1) against 
the 203 of the previous Dossier; 

- The revised nomination file was presented in Paris on 30 January 2013 and is currently undergoing 
assessment by the ICOMOS. From 10 to 13 September 2013, an ICOMOS expert visited the nominated 
propertyand, in the months ahead, the ICOMOS may request further technical analyses for the expression 
of the opinion, which will be announced publicly in spring 2014; the UNESCO World Heritage Committee 
will announce the conclusive decision in June/July 2014. 

Considering that, at the current stage of the nomination process, it is necessary to: 

- update the knowledge of the process, acknowledging the new delimitations of the property and of the 
buffer zone following the review consequent to the UNESCO decision of June 2012, delivered to UNESCO 
in Paris in January 2013; 

- summarise and coordinate the existing indications of protection to be observed in the buffer zone, in 
addition to that already expressed in DGR no. 87-13582 dated 16 March 2010, also referring to the 
resolutions of art. 9 of Regional Law no. 56/1977 and subsequent amendments, which envisages the 
possibility for the Region to take cautionary measures to defend the environment, nature and the landscape 
in the case of authorisation or accomplishment of interventions of particular impact; 

- establish and support the coordination and collaboration activities between Regione Piemonte and the 
Association for the Heritage of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato for the pursuit of 
the activities connected to the nomination and for the monitoring of the transformations of the nominated 
property. 

Considering therefore: 

- the acknowledgement of the new delimitations of the core zones and the buffer zones of "The vineyard 
landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato" and of the list of municipalities concerned, 
contained in the Dossier delivered to UNESCO in Paris in January 2013 (Annex 1 ); 

- the approval of the document entitled "UNESCO nomitaion of the Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: 
Langhe-Roero and Monferrato. Specifications on the protection of the buffer zone" (Annex 2); 

- the acknowledgement of the need to strengthen the collaboration between Regione Piemonte and the 
Association for theHeritage of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato for the pursuit of 
the activities and for the accomplishment of the monitoring of transformations in the nominated property 

also for the purposes of possible adoption of the cautionary measure~ considered to be necessary in 
application of art. 9 of regional law 56/1977 and subsequent amendments, 

Given the above, 

The Regional council , by unanimous vote expressed in compliance with the law, 

resolves 

~.~~~~~~·~:g~~~~~:.:·~~~~~~:~:,~~~~~ ~~~· :~~~: ~~~ ~~·~~~~~::~~~:s o~~~::,~~~~Y~~~~~~~~c~~·~~: 
Dossier delivered to UNESCO in Paris in January 2013 (Annex 1 ), 

to approve the document entitled "UNESCO nomination of the Vineyard ~~ndscapes .of Piedmont: Langhe
Roero and Monferrato. Specifications on the protection of the buffer zone (Annex 2), . 

to confirm the indications on the legislation to apply to the core zones, approved with Regional Councrl 

Resolution no. 87-13582 dated 16 March 2010; . . . 
. the corn etent Regional Directions to support, with a consulting actrvrty, ~n 

- ~~r~ses~:n~ w~~nt~~t~r~0vincial Ad~inistrations, the Muni~palitie~ tha~ hav~f t:~~it1~~:~ ~~a~hn~n~u~oe~~~~~~~~~ 
!~~i~~t~~t~e~a~i~o;~~~h~o~:f:~~i::~~:~~~~s~:~~~ ~~d ~~et~ i~~~~:~ion of. constru~tion operations, as 

d · A nex 2 "UNESCO Nomination of the Vineyard Landscape of Predmont. Langhe-Roero and 
propose rn n . "· 
Monferrato. Specifications on the protectron of the buffer zone , . 

_ to acknowledge that the Region will collaborate ~nMan ~;r-r~~~ngo~~~~c~i~~!h~e~~~~c::t~~ef~~ ~~~ ~~~~~ge~ 
~e~~ev:;efa~r~h!a~~~~~i~~f~fh~~~ii~~~:so~~~:;cted ~~the ~o~ination process and for the accom~lis:s~i~~! 
of the mo,nitoring of landscape transformations in the nom mated pr~perty ~ls~.~o: ~~e ::r~o~~~egi~nal law 
adoption of the cautionary measures considered to be necessary m app rea r · 
56/1977 and subsequent amendments; 
to undertake to promptly inform the Municipalities concerned in the nominated property of the present 

resolution, also transmitting the annexed documents. 

The present determination will be published in the Official Newsletter of Regione Piemonte, in accordance with 

art. 61 of the Statute and art. 5 of Regional Law 22/2010. 

I 
I 
l 



Annex 1 to Resolution of Piedmont Regional Council no. 34-6436 dated 30 September 2013 

Municipalities involved in the Nomination 

Legend 

D Components 
0 Buffer Zone 
D Provinces 

Municipalities 

Components: 
1. Langa of Barolo 
2. Grinzane Cavour Castle 
3. Hills of Barbaresco 
4. Nizza Monferrato and Barbera 
5. Canelli and Asti Spumante 
6. Monferrato of the Inferno! 

--==---km 
0 10 

PROVINCE OF CUNEO 

PROVINCE OF ASTI 

List of municipalities partially or completely involved in the nomination 
• 101 municipalities involved in the nomination; 
• 29 municipalities involved in the core zones: one fully comprised (Cella Monte) and 28 partially 

covered by core zones and partially by buffer zone. 
• 72 municipalities partially or totally covered by the buffer zones. 

29 municipalities partially or totally in core zones 72 municipalities partially or totally covered by the buffer zone 

Comp. Buffer Municipalities Prov. Buffer Municipalities Prov. Buffer Municipalities 

1 1 Barolo CN 1 Acqui Terme AL 1 Vigliano d'Asti 
Castiglione Falletto CN Alice Bel Colle AL 1 Alba 

1 Diano d'Aiba CN Bergamasco AL 1 Castiglione Tinella 
1 La Morra CN Bistagno AL 1 Cherasco 
1 Monforte d'Aiba CN Cassine AL Dogliani 
1 Novella CN Masio AL Mango 

1 1 Serralunga d'Aiba CN Occimiano AL Monchiero 
2 1 Grinzane Cavour CN Ricaldone AL Montelupo Albese 
3 1 Barbaresco CN Strevi AL Monticello d'Aiba 
3 1 Neive CN Terzo AL Narzole 
4 1 Agliano AT ASTI AT Neviglie 
4 1 Castelnuovo Calcea AT 1 Belveglio AT Roddi 
4 Mombercelli AT 1 Calamandrana AT Roddino 
4 Montegrosso d'Asti AT 1 Cassinasco AT Rodello 
4 Nizza M.to AT 1 Castagnole delle AT S.Vittoria d'Aiba 
4 Vaglio Serra AT 1 Caste! Boglione AT Sinio 
4 Vinchio AT Caste! Rocchero AT Treiso 
5 Calosso AT Castelletto Molina AT Trezzo Tinella 
5 Canelli AT Castelnuovo Belbo AT 1 Verduno 
5 S.Stefano Belbo CN Coazzolo AT 2 Altavilla M.to 
6 2 Camagna M.to AL Cortiglione AT 2 Casale M.to 
6 2 Cella Monte AL Costigliole d'Asti AT 2 Castelletto Merli 
6 2 Frassinello M.to AL Fontanile AT 2 Cereseto 
6 2 Olivola AL lncisa Scapaccino AT 2 Conzano 
6 2 Ottiglio AL lsola d'Asti AT 2 Cuccaro M.to 
6 2 Ozzano M.to AL 1 Maranzana AT 2 Fubine 
6 2 Rosignano M.to AL 1 Moasca AT 2 Lu 
6 2 Sala M.to AL 1 Mombaruzzo AT 2 Ponzano M.to 
6 2 Vignale M.to AL 1 Mongardino AT 2 Serralunga di Crea 

Total." 29 1 Montabone AT 2 Terruggia 
1 Montaldo Scarampi AT 2 Treville 
1 Quaranti AT 2 Casorzo 

Rocca d'Arazzo AT 2 Grana 
Rocchetta Palafea AT 2 Grazzano Badoglio 
Rocchetta Tanaro AT 2 Moncalvo 
S.Marzano Oliveto AT 2 Pen an go 

(follows) -> Total." 12 

Prov. 

AT 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
CN 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AL 
AT 
AT 
AT 
AT 
AT 



Annex 2 to Resolution of Piedmont Regional Council no. 34-6436 dated 30 September 2013 

Unesco Nomination "The vineyard landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato" 

Specification on the protection of the buffer zone 

The aim of this document is to highlight the measures that guarantee the protection of the buffer zone 
proposed for the serial property "The vineyard landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato" 
supplying th~ Municipal Ad~ini~trations with the elements needed to draw up the new town planning variant~ 
and for the 1ssue of authonsat1ons for the landscape transformations in the buffer zones of the nominated 
property. 

The legislative and regulatory instruments in force in the buffer zones are summarised below. 

Legal restrictions on the subject of landscape and environment 

The buffer zone contains areas subject to restrictions deriving from Italian legislation on the matter of 
landscape and the environment. 

For. t.h~ landscape ~estrictions , Italian law envisages the control by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and 
Act1v1t1es a~d Tou~1sm, thr~ug.h the Superintendence Departments, its decentralised bodies, over every 
transformation earned out w1thm the territory. lt particularly envisages that all the operations that alter the 
status ?f the places be subject !o the issu.e of landscape authorisation by the Region or the Municipality, 
depen~m~ o.n ~he type of operat1on, followmg the approval of the Superintendence in charge. At municipal 
level: .JU~IS~1ct10n for landscape authorisation is attributed to the Local Landscape Commission, the 
multldiSCipll~ary body set up at local level by experts whose competence is verified by the Region. 
~or. the envnon~~nt~l. restrictions (Habitat directive), transformations are subject to the Evaluation of 
mci~ence. a multldiSCipllnary P.rocedure which decides the feasibility of operations, verifying the presence of 
any Impacts on the resource bemg protected and establishing the measures for mitigation and compensation. 

Regional Landscape Plan 

The. Regional Lan.d~~ape Plan (PPR), adopted by Regione Piemonte by agreement with the Ministry of Cultural 
H~n.tage and Act1v1t1es and Tourism in 2009, is currently undergoing a joint review by the Region and the 
Mm1stry. All the standards concerning landscape restrictions have been operational since the date of adoption 
(2009) . 

Regarding the .UNESCO nomination process, the PPR has furthered the analyses of the hill territory and has set 
up the ~heoretlc reference and knowledge for the delimitation of the site up for nomination and the areas of 
protection. 

The bu~er zone proposed was created on the basis of 30 landscape units identified within 4 landscape area of 
the ~eg10nal L~nd~cape Pla.n. These even portions of territory are subject to specific objectives of landscape 
quality, the act1vat1on of. w~1ch takes place through the adaptation of subordinate planning tools (at provincial 
level the PTCP - Terntonal Plan of Provincial Coordination, and at municipal level the UDP - Urban 
Development Plan). These aims provide the addresses on the basis of which the single territories have to 
organise their planning, paying specific attention to the dispersion of settlements, integration between rural 
and urban areas, ground consumption and visual quality. 

Regional Territorial Plan 

'1 he Regional Territorial Plan (PTR) protects the territory through its own regulations, which have to be 
acknowledged in the municipal planning instruments. In particular, certain articles of the Implementation 
Standards of the plan specifically regard the attentions relating to the hill territories (identified in the Langhe, 
Boero and Monferrato zones), both in terms of attention to their tourist vocation and in terms of defence of 
the landscape via the request for particular attention to the operations (reduction of ground consumption -
art. 31 PTRstandards, architectural quality and enhancement - art. 23 and 28 PTR standards), as well as the 
need to limit transformations in farming areas (art. 25 and 26 PTR standards). These standards must 
therefore be respected by any Variant to the Municipal UDPs. With the approval of the new PTR, the 
standards of the old PTR of 1997, relating to certain protective element, particularly (art. 11 of the 
Implementation Standards) those relating to areas with cultural structural with considerable dominance of the 
landscape, have been kept in force, awaiting final approval of the PPR. 

Other regional provisions 

During the drawing up of the PPR, Addresses for landscape quality were prepared to guarantee the protection 
and enhancement of the landscape in relation to operations to transform the territory, approved with DGR no. 
30-13616 dated 22.03.2010. These Addresses contain a section dedicated to the hill territories of Piedmont's 
wine production, describing and indicating examples and methods for the correct inclusion of construction 
and urban transformations. The Addresses, since their approval, have constituted an important reference for 
the planning of the operations. All the municipalities included in the buffer zone are advised to use these 
Addresses systematically every time it is necessary to undertake the design of a new building. 

The reference manuals that can be helpful to Municipal Administrations to review the Construction Regulations 
are indicated below, along with the above Addresses: 

Guidelines on landscape inclusion, planning and design: 
Regione Piemonte, Environmental Heritage Council, Criteria and Addresses for the 
protection of the Landscape, DGR no. 21-9251 dated 05105103 - ORN no. 23 dated 
05106103. (available online at 
http://www.regione.piemonte.itlterritorioldocumentazione.htm) 
Regione Piemonte, Territorial Policies Council, by DIPRADI, Addresses for the landscape 
quality of settlements: Good practices tor construction design" and "Addresses for the 
landscape quality of settlement· Good practices for local planning'; Turin 2010 
(previously sent to the Municipalities in 2010 but still available from the regional offices of 
the Territorial Policies Management, Sector for the enhancement of the value and 
management of the landscape) 
Regione Piemonte, Town Planning and Territorial Planning Council, Longhi A .. Rolfo V., 
The historical structure of the landscape: good practices tor interpretation, planning and 
orientation, Turin 2007. (available from the regional offices of the Territorial Policies 
Management, Sector for the enhancement of the value and management of the landscape) 
Regione Piemonte, Town Planning, Territorial and Metropolitan Area Planning and 
Residential Construction Council, System of central hills of Piedmont Langhe -
Monferrato - Roero. Framework study, Turin 1999. (available on line at 
http://www. regione.piemonte. itlterritorio/documentazione.htm) 

Guidelines on building recovery 
Daniela Bosia, Guide to the recovery of rural architecture of the GAL Langhe Roero 
Leader, 2006 
Regione Piemonte, Province of Asti, by lvana Bologna. The recovery of rural buildings in 
the province of Asti, Asti 2000. 
Regione Piemonte, Town Planning, Territorial and Metropolitan Area Planning and 
Residential Construction Council, by Luciano Re, Guide for construction operations in the 



terr~torial area of the Municipalities of the Association of Barolo, Turin 2000. (available 
onlt~e at h~p.'//www.regione.piemonte.iVterritorioldocumentazione.htm) 
Reg~one. P1emonte, Town Planning, Territorial and Metropolitan Area Planning and 

1'he Municipalities are advised to pay the utmost attention when authorising the construction of buildings or 
nfrastructures that may create negative impacts and repercussions in the territory of the buffer zone. 

Res1?~ntJal Constr~ct.ion Council, Guide to construction operations tor the recovery of 
traditiOnal farm buildmgs- Bassa Langa and Roero Zones, Turin 1998. (available online at 
http://www.regione.piemonte.iVterritorioldocumentazione.htm) 
Guidelines for environmental operations 
Regione Piemonte, Management of Environment, Hydrogeological and naturalist 
organisation techniques, Turin (available online at 
www. regione.piemonte.iVambienteltutela amb/documentazione. htm) 

Legislative texts 
Regional law no. 31 dated 24 March 2000, Resolutions tor the prevention and tight 
against light pollution and for the correct use of energy resources 
Regional law no. 9 dated 29 April 2003, Standards tor the functional recovery of rustic 
buildings. 
Regional law no. 50 dated 3 Aprl'l 1995, Protection and enhancement of the value of 
monumental trees, of outstanding natural and historical prestige, of Piedmont 
Regional law no. 56 dated 5 December 1977 and subsequent amendments: "Protection 
and use of the ground" 

W!th ~eference t~ r~newable energy sources, the Region, with DGR no. 3-1183 dated 14.12.201 O, identified the 
cnten.a ~nd t~~ hm1ts for the installation of photovoltaic systems on the ground. In this provision, the buffer 
zone IS 1dent1f1ed as an area of attention of landscape-related importance for which any operations have to be 
supported by a study of compatibility with the landscape and environmental context. 
In March 2013, the Region~! Council approved the regional town planning law which envisages the formation 
of the UDPs thr.o~gh Planmng and a~sessment conferences in which the Regional, Province and Municipality 
concer~ed part1c1pate. The new reg1onal law on town planning also mentions the need to guarantee the 
reduction_ of ground consumption, the correct inclusion of the operations and the recovery of existing 
constructiOns. 

Provincial: provincial territorial plan (PTP) 

!he . Provin?es of Alessandria, Asti and Cuneo all have PTPs that recognise the value of the territories 
Implicated m the ?andidacy, envisaging different measures for the protection of the hill territories. lt is 
necessary to take mto account these provisions when developing new variants of the municipal regulatory 
plans. 

Local planning 

Notwithstanding the indications for the protection of the core zones indicated in DGR no. 87-13582 dated 16 
~arch 2010, all the municip~lities that ~all within ~he buffer zone must, during the review of the town planning 
mst~um.ent and the constructiOn regulations, take mto account all the indications of the Regional and Provincial 
Terntonal and Landscape Plans, of the Addresses for landscape quality approved by the Region with DGR no. 
30-1 ~6~ 6 dated 22.03.2010, of the indications approved with DGR no. 3-1183 dated 14.12.201 o on the criteria 
and lim1ts for the installation of photovoltaic systems on the ground. 

Below are som~ recommendations tor the implementation of the town planning system in force in the buffer 
zones to .take mto .cons~der~tio~ wtlhin the scope of the issue of authorisations tor the performance of 
constr~c~10n opera/ton~ tmpltcatmg landscape transformation, as well as the forms of collaboration with the 
Assocta!ton for the heritage of the wine landscapes of Langhe-Roero and Monterrato . · 

Construction operations 

1 hey are advised to examine all the existing instruments indicated above and assess the need or otherwise to 
adopt the measures considered necessary to pursue the following aims: . 

1. to guarantee the protection of the visuals from the buffer zone to the core zone and v1ce versa, 
2. to guarantee that the new constructions respect a high level of quality, in terms of inclusion within the 

context and in terms of construction materials. 

To allow the protection and the achievement of the aims indicated above, it is considered appropriate for the 
Municipal Administrations to take advice from the regional and local landscape commissions when drawing up 

and approving the projects. 
Consequently, for operational purposes, it is advisable to submit: 
_ to the local landscape commission, operations subject to issue of a building permit which might interfere 

with aims 1 and 2 as indicated above; 
_ to the regional commission for settlements of historical-artistic, landscape or documentary. int.erest, 

operations pursuant to art. 3 of regional law 3212008 which might interfere with aims 1 and 2 as md1cated 

above. 
To this end it is helpful that the project documents relating to the above operations contain elements similar to 
those envisaged by the landscape report pursuant to DPCM 12-12-2005. 

Monitoring the transformation of the candidate territorv and cautionary measures 

The Association for the heritage of the vineyard landscape of Langhe-Roero and Monferrato coordinates and 
collaborates with Regione Piemonte in the accomplishment of the monitoring of landscape transformations of 

the candidate territory. 

Any operations considered to be out of line with the landscape values, following rep?rt or ascertainment ~ithin 
the scope of the monitoring activity, can be subject to the cautionary measures env1sag~d by art. 9 ~f r~g10nal 
law no. 5611977 and subsequent amendments, following assessment by the Reg10nal comm1ss1on for 
settlements of historical-artistic, landscape or documentary interest, 

An annual report will be drawn up on the monitoring activity, which will be approved and divulged at the .time 
of approval of the Financial Statements of the Association. The report will also be sent to the Reg1onal 
commission for settlements of historical-artistic, landscape or documentary interest. 
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